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INTRODUCTION 
The Regiments 
In the regimental analysis which now follows, will be found those 
evidences which have been drawn together in the statistical tables already set 
out in Vol. 1. "Where the facts are missing", wrote Asa Briggs in his intro- 
duction to W. G. Hoskins' The Age of Plunder, "or the thoughts impossible to 
recover, it is the duty of the historian to say so". It would have given a 
false impression of the problems involved in trying to write a regimental 
history for this period, had I omitted from the analyses those officers about 
whom we know virtually nothing beyond their names, sometimes, only their sur- 
names, and ranks. In some instances it may prove possible, in the future, to 
learn something, but for the vast majority of these unidentified officers, they 
will remain but anonymous figures in the history of the civil war. Most 
particularly should it be rememberedt that whilst the positive identification 
of Catholics, for example, declines with the rank being dealt with, it is more 
than probable that a sizeable number of the unidentified officers would have 
had either a recusant or 'church Papist' background. 
To write even a brief campaign history for any single regiment, in often 
impracticable. Few regiments were ever mentioned by name in contemporary 
records, either Royalist or Parliamentarian, and so often we are reliant upon 
references to regimental officers either as casualties or as prisoners of war 
taken in any particular engagement, to gather some idea of the whereabouts of 
a regiment. Even this is not foolproof, since the presence of one or two 
officers from a known regiment at a single engagement, need not mean that the 
regiment was present in full strength: perhaps only a company, or a troop, or 
two, was in the field on that occasion. With the exception of garrison 
regiments, however, it can be safely assumed that at important major actions 
such as that at Adwalton Moor in 1643, or Marston Moor in 1644, virtually all 
of the fighting army under Newcastle's command was involved. it will be 
noticed that for most of the northern regiments which served with the Oxford 
army, the campaign details are fuller. This is an accident of history, in 
that whether the Oxfordarmy had more chroniclers than had Newcastle's, or not, 
it is the Oxford army's writers whose works have survived the exigencies of 
time and the loss of documents. For the northern Royalist army as a whole, 
we have no S ymonds or Walker, but thanks to them, we at least know a good deal 
about Tyldesley's regiments, or the Queen's Lifeguard for example. 
The regimental analysis has been divided into three parts, dealing 
respectively with Horses Foot and Dragoons. A fourth section lists those 
officers, almost certainly northern in origin, for whom no regimental link can 
be found. This is necessarily less detailed, since these officers have not 
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been taken into account in compiling statistical tables. Certain officers 
included in this fourth section, may seem out of place there. I have, for 
example, included in it Colonel Richard Lowther, the second governor of Ponte- 
fract, and Colonel Gervase Cutler. Both of these men have been discussed in 
Vol. 1, but suffice it here to say, that for Lowther we have no evidence of a 
regimental command at any time, whilst for Cutler even the rank of Colonel is 
in doubt. These, and other problematical people, have been noted. On the 
other hand, certain colonels have been included in the regimental analysis 
proper, even though there is very slender evidence for their regimental rank. 
Such a case is that of Colonel Sir Richard Graham, and in his case, as will be 
explained, I have taken his name in the List as very strong evidence of at 
least a commission, but in his case, as in that of Charles Towneley, the 
difficulties have been fully discussed and my conclusions explained. 
It is now necessary to outline the specified composition of each regimental 
type. By doing this, it will be possible to arrive at an idea of field 
strength by comparing the actuality presented in the analysis, with the ideal. 
I have not sought to do this systematically in what follows, since the 
imponderables are significant. Officers may be missing for several reasons, 
not least the majority of those killed in action, so that any comparative 
assessment would be extremely tentative. 
The Horse regiment consisted of . 
500 volunteers formed into 6 troops,, two 
in each regimental division. Each of the six troops was commanded by a 
captaing three of, -them by First Captains 
(whom it is virtually impossible to 
positively distinguish from ordinary Captains), and the other three by captains 
responsible to the colonel, lt. colonel and major for their troops. There is 
some evidence that the major, for example, may have combined the rank of major 
and captain in himself, but whether this was a general rule, or exceptional, 
we do not know. It is highly unlikely that the colonel would have acted as 
his own troop commander, together with his other responsibilities. The 
command structure of each troop was as follows: 
(I Captain 
(1 Lieutenant (also termed Captain-Lieutenant) commission (1 Cornet 
(1 Quartermaster 
-(3 Corporals 
Non-Commission (2 Trumpeters (1 Sadler 
(I Farrier 
60 Troopers 
Let it be noted that the Quartermaster was present in each cavalry troops 
not, as in the case of the Foot, attached only to regimental strength. 
The Foot regiment consisted of 1300 meng volunteers and conscripts divided 
into 10 companies, and further distinguished by size. The colonelts company 
was proscribed at 200 men, the lt. colonel's at 150, the major's at 140 and 
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seven Captain's companies of 100 men in each. Here again, whilst the major 
and possibly the lt. colonel acted as their own captains, it is unlikely that 
the colonel did so. The command structure of each company was as follows: 
(1 Captain 
Commission (I Lieutenant 
(1 Ensign (or, in archaic terminology, Ancient) 
(1 Gentleman at Arms 
Non-Commission (2 Sergeants (3', Corporals 
(2 Drummers 
The regimental staff consisted, apart from the three field commanders, of a 
chaplain, a surgeon and a surgeon's mate, a quartermasterg a carriage or 
waggon master, a provost marshal and a drum major. The chaplain, surgeon and 
surgeon's mate with, as has been pointed out, the quartermasterg had their 
counterparts in cavalry and dragoon formations. Of these regimental staff, 
only the quartermaster was a commissioned officer. The rank and file generally 
numbered one pikeman to every two musketeers, but there was a good deal of 
shifting about according to requirements. The musketeers were invariably 
armed with matchlock weapons, and the small number of men armed with snaphaunces 
or early flintlocks tended to act in separate units. This has been discussed 
in Vol. 1, in connection with the siege of Pontefract. 
Little is known of the dragoon regiment. As will be seeng there were 
very few of these in the northern army, and probably a lack of them in the 
Oxford army too. In November 16429 the King had complained of a want of 
dragoons, which the Parliamentary army seemed to have in good supply! The 
dragoon wasq in reality, a mounted infantryman, neitherl to coin a phrase, 
fish nor fowl. The cavalry would have considered the dragoon as an inferior 
being, as an infantryman aspiring to cavalry status, whilst it is unlikely that 
the foot particularly enjoyed the prospect of combining the two functions. 
If the Parliamentary army was strong in dragoons, in 1642, it can only have 
been because the quality of their cavalry was such, as to make them more readily 
dragoon in nature, less well horsed than the Royalist cavalry, and perhaps less 
well armed. Cromwell thought this was so at Edgehill, it will be remembered. 
of precise figure and structure we know very little. The New Model set a 
prescribed strength of 1000 men in 10 companies, which accentuates the infantry 
basis of a dragoon regiment. The Scots called their dragoon colour-bearers 
lensignslý However, from a meeting held at Preston in December 16429 and 
convened by the earl of Derby (see Vol. 1) we have a list of dragoon officers 
which indicates that for the Royalists at least, the dragoon was on a par of 
some kind with the cavalry. The troop command structure consisted of captain, 
lieutenant, cornet, sergeant, corporal, kettle drummerv commissary and 
dragoons. 
There arej however, certain anomalies here which require explanation. 
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Clearly, the dragoon troop was somewhat smaller than the cavalry troop, in that 
only one of each rank was specified. The colour-bearer adopted the rank of 
his cavalry equivalent, but the drummer of the foot was transposed to the 
mounted infantry and given a kettle drum as opposed to a cavalry trumpet. 
It is also to be noted that the sergeant was a distinctively infantry rankg but 
was here given dragoon status as well. Each dragoon regimentg of course, 
possessed a colonel, lt. colonel and major. The commissaryg equivalent to 
the quartermaster, seems to have been a troop rather than a single regimental 
rank, which again exemplifies the cavalry nature of Royalist dragoon forces. 
. 
NOTES 
1. Warburton, II, P. 79 f. n. 1 
2. 
-Terry, 
C. S., ed: Papers ... of the Army of the Solemn League and Covenant, 
Vol. 1, P. lxxxv. 
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Colonel Sir Francis ANDERSON'S Regiment of Horse. 
In his study of the battle of Marston Moor, Young suggested that this 
regiment may have been that of Colonel George Heron under a new commander! 
His opinion was based upon the List, and the citing of George Tong as a troop 
commander under Heron and latterly as lt. colonel to Anderson. Heron's 
regiment was probably given to Colonel Robert Brandling (q. v. ) after Heron's 
death, since there is evidence that Anderson held a colonel's rank as early as 
March 1643, whereas Heron was not killed until June 30th. In a tiny scrap of 
2 
paper in the Hutton of Marske Mss., which can be dated approximately to the 
early summer of 1643, is a record of Z2.14.9d. paid by one Roland Cliburn to 
"Colinell Anderson's owne troop". A document in the Musgrave Mss. 9 at Carlisle 
Castle, clearly dated March 29th 1643, refers directly to Anderson as a colonel. 
Of the regiment's active service, we know that it was at Wooler in Northumber- 
land on January 20th 1644, keeping watch on the advance of the ScotO From 
then on, it almost certainly fought alongside the main army of the Marquess of 
Newcastle in the retreat across Durham, and, after the decision to hold York 
and to send away the bulk of the cavalry, probably served with George Goring 
and Sir Charles Lucas until joining with Rupert in Lancashire prior to the 
relief of York and Marston Moor. What remained of it was included in the 
Northern Horse, and there seems to be an allusion to the regiment 4 
at Uphaven 
in Wiltshire on January 4th 1645. According to Mercurius Aulicus it was 
attacked there by forces sent by Edmund Ludlow, but succeeded in beating these 
off and in taking some prisoners in the course of a pursuit. 
From the activities of some of its officers, it appears that part at least 
of the regiment retreated through Lancashire with Rupert in July 1644, but 
remained behind there with Tyldesley and Molyneux. Thereafter it was involved 
in the battle of Ormskirk in August. 
The Officers: 
Colonel Sir Francis Anderson: Anderson was born in 1614, the son and heir, 
by his first marriage, of Roger Anderson of 
Jesmond 
a prominent Newcastle merchant. 
Anderson matriculated at Corpus Christiq oxford, on January 24th 1634, was 
granted his B. A. on the 28th, and entered Gray's Inn. He rose to some 
prominence in the Newcastle Hostmen, a group of coal-shippers who virtually 
dominated the Tyne and the county of Northumberland as a whole. In 1641 he 
became Sheriff of Newcastle, where he was by now permanently resident at 
Anderson Place. We find him on June 30th, 16429 involved in a dispute with 
his opposite number in Durham concerning the escort of civil prisoners from 
Berwick to London. In action in 16449 he was captured at Sherburn in Elmet 
in 1645, and sent to York where he was temporarily imprisoned. Allowed bail, 
he journied to London, in poor health, to seek to compound, where he was put 
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into the custody of the Serjeant at Arms, treatment usually reserved for die- 
hard Royalists. His fine was set at Z1200, and a draft ordinance passed on 
july 4th 1648 to clear his delinquency. Nonetheless, the fine was still not 
fully paid by 1650, and for all of this time, Anderson was kept in London. 
Finally set at liberty, he returned to Newcastle and became at once involved in 
Royalist conspiracy, taking command of the Gateshead area in the 1654/5 risings, 
and listed by Sir Marmaduke Langdale in 1656 as a reliable man in the north. 
At the restoration, he was freely admitted to the freedom and privileges of 
the Merchant Adventurers of Newcastle enjoyed by his grandfather before himt 
and became MP for the town in 1661. Mayor in 1662 and 1675, he was elected 
MP again in 1679, and died in the city towards the end of that yearý 
Lt. Colonel George ToM: George Tongg Esquire, of Denton, was the eldest son 
of Sir George Tong of the same, who was born in 
1584. Father and son were involved in coal-mining 
at Auckland in Co. Durhamf and George II was aged 25 when the civil war broke 
out. Commissioned probably as a captain in George Heronts Horse (q. v. ) he 
was promoted to lt. colonel and moved to Anderson's regiment when Heron was 
killed at Adwalton Moor, where we can suppose Tong also fought. He seems by 
this time to have eclipsed his father in local affairs, serving also as a 
Commissioner of Array and of Oyer and Terminer from 1642. He rode with the 
Northern Horse, and signed their petition to the King in February 1645. 
. 
During his attempts to compound, it was found that he was heavily in debt to 
one Rebecca Salvin for'the sum of Z500 plus Z40 interest per annum, and the 
interest was, in 1646, already 10 years in arrears. His fine was set at L320 
and in 1652 he waa gaoled for debt. Somehow, probably by heavily mortgaging 
his property, he was able to raise the money to lay out on his composition, and 
. was set at liberty. Of his subsequent career, little is knowný 
Major Samuel Davison: Cited in the List by Lieutenant Machell, Samuel was 
born in 1616 the third of the four sons of Sir Alex- 
ander Davison of Newcastles the head of a markedly 
Royalist family. His father appears to have had some Catholic leanings. 
Samuel entered Gray's Inn, in 1634, and precisely when he took up arms is 
unknown. Lands which he hold at Blakeston were sequestered from him, and his 
fine fixed in 1646 atC320. The Blakeston property seems to have been sold. 
In 1654 one of Thurloe's agents described Samuel as "much engaged" in the 
Royalist conspiracies of that time. At the Restoration he was listed for the 
intended honour of knighthood in the Order of the Royal Oak, when was styled 
Esquire and his yearly income set at Z600, but the order was never established. 
In 1663 a JP, he died in 1671 and was buried at Bishop Auckland? 
Captain Richard Cole: A mysterious and ubiquitous figure, appearing also 
under Colonels James King and Sir Richard Tempest 
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(q. v. ), although in these cases, as in this, he is merely cited by a claimant 
in the List. The name is fairly common in Durham and Northumberland, although 
such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation and was, apparently, buried in Gates- 
head in 1648. He may well have been the Captain Cole who was reported to have 
fledfrom Newark before the surrender in 1646, and who took up arms with the 
Scottish army soon afterý 
Captain John Haggerston: Haggerston does not appear in the List, but accord- 
ing to genealogical evidenceg served in this regi- 
ment and was killed in action at Ormskirk in 1644. 
The eldest of the three known sons of Colonel Thomas Haggerstong he came from 
a markedly Recusant family, and was claimed as a Catholic casualty of the war 
in a subsequent list. This same list also refers to an unidentified Lt. Colonel 
Haggerston killed in Lancashire, and there may be some confusion here? 
Captain Thomas Jackson: He claimed in the List as of Durham, but the name is 
too common to permit of positive identification 
although a Thomas Jackson of Newcastle, merchant, 
compounded for delinquency in the first war. The link with Anderson may be 
established in this. Alternatively, a Thomas Jackson of Harraton, Co. Durham, 
compounded upon conviction for Recusancy in 1630 and was thereafter conformable 




Kirkbride: Cited in the List by a Westmorland claimant, 
Edmund Sandford, this is probably Bernard Kirk- 
bride born in 1624, eldest son of Colonel Richard 
Kirkbride (q. v. ). The pedigreesl however, do not agree, and an alternative 
date of birth is given as 1629 which, if correct, would mean that Bernard could 
not have been militarily active until the 1648 war, when Anderson was not in 
arms, or in the 1651 and1654/5 enterprises. However, in 1651 Bernard was 
acting as lt. colonel to Colonel Sir Henry Featherston, so the earlier date of 
birth looks right. Styled of Ellerton, Esquire, after his father's death, 
Bernard died in 1677. It must be noted, however, that Colonel Richard Kirk- 
bride's youngest brother was also called Bernard, or as some have it, 'Cliburne, 
and was a Newcastle merchant, although we have no dates 
Lieutenant Robert Leighton: Claimed in the List as from Yorkshire, in Lt. 
Colonel Tong's troop. He was probably the 
second of the three sons of Robert Layton of 
West Layton in that county who died in 1655. Robert II was 18 years old in 
1642 12 
Lieutenant Marmaduke Machell: Claimed in the List as from Durham, under Major 
Davison. Positive identification is difficult 
but a John Machellq merchant of Newcastle, was 
a delinquent during the first war, and was himself the son and heir of another 
John Machell of Pitchfield, Co. Durham. His younger brother may have been the 
Marmaduke Machell who signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Bishopton in that 
county, although we have a Marmaduke Machell listed as a Recusant in Northumb- 
erland in 1629. We must dismiss Marmaduke Machell of Wellham Nottinghamshire, 
who apparently died in 1645 
13 
Lieutenant Edmund Sandford: Claimed in the List as of Westmorland under 
Captain Kirkbride. Probably the 'Cadet of the 
House of Askham' who wrote, in 1675, 'A Cursory 
14 
Relation of All the Antiquities and Families in Cumberland'* 
Cornet Leon Hodgeson: Claimed in the List as of Newcastle. The vagaries of 
the List permit speculation as to whether this is Leon 
or Lance Hodgeson, since there is evidence for both 
such, and we may be dealing with contemporary misspelling as well. A Leon 
Hodgeson of Newcastle, merchant, was convicted as a Recusant in 1655, whilst 
there is evidence that such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Lumley 
in Chester le Street ward, Co. Durham. The one does not prohibit the other. 
Alternatively, Lance Hodgeson, son in law of Colonel Sir Thomas Haggerston, and 
a convicted Recusant in 1625 and 1631, was a brother of the Merchant Adventurers 
Company of Newcastle. Lance was constantly involved in litigation with 
fellow members, in 1647, in 1650 when he seized some cotton goods from another 
brother, and some tobacco from someone else, and in 1651 
15 
Cornet John Preston: Claimed in the List as of Durham, in Captain John 
Taylor's troop (q. v., below). Such a man was listed 
in 1638/9 as a Freeholder of Cowpen in Northumberland, 
but of 275 so listed, only 49 can be shown to have borne arms, and some of 
those are uncertain 
16 
Cornet William Trollop: Claimed in the List as-of Durham, but there are 
problems. Such a man was first of the three cons of 
Thomas Trollop of Crossgates, Coo Durham, but his 
will was dated 1644. A Mr. John Trollop of Thornley, convicted Recusants had 
his goods inventoried in 1645- He too had three sonsg theeldest merely styled 
"Young Mr. Trollop", but the youngest bore the name John17 
Quattermaster Robert Teasdel: Claimed in the List as of Durham, in Major 
Davison's troop. This seems to be a fairly 
common Bishopric names and two such, of Norton 
with Stockton and Middleton in Teesdale respectively, signed the 1641/2 
18 Protestation. 
Quartermaster John Unthank: Claimed in the List as of Durham. Such a mans 
of Witton Gilberts was a Recusant and refused 
the 1641/2 Protestation19 
- 10 - 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Francis Read, cited in the List. 
Captain John Taylor, claimed as from Durham. 
Lieutenant Ralph Tayler, claimed as from Durham under Captain Taylor. 
Cornet George Haggerston, claimed as from Essex. 
Cornet Thomas Johnson, claimed from Durham, Captain Colets troop. 
Quartermaster Robert Dobson, claimed from Durham, Lt. Colonel Tong's troop. 
Quartermaster Anthony Spoore, claimed from Northumberland, Captain Read's 
troop. 
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Colonel John (Lord) BELASYSE'S Regiment of Horse 
Although in many respects a thoroughly well documented regiment, there are 
some problem s. Not least, that of distinguishing Belasyse's Horse from his 
Foot in records concerning the activities of the Oxford army, with which this 
force was long associatedg although recruited primarily in Yorkshire. Accord- 
ing to Joshua Moone, Belasyse's secretaryýo his master had returned from Oxford 
to Yorkshire in late 1642 to recruit the regiment, and took it back with him to 
the main army. It was involved in fighting in Gloucestershire in the summer 
of 1643, and at the first battle of Newbury that year. On November 27th, 
Richard Sawken, a servant of Belasysets, signed for 40 cases of pistols issued 
to the regiment at Oxfordý 
1 
although Sawken. doeB not appear to have held a 
commission. Belasyse himself was posted back to York in January 1644 where he 
assumed the governorship after the death of Colonel Sir William Saville (q. v. ) 
but whether the regiment accompanied him is hard to say, and Moone gave no 
clue. We know that the regiment of foot had already passed into other hands, 
and remained behind. Nonetheless, either all or a part of this regiment must 
have been present when Belasyse was defeated at Selby on April 11th 1644, and 
that sections fought, perhaps at Marston Moor, certainly at Sherburn in Elmet 
in 1645, is known. 
For its campaigns around oxford there is, as has been said, some likeli- 
hood of confusion in contemporary sources. We havel for example, the allusion 
by Hopton in his Bellum Civile 22 to the regiment being commanded by a Major 
Bovill at the battle of Alresford, but Bovill defies identification unless we 
take this as a reference to Major John Beverley (q. v, ) of Belasyse's Foot, 
The regiment was certainly attached to Jacob Astley's force some time before 
November 1643, for on the 14th of November the King ordered Astley to let the 
regiment return to Oxford "as soone as you shall have no more employment for 
them", but whether Belasyse was himself present with his men we cannot knowP 
It took part in the relief of Basing conducted by Astley, and assisted in the 
defencd of Arundel Castle 
ý4 
Whether any part 'of the regiment survived into 
1645 is conjectural upon officer-evidence, as for the battle of Sherburn, but 
there is insufficient evidence to say that itever formed part of the Northern 
Horse during that year. 
Colonel John (Lord) Belasyse: Belasyse is one of the few Royalist field 
commanders for whose career we can refer to 
a contemporary biography. His activities as 
Governor of York and as a general have been discussed fully elsewhereP The 
second son of Thomas Lord Fauconbergj his father was a convert to Catholicism 
and John was the only son of the family to remain a Catholic. Despite his 
religion, 'he sat as MP for Thirsk in 1640 after matriculating at Peterhouse two 
years previously, a rather late step as he had been born in 1614. Keeler, 
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however, does not think that the John Belasyse of Peterhouse, and this John 
Belasysel were one and the same. In 1636, John had contracted a clandestine 
marriage, and was fined Z150 by the Court of High Commission for so doing. By 
the time of the outbreak of civil war, he was already ordinarily resident at 
Worlaby in Lincolnshire, and had some military experience as a volunteer in 
France and then, according to Moone, as a Cuirassier during the Scots War. He 
acted as an emissary on the King's behalf to the Scots prior to the Treaty of 
Ripon, and during his time in the House of Commons was closely identified with 
the emergent Royalist party, acting as a teller on their behalf on averal 
occasions. 
John Belasyse received something of an eulogy from his secretary, but 
others independent evidence tends to support the view of him as a forward and 
courageous man. Moone tells us that at the outbreak of wart he served as a 
volunteer in a cavalry troop commanded by the earl of Cumberlandt and then as 
atroop commander, or captain, in a(avalry regiment, perhaps Cumberland's own 
(q. v. ). After fighting at the head of his infantry at Edgehillj pike in hand, 
he marched to Oxford and then returned to Yorkshire to raise the cavalry regi- 
ment which bore his own name. In the spring of 1643, he stood out against the 
surrender of Reading, and commanded a Tertia of Foot at the storm of Bristol 
where he was shot in the head by a musket ball which remained there for some 
years, being impossible to remove. Temporarily in command of Bristol after 
its surrender, he was then returned to field duties and fought at Newbury in 
September, where his horse was killed under him by a cannon ball. , 
Sent back 
into the north upon the death of the Governor of York, he was eventually over- 
powered and taken prisoner at the battle of Selby where he sustained sword 
wounds to the face and arm. He was detainedjor a full ten months, in Hull 
and in London, although Sir Hugh Cholmeley made an attempt to have him exchanged 
as part of spurious proposals for the surrender of Scarborough. Finally 
exchanged in ebruary 1645, he went to Oxford where it was believed that he 
would become General of the Horse to Lord Goring, but the King retained his 
services until later in the year. He continued to sit occasionally on the 
Council of War, as he had done in 1643, but he fought only as volunteer at 
the storm of Leicester and at the battle of Naseby. Apparently a close friend 
of the Marquess of Montrose, he acted as intermediary between the latter and 
the King. In October 1645, Belasysi replaced the earl of Lichfield, who had 
been killed, as Captain General of the Royal Horse Guards, and was instrumental 
in arguing for a march north to link up with Montrose and his hitherto success- 
ful army. Appointed Governor of Newark in place of Willys, for which the 
latter bore him a serious grudge for many years, he remodelled the garrison to 
endure the last months of siege. With the fall of Newark, Belasyse returned 
to his house at Worlaby where he seems to have entertained a large number of 
former Royalist officers. Summoned to London, he did not pursue the business 
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of his composition (difficult in view of his known religion), and secured a 
pass to take him to France. There he served as a volunteer under CondS9 and 
Parliament then jour, jAed into Italyý,, where he served a term against the Turks. 
permitted' him to return briefly to England to raise 4000 men for the same 
service, but in 1648 he was appointed General of the Horse to the Marquess of 
Newcastle, although he does not seem to have set foot in England during the 
rising. He returned to duty with Cond6 after its failure, but in 1650 was 
back in England with liberty to go to Worlaby. Instead, he was arrested on 
suspicion of being a Royalist agentg which he was, and taken to the Tower, 
where he remained until after the battle of Worcester had been fought. 
His confinement in the Tower was not hard, and he seems to have been given 
a pass to return to Europe in September 1650, but it was either withdrawn or he 
chose not to use it. Given the liberty of the Tower*on April 24th 1651, he 
was eventually released on bail (Moone gave the figure aa Z1090001 the official 
records say Z12,000) and permitted to return home. He thereupon became a 
member of the Sealed Knot, a remarkably inefficient underground organisation 
aimed at the restoration of the monarchy, where his personal clash with Willys 
former Governor of Newark, hindered proceedings. Moone accused Willys of 
betraying the Knot, and David Underdown has shown that this was probably true. 
Inactive during the 1655 rising, Belasyse was temporarily arrested in London 
and thereafter does not appear to have been active, although he was arrested 
on suspicion in 1659 of being connected with the Booth enterprise in Cheshire. 
He was apprehended on August 16th, and on the following day given his liberty 
on his parole to appear within fourteen days. On September 1stq however, the 
Governor of Hull was ordered to send Belasyse to London under close guard, and 
on the 12th he was committed to the Tower on a charge of High Treason. Upon 
his release on bail from what he called a "severe prison", he accepted a 
commission from Charles II to treat with George Monck, and Underdown believes 
that Belasyse had by now, although still a Catholic, shown favour to ideas of 
a Royalist-Presbyterian alliance. Despite Boothts accusation that Belasyse 
was the chief ringleader in the 1659 rising, the government, already tottering, 
was extremely lenient towards him. 
Restored to eminence after the restoration, and financially secure (he had 
purchased forfeited estates during the Interregnum), he was not yet out of 
trouble. His Catholicism marked him, and during the Oates episode of the 
Popish Plot he was again arrested and confined. Under Charles II he was Lord 
Lieutenant of the East Riding, Governor of Hull and General of the African 
Forces. In 1673 he raised a Foot regiment, which was disbanded in the next 
year. James II put the same reliance upon, and trust in, Belasyse as his 
father and brother had done, but the revolution of 1688 which broke King James, 
probably hastened Belasyse's own death, which occurred in 1689. Apart from 
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being a committed Royalist, and a steady Catholic, Belasyse was also an 
efficient, brave and resolute soldier$ wanting caution. The breach between 
him and Willys must seriously have hampered the plans of the Sealed Knotq and 
he was constantly watched by the Cromwellian authorities. In 1658 he had been 
run through the hand in a duel to which he was challenged by one Philip Howard, 
who accused him of seducing his (Howard's) sister. His military career 
between 1642 and 1646 was, however, remarkable in that it indicates how far and 
how high the younger son of a Catholic peer (he was not himself ennobled until 
26 1644) could rise in the Royalist armed forces, Catholicism not withstanding. 
Neither a lt. colonel nor a majort have been identified for this regiment. 
Captain Richard CholmeleZ: Claimed in the List as of Durham. He was of 
Tunstall near Cattericks and had been presented 
at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 1625 and twice in 
1641 as a Recusant, on the earlier occasion, specifically for harbouring 
Recusants. We appear to have a picture of his activities in 1651, when a 
Richard Cholmeley who used the alias of Richard Tempest, visited one Peter 
Vavasour claiming to be a representative of Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour (q. v. ) 
on clandestine business. Heq however, over-stayed his welcome, "protracting 
tyme untill ZV-avasour 7 was very weary both of his discourse and company". 
After Cholmeley had gone, a local posse led by the Constable came to search 
for him, and it further transpired that he had also used the alises of Richard 
Chambers, claiming to have been a quartermaster in the Royal armyq and of 
Richard Mountaine. Underdown does not notice him in his study of Royalist 
conspiracy. He is not to be confused with Richard Cholmeley of Grosmont in 
Yorkshireq killed in the west country for the Kingý7 
Captain John Crossland: Cited in the Lists this may be an early reference, 
erring as to forename, for Jordan Crossland, later 
Colonel and Governor of Helmsley (q. v. ). If it is 
not, a John Crossland was born in 1622, the sixth and youngest son of John 
28 Crossland of Helmsley who died in 1636. No further details are known. 
Captain George Dawson: Cited in the Lists but see the same name and rank in 
Sir John Mallory's Dragoons (Skipton Garrison). We 
are probably dealing with the transfer of Dawson from 
Belasyse's to Mallory's. He was of Azerleyq Gentleman, fined L203 in 1646 as 
a delinquent, but erroneously described as a ImajorIP 
Captain Griffith Standen: Claimed in the List as of London and Westminster, 
but defies identification. He may be the Captain 
Standeven listed in the defence of Pontefract 
Castle in 16400 
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Captain Thomas Strickland: Claimed in the List as of London and Westminster. 
Probably the Thomas Strickland of Sizerl younger 
brother of Colonel Sir Robert Strickland (q. vo), 
who died in 1670 and was taxed in January 1656 for r-, 16, as a former delinquent. 
In his petition to compound he referred to his rank, and stated that he had 
laid down his arms in 1643 
ý1 
Lieutenant William Thornton: Claimed in the List as of Yorkshire, in Captain 
Strickland's troop. He was probably William 
Thornton of Olstead and Ellingthorpeg Gentleman, 
who petitioned in 1649. The composition records imply that there were two 
such William Thorntons, but this seems unlikely. William of Olstead, at his 
composition, admitted to "assisting" the Royal causes and stated that he was 
then in debt to Trinity House Hull for the sum of E410. The fine of L136.19.6d 
imposed upon him was probably for activities in 1648. William Thornton of 
Ellingthorpe, petitioning 1649 for activities between 1642 and 1646, was fined 
SP In his composition, this William alluded to his father Richardl deceased, ., 43. 
and according to the pedigree, William was his father's second son and was born 
in 1603, his father dying in 1612. At the time of the visitation, William of 
Ellingthorpe was described as a merchant of York, which seems to forge a link 
between him and William of Olstead, who also appears to have had commercial 
interests. In March 1661 William of Olstead was petitioning to be restored to 
the Comptrollership of the Customs at Hull from which he had been removed in 
1642. Olstead or Oldstead is in the North Riding near Easingwoldq and 
Ellingthorpe lies close to Boroughbridge. Territorially and commercially, 
there appears to be a sound link here, particularly since two compositions by 
one man are not unusual 
ý2 
Cornet Anthony Dawson: Claimed in the List as of Yorkshire, in Captain 
Dawson's troop, and this suggests a familial link. 
Anthony Dawson of Hilton in the North Riding was 
indicted as a Recusant at the Assizes in 1664, and both Hilton and Azerley are 
in the North of Yorkshireý3 
Cornet Thomas JJZ: Claimed in the List as of Durham, but there is no allusiox 
to him in the composition proceedings of other members of 
this Bishopric family. This suggests, as does his rank, 
that he was a younger son or brother, if connected with the main branch. Twq 
of this name signed the 1641/2 Protestation, as of Crooke and Billyrow in 
Brancepetht and of Auckland St. Andrew respectivelyO4 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Coot, cited in the List. 
Captain William Tayler, claimed in the List, from Yorkshire. 
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Captain Michael Thompson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Captain Metcalfe Wiset claimed in the List 
, 
from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant John Pearson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant Robert Syley, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Wise's troop. 
Cornet Toby Rockly, claimed in the List from London/Westminster in Captain 
Crossland's troop. 
Cornet Richard Thornly, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. (A 
Cornet Thurley was mentioned by Drake in the defence of Pontefract). 
Quartermaster John Cade, claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, Captain 
Thompson's troop. 
Quartermaster Richard Hughes, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, 
Captain Coot's troop. 
Quartermaster Peter Scafe, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir William BLAKISTONIS Reaiment of Horse. 
Precisely when this regiment was first raised is uncertain, but it probably 
belongs to the period of the Queen's presence at York in 1643. Before that 
time, Makiston may have been a troop commander under Colonel Sir William 
Widdrington (q. v. ). By the time that we begin to have information concerning 
his activities, in 1644/5, the regiment was far from at full strength and was 
then attached, as were the remnants of so many northern cavalry regiments, to 
the Oxford army. Indeed, according to a contemporary source, by mid-October 
1645 Blakiston's regiment, the remainder of Rupert's owng and that of Charles 
Lucas could muster barely 120 men all tolJ5 The regiment was almost certainly 
present during the Marquess of Newcastle's campaigns in late 16439 and fought 
at Marston Moor. That it was present at Naseby seems likely. Part of the 
Northern Horse, the regiment took part in the brilliant relief march to 
Pontefract, and was particularly noted by Samuel Luke on February 26th as 
having wintered in Salisbury and now on its way to Newark 
36 What was left of 
the regiment fought at Rowton Heath, in the attempted relief of Chesterg late 
in 1645. 
Colonel Sir William Blakiston: Blakiston was the third and youngest of the 
sons of Henry Blakiston of Archdeacon Newton 
in South Durham, situated in that area of the 
Tees valley which produced so many Royalist field commanders and regiments. 
The only son to survive infancy, he was head of the family in 1642 and was 
knighted, probably before he raised his regiment, at Oxford in the following 
year. Blakiston was a brigade commander at Marston Moor, and again at Naseby, 
where he appears to have been senior to Sir Marmaduke Langdale (q. v. ). In 
September 1644 he was wounded in action near Monmouth, and early the following 
year appended his signature to the petition of the Northern Horse which led to 
the relief of Pontefract. In September 1645 the hard pressed commander in 
Cheater, John Lord Byron, was told by George Digby on the King's behalf, that 
Blakiston with "a good proportion of horisell was on his way to assist him, and 
Byron observed ruefully that the King would have to be extremely active in 
dislocating the enemy lines, implying that Blakiston alone was insufficient 
help. By January 17th 1646, Blakiston was Governor of Tutbury Castle, accord- 
ing to a report from Sir John Gell writing to Speaker Lenthall. He had 
certainly not compounded for his sequestered lands by 1652, and even after the 
cessation of hostilities in 1646 was said to have been plotting to seize 
Pontefract Castle. He was in the field again in 1648, and was captured in the 
fiasco at Appleby on October 9th. He apparently escaped, or was released, for 
he was in arms again in 1651, and was captured either at Worcester or at Wigan 
Lane. For a time he was lodged as a prisoner in Maxstoke Castle, Warwickshire, 
and then removed to Warwick Castle. He did not long remain confined, for 
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Thurloe was told in 1654 that Blakiston was active in the plots and risings of 
that period, but whether he was caught, or any further action taken against him, 
we do not know. After the restoration, he was appointed a Gentleman of the 
Privy Chamber to Charles II, but of his date of death, like that of his birth, 
we are ignorant. 
There is one curious allusion to him in a contemporary Parliamentarian 
newspaper, Mercurius Politicus, dated June 18th, 1651, prior to the Worcester 
campaign. According to this report, Blakiston was a lieutenant in the duke 
of Buckingham's cavalry troop, but a repetition of the report in the same paper 
alluded to Sir Richard Blakistont who defies identification. Colonel Blakistor 
must have been one of a number of prominent gentry who made up the ducal forcO7 
Lt-Colonel John Thornton: Cited in the List, by name and rank, John was the 
second of the five sons of Sir Nicholas Thornton 
of Fetherwitton, Northumberland. From a markedly 
Recusant background (see Captain Nicholas Thornton, William Widdrington's 
Dragoons), he may have been the Captain Thornton described as a "Protestant of 
the last edition" in a contemporary tract. According to the charges against 
him, he assumed command of his brother's troop of horse and "continued in the 
King's service so long as any field forces remained on foot, the said John 
being for a long time Lt. Colonel to Sir William Blakiston of Newton". He 
signed the petition of the Northern Horse in 1645, and was taken prisoner at 
Naseby. Ile was in arms in 1648, and was captured in the same disaster at 
Appleby where his former Colonel was taken, but from this coincidence we cannot 
suppose the survival of the regiment in any recognisable form after 1645. 
Moreovert alternative evidence suggests that he was taken at Coquet Water on 
July 1st, rather than at Appleby. Listed for knighthood at the restoration, 
in the proposed Order of the Royal Oak, his yearly income was estimated at 
Z800. He seems never to have compounded, but it may be that his personal 
estate was too small in 1646 and his Catholicism too strong. He came to 
reside at Horbury, where he died in 1674ý8 
CaRtain Z- Cited in the List, such a man also appears under 
_7 
Douglas 
Colonel Jordan Crossland in Helmsley garrison. The 
surname (we lack a forename) suggests a Scottish 
professional, and the evidence as to identity is strong but mutually exclusive. 
On the one hand, in the pedigree of the Douglas family of Gym, Alexander 
Douglas, an expatriate Scot residing in Yorkshire and connected with the Lang- 
dales, raised a troop of horse in Arkendale, was early taken prisoner, and 
escaped. No other details can be traced. As an alternative, we have Simon 
Douglas of Fremington who brouGht a case at quarter Sessions in Richmond in 
1663 against one James Arundell. The latter was charged with having said to 
Douglas "Thou and thy father are rogues and traitors, and all is traitors that 
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doth fight for the King". What became of the case is unknown, and we know 
insufficient of the social standing of the Douglas's, to even tentatively 
suggest that Simon or his father may have been our Captain Douglas. Nonethe- 
less, it is sufficient to cast doubt on the identity of Alexander Douglas, 
as the officer, unless Alexander was Simon's father. A third Captain Douglas, 
was named in 1642 with a Lieutenant Douglasq as Scottish professionals then 
stationedg respectively, at Rotterdam and Middleburgh and likely to return to 
England for the Kingts service. This may represent 4 link with the Fremington 
case, but is far from conclusive. I have taken Douglas of Crossland's as 
being the same as this Douglas of Blakistonts on the grounds of inherent 
probability, as evidence the case of Gascoigne Eden, beloW39 
Captain Gascoigne Eden: Cited twice in the List he was previously captain 
under Colonel Sir Thomas Riddell (q. v. ) in Tynemouth 
garrison. A younger son of John Eden of West 
Auckland, and brother to Colonel John Eden (q. v. ) of the same, Gascoigne was 
styled as of Billinghamt Gentleman. At the time of his sequestration, in 
August and September 1644, he was referred to as being at a garrison. An 
inveterate Royalist, he compounded in 1646 with his local committee for the 
sum of Z66.13.4d., but was fined again in-1649 a sum of r, 66 for being in arms 
in 1648. That he was again in arms in 1651 is suggested by his being undis- 
charged in 1652. He died in 1656ý0 
Captain William Lambton: Cited in the List, and not to b3 confused with an 
officer of the same name in Lord Widdrington's 
Horse. William was styled of Tribley, the first 
son by the second marriage of Colonel Sir William Lambton (q. v. ), and was a 
convicted Recusant in 1629. ' Lambton was killed in action at Wakefield in May 
1643, which suggests that Blakistonts regiment was by then partially or wholly 
recruited and ready for actionýl We know that his father's regiment was also 
at Wakefieldt and sustained lossesl but it was not unusual for the eldest son 
or for any son, of an infantry colonel, to take service in the elite arm, if 
chance offered. 
Lieutenant Michael Kirk: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Douglas's troop. He may be the Lieutenant Kirk 
taken prisoner on FebruarylOth 1644, but beyond 
that there is no possible identification 
42 
Cornet John Eden: Claimed in the List from Durham in Captain Eden's troop. 
The frequency with which the name is met with in Co. 
Durham renders identification difficult, but this may be 
John, son of Ralph Eden, a copyholder in West Auckland in 1640 
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Quartermaster Christo2her Garbutt: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej 
Captain Douglas's troop. Such a man, 
a husbandman according to the contempor- 
ary references, was styled of Brome flatt in Bilsdaile when his will was grantei 
probate in 1663 
ý4 
quartermaster George_Shadford: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Lambton'stroop. Several of this family fell 
foul of the sequestrators, but none answering 
to this name. Two of the name signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Easington 
and of Croxdale respectively. Thomas Shadford, a Royalist Commissioner of 
Array who had rejected a commission from the earl of Essex, and who advanced 
X200 for Tynemouth garrison, had three sons, the eldest of whom was named 
George. The link with Tynemouth established through Captain Eden (see above) 
seems good, but the rank of Ouartermaster too lowly for the eldest son of a 
Commissioner of Array and, incidentally, a JPý5 
The following officers have not been identified. 
*Quartermaster William Atkinson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire (a man 
of similar name claimed under Colonel Walter Vavasourl q. v. ). 
Quartermaster Francis Deighton, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, in 
Lt. Colonel Thornton's troop. 
*Quartermaster Thomas Read, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster John Sweat, claimed in the List from Cambridgeshire. 
Quartermaster George Walton, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Eden's troop. 
*Atkinson and Reed both stipulated that they were Brigade quartermasters to 
Blakiston as distinct from regimental, and in Atkinson's case we may have a 
man who initially served under Vavasour but, in the general breakdown of 1644 
in the north, found himself attached to the Northern Horse and so to Blakistonlj 
brigade. Probably a double claim, although the name is too common to permit 
conclusive identification. Such a claim would have been technically invalid, 
although it was not unusual. 
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Colonel (Sir) William BRADSHAW'S Regiment of Horse. 
Basically a Lancashire regiment, it may not have been raised until late 
in 1643, perhaps even in early 1644 out of broken Royalist units. Of its 
campaigns we know practically nothing, except that it was almost certainly 
engaged in Yorkshire in February and March 1644. There is a slender indica- 
46 tion that the regiment may have been stationed at York in October 1643, and 
that it fought at Marston Moor, after which it was swallowed up in the 
Northern Horse. No Lt. Colonel has been identified. 
Colonel (Sir) William Bradshaw: William was the second son, but heirg of 
Roger Bradshaw of the Haigh in Lancashire 
whom he succeeded in 1640. Styled Esquire, 
he was a Foreign Burgess of the Preston Guild, and a strong Catholic, like all 
the family. Two of his brothers became seminary priests. He himself was 
convicted as a Recusant in 1630 and again in 1632. On January 25th 1644 he 
was recruiting men for the Marquess of Newcastle on the Yorkshire/Lancashire 
border, and was apparently captured at Bradford in March. During the period 
of his sequestration, his younger brother Roger endeavoured to secure possession 
of William's Yorkshire and Kent properties, but whether as a device for safe- 
guarding them or not, we do not knhw. He was knighted during the course of 
the civil war, probably by Newcastle himself, and died in 1650 
47 
Major Thomas Vavasour: Cited in the List, he was also a Catholic, if not a 
Recusant, beinG the third of the six sons of Sir 
Thomas Vavasour of Hazlewood, Yorkshire, and a youn, 
brother of Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour (q. v. ). He was killed in action on 
48 
Marston Moor. 
Captain Edward Tyldesley: Claimed in the List as of Lancashire, he wan of 
Whittingham and Ashley, styled Gentleman. A 
Catholic, his lands were inserted in the Third 
Treason Act of 1652, and he was still undischarged in 1655- In 1660 he 
petitioned for the office of Steward and Forester of MyerscouSh (the seat of 
his near relation Colonel Sir Thomas Tyldesley (q. v. )), Wyersdale and Quarn- 
moor Forests. He petitioned a second time in February 1661. He is unlikely 
to have been Colonel Tyldesley's son, also*named Edward, who was clearly the 
person intended for the knighthood of the Royal Oak and whose estate was 
estimated at Z1000 yearly in 1660, but this man's exact position in the 
Tyldesley pedigree is hard to establishý9 
Lieutenant John Dewhurst: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Tyldesley's troop. He was the oldest of the 
three sons of Robert Dewhurst of Alston and was 
born in 16039 dying in 1670 or thereabouts. No further detailsýo 
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Quartermaster John Walmsley: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, in Major 
Vavasour's troop. Probably John Walmsley of 
Showley, Foreign Burgess of Preston Guild in 
1642. On October 20th 1643 he signed at York for two trumpets for the 
regiment (supposing it was at full strength) to the value of Z3 
ý1 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Brockhills, claimed in the 
' 
List, from Lancashire. (For 
this man, see the same in the Queen's Lifeguard of Horse). 
Captain 
_7 
Dunhill, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant John Neale, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Dunhille 
troop. 
Cornet John Foster, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Major Vavasour's 
troop. 
Quartermaster William Mitchell, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster William Thomlinson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Robert BRANDLINGIS Regiment of Horse. I 
The life-span of this regiment must have been something less than twelve 
months. ' As has already been said (see abovel Anderson's Horse), Brandling 
probably assumed command of what was left of George Heron's regimentl in July 
1643, and lost command of it in July of the following year. Brandling's 
decision to serve the Parliament after the fall of York threw a shadow on his 
career in Royalist eyes, and it may be that few of his officers cared to 
associate themselves with his name in theý. List, for we find that his major 
preferred to claim under another regimentq to which he transferradq and the 
identification of his It. colonel is conjectural. it is just possible that 
one or two of those officers who did claim under himl claimed spuriously, in 
that they may well have gone with him into the enemy's service to form the 
nucleus around which he built a now cavalry regiment in the summer and autumn 
of 1644. If this was the case, such claimants were barred from making a 
claim by the terms of reference set out in the preamble to the List. However, 
we cannot be sure of this, and so it is a safe assumption to suppose that the 
claimants named were genuine Royalists of uninterrrupted standing. 
Of the regiment's 4Ctive service we know very. littlel except for a specific 
reference to it in action at Corbridge in February 1644? 
2 Evidently it formed 
part of the Marquess of Newcastle's main army against the Scotst and served 
with the cavalry that met Rupert on his way through Lancashire to the relief, 
of York. From the identified officers, it appears that the regiment fought on 
Marston Moor, its last action, but what became of the remnant deserted by 
Brandlingl we cannot knowl unless it was swallowed up in the Northern Horse. 
Colonel Robert Brandling: Robert was the eldest son, by his father's second 
marriage, of Robert Brandling of Felling'Co. 
Durham, who had been Sheriff in 1617 and who was, 
in 16439 disgraced for adultery. Robert II., born in 1617, was styled as of 
Leathley in Yorkshire, Esquire, an estate he acquired by marriage. At the 
outbreak of civil war, he was commissioned as a captain in Edward Grey's 
Dragoons (q. v. ). and thenj after the destruction of that regiment at the end, -of 
1642, was transferred to Charles Brandling's regiment of Foot (q. v. ) as its 
lt. colonel. It must have been in July 1643 that he took over the remnant of 
Heron's regiment, although in April there is some inconclusive evidence that he 
was already3scruiting a troop, of horse around Berwick on Tweed. - At the fall of 
Yorkt Brandling gave himself up to Lord Fairfax, and after pleading that he had 
been 'heretofore misguided, was commissioned to raise a cavalry regiment for 
the Parliament.. Sir Thomas Fairfax wrote a certificate for Brandling to show 
to the Committee for Compounding and other official bodies, stating that 
Brandling had flin Person faithfully served the Parliament during the War, for 
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which service there is a great Arrear of Pay due to him". Brandling himself 
complained that as a younger brother of the head of the family, he was himself 
reliant upon his wife's money. His composition was waived and the sequestra- 
tion lifted in 1647, although it must be said that for most individuals who 
changed sides, this was far from normal and must be taken as proof of Brandling 
having undergone a thorough change of heart. By 1654t however, he was finding 
something to do in the way of conspiracyt and was arrested and gaoled in Hull 
for three years. Colonel Robert Lilburn told Thurloe in January 1656 that "we 
have got soe much from his owne mouth to day as (I think) will serve his turne 
without any further proof". He was thus doubly damned in Royalist eyes, as a 
turncoat and as an informer, causing Sir Marmaduke Langdale to describe him as 
"a very knave'#. In August 1657, Brandling petitioned Cromwell that he was 
unjustly imprisoned, having raised forces for the Parliament in 1644 and again 
in 1651, and that his wife and family were in need of him. Cromwell permitted 
him to return home on unspecified guarantees of good behaviour. He did not 
benefit from the restoration and died in 1669. Although from a markedly 
Recusant backgroundl he himself seems never to have been suspected for any 
3 Catholicism5. 
(Lt. Colonel) Sir George Bowes: Citod in the List, it is upon his earlier 
ENI V ER Y rank with 
Heron's regiment that the link with U N1 - ': 0F YOM, Brandling is based. His rank is conjectured, i- 
howeverg since it is noFg`iv_6n in the List, but in view of his social standing 
would seem rightl particularly if he had been promoted after Heronts death. 
It is not unusual to find a knight, for exampleg serving under an Esquire in 
the northern army. Sir George was the oldest son of Sir William Bowes of 
Bradley Hallq and had been born in 1596. He was taken prisoner during the 
1648 risingt and imprisoned in Newcastleg where he died from wounds. His 
widow petitioned to compound in July 1650, but the estate was undischarged in 
1651. His oldest song Ralph, was also a Royalist-in arms. Sir George is not 
to be confused with Sir George Bowles, killed in 1643 at Winceby-94 
Major Ralph Brandling: Cited in the Lists Ralph may well have transferred to 
Langdalefs Horse (q. v. ) in 1644* Such a man signed 
the petition of the Northern Horse in 1645. However, 
the only certainly identified Ralph Brandling was the second son of Sir Francis 
Brandling of Alnwick Abbey who, according to the pedigrees, was killed on 
Marston Moor. Colonel Robert Brandling had a half brother, named Ralph, by 
their father's first marriage, but apparently this Ralph was dead by 1633- 
Whilst it is by no means definite that this Brandling and Langdale's were one 
and the same, the Brandlings as a whole are easily identifiable and the assump- 
tion demands consideration. It is arguable that the Ralph Brandling killed on 
Marston Moor was the man in question, particularly if the claimant who cited him 
under Langdale did so in the context of Langdale being a brigade commander onýhe 
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Moor. There is some degree of uncertainty in specific cases in the List, 
although not enough to make any appreciable problem, as to whether a rank is 
regimental or brigadqý5 
Captain Thomas Lewins: Claimed in the List as of Northumberland. such a 
man was the son of James Levins or Lewins of Swine- 
fleet, and a Thomas Lewins appears as a Freeholder in 
Warkworthl Gentleman, and as a tenant of the earl of Northumberland at Alnham, 
in 1638/9 and 1636/7 re spectively. 
56 This is a double claim in the List. 
Captain William Tunstal: Cited in the List. William was the oldest son of 
Marmaduke Tunstal of Scargill and Wycliffe in York- 
shire. His own military career was overshadowed 
by that of his father, who died in 1657. Marmaduke was a convicted Recusant, 
and had compounded for himself and his wife in 1632. Lord Fairfax regarded him 
as a Papist in 1642, and he was taken prisoner at Sherburn in Elmet in 1645. 
Williaml born in 1613, and who died in 1686, was also a convicted Recusant in 
1665, when he was styled as of Buttong EsquirO 
Quartermaster Richard Charlton: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, such 
a man was named as a Gentleman Volunteer in 
January 1661 under Lord Widdringtong and 
styled as of Alnwick58 
Quartermaster Stephen Harrison: Claimed in the List from Durham under Major 
Brandling. Such a man of St. Oswald signed 
59 the 1641/2 Protestatione 
Quartermaster James Pallester: Claimed in the List from Durham, Sir George 
Bowes' troop. Such a man of Harverton in 
6o 
Chester Ward signed the 1641/2 Protestation, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet John Parving, claimed in the List from Yorkshire* Sir George Bowes's 
troop. 
Cornet Henry Pinckneys claimed as from Yorkshire in the List, Captain 
Tunstal's troop. 
Quartermaster Gerrard Farrow, claimed in the List from Durham. 
Quartermaster John Forster, claimed in the List from Northumberlandt Major 
BrandlingI8 troop. 
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Colonel Sir Robert BYRON'S Regiment of Horse. 
From the claimants in the List 
, 
this was clearly a Lancashire regimentý 
which fits in with the available evidence as to its recruitment. Byronw 
brought over from Ireland in late 1643 to serve the King, a man of wide military! 
experience who does not appear to have been employed, to the full. He had also 
a regiment of foot of some sort, but this was very probably a unit drawn from 
Ireland and does not belong in this analysis. It. was to the Foot that Thomas 
Price# B. D. 9 probably referred when he petitioned that he had come over 'as 
chaplain to Sir Robert Byron's regiment, and was imprisoned on the surrender, of 
61 
Liverpool". Byron's Horse were recruited in Lancashire in November and 
December 1643, and fought at Nantwich in January 1644, where they were the only 
regiment to save their colours. At the earlier , 
battle of Middlewich, Byron 
told the earl of Ormond in a letter, hel three of his captainal one lieutenant 
and 41 men had been wounded, with 15 killed or dead from wounds 
ý2 
The regim- 
ent went into garrison in Liverpool with that of Cuthbert Clifton (q. v,, Foot) 
when Rupert seized that town in June 1644, and was there at the surrender when, 
according to the terms of capitulation, t#Sr Robert Byron himselfe and the 
officers of his regiment wth 15 horses ... every of them with armes and pistoles" 
were permitted to go to any garrison of their choiceý3 The remnant of the 
regimentg about 100 strong, was taken into Colonel Sir William Vaughan's 
Horse brigade of the main Royalist army, and five of the regiment were'taken 
prisoner at Beeston Castle on January 18th 1645 
ý4 
Colonel Sir Robert Byron:, -Robert, was third of the five sons of Sir John Byroný 
K. B. 9 , 
of Newstead in Nottinghamshire, and brother 
to John Lord Byron. He saw active service in 
Ireland as lt. colonel in Sir Henry Tichborne's regimentt for which he was 
commissioned on my 11th 1642. On November 18th 1643 the King granted to him 
the town$ castle and lands of Ballygarthq with Inglandstown and Mooreschurchq 
Co. Meathl for his services in the defence of Drogheda. Before his commission 
as lt. colonel, Byron had been serving as a captain of infantry and a payment 
of 924.1.3d. for his regimental company was recorded on December 17th 1641. 
By the time of his grant of lands in Ireland, Byron was on his way to England. 
Ormond told, the Mayor of Cheater on November 15th that Byron was on his way, 
and on December lat he took ship at Dublin for Chester. Samuel Luke noted his 
arrival in England on December 11th. He went at raight into action at Middle- 
wich, where he was "shot into the leg, but without dangerli. He paid a brief 
visit to Oxford in May, where he was knightedl and after the surrender of 
Liverpool at the end of the yearl joined the Oxford army. He fought at Naseby 
at the head of the regiment, or what was left of it, and was in arms again in 
the 1648 rising, and was taken prisoner in Ireland. At liberty, he was 
apparently in arms in Ireland again in 1650, according to Mercurius POlitiOU139 
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but nonetheless, was given leave to compound for his English property after he 
had been informed against. Clearly implicated in the conspiracies of the 
1650's, Thurloe expressed surprise, in May 1655 that Byron was not under arrest* 
whereupon Major General Goffe took the hint and confined Byron, in Southampton 
Castle. On January 23rd 1656, Goffe told Thurloe that Byron's wife had pet- 
itioned him to release her husband on the usual security, but Goffe directed 
the petition to Thurloe since the latter had ordered Byronts confinement by 
11speciall direction". Goffe told Thurloe that Byron was "very poore", and 
implied that attention should be paid to his wife who was going to London to 
solicit her husband's release. The only evidence against Byrong which can be 
tracedq dated to March 1655 when a Captain Alexanderg a known Cavalier according 
to Thurloe's men, was arrested in Byronts house in Nottinghamshire whither 
Byron had gone ostensibly on legal business. It looks as if his family 
connection and his repeated military commitment to the monarchy had marked ByrorL 
down so far as Thurloe was concerned. After the restoration, he served as 
Master of the Ordnance in Ireland and seems to have settled thereý5 
Lt. Colonel William Walton: Cited in the List twiceg on the second occasion 
under Lord Byron, from whose regiment he must 
have transferred to Robert's. Walton was also 
cited as a field commander in his own right in the List. Of Walton, Lancas- 
hire, he was probably a Catholic since his son Thomas appears in the sequestra- 
tion papers as a Recusant. Walton signed the appeal to Rupert in March 1644 
for the relief of Lathom, when he was in Chester, and went with Byron to Ire- 
land in 1648, to be killed at Drogheda, He was probably born in 15979 the son 
and heir of John Walton of Houghwickj Gentleman, and was himself styled as of 
Walton and of Preston in the administration of his will 
ý6 
Major John Lowyck: Cited in the List, and possibly the son of Thomas Lowyck 
of Osmotherleyq whose daughter was presented as a 
Recusant at Thirsk quarter Sessions in October 1632ý7 
Captain'Z 
_7 
Farrell: According to Byron, this man died from wounds 
received at Nantwich in January 1644. Nothing more 
68 is known of him. 
Captain Thomas Houghton: Claimed in the List as of Lancashire. He was the 
third of the sons of Thomas Houghton of Houghtong 
and petitioned to compound for his delinquency in 
1649 when a fine of X2.10.0d. was imposed. He himself was then styled as of 
Cawsey in Houghton. Probably the Thomas Houghton taken prisoner in 1643 at 
69 
Preston. 
Captain George Talbot: Cited in the List, styled of Carr in Lancashire, 
Esquire, second of the four sons of Sir John Talbot. 
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His lands in Carr were lost to him in 1649 during composition due to a judge- 
ment in favour of his bondholders 
?0 
Lieutenant William Barker: Claimed in the List and given as of Lancashire, 
which he may have been at the time of his petit- 
ion. However, in 1646 when he petitioned to 
compound, he was styled as of Uffington in Lincolnshire and admitted that he 
had been taken prisoner at Nantwich in 1644, which suggests strongly that he is 
our man. The Lancashire designation at time of petition for relief may be a 
printer's error 
?i 
Lieutenant William Gradell: Claimed in the List as of Lancashire, Major 
Lowyck's troop. Styled of Ulneawaltong Gent- 
lemang his lands were inserted in the Third 
Treason Act of 1652 for his own and his mother's Recusancve 
2 
Lieutenant Thomas Halsall: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Lt. Colonel 
Walton's troop. He was probably the fifth of 
the eight sons of Thomas Halsall of Melling? 
3 
Lieutenant John Parker: Claimed in the 
troop. Proba' 
Cuerden Hall. 
grandfather, also named Johns was Sheriff 
John married the widow of Colonel Francis 
List from Lancashire, Captain Talbotift 
bly Johng Bon of Robert Parker of 
The father died in 1636, and the 
of Lancashire in 1653. The younger 
Malham (q. v. ) 
?4 
Cornet John Heighington: Claimed in the List from Durhams under Lt. Colonel 
Walton. There are two possible identifications. 
He may have been the third of the three sons of 
Robert Heighington of Greystonesl Co. Durham. Alternativelyq a son of John 
Heighington Mayor of Durham in 1625,1629 and 1636/7, who signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as of Durham St. Nicholas? 
5 
Cornet Hamlet Masse; Z: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. He was the son 
and heir of Richard Hassey of Rixtong who was dead by 
1647. Hamlet's mother and father were Recusants, as 
he was himself 
?6 
The following officers have not been identified. I 
Quartermaster James Cutlerg claimed in the List from Lancashireq Lt. 
Colonel Waltonts troop. 
Quartermaster Robert Tickle, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
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Colonel Francis-CARNABY'S Regiment of Horse. 
This regiment was one of the earliest cavalry forces in the Marquess of 
Newcastle's field army with which he marched into Yorkshire in December 1642. 
It saw action at Adwalton Moor in June 1643? 
7 
and'fought on Marston Moor with 
the northern cavalry on the left wingg which gave a good account of itself. 
On February 26th 164.5, Samuel Luke noted that the regiment had been quartered 
at Salisbury, and was now marching north for Newark. By now part of the 
Northern Horse, the regiment took part in the relief of Pontefract? 
8 
It was 
79 badly beaten up at Longhoughton as it lay in quarters there after the relief, 
and what was left was destroyed at Sherburn in Elmet in October 1645 
p 
Colonel Francis Carnaby: Francis was the second son of, William Carnaby of 
Langley and Thurnham in Northumberland who died in 
1622. He entered Gray's Inn in 1640, and at the 
outbreak of war was seated at Togston, property given to him by his older 
brother Sir William Carnaby, who was Treasurer at War to the earl of Newcastle. 
The family had strong Recusant connections, but no evidence of, Catholicism 
attaches to Francis. He was present at Alnwick Castle on January 22nd 1644 
during the discussions chaired by Sir Thomas Glembam (q. v. ) as to what steps 
should be taken against the Scots. After Marston Moorg he went temporarily 
into exile with Newcastle, but returned to fight at Naseby (where he was said, 
erroneously, to have been mortally wounded). With the Northern Horse, he 
rode north in September 1645 and was killed in action at Sherburn in Elýnet 
in Octobert when his dying words were recorded : "Lord, have mercy upon me, 
help and prosper his majesty". His lands at Togston were inserted in the 
Second Treason Act of 1652. An uncertain reference suggests that he was in 
Skipton garrison at some stage in 1645 
ý1 
U. -Colonel Reginald Carnaby: Cited in the List, he was the eldest son of 
Ralph Carnaby of Halton by Ralph's first wife, 
and was 22 when war broke out. 'rather and 
son were listed as Recusants in 1649, and Reginald inherited the Halton land 
from his father in 1651. He signed the 1645 petition of the-Northern Horse, 
fought presumably at Pontefractl and was captured at Sherburn in Elmet, the 
action in which his colonel was killed. His composition papers are missing, 
but he petitioned to compound in 1646. Perhaps his Catholicism stood in his 
way. Langdale listed Reginald as a trustworthy Royalist in northern Fagland 
in 1656, but he was dead later that same year 
ý2 
Major Thomas CarnabZ: Cited in the List, he was second of the four sons of 
Lancelot Carnaby of Halton who died in 1624, and 
according to the pedigree, Thomas fought at Naseby 
andl in 1661, became a lieutenant in Lord Frescheville's Horse Guards. He waft 
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actively plotting in 16.54, but Underdown did not identify him. He may have 
been the Thomas Carnaby killed in a duel in a house off Blake Streetl York, in 
1665 by another former Royalist officer, Richard Harland (q, v., Saville's 
Horse). In 16559 he was still enjoying the rank of major. Edward Trumbel 
informed Thurloe that in March of that yeart Major Carnaby had invited him to 
Duddo Castle for a wadding, but Trumbel foundq on his arrivalt some 70 armed 
man quartered in the place and talking of surprising Newcastle upon Tyne. By 
1658 Carnaby may have been promoted to the rank of colonel in the army at 
Dixmeudet if he was the Colonel Carnaby alluded to in that year by Sir Edward' 
Walkerý3 
Major Tristram Fenwick: Cited in the List, but whether he preceded or came 
later into the rank hold by Thomas Carnabyl is hard 
to say. He was the son and heir of Ralph Fenwick 1 
of Kenton Northumberland who had died in 1610, and was styled as of Kenton'in 
the will of John Heron dated June lith 1619. In 1619 Tristram was party to 
a division of Sir Ralph Delaval! s Cowpen estates and the enclosure thereof, 
and was probably the Tristram Fenwick who signed the 1641/2 Protestation. in 
84 
the Freeholder lists of 1628 and 163819 he was styled as of Kynatonq Gentleman, 
Captain Thomas Carleton: Cited in the List, and probably of Wolaingham Park 
Co. Durham who died sometime before 1650. such 
a mang howev r. also claimed in the List. as from 
Cumberland in Lord Byron's regiment of h: rseý5 
Captain Richard Carnaby: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq he is 
mentioned briefly in the sequestration records 
concerning his colonel. He was apparently concern- 
ed, in a tripartite indenture at Togston in 1640, but he does not appear in the 
main pedigrees of the family. Such a man of Newbucke, Gentleman, was convic. 
86 
ted as a Recusant between 1677 and 1682. 
yca 'Claimed in the List ais of Northumberland, and may, 
. _2t&in 
Ralph Carnaby: 
have been the second son of Ralph Carnaby of Halton 
by his second marriage. He was born in 1622 and 
died in 1694, styled of Chollerton. He was listed as a Recusant in 1674,1680, 
and 1682/3ý7 
Captain Henry Ewbank: Cited in the, Listj perhaps a relation of Toby Ewbank 
'of 
Egglestone, Co, Durhaml Esquire, an undischarged 
delinquent in 1652- A Henry Ewbank of Middleton in 
88 - Teesdale signed. the 1641/2 Protestation. 
Captain Thomas Fenwick: Claimed in the List as from Northumberland, and 
probably the Thomas. Fenwick of Prestwickj Esquiret 
listed as a Freeholder in 1638/9 and his lands 
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inserted in the Treason Act of November 18th 1652P 
Captain John Sampson: Claimed in the List from London/Westminstarg but he 
may have been the John Sansom of Twizell Northumber- 
land, who petitioned for an allowance of 48 on the 
estate of Sir Nicholas Thorntong a Catholic and delinquent 
?0 
Lieutenant William Newton: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. The 
name is commong but two possibilities are William 
Newton of. Broomley-who was rated for lands there 
in 1663 and in the Hearth Tax Roll of 1665. He was buried at Bywell in 1676. 
A Recusantl William Newton, was holding lands in Bradley in the parish of 
Medomsleyg Co. Durham, at the time of the civil war 
?i 
Cornet Edward Bell: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl Major Carnaby's 
troop, Thisýmay well be Edward Bell of Stannington, 
son of Edward Bell of Duddo. Father and son were both 
implicated in the 1654/5 conspiracies. Bell of Duddo told Thurloe's agent 
that he had received a commission to act in the rising, and one Edmund Turner 
reported that he had heard Bell of Duddo speak of a nationwide conspiracy. 
Bell of Stannington was drawn into the business on later information and was 
questioned. He made the startling and perhaps fictitious revelation that Sir 
Thomas Fairfax was expected to rise with them 
?2 
Cornet Tobias Ewbank: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Ewbank's 
troop. The only identifiable Tobias Ewbank was, 
according to contemporary recordog styled Esquire of 
Egglestone and Middleton in Teesdale. It is unlikely that he is this cornet, 
who may have been a son. Tobias of Eggleston was a Royalist delinquent in 
1642/6 and 1648, and was discharged from sequestration in 1652. Notorious as 
a turbulent, fellow in his locality, Toby signed the 1641/2 Protestation? 
3 
Quartermaster Richard Addison: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, in 
Lt. Colonel Carnabyta troop. He signed the 
1641/2 Protestatiou'as of Bishop Wearmouth 
94 if it is the same man. The name is not unduly commons 
Quartermaster Cuthbert Gantly: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Carletonts troop. He signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as of Stanhope (in Weardale)? 
5 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet Jeremy Wilson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Carle- 
ton's troop, 
quartermaster John Dawson, claimed in the List from Northumberlandq CaptaL3 
Fenwick's troop. 
quartermaster Mathew Hodgson, claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain 
Ewbank's troop. 
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Colonel the Lord Henry CAVENDISH'S Regiment of Horse. 
There are several superficial similarities between this regiment and that 
of Viscount Mansfield (q. v. ). but not sufficient to make it a safe assumption 
that they were one and the same. Most of the regiment's activities are hidden 
in the general movements of the northern cavalryl but Sir Henry Slingsby (qov. ) 
noted that in August 1644 part of this regiment formed a section of Colonel Sir 
John Mayneyla (q. v, ) brigade 
? 6- In March 1644t the reg'imentl then part of 
Colonel Gamaliel Dudley's (q. v. ) brigade, was serving against the Scots under 
its lt. colonel? 
7 Beyond thisl we can go no further, 
Colonel the Lord Henry Cavendish: This was a titular rank, Henry being the 
youngest of the two sons of the earl of 
Newcastle, eventually succeeding to the 
dukedom created for his father by letters patent in 1664 and dying himself in 
1691. The exact date of his birth is hedged with uncertainty (see his brother 
Viscount Mansfield) but it is almost certain that he cannot have been more than 
16 in 1642. The real regimental authority lay with the lt. colonel. Henry 
seems either to have remained in England when his father went into exilej or 
to have returned subsequentlyl if he is indeed the Henry Cavendish whom we find 
in 1651 bailed on sureties of E500 a piece 
?8 
scrimgeour: Cited in the List, the lack at a forename Lt. Colonel 7 
hinders identification. Scrimgeour may 
have been a Scottish professional, or, 
alternatively, Charles or John Skrimshire of Norbury in Staffordshire. Johnt 
the eldest son of James'Skrimshire was 42 when the civil war broke out, and 
died in 1665- The second son, Charles, compounded as a delinquent in arms 
and. in 1660-became a Gentleman Pensioner. .A third John Skrimshire, or Skrim- 
shere, is also noted as a delinquentt the son of John of Norburyt and is 
probably the same John Skrimshire who signed the. Newark petition of confidence 
in-Rupert, Willys and Gerard. A Colonel Skrimahere. vas taken prisoner in 
Lincolnshire in July 1648 during the rising. Failing better evidence, the 
problem is insoluble, but the strongest possibility is that this was Charles 
Skrimshire of Worbury? 
9 
Major_AnthonX Skinner: Cited in the List, this man has defied identification 
however tentative* He petitioned in June 1660 for a 
place as Gentleman Usher to the future Queen, his 
military service testified to by Newcastle, Langdale and Belasyse, he "having 
e-ndured. much-in the wars". In 1661 he was seeking a baronetcy for the son of 
Colonel John Smith (q. v. ) a kinsman. of his 
100 
Captain John Banks: Claimed in the List'as of Yorkshire, not to be confused 
with the Captain John Banks of Sir Hugh Cholmeley's Foot 
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(Scarborough Garrison). This man was of Busby in the North Riding, indicted 




Bilb; Z: of Bealby, see the same man (supposedly) in Viscount 
Mansfield's Horse and Sir Francis Wortley's Horse* 
As for this regimentl so for the other twog he is 
merely cited by a claimant in the List. Lacking a forenamet the pedigree of 
the Beilby family of Micklethwaite Grange does not assist us. The name was 
common around Leeds and Tadcaster at this period, and a York master butcher, 
Edward Bilby,, died in 1674. Interestinglyl there is a Captain Edward Beale 
who, having taken the Covenant in the north, resorted to arms again in Newark 
garrison and then made his way to the Scots with whom he enlisted. This man 
may account for any one of our three Bilbys, but not for them a119 and the 
spelling on each occasion is quite distinct! 
02 
Captain Robert Lakin: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireg in July 1642 he 
had been a Trainband captain in Henry Belasyse's Foot, 
a regiment which did not survive into the civil war. 
Styled of Fowbridge Hall, Gentlemang he compounded for ru22.10.0d. 9 and in 
February 1660 was reported to be active in raising arms for the King around 
ScarboroughjO3 
Captain Thomas Naylor: 
Act of 1652. Interestin, 
of Sandal in 1645, fought 
104 (Parliamentary) horse, 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. He may have bee 
the Thomas Naylor of the Bail in Lincolnehireq Gent- 
leman, whose lands were inserted in the Third Treason 
gly, a Thomas Naylor of Wakefieldl during the siege 
a duel with a captain in Sir John Saville's troop of 
Lieutenant John Latham: Claimed in the List from Warwickshire, Latham seems 
to link the regiment with Skrimshire of Norbury, but 
he claimed as of Bilby's troop. Howeverl no delin- 
quent of this name in Warwickshire can be traced, and this may be a subsequent 
place of residence, or a temporary one at the time of petitioning. John 
Latham of Congletong Cheshiret was aged 33 in 1642, but there is no record of 
delinquency. John Latham of Hugtonq Lancashireq had his lands inserted in theý 
Third Treason Act of 1652. He was alternatively known as John Latham of 
Ashurst Hall, Walton, and his estate was sold in 1654 which might account for 
a move to Warwickshire. Howeverl the Lancashire link with this regiment is 
extremely tenuous and not to be emphasised! 
05 
Lieutenant John Pullen: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Marken- 
field's troop. He was the oldest son of James 
Pullen of Killinghallq Esquireq the head of a mark- 
edly Recusant family. Johng styled of Ripon, Farnham and Bishop-Monkton, was 
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related to the'Vavasours of Weston by marriage, and his lands wera inserted in 
the Third. Treason Act of 1652 
106 
Cornet Robert Chambers: Claimed in the List from Westmorland, in Captain 
Markenfield's troop. He was probably the second of 
the four sons of Walter Chambers of Hawesq Westmor- 
land, who died in 1665. Howeverl the name Chambers is common in that area, or 
was in the 17th century. A Mr. Chambers of Raby Coat donated 91 to Carlisle 
defences in 1644, and two men named Robert Chambers died in 1675 and 1679, of 
107 Fetherston and East Keswick respectively,, 
Cornet Samuel Greenwell: Claimed in the-List from Durham in Lt. Colonel 
Scrimgeour's troop. Such a man, Constable of 
Hamsterleyl signed the 1641/2 Protestation. 
08 
Cornet Edward Hardeastle: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Mark- 
enfield's troop. Such a man of Kirby Moorside 
failed to compound, and lost his lands. He may 
have been the same as Edward Hardeastle of Biggin, Yorkshire, whose lands 
were in the Third Treason Act of 1652. Bigging however, is in the West Riding 
of the county 
109 
The following officers are unidentified. 
Captain Thomas Markenfield, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Captain George Stanhope, claimed in the List from Yorkshire (but see 
Mansfield's Horse). 
Cornet Anthony Cawdron, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire. (He 
claimed under a Captain Poyntz, for whc7m see the duke of York's Horse. 
There may be a printer's error here in the List. ) 
Cornet Peter Sturdyq claimed in the List from London/Westminaterl Major 
Skinner's troop, 
Cornet Richard Wilsong claimed in the List from Yorkshires Captain Stan- 
hope's troop. 
Quartermaster Christopher Sympsong claimed in the List from Yorkshire, 
Captain Markenfield's troop. 
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Colonel Edward CHISENALLIS Horse. 
This cannot have existed as a regiment, nor is it likely that it was ever 
intended to be more than a supplementary troop to support Chisenall's infantry 
regiment (q. v. ). Two claimants named Chisenall as a field commander of horse%ý 
in, the List, and a third was cited. 
Colonel Chisenall is dealt with as colonel of his Foot. The three named 
officers of this troop were: 
Captain 
_7 
Dixon: Cited in the Listq the lack of a forename makes 
'identification 
impossible. A Major Dixon was said to 
have accompanied Sir Thomas Glemham to Carlisle after 
the fall of York, and since ChisenallIs cavalry, such as they were, fought at 
Marston Moor in Rupert's horse, the link is not too tenuous. A Captain Robert 
Dixon was capturedat'Appleby in 1648110 
Captain George Mort: 
, 
Claimed in the List from London/ldestminaterg he, waa 
clearly George Mort of Blackrod, Gentleman, who took 
the Covenant and Negative Oath in 1645 and compounded 
as a deXinquent for C46.10.0d. Perhaps a connection of the former Mayor of 
Preston, Adam Mort, killed in the defence of his town in 16431 
Lieutenant John Bannisterl claimed in the List from Herefordshire in 
Captain Dixon's troopq cannot be identified. 
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Colonel Sir Hugh CHOLMELEY'S Horse (Scarborough Garrison),. 
As in the case of nearly all garrison forces, it is difficult to say wi 
, 
th 
certainty that anything approaching a regimental structure for the Scarborough 
Horsel was achieved. Cholmeley referred to his cavalry regiment in his memoir, 
however, but it is unlikely that there was any real continuity between the 
cavalry at his disposal prior to his return to his allegiance in March 1643, 
and the cavalry which he commanded afterwards. Mercurius Aulicus noted that 




Cholmeley noted that the force was 100 strong in March and, by 
July 1644, had I reached what must. have been its maximum strength of 200113 
Clearly, it had none of the makings of a regiment and doubtlesag. as at Skipton 
in the case of Sir John Mallory's Horse (q. v. ), the cavalrymen doubled as foot 
or dragoons in case of necessity. 
Curiouslyg. howeverl the Scarborough Horse do seem to have been 300 strong 
inýNovember 1643, when that number of swords was issued to them from the York 
114 
arsenal, If this was the casel there, is room to argue that some at least 
must have been lost during the campaigns in Yorkshire in early 1644, as the 
11.5 
evidence ofq for exampleg the battle of Selby tends to suggest. Even Sol 
Cholmeley was not at fault when he spoke of his men as I'verie good men and 
perpetually inAction, and grow soe formidable the enemie durst not Stand to 
looke them in the face" 116 They were, up to and including, the period of the 
siege of York, a constant threat to the Parliamentarians at Hull and to their 
sympathiaerat and Cholmeley had already shown. during his service with the 
Parliament, that. he was no mean commander. The exploits of the horse have 
been dealt with fully in Volume 19 but specific mention must here be made of 
the brilliant attack on Buttercrambe when 50 of the garrison cavalry rode 
through the, night to kidnap Henry Darley, the Parliamentary Commissioner then 
117- 
resident thereq and came away wtth. their. prize unscathed. 
Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley: Sir Hugh was born in 1600, the eldest of the two 
sons of Sir Richard Cholmeley of Whitby whom he 
succeeded in 1625. Sir Richard had been a 
prominent figure, in the East! Riding, as HP for Scarborough-in 1620 and a& High 
Sheriff in 1624. Hughl educated at Beverley Free School and Jesus College, 
Cambridgeq entered Gray's Inn'in-1618 and, sat as MP for Scarborough from 1623 
to 1627* Knighted at Whitehall in 1626, he was made a baronet'in 1641. , An 
Anglican with some sympathy, towards the Puritan theologian , Cliffe has shown 
him to'have been an improving landlord who built up the family finances by his 
own efforts. From 1627 onwards, hezesided chiefly in the-north, opening alum 
mines at Whitby and becoming a Trainband colonel in 1636. A JP and Deputy 
Lieutenant in the EastI. Riding, Sir Hugh's opposition to Ship Money and his 
unbending Protestantisiý probably contributed to his decision to fight for the 
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Parliament in 16429. a decision in which he-may have been influenced by his'clos 
friend Sir John Hotham, the Governor of Hull. He had also been the MP for 
Scarborough in the Short and Long Parliaments, which had brought him into touch 
with activities there on the eve of civil war. As Parliamentary governor in 
Searboroughl he created havoc in the North Riding, and in two sharp successive 
engagements at Halton and Guisborough in January 1643 made his mark as a 
cavalry commander. Nonetheless, he cannot have been happy with his position, 
and the arrival of the Queen in Yorkshire gave him the opportunity to revert to 
his allegiance, turning Scarborough over to the earl of Newcastle and receiving 
the-latter's'authority to remain there as governor. For the rest of the war, 
Cholmeley proved himself as diligent a Royalist as anyl and his defence of the 
castle entrusted to him was long and devoted. When the castle finally 
surrendered, Sir Hugh went into Frances returning in 1649 to compound for his 
estates for the SUM Of 9850. His mineral interests probably enabled him to 
survive, this burden without too much difficulty, and he appears to have opted 
for a quiet life, although his name was mentioned in conspiratorial circles in 
1650. Four years later he secured a pass to travel over seas with a servant 
to export a horse. He died in 1657 
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Lt. Colonel TobX Jenkin: Cited in the List as both captain and major, Jenkin 
assumed command of the Scarborough Horse-at the fall 
of the garrison and took them into Newarkq by which 
date he, "had become a colonel in his own right. His rank of lt. colonel in 
Scarborough sometimes toward the end of the siege, or perhaps from its commen- 
cementg-seems valid, Toby was born in 1614, the second of the three sons, but 
eventual heir, of Sir Henry Jenkin of Great Busby who died in 1646. Toby 
himself was styled as of Grimston near Yorks Esquire. In his composition 
proceedings, it was stated that Toby "was Lieut. Colonel under Sr Hugh Cholm- 
eley'at Scarborough Castle and thence went to Newark on Trent and served there 
as Colonel and Governor of the Kingto forces under the Governor,. therellý.. He 
wasq in facts one of the four foot colonels in Belasyse's reorganisation of the 
garrison. He compounded on a fine of X320 and took the Covenant in 1646. He 
appearsl during the ensuing yearst to have adopted a low profile, and next 
appears in 1661 when he was appointed to survey Scarborough Castle and to submit 
aI recommendation as to the size of garrison required'there. In 1664 he was 
appointed to a Commission to Regulate Corporations in Yorkshire, and in 1667 
was named as one of three Commissioners to disburse monies in the building of 
the'Grand Jury House at York"Castleg when he' was referred to as 'colonel' which 
seems to-suggest either an honorary rank left from the civil war, or a Train- 
band position. - He died in 1697 and was. buried in York Minster 
119 
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Major 
_7 
Crompton: The only reference to him is in Cholmeley's memoirg 
as commanding the raid on Buttercrambe (see abovel 
and Volo 1). See possibly the same mang Sir Thomas 
Glemham's Foot. 
Captain Edmund Conyers: 
Nicholas Conyers of Bowlbyj 
I 
This is atentative designation based upon the in- 
formation in the family pedigrees that Edmund was 
killed in Scarborough. He was the sixth son of 
Yorkshirej born in 1621 120 
CUtain George Elrin&ton: Cited in the List. Although not immediately 
identifiable, he was clearly connected with the 
prominent Recusant family of Elrington of Whitby, 
which settled'in Pickering in the 163018. An Edward Elrington of the family 
was a seminary priest and died in 1652 as Archdeacon of Warwick'. 
21 
Captain Robert Lakin: Claimed in the List as of Torkshire, this appears to 
be a second claim. See Henry Cavendish's Horse. 
Captain Michael Wharton: Cited in the List, Michael was the son and heir of 
Sir Michael Wharton of Beverley Park who died in 
1655- Born in 15931 Michael matriculated at St. 
JohnIag Cambridge, in 1610 and was admitted to Gray's Ina the following year. 
His father was a vigorous anti-Catholic, and Michael sat as MP for Beverley in 
1640 having defeated Sir Thomas Metham (q. v. ). Nonetheless, in Michael's case 
there seems to have been some Catholic leaning, and after attending the King in 
Oxford in 1643, he came back to Yorkshire and was killed defending Scarborough 
castle in 1645. His song Michael III, compounded for his father's property in 
Yorkshire, London and Middlesex for the sum of X1600. Clay, in his study of 
Yorkshire Royalists, confused Michael II with Michael 111 
122 
Lieutenant Ralph Brabant: Claimed in the List as from Durhamq in Captain 
Thomas'stroop. He was the third of the three sons 
of John Brabant or Braban of Pedgebankel Co. 
Durham, and may have been the Cornet Brabaner taken prisoner at Selby in April 
1644123 
Lieutenant Abraham Gero: Claimed in the List from London/Westminstarl but 
not clearly identified. Probably a member or 
connection of the Gere family of Great Broughton. 
At Selby in April 1644, a Stephen Geere, also a lieutenant of horsel was taken 
prisoner! 24 
Lieutenant Robert Welborne: Claimed in the List from Yorkj3hire in Captain 
Whartonts troop* A Robert Welburne of Muston# 
yeoman, was buried at Hunmanby in August 1681 
and may well be the same, Hunmanby lying near ScarboroughI25 
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Quartermaster William Huntrayde: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq he was 
of rylingdales, yeom'anq and died in 1675126 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Robert Thomasq-cited in the List 
Lieutenant Francis Bambridge, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Major Jenkin's troop, 
Cornet Robert Michael, claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain 
Elrington's troop. 
Cornet Nicholas'Skiptong claimed in. the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Jenkin's--troop. 
Cornet Johnathan Whiteg claimed in the-, List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet William Youngl-claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Robert-Reedl claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Whartonts troop. 
4o - 
Colonel Sir Robert CLAVERINGIS-Regiment of Horse. 
Clavering's cavalry regiment, more so than his foot, was officered almost 
exclusively by Catholics. It is also one of the few which served almost 
entirely in the north, for which we have anything approaching an idea of its 
life-spang since after Clavering's death in 1644 it passed to his former lt. 
colonel and virtually all promotions came from within the officer cadre of the 
regiment. The regiment was probably formed sometime in 1643, and was operat- 
ing in Durham for part of that yearj27 in 1644, the regiment was at Gateshead 
where it was recorded that Clavering pa I id over 14 shillings "for wine that his 
solgers received at the Communyon" which indicates a substantial force, and 
allowance for Protestant troopers 
128 Attached to Montrose, the regiment did 
not see service in the retreat into Yorkshire in April 1644, nor did it fight 
on Marston Moor, although it was expected to arrive in time for the battle 
129 
It in fact met Rupert at Richmond on july 3rd or 4th. Thereafter it suffered 
the same series of disasters as befell the northern cavalry which accompanied 
Rupert south, being engaged at Malpas on August 26th 1644130 By this time the 
regiment was commanded by John Forcer, and it was he whom Samuel Luke noted as 
colonel 1Farrer1q marching towards Newark in February 1645 after wintering at 
Salisbury en route for the relief of Pontefractl3l The regiment fought its 
last action at Sherburn in Elmet in October of that yeart where its colours 
132 
were lost, but must also have been at Naseby in the body of the Northern 
Horse. 
I 
Colonel Sir Robert Clavering: Robert was born in 1618, second of the seven 
songs of Sir John Clavering of Callaly in 
Northumberland, who died in gaol in London in 
1647 as a Catholic delinquent. Robert matriculated at Queen's. Oxfordl in 
1635 and was admitted to Lincoln's Inn in 1638. He was by then marriedl for 
in 1637 his estranged wife brought a claim for alimony against him which his 
father used his influence to have dismissed. The family was closely connected 
with the Newcastle Hostmen, and had a long Recusant tradition. Sir John 
compounded in 1632 for his Recusant wifeg although he was himself conformable 
at that date. Robert, knighted by Newcastle at the time that he raised his 
regiment, was highly praised by Langdale who, in 1660, wrote: "in the beginning 
of the said troubles, at his own chargeg he raised a regiment of horse and 
another of foot, with some Troops of Dragoons; with these he often eminently 
served his late majesty, as appeared by their many engagements, miore particul- 
arly at Anderton Moor fight when he (commanding the forlorn hope) was very 
instrumental in gaining that great victory which then made us masters of the 
north". The reference is to Adwalton, fought on June 30th 16439 and is the 
only hint we have that Claveringla regiment wags engaged there. Such praise 
from so exacting a man as Langdale must be given due respect, and argues for 
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Clavering's abilities. Although never himself a convicted Recusant, -his ý 
family background and choice of officers argues strongly that Clavering was a 
Catholic. He died in August, 1644 at Kendal in Westmorland, whereupon the 
regimental command devolved upon his immediate subordinatel33 
Colonel John Forcer: Cited as a field commander in the 
, 
List, and previously 
lt. colonel to Clavering. John Was the eldest son of 
Peter Forcer of Harbour House and Kelloe, Co. Durham, 
Esquire, who had died in 1626. The Forcers were a thorough-going Recusant 
family, who acted as protectors for travelling seminary priests. John's 
mother was convicted of Recusancy in October 16299 and he himself was proceeded 
against in 1637 on the same grounds. RuAhworth noted him in 1642 as a Catholic 
in arms. Debarred from composition, his lands were sequestered in September 
1644 and inserted in the Treason Act in. 1652. In 1650 his wife had petitioned 
to be allowed*one fifth of her husband's estate for the maintenance of herself 
and the children, and part of the property was bought by John Rushworth. in 
1656 Langdale noted Forcer as a dependable man in the north, and in 1659 he was 
arrested on suspicion of involvement in the Booth rising. Released on his 
parole to appear when required, Forcer was eventually discharged for want of 
evidence against him. , 
He died-in 1665 at Harbour House to which he had 
returned. , The brother in law of Colonel Sir Thomas Riddell (q. vo)134 
Lt. Colonel John SMer: Cited in the List twicet as a captain under Colonel 
Clavering and as'lt. colonel under Forcer. He was 
of Great Worsall in the North Riding, Gentleman, and 
had refused knighthood at the coronation of Charles 19 for which he was fined 
&7.5- Probably the son of a John Sayer of Worsall living at the close of the 
16th century, this John revived the Catholicism of the family. First presented 
as"a Re cuI sant in-1612, he compounded for Ricusancy'in 1629 on an annual income 
from his lands of &260 which suggests a substantial landowner. He was presen.:. - 
ted again at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 1637. Lt. Colonel Sayer signed the 
1645 petition of the'Northern Horseq and was killed in action at Naseby, 
althoiiýgh'his will'-was not Wanted administration until 1658. Sequestration 
ruinedýthe'Sayers, and his widow was comp'ounding'as'a Recusant in 1664133 
Major Ral2h Carnaby: Carnaby's insertion-in,, this, regiment is based upon an 
interpretation of the List. Such a man was cited as a 
field commander of cavalry in his own right. One of 
the claimants also cited a Captain Francis Ord, who was likewise cited by an 
officer claiming under Clavering. Carnaby was probably replaced as major by 
Thomas Craithorne (q. v. ) when Forcer assumed command. He was Ralph Carnaby of 
Haltong the son of Lancelot Carnaby of the same, and'was'listed in 1638/9 as a 
Freeholderg Esquires"for Halton and Aydon in Northumberland. His annual income 
of 91,020 marked him as a substantial landownert but in 1651 he sold his 
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property to his son Reynold to 
debts. Born in 1597, he fougý 
in Mulgrave Castle in November 
battle of Sherburn in Elmet. 
Northern Horse for that year. 
raise Z1,400 with which to settle outstanding 
ht at Wakefield and Leads in 1643, was captured 
164,5 whither he had gone probably after the 
His signature appears on the petition of the 
He died in 1662136 
Major Thomas Craithorne: Cited in the List under Forcer, and probably cited 
as captain under Clavering. The problem of 
identification cannot be overcome satisfactorily. 
A "Mr. Thomas Craithorne the older" was killed, as a Gentleman Volunteers at 
Uphaven in-Wiltshire. He was probably the Thomas Craithorne of Craithornes 
eldest-son by the second, marriage of Ralph Craithorne of the sameg who was said 
to have died in 1637 "or thereabouts". This is sufficiently vague to make the 
casualty at Uphaven and him, one and the same. He would have been in his 
sixties in 1642, since his son and heir, Ralph III was born in 1604. Ralph 
II's son and heir was also called Thomas, whom we must distinguish from his 
grandfather as Thomas III and was born in 1622/3, which would not make him 
inordinately young for military service as a major in 1644. The family was 
thoroughly Recusant. Ralph II was sequestered as a Recusant in 1653A, when 
his son, Thomas III styled of Nesse, Craithorn and Welwicks Gentlemant was also 
sequestered. Thomas II was clearly, the Thomas Craithorne dismissed an an 
Ensign in December 1640 because he was a Catholic, and he appears again in 1648 
as'a standing officer in the Royalist garrison of Pontefractt on one occasion 
dissenting from a decision to ransom a captured Parliamentarian sympathiser for 
the sum of Z100. The ReCU8ancy of the family was most mark ed in Thomas 11 who, 
with his wifes was convicted in 1630t although he had conformed between 1606 
and then. His wife was an unrepentant Catholic, howevert and through her 
harbourin IgI of-co-religionis I to, Thomas I was'convicted of the same in 1624. It 
is remotely, possible that Thomas'I may have been the major under Forcer, and 
Thomas It the-captaing but I the grounds of inherent probability suggest that 
Thomas II was promoted by Forcer to fill the space left vacant by Ralph Carnaby. 
Perhaps Forcer deliberately ousted Carnabyt who was' not a Catholic. The 
uncertainty attaching to the date of death of Thomas I argues strongly for his 
having been a gentleman volunteer killed-in Wiltshire'and the identification 
of his grandson as Forcer's major seems assured. Major Craithorne was taken 
at Malpas, in. 1644 and at Sherburn in 1645, andýbecameq under'James III a JP 
in the East RidingjWý 
Captain Francis Bartram: Cited in the List under Forcer, he'may have been a 
son of Major George Bartram of Elavick in North- 
umberland.. A Captain Bertram was listed in the 
garriso n of 
11 
Pontefract in 1645, after. the, relief-by the Northern Horse138 
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Captain Thomas Clavering: Cited in the List under Claveringg-but claimed 
under Forcer. Fourth of the six sons of Sir Johný 
Clavering of Callaly, and brother to his colonel. 
Styled of Learchild, his property was inserted in the Treason Act of 1652. 
Born in 1624/59 he was converted to Catholicism in 1647, probably in exileg 
and became a seminary priestj entering the English College in Rome and dying in 
1694, at Pontoise. He was captured at Malpas in 1644 and at Sherburn in Elmet 
in 164.5. Some doubt must attach to the word 'converted#, since he came of 
such a notable, Catholic familyg and this may merely refer to his decision to 
enter orders139 
Captain John DanýZ: - Cited in the List under Claveringg he was most'prob- 
ably transferred'to George WrayI8 Horse (q. v. ) where he 
served as major, and is dealt with as such 
140 
Captain William Fenwick: Cited in the List, he was William Fenwick of Short- 
flattg Esquire, sequestered in 1648 as a Catholic 
delinquent. Also styled as of Blagden. The son 
of Roger Fenwick of Shortflattl William recovered his sequestered lands in 
1657 from Sir'John Fenwickv and according to the pedigree of the family-of 
Fenwick of Bywell,, Northumberland, his father had died in-1636. William him- 
self was listed as a Recusant in 1677 and died in 1679,80141 
Captain Robert Fenwick: Claimed in the List, from Northumberland, Major 
Carnaby's troop, There are two possible identifi- 
cations here, and should be Been in conjunction with 
the Captain Robert Fenwick of Wray's Horse. Robert Fenwick of West Matfin 
or-Matfeng Northumberlandl succeeded his father-Luke or Lancelot Fenwick in 
1637/8, and in 1641 settled-his-lands on hii-SOnSO 'A Catholic delinquent, 
Robert's"estates wereinBerted in the"'Treasou'Act in 16529 and in 1655 he was 
listed as-a Recusant. Alternatively, Major Tristram'Fenwick (q. v. 9 Carnaby's 
Horse) of Kenton's eldest son was born in 1611 and died in 1667/8, although 
there is no evidence Of civil war activism attached to him 
142 
Captain Peter Forcer: Cited in the List, he was also cited by claimants in 
Lord Widdrington's regiment of Horse (q. v. ) but must 
be one and the same. Widdrington's may represent 
brigade, status. The-fourth son of Peter Forcer of Harbour Houset and brother 
of Colonel John Forcer, he was styled as of Plawsworth Co. Durhamq Gentleman, 
at which place he refused to take the . 1641/2 Protestation. He was killed in 
action* probably at-Ormskirkq.. in,. 16441ý3 
Captain HenrX Messenger: Claimed in the List as from Yorkshire, -he vas also 
'cited under Forcerg as voll as by an undesignated 
claimant. He may be the Captain Messenger cited 
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in Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour's Horse (qeve)9 perhaps a, transfer from that 
regiment to Clavering's after Marston Moor. He was of Kirby Ravenaworth in 
the North Riding, presented as a Recusant at Richmond Quarter Sessions in 1623, 
and with his wife at Thirsk in 1641 
144 
Captain John Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Durham, under Forcer. The 
many Metcalfes all bearing similar forenames, and 
most of them presented for Recusancy at one time or 
anotherg make identification a problem. Since he was alive to claim at the 
restoration, we must dismiss John Metcalfe of Tantong Recusantq who died in 
1654. Our maný. may, be John, Metcalfe of Rudby in Langbargh whog with his wife 
Alice, was presented as a Recusant at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in October 1639, 
and probably fifth of the five-sons of Anthony Metcalfe of Hood Grange, and 
uncle of the John of Tanton who died in 1654145 
Captain Anthony__Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirel the son of 
Anthony Metcalfe of Aldboroughq sequestered as a 
Catholic delinquent. He was presented in a list 
of Recusants in 1665/6, and in 1684/5 was lodged in York gaol for refusing the 
oath of allegiancog although he had been t1a soldier sequestered for loyalty and 
service to his late Majestie". in 1648 he had refused the oath of abjuration 
at Northallerton Quarter Sessions, and his father had a long history of 
Recusancy 146 
Captain Francis Ord: Cited twice in the, Listv under Clavering and Major 
Carnaby. Fourth of the seven sons'of William Ord of 
Felkington, Northumberland, who had been Sheriff of the 
county in 1638/9 and-who had, died in 1652- Francis was born in 1619, and in 
the pedigree is described as lt. colonel, probably in the post-restoration 
Trainband. He died in 1678. in 1661 it was probably he, styled as of 
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Felkington, Gentlemant listed. as a volunteer under Lord Widdrington. 
Ca tain Z_ 
_7'Wilkinson: 
Cited in the List probably the same man as the 
Captain Wilkinson cited in Clavering's Dragoons 
(q. vo). Probably Henry Wilkinson of Forcett, 
captain and Ceýtholic delinquentg whose will, dated March 12th 1648, was proved 
in February 1651 148 
Lieutenant Bartholomew Aislaby: Claimed, in the List from Yorkshire under 
Captain Bartram. Such-a man of Ingleby cum 
Barwick in Stainton, Gentlemang was present- 
ed as a Recusant with his daughter at Thirsk quarter Sessions in October 1637- 
The son of Thomas Aislaby of Barwick upon Tees, who was also presented as a 
Recusant in1624 and-'1629, the family had originally been seated at Fyling Hall 
and had been tenants of the Cholmeley's of Whitbyg moving permanently to 
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Barwick in 1634. The family's commitment to the Catholic faith had failed by 
1670 149 (Probably the Lieutenant Aslaby captured at Rowton Heath near Chester 
in 1645). 
Lieutenant Thomas Beckwith: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
William Fenwick's troop. There is an abundance 
of evidenceg but no conclusive identification 
can be arrived at. Thomas Beckwith of Cold Ingleby was sequestered as a 
delinquent, and died in December 16639 so clearly could have petitioned for 
relief in the List had he desired. The composition proceedings alluded to 
land of his near Beverley, at Woodhallq which suggests that he was one and the 
same as Thomas Beckwith of Beverleyl_son and heir of Roger Beckwith of the same, 
who was presented as a Recusant in 1632 and who was sent for by the House of 
Commons as a delinquent on May 27th 1642. The King's attention was drawn to 
this matter, and he, gave orders that Beckwith was not to be taken either as a 
delinquent or as a Catholic, and the Parliamentary messenger was "thrown down 
a Pair of Stairs by,, one Captain Myn; at the bottom he was kicked by many 
others",. Cold Ingleby was sold by the Treason Act of 1652, and Thomas had 
been in debt in 1650, His half brother by his father Roger's second marriage, 
was*a Parliamentary captain and had been killed in the war. We can dismiss 
Thomas Beckwith of Acktong Aykton or Ayton since although a Recusantq he died 
in 1652150 
Lieutenant John Bell: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain Musgrave's 
troop. Two-suchl both styled Gentleman, were listed 
as Freeholders in Northumberland in 1638/99 of Ovingtox 
and of Bellas's respectively* 
Lieutenant Thomas Bishop: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Sayerva 
troop, He was of Pocklington, Gentlemang and was 
fined 9116 in 1648. In 1632 he had compounded on 
behalf of a Recusant wife 
152 
Lieutenant Francis Blakiston: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
John Metcalfels, troop. -Perhaps the son of 
George Blakeston of Gainford, who died in 
1626. Francis Blakeston was presented as a Recusant in 1664153 
Lieutenant Clement Porster: Cla ime'd'in the List from No I rthumberland in 
Captain Thomas Clavering's troop. Listed in 
1661 as a gentleman volunteer under the Lord 
Widdrington, but no place of domicile givenj54 
Lieutenant Peter Hawkins: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was of 
Carperbyq Yeomans and his lands'inserted in the 
Third Treason Act, whereupon he compounded for 
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937 in July of the following year155 
Lieutenant George Hunter: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Danby's 
troop. Such a man was convicted as a Recusant 
in 1632, presented as such in 1637, and signed the 
1641/2 Protestation. Many'known Recusants in fact signed this petition and his 
doing so, cannot be taken as evidence of conformity156 
Lieutenant Michael Merrlman: ' Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Ord's troop. Highly improbable as it 
may seeml Michael Merryman, son of Robert Merry- 
man of Wadley, Witton le Wear Co. Durhaml was ordained at Douai in 1631 and was 
in England between 1641 and 1661 as Prefect-Goneral,,, dying in 1673. The 
father Robert was a Royalist officer (see Howard's Dragoons). However, this 
designation is hardly likely to be validl although no other Michael Merryman 
can, be traced one might suggest, tentatively, that if the Merryman of this 
regiment and the Merryman of Douai were one and the same, the rank provided a 
cover at which Clavering might have connived. Of course, Merryman would have 
157 
required a dispensation to assume military rank. 
Lieutenant Christopher Metcalfe: - Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. 
-Colonel Sayer's troop. Christopher Met- 
calfe of Little Otterington and of Ainderby 
Steeple, both within a few miles of Northallerton, was fined X1.3-Od. for 
"adhering" to the King. He had been presented at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 
1641 as a Recusantl and so seems to have. concealed his military rank when 
compounding., 'In 
January 1650 a warrant was issued against him at Richmond 
Quarter Sessions for the murder of Ralph Bell of Northallerton, and he was to 
appear at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in April 1652 charged with that crime. 
Apparently he escaped conviction, supposing that he was guilty. He was 
158 
presented as a Recusantat Thirsk in April 1674. 
Lieutenant Simon Rymer: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Major Craith- 
orne's troop. Also sp elt 'Rytherl. Of Piketon in 
Langbargh, he compounded as-a Recusant in 1632, 
having been presented as such at Malton Quarter-S'essions'in'1625. 'Described 
as a "dangerous, seducing recusant" he'was presented again in 1641. In 1663 
he was. presented for what appears to have been a clandestine marriageI59 
Cornet William Ap(p)leby: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Messenger's troop. Part of the widespread 
Recusant family of Appleby. of Laitington with 
lands in Durhang William was presented with. others in 1637 for clandestine 
marriage, but could not appear since he had to keep withindoors with a-swelling 
of the face160 
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Cornet John Collingwood: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, in Major 
Craithorne'S troop. Such a man of Dalton le Dale 
Co. Durham refused the 1641/2 Protestation and was 
described as a 'popish recusant'. Another such was listed in 1638/9 as a 
Freeholder in IIngr'XIq Gentleman 161 (See also Charles Brandling's Foot). 
Cornet Francis Hodgson: Claimed in the List from Durham, possibly a connec- 
tion of the Recusant Hodgeons. 9, and the sixth of the 
eight sons of Robert Hodgson of Hebburn by the 
father's second marriage. Francis was presented in 1636 for clandestine 
marriage, and such a man refused the 1641/2 Protestation 
162 
Cornet Andrew Hunter: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandt in Captain 
Wilkinson's troop. Possibly Andrew Huntley of 
Friarside, yeomang delinquent, although an Andrew 
Hunter of High-Housel. Northumberland, also a yeoman, was listed as a Recusant 
in 1681/2163,, - (Note,. a possible connection with Lieutenant George Hunter of 
Danby's troop). 
Cornet Thomas Rose: Claimed in the List from Durham in Captain John Met- 
-calfe's troop. - Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
-tion as of Berwick on Tweed, which if not too improbable, 
164 
may be supported by the facts concerning Francis Ord. 
Cornet William Surtees: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Captain 
Ord's troop. First of the three sons of Edward 
Surtees of Broadoak who died in 1655, William was 
born in 1621 and died in 1704165 
Cornet Anthony Westgarth: 
166 Friar Ward in the city. 
Claimed in the List of Newcastle, Captain Thomas 
Clavering's troop. Such a man was listed in 1665 
in the Newcastle Hearth Tax returns as of White 
Quartermaster Thomas Bell: Claimed in the List as of Northumberlandq under 
Major Carnaby. Such a man (although admittedly 
the name is extremely common), of Harraton in 
Co. Durham, was sequestered in September 1644 of lands in Rickleden 
167 
Quartermaster Thomas Forcer: Claimed in the List from Durham, perhaps the 
third son of Peter Forcer of Harbour House and 
a brother of Colonel Forcerg which seems to be 
unlikely (in view of the rank), or some connection of the main familYI68 
Quartermaster John Hall: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandt such a man 
was a Freeholder at Otterburn in 1638/9, styled 
Gentlem&n169 
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Quartermaster Thomas Lotherington: Claimed in the List 
' 
from Yorkshire, Capt- 
ain Craithorne's troope Probably the 
son of John Lotherington of Nunnington, 
yeomang who was ajuror at Helmsley Quarter Sessions in January 1632. Thomas, 
styled of Little Habton near Kirby Misperton, died in 1682170 
Quartermaster Thomas Wood: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain John 
Metcalfe's troop. Such a man, a 'popish' 
seducer' forfeited a Z50 bond in 1638 for failing 
to appear before the Durham Court of High Commissionj7l (Note a Quartermaster 
Wood killed defending Carlisle in 1645, see Vol. 1). 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Nicholas Kere, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain f 
-7 
Musgravet cited in the List 
Lieutenant John Pearsong claimed in the List, Captain Messenger's troop. 
Cornet Thomas Colston, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Wilk- 
inson's troop. 
Quartermaster John Ambler, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Craithornels troop. 
Quartermaster James Mortong claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Clavering's troop. 
Quartermaster Alexander Shawl claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Wilkinson's troop. 
Quartermaster Richard Stones, claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Messenger's troop. 
Quartermaster Arthur Strotherg claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Thomas Claveringla troop. 
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Colonel Sir Francis COBBEIS Horse. 
Although Peter Young172 believed that such a regiment existed and fought 
on Marston Moor, the evidence is tenuous in the extreme. In the List, Cobbe 
is cited as a field commander by only one claimant, whilst a second claimant 
noted Cobbe within Rupert's own cavalry. The rank of colonel was probably 
connected with Cobbets command in Clifford's Tower during the defence of York, 
but we cannot dismiss the possibility that as commander he had at least a troop 
of horse responsible to him. Hence his inclusion in the analysis, although 
the distinction between troop and regiment has to be made. 
Colonel Sir Francis Cobbe: Sir Francis was the eldest of the two sons of 
Sir Francis Cobbe of Burnhamq Coo Norfolk, and of 
Ottringham in Yorkshire. His father died in 
1648. Aged 36 at the outbreak of the civil warg he had already seen some 
service as an ensign in 1640, and had been knighted by the King at York (or at 
Beverley) on July 28th 1642. He had earlier refused knighthood at the kingle 
coronation. He was a Commissioner of Array for Yorkshire. Commander of 
Clifford's Tower during the defence of York, he probably fought on Marston 
Hoorl but seems to have remained in Yorkshire during 164 4 and 1645, for in 
October of the latter year he was named by Lord Digby as one of the Commissio- 
ners in whose power the government of Skipton garrison was vested during the 
governorts illness. In Skipton at the surrender, Cobbe did not take much, if 
any$ part in subsequent Royalist enterprises. David Underdown described him 
as fý "prudentialist" during the Interregaum, although he was closely confined 
to his house and in 1658 had to secure permission to go to York on legal 
business. He purchased the forfeited estates of some fellow Royalists during 
the Interregnum, but in 1660 petitioned the King for a 21 year lease on royal 
mines to repair his financial losses. In 1661 he was appointed Captain of 
Hull, and was High Sheriff in 1664. Ile died on April 22nd 1675 in Yorkshirej73 
CUtain William Plaxton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshires the only one 
of the three officers not to cite Cobbe as merely 
a troop commander under Rupert. Such a man of 
Everingham died in 1674, and another, styled of South Cliffe in North Cave in 
the East Riding (near Ottringham), in 1679 174 
Lieutenant George Blakiston: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, under Cobbe 
as troop commander in Rupert's Horse* Probably 
the George Blakiston of Yorkj Gentlemans who 
died in 1679 and perhaps the same as of Stapleton in Gilling FAst who did not 
appear at Dugdale'a visitationj7.5 
Cornet Thomas Waller: Claimed in the List as of Yorkshire. He was of 
Beverley, Gentleman, third of the five sons of Nicholag 
Wallerl Mayor of that town in 1624. He compounded 
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in 1647 for Z122. Dugdale in his visitation noted that Waller had been a 
cornet in Rupert's cavalry, which fits the designation in the List. His father 
dying in 1634, Thomas's mother took as her second husband Colonel Cobbe. After 




Colonel Sir Jordan CROSSLANDIS_Horse (Helmsley Garrison). 
Apart from Crossland himself, this is a very poorly documented cavalry 
force indeed, and whether it ever had a regimental basis is doubtful. No 
lt. colonel has been identified for the period of Helmsley's defencil and the 
identity of the major has presented problems, Helmsley came under no pressure 
until after the fall of York, when it endured siege until the end of 1644. 
The horse must have doubled as infantry under these circumstances. It ought 
to be notedg furthOr. that Crossland may have continued as a cavalry officer 
in his subsequent career at Scarborough and Newark, and some of the claimants 
below have had nothing to do with his Helmsley responsibility. 
Colonel Sir Jordan Crossland: Cited in the List as a field commander of horse 
and of foot, he was the eldest of the six sons 
of John Crossland of Helmsley'who died in 16361, 
and was, himself normally styled. as of Newby near Ripon, or of Furness in Lanca- 
shire.., Born in 1618,, he. was knighted at Lincoln in July 1642, and two of his 
sons were to become seminary priests. Crosslandis own religious feelings are 
hedged around with equivocation. For his estates at Furness in Lancashire, 
which were inserted-in'the Treason Act of November 1652, he petitioned in 1649 
that although sequestered as a Recusant, he was none. He claimed that he had 
been raised as a Protestantq and had been admitted to compound for his York- 
shire holdings. His Lancashire estates had come to him from his wife's father 
or brother, the delinquent Catholic William Flemming of Rydal, but their inser- 
tion in the 1652 Act shows that his plea was not accepted. After the fall of 
Helmsley castle, he wen"t into Scarborough garrison, and upon its fall in July 
164.5 marched to Newark to continue the war. According to his composition, he 
was in arms again in 1648, and was fined Z30. Much of his finance came from 
his wife, and he does not seem to have suffered heavily from sequestration. 
In 1654/5 Thurloe was told that Crossland was actively conspiring, and in 1658 
he was arrested and put in Hull, but was released in time to enter on the fringe 
of the 1659 rising in Cheshire. In October 1660 he was granted the office of 
Constable of Scarborough Castle, with the Keepership, worth V6 a year, and 
appealed for a lease of the royal mines in the six northern counties for a 21 
year period to help to repair his fortunes, which sounds like a standard idea. 
He sat as MP for Scarborough in 1661, and in 1664 was named to the Commission 
for Regulating Corporations. During his tenure of the Keepership of Scar- 
borough he was noted for favouring Quakers* He died in 1670 and was buried 
in Ripon Minsterg where his epitaph still reads: "Saepe Rebellantis media 
inter Proelia Gentius/Intrepidum exposuit Regis Amore Latus, 1177 
Major Z- 
-7 
Potts: Cited in the List's he defies identification. A Spencel 
Potts of Chalgrove came in vith the surrender of 
Oxford178 
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Captain 
_7 
Douglas: Cited in the List, see Blakiston's Horse. 
Lieutenant John Ragget: Claimed in the List, from Yorkshire, Major Potts's 
troop. On November 6th 1661 the postmaster of 
Boroughbridge was ordered by the duke of Buckingham 
to permit John Ragget, Provost Marshall to search all letters delivered to 
suspected persons in the area. Ragget had a list of 13 names, virtually all 
of Parliamentary officersI79 
Quartermaster Thomas Law: Claimed in the List from Westmorland, Captain 
Douglas's troop. Such a man was second of the 
three sons of Miles Lawe of Prestang Lancashireq 
but for a strict Westmorland definition two such signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
180 
as of Askham and Barton respectively. 
The. following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Spright. He does not claim in the List, but in a 
letter from Crossland to Sir Thomas Fairfaxj the former aMded to 
"Lieutenant Spright and five-soldiers belonging to me" held prisoner 
in York. (181) 
Quartermaster Robert Catherick, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
quartermaster William Kirk, claimed in the'List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Patricius CURWENIS Horse. 
Like many of the Cumberland and Westmorland regiments, this force of 
cavalry seems to have existed primarily on paper. There is no doubt that 
Curwen was a'commissioned colonel, but his horse may have been merely a troop 
or two intended to supplement his infantry regiment (q. v. ). It has no campaign 
history whatsoever. ý'Colonel Curwen is dealt with under his regiment of foot, 
for which there is firm evidence. 
Captain Joseph Patrickson: Cited in the Listq he was the first of the two 
sons of Thomas Patrickson of Caswell How, Esq., 
the father dying in 164.5 and Joseph born in 16og. 
In 1637 he was collecting the Ship Money levy in Allerdale Ward under the 
direction of Sir Thomas Dacre (q. v. ). The sequestration of his lands seems to 
have occurred latet perhaps on-discovery by an informer, and in 1656 he was 
caught up in'the decimation'tax and rated at L10 
182 
Lieutenant Thomas Patrickson: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain 
Patrickson's troop, He was the eldest of the 
nfour sons of William Patrickson of Stockhow, 
and had been born in 1618. He was fined Z30.10.0d. in 1647 for "adhering", 
and was taxed at Z10 in January 1656. In 1665 he was a major of the Train- 
183 band. 
-The-following, officers., 
have not been identified. 
Captain Erasmus Towerson, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenint-William Semple, claimed in the' List from Cumberland. 
Cornet Thomas Skeltong claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
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Colonel (Sir) Richard DACREIS Regimentof Horse. 
The greatest problem where this regiment is concerned, is that which 
besets the identity of its colonel, which'must be discussed shortly. Primar- 
ily a Yorkshire regimentl it faught at Marston Moor in a brigade commanded by 
Colonel Dacre, and thereafter was probably swallowed up in the Northern Horse. 
From a study of the officers, the regiment appears to have fought-at Wakefield 
in 1643, and was certainly encamped in northern Nottinghamshire late in that 
year during the attempts to induce the governor of Nottinglutm to surrender 
184 
Colonel (Sir) Richard Dacre: Of Dacre's existence-there can be no doubt. 
He was cited in the List as a field officer, 
and his name crops up in various contemporary 
sources. ' In May 1644, for exampleg he was resident in York and paying his 
weekly assessment-of, eight shillings, which shows that he at least did not 
leave the city with the main part of, the northern cavalry once the siege had 
begun285 The details of his talks with the brother of Governor Nutchinson 
of Nottingham have been--given elsewhere. He was knighted, probably by the 
earl of Newcastle, at some point-during the war, and was killed on Marston-Moor 
on July 2nd 1644. Theevidence indicates conclusively that he was a Protest- 
ant. Although he does not appear in a brief pedigree of the Dacres of Laner- 
cost; an illegitimate line of the Dacre. family, the editor of Tullis's History 
of the Siege of Carlisle states that he was a younger brother of Colonel Sir 
186 
Thomas Dacre (q. v. ). Beyond this it has not been possible to go. 
Lt. Colonel Francis Carr:,,, Cited in the List by this rank, he is probably the 
Major Carr captured at Wakefield in 1643- , 
Like 
his colonel, he defies identification, but may 
have been Francis Carr of Cockeng Gentleman, mentioned in the composition 
proceedings of his elder brother Ralph. He was at Alnwick with Glembam on 
January 22nd 1644, and was named as a commissioner for the government of 
Skipton during Mallory's illness in, October 1645. After Newark, felll such a 
man fled to the Scottish lines. and, enlisted. in 1660 the same man petitioned 
. -- .1 187 for the place of Provost Marshal of the Barbadoes. 
Major Henry Featherstonehaugh: Cited in the List,, once for activities in the 
1648 war, in his composition he admitted to 
having been a scholar at Oxfordt aged 17 in 
16429, and that he went to his home at Kirkoswald to enlist. He was a son of 
Colonel Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh (q. v. ), HiscRreer was somewhat mixed. 
He claimed in 1646 that he had "deserted on the first opportunity'19 but was 
out. in 1648*, when', he was described as-Sir Henry Featherstonehaugh, having been 
knighted by Newcastle during the, first civil waro On'January 15th 1649, he 
had turned informer and produced an-affidavit to Support the petition of Joseph 
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Nicholson, late the minister of Plumbland in Cumberlandq who had been dismissed 
his living because of the delinquency of his patron, Richard Skelton. Sir I 
Henry informed that Nicholason's replacementq Gawen Eaglesfieldg had borne arms 
in Lord Byron's forces. Nonethelessq Sir Henry was in arms again in 1651 and 
was killed in action at Worcester 
188 
Captain Ralph Errington: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, but the 
surname is so common at this period as to hamper a13 
attempts at identification without a definite clue. 
Ralph, second of the-nine sons of Mark Errington of Wolsinghamq born in 1604, 
was a Catholic delinquent and died in 1664. Alternatively we have Ralph, 
youngest of the two-sons of Robert Errington of Bingfield who died in 16169 
Ralph II styled as of Newcastle-in'1637 
189 
Captain Gabriel rreeman: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, of South 
Kilvington, and imprisoned for debt from 1648 to 
1652. His debts amounted to Z1400, but although 
he was discharged from sequestration as not being worth E200 a years his estate 
worth Z30 a year which he enjoyed during the life of his wife was sequestered. 
The case seems to have. lingered on 
190 
Captain Roger Nevinson: Claimed in, the List from Wiltshire. The county of 
claim is puzzling, but he may have been a younger 
brother of Richard Nevinson of Newby-Stones in West- 
morland, a designation! whichl,, in view of the regiment, seems not unreasonable! 
91 
Captain Thomas Selby: Claimed in the List from Durham. A dif f icult man to 
identify, and attention should be given to a, man of 
similar name in'Edward Grey's Horae (qovo)*, Thomas 
Selby, fourth of thelfour sons, of Sir William Selby of Shortflatt and Bowlam 
in Northumberland, a younger line of the, selby family of Winlatong was listed 
as a Recusant in 1637, refused the 1641/2 Protestation and seems to have shared 
his Recusancy with his, father. A., Thomas Selby was still being listed as a 
Recusant in Northumberland in'1674192' 
C! Rtain James Shaftoe: Cited in the'Listj he was the eldest of the seven Boni 
of James Shaftoe of Tanfield Leigh in Coo Durhamq the 
father dying in 16379 James, II, being ýorn in 1607 and 
dying in 1683. In 1629 he compounded for Recuaancyq and in 1641/2 refused to 
take the ProteStation. ""He was in'arýms'again in 1648 and taken prisoner at 
Coquetý Water193 
Captain Francis Steele: , Claimedý'in the'-List-from-Yorkshire.; - of Plumptong he 
wa's presented at Wetherby Quarter Sessions in January 
1633 as"late cheife constable within the weapontake 
of Claroll accused of fraudulently collecting aO. He was found guilty and 
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ordered to repay the money with a 920 fine. ' He was also accusedq and styled 
'Gentleman$, of forcibly entering and hunting in Ribston Park in August 1637. 
' 194 He was a witness at Quarter Sessions again in 164o. 
Captain Thomas Wood: Cited in the List, such a man, styled Esquire, was 
. 
sequestered for being in arms and fined X120. He ad- 
mitted that he had "accepted a commission" as a captain, 
but claimed he was only "one mouth in that service". Be, that-as it mays he 
was in arms again in 1648 and killed at Preston. He was the second of the 
three sons of Basil Wood of Knaresboroughq a solidly Royalist family. The 
eldest son'. Basil II',, was in Oxford! 
95 
Lieutenant Stephen Mills: Claimed in the List from Durhamq in Captain Shaft- 
oe's troop. Such a man refused the 1641/2 
Protestation at Wickham, Coo Durham 
196 
Lieutenant-Robert Rowel: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
'Steele's troop. The'surname is common in North-` 
umberland at this times but no Robert can be 
traced! 97 
Lieutenant Johi Turner-. ' Claimed in the List*from Yorkshire in Major Feather- 
77,1 stonehaugh's troop. Such a man, a Reformado, vas 
taken at'Sherburn in Elmet in 1645. This may be 
John$ first of the WVOU Bons of John Turner of Kirkleatham vho died in 1644. 
John II vas'born in . 16139 became a JP and Boucher of the Middle To , mple in the 
198 
reign of Charles 11. 
Cornet John Rooksbyl: 
, 
Claimed in, the Listfrom Yorkshireq such a man, styled 
Teomanq died at ritlings in Holderness in 1673199 
Cornet John Sanderson: ' Claimed in the List from Cumberlandq Captain Freeman's 
troop. - Such a cornet was listed in the defence of 
Pontefract in. 16441., Perhaps John Sanderson of Healey 
Northumberlandq who c ompounded_ in 1649 for Xl. i6.14.0d., although this may seem 
high for a cornet 
po 
ýIi 
Quartermaster Christopher Bell: -Claimed in the List from Westmorland. Such 
aman signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of 
201 Sowlebie Town in Kirby Stephen. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet Nicholas Dixon, claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Lt. Colonel 
Carr's troop. 
quartermaster George Braithwaitt claimed in the List from Cumberlandl Major 
Featherstonehaughts troop, 
quartermaster William Suttlet claimed in the List from Torkshiret Captain 
Wood's troop. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas DACREIS Regiment of Horse. 
Although intended to be a regiment, since we have conclusive proof of 
Dacre's commission, apart from, the officers named in the List, we know almost 
nothing of it. Like most of the Cumbrian regiments, it seems never to haveý 
got beyond a troop or two. (Howevert let it be noted that if the identifica- 
tion of Colonel Richard Dacrej see abovel is accurate$ Richard may have 
commanded his brother's regiment). There appears to be a reference to recruit- 
ment in July 1643 
ý02 
,, I 
Colonel Sir Thomas Dacre: Of Lanercost and Gilsland, oldest son of Henry - 
Dacre of Castlesteed, Cumberland, Sir Thomas was 
Sheriff of Cumberland in 1637- Named to the 
Commission of Array in 16429 he was commissioned shortly after. He appears to 
have been arrayed amongst those who resisted the authority of Sir Philip 
Musgrave (q. v. ). In, the Musgrave Mss, is a deposition indicting Dacre of 
several misdemeanours:. -, of raising, troops to resist the levying of assessments; 
of using force. to raise money for-himself; of denying Musgrave's adthority from 
the earl of Neweastle.., "neither hel nor any Musgrave in Englandl had power to 
give ... authority"; and: generally vilifying Musgrave's agents. He served in 
the defence of Carlisle in, 1644/. 5, to which he contributed money, and rode 
south to join the King when it fall., -He fought on Rowton Heath and was taken 
prisoner, finally petitioning to-compound in 1647. In arms and taken captive 
again in 1648, Sir Thomas was seeking his discharge from sequestration in 1652 
and. does: not appear to have been--engaged in the Worcester campaign, In July 
1660 he petitioned for the lease of certain-. manors in Somerset, and stated that 
he had raised man in 1639,1642l 1643 to "suppress tumults". He claimed also 
to have fled the c'ountry'9-'probab3, v during the"Interregnumt and to have sought 
refuge in Hollandq but in 1656 he 
- 
was in Cumberland where he was taxed at 910 
as a delinquent. 
_ 
He had been knighted at Berwick_in, 1633 
203' 
Captain George Skelton: Claimed in, the List 
' 
from Cumberland, of Wetheral 
Abbey, -he petitioned-to compound in July 1653 and 
was fined-946.9.2d. after his lands had been 
inserted in-the, Treason Act of 1652 
Cornet Peter Winder: ' Claimed in the List of Cumberland, a Peter Winden of 
Larton gave 91 t. owards the defence of, Carlisle in 
1644F5 
The following officers have-not been identified. 
Cornet'John Milburne,, 'claimed in the List, from Cumberland, 
Cornet John Nicholsong claimed in the Listfrom Cumberland. ' 
I 
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Colonel Sir William DALSTONIS Regiment of Horse. 
Were it not for the citing of a lt. colonel for Dalbton's Horses this unit 
would have had to be considered as perhaps a troop auxiliary to Dalston's Foot, 
for which regiment there is better evidence. Whilst we may therefore suppose 
that Sir William aimed at a full regiment, we should also allow that Lt. Colonell, 
Warwick may have doubled for Foot and Norse, An with most of the Cumbrian 
regimentaq howeverg Dhlston's Horse may not have seen much active service save 
for the defence of Carlisle. 
Colonel Sir William Dalston: Sir William was the son and heir of Sir George 
Dalston of Dalston Balls Cumberlandg but he 
himself became ordinarily resident at Heath Ha 
in Yorkshire, although Keeler identified him as of Smardale in Westmorland. 
Born some time between 1604 and 1614, probably in 16109 he was admitted to St. 
John's College in 16319 became MP for Carlisle in 1640 and was knighted the 
next year, becoming a baronet. Appointed to the Commission of Array in 1642, 
he was commissioned to raise a regiment of foot on June 15th 1643, and on 
November 11th of that year was to provide 60 men for garrison duty in Carlisle. 
He resided in the city throughout the siege, being noticed there particularly 
on October 8th 1644, and in his petition to compound claimed that he had never 
been out of Cumberland or in actual arms (1), which is a telling admission as 
to his Royalism. His fine of Z39700 was extremely highl however, and certainly 
the largest in the two north-western counties. He was listed as a Catholic in 
1648, but Keeler feels that the evidence is inconclusive and prefers to regard 
him and his fatherg who died in 1657, as Laudians. Sir William died in 1683 
ý06 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Warwick: Cited in the Listq of Warwick# Cumberland. He 
sat on the Council of War in Carlisle in October 
1644, and contributed 92 to the defence fund. 
He yielded in 1645, probably when the city fell, and was admitted to compound in 
1647 for the sum of 925, being one tenth. He was dead bo November 1647, how- 
ever, for in that month Lancelot Wharton of Bowness in Cumberlandt minister, 
petitioned that in 1643 the living had been sequestered from Warwick but that 
Warwick, being deceased, the patronage of the living was now claimed by the 
earl of Arundel and Lord Dacre? 
07 
Captain Philip Ellis: Cited in the List, of Rose Castle, Cumberland. The 
following is quoted in a later work for which no sourceý 
is given: "At our own charge raised a company of Foot 
and troop of Horse-as Captain Lieutenant. Continued vithout pay or free 
quarter for four years until the Siege of Carlisle (1) - supplied garrisons vi 
provisions to value of X300 or more. Family subjected to much oppression* in 
1648 commanded by Sir Marmaduke Langdale to seize Rose Castle and did so, 
keeping it until stormed and burnt. Losses in all, 9300011,, Musgrave 
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confirmed this. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Routledgeg claimed in the List from Westmorland. 
Cornet Guy Warvickj claimed in the List from Cumberland, Lt. Colonel 
Warwick's troop. 
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Colonel (Sir) Thomas DALTON'S Regiment of Horse. 
The nucleus of this regiment was forming late in 1642 in Lancashireq in 
Lonsdale Hundred. It left Lancashire with the forces that went south with the 
Queen in the summer of 1643, having served with the earl of Derby during the 
campaigns of the winter and spring of 1642/3. The regimentt if it ever came 
anywhere near full strength, was decimated at the second battle of Newbury on 
October 22nd 1644. 
Colonel (Sir) Thomas Dalton: Thomas was the son and heir of Roger Dalton of 
Thurnhamt Lancashirel and was also styled as of 
Bulke in that county. His father died in 1626 
(one pedigree has it 1615). Thomas compounded for Recusancy in 1632, when he 
was styled Esquire. In November and'December 1642 he was busy raising horse 
in Lonsdale Hundred; described by a Parliamentarian observer as "Mr. Dalton". 
Present when Lancaster, was besieged by the earl of Derby prior to the storm of 
Preston, he served for the rest of his career in the oxford army9 and was killed 
at the second battle of Ne , wbury in 1644. He seems to have been buried at 
Marlborough in Wiltshire. His lands were inserted in the Third Treason Act 
pq 
Lt. Colonel William Haughton: Cited in the List, eldest son by his father's 
second marriage, of Richard Haughton of Park 
Hallq Lancashire. The father died in 16259 
and William appears to have been a Catholic although not a convicted Recusant. 
He'was killed with his'colonel at Newbury in 1644, and his son and heir John 
petitioned for the lifting of the sequestration on his father's lands9 John 
210 being a Recusant but not a delinquent. 
Quartermaster H2&h Dickenson: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Lt. 
Colonel, EauShton's troop, but has not been 
identified. (Seel howeverl the same name in. 
Thomas Tyldesley's Horse). 
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James Stanley earl of DERBY'S Regiment of Horse. 
For the regiment of so eminent a personageq the evidence is unhappily 
slight. Only three or four officers are definitely knowng but these do include 
the lt. colonel and major, evidence enough that'a regiment did, at one time, 
exist. Derby's military career was so brief, in reality from July 1642 to Juzxeý 
1643, that many of his officers went away elsewhere and disappeared into other 
regiments. It is by no means a remote possibility that the regiments of Thomas 
Tyldesley and of Viscount Holyneux had their roots in-Derby's Horse. A troop 
of the earl's horse was at Cheater on September 24th, 1642 escorting 80 horse- 
loads of bandoliers and of musketaq Derby himself (or Strange as he then was) ýi 
having entered the town on the 23rd with two troopsýll A troop of his horse 
was at Manchester on the 25th of the same mont02 After the storm of Preston, ý 
a troop of this regiment inflicted a defeat on some Parliamentary forces nearby, 
and in Mercurius Aulicus for March 28th we have a definite reference to Derby's 
regimentý13 : There is a vague, reference in the papers of William and Thomas 
Holland inferring that. one-John Holland rode in a troop of the regimentý14 
Colonel the earl of Derby: Derby's military career has been examined at 
length elsewhere (see Vol. 1). Apart from the 
earl of,, -Newcastleg he was the most powerful 
Royalist figure in the northg but suffered'from demands made upon him by the 
King which led, irrevocably, to the loss of Lancashire. Created a Knight of 
the Bath at, the, coronation. of, Charles Ij, he succeeded his fatlier. in, the autumn 
of 1642 in the earldomjý, altb. Ough already actively head of the family and a 
Commissioner of Array. _ý , 
Born in, 1605, he was Member for Lancashire in 1625 
and succeeded in, ousting his future comrades in armal, the Molyneuxag from their 
political influence, in Liverpool. Courted in 1642 by both sides, his loyalty 
was never in doubt, and he becamej in Parliamentarian eyesq "the greatest 
malignant of the Popish faction and Malignant partie". This echoes the rumour 
that he was converted to Rome before his execution, after a court Mai-tial, in 
1651. There may be some significance in the fact that he was refused 
permission, on his way to his execution, to visit the grave of Sir Thomas 
Tyldesley. So far as we can judge, however, he died an Anglican as he had 
livedý15 
Lt. Colonel Alexander Standish: Cited in the List, he was the second son of 
the sometime High Sheriff of Lancashire, 
Ralph Standish of Standish. He was present 
in the attempt on Manchester on September 24th 1642, and after the collapse of 
Derby's regiment became lt. colonel to the earl of Caernarvon. Although he 
signed the anti-Catholic letter of August 1644 to the earl of Essex, he was 
almost certainly a covert Catholic and was listed as such in 1680. He was in 
arms in 1651, on the Council of War at Warringtong and at the restoration 
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ý16 became lieutenant in. the earl of Peterborough's troop of horse 
Major Z_ 
_7 
Brewer: Name and rank and regiment are given by Mercuriui3 
Aulicus for March 28th 16439 Brewer commanding a tro,,,,, 
of, the regiment which routed two enemy troops of 
dragoons in the wake of the fall of Preston. Probably Thomas Brewer of Light- 
workhouse and Broughton, Lancashire, Catholic delinquentl dead by 1653ý17, 
Captain Z_ 
-7 
conex: Not clearly identifiedg but the evidence is fairly 
strong. In the composition papers of Lt. Colonel 
Hugh Anderton of Euxton-(q. v., Tyldeslay's Horse) is 
a reference to'Captain, Coney quartered in Preston after its capture in March 
1643, and apparently foiled in an attempt to loot some shops there, by the 
promptness of Thomas Tyldesley. In October 1642 he was noticed as "Captains 
Cuniey his troope of horse and some othrs are returned towards Lathum". On 
January 6th'-1643, Coney received a petition from the inhabitants of Southworth 9 
complaining that a Captain Holcrofts had favoured Culceth village against South- 
worth in raising-an assessment. Holcroft is unidentified. At the battle of 
Whalley in April 1643, "an emenent Captains of much respect.... his name was 
Coney, was shot in the-one'of his-eyes whereof he died afterwards and was 
carried away". '"The Editor-of 'A Discourse of the Warr in Lancashire suggested 
that he was aConey-of Cunney Hall, Farnworth, but we can get no nearer to 
himý18 
Captain Owen Davis: _ý 
Claimed in the List as of Lt. Colonel StandishIs troopg 
the claim coming from Angleseyq but he has not-been 
identified. it would seem more likely that Davis would 
have served under, Standish in Caernarvon's regimentq but that is an assumption 
for which there is no evidence* 
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Colonel (Sir) Gamaliel DUDLEY'S Regiment of Horse. 
If, in following the references to Colonel Dudley himself, we are also 
pursuing the activities of his regiment of horse (and of dragoonsg q. v. ), this 
regiment is fairly well documented. According to Youngý19 this regiment was 
raised in Yorkshire, but apart from its major, seems to have had very few 
northern officers, Wonethelessg Dudley was so long with the earl of Newcastle 
thatq even though he may have brought some officers with him into the north, 
the regiment must have been manned by north-country meng and Major Sherborne 
represents a ., very de finite north country presence. As will be gathered from 
Vol. 1, the regiment fought during the whole of 1643 with the main Royalist 
army Of the earl of Newcastle and was involved in the offensive into Derbyshire 
and Staffordshire at the end of that year, where Dudley distinguished himself. 
In February 1644 from its base at Prudhoe, it was raiding Scottish quarters 
as part of the half-hearted attempt by Newcastle to hold the line of the Tyne* 
Probably present on'Marston Moorl by which time Dudley appears to have lost 
the brigade commander status he had enjoyed at Prudhoe, it certainly disappeared 
220 into the Northern Horse. Young surmised that the regimentl or what was 
left of itg was in Newark in 1646. Dudley's own chaplain, and by this may be 
meant his regimental chaplain, was'rescued from Parliamentarian hands during 
Colonel Thompsong but whoever Thompson was, is not known$ and the war by a'-LtO 
221 he cannot reasonably'be ascribed to this regiment. 
Colonel (Sir) Gamaliel Dudley: Gamaliel was the fifth son of Edward Dudley 
of Cloptong Northamptonshirel and has been 
confused with Major Dudley Dudley of Wortleyes, 
Horse ', (q. v. ). in action at Ashford in late 1643, he was certainly present 
with, the Marquess'in the fighting against the Soots early in 16449 and held 
Walmgate Bar during the defence of York. From this it is surmised that he 
fought on Marston Moor. 
'',, 
He signed the petition ofthe Northern Horse in 
February 1645, and took . part in the relief of Pontefract, writing a letter to 
Prince Rupert in which he recounted events (for thisl see Vol. 1). He was a 
Royalist commissioner in the talks for the surrender of Newark, and had short3, y 
before been knighted thereg perhaps by the King. He was in arms at Maidstone 
222 in 1648, after which he compounded. 
Major Richard Sherborne: Cited in the Listl there are two possible identi- 
ficationsiý-Richard Sherborne Esquire of Stonyhurst, 
Jeancashire, or his song Richard 11. Richard I was 
born in 1586 and died in 1667, which might tend to make him too old to be the 
major here mentioned. Richard II9-born in 1626, -would have been 18 in 16449 
and may have become major,. in-that yearl since,, the age is not an obstacle. 
Richard I. howovert'was: aequestered as a delinquent on two occasioneg whilst no 
such sequestration can be traced fok his song so that the evidence tends to 
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support Richard I as the major we are concerned with. Richard I was not openly'l 
a Catholic, although during his composition it was stated that his children had 
been brought up in that faith, and he had compounded on behalf of his wife as 
a Recusant in 1632- Richard IIs the eldest of his children, was however, a 
sequestered Recusant during the Interregnum. In 16.57 occurred an illuminating 
incident, when the Commissioners at Preston noted in a letterl "Wee make bould 
to certifie that Richard Sherburne of Stoniehurst, Esq., and Richard Sherburne, 
Gentleman,, his son and heir apparent... being suspected of Poperie, weeo. eg&Ve 
order for the Summoneinge of them to appeare before us to take the oath of 
abjuration of Poperie". Richard I sent word that he was too infirm to come, 
"but Mr. Sherburne the Sonn beinge Summoned by Agent for Blackburne Hundred, 
hee tould him hoe might have saved that labour for he would not take it". 
Richard lIts Catholicism was unbendingg and after succeeding his fahther in the 
estate, he was presented in 1677 at the Archdeacon of York's visitation for 
bringing Catholic priests to burial at Mitton, of which living he hold the 
gift, Richard II died in 1689, gaoled as an adherent of James II. His 
daughter in law was a grand-daughter of Colonel Sir John Clansfield (q. v., The 
Queen's Horse). 
Richard I seems to have been a shrewd man. He avoided the complications 
of sequestration for Recusancy whilst at the same time allowing his wife and 
children to be maintained in the faith. In this wayl also, he would avoid the 
grave consequences of being a Royalist Recusant delinquent. The son seems to 
have avoided sequestration until the Interregnum by moving about between 
Stoniehurstv Bank Top at Whalley and Wigglesworth in Yorkshire, a practice of 
peregrination common amongst Recusant families anxious to avoid presentment. 
Both father and son may have been the Sherbornes, father and son, and Catholics, 
implicated in the Army Plot on the eve of the civil war. (It haal however, 
been suggested to me that the Sherbornes of the Army Plot were Edward Sherborne 
and his son Edward 119 from a minor Lancashire family. See Aylmerg G. E. j 
The King's Servantog PP. 79/80 and passim). In identifying Richard I as the 
mysterious major of Dudley's regiment, howevers I am only too conscious of the 
Major Sherborn listed as a Catholic killed inarms in a post-restoration broad- 
sheet 
ý23 
Cornet John Stanton: Claimed in the List under Major Sherborne, an from 
London/Westminster. A John Staunton or Stanton of 
Evertons Nottinghamshire, Gentlemang gave evidence in 
1662 against a man he had struck for seditious words against the King224 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Robinson,, cited in the List. 
Captain John Strong, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Lieutenant Michael Frothingham, claimed in the List from London/Westmindter 
Captain Robinson's troop. 
i 
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Quartermaster William Dobbins presents a problem. An innkeeper of Stamford 
Baront Northamptonshire, who came in at the surrender of Newark, he claimed to 
the rank and regiment in his composition proceedings. At fuller length, he 
petitioned in 1648 that he was a prisoner as a result of the rising and was 
unable to to proceed with his composition. He does not, howeverg seem to have 
been sequestered, for he was discharged in 1652 on. the Act of Pardon on the 
proviso that he had not been sequestered before 1651. His case seems full of 
uncertaintiest and his rank may well date to 1648F5 
A 
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Colonel (Sir) FAmund DUNCOMBEIS Regiment of Horse. 
The regiment was raised in Yorkshire during early 16439 Duncombe's original 
dragoon force having been severely beaten in the south at the end of the prev- 
ious year (see Duncombe's Dragoons). This horse regiment appears to have 
fought at Wakefield in 1643 and. at Selby in April 16449 according to details 
concerning specific officers, but cannot have been particularly prominent. 
Little, indeed, is''known of Duncombeq and there is even some uncertainty as to 
his forename, whether Edmund or Edward. 
Colonel (Sir) Edmund Duncombe: Duncombeg of Ruston near Pickeringg and of 
with Stockton in Co., Durham, began his 
military career as captain and then as major 
in. the Trainband regiment of Colonel Robert Strickland (q. v. ). Knighted at 
York on June 27th 1642, -he was promoted to lt. colonel under Strickland and 
then secured'a commission ofýhis own to raise a regiment of dragoons. Actively' 
engaged with Colonel Sir Francis, Wortley (q. v. ) in raising men for the King in 
May 1642, he had, been sent for by Parliament in April as a delinquent. He 
was also named as a Commissioner. of Array for Yorkshire. His rapid rise in 
military serviý'O*aroused the animosity of men of both sides: "Our ancient 
Esquires doe, take it in great indignation that persons of so base a condition 
as'Duncombe and some, others are of should be, honoured with Knighthoods yea and 
a Barronstship, tooll. He fought at Edgehill and at Cirencester. in 1642. 
Prince. Rupert, in a letterdated December 8thl alluded to "Dunkum" at Dorche ter 
that ye - ar. Leaving 
- the wreck of his dragoon regiment behind himv he return: d 
to Yorkshire, but no recor d of his further career has been traced. He may be 
the Edmund Duncombe of Rustong Esquire, administration of whose will was 
226, 
granted in, 1658, 
Lt. Colonel Richard MacMoXlerl:. Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
his riseAs one, of the most remarkable in the 
history of the northern army* He may-have 
heldl a lower. rank., in the dragoon, regiment and. have-, transforred to the horse. whenj 
I they were raised. In 1641 he was in some troubleg for which we have a fairly 
extensive record. on November 2nd 1641 a Captain James Thrust or Trist 
deposed that "Richard Mackmiller" and a"man called'Moore had spoken contemptuousý 
words concerning the Lord General (probably the earl of Holland, whose appoint- tý 
ment-instead. *of-the earl of Essex aroused controversy) and'Sir John Conyers. 
They were sent for as delinquents and committed to the Tower-'"d'to Newgate 
on November 6th. On the 15th they were ordered to be kept closely confined, ' 
Trist'seems to have had"a'grudge against"them, "for in his own'deposition-he 
stated that Macmoyler, ýthen a trooper under him, whilst at York, being ordered 
to find 96-for theýUike8p'of his own horse, 'demanded by'whose-authority and who 
was making money'out of the order. After disbandingt Trist, MacHoyler and 
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Moore met up againjin Londong and MacMoyler sent a challenge. to Tristq using 
Moore as the intermediary., Trist deposed that he received a warning. that if., 
he had taken up the challenge, a gang of six Irishmen were planning to waylay 
him and then to kill him. Having rejected the challenge, Trist was assaulted- 
in the street, by MacMoyler who beat him with a stick. It was this which led 
Trist to make his complaint to Parliamentq and MacMoylerq admitting the offence 
and also the scandalous wordal was committed to Newgate with Moore during 
Parliament's pleasure. on ]February 16th 1642, MacMoyler and Moore petitioned 
that they had made submission for their offences, and after three months in 
gaol they were so poor that they were only spared from starving by the charity 
of their Keeper. They stated that they were Irishmeng and had been abroad 
when the-Bishops' war broke outq returning to England specifically to serve 
the King. Being soldiers of fortuneq idleness implied ruin for them. On the 
28th, Parliament ordered an allowance of four shillings weekly for themt but 
Moore was released on-April 21st. MacMoyler was still incarcerated in July. 
Heýýnext seems. to appear as a prisoner at Wakefield in 16439 by which time he 
was inarms for-the King. 
This is an extremely intriguing case in several respects. Clearlyq there 
was some, -ill-feeling between Trist and MacMoylerq although the Parliament 
leaned toward Trist and looked upon MaeMoyler as the guilty party entirely. 
The reason-for his long imprisonmentq even though he had made a formal submiss- 
ion, must lie in the fact that he was an Irishman. He may even have been 
suspected as a Catholicq and in admitting that he had come from service abroad 
to fight for the King in 1639AO9 he cannot have been looked upon kindly in 
London in the winter of 1641/2, hence his continued confinement. Nonetheless, 
he was apparently released (unless he escaped) at a time of acute war expect- 
ancy, which seems remarkable. As a professional soldier who had already shown 
favour towards the King's service, he was just the type of man the Royalist 
army needed, as witnessed by his rapid rise in rank. It may be arguable that 
only under Duncombe ("of so base a condition") could he have risen so high, 
but that is contentious. What became of this Irish soldier of fortune we do 
not knowF7 
Captain James Ranson: Cited in the List, possibly Jacobus Ranson of Hullt 
will granted probate November 18th 167d28 
Captain Richard Vincent: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was the 
eldest of the three sons of Francis Vincent of 
Braywell. Francis had been standard-bearer to Sir 
John Norris in the European warsq and Richard was, in 1627, standard-bearer to 
Colonel Thomas Muschamp serving under the King of Sweden. This appears to be 
a sound link with MacMoyler, but a Robert Vincent of Great Smeaton compounded 
in 1646 and was described as a "great p1gaderer". His estate was sold to coverl 
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his fine and his debtss and he was in straitened circumstances, which might 
have led him to petition in the List. Robert can only be consideredg however, 
if the forename given in the List is at fault. The matter is open to 
question-,, " 
Lieutenant William Rackett: Claimed in the List, from Durhaml Captain- 
Vincent's troop. Such a man signed the 1641/2 
Protestation from Durham St. Nicholasý30 
Cornet Thomas Thurnham: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, the 
will of such a man, of Shipton in Overton, Yorlmhire, 
was granted probate 
. in 1663 ý31 
Quartermaster Thomas Man: Claimed in the List from Yorkshires, Captain 
Conyers's troop. Such a man of Stokesley in 
the North Riding died in 1662 or thereabouts. 
There may be, a link here with Duncombq's property at 
' 
Norton and Stockton. The 
name is, however, a fairly common one. Such a man, of Doncasters was Serjeant 
at Mace and died in 1681ý32 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain 
-7 
Conyers, cited in the List. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Duncombe, cited in the List 
I 
(see Duncombe's Dragoons). 
Quartermaster Henry'Smith, claimed in the List from Yorkshires Captain 
Ranson's troop. 
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Colonel John EDEN'S Horse. 
This was never at any time-a regiment, but perhaps barely a troop attached 
to the infantry regiment, under which Colonel Eden's career is dealt with. 
We know of this troop only from the List, from the two officers who claimed 
under it. I 
Cornet William Craddock: Claimed in the List from Durhaml he was the second 
of the two-sons of Anthony Craddock of Woodhouse, 
Co. Durham, by Anthony's second marriage. His 
father died in 1624, and sometime afterwards William married Anne Williamson 
of St. Helen Auckland. Hence, he signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of 
Auckland St. Andrew*' Such a man was cited in the will of Joseph Craddock of 
233 Bishop Auckland on August 1st 1633 as a half brother of Joseph. 
Quartermaster Percivall Martingdall: Claimed in the List from Durham, the 
name is lyrically memorablet and he must 
be the Percivall Mackendall of Durham 
city. He was listed as a. delinquent on May 31st 1650, but there are no 
details. He was possibly a relation of John Markindale of Old Parkt Co. 
Durham, a delinqueýt in 1644ý34 .II 
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Colonel John ERRINGTONIS Regiment of Horse. 
There is other evidence for the existence of this force quite apart from 
that provided by the List. However, with the vagaries of contemporary spelling 
it is always difficult to distinguish between 'Errington' and 'Widdringtont, 
where variants include tEddrington'. Howeverg that saidg there is no reason 
why a minor formation, such as this, and a figure of minor social status, such 
as John Errington, should have been confused with Colonel Sir Edward Widdrington 
(qov. ), one of the leading cavalry commanders in the northern army. There is 
a clear reference to a troop of Errington's horse in the composition papers 
of Christopher Hall,, of, Hartburn, whose papers are anyway invaluable for aspects 
of regimental history. It was deposed by one Robert Aiscough on June 23rd 
,, 235 1649 that in 1642 "Hall sent a horse into Cole Errington's troop... 
Samuel Luke noted on February 26th that this regiment, having wintered at 
Salisbury 1644/5, was riding towards Newark. It was part of the Northern 
236 Horse by this time, and consequently took part in the relief of Pontefract* 
A troop of this regiment was in service in 1642 in Yorkshire before the arrival 
of the earl of Newcastle (see Vol. 1). 
Colonel John Errington: Colonel of horse and of dragoons (q, v, )"p he may have 
been the Major Errington cited under John Atkins in 
the List237 save that Atkins was a foot officer. 
Howeverg it cannot be argued that with Errington we are dealing with a promotior 
since there is sufficient evidence that he was a colonel in October 1642. 
John Erringtong son of Thomas Errington who died in 1595, was styled Esquire 
variously of Eltons Yarm, Hutton Rudby and of Friaridge juxta Yarml an 
indication of his peregrination as a Recusant. In his composition papers, his 
wife petitioned in 16.51 and alluded to him as of Rudby. They were married 
in 1630, and she was pe titioning for herself and her seven children, since his 
landal as a CatholicIdelinquentl were inserted in the 1652 Treason Act. John 
Errington was. indicted, as a Recusant consistently. from his marriage to the 
civil war, and, his property was sequestered in 1644 and was. yielding an income 
of z84.0.0d. in 16,51. Errington was closely associated with two other future 
Royalist Recusants, Laurence Sayer of Yarm and Worsall (q. v., Eure's Horse) 
and Ralph Allenson (q. v., John Tempest's Foot), in land deals at Aislaby in 
238 1632. He died in 1666 and was buried at Elton. 
No lt. colonel or major have been identified for this regiment. 
Captain John Errington: Claimed in the. List from Durham, the colonel's eldest 
son by his first marriagel John II died in 1684. when 
he was, described as of Durhamt Esquire. He appears 
as John Errington junior of Elton, Norton and Egglescliffe in proceedings 
against him, and he too was inserted in the 1652 Treason Act as a Recusant 
delinquent. He refused the 1641/2 Protestation 
ý39 
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Captain Thomas Middleton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, attention must 
also be paid to such a man in William Middleton's 
Foot (q. v. ). I think, however, they are two 
distinct men. This is Thomas Middleton of Middleton cum Hiltont Gentleman$ 
who compounded as a Recusant in 1629t having refused the oath of allegiance in 
1626 and been convicted in. 1627. He was presented for Recusancy at Thirsk 
QuýLrter Sessions in May 1641 ý40 
Captain Thomas Turner: Cited in the Listt such a man was captured at Selby 
in 1644 (see Vol. 1). Possibly sixth of the seven 
sons of John Turner of Kirkleatham who died in 1644, 
but no details forthcoming concerning Thomas, and the link is tenuous 
ý41 
Lieutenant Samuel Leadham: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Turner's 
troop. Signed the 1641/2 Protestation as from 
Darlington ý42 
Lieutenant John Middleton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Ashley's troop. Such a man was presented at 
Malton'Quarter Sessions in July 1650 for "high 
treason against the commons of England in Parliament assembled"t and he was 
committed to York gaol. Styled of Kirby Moorside 
ý43 
Cornet Richard Wardell: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Middle- 
ton's 
4 
troop, possibly he of Hull, probate granted 
1682ý 
4 
Quartermaster Robert Emerson: Claimed in the List from Durham, but the name 
common in the county. Such a man of Ludwell, 
Gentleman, was an undischarged Catholic delin- 
quent in 1651. He was the son of Richard Emerson of Stanhopeg and died in 
1667 (he was "drowned but not buried here because he dyed excommunicate"). 
His father dead by 1652, and his mother a convicted Recusant, he petitioned in 
1653 that being 200 miles from his estate (suggesting he was in London)j the 
State should undertake to pay the expenses of witnesses in the proceedings 
concerning his property in Co, Durham He had been presented in 1633 for 
clandestine marriage and baptism. He may be our man, his military rank the 
reflection of shortage of money 
ý4,9 
Quartermaster Michael Taylor: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was 
presented at Kirby Moorside Quarter Sessions in 
January 1654 (note the link with Lieut. 
Middleton, above) in response to a warrant issued against him as "a dangerous 
ý46 
person, and of evill fame". Probably a Royalist. Of Limber-hill 
The following officers have not been identified. 
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Captain Francis Ashley, cited in the List. (A Captain 'Lashley' was 
captured at Wakefield in May 1643, see Vol, 1), 
quartermaster John Ingledew, claimed in the List from Durham. 
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Colonel William EUREIS Regiment of Horse. 
Colonel Eure raised a regiment of foot as well as of horseq and both 
formations served, for some of the time at least, in the south with the Oxford 
army, Neither regiment is so well documented as some, but it does appear to 
have left Yorkshire, probably with the Queen, or after the battle of Adwalton 
Moor on June 30 1643, and returned to Yorkshire in the train of Prince Rupert 
the following year. Part of the horse regiment was engaged at Leads on 
January 21st 1643 (see Vol. 1). and seems to be referred to by do Gomme as 
taking part in the storm of Bristol in July of that year 
ý47 The regiment 
fought at Marston Moor where it sustained heavy casualties, although whether in 
Rupert's horse on the right wingt or in the northern cavalry on the left, we do 
not know. The remnant of the regiment formed part of Sir John Mayney's brigadel 
in Lancashire in August 1644 
248 but what became of it thereafter is not known. 91 
Colonel William Eure: William was the second son but, in 1642, heir by the 
death of his elder brother until his brother's son was 
born posthumously, of William 4th Lord Eure, K. B. Lord 
Eure was a convicted Recusantt and Colonel William Eure was likewise convicted 
in 1636 and 1638- He was listed as a Catholic field commander in December of 
that year (see Vol. 1). He also commanded the advance on Leeds in January 
1643. Returning to the north with Rupert in 1644, he fought and was killed at 
the battle of Marston Moor, and was buried in York Minster on July 7th- The 
extant composition proceedings concern his nephew, Ralph, and in 1660 two of 
his three daughters petitioned the King for confirmation of the leasee of two 
collieries seized during the Interregniim for their fatherts Catholicism and 
Royalism ý49 
Lt. Colonel Henry Topham: The second son of Edward Topham of Aglethorp in 
Yorkshire, who died in 1628% Henry succeeded his 
elder brother Francis who died, possibly in arms for, 
the Kingt in 1643. Both the father and older brother were convicted Recusants, 
and Henry may be supposed to have shared their beliefs in view of the nature of 
this regiment. He was killedq dying unmarriedt on Marston Moor 
po 
, 
Major Robert Busbridge: Busbridge probably succeeded Eure in commandof the 
regiment when it joined Mayney's brigade. He was 
not a north-country mang but came from Hormor or 
Harmer in Sussex, and was styled of that placeýwhen he compounded on a fine of 
Z8. Styled Gentleman, he was in arms in 1648 as well, and may have joined 
Eure's regiment during its service in the south. In 1662 his name was appended 
to a certificate in favour of James Temple, who had been condemned for his part 
in the murder of Charles I. Busbridge supported 
, 
Temple's plea that, ýe had 
protested at the trial to Cromwell himselfj and that he, had afterwards served 
the interests of various Royalist families. According to the List, Busbridge 
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became lt. colonel of the regimentg no doubt on the death of Eure and Tophamg 
but whether the rank was official we do not knowý51 
Major Thomas Eure: Cited in the List, Eure was Busbridge's predecessor as 
major. Eldest of the three nons of Sir William Eure of 
S'okesleyg Yorkshire, who died in 16299 Thomas was born in 
1606 and was cousin to his colonel. A Catholicl he was commissioned in October' 
1642t and in September 1643 was signing as major of the regiment for supplies at, 
Oxford. He was killed in action at, the first battle of Newbury, the only clue 
we have to the regimentfs presence thereý52 
Cal2tain William Doleman: Cited in the Listq he may be the same man cited in 
the regiment Of Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour. He 
was the eldest son, and heir, of Marmaduke Doleman 
of Millington and Duncoats, Yorkshirev and was himself styled of Wellingbrigg 
and Holme on Spalding Moor, Gentleman. It was stated in the compositions that 
he was a Recusant, and'he appears to have been killed some time before 1646, 
perhaps on Marston Moorg for his son Thomas (who was himself to be killed in 
1648) was making the composition. Thomas was a conformable Protestant. The 
property at Duncoate was inserted in the Treason Act of 1652 after the death of 
the grandfather, Marmadukeý53 
Captain Lawrence Sayer: Cited in the List on two occasions, he was styled of 
Great Worsall and Tarms Esquire. The family was 
thoroughly Catholic, Lawrence compounding for. himself 
and his wife in 1630 and presented again in 1636. He was attached for contempt 
in 1638, but the case dismissed, and appeared again at Thirsk quarter Sessions 
in 1641 as a Recusant., His property in Neshamt Tarm and Stockton was sequest- 
ered in 1644, and although his wife petitioned, the sequestration was not 
discharged by 1651 when the land was inserted in the Treason Act. According., 
to tradition, he remained an armed fugitive during the Interregnumt which must 
be understood to mean that he was one of that small group of Royalist agents 
who perambulated around England in the service of various conspiraciesq althoug1j, 
David Underdown does not notice him. His property was largely sold in 16549 
although his son leased it back from the purchaser, Gilbert Crouch, but in 1671 
Great Worsall and Yarm were sold to settle debts. Lawrence was dead by the 
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restoration, 
Captain William Stevenson: Claimed in the List from Middlesexj but most 
probably the same of Bishop Thornton, Yorkshire, 
Gentleman, a Recusant in 1632 and sequestered 
by 1645? 55 
Lieutenant John Anne: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret in Philip Doleman's I 
troop (see below). John was the younger brother of 
I 
Philip Anne of Frickley, the head of a markedly Recus 
and Royalist family nearly all members of which served in arms in the defence 
of Pontefract 1644/5. In the composition proceedings concerning Philip Anne 
and his son and heir Michael (Philip died in 1647) is a clear reference to 
Michael's uncle John, although it has to be said that one of Philip's several 
2.5 6 
younger sons was called John as well., 
Cornet John Swinburn: Claimed in the List from Durham in 'It. colonel$ 
Busbridge's troop. Possibly the son and heir of 
William Swinburn of Capheatong Co, Durhaml Esquireý57 
Cornet Thomas Swinburn: Claimed in the List, from Durham, Major Euress troop. 
258 Perhaps the second son of William of Capheaton. 
Quartermaster Thomas Steels: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Sayer's troop. Such a man was presented at 
Thirsk quarter Sessions for Recusancy in 1674ý59 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Nicholas Flemmingq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Captain Z_ 
Foot). _7 
Wellfoot, cited in the List (See Richardsong John, Eure's 
Lieutenant William Smithq claimed in the List from London/Vestminster in 
Major Busbridge's troop. 
Cornet Mathew Chambers, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Wellfoot's 
troop. 
Cornet Christopher Hardcastleq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet Thomas Sayert claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Sayer's 
troop, 
Quartermaster William Brown, claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain 
William Doleman's troop. 
Quartermaster Ralph Leyborn, claimed in the List from London/Vestminster. 
Quartermaster James Smitht claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Sayer's troop. 
Quartermaster Stephen Sympsont claimed in the List from Yorkshire in 
Captain Sayerts troop. 
Cited in the List as a troop commander,, but without rank specified, is Philip 
Doleman, He was the fourth of the six sons of Sir Robert Doleman of Gunby, 
Gentleman. Catholic like the Dolemans of Duncoatal Sir Robert died in 1627 
and Philipts eldest son, also called Robert, became a priest. Philip compoun- 
ded in 1629 as a Recusant, and was styled as of Leadeq Yorkshire. He was 
mentioned in the Treason Act of November 1652, and there is a fragmentary 
allusion to him in composition proceedings 
ý60 
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Colonel John IPENWICKIS Regiment of Horse. 
Fenwick raised a regiment of horse and a troop or two of dragoons. Of 
this regimentIs activities, we know with certainty that it fought--, at Corbridge 
261 262 
on February 19th 1644 against the Scots and at Marston Moor in July. 
No further information has survived. 
Colonel John Fenwick: John was born in 1612, son and heir of Sir John Fen- 
vick of Wallingtong Northumberland, Baronet. Sir 
John was himself in arms for the King, but after his 
capture in 1644, turned his coat and in the ensuing year was High Sheriff of 
Northumberland, Johng the son, entered Trinity College Cambridge and matric- 
ulated in 1628, entering Grayls Inn in 1630. He saw service as a cavalry 
captain in 1639/40, and in the latter tear entered Parliament for Morpeth, 
where he associated himself with the developing Royalist group, and voted 
against StraffordIs attainder. He was eventually disabled as a member in 1644. a 
Styled normally of Hexham Abbey, Esquire, he was listed as a Preeholder there 
in 1638/9, he was the nephew of Colonel Sir Henry Slingsby (q*v. ). After the 
fight at Corbridge, he was temporarily in his house at Hexham where his kindness 
toward certain Scottish prisoners was remarked upon by them (see Vol. 1). His 
helmet was, in the 19th century, in the possession of the Society of Antiquaries Ii 
of Newcastle. He fought, and-was killedg on Marston Moor, and his body was 
not recovered from the field 
ý63 
Lt. Colonel George Bellasis: Cited in the List, he was the sixth and youngest' 
son of Sir William Bellasis of Morton House, 
Houghton le Spring. Styled himself as of 
Durhamq Gentlemang in his composition proceedings, he signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as of Houghton. Cousin to Lord Belasyse (q. v. ), he was born in 
either 1617 or 1622 and died in 1679. He was in wms in 1648, when a fine of 
980 was levied on him, and his estate was undischarged in 1651ý64 
Major Anthony Loreyne: Loreyne, of Horbury, Yorkshire, admitted to his rank 
and regiment when compounding in 1645, then resident 
in Covent Garden and styled Gentleman. - He had 
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surrendered in 1644. A fine of C33.6.8d. was imposed. (Loreyne had, some 
estate at Howgill near Skipton which could not be sequestered until 1646, due 
to its proximity to the Royalist garrison). 
Captain Nathaniel Crossland: Cited in the List, fifth son but heir of Thomas 
Crossland of Crossland Hill who died in 1634. 
Nathaniel was born sometime after 1594, and his 
own son and heir born in 1637- Styled Esquire, he, was killed in action during 
1644ý66 
Captain George Fenwick: Cited in the Listq the identification of Fenwicks 
below field commander rank is almost impossible. The very proliferation of 
the surname in the north-east, and the limited possibilities of forenames, 
renders accurate identificationg lacking corroborative evidence, impractical. 
Ideally, this George Fenwick should be a close relation or connexion of his 
colonel, but even that is difficult to be sure of. Possibly one of the five 
sons of Major Tristram Fenwick of Kenton by his second marriageg but there is 
also George, fifth of the five sons of George Fenwick of Reddon on the Wall who 
died in 1624, and who was clearly the George Fenwick of Wallsend cited as a 
Freeholder in 1638/9. A George Fenwick of Langshawesq Gentlemang compounded 
as a Recusant for himself and his wife in 1632, but apparently his case stret- 
267 
ched back to 1601 which would tend to make him a little old. 
TAwitAriarit rrq?, niF, q'nlnld!! Claimed of Northumberland in the List. Calotain 
in a milling dispute. 
Lieutenant James Tayler: 
269 
marriage* 
George Fenwick's troop. The son of Thomas Shield, 
of Burnfoot near Hexham, in 1664 he was involved 
ý68 His will was made in 1709 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Cross- 
land's troop. Of Methaml Almonbury Yorkshireg he 
was connected with the Crosslands of Kirk Burton by 
Cornet William Greenwell: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl eldest of 
the five sons of Ralph Greenwell of Corbridge, he 
succeeded his father c. 16479 had been an active 
Royalist, and died in 1688ý70 iI 
Cornet John Oliver: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain George J. 
Fenwick's troop. Such a man$ of Clifton, yeomanq was a 
juror at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in April 1631- There 
was also such a mang perhaps less likely for the regiment, of Harpham and 
Pocklington in the East Ridingq son and heir of William Oliver of the latter 
place, who died in 166071 
Quartermaster Peter Forster: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, such a 
man was listed in 1665 as of Bywell in the 
Hearth Tax Rollý72 
Quartermaster Christopher Soulby: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
as of DarlingtoO73 a 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Ralph Fenwick, claimed in the List ' 
from Northumberland. 
Lieutenant Ephraim Carre, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Cornet Edward Haynes, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Bellasis' troop. 
Quartermaster Ralph Shield, claimed in the List from Northumberland in 
Captain Fenwick's troop. 
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Colonel Sir Henry FLETCHER'S Horse. 
Certainly never a regimentt perhaps not a troop, in the full sense of the 
word. Fletcher was a colonel of toot, and is dealt with as such. A Thomas 
Garth of Salkeld, Westmorlandt admitted in his composition to having been such 
a cavalry captain under Fletcher, and having acted as Fletcher's agent at 
Oxford (in 1645). In 1650, the same man sought admission as a tenantg in. 
Rydal, Westmorland, on land sequestered from Major Flemming (q. v., Fletcher's 
Foot, below)ý74 
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Colonel Sir John GERLINGTONIS Regiment of Horse. 
A predominantly Lancashire regiment recruited, like Gerlington's Foot, in 1ý 
the autumn of 1642. Of Gerlington's activities in Lancashire in 1642/3, 
details have been given elsewhere (see Vol. 1). The regiment was active oil 
the Lancashire/Yorkshire border in January 1644, and waa probably part of the 
northern cavalry regiments which joined Rupert prior to Marston Moorý75 That 
it fought at Marston is evidenced by its presence in York when the city fell on 
July 16thý76 Thereafter part of the'Northern Horsel there is an undated refer- 
Once to two scouts from the regiment at some time late in 1644. The horse 
were severely handled near Muskham Bridge not far from Newark in November of 
that yearl and Samuel Luke was told in a letter of December 5th that of 100 
prisoners and 140 horses taken by the Parliamentarians, "most of them" were 
"Sir John Girlington's regiment,, 
ý77 The regiment fought in 1645 at Melton 
Howbray and in the relief of Pontefract. A trooper of the regiment A Robert 
Townson of Can field in Lancashirej petitioned to compound in 1649ý7 
Colonel Sir John Gerlington: There can be small room for doubt that Sir John 
wasq next to the earl of Derby and Thomas 
Tyldesley, one of the most feared or hated 
Royalists in Lancashire. The eldest of three sons of Nicholas Gerlington of 
Thurland Castle, he was born in 1613 and succeeded his father in 1628. They 
were a thoroughly Royalist familyl John's uncle Anthony being killed in the 
civil war as a captain in an unspecified regiment (perhaps his nephew's). 
Foreign Burgess of Prestong and High Sheriff of Lancashire in 1642, he was 
appointed to the Commission of Array where his activities are dealt with in 
Vol. 1. He was knighted by the King at York on June 6th. Collector of 
Assessments for Lonsdale Hundred in the earl of Derby's administrative machine, 
Gerlington was first and foremost a field commander. Present at the sieges of 
Manchester and in most of the battles in Lancashire during 1642/3, he was 
campaigning in Furness in the latter year. Towards the autumn of 1643, he 
occupied his castle at Thurland and sustained a seven week siege, managing to 
escape capture when the castle surrendered. He was erroneously reported to 
have been ]Filled near Bradford during the fighting in Yorkshire inear3, y 1644, 
which is a clue to his whereabouts at least. Another report gave him killed 
or drowned in fighting near Newark later that year. Riding with the Northern 
Horse to the relief of Pontefract, he was finally killed at Melton Mowbray in 
February 1645. Mercurius Aulicus for March 1st of that year said of him 
"that most Valiant Loyall Knight Sir John Girlington of Lancashire, whom from 
His Majesties first coming to Yorke devoted his life and fortunes to His 




Middleton: Cited in thelist, probably William, 4th of 
the six sons of John Hiddleton of Hiddleton 
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Halll Westmorland, Esquire. William was born in 1605, and living in 1664. 
His two younger brothers, Richard and Christopherg were killed in arms during 
280 the war. He is not to be confused with Colonel William Middleton (q. v. ). 
Major John Watson: Cited in the List, he defies identification. Perhaps 
the same man as "late Governor of Ayrels Mouth" in 
Yorkshire (see Vol. 1)9 who escaped from Newark prior to 
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surrender and joined the Scots. 
Captain Hugh Floyd: Claimed in the List from Merionethl one of several Northýýj 
Welsh officers who found their way into northern regi- 
ments. A Captain Flood was on the strength of Ponte- I 
fract garrisong and a Captain Floyd "late an officer in Newark, now under Major 
General Vandruske" had joined the Scots by April 164d82 
Lieutenant Alexander Sherborne: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshiret 
perhaps an error for Lancashire (see the 
case of Major Sherborne, Dudley's Horse). 
A Lieutenant Sherborne left Newark to serve with the Scots in 164083 
Quartermaster Miles Atkinson: Claimed in the List from Lancashireg he was 
of Torisholmeg Gentlemang listed as a #poor 
delinquent, in 1649, his lands worth Z1 yearly, 
he was fined E2 and, as he said, having believed his poverty would exclude him 
from composition, but he raised his fine nonetheless 
j84 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Laurence Harwoodq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant John Readq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Floyd's 
troop. 
Cornet Ralph Burton, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Major Watson's 
troop. 
quartermaster Symon Driffieldt claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Watson's troop. (Possibly a connection of Matthias Driffield of Easing- 
woldq Gentleman, who was fined . 0.6.8. d. in 1650 for 'fadhering"). (285) 
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Colonel Sir Thomas GLEMRAMIS Regiment of Horse. 
It must firstly be stated that here we cannot be dealing with a regimental 
formation alone. Glemham, as Colonel-General under Newcastle, and as Governor 
of York, briefly of Newcastle, then of Carlisle and of Oxfordq would have been 
cited by claimants whose attachment to him was purely as a result of the 
exigencies of the war from 1644 onwards. Indeed, hidden in this cavalry 
regiment and in Glembam's Foot (q. v*) may be several officers missing from other 
northern regiments, but that is a problem which, easy to identify in general, 
is insurmountable in the particular. Raised in Yorkshire by Glembam in 1642, 
the regiment fought throughout the campaigns of 1642/3, and then served with theý 
Marquess in the struggle against the Scots. After Marston Moor, where it 
doubtless fought, whilst some of the cavalry merged with the Northern Horse and 
some disbanded, a proportion of the regiment at least must have accompanied 
its colonel to Carlisle. Hence we find what was left of the regiment, now 
commanded by Colonel Henry Stradling (not a north country man, see Vol, 1) in 
August and September 16459 especially at the battle of Rowton Heath where it j 
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was 200 strong. This was but a fraction of the nine troops which had ridden 
from York in July of the previous yearý87 
Colonel Sir Thomas Glemham: A professional soldier first and foremost, and 
surely one of the most competent rearguard 
fighters in the Royalist armies. He was born 
in Suffolk towards the end of the reign of Elizabeth 19 and after a time as a 
Gentleman Commoner in Trinityt Cambridges went overseas to fight in Germany. 
Knighted in October 1617, he sat as MP for Reigate in 1621/2 and for Aldborough, 
Suffolk, in 1625/6. Clarendon described him as via gentleman of noble extrac- 
tion, and a fair fortune, though he had much impaired it; he had spent many 
years, in armiesq beyond the seas; and he had been an officer of very good 
esteem in the king's armies, and of courage and integrity unquestionable; but 
he was not of so stirring and active a nature, as to be able to infuse fire 
enough into the phlegmatic constitutions of that people, who"did rather wish to 
be spectators of the wars than parties in it". Colonel of a regiment in 1639/ 
40 which was disbanded in 1641, he unhesitatingly offered his services at York 
in 1642 and was appointed governor of the city by the earl of Cumberland. In 
January 1643 his full title, now under the earl of Newcastle, was Governor of 
the City and Garrison of Yorkv Colonel-General of the Foot, and Commander in 
Chief of the Four Northern Counties. To serve the Kings he had turned down a 
command in Ireland against, the rebels there to which he had been appointed in 
1641. On January 20th-1643 he represented the earl of Newcastle in trying to 
force York corporation to accept their then mayor for a further indefinite term. 1 
Of his career between 1642 and 1645, details will be found in Vol. 1. To him 
fell the duty of preparing against a Scottish invasion that might or might not 
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"All 
take place, and he passed the Governorship of York over to Colonel Sir William 
Saville (q. v. ). After fighting in Durham in April and having relinquished 
authority in Newcastle upon Tyne to Colonel Sir John Marley (q. v. ), he returned 
to take over in York where the governorship was left vacant by the capture of, 
Lord Belasysel Saville's successor. Glemham surrendered the city on July 16th, 
and went to Carlisle. After the fall of the last named, he opted to go south 
to Oxford and Sir Edward Walker remembered of his arrival with 200 men, "Itis 
observable that within three days /that he7 came hither, General /rharle &--- - L-- - 
137 
Gerard was made Lord Gerrard of Brandon in Suffolk, a Town wherein Sir Thomas 
Glembam hath both Interestj and is an Heir of the family of Brandong by which 
name the other affected to be called". Glemham ignored the slight, although, 
as Walker concluded, it "would have troubled another Man ... it Commissioned as 
Governor of Oxford in 1645, and probably favoured for the post because he was 
a Protestant, unlike his rival (Colonel Sir John Clansfield* q. v. ) he hold the 
city until ordered to surrender by the King. He was taken to Londong made to 
appear before the bar of the Commons, and then released on the Oxford articles, 
whereupon he joined the queen in exile* On November 28th 1646 the King wrote 
to the Queen from Newcastle upon Tyne urging her to send Glemham to King's Lynn 
to await orders to lead a rising in the Eastern counties, but nothing came of 
this. Glemham was in wms in England in 1648 during the risingg and after its 
collapse made his way to Delft from Berwick on Tweed on October let with 40 
other gentlemen and officers. He was in Rotterdam on the 5th. Although still, 
a comparatively young man, the trials and rigours of his lengthy and exhausting 
service contributed to his sudden death in Holland before the end of 1649 
ý88 
"ý 
No It. colonel has been identified for this regiment. 
Major 
_7 
Portington: Cited in the List, he was Robert II, second of the 
two sons of Robert Portington of Barnby Super Dun 
in Yorkshire. Clay gave Portington as major of 
horse to Sir William Saville, but this seems unlikely though there may have 
been a temporary attachment. However, the various Portingtons who were active 
during the war make the whole picture very confused indeedl and there seems to 
be some discrepancy between Robert Il's rank and that of his elder brother 
Roger, who was certainly in Savillels Horse (q. ve). Robert 11 and his father 
were involved in the feuds that accompanied the draining by Dutch immigrants of 
Hatfield Levels prior to the war, and more than once took part in fighting over 
the matter. Robert II was out in 1648, having opted in 1646 for joining the 
Scots when Newark fell, but was captured at Willoughby fight and immured in Hull,, 
from 1648 to 166o. Upon his release, he died from gangrene, due to a monkey 
bite, at Arksey before the year was ended. His rank as major may have 
preceded a promotion to lt. colonel, and he may be the missing officer of that 
rank in this regiment, since the registers of St. Michael le Belfry, York, on 
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June 8th 1644 there is an entry recording the baptism of his daughterl Grace, 
and alluding to him as lt. colonel 
ý89 
Captain George Clapham: This designation rests upon claims in the family 
pedigree. George was third of the six sons of 
George Clapham of Beamsley and Heworthl Yorkshire. 
Two of his brothers were killed in the warsq one under Richard Byrong, the other 
near Preston in 1648. George may have been the Captain Chapman who held South 
Shields sconce against the Scots on March 15th 1644, and who was killed in the 




Crompton: Cited in the List, he should be carefully related 
to the Major Crompton of Sir Hugh Cholmeley's Horseýý 
(q. v. ). The problem of identity revolves around 
two men, and it is not inconceivable that we have to deal with two distinctive 
officers. At the same timet from captain's rank in Glemham's to major's in 
Cholmeley's seems not. unusual. A strong contender is Thomas Crompton of 
Driffield, born in 1619, the son of Sir John of Skerne. He compounded in 1646 
and was fined 9887, an indication of some substance, and died in 1649, being 
buried in York Hinster-4ý Against this, we have Thomas Crompton of Cresswell, 
Staffordshiret eldest son by the father's second marriage of Thomas Crompton of 
the same, who died in 1640. This Thom 
- 
as of Cresswell was killed in the Royal 
army, The matter seems insolubleP1 
Captain John Gomersal: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, in January 1638 
such a man* dwelling in Little Gomersalq witnessed an 
agreement by that parish to repair aýhighway 
ý92 
Captain George Middleton: Cited in the List, possibly the same of Silksworth 
Co, Durham who compounded in 1645 on a fine of 
293 
9120, Gentleman. 
Captain George Reresby: Again, pedigree information provides the link with 
Glemham. He was the second of the eight sons of 
Sir George Reresby who died in 1628. His uncle 
William was killed in the war on the King's part. Georgeq born in 1612, died 
in 1646 in Pontefract, perhaps from wounds 
ý94 
Captain John Scisson: Claimed in the List from Kent. Scisson, Silson or 
Sisson is a name common in Co. Durham at this time, 
A John Scisson signed a statement in May 1646 in 
Oxford deploring any idea of negotiations with Sir Thomas Fairfax concerning 
surrender. Young made the not unreasonable identification with Silson of 
this regiment in view of Glemham's presence at Oxford, and the identification 
of others previously linked with Sir Thomas. A John Sisson was taken prisbner 
at Coquet Water in July 164095 
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Captain William Tayler: Claimed in the List from Kentj such a man, of the 
City of London ' surrendered in July 1646 and was 
fined Z180. The link with Scisson is valid 
ý96 
Captain Luke Whittington: Cited in the List, a Hull merchant and sea-captain. 
in 1660 he petitioned for the post of Searcher in 
the Port of Hull. He said he had been turned out 
of the town in 1642 for refusing to go against the Kingg and had raised troops 
in the King's service, fighting at Gainaborough in 1643. From 1649 to 1653 he 
had fought at sea until overcome by the enemy. That was not the end of the 
career, however, and we are fortunate in having very specific allusions to him 
from the Interregniam period. In September 1649 he was Charles Ills agent at 
Dunkirk, and in that capacity wrote a letter to the Mayor of Dover a copy of 
which was passed to the Council of State. Whittington reported that he held 
several ships' masters, and would release them in exchange for Royalists hold 
in Dover. On September 27th 16.95 Whittington wrote to Secretary Nicholas from 
Cologne telling him that he had managed to create discontent in Bull and that 
he could have taken the port during the 1654 rising had he been given the seamenj 
for the task. He also reported a rumour that Cromwell was dead. Ten days 
later he wrote again to Nicholas, this time from Rotterdam, to the effect that 
Cromwell was alive and welll but "I think with you that he will die a violent 
death, to which all honest and loyal subjects are bound to contribute theirý 
utmost endeavourst for his removal is the only way to settle his Majesty in his 
three kingdoms without much bloodshed. There is an honest, sobert and 
resolute man, who will undertake it if he may have his Majesty's authority". 
Whittington also asked for 10 or 12 commissions and the arrangment of port 
facilities in Spain, with which he undertook to fit out ships. He also asked 
for Z1300 which he had laid out in various loans during the preceding years to 
the earl of Newcastle, Sir Thomas Glemham (1), Sir John Marleyt Sir Thomas 
Riddell and Sir Hugh Cholmeley. Clearly a man of substance and of ideas. 
In 1660 he petitioned that the act of'Indemnity should be waived in his favour, 
for he wished to proceed against certain persons whot contrary to the articles 
for the surrender of York, had seized upon his stores of lead and sold them for 
297 
a sum of 910,580. Whittington was quite a remarkable man. 
Lieutenant Abraham Sunderland: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Portingtonts troop. The claim means that 
this cannot be Abraham, son and heir by his 
first marriage of Richard Sunderland of Coley. This Abraham was father of 
Captain Langdale Sunderland (q. v., Langdale's Horse), and died in 1644 in the 
garrison of Pontefract. Such a mang a JP in 1642 and a speculator in coal 
mines, cannot have been a lieutenant even had his death not anyway debarred him 
from consideration. The Sunderland pedigree is unsatisfactory. Lieutenant 
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Sunderland may have been a son of one of the four brothers of Abraham I, or an 
unknown son of the latter. Two Abraham Sunderlands were listed during the 
reign of Charles Iq one of Hipperholme cum Brighouse who seems to be Abraham 1. 
ý98 the other of Reptonstall cum Erringden 
Cornet Robert Appleton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, of Newbold, yeo- 
man, he petitioned that he had been coerced into 
service by Newcastle. He gave himself up at Hull in', 
1645 and was fined Z85- Probably the same man of Shipton indicted as a 
Recusant at the 1664 Assizes, Shipton and Newbold being both in Harthill 
WapentakeP9 
Cornet Ralph Wilkinson: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Middleton's 
troop. Born in 1621, third of the five sons of 
Anthony Wilkinson who died in 1635 
ý00 
Quartermaster Robert CalverleZ: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Whittington's troop. Of Oulton, yeomanq 
claimed coercion by Sir William Savillet but 
fined 246. He died in 167001 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Cas(e)yj claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain William Richardsong claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain Mark Whittington, claimed in the List from Yorkshire (perhaps an 
error in forename here, and a double clai7m -for Luke). 
Lieutenant William Adamson claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Mark Whittington's troop. 
Lieutenant Patrick Cassadas claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Middleton's troop* 
Lieutenant Thomas Lawrence, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Crompton's troop. 
Lieutenant William Napierq claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Tayler's troop. 
Lieutenant Andrew Patyl claimed in the List from London/Vestminster, 
Captain Luke Whittington's troop, 
Cornet Ralph Biltong claimed in the List from Yorkshires Captain Luke 
Whittington's troop, 
Cornet George Constableg claimed in the List, from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas GOWER'S Horse. 
Gower was primarily a colonel of dragoonsq and is dealt with as such. 
This troop of horse, for it was not much moreq is evidenced only by three 
claimants in the List. Of theseq Captain Christopher Brovn who claimed from 
Yorkshire, has not been identified. 
Captain James Swale: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire. He does not 
appear in the pedigree of the main Swale family of 
South Stainley, although there is every reason for him 
to do so in view of Quartermaster Kendal of this troop (see below). The 
Swales were whole-heartedly Royalist. Francis Swale had 13 sonst the third of 
whom, Johng was killed in action as a foot captain, the fourth of whomq Charles. 1 
rose to be a major of horse-in Oxford, and the thirteenth, Robert, who served 
Charles I also, continued hi -s military service in Charles II's TrainbandP2 
Quartermaster Philip Kendal: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej such a man, 
of South Stainley (see Swaleg above) yeoman, 
compounded as a Recusant in October 1632- 
This seems a more likely identification than Philip Kendal of Henderskelfe, 
yeoman, whose wife was presented as a Recusant at Thirsk in 1624 and whom we 
find in 1632 laying information at Helmsley Quarter Sessions against a stock 
dealer contravening restrictions on the re-sale of livestock. Kendal seems to 
have made a habit of turning Irelator'l for it brought him in fifty per cent of 
any fine imposedý03 
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-(Colonel) 
Sir Richard GRAHAM'S Horse. 
One of the most enigmatic figures of the 1642-46 period in the north, not 
only as to what he actually did, but which side he genuinely supported. 
have indicated doubt as to his colonelcy, since he barely raised a troop of 
horse and does not appear to have used his commission, which he undoubtedly 
received, to raise any infantry at all. Nonethelessq an unidentified claimant 
called Stephen Grimston, of Cumberlandq claimed in the List as captain under 
him. There is a vague allusion to recruitment by Graham in Mercurius Aulidus 
for July 29th 1643, but that is all. Styled of Norton Conyers and Netherby in 
Yorkshire and Cumberland respectively, he was the son of Fergus Grahamq was 
created a Baronet and died in 1654. Sometime Master of the Horse to the duke 
of Buckinghaml Graham was closely connected with the court, and it was whilst 
serving as equerry to Prince Charles at Edgehill that he sustained several 
wounds. The pedigree of the family claims that he was also wounded 26 times 
on Marston Moor, but if this is based upon factual evidence, that evidence is 
not to be found. The one clue to support the story is that he was in York on 
July 16th 1644 when it fellg and went from there to Oxford, so he may have been 
at Marston Moorg as a volunteer. A Commissioner of Array for Yorkshire in 
1642, he did not fulfil the obligation of his regimental commissiong and when, 
in 1643, he appears to have been made second in command in Cumberland and West- 
morland to Colonel Sir Philip Musgrave (q. v. ) he told the earl of Newcastle 
he had no desire to hold any such command. He had been MP for Carlisle in 
1626 and 1628/9, and the favour shown him by Buckingham was also shown to him 
by Charles 1. In October 1643 he was appointed Master of the King's Rare 
Hounds. John Buchang in his life of Montroseq described Graham as a 11trimmer", i 
but other contemporaries were_less circumspect. The earl of Antrim received 
a bitter letter from Lord Nithsdale: "Good Sir Richard Graham and a number of 
roundheads in these parts ... have spread word that you and I were upon a plot 
to bring forces from Ireland to take in the countrye". In April 1644, during 
the Montrose march into Scotland, "a mutiny broke out amongst the English 
soldiers$ occasioned by the servants of Richard Grahaml and almost all deserted 
and fled in haste to England". Montrose subsequently bumped into a servant 
of Graham's, and the servant mistook the party for Covenanters. He "assured 
them with frank confidence that his master was on excillent terms with the 
Covenanters, and had undertaken, as though he were their spy, to inform them 
of all who came that way, if suspected of favouring the King; an unworthy act 
of a shameful villain, and a man whom Montrose used to hold in the highest 
esteem, one who had been raised from the dunghill, of the lowest class, to say 
no worse of him (1), to the dignity of knighthood and an estate which was the 
envy of his neighbours, by the favour and misplaced bounty of the King". 
Harsh words, but in all objectivity, it would appear that Graham was seeking to 
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curry favour in the enemy camp. In his favour, it must be said that he was in 
a difficult position, if he genuinely desired a quiet life, but the obligation 
of his rank and the position he held at court required him to be more resolute 
in the King's cause. Nonetheless, the Parliament regarded him as an enemy 
(although friendliness towards the Covenanters did not imply friendliness to- 
wards the Parliament) and, after his capture attempting to travel from Oxford 
to Newark, he was fined L2,384.17.4d., a fine second only to that of Colonel 
Sir William Dalston in savagery. He had contributed large sums to the defence 
of Carlisle in 1644/. 5, and whilst his behaviour defies a conclusive interpreta- 
tion, it really does seem that Graham's loyalty to his King was tempered by 
dislike of Montrose and fear of having the Scottish armies around his ears. 
His will was dated March 26th 1653, and he was buried at Wathý04 
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Colonel Edward GREY'S Re&iment of Horse, 
Grey's, like the regiments of Tyldesley, Sir Richard Tempest and Sir 
Marmaduke Langdaleq is one where those officers serving in 1642-46 and 1648 run 
inextricably togetherg although certainly many served in both wars. Originally, `, ' 
a colonel of dragoons (q, v. ), Grey was commissioned to raise his cavalry on 
December 4th 1642P5 The regiment appears to have served almost entirely in 
the north until it became merged with other regiments in the Northern Horse 
after Marston Moor, and although it does not surface above the general anonymity,,, 
of the sources as an identifiable unitq from its officers and their details a 
comprehensive picture of a prominent cavalry force is arrived at. We know the 
name of one of the troopersq Thomas Gallon whose brother John, replaced a horse 
which Thomas presumably had killed under him: "Information by Geo. Stanton of 
Alnwick that .... John Gallon freely gave his brother Tho. a nag to serve the 
late King on under Col. Edwd. Greyq the said Thomas having had a horse killed 
"306 in the service. 
Colonel Edward Grey: For a man of such energy and prominence as Grey, the 
rewards were surprisingly slight. Sir Arthur Hesilrige 
wrote of him, "there is not a man in the north of Eng- 
land that hath done 5-s7 more mischief than Col. Grey". A Catholic Recusant, 
Grey was born in 1611, the youngest of the five sons (but second son of the 
second marriage) of Ralph Grey of Chillinghaml Northumberland. Ralph the 
father was knighted in 1603 and died in 1623. Edward matriculated at Univer- 
sity College Oxford in 1625, achieved his B. A. at Christ's Cambridge in 1627/89 
and entered Gray's Inn in 1629. His elder brother Robert, D. D., Prebend of 
Durham, was charged with assisting Edward in the recruiting of his regiment, 
and seems to have ridden with it either as a chaplain or as chaplain cum soldier 
without a commission. With his regiment of dragoons, Grey went to Oxford after 
Edgehill, was present at the capture of Marlborough on December 6th 1642, but 
lost his regiment in a severe fight at Winchester on the 12th. He sat in the 
Council of War at Oxford two days laterl and then returned north to recruit his 
cavalry. Temporarily attached to Carlisle and Skipton garrisons in 1644, 
after fighting with Newcastle against the Soots earlier in the year and then on 
Marston Moor, he went to Pontefract where he commanded a good quality division 
in the defence of the castle, leaving with Langdale after the relief on March 
1st 1645- His previous military experienceg as a cornet under Newcastle in 
1638/99 was little enough to speak of, and like many of his follow officerst 
he seems to have found a capacity for military command that he probably did not 
know that he had. He petitioned to compound in 1646 when he was styled as of 
Cowpen, and it was noted that he had taken the National Covenant and-the Oath 
of Abjuration. Grey wasg-however, biding his time. He was out in 1648 as 
Colonel in Chief of the, -northern army, as a result of which he was named in 
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that select group of Royalists exempted from pardon. Taken prisoner at Coquet 
Water in the 1648 rising, Heselrige wrote "It is not fitt to my understanding 
that Colonell Gray and some of the most active and dangerous amongst them 
should be prisoners in theire owne countrie". Gray escaped. In 1650 there 
was some doubt in London as to whether he was alive or deadq but he was clearly 
in England, for it was stated that in 1651 he had violently dispossessed a 
purchaser of some of his property, and in 1652 he was described as a "Papist 
delinquent". David Underdown followed Grey's Interregnum, career closely. 
Apparently having made his peace by 16539 he soon became involved in the lead- 
ership of the Action Partyq a pro-Louvre pro-Presbyterian alliance Royalist 
group (curiously, many Catholic Royalists favoured the Presbyterian alliance). 
He conducted talks in London with the leaders of Leveller opinio49 was arrested 
in 1655 and sentenced to transportation. In 1656, Langdale listed him as a 
reliable man in northern Englandq so clearly he avoided being sent away. 
Bankrupt by nowg and having to be supported on government largesse whilst in 
gaol, he appeared again in Hampshire, probably involved in the 1659 revolt. 
After the restorationg he became a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles II 
and Captain of the Grenadier Guards* He was still alive in 1675, and died, 
one hopes contentedly after so turbulent a career, soon afterý07 
Lt. Colonel Francis Carre: Cited in the List, clearly the same as he-of 
Richard Dacre's Horse (q, v, ), perhaps a 1648 
rank3.08 
_7 
Jackson: Cited in the List, hard to identify. Sir Philip Major Z 
Monckton (q. v. 9 Saville's Horse) referred to a Major 
Jackson in command of 400 horse at Bowden Hill in 
March 1644 (see Vol. I)l and so possibly our mang since Grey was with the main 
army against the Scots. Such a man also received 50 carbines, 200 pistols and 
20 barrels of powder from the York magazine on November 14th 1643. There may 
be a reference-to him again in August 1644 raising money with somewhat hard- 
handed methods, in Cumberland, by which time Colonel Grey was with the Carlisle 
garrison prior to the move to Skipton. A George Jackson of Hunslett, at the 
taking of Howley Hall in June 1643, "used the prisoners that were taken very 
cruelly, with his drawn sword". George Jackson of York, having taken neither 
the Covenant nor the Oath (which implies Catholicism) was fined 264.10.0d. in 
1649. With a name such as Jacksont howeverg and lacking a forename, identifi- 
cation is always qualified 
pq 
Major Peter Palmer: Cited in thelist, and very probab3, v an error for Pere- 
grine Palmer of Chichesterg Sussex, who signed the 1645 
petition of the Northern Horse and who compounded in 
1649 for the sum of Z3.6.8d., having compounded in 1646 for F, 19.0.0d.. in 1655 
information was laid that his yearly estate was'worth no less than "OO-and he 
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was taxed for the sum of 960. Probably the same man, in 1673, wrote to his 
sister-in-law, Lady Harleys to announce his daughter's marriage to Sir John 
Wroth. It would seem that between 1649 and 1655, Palmer came into his estate. 
A Major Palmer is cited elsewhere in the List, under Sir Mathew Appleyards and 
ý10 this may be a transfer from Appleyard to Grey's 
Captain Francis Brandling: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq he was; 
fifth of the six sons of Sir Francis Brandling of 
Alnwick and died in 1667- He was probably the 
Captain Brandling who escaped from Newark in 1646 and went over to the Scots 
and the Captain Brandling taken at Coquet Water in 16401 
Captain William Carre: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq he was styled 
of Crayhall near Haltwhistle and was fined 940 in 
1650- Perhaps fourth of the five sons of Roger Carrelý I 
of New Moorhouse. We can dismiss William Carre of Fords who seems to have diediji 
in 1644, perhaps in the war. This William's father was Thomasq former Gentle- id 
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man of the Bedchamber to James I. 
Captain James Fawcett: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. Of Goswick, 
he petitioned 16459 having taken the Covenant by. 
September 1644, and he claimed he had deserted his 
colours after five months service, which if true, sounds like a commission in 
the recruiting to meet the Scots. He was fined 43609 and in 1648 re-sequeate- 11ý 
red for failure to pay the fine. in 1649 he was a prisoner in King's Bench 
for debts and he petitioned that his estate, lying four miles from Berwick, was 
laid waste by armies and sequestrators. In 1652 he was dischargedg "In debt 
more than he is worth". Fawcett was a friend of Lt. Colonel Anthony Wharton 
(q. v., Percy's Foot)ý13 
Captain Ralph GreX: Cited in the List, there is also a Cornet Ralph Grey who 
claimed in the regiment as of Northumberland. Whilst 
the likelihood that they were two distinct persons cannoti 
be ruled out, the possibility of 'cornets being substituted for 'captain' by 
the printer of the List is not far7fetched. What follows mightl therefore, 
apply to two separate men, or to one. Three possible Ralph Greys can be 
traced. The third of the four sons of Philip, dead heir to Sir Edward Grey of 
Morpeth who himself died in 1627- Sir Edward's own third son. Or Ralph Grey 
of Trumblehillt yeomang whose lands were inserted in the Third Treason Act of 
1652- In 1661 such a man of Bradford in Northumberlandq Esquireq was listed 
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as a gentleman volunteer under Lord Widdrington. 
Captain John Salkeld: Cited in the List as lt. colonels clearly a 1648 rank. 
I have supposed that in 1643/4, when he was certainly 
a captain (as witness his monument in Rock Chapels 
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where he was buried in 1705)l he served under Grey as wells although that is a 
view subject to evidence to the contrary. He was the son and heir of John 
Salkeld of the Rock, a freeholder and a tenant of the, earl of Northumberland at 
Hulne Park. In 1643 occurred a terrible incident in which Salkeld and other 
Royalist officers were directly involved. His fellows on this occasion 
included Colonel George Heron (q. v. ), Captain Nicholas Thorton and a 'baron 
Venable#. The victim of what turned out to be a murderous attack was John 
Swinburn of Capheaton, son and heir of a captain in Colonel Sir William 
Widdrington's Horse (q. v. ). Salkeld and Swinburn clashed at a party on 
February 1.5th, and Swinburn was run through with a sword. It is not apparent 
that Salkeld was punished for what may have been taken as an affair between 
gentlemen. John Salkeld was a cautious activist in Interregnum conspiracies, 
became a JP in 1664 and died in 170.5 
Captain Thomas Selby: Cited in the List. In view of the presence of Lt. 
Colonel Carrel like Selby from Dacre's Horse, we must 
be dealing with one and the same man* if not a 1648 
rank, then a transfer after Marston Moor where Dacre was killed, is likely& 
Lieutenant Musgrave RidleZ: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, in 
Captain Carrels troop. He was of Whitshield in 
Williemoteswick, andq incidentally, a tenant of 
the Royalist Nevilles of Chevet in Yorkshire. sequestered in 164.5, his lands 
were inserted in the 1652 Treason Act. Eldest of the two sons of William 
Ridley of Williemoteswick who was still living in 16609 and who had been chargedýý 
with adultery by Musgrave's mother (a daughter of Sir Richard Musgrave of 
Norton), Musgrave and'the Ridleys seem to have been ruined by the war. in 1661ýý 
Musgrave and his brother were accused of the murder of one Francis Robinson, a 
case which seems to have been connected with the war. By 1681 Musgrave had 
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sold all his propertyl and he died in 1681 virtually penniless. 
Lieutenant Henry Salkeld: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, but under 
Lt. Colonel John Salkeld which suggests a 1648 
rank. Such a mang yeoman of Winton in Westmor- 
land, was seeking to compound in 1653 after his lands were inserted in the 1652 1) 
Treason ActP7 
Lieutenant Malcolm Smith: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterg 
perhaps the same in Greyto division in 1644 at 
Pontefract. Such a man petitioned the King in 
1660 that, having been in arms in 16489 he turned his coat and served the 
intelligence service of Thurloe on missions in Europe. He was seeking to ave 
royal displeasure 
ý18 
Lieutenant Robert Thorpe: Claimed in the List from Durhamt Lt. Colonel I 
Carrels troop. He was of Long Newtong Gentleman, j 
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and a leaseholder in Darlington. A legatee in the 1643 will of John Pemberton, 
li 
head of a Royalist family, Thorpe was to supervise the execution of the will's 
provisions and, with Toby Ewbank (q. v. 9 Carnabyto Horse) to enjoy the manor of 
Aislaby should Pemberton's heirg Michaell fail to perform the conditions imposed' 
on him. in 1629 Thorpe had compounded on behalf of Christopher Pinckney (of 
this regiment, see below) for Pinckney's RecusanCY319 
Cornet Mathew Foster: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq but on a 
second occasion (this time spelt Forster) under Robert 
Carrel a lt. colonel in 1650/1 and perhaps in 1648. 
The claim under Carrel if this is indeed the same mang as we may reasonably 
suppose, does not concern usl but it might have rendered Fo(r)ster liable to 
proceedings for claiming twice. Identification is too difficultq because of 
the widespread surname of Fo(r)ster 
ý20 
Cornet Ralph GreZ: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl see above, 
Captain Ralph Grey, this regiment. 
Cornet Robert Grey: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, probably third 
of the four sons of Henry Grey of Newminster Esquire. 
Styled of Little Langton, Gentleman. The problem is, 
however, insurmountable in that Greys, like Fo(r)sters, Fenwicks and Erringtons, 
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proliferate in the north-eas 
Cornet Christopher Pinckney: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Foster's troop. See also Lieutenant Thorpe, i 
above. Pinckneyj styled of Nether Silton, was. 1, 
indicted as a Recusant in 1629. Nether Silton is in the Wapentake of Bird- 
forth in North Yorkshiret and sufficiently near to Durham to make the 
identification good. He and his wife were presented as Recusants at Richmond 
ý22 in 1674 
Cornet Oswald Wilkinson: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Captain 
Ralph Grey's troop, He may be the same man who 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Darlingtong 
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although the name cannot have been uncommon. 
Quartermaster Thomas Dawson: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, in 
Captain Ralph Grey's troop. Such a man, 
although the name is not infrequently met with, 
was of Middleton St. George and Sedberght was presented in 1635 for a clandes- 
tine'marriaget and in 1637 as a Recusante He had been convicted at Sedbergh 
in 1633. It may be as well to point out here that the county from which a 
claim comes need not represent the actual county of domicile, either at the 
time of the claimt or in 1642 
ý24 
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Quartermaster Robert Ramsey: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq in the 
composition papers of John Ramsey of Berwick a 
reference to a Robert Ramsey occursq perhaps 
John's son, buried in August 168025 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Foster, cited in the 
, 
List, 
Captain George Sargison, claimed in the List of Westmorland. 
Lieutenant William Richardsong claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Major Palmer's troop* 
Lieutenant Henry Wrightq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Jacksons, j 
troop. 
Cornet Walter Buchanan, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Cornet Edward Murrin, claimed in the List from Northumberland, Captain 
Fawcett's troop. 
Cornet Alexander Wrightq claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Sargison's troop. 
quartermaster Thomas Brinch, claimed in the Litt from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Ralph Carret claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Ralph Grey's troop. 
Quartermaster John Gibsong claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Cuthbert Nicholsong claimed in the List, from Northumberl4nd, 
Lt. Colonel Salkeldtz troop, a 1648 designation, 
Quartermaster Thomas Richardson, claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Quartermaster Arthur Whitfieldq claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. 
Colonel Carrels troop. 
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Colonel Sir Henry GRIFFITHS'S Horse. 
Griffiths's Horse, if it existed in any strengthq disappeared by the time 
that Newcastle assumed command in Yorkshire. Probably a troop attached to 
Griffiths's Foot regiment of the Trainband (q. v. ), the only claimant in the 
Listj Quartermaster Stephen Robinson (london/Wastminster) cited as a troop 
commander a Captain Gaughegang who in his turn claimed in the List under Charles 
Lord Gerard. Evidently a transfer. Nothing is known of either man,,, and 
Griffiths himself is dealt with as a colonel of foot 
ý26 
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Colonel George HERON'S Regiment of HorsiD. 
Attention has already been paid to this regiment's history after the battle 
of Advalton Moor on June 30th 1643 (see Anderson's Horse and Brandling's Horse), 
It was one of the forces raised by the earl of Newcastle in Northumberland and 
Durham probably before he marched south to Yorkshire, and appears to have 
remained in Northumberland at least until February (see Captain John Salkeld, 
Grey's Horse), Heron was, apparently, commissioned by the King with specific 
327 instructions to recruit in Cumberland, on 26th November 1642. It was 
certainly with the main army under Newcastle at the start of the summer 
offensive, and distinguished itself at Adwalton Hoor. 
Colonel George Heron: The second son of Cuthbert Heron of Chipchase, he was 
born in 1628 and was himself styled of Bywell. He 
matriculated at Christ Church College in 1632 and 
entered Gray's Inn two years later. On August 8th 1642l it was reported in a 
letter that Heron had been commissioned to raise 600 11dragoneirs'19 but whether 
this commission was actually fulfilled or not we cannot say. It seems unlikely,, 
that such a regiment would have escaped notice. At some timel perhaps on his 
way south to join Newcastleg, George Heron was quartered at Raby Castle in Co. 
Durhamt for on November 6th 1644 Sir George Vane wrote to his father to say 
there was great difficulty in determining what had been plundered by Heron 
during his stay there. Heron was killed at the head of his regiment on 
Adwalton Moors June 30th 1643 ý28 
No lt. colonel or major have been identified for this regiment. 
(Captain) Sir George Bowes: Cited in the List, see Brandling's Horse. 
Captain John Garnett: He does not appear in the List, but is given this rank 
and regiment in the pedigrees. After Heron's death, 
he seems to have transferred to Colonel Sir Hugh 
Cholmeley's Foot (Scarborough garrison, q. v, ). Styled of Egglescliff, in his 
composition proceedings he admitted to having been in arms for the King in 
Scarborough and that he returned into Durham when the castle fell in 1645. 
Born in 1610, he was the oldest son of Anthony Garnett of Egglescliff and, in 
16429 head of the family. His property was sequestered in 1644i and he 
completed his composition in 1650. He married the widow of Major Michael 
Pemberton (q. v. 9 Cuthbert Conyers's root)ý29 
Captain f 
_7 
Haselwood: cited in the Lists and elsewhere a Major Haselwoodý 
listed under John Blunt's Horse, with which we 
are not concerned. Since Heron's officers seem 
to have split up at his deaths such a transfer and promotion is credible if not 
susceptible of proof. Also in the Listq but not included in the analysis for 
want of certainty as to HaselwOod's forenamet Quartermasters John Codling and 
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Richard Dutton (of Lincolnshire and Staffordshire respectively) claimed under 
Captain Haselvood and Captain John Haselvood. Evidently they may be attached 
to Blunt's Horse, but whether this is Heron's captain remains a mystery. The 
Haselwood family of Kirklingtont Nottinghamshire, and of Lincolnshire, a 
Recusant family, produced a son James, born in 1602, and ordained in 1625, who 
fled England during the Popish Plot. From this family may well have come 
Blunt's major, and perhaps the elusive Captain Haselvood of Heron, 8ý30 
Captain George Tong: Cited in the List, see Anderson's Horse. 
Lieutenant Henry Delaval: Claimed'in the List from Northumberland in'Sir 
George Bowes's troop. He was the eighth'of the 
eight sons of Sir Ralph Delavall High Sheriff of 
Northumberlandq who died in 1628. Henryq styled of Covpen and Bedlington, was 
born between 1615 and 1627 and died in 1668. He may, have been the 'Delavall 
implicated in the rising of 1654/5ý31 
Cornet William Berisford: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshireq Captain 
Haselwood's troop. Strengthens the link between 
Haselvood of this and Haselvood of Blunt's (see 
above), and with the Kirklington family. A William Berisford or Beresford, 
of Hull, died in York in 1685 
ý32 
Cornet Robert Place: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain Tonge's 
troop. He was second of the three sons of Christopher 
Place of Dinsdalel Co. Durham, the father dying in 1624. 
In 1629 Robert compounded as a Recusant and was styled of Wheaten near Kirby 
Ravensvorth. 
- 
Later styled of Pictont and a copyholder in Darlington, he 
petitioned in 1651 that he was possessed only of a horse and wearing apparbl, 
worth MO. He was fined M-13.4d. 9 and compounded. In 1674 he and his wife 
were presented as Recusants at Thirsk, quarter Sessionsý33 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain 
_7 
Gardiner, cited in the List. 
Cornet John Coniers, claimed in the List from Durham.. 
Quartermaster John Sal%eld, claimed-in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Gardiner's troop. 
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iýl 
Colonel Thomas HOWARD'S Regiment of Horse. 
The problems surrounding, thsi regiment are accentuated by the failure on 
the part of the compilers of the Lists to make any distinction, between the two 
colonels called Thpmas Howardt both cavalry commanders in the Royalist army. 
To overcome this difficulty, and bearing in mind that the other Colonel Howard 
commanded a southern regiment, it has been necessary to adopt the apparently 
arbitrary method of ascribing all officers claiming from southern counties to 
the southern regiment. This method has its drawbacks, in that, for example, 
claims from London and Westminster mays as in several other cases, indicate in 
fact a northern origin, but it is better to be cautious. There are less 
difficulties in distinguishing between this Thomas Howard and his uncle, the 
third Colonel Thomas Howardt who raised a dragoon regiment (q. v. ). 
There is a secondary difficulty. In the pedigree of the family, it is 
stated clearly that this Thomas Howard with whom we are immediately concerned, 
commanded his father's regiment of horse, so that properly this regiment should 
be designated Colonel Sir Francis Howard's. However, 'the statement is open to 
another interpretation, which is% that Sir Francis provided the money but that 
his son was actually commissioned. Nonethelessq I have included Sir Francis 
in the officer analysis since he seems to have been a colonel and may, after 
his son's death, have assumed command of the regiment in person.. This is 
conjecture, however, and open to subsequent change. There is a clear allusion 
to this regiment engaged at Bradford on December 17th 1642, and at Adwalton 
Moor on June 30th 1643 (see Vol. 1). 
Colonel Thomas Howard: Born in 1618, the eldest son by his fatherg Sir 
Francis Howard's, first marriage, and styled of Corby 
Castle, Cumberland, Thomas came from a markedly 
Recusant family, and was listed as a Catholic officer on December 12th 1642. 
Called 'Colonel of his father's regiment' in the pedigrees, Thomas was killed 
outright on Adwalton Moor in the charge immediately following upon that in 
7. 
which Colonel George Heron (q. v. ) was-kille&'. " 
Colonel Sir Francis Howard: Also commanded a dragoon unit (q. v. ), he was 
second of the six sons of Lord William Howard of 
Naworth Castlel and was born in 1588. We have 
no direct allusion to his Catholicism, but the family history and the fact that 
his property was inserted in the Treason Act of 1652 strongly suggest that it 
was at least suspected. Rushworth listed him as a Catholic in 1642. Deputy 
Lieutenant of Cumberland in 1640, and a Commissioner of Array in 16429 his 
lands in Neesham. were sequestered in 1644 and let out in the following year. 
Sir Francis may then have been in Carlisle, to the defence of which he gave 
9109 and travelling south with the remainder of that garrison after its fall, 
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ended the war in the defence of Hereford where he was captured. Exempted from 
pardon, he made no attempt to compound and probably would not have been allowed 
to do so, anyway. His sequestered lands were bringing in rents of 9605'per 
annum by 1651, and in 1653 his wife and children petitioned for one fifth of 
their father's income for their maintenance. In the decimation levy9 he was 
taxed for 910, 'upon his own offer, and with his own consent, no visibleestate 
appearingf. He died. in 1659ý35 
Major William Revely: Cited in the List, he was born in 1621 the son and heir 
of Bertram Revely who died in 1622 at the age of 22. 
In some sources, William's name is given as Witten. 
He was capturedt woundedq at Naseby where he had fought in the Northern Horse 
(he signed the 164.5 petition), and died in London. A Catholicl of Ingram in 
Northumberlan06 
Lieutenant Thomas Reed: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Major 
Reveley's troop. Thomas Read of Heddon on the Walllýý 
bailiff to William Lord Howard, was aged 21 in 1628 
when he gave evidence in a case of baptism where the sign of the cross had been 
used. He was the fourth of the five sons of Ralph Reed or Read of Chirtonq 
who died in 163037 
Quartermaster Phineas Wood: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Although 
unidentified, his case points the problem of the 
Howards explained above. In the errata to the 
List the reader is instructed to transfer Wood to Colonel Thomas Howard (having 
been listed under Francis Howard). This is ambiguous in that it may mean 
Colonel Thomas Howard of this regiment, Colonel Thomas Howard of Dragoons (qv. ), 
or the southern Colonel Howard. Dismissing the latter on the grounds of the 
claim, and in view of the specific allusion to Horse rather than dragoons, I 
favour this regimentý38 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet Henry West, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Quartermaster James Lockeyl claimed in the List from Northumberland in 
Major Revely's troop. 
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Colonel Sir William HUDDLESTONEIS, Horse, 
Never a full regiment, certainly no more than a troop or, two, Colonel 
Huddlestone being primarily an infantry commander (see Huddlestonels Foot). 
We know very little of this unit. 
Captain Ralph Featherstone: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, he 
was of Tofts and Stanhope, Co. Durhamt the second 
son but eventual heir of Ralph Featherstone who 
died in 1636. The brother of Colonel John Featherstone (q. v, ). His lands 
remained sequestered in 1650, when they were producing a yearly rental income 
of zii. 4.0d. t although his fine had been assessed at Z310.16s. in 1660 he 
petitioned that he had been gaoled-on four occasions and had been sold to the 
Barbadoes for his obstinate Royalism. He desired that he be made Bailiff of 
Gateshead. He had signed the 1641/2 Protestation, and had been in wms again 
in 1648ý39 
Captain Joseph Huddlestone: Cited in the List, he seems also to have'served 
as an infantry captain in his father's root. He 
was the youngest of Colonel Huddlestone's eight 
ý40 sons, and may be the captain in Gray's Division in Pontefract, 1644 
Cornet Joseph Carter: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, he was Joseph 
Carter of Furness, Gentleman, Catholic delinquent, 
whose lands were inserted in the Third Treason Act and 
who remained undischarged in 1655 
Cornet Christopher Irton: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, he is not 
positively identified. See Irtong Rot in 
Huddlestone's Foot. In July 1664 a Christopher 
Irton of Threlkeld, Gentleman, tave a deposition against William Dalston of 
42 Thwaites who was charged with seditious wordsý 
Quartermaster William Morton: Claimed of Durham in the Listq and such of 
Scarndale Housel Appleton in Cleveland, had 
ý43 his will granted probate in 1685 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Bedborrow, claimed in the List1from London/Westminster. 
Cornet John Kirkbank, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
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Jý', 
Colonel Sir John KAY'S Regiment 'of Horse. 
The regiment was almost certainly in being on October 24th 1642, when it 
fought at Bradford (see Vol. 1)9 although probably not Up, tO strength. on 
k344 November 14th it received 30 new pistols from the arsenal at Yor and seems 
to have been in action in the East Riding in February 1644. It was noted on 
February 10th of that year that lla*,. clarke to Sir ... Key" had been captured in a 346 skirmis045 It was engaged at Hunslett on March 5th. Probably at Marston 
Moor, it disbanded immediately afterwards when the colonel took the first 
opportunity to lay down his arms. 
Colonel Sir John Kay: Kay's Royalism was somewhat ambivalent. Son and heir 
of Sir-John Kay of Woodsome, Yorkshire, who died in 
1641, Sir John II was born in 1616 and was created a 
baronet in 1642. The family originally came from Huntingdonshire. Gentleman 
of the Privy Chamber to Charles 19 a JP for the West Riding and a Commissioner, 
of Arrayt Kay was nominally a leading figure amongst the Royalist gentry of the 
otherwise pro-Parliamentarian cloth town areas. By marriage he was related to 
the Parliamentarian colonelt Ralph Asshetont and was indeed, the son in law of 
Colonel Sir Ferdinando Leigh (q. v. ). Nonetheless, after active service which 
included recruiting for the earl of Newcastle in the autumn and winter of jp 
1643/4 and assisting in the defence of Sheffield Castlet at the fall of which heý 
was a hostage for the fulfilment of terms, Kay petitioned to compound by the 
end of 1644. In his petition he virtually boasted that he had been one of the 
first to desert the King, and claimed that he "was not in arms for a long timell. ý, 
His fine was fixed at X500* but this was at a twentietht which was relatively 
lenient, and after paying a half and giving sureties for the rest, his sequest- 
ration was lifted in March 1645. It really does look as if Kay put his own 
property and comfort before the King's interests, which was unusual-in the upper] 
echelons of the Royalist officer class. Even so, in 1655 he was apparently 
conspiring. A tinker laid information at Batley, which was sent on to Lambert, ý 
that he had seen Kay and three masked men, with others carrying arms, at Wood- 
somet and that Kay had given him three shillings to keep silent. The strangers, 
"keepe noe high way ... and ride in the dead of night". If Kay experienced no 
real financial troubles during the Interregnumt he found himself, in 1660, the 
subject of an attempt by one William Lowther to have the Act of Indemnity waived 
so that Lowther could proceed against him for recovery of bonds paid ovor in 
1643 to assist the war effort. Lowther claimed these were private accounts, 
but what became of the matter is not known. Sir John died in 1662ý 
47 
No lt. colonel has been identified for this regiment. 
Major Godfrey Copley: Not mentioned in the List, but rank and regiment given 
in the pedigrees. Clay identified him as Godfrey, 
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11", 
later Sir Godfreyq Copley, Bart., of Sprotborough who died in 1677. This 
seems to be right. Born in 1623, the son of William Copley of Sprotborough 
who died in 16449 Godfrey served in the defence of Pontefract (iccording to his 
composition) and when it fell retired to his own house, where he took the 
Covenant and the Oath of Abjuration in 1646; -was he suspected as a Catholic? 
A fine of Z1366 was imposed upon him, but his father had left the estate heavy 
with debts, and Godfrey implied that it was due to this that he had accepted 
a commission as major, which is a little hard to understand (since it would 
surely involve him in expense). Clay confused this Godfrey with another 
Godfrey Copley, the Recorder of Doncaster and of Pontefractq eldest son of John 
Copley of Skelbrooke, who died in 1649 and may also have been a Royalist. 
Major Copley was created a baronet in 1661 and died in 1677 
ý48 
Captain Edward Hanson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Edward Hanson was 
the son and heir of Edward Hanson of Woodhouse who 
died in 1652t and grandson of Thomas Hanson of Toot- 
hill who died in 1623- , Edward II, born in 16209 died in 1669. The family 
was a younger line of the main Hanson family of Woodhouse. Captain Han8on's 
father, Edward It was suspected during the Interregnum of conspiring with 
Captain Langdale Sunderland (q. v., Langdale's Horse), to purchase Catholic 
property to be held in trust for its owners. The father was probably the 
Edward Hanson of Almonbury who refused knighthood at the coronation of Charles 
It and who paid a fine of VO in consequence 
ý49 
Lieutenant Thomas Fullwood: 
Cornet William Beaumont: 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, such a man, 
of Pontefract, failed to appear at Dugdale's 
visitatio050 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain Han- 
son's troop. A William Beaumont, living in 1668, 
was the youngest of the three sons of Thomas Beau- 
mont of Colne Bridge, vhoq having been an officer in the Dutch servicel died in 
1649. Another William Beaumont, of Kirkheaton, who died in 1683, was presented 
for assault at Wakefield Quarter Sessions in 1649. Geographically speaking, i 
either is possiblO51 
quartermaster Richard Hare:. Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, of Woodsome, 
yeoman, probate granted 1675 
p2 
The following officer has not'been identified. 
Cornet Thomas Wood, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel James KING (Lord Eythin's) Regiment of Horse. 
Raised predominantly in north Yorkshiret the regiments like King's Foots 
presumably went wherever he was himself in action. Certainly engaged at Yarm 
Bridge in rebruary 1643, at Winceby in October and at Marston Moor in 1644, 
what became of it after King's departure into exile in July of that year we 
cannot know. It probably fragmented and activist officers went into other 
units. On July 19th 1643 "Williams a Dutchmang General King's Trumpeter and a 
gentleman of his horse'$ was buried in Leedsq probably from wounds sustained at 
Adwalton Moor at the start of the monthý53 0i 
Two officers have been omitted'from this regiment even though they claimed I 
in the List354 under King. They are easily identifiable as officers from 
165o/l. perhaps 1648, in that they cite as their troop commander Lt. Colonel 
Robert Carre, omitted from the analysis because during the 1642/6 war he was in 
arms against the King. He was (Sir) Robert Carre of Etal. For the same 
reason, none of the officers claiming under him elsewhere in the List are here 
includedý55 
Colonel James King: King's military career has been discussed fully in Vol. 
1. He was born in 1589, a Scot with wide field exper- 
ience in European wars as a Hajor General in the Swedish 
army and, latterly, under the Elector Palatine. He came back to England in 
1640, and in 1642 replaced the earl of Newport as Newcastle's second in command. 
"Notwithstanding the unavoidable prejudice of his being a Scotsman'19 Clarendon 
observed of himg he "ordered the Foot with great wisdom and dexterity". The 
Queen favoured himl and in December 1642 wrote to King Charles to say that she 
found him "so disposed and ready to serve you .. I hope that you will not employ 
him under anyone whom he might command; for he has testified to me that who- 
ever submits to serve under my lord Newcastle has simply to obey, and also that 
he has a particular esteem for my lord Newcastle". There is something faintly 
ironic in this observationt but it does not'reflect upon the Queen, who could 
at times be a shrewd judge of character and who certainly looked after the 
interests 
, 
of those to whom she showed favour. It has been argued elsewhere 
(see Vol. 1) that King exerted his influence unduly over Newcastle, not always 
for the goodt often to the detriment, of the Royal cause. Since. his English 
career has been analysed elsewhere, it is worth now pausing to consider the 
dark shadow that still hangs-over it. on April 5th 1644 (the date is highly 
important) the Queen told Newcastle-that she had heard King (now Lord Eythin) 
"desires to go into Germany". Newcastle told her in reply that "I hope he 
will not leave us in the present state of our affairs, and that if anybody has 
said any foolish thing, he is too gallant a man to mind itt'. Clearly, King 
was-somewhat touchy, and Newcastle altogether too reliant upon him, but such 
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remarks cause one to wonder what effect rumours of that type may have had upon I 
Royalist morale. After King and Newcastle had gone into exileg a consequence 
of King's indifference as to whether the battle of Marston Moor were won or not,, 
criticism of him became more rife. In January 1645, he wrote to Prince Rupert,, 
a man for whom he had little love and less respect, "I have heard it, to witt, i 
that yr Hg. after I was gon to Skearsbrough, should heave sent to steay me and 
to recall me bak and that by reson of som tratourous act yr Highness had to leay, ' 
to my charge ... King's behaviour was suspect, certainlyg-as Sir Hugh 
Cholmeley noted. It, had been suggested, for example, in October 1644, that he 
was contemplating joining the Covenanters, a rumour which Mercurius Aulicus 
uneasily dismissed. One cannot escape the conclusion that if King was not 
really a traitorg for the evidence is purely hearsayg he was certainly growing 
indifferent to the cause which he had served. A consequence, perhapal of too 
long as a mercenary in other peoples$ wars. He continued his Royalist activism 
however, as Charles II's agent in Sweden and then as Lt. General to the Marquess 
of Montrose, a subservient role he probably cared little for, and he never set 
foot in Britain again. James King, son of Sir James King of Barracht in 
Aberdeenshirel Major General to the King of Sweden and OfverbefItlhafvre to the 
Elector Palatine, died in Stockholm in 1652 claiming in his will, that Charles 
I owed him 4409000. Unlike Glemham. and other professionals, he does not 
excite sympathys and did not do so in his life 
ý56 
No lt. colonel has been identified for this regiment. King possibly followed 
European practice, and Parliamentarian practicel in not appointing such a 
to his cavalry regiment, although it was the norm in Royalist cavalry forces. 
Major Edward Gower: Cited in the Listf eldest of the two sons of Colonel 
Sir Thomas Gower (qeve), styled of Hutton, Gentleman or 
Esquire. He admitted to his rank in his composition, 
which was made in 1647 after he had yielded with Newark. He was fined 9100, in 
respect of the first warg and a further L100 in respect of his part in 1648. 
Undeterredg he was in arms in 1651 as well and taken prisoner at Wigan Lane 
in August of that year. JP in the North Riding in 16669 he died in 1680357 
MaJor Claudius Hamilton: Cited in the List, of Gateshead, son of Sir George 
Hamilton, Bart. In 1634 the King had written to 
the Lord Deputy in Ireland on behalf of Claudius 
and his father to havelhim look into the possibility of, grants of land for them. 
In 1641/2 Claudius signed the Protestation from Gateshead. He petitioned in 
1649 when he was described as Esquire, and was fined Z80.18.0d., although the 
fine was never paid, for he died in London in 1650 and his property was up for 
sale in 1651 
ý58 
Captain (Sir) Arthur Cayley: Cited in the List, he was not knighted until 
1660. He was second of the three sons of 
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Edward Cayley of Brompton who died in 1642, and brother of Sir William Cayley 
of the same. He was taken prisoner at Wakefield in 1643 (see Vol. 1) and at 
his composition stated that "being young and inexperienced he was persuaded and 
drawne in to be a Captaine of ye king's partie .... his laying down of Armes.... 
caused 300 men to lay down armes with him". That sounds, excessive. He said 
that he had raised his troop at the time of the Queen's arrival in Yorkshire. 
A fine of Z150 was levied upon him. Clay wrongly identified him as the third 
son of Sir William Cayley of Brompton, barrister of Gray's Inn. At the time 
of his knighthood he had settled at Newland in Warwickshir059 
Captain Richard Cole: Cited in the List, see the same man (? )s Anderson's 
Horse. 
Captain George Cooke: Cited in the List by a Northumbrian claimant, he is 
more, properly George Cocke of Newcastleg corn merchant., 
In 1643 he had been a prisoner in Dover Castle (no 
doubt taken at sea) and was exchanged in 1644. Serving in the defence of his 
native city, he was arrested at its fall and sent to London where he was gaoled 
in Lambeth House and the Southwark Compter. He petitioned in 1646 and was 
fined F, 208. In 1660 he asked for the post of Customer of Newcastle, and 
stated that he had acted on behalf of the Queen in negotiations with the earl of! 
Newcastle in 1642 for raising of an army, and had raised a troop of horse in 
Y360 that arm . 
Captain Sackville Glemham: Cited in the List, son and heir of Sir Thomas 
Glemham (qov. )g he matriculated at Trinity College! 
Oxford in 1640. He was knighted on the field in 
September 1644 when serving with the Northern Horse. In 1655 he was arrested 
by Lambert, when he was styled as of Glemham Hall in Suffolk, and sent to Kings 
Lynn under guard. In January of the next year he was taked for S40, and was 
styled Esquire, his knighthood not being acknowledged. He died in 1660361 
Captain James Mountain: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was the second 
of the three sons of Isaac Mountain of Westow who 
died in 1648. His father and elder brother compoun- 
ded as Royalists (see Appendix IV9 Undesignated Officers)* James entered the 
Scottish army in 1646 and died in 1697 
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Captain James Richardson: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl such a 
mans of Ford, was listed as a gentleman volunteer 
under Lord Widdrington in 1661ý63 
Lieutenant Thomas Va80Z: Claimed in the List from Durham, in Major Gower's 
troop. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
of Stanhope, and another in Coniscliffe 
ý64 
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Lieutenant Thomas Wade: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Mountains 
troop. A Lieutenant Thomas Waade of Whitbyj after 
the restorationg was making money from investigating 
the disposal of goods sequestered during the Interregnum. He petitioned that 
he had served at sea "all the late war", but he may well have served a term with 
this regiment. In 1661 he was granted a monopoly in carrying letters from New 
Malton to Whitby, an order confirmed in writing by Sir Edward Nicholas 
ý65 
Lieutenant Christopher Wake: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Ord's troop. Such a man was, in July 
1635, a juror at Malton quarter Sessions. 
Styled yeoman 
ý66 
Cornet Ralph Royston: Claimed in the List from Derbyshirej Captain Glomham's 
troop. Ralph Royston of Cloworth in Nottinghamshire 
compounded in 1649 upon discovery, for actions in the 
'10ý67 1642/6 war, and'wa8 fined r 
Cornet Edward Stafford: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Major Gower's 
troop. Such a man, of Flaxton, died c. 1685, 
Flaxton being in the North Riding368 
Cornet Robert Urwin: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl Major Hamiltons 
troop. Such a man, "heretofore a Prisoner taken at 
the Storming of Newcastle, and now Deputy quartermaster 
General to the Scotts Army", had escaped from Newark in 1646 and had enlisted 
with the Soots 
ý69 
Quartermaster George Harland: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, in Captain 
Glemham's troop. Two such have been located 
in Yorkshireq of Calvis (an unidentified place) 
and of Storthwateg probate granted in 1686 and 1672 respectively37O 
Quartermastar Christopher_Meddi. Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Mountain's troop. Such a mant yeomant of 
Spawnton near Kirby Moorside, and of Lasting-ý ; 
ham, mw a juror at various Quarter Sessions in the 1620's and early '3018. 
In 1656 he was presented at Thirsk for deluding the Commissioners for ejecting 
candalous and ignorant ministers iLnd schoolmastersl and "for refusing to prove 
what he had formerly offered to prove'19 whatever that was. He was found not 
guiltyý71 
Quartermaster Thomas RaM8den: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Glemham's troop. Such a man of Hunsworth 
in the West Riding failed to appear at Dugdales 
372 visitation, 
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Quartermaster Thomas Wake: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain Ord's 
troop. Such a man witnessed the will in December 
1641 of Robert Hilton of Hilton in Coo Durhams 
Esquireý73 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain James Hume, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain f 
_7 
Lyndsey, cited in the List. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Ord, cited in the List. 
Cornet Thomas Packingtong claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Lyndsey's troop* 
Cornet Stephen Pease, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Cole's troop 
Quartermaster Peter Holland, claimed in, the List from Yorkshireq Major 
Gower's , troop. 
Quartermaster Thomas Murtong claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Cooke's troop. 
Quartermaster Marmaduke Westq cliimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
Cayleyts troop. 
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Colonel Sir William LAMBTONIS Horse. 
No officers are known for this troops if such it was, and the entire 
evidence for its existence rests upon a passing reference in the composition 
proceedings of a Durham Royalist. Thomas Shadforth of Eppleton was charged 
in 1647 with a lengthy list of misdemeanourss the fifth of which was as follows: 
"that he sent a man named Robt. Robinson aiid a bay mare worth 61., into Col. 
Tempest's regiment (Sir Richard Tempestj qovo), and sent Litster, his tenant, 
with another horse, into Sir Wm. Lambton's regimentq who was at the battle of 
Longmarston Moor, which said Litster is tenant to him still". Lambton's was a 
Foot regiment, and Litster cannot have ridden in it. Whilst it is possible 
that the horse was intended to go one way and Litster another - that is to say, 
the horse was intended as a contribution to the war effort generally - that is 
not the impression gained from the reference and this does appear to be evidence 
for some troop or few horse raised by Lambtouý74 
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(Colonel) John LAMPLUGHIS Horse. 
For the doubts attending Lamplugh himself, see him under his probable 
I 
Foot regiment. The only evidence for the existence of Horse comes in the List9l 
and the claims of three Cumbrian officers. 
Captain George Briscoe: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, such a man of 
Croston gave Z2 towards the defences of Carlisle in 
375 1644. 
Captain Edward Lamplugh: Claimed in the List from Cumberlandl he was the 
fourth of the six sons of John Lamplugh who died in 
1622, and so brother of his colonelý76 
Cornet Thomas Wyber: Claimed in the List from Cumberland. Thomas Wybergh, 
Junior, the son of Thomas Wybergh of St. Beesj Cumber- 
land who died in 1652, and had also been a Royalist 
delinquent. Their property was inserted in the Third Treason Act of 1652, and 
in January 1656 Thomas II, styled Esquires was taxed at Z10377 
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Colonel Sir Marmaduke LANGDALE'S Regiment of Horse. 
The only difficulty where Langdale's cavalry is concerned, is in disting- 
uishing between his actual regimental officers, and those who, because of 
service under him in the Northern Horse in 1644/5, chose to claim under him in 
the List. The beat that can be said is that whilst it is virtually impossible 
to distinguish between the two groups, there must be certain officers named 
under Langdale who belong in some other northern regiments so that we do not 
suffer from an imbalance in terms of overall study. Incidental to this is the 
problem of distinguishing between service in 1642/6 and 1648, but that is 
virtually insurmountable except in a few well documented cases. 
Although a troop of this regiment fought at Bradford on December 17th 1642t 
(see Vol. 1), Slingsby implies that it was not properly formed and equipped 
378 
until the Queen arrived in Yorkshire in 1643e The regiment fought alongside 
the main northern army throughout 1643/4, was present at the siege of Hull where' 
Langdale himself I'shewing much personall valour" was present, and in action at 
Corbridge against the Scots in February 1644ý79 Engaged at Marston Moor, it 
must have become merged in the Northern Horsel perhaps the regiment around 
which the brigade grewt and is thenceforth lost in the general history of the 
brigade (see Vol. 1). 
Colonel Sir Marmaduke Langdale: The more that Langdale's career is studied, 
the more does it become apparent that one is 
dealing with a quite remarkable cavalry 
commander, not only personally courageous, but capable of conceiving and of 
executing complex strategies with their tactical details. To his enemies, it 
was said, he was "the ghost"t being ! ýa leang mortified man" who so ruled his 
family that "his eldest son, being then a father of many children, did observe 
him... with a childish awe. And though this son was a man of high spirit, yet 
finding it to be', as he thought, ungrateful to his father, he durst not give 
him nor procure anyone to give him notice in his last sickness of the apparent 
signs of his death, so that*my Lord ... died without the help of a priest". A 
tragic end for a man who had been openly received into the Catholic Church in 
1653 whilst in'exile, and who had ruined his health and finances in the service'l 
of the Stuarts. 
Langdale is one of the merest handful of northern commanders on the Royal 
party who have attracted a biographer. F. H. Sunderland, howeverg whilst he 
had access to valuable documentss, produced rather an incomplete study wanting 
in weight and, judgement. l,, 
What follows is necessarily but a brief outline of 
Langdale's life. A full scale and detailed study would be worthwhile. 
Marmaduke, styled of North Dalton and of Holme on Spalding Moor in York- 
shire, was born in 1598, the son of Peter Langdale of Pighill near Beverley, 
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who himself died in 1617- Not long after this date, Langdale and the future 
Sir John Hotham soldiered together in Europe in the armies of the Elector 
Palatine, erstwhile King of Bohemia. It was during this shared experience that 
Hotham learned to treat Langdale with no little respect, so that when, in 1642 , 
it was suggested to Hotham that Marmaduke be allowed to enter Hull to discuss 
the problem of the port with himt Hotham, refused: "I Zd-o nog care to treat 
with him; I know him'too well". Langdale became a confidant of the Queen of 
Bohemia, Charles Its sister Elizabeth. In 1626 he returned to England to 
marryg purchased Holme on Spalding Moor from his future protagonist Sir William 
Constable of Flamborough, and was knighted at Whitehall in 1628. He returned 
to the European theatre, probably finding himself as a comrade in arms of Prince' 
Rupert. By dexterous management of his estates, Cliffe observed, he markedly I 
increased his rent rolls between 1628 and 1638, and this financial security put 
him in good stead for his commitments during the civil war. He was viewed with 
mistrust by Wentworth, howevert who wrote to Sir Edward Osborne (q. v. ) in 1637/8; 
"As for Sr. Marmaduke Langdale I allwayes tooke him to be that which seemes at 
last you finde him a Person of ill Affections I am sure, to the Provincial 
Power, if not to the Regal Power". Strafford was alluding to Marmaduke's 
strong opposition to the Ship Money levy, and it would appear that for the early, 
part of his career, at least, he was associated with the opposition faction in 
Yorkshire: his friendship with Hotham, for example, and his transactions with 
William Constable. Nonetheless, he was influential in the East Riding and not 
to be ignored, and in December 1638 Osborne recommended him as Deputy Lieutenant' 
in the Riding. In the following year he became High Sheriff of Yorkshire, 
charged with the task of collecting the very Ship Money he had so opposed. He 
was initially dilatory in his collection, so that in 1640 the King was obliged 
to present him with a reprimand: "you have ... neglected to perform that service 
in manifest contempt of our crown and dignity". The earl of Strafford common- 
ted that "that gentleman I fear carries an itch about with him that will never 
let him take rest, till at one time or other he happen to be thoroughly clawed 
indeed". Perhaps the thorough clawing was a threat of Star Chamber proceedings, 
for Marmaduke suddenly relentb&', and got on with the tasks of his shrievalty. 
Cliffe was pe , rplexed by the sudden change in Langdale's attitudet from a notable' 
opponent of the government, into a lukewarm supporter, who slowly turned into 
a leading Royalist in 1642. It is indeed perplexing, in that we cannot know 
precisely what Langdale believed or came to believe. If his Catholic sympathy 
was even then in evidence, he may have seen the worsening situation as a threat 
to the crown, and accepted the dictum of obedience to the prince which was part 
of Catholic doctrine. Yet that would hardly be a full or acceptable explana- 
tion in itselfj and it may be that Langdalej like many erstwhile friends of the 
more extreme Parliamentary party, reverted to his allegiance as events turned 
towards civii war. A'81mple question of loyalties which he resolved according 
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to conscience, and to which he stuck for the rest of his life. 
In 1642 Langdale was appointed a Commissioner of Array in Yorkshire$ and 
was in July acting commander in chief of Colonel Sir Henry Griffiths's Trainband' 
Foot (q. v. ). He siened the petition of the loyal gentry of Yorkshire to the 
King protesting at Hotham's behaviour in Hull, and was prominent in the talks to 
bring the earl of Newcastle south to replace the earl of Cumberland as Lord 
General$ (see Vol. 1). He had not, however, lost anything of his old contrar-_ 
iness, and on January 20th 1643 came to York to oppose Glemham. and Newcastle 
whol acting on royal orders, were endeavouring to prevent a mayoral election. 
On May 10th, the Queen wrote to the earl of Newcastle that "I havOeaconVersed 
with Sir Marmaduke Langdale and am so satisfied with himg that I have not been 
able to refuse him some pistoleag notwithstanding the prohibitions... ". On 
September 11th of the same year, a curious commission was issued to him to 
become "Colonel of the Irish Brigade of Horse", with power to summon a council 
of war when needed, by Newcastle. The expected help from Ireland did not come 
in sufficient numbers to make the commission worth havingg but it is interesting' 
to note that Langdale was given authority not dissimilar to that enjoyed by 
Colonel Sir William Widdrington (q. v. )l formal President of the earl's council 
of war, (q. v. ). After fighting at Marston Moor, where early reports gave him 
as captured, he rode with the Northern Horse regiments into Lancashire with 
Rupert, and fought in the actions at Ormskirk and at Malpas (see Vol. 1) where 
he was wounded. At this point, his attempt to turn the Northern Horse into 
an independent command was successful. Langdale eventually joined the King in 
November 1644, having been too late for the second battle of Newbury, but in 
time for the relief of Donnington Castle. On November 23rd "Prince Rupert 
and a party commanded by Sir Marmaduke Langdale gave a strong alarme to Abingdon' 
then under government of Browne the ffaggot-monger". According to Slingsby, 
the Northern Horse were 1600 strong when they came to Oxfordl but their 
numbers were steadily depleted during 1645- After the brilliant relief of 
Pontefract and the victory at Helton Mowbray on the way, Slingsby tells us that 
Langdale's "more useful cervice wasq after this, to'joyne wth prince Morrice 
& my Ld Ashley ZA-stleZ7, wch after ye taking Shrewsbury were in some streights".,, 
Slingsby also gives us a picture of Langdale at this time, and of his men: 
"such an wmy had Caeserl of whom they write, yt he would be so severe & precise 
in exacting of discipline, as he would not give ym warning of y8 time either of 
Journey or of-battle, but kept ym readyg intentivet & prest to be led forth 
upon a sudden every minute of an hour whither soever he would ... he would-teach 
ym to endure hardships, by his own example, lighting from his horse & leading 
ym on foot many times wth his head bare, whether ye sun did shineg or ye clouds 
pour down rain". - On-April 15th Langdale was in action at the "lef of a fort- 
ified. house at Lydney in Gloucestershire, where he was again wounded, this time 
in the arm. On May 9th he had command of a force of some 2,500 cavalry riding 
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by the 20th to Wem in Shropshire, where he came too late to be of value. His 
forces were depleted again prior to the storm of Leicester, he and Colonel Sir 
William Blakiston (q. v. ) having 1500 men, and at Naseby the Northern Horse was I 
severely mauled. He escorted the King to Ludlow from Cardiff on August 7th, 
with a brigade estimated at 700 strong on the 19th. In September he was sent 
to parley with a force of neutrals in Glamorgan, was at Biford on the 16th, and 
on the 28th advancing towards Holt Castle in Denbighshire on the eve of the 
battle of Rowton Heath where, after initial successes on his part, the Royalists 
were overcome in their attempted relief of Cheater. After the defeatsit 
Sherburn in Elmet and at Carlisle Sands (see Vol. 1) in Octoberg Langdale fled 
to the Isle of Man where he waited on events. In England, he was listed as 
exempt from pardon, and his wife and children petitioned for an allowance from 
hisisequestered lands. In arms in 1648, he was captured and then escaped, and 
on March 14th 1649, an order passed through Parliament banishing him as an enemy 
and traitor, to die without mercyg wherever found within the limits of the 
nation. His lands were inserted in the 1651 Treason Act. In exilet converted 
to Catholicism, "a most notable convert", he was rumoured to be in line for the 
Privy Council, and likely to be spokesman for the Presbyterian alliance party. 
His political alignment, however, and his Catholicisml aroused the animosity of 
Edward Hyde and Langdale was not included in the. planning of the risings of 
1654/5. After their failure, his absence was considered by many to have been 
a prime cause. The story was put about, howeverg that he had in fact been 
intended to go for England but had not done so from mercenary motives: "Sir 
Marmaduke Langdale had 500 guilders from the King to fit himself for England the 
last rising, but some men are not to be satisfied". The story was nothing but 
the product of Anglican Royalist resentment. Raised to the peerage at the 
restorationg Langdale died at Holme on Spalding Moor in August 1661. "/"HS7 
carried that gravity in his converse, that integrity and generosity in his 
dealings, that strictness in his devotion, that experiencel moderation and 
wariness in his counsel ... as much endeared strangers to his royal master's 
cause, and to his own person, in all the countries he travelled... , 
ý80 
Lt. Colonel (Sir) Robert Hildyard: Cited in the List, second of the three 
sons of Sir Christopher Hildyard of Wine- 
stead who died in 1634. Robert, born in 
1611, founded the second line of the family, and was styled of Beverley. 
Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles I and Charles 119 he was created a 
baronet in 1661. Colonel of Foot in the pro-war Trainbandl'- and Commissioner of 
Array in Yorkshire in 1642, he signed the loyal petition against Hothaim in 
August. When he became Langdale's lt. colonel is hard to sayq since he appears 
to have been a prisoner held in Manchester on May 4th 1643, which suggests he 
had been captured in the West Riding and moved there for safety. With two 
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other prisoners, Captain Sir John Goodricke and Thomas Danby, he wrote a letter 
from prison to Lord Fairfax asking him for permission to write to Newcastle to 
set in motion exchange talks which would lead to their release. However, since 
he was in the Peterhouse prison in London in August, this clearly fell through, 
although by early 1644 he had been exchanged. According to family tradition, 
during the fighting against the Scots in Co, Durhamq Hildyard accepted a 
challenge from a Scots officer and, in almost medieval style, killed him, for 
which act he was knighted in the field. With the Northern Horse in 1645, he 
signed the petition of February, and came in at Oxford in 1646. A fine of 
Z610 was levied on this "Principal Agent" for the Royalist cause in Yorkshire. 
He compoundedg and was discharged in 1648. His attempts to avoid further 
involvement came to nothing in 1658 when, as he petitioned in 1660, he was 
arrested by Thomas Harrison, High Sheriff of Yorkshire, and put into prison at 
Hull and then at York without charges being laid against him. He demanded 
that Harrison be exempted from the blanket indemnity, so that he might proceed 
against him at law, but the request was denied. The baronetcy perhaps served 
to molify his feelings. In 1664 he was listed as a commissioner for the 




Bale: Cited in the List 
', 
but probably identical with the major 
cited under Lord Loughborough, a regiment commissioned by 
Newcastle, and perhaps the lt. colonel named William 
Bale given as a field commander. Here we clearly have a man of brigade status, 
rather than a regimental major. William Bale was second of the seven sons of 
Sir John Bale, former High Sheriff of Loicestershirel and brother of John Bale 
Esquire, of Carleton Curlieu, Commissioner of Array and a baronet in 1643. 
The family was thoroughly Royalistq Williamls brother Thomas being killed at 
Ashby do la Zouc hý82 
Major Z- 
_7Brandling: 
Cited in the List. For this man, see Brandling's 
Horse. 
Major Ralph Constable: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej he was born in 
1618, youngest of the two sons of Philip Constable of 
Wassand Esquire, who was killed in a duel in the same 
year, Later styled of Selby and Barlbyg and apparently a Recusant. Ralph's 
surviving composition papers allude to the 1648 war only, but that does not 
rule out an earlier involvement. He was fined Z70-13.4d. In June and July 
1660 he petitioned that oi4e Luke Robinson be excluded from the Act of Indemnity, 
describing him as "an inveterate rebel now lruking for mischief". Constable 
stated that in 1657 or thereabouts, as others bore witnesst Robinson seized him 
as a Recusant and interned him in the gaol at York from which he was "only 
lately liberated". Constable does not seem to have let the civil war drop 
from his mind. In August 1661 he was charged with manslaughter. The deed 
occurred at New Malton, in a private houseq where Constable and some others 
chanced to meet with a 'Captain' Smith who was also there with some friends, 
most of whom gave evidence against Ralph. After an exchange of heated words, 
the exact nature of which we do not knowq Smith struck Constable on the face, 
whereupon he, and those with himl turned on Smith with their swords and mortally 
wounded him. That this was an affray between former enemies can be gathered 
from the deposition of one of Constable's friendsl who reported that one John 
Nary, formerly a major for the Parliament, said I'Sett youn King asyde, wee will 
doe anie thing whatever with you .... It and when Nary reminded Constable about 
the Act of Indemnity the latter told him 'the vallued not a fart the Act of 
Indemnity". 
Major Constable is not to be confused with Ralph Constable of Catfoss in 
the East Ridingq youngest of the four sons of John Constable of that place, for 
he was not born until 163083 
Ca. Etain Edward Constable: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterl also 
styling himself as Advocate General, no doubt a 
Northern Horse rank. Probably the second of the 
three sons of'Marmaduke Constable of Wassand who died in 1607, Edward born in 
1603, which would make him Major Constable's uncleý84 
Captain 
-7 
Cooke: Cited in the List, unlikely to be the same man of 
James Kingts Horse (q. v., above). Possibly Bryan 
Cooke the younger of Doncaster, s on of the Royalist 
Alderman, a delinquent in the 1642/6 war. He was born in 1620 and died in 
1660385 
Captain Thomas Dale: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, but probably third 
of the three sons of Robert Dale of Flagg in Derbyshire. 
Thomas, styled of Parwick'in the same countyl was born- 
in 1603 ý86 
Captain William Dunnel: Cited in the List, perhaps the same as Dunhill cited 
in Bradshaw's Horse (qv. 's-above). Most clearl_ 
the "man of'obscure origin but a gentleman in all he 
did" who, according to Payne Fisher, was the Donnelle or Donnel who slew Major 
k387 Ballantyne of the Scottish army in single combat during the siege of Yor . 
Captain (Sir) Richard Gledhill: This regimental designation is given in the 
various pedigrees, although it has to be said 
that in November 1643 Gledhill received a 
commission as lt. ýolonel in William St. George's Foot, with which this study 
is not concerned. It would not be impossible for Gledhill to retain his 
cavalry rank at one and the same time, although he may have come into it 
subsequent to his foot commission. However, a troop of horse of his certainly 
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existed on May 7th 1642. He was third of the three sons of Thomas Gledhill of 
Barkislandq Esquire, and singled out for especial attention in his mother's wil 
made in 1636. Knighted by Newcastle early in the war, probably at the end of 
1642, he was given a special pardon by the King for his part in the murder of 
a Robert Mynne during the war. His brother$ who was not a Royalistj compoun- 
ded for the estates on a fine of Z127, Richard having been killed in action on 




Cited in the Listq and unlikely to be the 
Captain John Killinghall of Cuthbert Conyersts 
Foot (q. v., below). William Killinghall of 
Middleton St. George, Co. Durham, eldest of the two sons of Henry of that place 
who died in 16209 died himself in 1644, perhaps killed in the war, although in 
his will dated July 8th 1642 he mferred to himself as 'old'. If not a mare 
form, connected with ill health at that time, this would tend to suggest that 
we may be concerned with one of William's several sonal more particularly with 
Thomast born in 1607, George in 1609 and William II in 1617. The family had 
389 
Catholic connections through William Its wife, a Recusant. 
Captain Richard Langley: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret the name is 
frustratingly common. Richard Langley of Milling- 
ton, Esquire, was fined C743-19.0d., in 16539 which 
he paid and his sequestration was discharged. No clue survives as to the 
nature of his delinquency. He was not the same man as Richard Langley of 
Rathorp, Hall, elde8t1of the two sons of Arthur Langley of the same who died in 
1659, Richard living 1605/73P0 
Ca tain William Porter: 
was styled of Low Holm 
pi 
Claimed in the List from Cumberlandq second of the 
seven sons of Joseph Porterg convicted Recusant, of 
Wery-Hall in that county who died in 1649. ýwilliam 
Captain Langdale Sunderland: Cited in the List, and the rank mentioned in a13 
the pedigrees. --, Styled of Ayktonj he was son 
and heir of Abraham Sunderland of Sunderland 
and Coley Esquire who died in 1644. Langdale was aged 21 in 1642 and was a 
nephew, of his colonels hence-the, forenamee He matriculated at Brasenose 
College in 1639, and at the, time of his composition was 6tyled of High Sunder- 
land, Esquire, which property he sold, later, to buy Aykton. His land 
speculation during the Interregnum aroused suspicions as to his religion, for 
upon the sale of lands at Coley and Northowram, he invested the profits in 
two properties of a convicted Recusantv Thomas Beckwith, in a deal that looked 
very much as if the two were conspiring to preserve Beckwithts interest. 
Captain Sunderland laid down his arms in 1644, and in his composition stated 
that he had been ill for about a years which suggests that he had been wounded. 
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A fine of Z878 was levied against him, which doubtless accounted for his dead 
father who had been in arms as a volunteer. The draft ordinance of 1648 to 
clear his delinquency alluded to certain "concealments" by him. He died and 
was buried in the church at Featherstone in 1698P? - 
Captain John Thomlinson: Cited in the List, evidently the same man as of 
Mansfield's Horse (q. v. ). In Clay's edition of 
Dugdale's visitation of Yorkshire is a footnote 
referring to this man, taken from a ms. note in Joseph Hunter's papers. Of 
Brayton, near Selby, Thomlinson was left for dead on Marston Moor after fighti 
under Langdaleg but was 
* 
found by a lady travelling across the battlefield in a 
coach and taken to safety in Yor093 
Captain William Wharton: Claimed in the List from Westmorland, 
a very common name at this period. 
where it is 
See also, such I 
a name and rank in Henry Chaytor's Foot. No less 
than six men of this name signed the 1641/2 Protestation from Cleborne, Maller- 
stang, Orton, Ravenstonedale, Shap, and Wastbie, whilst a seventh of Skelsmergh 
compounded as a Recusant in 1629 
ý94 
Captain Z- 2 Yeord: Cited in the Listq probably Ralph Yoward, in 1640 a 
major in Sir William Pennyman's Trainband Foot (q. v. ), 
when it was said of him that he had levied money at 
gunpoint to pay his menP5 
Lieutenant William Bradley: Claimed in the List from Westmorland in Captain 
Thompson's troop, such a man of Bampton in West 
396 Ward signed the 1641/2 Protestatione 
Cornet Thomas Gibson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Sunderlands 
troop. Such a man, of Almonburyl yeomang deposed in 
November 1660 that a William Poole had spoken 
seditious words against the King, The magistrate was (Colonel) Sir John KayP7 
Cornet James Harwood: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Thompson's 
troop. James Harwood of Nun Monkton Gentleman, and' 
James Harwood his son and heir, were both fined as 
delinquents and compounded for L60.10.0d 
p8 
Cornet Ralph Hodgson: 
' 399 Royalist family. 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Constable's 
troop. It is remotely possible that he was the second 
son of Lancelot Hodgson of Habburn, Co. Durham, a 
Cornet Thomas Thomlin: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt, Colonel 
Hildyard's troop. Such a man of Hutton Hang in 
Bedale, yeoman, was presented with his wife as a 
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Recusant at Thirsk in May 1641ý00 
Quartermaster John Parker: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Dunnell's troop. Possibly John Parker of Little 
Nortong yeoman, born in 1607, died in 1678, eldest 
401 
son of John Parker of the same. 
I 
Quartermaster John Peele: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, Capt- 
ain Thomlinson's troop. Such a man of Elsington 
in Slaidburne, yeomang died in 1677ý02 
1 
Quartermaster Francis Smith: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such a 
man from Spilsby in Lincolnshire was fined 
Z2.10s. in 1650 for delinquency 1642/6ý03 
Quartermaster William Smith: Such a man of Burnby, Yorkshireq admitted this 
rank in 1650 laying evidence against a '. 
I 
agent, but for a curious twist to the case, see 
Captain Richard Cholmeley, Belasyse's Horse 
ý04 
1 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Anderson, cited in the List. 
Captain Francis Harrimang claimed in the List from Oxfordshire. 
Captain Z' 7 Haxbyl cited in the List. 
Captain Richard Hyde, claimed in the Zist from Lincolnshire. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Keightley, cited in the List. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Thompson, cited in the List, possibly an error for Captain 
Thomlinsong see above. 
Lieutenant Peter Constable, claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Langley0s troop. 
Lieutenant John Hope, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant John Jackson, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Constable's troop. 
Lieutenant Archibald MacVicar, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Keightley's troop. 
Lieutenant Edward Wilkinsons claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Brandling's troop. 
Cornet Anthony Durham, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Dimnellai 
troop. 
Cornet George Flesher, claimed in the List''from Yorkshire, Captain Killing- 
hall's troop. 
Cornet Mathew Halford, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Major Bale's 
troop. 
a- 
Cornet Steven Smith, claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Langley's 
troop. 
Quartermaster Thomas Allen, claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain 
Yeord's troop. 
quartermaster Edmund Edlington, claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, 
Vaptain Cooke's troop. 
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Quartermaster John Escrick, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Constable's troop. 
Quartermaster Barnaby Forcer, claimed in the List from Durham. 
Quartermaster Thomas Forster, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Langley's troop. 
Quartermaster Basil Hall, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Andersons 
troop. 
Quartermaster Martin Hyde, claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Haxby's 
troop. 
Quartermaster Cuthbert Pallister, claimed in the List from York-ohire, Captain 
Haxby's troop. 
Quartermaster Richard Pattisong claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Quartermaster Robert Renthallq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster John Richardsont claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Sunderland's troop, 
Quartermaster Thorp Salving claimed in the List from Yorkshire. (He does not 
appear in any Salvin, pedigreej though possit-1-yan illegitimate scion of the 
family. Alternatively, it may be an error, and the name of a claimant's place 
of maidence inserted, Thorp Salvin lying in the Hatfield Level area of South 
Yorkshire). 
Quartermaster William Sclater, claimed in, the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster James Walkerl, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster William.. Workerl claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Ferdinando LEIGHtS Regiment of Horse. 
A predominantly Yorkshire regiment, for the whereabouts of which during 
the war we have practically no evidence, except such as appears in various 
officer biographies. There is a curious document extant, recording the 
delivery of 80 muskets and 40 pistols to this regiment on November 14th 1643t 405 
but what a cavalry regiment can have wanted with muskets is a mystery, it 
may be that Leigh had a few dragoons, or that he was transporting the muskets 
on behalf of another unit. There is no evidence to suggest that Leigh was 
also a dragoon commander. 
Colonel Sir Ferdinando Leigh: Son of Thomas Leigh of Hiddletong Rothwell nei 
Leeds, and knighted in 1617, he was a leading 
colliery owner in Yorkshire. Related to the 
Stanleys, he had served for a time as Governor of the Isle of Man, and as a 
Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles I. On February 13th 1644 he was. 
lying ill in York, "with such pains in the head that he knew not what he did". 
Perhaps he was subjected to migraine attacks. He probably fought on Marston 
Moors and was in Skipton garrison until that castle fell in December 1645, whi 
indicates a degree of resolute Royalism, He died in-1654 andýwas buried in 
the church at Pontefract, ruined during the siege 
ý06- 
No lt. colonel has been identified for this regiment. 
407 
Major Robert Watson: Cited in the List, but impossible to identify. 
Captain John Consett: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq he was of Bossall 
in the North Riding, Gentleman, perhaps a relation of 
William Consett of Hovinghaml yeoman, juror at Helmal 
Quarter Sessions in January 1633. John Consett yielded in, 1645, and in his 
composition proceedings in 1649 was described as a "Practitioner in Physic". 
4o8 
He paid Z4.6.8d., to clear his delinquency. 
Captain John Leigh: Cited, in the List, and not, apparentlyl of-the main 
Rothwell family, although described in one source as 
Colonel Leights son. John, fifth of the five sons of 
Thomas Legh, of Adlington, Cheshire, was killed in the civil wars 
ý09 
Captain Francis Lessells: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, but hard to 
be sure of. The Lascelles family of Northallerton 
from which came the Parliamentarian commander 
Colonel Francis Lascelles, produced another Francis, born in 1593, fourth of 
the five sons of Francis Lascelles Esquire who died in 1628. Alternativelyl 
the Lascelles family, of Kirby upon Wiske produced four seminary priests at this 
period. A Francis Lascelles, born in 1612, was heir of William Lascelles of 
Stanke 
ý10 
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RLx2tain William Leyburn: A commissionj signed by Newcastle and dated October 
7th 1643, makes this specific regimental designation 
for us. However, we are'here concerned with one of 
the most insoluble mysteries of the northern regimentag and what follows must be 
held to apply to William Leyburn of Colonel George Middletonts Horse (q. v. ), 
and to William Leyburn of the Queen's Lifeguard of Horse (q. v, ). The commiss- 
ion cited above is definite, but the only allusion to this regiment for Leyburn 
which we have. Cited under George Middleton is a Captain L*'- _7 
Leyburn, 
apparently taken prisoner at Hunslett in March 1644 (see Vol. 1), and in the 
defence of Pontefract. This is perfectly straightforward9 in the sense that 
we may have to do with two separate Leyburns, but thelconfusion arises in the 
various genealogies. According to one sourceq almost contemporaryg a Captain 
William Leyburn was killed in action in 1643 at Sheriff Hutton, the only engage- 
ment fought there being in January or February of that year. If this is , 
accurate, it rules out William Layburn of Leigh's. Thus we are confronted with 
the problem of finding two William Leyburns, and possibly'a third Leyburn for 
Middleton's. It is at this point that the matter becomes even more complicated 
as will be seen. The pedigree of the Leyburn family-of Cunswick near Kendal 
in Westmorland, alludes to William Leyburnj son of John Leyburnq killed in 
battle at Sheriff Hutton as a Cornet in the Queen's Horse. Incidentally, this 
Leyburn killed at Sheriff Hutton is listed as a Catholic. Yet another source, 
alluding to the Sheriff-Hutton engagementg returns to the rank of captain but 
insists upon the Queen's regiment-designation and adds the date 1644. The 
obstacles are several. Firstly, the battle at Sheriff Hutton was fought almost 
certainly on or around January 12th 1643, for Captain John Hotham on the 15th 
wrote to Newcastle concerning it. That saidl it must also be said that the 
Queen's regiment did not exist in January 1643, nor was it in the north at any 
time in 1644 (even allowing for the later date as referringto a minor action 
during the retreat to York in April of that year). one positive factor, how- 
ever, is that a troop of Lancashire cavalry, later to form the nucleus of the 
queenlsýHorse, was beaten up at Malton in January 1643, although this was a 
distinctive engagement from that at Sheriff Hutton. It does serve, howeverl 
to show that there were forces in Yorkshire at that date destined to become part 
of the Queen's Lifeguard (see Vol. 1). 
Turning to the question of identificationg allusion has been made to John 
Leyburn of Cunswick and his son William. Both were Recusants, with present- 
ations as such in 1632 and listed as such in the sequestration proceedings of 
the Interregnum, their estate undischarged. in 1655, There ares howeverg two 
other Leyburns, William of Torisholm and George of Nateby, the latter apparentIV 
a younger son of John of Cunswick. Beyond this it has not been possible to 
go 
ý11 
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It would be feasible to say that Leyburn in Leigh's Horse may represent 
a transfer from Middleton'sor, indeed, vice versa. This does notl howeverl 
solve the mystery of Cornet/Captain Leyburn of the Queents fregimentl*killed in 
1643 or 1644. 
Meutenant John Lister: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Lessell's 
troop. For this man, see a man of the same name, 
acting captain of dragoons, Skipton garrison (Sir 
John Mallory's Dragoons). The link is based upon Leigh's presence in the 
garrison in 16459 and seems acceptable 
ý12 
Lieutenant Anthony Swillovant: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. One or 
more of this name served in the defence of 
413 
ed in Ramsdents division. 
Pontefract, and a Captain Swillovant was list- 
Cornet Joseph Naylor: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, and served in 
Pontefract garrison. Of Flanshawev Gentleman, fined 
z48 in 1649ý14 
quartermaster Nathaniel Lister: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Leigh's troop. Such a man of Cudworth, 
415 
Royston, died c. 1680. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Robert Dixont cited in the List (but see Chisenall's Horse). 
Lieutenant John Cooper% claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Dixonif 
troop. 
Lieutenant Robert Hutchinsong claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Watson's troop. 
Cornet George Dixons Waimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain Dixon's 
troop. 
Quartermaster Joseph Dixong claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Dixon's troop. 
Quartermaster Nicholas Durnellj claimed in the List from Yorkshire, 
Captain Consett's troop* 
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I 
Colonel Sir Christopher LOWTHER'S Horse. 
One of the Cumbrian colonels who promised much and performed little, 
Lowther was commissioned as a colonel of foot and is dealt with as such in 
Appendix II. The only evidence for the existence of a troopq or part-troop of 
cavalry, rests upon a claimant in the List, Captain George Briscoe. Briscoe, 
claiming from Cumberland, cannot be other than the man of the same rank claiming 
in the regiment (or troop) of John Lamplugh (qov. ). Apart from this being 
a double claim, and therefore quite improper even if factually accurate, it 
also raises the problem of whether Briscoe was under Curwen before Lamplugh, or 
vice versa. It is possible that Lamplugh was at one time lt. colonel to 
Curwen, were it not for the fact that no regiment of Curwen's cavalry ever 
seems to have existed, but it would be a more valid idea if Briscoe had, for 
416 
examRie, been cited under Lamplugh instead of actually claiming under him, 
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Colonel Sir John LOWTHER'S Horse. 
Sir John, like Sir Christopher Lowther (qovo, above), was commissioned as 
an infantry colonel and is dealt with as such. The evidence for a troop of 
horse rests solely upon the List, where a Cornet'John Richardson claimed from 
Westmorland. He was Of Crosby Ravensworth, seeking to compound in 1653 on a 
fine of Z30 after his lands had been inserted in the Third Treason Act of 
417 
1652. Styled yeoman. 
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(Colonel) Francis MALHAHIS Horse. 
Little is known of this regiment, supposing that itýexisted as such in 
1642/6, and was not then merely a troop when Malham may have, been lt. colonel in 
another regiment. The details concerning Malham and his officers are extremely 
slender, but of Malham's activism and ultimate rank there is no doubt. 
(Colonel) Francis Malham: Of Elslackg Esquire, first of the"four sons of 
Francis Malham of the same. Francis II vas 
brought up as a ward of the earl of Cumberland, 
which may have'influenced his Royalism. The family had'a tradition of 
Recusancy, but nothing stronger than that, and no suspicion seems to have 
attached to Francis II. In his composition he admitted to having fought on 
Marston Moor and in Pontefract garrison (this in 1648? ), and there is a refer- 
ence to his capture at Rowton Heath in September 1645. He was certainly by 
then riding with the Northern Horse, having signed the petition of February 
1645. Fined Z300, in respect of property at Stanforth, Coniston and Elslack, 
he died in May 1660 and was buried at Grantham. The family terminated with 
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his son and heir. 
Captain Edmund Tatham: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret of Burton in 
Lonsdale, Gentleman. His lands were inserted in the 
1652 Treason Act and he petitioned to compound in 
1653, his fine assessed at Z11.5.9.0d 
ý19 
Cornet Johh Bannister: Claimed in the List from Lancashire,, but unidentified 
at presentý20 
quartermaster Henrl Gudgpon:, Claimed in the List. from Yorkshire, perhaps a 
connection of William Gudgeon of Skipton, who 
compounded for dwelling in that garrison, on 
a fine of X30 in 1647 
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Colonel'Sir John MALLORY'S Horse (Skipton Garrison). 
Unlike the garrison forces under Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley (q, v, ), we do 
not seem here to be dealing with clearly defined regimental structure. Indeed, 
a good deal of inter-change between mounted and infantry personnel was appar- 
ently the rule rather than the exception, but this is virtually always the case 
with garrison as opposed to field forces. For the sake of clarity, Mallory's 
Horse, Foot and Dragoon units have been dealt with precisely as they appear in 
the List, with the field commanders noted according to their actual unit 
citation by claimants9 and not according to other evidences. Thus, -Lt. Colonel 
Norton appears under Mallory's Dragoons (see Appendix III) even though we have 
evidence that places him in the Horse as well. He is not, however, cited under 
Horse in the List. There is an interesting allusion to the Skipton Horse in 
a document dated January 29th 1644, giving the strength of the garrison. At 
this date there were 88 cavalry in the castle, divided roughly_on regimental 
lines, as lt. colonel's troop (20). three captain's troops at 12,12 and 13 
respectively, and a colonel's troop of 40. It is interesting to note here 
that no major is mentionedg and that the three captains involved, Dawson, 
Hardeastle and Lister respectively, do not appear in the List under the Horse 
designation. The same document noted that most of the horses had been sent to 
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the Marquess of Newcastle in his campaign against the Scots. 
Colonel Sir John Mallory: Born in 1611, second son but eventual heir through 
the elder son William's death in 1636, of William 
Mallory of Studley Park near Ripon, who died in 
1646. John matriculated at Caius College, Cambridge, in 1625 and entered the 
Middle Temple in 1627. Upon his elder brother's death, he returned to York- 
shire and remained there until elected to Parliament as MP for Ripon in 1640. 
He voted against Strafford's attainder, and against the revolutionary Militia 
Ordinance. Knighted by the King in December 16419 he betrayed Catholic ,I 
sympathies by refusing to sign the 1641/2 Protestation. Appointed a Commiss- 
ioner of Array in Yorkshire in 16429 he launched himself upon a course that, 
working from a financially insecure basel led to the ruin of the family by his 
death in-1655. He wasted no time in raising men for the King. On August 18th 
it was noted that "Sir John Mallory, in his Regimentj hath already caused Money 
to be furnished to his Soldiers by the Constableaq and Arms to be taken from 
the Soldiers" which must meant removed from the Trainband, on September 24th, 
so one Francis Bunney deposed. years later at his own composition, Mallory was 
at Ripon preparing to march to join the King, and Bunney had sent him men and 
arms. Mallory, when compoundingg admitted recruiting in 1642/3. Although 
prominent in the move to have the earl of Newcastle brought into Yorkshire, 
he was, in December, selected by the earl of Cumberland to act as governor of 
the earl's fortress-house of Skipton, and there Sir John remained throughout 
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the war. In January 16449 he was reviewing the garrison in the light of the 
Scottish invasiont and raising reinforcements for Newcastle. He held Skipton 
resolutely throughout 1644/5, finally succumbing to ill-health in October of 
the latter year. Lord Digby, commanding in the north, reaching Skipton after 
his defeat at Sherburn in Elmet, confirmed Mallory's command with a new commi- 
ssion, putting the command into several hands until he should recover. Sir 
John surrendered on December 21st. An extremely savage fine was levied on him, 
amounting to Z3023 in all. Implicated in the 1654/. 5 risingt he was too ill 
to take an active role, and died soon after. His monument at Ripon, sombre 
and unostentatious, merely hints at his service to the King. It may more 
clearly reflect the want of money which resulted from that serviceý23 
Major John Hughes: such a man was also cited in the Queen's Horse (q. v. ) but 
cannot be the same. The name is not unusual. Vicars 
alluded to Hughes as commander of a Skipton raid against 
Keighley on February loth 1645, where he was wounded, for Major Hughes "a most 
valiant souldier" was buried at Skipton on the l9th. He may have been the 
John Hughes of'Rilstons Yorkshire, whose will was granted administration in 
1653/49 and perhaps the son of Robert Hughes of York who matriculated in 1622 
from University College, Oxfordq at the age of 1 4ý24 
Captain Edward Catterall: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, probate grantec 
in 1681 in the case of such a man, of York, styled 
Gentlemaný25 
Captain Jordan Prideaux: An assumption, based upon the evidence of Skipton 
Parish Registers, that three of his men were buried 
there who had been slain at Carlton on March 9th 
1643. Prideaux, son of the bishop of Worcester, was killed at Marston Moor. 
He is cited in the List but lacks regimental designation 
ý26 
Lieutenant Arthur Catterall: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Catterall's troop. Of Rathmell in Giggleswick_,,, 
Gentleman, he drew up a list of his losses in 
the war. Taken into custody in 1648, captured in 1650 when in arms for the 
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King by raiders from Raby, perhaps brother to his captain, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Richard Dixon, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet Hugh Broome, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet John Tomms, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Prideaux's. 
Quartermaster John Finch, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Stephen Walshl claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Charles Cavendish Viscount MANSrIELDIS Regiment of Horse. 
Here again, as in the case of the earl of Newcastle's younger son, Henry, 
whose regiment has been examinedl we are dealing with a purely titular command. 
What we lack for this regiment is even a tentative identification of its lt. 
colonel, although the major is known. Attention must also be drawn to the 
strong similarities which will be discovered upon comRaring the officer list of 
this regiment with that of Henry Cavendish., One is tempted to argue that the 
similarities are sufficient to show some field connection between these two 
regiments, but the evidence is not strong enough to support that contention, 
and they must be continued to be viewed as separate units. 
Colonel Charles Viscount Mansfield: The son and heir of the earl of Newcastle 
but his exact date of birth is not known. 
According to Alfred Woodl he was born in 
1626, which would make him about 16 in 1642. This is clearly an error, as 
Keeler noted, since he sat as MP for East Retford in Nottinghamshire in 1640 
when he must have been at least 18. The date of birth problem has never 
been satisfactorily settled. 9 but Keeler, settling for extreme youth for want 
of other evidence, argued that he could not have held military command. On 
the contrary, had he been barely 18 in 1640, he would have been quite old 
enough in 1642/3 to command a regiment in the field, even if he was reliant upon 
the guidance of, a professional s8ldier, whose name we do not know. Wood made 
the remarkable claim that Mansfield was abroad in 1643t but there is no no 
evidence for this. Certainlyl he went into exile after Marston Moor, and we 
can suppose that he fought alongside his father on that field. Exempted from 
pardon in 1649 (surely further indication of his military involvement), he 
returned to England in 1652 to pursue his compositiont which suggests a breach 
with his father or a want of fervour in the cause. His case was to be recom- 
mended to the Lord Protector on July let 1653 under the terms of the Act of 
Obliviont and was recommended to Parliament on the 30th. By February 3rd 1654 
the act was held to extend to him, and his case was referred back to Cromwell. 
Some suspicion must have attached to himg not unreasonablyt for there are 
references to his having been apprehended in England in 1651, in Aprilt which- 
puts back to before the Worcester campaign, his actual return home. He died in 
1659 and was buried at Bolsover. Secretary Nicholas wrote to the marquess of 
Newcastle, "I must console with you on the lose of your noble son, Viscount 
Mansfield. He was a matchless son, a truly noble and virtuous person. it 
has pleased God to take him to himself as too good for this wicked world; it 
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must be a great comfort that he is translated to a better place .... 10 
Major Jude Leigh: The single reference to this man's rank and regiment is 
contained in the family pedigrees. He was"the younger of 
twin sons of William Leigh of Eckington by his second 
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marriage. He served under Buckingham at the Isle of Rhe, and was killed during' 





Bealby: Cited in the List, see also Henry Cavendish's Horse 
and Francis Wortley's Horse. 
Captain W. Harebread: Cited in the List, probably William Harebread, first of 
the two or more sons of Richard Harebread of Wistow. 
One Harebread, as-a gentleman volunteer, served in 
Pontefract during the siege. Williamls brother John was, apparently, executed 
by order of Prince Rupert at Liverpool in 1644, for an unspecified crimeq but 
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probably desertion., 
Captain Anthony Nevil: Cited in'the List, second of the two sons of Gilbert 
Nevil(le) of Grove, Anthony was born in 1619. Acc- 
ording to the pedigree, he was a major, and might have 
achieved that rank after Leigh's death (see above). He died in 1688 and was 
buried at Evertoný31 
Captain George Stanhope: Cited in the Listj he claimed under Henry Cavendish 
(q. v. ). Tentatively, he may have been the third 
of the three sons of Sir Edward Stanhope of Grymston' 
sometime High Sheriff of Yorkshire. George was born in 1615 and died in 16784 
Probate granted in the following year. Styled of Kirby Wharfe, Gentleman. 
An unidentified Captain Stanhope was, however, buried in York Minster on 
February 3rd 1644ý32 
Captain John Thomlinson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq but see a man 
of the same name and rank in Langdale's Horse. 
Howeverl the name is common enough to permit of two 
such, and in the pedigree of the Thomlinsons of Burnel Yorkshire, this man's 
rank and regiment Is clearly given, supporting the List. He was first of-the 
three sons of William Thomlinson of Burne who died in 1652. John, born in 
16239 died in 1680 having been captain of horse to the Lord Mansfieldý33 
Lieutenant Lucian Lewins: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Hare- 
bread's troop. He was the second son of Thomas 
Lewins of Rusholme, and yielded in 1643 claiming 
that friends had coerced him into taking up arms, He was fined Z133-13.4d., 
and discharged in 1647. The brother of Major Lewis Lewins (see Glemham's 
Foot) 
ý34 
Lieutenant Henry Mit(t)ford: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Bealby's troop. Such a man, of Gatesides 
Gentlemans compounded in 1629 as a Recusant for 
lands held in right of his wifeý35 
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Cornet William Tong: 
servant to send in his 
regiments, but at a st: 
reading of 'Leighjý36 
Claimed in the List from Nottinghamshiret Captain 
Cooke's troop. Of Epworth, Lincolnshire, he admitted 
to having served under a 'Major Kayet as he had no 
place. 'Kaye' defies identification in the northern 
retch of the imagination could be construed as a mis- 
Quartermaster William Jefferson: Claimed in the List 
, 
from Yorkshire, Captain 
Stanhope's troop. Possibly the same as of 
Rightong yeomant probate granted 1676ý37 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Cooke, cited in the List. 
Captain Richard Justices claimed in the List from Kente 
Captain Whites cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Thomas Perkinsq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Harebread's troop. 
Cornet John Holland, claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain White's 
troop. 
Cornet Gowan Pollard, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Rare- 
bread's troop. 
Cornet Robert Watson, claimed in, the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet Edward Webb, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, Captain 
Nevills troop. 
Quartermaster Gilbert Campanet, claimedýin the List from Yorkshire, Captair 
Bealby's troop. 
Quartermaster Thorp Underwood, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Bealbyta troop. 
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Colonel Sir John MARLEY'S Horse (Newcastle Garrison). 
This did not exist as a regiment, but as a troop or two auxiliary to the 
main regiment of foot, under which Marley's career is dealt with. Like the 
infantry, the Newcastle cavalry had their roots in the Trainband forces, but 
must have been increased in size and strength by neighbouring Royalist families. 
No individual actions of this troop have been recorded, but at the storm of 
Newcastle they must have doubled as horse and foot, (see Vol. 1). 
Captain Ral2h Bowes: Claimed in the List from Newcastle. Two such can be 
identified. Ralph, younger brother of Sir George 
Bowes (qov. 9 Brandling's Horse), styled of Hexham, 
Gentleman, was fined X20.12s. for "adhering" to the royal cause during the 
first war. Probably the same as Ralph Bowes, merchantj who was not, so it- 
seems, a member of the Merchant Adventurer's Company. He was listed in 1665 
4-48 
for five chimneys in Denton or Neville Tower Ward of the city Hearth Tax roll. -' 
Captain Thomas Jackson: Cited in the List, the evidence strongly favouring 
Thomas Jackson of Newcastle, a son of Thomas Jackson 
of Harraton and brother of Lt. Colonel John Jackson 
(q. v., Floyd's Foot). in 1629 apprenticed to a mercer, he compounded in 1649 
Icz 
for actions in 1648 and was fined f, 33.6.8d. Ile died in 1682'. 
9 
Captain Charles Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, appearing on 
November 17th 1658 as a brother of the Adventurers 
Company experiencing apprentice troubles 
ý40 
Cornet Henry Bowes: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain Jackson's 
troop. Such a man was fourth of the four sons of Henry 
Bowes of Newcastle, Esquire, who died in 1624 at the age 
of 50. Cornet Henry would not have been too old for this rank, although there 
is a curious reference in 1657 to a Henry Bowes Junior trading to Holland 
ý41 
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Colonel (Sir) William MASON'S Regiment of Horse. 
It is hard to say when this regiment came into existence. It may have 
grown from a troop of Sir William Widdrington's Horse (q. v. )q perhaps emerging 
after Marston Moor. It is bedevilled with problemsq not least the actual 
identity of its colonel, as will shortly become apparent. Samuel Luke made a 
clear reference to the regiment on February 26th 1645 as part of the Northern 
Horse brigade moving towards Newark, en route to Pontefract 
ý42 
Colonel (Sir) William Mason: The evidence for Mason as a colonels as for the 
existence of Richard Dacre (q. v. ), is quite 
sound. Unlike Dacre, howeverl there does not 
seem to be the least clue to enable identification to be even tentatively put 
forward. The earliest apparent reference to Mason comes in October 1643 when 
he was operating with the earl of Newcastle's army. Masons at Tutbury, wrote 
to Gell in Derby requesting release of a prisoner, "upon my word the next 
prisoneý I have I will send you for him". The next positive reference to 
Mason comes on March 6th 1645, wheng as part of the Northern Horses he had 
participated in the relief of Pontefract. On that date Langdale wrote to 
Rupert: "Colonel Mason was importunate to wait on your Highness with such 
letters as were to be sent from the officers of the Northern Horse, but finding 
him very slow in a case of that importance, I sent this gentleman ... 11. This 
observation suggests Mason was elderly, and that he had some prior attachment 
to Rupert. His signature appeared on the petition of the Northern Horse in 
February. If he were an old man, attention perhaps should be paid to the 
composition of Sir William Mason, Counsellor at Laws of Sloley in Norfolk. The 
County Committee there reported that this Mason had made mis-statements about 
his property, had falsified dates in a petition and certificate to gain leave 
to compound, amongst other misdemeanours. They said that he was not worth 
2200, and he was discharged in 16499 his only property being an estate for life 
in right of his wife who was then 80 years old. The age of the wife is no bar 
to this being our colonel, since it may have been a marriage of opportunity by 
Mason who, clearly, was a man without landed property. Colonel Mason was 
knighted at Oxford on March 28th 1645. He seems to have gone into exile, and 
if the Counsellor at Law, subsequent to the killing of Charles Is for in 1656 
we find the name Mason concealed beneath a cypher, "Mrs. Hooker", of whose 
safety Secretary Nicholas's correspondent was glad to learn. We have a direct 
reference to Mason in Brussells with Charles II in May of the same year* in 
1661 he appended his signature to a petition in favour of Thomas Edwardst who 
had fought at Marston Moor. Beyond this it has not proved possible to go 
ý43 
Lt. Colonel John Galliard: Cited in the List, but if his colonel raises 
problems, Galliard is no better. Who this man 
wasq or from whence he came, does not seem to 
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have survived. His signature appeared on the 1645 petition of the Northern 
Horse, and we next hear of him in 1651 at Wigan Lane, captured woundedl and 
dead soon afterwards 
ý44 
Captain Thomas Mason: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, logically 
a relation of his colonels with whom he signed the 1661 
petition of Thomas Edwards already mentioned -(see 
above). Possibly of Southwell in Nottinghamshire, and. of St. Sepulchres in 
445 
London, came in at Oxford in 1646 and fined Z250. 
Cornet John Clayton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Lt. Colonel 
Galliard's troop. Such a man, styled Junior, of 
Haworthq was listed as a Recusant in 1666 
ý46 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Thomas Masons claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Mason's troop (a son? ). 
Cornet James Paddison, claimed in the List from Surrey. 
Cornet John Pindarg claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Quartermaster William Bartram, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Quartermaster Clinton Roes claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Lt. 
Colonel Galliard's troop* 
Quartermaster Isaac Sharpe, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir John MAYNEY'S Regiment of Horse. 
One of the consequences of the lack of research into the Royalist armies 
has been the continued obscurity, broken here and there by a fleeting allusion, 
of men like Sir John Mayney. 
, 
Whilst definite references to his Horse occur 
only in 1644, so far as can be ascertained, we are fortunate in having a summary 
of his services to the King compiled probably in the early 166ols. This is 
dealt with in the survey of his careerl below, but requires mention here in 
that, whilst it deals with Mayney as an individual, information incidental to 
the regiment can be gleaned from it by inference, but not specific enough for 
inclusion at this point. Mayney's $regiment' of foot, if it ever existed as 
such, was a 1648 force, raised in Kent and its environs to defend Maidstone; 
whereas his cavalryl recruited in Yorkshire and the north probably late in 1643, 
is almost exclusively a 1642/6 formation. Stationed in the Isle of Axholm in 
January and February 1644, from which area it was finally driven in the latter 
. 
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month, it appears to have served for a time in Lincolnshire in March before 
joining Rupert's and Newcastle's cavalry. In action on Mai: ston Moor, the 
regiment, or what was left of itq accompanied Rupert into Lancashire afterwards, 
where Mayney returned to a separate command (see Vol. 1). Forming a brigade of 
broken cavalry regiments, Sir John began a series of minor campaigns that 
presaged the greater achievements of the Northern Horse. In September 1644, 
he broke up the Parliamentary siege forces around Pontefract and spent some time 
at the castle. His regimentl howeverg: fared less well. "His regiment of 
horse he had sent with y8 rest of y8 horse to Newark, and at his coming he 
found most of ym unhorsed by lying in Quarters abroad, taken and beaten up by 
ye enemy. Therefore he desirld ye Commissioners of Newark to repair ye loss he 
had, and to furnish him again with horse; wch they consented unto, and allotted 
upon several towns a proportion of horse, and ye Country men to be allowed for 
j, 
449 it in their sesments; his quarter to be at Kelham Eventually reaching 
Oxford after several incidents (see Vol. 1), the regiment merged with the 
Northern Horse. Samuel Luke told the earl of Essex on February 26th 1645 
that "Waynets" regiment, meaning Mayney'sl was riding towards Newark, and this 
was prior to the relie f of Pontefractý50 It doubtless shared the gradual 
destruction of the brigade at Naseby, Rowton and Sherburn in Elmet, disappearing 
by the end of 1645. 
Colonel Sir John Mayneyl: Much of what follows is based upon the account of 
his services to Charles I and Charles 119 supplem- 
ented where possible by other sources. Sir John 
was the son of Walter Mayney of Linton in Kent, Esquire, and grandson of Sir 
Anthony Mayney of the same, A JP in Kent, he was created'a baronet in June 
1641. When the King moved to York in 1642, Mayney carried to him the petition 
of the loyal gentry of Kent, and was made a Commissioner of Array for that 
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county. Returning to exercise his authority, he was apprehended but escaped, 
and succeeded in organising the distribution of some 3000 proclamations con- 
demning the earl of Essex, In London, Sussex and Kent. Arrested for a second 
time at Hyde, he again escaped and made his way to Nottinghams where he enlisted 
as a gentleman volunteer under Prince Rupertq then under the earl of Northamp- 
ton and finally under Charles Gerard. He commanded a squadron of Horse at 
Cirencester late in 1642. Authorised to treat for loans in Kent to help to 
finance the northern and western armies, he claimed that he had succeeded in 
raising a large sum including Z5,600 on his own estates and other money from 
pawning his wife's jewels and the family plate to the sum of Z1,200. He was 
next commissioned to go to Holland to buy arms and ammunitions but was taken 
at Colchester before he could embark. His captors, howeverg apparently let 
him slip away, for an anonymous Royalist in Rotterdam noted on March'Dth 1643 
IlSr John Mainee sent ... for carbines and 200 
Z_ 211 had secured them. The 
weapons eventually reached Chester, the ship carrying them sailing around the 
Scottish coast. Mayney himself reached Newcastle upon Tyne with additional 
equipment which included 14 cannon. Commissioned by the earl of Newcastle to 
raise a regiment of Horse and some dragoons, he fought at Beverley in 1643 and 
was active at the siege of Hull. Going into the Isle of Axholm whilst the 
main army set off northward against the Scotss Mayney was initially successful. 
Supported by the Horse and Foot'regiments of Colonel Sir William Saville (q. v. ) 
and the Horse of Sir William Widdrington (q. v. ), he gave Meldrum a rough time, 
and succeeded in despoiling the entire regiment of Colonel Fr ancis Lascelles. 
At this point, the memoir contradicts Mercurius Aulicus, the latter claiming i 
(see above) that this regiment of Horse fought in Lincolnshire in March, where-ý, 
as Mayney himself stated that it returned into Co. Durham in time to fight at 
Bowden Hill (see Vol. 1). During the, retreat to York, Newcastle sent Mayney 
to Oxford to solicit helps having already been sent to Rupert as Newcastle's 
personal envoy. He commanded a brigade at Marston Moor (this has not been 
previously noticed), and after acting as escort to Newcastle and James King 
on their journey to Scarborough and exile, rejoined Rupert at Bolton Castle in 
Swaledale, separating from him again in northern Lancashire. (For Mayney's 
campaigns in Furness and Cartmell see Vol* 1 where they are dealt with at 
length). Quite severely wounded in this fighting, "his mouth cut up to his 
earl', he led his brigade to the relief of Pontefract where he was again wounded 
and forced to stay for some eight weeks in the castiel during which time his 
regiment was badly mauled near Newark. On October 12th from Pontefractq he 
was busy trying to achieve the exchange of Lt. Colonel Sir Simon Fanshawe. 
Rejoining his regiment at Newark, he decided th ride for Oxfords by night-time 
marches, but was surprised near Daventry, wounded yet again, and captured. 
Slingsby stated that Mayney sought the battle which might have been avoided: 
llSr in Mainy ... would by no means we should decline ym, but march directly by-ye 
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Town. Wn we were gone a little beyond ye Town, upon an ascending Hill, by a 
Wood side, we espild their Scouts coming forth. Upon ye top of ye Hill, under 
ye wood sides we made a stand". and after initial success, were broken and 
scattered. The earl of Northampton succeeded in rescuing Mayney, who went on 
to Oxford, although in the meantime his brigade had been handed over to Lord 
Byron and destroyed near Belvoir. Commissioned to recruit again, such plans 
were thrown to the wind by the defeat & Naseby, and Mayney next served under 
Goring at Taunton, and then under Charles Gerard in Wales. The King sent him 
to the Queen with appeals for European help, and to the English merchant 
interest in Holland and Flanders for money. He succeeded in raising at least 
some finance, but with the end of the war in 1646, went to Venice. Taking a 
commission from the King of Spain, he served in the army of the Viceroy of 
Naples and was given a Spanish regiment to command. The 1648 rising led him 
back to England, where he was apprehended on the Isle of Wight but released on 
bail. He threw himself into conspiracy, and commanded in the defence of 
Maidstone where he resisted Sir Thomas Fairfax for a full five hours. Left 
among the dead after the storm, he slipped away intending to join the 
* 
Colchesterýl 
garrison but the town was too tightly invested. He was arrested in 1650 when 
trying to convey a large sum of money into France for the exiled King, and was 
committed to the Peterhouse prison on May 13th. on June 6th he was released 
on bail of ZIOOO "to observe the Act for confinement of delinquentsq appear 
when requiradq and be of good behaviour". In May 1652 he was summoned before 
the Committee for Examinationsq and was later discharged on a bond of 92000 to 
appear when summoned and not to set foot in Kent for six months without leave. 
Implicated in the 1659 rising, he specifically mentioned his involvement with 
Booth in Cheshire, he was informed against by Bulstrode Whitelock and arrested. 
Released when the emergency was over, he joined Brownelim rising. After the 
war, Mayney seems to have benefited little, if at allj from this devotion. 
He died, in circumstances bordering on poverty, in 1676, and was succeeded by 
his son and heir, the second baronets who died in 1706. The second'son had 
committed suicide in 1694. The direct Mayney line was at an enC. -; " 
Lt. Colonel Sir Nicholas Fortescue: Cited in the List, a Catholic, known as 
the Knight of Malta. In 1641 he was 
criticised as one of those who "have 
collected or taken any summes of money9 by colour or pretence of subsediesl 
imposts or aydess upon any merchandize whatsoever not graunted by consent in 
, parliment" and "are delinquents". He was the foremost of the farmers thus 
condemned, and a sum of Z24,318 lisied against him. Fortescue died in arms in 
Lancashire during the war 
ý52 
Major William Beckwith: Cited in the List, the name is fairly common in 
armigerous circles at this time* A William Beckwith 
of Thurcroft in Laughton was born in 1624, third of 
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the three sons by the father's second marriage, of Roger Beckwith of Aldborough 
who died in 1634. William, also styled of Burton super Yoret was presented as 
a Recusant at Helmsley in 1669 and died in 1678. Roger, the father, was a 
younger brother of Marmaduke Beckwith of: Acton and Clynt, and he sold Clynt to 
his own younger brother, called William, in order to purchase the Aldborough 
property. This William, distinguished as of Clyntt had a son also called 
William, born in 1607, ahout whom virtually nothing is known. To further 
complicate matters, a William Beckwith was the third of nine sons of Thomas 
Beckwith of the senior line and was born in 1604. A Major Beckwith was taken 
prisoner during the 16,51 risingý53 
Captain Thomas Davill: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, the second son but 
heir of Thomas Davile of Kirby Fletham who died in 
1648. Thomas II was born c. 1624ý54 
Captain Andrew RZchaut: Claimed in the List from Kent, betokening a personal 
connection with Mayney perhaps. The Rychauts were 
of Dutch origin, and Andrew probably one of the eight 
sons of Sir Peter Rychaut of London, and grandson of Andrew Rychaut of Brabant. 
Sir Peter died in 1653. The Rychauts, of Aylesford Friary in Kentq were , 




Sall: This reference occurs in Mercurius Aulicus for March 
30th 1644, Captain Sall being credited with the capture 
of Crowland Abbey. Aulicus also gave the regiment, 
but, as has been said (see above) there is dispute about the regiment's where- 
abouts-in this month. The name is curious, and one notesa Thomas Salle of 
Tarniker dead by 1668 
ý56 
Captain Erasmus Smith: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, probably 
the Captain Smith sent by Mayney to Prince Rupert in 
October 1644, "desires that he be recommended to the 
King". He may well be the London merchant df the same namel with landed 
interests in Slane and Meath in Ireland, who on March 22nd 1650 was contracted 
to ship 1009000 lbs. of oatmeal to the army there, and on May 10th 400 quarters 
of wheatý57 
Cornet John Worsly: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Davill's 
troop. Probably second of the three sons of Thomas 
Worsly of the Boothsq Lancashirej Esquire. The third 
son was connected with Yorkshire, having land at Hovingham. John was a 
convi&ed Recusant in 1639 
ý58 
Quartermaster George Cooling: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Cooling's troop. Perhaps the same 
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man in June 1660 petitioning to be Postmaster at Doncaster. 
Quartermaster Thomas Dol(e)man: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Major 
Beckwith's troop. Thomas was fourth of the 
four sons of Marmaduke Doleman of DuncoatS, 
and from a noticeably Royalist and Recusant family (see Eurals Horse). Born 
in 1624, Thomas lived until 1668 when he died at Bulmore, Holme on Spalding 
Moor, having been indicted as a)Recusant in 1664ý6o 
Ruartermaster Thomas Hichmough: Claimed in the List from Norfolk, Major 
Beckwith's troop. Here-is a classic case 
of a certificate coming from a place other 
than that of ordinary domicile. Thomas Hitchmough of Hall Bank in Lancashire 
was convicted as a Recusant in 1629, together with his wife and son. The name 
461 
is virtually unknown in Norfolk, and the link is strong, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain William Bright, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain Bartholomew Coolingg claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Captain Thomas Hewittl claimed in the List from Kent. 
Captain Miles Stanhopeq cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Godfrey Cooling, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Lieutenant John FitzJamesq claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Lt. Colonel Fortecue's troop. 
Lieutenant Martin Hedlyq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet Henry Garnet, claimed in the List, from Yorkshirel Captain Stanhope's 
troop. 
Cornet George Surdeville, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Beck- 
with's troop (wrongly designated as ensig_n", J_. 
Quartermaster Mathew Aspenwelll claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel (Sir) George MIDDLETON'S Regiment of Horse. 
Contrary to the views of Peter Young, I have identified this regiment and 
the supposed regiment of Francis Middleton as one and the same. They were 
brothers, from a not particularly, rich family, and Francis Middleton's claim to 
a colonelcy rests, so far as can be ascertained, upon his citation in the List. 
No lt. colonel or major can be identified for his 'regiment':,, and unlike other 
such cases, there is nothing to corroborate the view of him as a colonel in his 
own right. Consequently, I have made the not, I think, unreasonable assumption 
that he may have served his elder brother George. George Middleton's regiment 
is, anywayl beset with problems, and in what follows I have ondeavoured to iron 
some of them out. From details concerning the officers, it seems that the 
regiment served in Yorkshire in February and March 1644, and probably fought at 
Marston Moor before losing itself in the homogeneity of the Northern Horse. 
Colonel (Sir) George Middleton: George was the eldest of the three sons of 
Thomas Middleton Esquire of Leighton Hall, 
Lancashire, his father being a convicted 
Recusant. A Foreign Burgess of Prestong George was made a baronet in June 
1642 (one source says, at Durham) and appointed to be a Commissioner of Array in 
Lancashire. Dismissed by the Parliament as a JP in Novemberg he was almost 
certainly recruiting in Lancashire towards the end of the year. He fought at 
Lancaster in 1643, and in Furness towards the end of the earl of Derby's camp- 
aigns in the county, after which he moved across the Pennines to Yorkshire 
where we next notice him serving under Lord Belasyse (see Vol. 1). Probably 
at Marston Moor, his regiment merged with the Northern Horse. George himself 
went over to Ireland before the end of the war, and command of the regiment may 
then have devolved upon his brotherg Francis. George petitioned in 1647 on 
the Dublin articles, and a fine of Z855.8s. levied which-was increased to 
zioi5. i. 4d. in 1650 when it was found that he had concealed certain assets. 
Throughout the proceedings against him, the Parliamentary committee refused to 
acknowledge his baronetcy and referred to him simply as Esquire. He was 
conspiring in 1654/5, and in 1656 Major General WorBley told Thurlo6 that he 
had received "some articles against George Middleton esq; sometime Sir G. 
Midleton" and had ordered his arrest. On March 10th, Thurloe was further 
told "I know not what hee can say to the witnesses; but to my apprehension 
they speake very pat to the businesse... I am much of opinion, that his defence 
will be of little use to hime ... If he be found guiltyl there's divers others 
alsoe will fall in the same guilt". High Sheriff of Lancashire at the 




Carvis: So cited in the Listj and an enormous problemg 
particularly in relation to the Captain Carnes 
and the Captain Thomas Carts similarly cited. 
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Young, confusing the fight at Hunslet with another in the East Riding in March 
1644 (see Vol. 1), suggested that the Captain 'Cardhouse, taken prisoner there 
in the company of a Captain Laybourne (see below, and also Ferdinando Leigh's 
Horse for this man) was the same as Lt. Colonel Carvis of this regiment. it 
is distinctly possible that Carvis of this regiment rose from a captaincy to 
be lt. colonel under Francis Middleton, but here again it is necessary to stress 
that whilst feasible, it is not susceptible of proof. The question is whether 
on the strength of the similarity of 'Cardhousel with 'Carvis', if we accept theý 
similarity, and further, of the connection between 'Carnes' and 'Carta' and 
'Carvist, we can assume the connection between Laybourne and Leyburn of this 
regiment as opposed to Leyburn of Leigh's Horse and thus come to the conclusion 
to which Young came. It seems still to be a moot point as to whether such a 
sweeping conclusion can be sustained. 
I tend to accept that 'Carnes# and 'Carts' are one and the samej and also 
that they might be renderings of 'Carvist, although for so many variants of one 
name in a single regiment in the List we are at a loss as to explanation. The 
question is further extended when the name 'Carus' is put forward, a name 
connected with Royalist delinquency in Lancashire and which seems not unconnected 
with 'Carvist. The 'Cardhousel problem is, however, not so easily reconciled, 
since it seems a somewhat lengthy misspelling when most such in the List were 
generally contractions or abbreviations. Here, then, we must attempt to 
identify Carvis, alias Carnes, alias Cartag alias Carus, and dispense with 
Cardhouse. 
On Hay 11th 1639 we have a reference to Captain Thomas Carng the first such. 
Thomas Carus of Haltong Lancashire, himself the son of another Thomas Carus of 
the same, was listed in 1647 as having lived in royal quarters during the war. 
He was born in 1612 and was living in 1664, and may be our man. However, 
Thomas I his father was also accused of being in arms, which seems a significant 
distinction between father and son, Thomas I dying in 1656, having compounded on 
a fine of 4516.10.0d. The Carus family had a history of Recusancy. Whilst 
tentatively identifying Thomas I of Halton as our It. colonel, the question 
receives a further twist by a man of the same name - Carus - in Tyldesley's 
Horse 
ý63 
Lt. Colonel Francis Middleton: We know little of him, except that he was very 
probably a younger brother of his colonel and 
appears in the List as a field officer. He 
is buried in Saxton church,, Yorkshire, where his monument reads: "Pray for the 
soul of Mr. Francis Hiddleton'of the House of Leighton in Lancashirej Collonel. 
under King Charles the First, uncle to Sir Francis Hungate (q. v., Vavasour's 
Horse) who deceased the 29th April ano domini 1680". He signed the 1645 
petition of the Northern Horse when he probably commanded the regimentý64 
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Captain Matthew Anderton: This man is tentatively inserted here. He was 
killed at Sheriff Hutton in 1643, alongside Captain 
William Leyburnq presumably of this regimentl but 
for a full discussion see Leyburn in Leights Horse 
ý65 
Captain Thomas Asmall: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Francis Middleton 
as field commander. Probably Thomas Asmall of 
Amerston Co. Durhaml son and heir of Thomas Asmall of 
Augkton in Lancashire. Thomas II born in 1621, was living in 1666 
ý66 
Captain (Thomas) Carnes (Carts): Cited in the List, see Lt. Colonel Carvis. 
Captain William Foxcroft: Cited in the List, also claimed without giving 
regiment, and cited by another claimant again 
without regimental designation. Such a man, of 
Claughtont Lancashire, died c. 1675 
ý67 
Captain Thomas Kidson: Cited in the List, also spelled 'Kitson', he was of 
Whartong IAncashirej Gentleman, fined Z390 in 1649 
for lands there and at Killington in Westmorland. 
Present when Lancaster was attacked in March 16439' and presumably at the storm 





Leyburn: Cited in the List, see Leigh's Horse for the 
I problem of identity. 
Captain Abraham Nelson: Claimed in the List, from Yorkshire, such of Trammire, 
469 Otley, yeoman, died in 1684. 
Lieutenant Charles Duckett: Claimed in the List from Westmorlandq Captain 
Leyburn's troop. Perhaps another son of 
Anthony Duckett of Grayrigg, Westmorlandq a 
Royalist delinquent who died c. 1648. An Ensign Duckett was captured at 
Wakefield in 1643, but the infantry rank would argue against this being the 
same man. Probably his father in Skipton, in September 1645 as agent for 
Colonel the Lord Morley (q. v, )ý70 
Lieutenant Christopher Harris: Claimed in the List from Lancashireq Lt. 
Colonel Carvis's troop. Perhaps the Catholic 
delinquent of Farnock House in Bollands 
Gentlemang sequestered in 1643. Also styled as of Torisholme. An additional 
source for the fight at Hunslet in 1644 alludes to Harris as a lieutenant 
taken there (and upon whose presence, Young made the link between Cardhouse and 
Carvisq see above) as in Captain Plimpton or Plumpton's troop, The only 
Plumpton it has been possible to identify, served in Eure's Foot (q. v. )l but 
the problem is such as to throw wide open the link between Hunslet and this 
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regiment. Lieutenant Harris was apparently wounded at Malpas in August 1644, 
and may appear as a captain in Pontefract garrison at the end of that yearý71 
Lieutenant Thomas Leyburn: Claimed in the List from Westmorlandq Captain 
Kidson's troop (this may suggest Kidson replaced 
Captain Leyburn, and supports an argument for 
Leyburn's transfer to Leigh's Horse). Thomas was second son, but heirg of 
John Leyburn of Cunswick, and w4s born in 1614ý72 
Cornet Christopher Danby: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain Carnest 
troop. Possibly third of the three sons of Thomas 
Danby of Braworth who died in 1612. Christopher's 
473 
elder brother was killed at Naseby, 
Cornet Jeffrey Middleton: 
Cornet John Thornborough: 
475 
John appears to have been. 
Claimed in the List from Lancashire, one of the 
sons of Colonel Middleton, and referred to as of 
474 
Westmorland in his father's composition, 
Claimed in the List from Lancashire, there is a 
reference to such a man in the composition papers 
of Rowland Thornborough of Lyndall a Recusant, as 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain James Stamfordq claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Lieutenant Thomas Turver, claimed in the List from Lancashire in Captain 
Foxcroft*b troop. 
Cornet Henry Batesong claimed in the List from Middlesexq Captain Foxcrofts 
troop, 
Cornet Ralph Pilkingtons claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Stamford's troop. 
Quartermaster Walter Charley, claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Carts's troop. 
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Colonel Richard Viscount MOLYNEUXIS Regiment of Horse. 
One of the regiments raised in Lancashir-e under the. aegis of the earl of 
Derby, and which was removed from him for service with the Oxford army. A 
troop or two served at Manchester on September 25th 1642ý76 and the regiment as 
suchq whether up to strength or not, fought at Edgehill where it was badly 
mauled. Molyneux left the Oxford army to recruit again in his home shire, and 
for his activities there in early 1643 see Vol. 1. Joining the Queen at York, 
the regiment marched south with her, and then branched off for Shropshire. 
Falkland told Rupert on July 10th that the regiment should remain with the 
477 
Queen, Sometime toward the autumn of the year, "Colonel Bridges Governour 
of Warwick, with a party from thence defeated a Regiment of Horse, under the 
Lord Mollineux: for the King, killed divers, took 100 horse, and many prisoners", 
a severe defeatý78 On November 9th, the King sent Molyneux an order: "To our 
trusty and wellbeloved Lord Molineux and to the officers of the Regiments.... 
Whereas wee have given you directions to march with yor Regimt of Horse, 
Colonell Tildesley's Regimt of Horse and ffoot (q. v. ), and Colonell /Thomas 
_7 Dalton's (q. v. ), from yor quarters in Hampshire and speedily to repair hither, 
and so from hence to the Northern parts for Our special service Our will and 
pleasure therefore is, and wee do hereby authorise you to take free Quarters 
for your selves and horses in your march hither and so forwardt the Troopers 
and Souldiers of the respective regiments behaving themselves Civilly and as 
they oughtjjý79 Molyneux was moving towards Cheshire, probably in expectation 
of Irish reinforcements and to meet the threat from Thomas Fairfax in that 
area. With Rupert's army, the regiment rode to the relief of York and fought 
on Marston Moor, returning south with Rupert, although apparently engaged at 
Ormskirk in August (see Vol* 1). The regiment did not operate with the 
Northern Horse, and the last definite reference to it as a separate unit dates 
to January 27th 1646 when the regiment's quarters near Stafford were beaten up 
by a Captain Stones, the men routed (they were 300 strong), three captains 
taken, as well as other officers, 100 horses and many prisoners, with slain 
and wounded 
ý80 
Colonel Richard Viscount Molyneux: Born in 16239 eldest of the sons of 
Richard 1st Viscount Molyneux of Mary- 
borough in the peerage of Ireland, styled 
ordinarily as of Sefton in Lancashire, he succeeded his father in 1632. The 
family was strongly Recusant for the most part, although the father, as a 
Church Papist, was appointed deputy lieutenant for Lancashire in 1628, when 
critics said of him that 'the was vehemently suspected to be ill-affected in 
religion". A Foreign Burgess of Preston, Richard II was made a Commissioner 
of Array in Lancashire in 1642, and was at the Preston Moor array in June (see 
Vol. 1). He fought at Edgehill, and returned to Lancashire where, in 1643, 
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he fought at Lancaster$ Preston and Whalley, as well as campaigning in Furness 
at the same time as he recruited his regiment for the Oxford army (see Vol. 1). 
He was certainly in Furness in May, but on July 3rd a Parliamentary officer at 
Gloucester wrote to Captain Harley at Brampton Bryang "Upon Sunday last in the 
morning your mother had intelligence that my Lord Mullenax was beaten out of 
Lankissere and come to Leominster with about two hundred horse which hee putt 
into Weggnall into the standing grass. Sir, hee hath noe arms or very few". 
The regiment fought at Newbury later in the year. In November, as we have 
seen, Molyneux was heading northwards, and from Chester on March 23rd 1644 he 
addressed an appeal to Rupert to hasten for. the relief of Lathom House and of 
Lancashire in general. Joining with Rupert in May, it was Molyneux who 
summoned Liverpool to yield on June 7th. He fought at Marston Moor and was 
involved in the subsequent hazardous retreat back through Lancashirej being 
unhorsed at Ormskirk. In 1645 he commanded Prince Maurice's troop of Reform- 
adoes, called his Lifeguardl at Naseby, which suggests that his regiment had 
virtually ceased to exist by then (although see also, Molyneux's Foot). Thi6 
troop was savaged at Bewdley on August 13th. What was left of "Lord Mulinax 
his troopell was ruined on January 23rd 1646 during a raid on Cannock. Viscount 
Molyneux laid down his arms with the fall of Ludlow, and after taking the 
Covenant and the Negative oath, petitioned to compound in 1646. His fine was 
fixed at L9,037, but his attempt to pay at London was hampered by the seizure 
en route to the capital of his horses. He was also hinddred by litigation with 
the Corporation of Liverpool over ownership of a ferryboat and a windmill there. 
In 1648 his case was recommended by the House of Lords to the Committee for 
Compounding, in hopes of securing an abatement of an "insupportable fine". By 
16519 when he was barely 27 years old, he was a sick man. There is a pass 
issued to him on August 17th of that year to journey from Islington where he was 
lodging, into London, on business concerning his composition. Despite his 
precarious financial positiont agents of Thurloe informed that Molyneux: had 
sent 929500 to Charles II. This was in 1653A9 and Molyneux: died in the 
latter yearg childless, to be succeeded by his younger brother 
ý81 
Lt. Colonel Caryll Molyneux: Caryll was born in 1624, like his brother a 
Catholic butq unlike his brotherl he was 
exempted from pardon in 1646. Also like his 
brother, a Foreign Burgess of Prestong-he must have served with'the regiment in 
most of the campaigns and actions already alluded to. He attractedq howeverl 
great bitterness and. opprobrium in his native Lancashires amongst the Parlia- 
mentarian and Puritan sections of the populace at least. The Parliamentarian 
Edward Moore wrote of him, sometime after the restoration, "Carill yt is now 
Lord Mullinex kiled 7 or 8 pore men wth his owne hands: good Lord deliver us 
from ye cruelty of blud-thirsty Papest". Moore had some grudge against Caryll 
for on another occasion he jotted down an attack on him under the heading, "The 
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Lord Mullinex Qualifications as to the King and the English Church", in which 
paper he accused Caryll of being a Papist and therefore an enemy to the King, 
which coming from such a pent sounds a little ironical. The third Viscount 
wast however, loyal to the Stuarts at leastt and under James II became Lord 
Lieutenant of Lancashire, dying after the rebellion of 1688, probably at 482 
Sefton. 
Captain Daniel Bavand: Claimed in the List from Chesterl he was also cited 
(apparently, since this may in fact be Thomas Bavand 
of Cheshirej dead in arms for the King) under Lord 
Byron. Daniel was fourth of the four sons of Richard Bavand of Cheater, 
Alderman, who died in 1603. He surrendered in 1646, and compounded in the 
same year, He is possibly the Daniel Bavand of Brasenose College, born in 
1585 
ý83 
Captain Francis Clifton: Cited in the List, he was second of the four sons 
by the father's second marriage, of Sir Cuthbert 
Clifton of Lytham. This was a thoroughly Royalist 
and Recusant familyl and Francis was killed in arms at Newbury in September of 
1643 
ý84 
Captain William Fazakerly: Cited in the List. The family of Fazakerly of 
Fazakerly was, like that of the Cliftons, a 
traditionally Catholic one. The pedigree is 
somewhat complicated, but two Williams seem to proffer themselves. One was 
the eldest son of Nicholas Fazakerly of Fazakerly, who died in 1654, Nicholas 
being killed in arms at Liverpool in June 1644. The other Williamq not to be 
confused with the firstj was the second son of Robert Fazakerly of Walton, and 
consequently a brother of Nicholas who was killed in 1644. This William of 
Walton gave evidence in the composition proceedings involving his brother, when 
his nephew, also called Nicholas, and a minor, was endeavouring to settle the 
fine. During this evidencel William of Walton was styled as of Spellowhouse, 
and aged 38 in ' 
1653. It was'stated that Robert, the patriarch of the family, 
had been sequestered as a Royalist delinquent 
ý85 
Captain Thomas Gerard: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. Gerard 
was also a Catholic delinquent, having compounded as 
a Recusant in 1630 and 1632 and still sequestered as 
a Recusant in 16.55'ý He was the son and heir of Miles Gerard of Ince, Esquires 
and was born in 1591. Captured at, Naseby field, he was gaoled, and then' 
released to pursue his composition having agreed to take the Covenant and the 
Negative Oath. A man with some colliery interests he was fined X2099, but 
clearly the'question of his Recusancy must have cropped up again for him still 
ý86 to be sequestered in 1655 
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Ca2tain Roger Houghton: Rank and regiment are according to family tradition. 
He was the third son of Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton 
(q. v. ) of Houghton Tower in Lancashire, and was 
possibly a Recusant. A Foreign Burgess of Preston. He was killed on Marston 
Moor by a cannonball, perhaps the first Royalist loss of the day, and was buried 
in York Minster 
ý87 
Captain Robert Middleton: Claimed in the List from Lancashireq he seems to 
have been the youngest son, by his father's second 
marriage, of George Middleton of Leighton and, 
consequently, uncle to Colonel (Sir) George Middleton (q. v. ) and father in law 
to Colonel Thomas Dalton (q, v. ). He compounded as a Recusant in 1629ý88 
Captain Thomas Sherborn: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej he may be the 
second son by the father's first marriage, of Thomas 
Sherborne of Little Mitton in Lancashirej or the 
eldest son of Richard Sherborne of Twistletong Esquire. A "Captain Sherburne, 
a Lancashire man and a Papist" was captured near Carlisle in 1648ý89 
Ca2tain Edward Standish: Cited in the Listq and probably of Woolston, Esquire 
who petitioned from Newark in 1646 and was fined 
C539-10s., but this fine was later reduced on 
account of debts, to 241.13.4d. Burke believed that he was. the eldest son of 
Ralph Standish of Standishq and a nephew of the first Viscount Molyneux. This 
Edward was born in 1617 and succeeded his father in 16569 however, which argues 
against his being in possession of sufficient property to merit such a fine as 
that first imposed which was, note, lowered for his own indebtedness. We also 
have an Edward Standish compounding as a Recusant in 1632 
ý90 
Cornet Gervase Clifton: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Clifton's troop. Not to be confused with an officer 
of the same name in Tyldesley's Horse (q, v, ). This 
Francis was fourth of the four sons by the father's second marriage, of Sir 
Cuthbert Clifton ý911 
Cornet Edward Latham: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej Captain Sher- 
burn's troop. Such a man of Allerton, Gentlemang 
had his lands inserted in the Third Treason Act of 
1652 ý92 
Cornet Edmund Mollneux: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej Captain Faza- 
kerly's troop. Such a man of lace Blundellj Gent- 
leman, Recusant and delinquent, was undischarged in 
1655. His lands were in the Third Treason Act of 1652. He may be third of 
the four sons of Robert Molyneux of Melling andl with his father, a Foreign 
Burgess of Preston or, alternatively, the son and heir of John Molyneux of 
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493r-ý-, 
Thorpe in the pedigree of Molyneux o? Haugýton. #, q'P-, 
Cornet Ralph Rishton: Claimed in the List.. from. 
_Hampshire, 
Captain Standish's 
troop. He was Ralph, Rishtpug Senior, of White Ash 
Lancashirej and was clearly living elsewhere when he 
filed his claim in 1661/2. Styled yeomang and not to , 
be confused with his sonj 
also called Ralph, who was sequestered as a Recusant but not as a delinquent, 
. LLOLL unlike the father. Ralph Senior had compounded as a Recusant in 1632; ` 
quartermaster Thomas Clifton: ý Claimed in the List from Lancashire in Captain 
Clifton's troopq and probably a connection of 
the main family in view of the troop structure 
but he is unidentifiable. He is not Thomas of Lytham, Esquire, son and heirý, ý 
to Sir Cuthbert, although such a Thomas was a Catholic delinquentý95 
. uartermaster 
Edward Gore: Claimed in the List from Lancashirel of Alker and 0 
Lydiatt, Gentlemang his lands inserted in the 
Third Treason Act of 1652ý96 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Salisbury, claimed in the List from Flintshire. 
Cornet Abel Field, claimed in the List from Bedfordshireq Captain 
Fazakerly's troop. 
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Colonel Henry Parker Lord MORLEY'S Regiment of-Horse. 
The only evidence for the existence of this-regiment, whether it reached 
full strength or not, or barely proceeded from an original troop or two, comes 
in the composition proceedings of its commander. Such evidence is, of courset 
likely to be accurate, and is supported by a single claim in the List. 
Colonel the Lord MorleZI: The editor of the Fairfax civil war correspondence 
frequently indulging his taste for villifying 
Royalist commanders, delivered a particularly 
vindictive and characteristically inaccurate criticism of Morley. t'It has not 
transpired" he wrote, "whether he ever did. anything of greater importance than 
drink Spa water, solicit passes for safe deliverances, and nestle himself up in 
quiet corners of old castles". The existence of something approaching a 
regiment is in itself partial refutation of this charge. Morley was the eldest 
son of William Parker Lord Morley and Mounteagle, the Mounteagle of the Gunpowder 
Plot. Henry Parker was the 15th Lord Morley and sixth Lord Mounteagle, KB. 
A JP from 1636 and a Foreign Burgess of Preston, in April 1642 he was put up for 
trial charged with participationin the murder of a Captain Peter Clarke. The 
trial was fixed for May 21st in the House of Lords (with impeachment in the 
Co=ons)- when Clarke's widow petitioned that the various postponements had 
caused her considerable expense in going to and from London. Evidently, the 
proceedings had been dragging on. The case, however, appears to have lapsed, 
for in June Morley was concerned with the sale of lands, "no one will purchase 
in such distracted times", and civil war was, anyway, creeping nearer. with 
the outbreak of war, he no doubt recruited in Lancashireq and what men he had 
managed to raise may have been broken when his seat at Hornby Castle in that 
county was stormed in June 1643. On August 21st, Morley stated that the rents 
of his manors of Hornseyt Tatham and others in Lancashirej to the value of 
Z1200, all that hý had to live on, had been withheld due to sequestration. He 
next appears in York in August 1644, or apparently so, when a servant of his was 
buried in the town. If he was there, then by this time he had laid down his 
arms and was moving freely about Yorkshire. on November 14th was written the 
letter to Lord Fairfax which Bell seized upon as a basis for his attack on 
Morley. Morley was then at Knaresborough Spa, suffering from "the inveterate 
malady of the spleen't. The approach of Parliamentary forces had obliged him 
to take refuge in Knaresborough Castle, and he now sought a safe conduct for 
himself and his servants to travel to Hornby. Even so, on or around March 164.5 
he was in Skipton garrison, where he procured a troop of horse to ride into 
Lancashire to seize upon rents due to him from his sequestered estates. He 
finally surrendered in November 1645, and in the following year petitioned to 
compound. He was issued with a pass to go to London to compound in February', 
and on March 17th had reached Hollingbury where he fell ill, and from where 1- 
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sent apologies to the London Committee. On April 4th his whole estate was 
under sequestration, he himself held in restraint and charged with residing in 
garrisons (which was true). Before he was to receive an allowance for his keep 
according to his status, he had to take the Negative Oath. The Goldsmith Hall 
committee's wariness in dealing with him was due to his suspected Catholicism. 
It certainly barred him from composition and in 1651 he was in Upper Bench 
Prison. His lands were in the 1652 Treason Act, and he was undischarged when 
497 
he died in 1655 and was buried at Hollingbury, 
Lt. Colonel Z_ 
_7 
Baines: Despite the clearest clues as to who he was, the 
Baines pedigrees'are inadequate. In Lord 
Morley's composition papers is the following very 
full reference: a Captain West noted that in 1644 or 1645 he had captured near 
Wharton Sands "the sons of John Baines of Sellet, Esquire, as enemies in arms to 
the Parliament, and brought them to Lancaster to be secured, where the elder of 
the two did at firstg and several times subsequently, declare himself to be 
lieu. -col. of horse to Lord Morleyq then in the enemies quarters, and that he 
had a troop or party of horse then under his command as lieu. col. to the said 
Lord Morley; and furtherg that while he remained prisoner at Lancaster afore- 
said he was by his party, and others to whom he was known, commonly called lieu. 
col. Baines, and in that notion he was transmitted from Lancaster ... to Manche- 
ster to be prisoner here". But who is this Lt. Colonel Baines? Robert BaineE 
of Sellet, Esquire, died in 1588 to be succeeded by his son, John, the Sellet 
property being hold of the Parkers. This John Baines was born in 1587, making 
him 55 in 1642. Evidently it is the eldest of his sons with whom we are deal" 
ingg John himself being a Recusant compounding in 1629/30 and styled Gentleman. 
Heres the problem intensifies. We do not know that John lived until 1642, or 
that he was in armsj yet we have the statement that a John Baynes, prisoner in 
Newgate on June 14th 1652, was the son of "Colonel John Baines of Sellet Hall" 
and that his estate (i. e., the prisoner's) was sequestered. This contradicts 
Captain West who said that Lt. Colonel Baines was a son of John Baines of Sellel 
Hall. A John Baines of Sellet was an undischarged Catholic delinquent, 1655. 
A Thomas Baines of Sellet had his property in the 1652 Treason Act. Referencei 
to a Colonel or a Lt. Colonel Baines elsewhere are few and inconclusive. such 
a man is in the List with claimants from the south midlands. Such a man was 
captured at Malpas in 1644. A Lt. Colonel LTrancis7 Baines was taken at Wigan 
Lane in 1 C, 1498 ; 51. 
Cornet Marmaduke Miller: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
ILOO 
Baines' troop. Unidentified'. " 
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Colonel Sir Edward MUSGRAVE'S Horse. 
Perhaps a 1648 formation (for this problem, see Edward Musgrave's Foot, 
where the colonel himself is dealt with). The only reference is in the List 
and none of the claimants have been identified. They are: 
Captain Hugh Jamest claimed from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant Thomas Cudworth, claimed from Chester. 
Cornet John Fell, claimed from CumberlandFO 
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Colonel Sir Philip MUSGRAVEtS Regiment of Horse. 
Unlike the Horse and Foot of Sir Edward Musgrave (q. v. ), those of Sir 
Philip can be dated with certainty to an origin in the 1642/6 war, although 
here particularly we must have cases of officers cited or claiming in the List 
who were not commissioned until 1648 or 165011. It is not always easy to 
identify such men, but we can suppose, in view of Sir Philip's energy and 
loyalty, that the regiments which he did raise in 1642/3 were of high numerical 
strength relative to the general condition of preparedness in the Cumbrian area. 
The exclusion principle can, however, be applied with certainty to Sir Philip's 
younger sons, Christopher and Simon, neither of whom was 15 years of age in 
1642, although certainly both of them were in arms with their father in 165011, 
perhaps Christopher in 1648. For his eldest son and heir, Richard, see the 
Foot. 
The Musgrave papers contain passing allusions to Sir Philip's forces but 
none of immediate importance, merely corroborative of their existence, rather 
than telling us what they were doing at any given time. A definite recruitment 
drive was in hand in July 1643, according to Mercurius Aulicus of the 27th of 
that month. There is also a reference to a troop of cavalry in the same year, 
by Sir Henry Stradling, Governor of Carlisle Castle, but whether this is to a 
troop (of a larger regiment) or to the troop (as all that then existed) is not 
clear, It must be said that between 1642/4 the regiment never set foot outside 
Cumbria, and must have vanished by the time of the end of the siege of Carlisle 
although a few officers probably rode with Musgrave at Rowton Heath (see Vol. 1) 
Colonel Sir Philip Musgrave: Sir Philip was born in 1607, son and heir of 
Sir Richard Musgrave, 1st Bart,, of Hartley 
Castlej Westmorlandq who died in 1615. Sir 
Philip is one of the select few amongst the Royalist officers in the north, 
concerning whom a biography was written by a contemporary, and which has 
survived. The writer was Gilbert Burtong Vicar of Edenhall from 1666 to 1683 
Edenhall being, rather than Hartley Castle, Musgrave's ordinary place of'resi- 
dence. Much of what follows is drawn from that biographyg completemented and 
supplemented here and there with other sources. After a brief spell at Camb- 
ridge, Sir Philip went to Trinity College Oxfordq before marrying the sister of 
the future Royalist colonel, Sir Richard Hutton (q. v*). JP in Cumberland and 
Westmorland, Burton described Musgrave as of a Itmelancholly disposition and 
Weak body", a weakness which he seems to have overcome in later years. Deputy 
Lieutenant in both counties, Sir Philip's early years were spent largely, as 
Burton tells usl in, repairing the fortunes of his estates which had been some- 
what wasted during his period of wardshipq an exigency which does not seem to 
have coloured his outlook when he made his decision in 1642. In the emergency 
of 1639/409 he was commissioned as a Trainband colonel with a regiment of foot 
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with responsibility for occupying Carlisle and then for holding Scaleby Castle 
to the north-east of the town. In 1640 he was returnedg with Sir Henry Bell- 
ingham (q. v. ) as Knight of the Shire for Westmorlandl not without opposition 
from Sir John Lowther (q. v. ). The rivalry within Cumberland-and Westmorland, 
particularly between Musgrave and Lowther, and Musgrave and Fletcher, may have 
originated in Sir Philip's eminence during the Scots war period (but for a 
fuller discussion of the problems it occasioned, see Vol. -1). Made a Commis- 
sioner of Array in 1642 Musgrave wass with two or three others, the only really 
active Royalist in his area (the others were William Huddlestone and Sir 
Timothy Featherstonehaughl q. v. ). With the departure of Huddlestone and 
Featherstonehaugh for York and the main army therel Musgrave was left to contend 
almost alone with the obstructive behaviour of his fellow commanders, his powers 
ill defined and virtually inoperable (see Vol. 1). According to Burton, 
Musgrave was commissioned by Newcastle to raise a regiment of foot and a troop 
of cavalry in 1643, but this commission merely confirmed what Musgrave was 
doing anyway, and did not in itself resolve the problem of authority. Only as 
late as October 17th 1643 did Musgrave receive confirmation of his authority, 
subject to Newcastle and to Glemham, but too late to do any good. As Burton 
said, "some of his countrymen did not well digest" this expression of confidence 
from the Marquess. in 1644, Musgrave contributed infantry to Rupert's army 
(Burton mentioned 1000, and see Henry Chaytor's Foot), and had already (again, 
this is Burton's claim) sent 1800 men to assist the fight against the Scots in 
Durham. After the loss of York, Sir Philip was joined in Carlisle by his 
immediate superior, Sir Thomas Glemham, and throughout the siege was over- 
shadowed by the Suffolk professional. He contributed L20 to the war fund for 
defence of the city, and sat on a Council bf War on October 8th, 1644. Burton 
noted that during the investment, the Scottish and English soldiers outside the 
walls did damage at Edenhall to the value:. of Z30001 quite apart from the overall 
sequestration of Musgrave lands that now went ahead. With the capitulation of 
the city, Sir Philip rode south to join the King, and those north-western 
colonels who had previously disdained his authority (notably Colonel Sir Henry 
Fletcher, q. v. ) now chose to serve under him as a troop in the main Royal army, 
or what was left of it. This troop was badly savaged at Rcaiton Heath in 
September 1645, Musgrave being capturedt woundedg and sent away, firstly to 
York and then to Pontefract. Released at the end of the year, he journied to 
join the King at Newcastle. After lingering for a time around the border, 
I'douting his safety if he went immediately home", he finally came back to Eden- 
hall before the close of the year 1646. 
Towards the end of the following year, he received a visit from Scottish 
agents of the King who advised him of the plans for the 1648 rising, and Mus- 
grave shortly after made his way to Dumfries to take part. Commissioned by 
Prince Charles as Colonel General for the six northern counties (he was probably 
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subordinate to Langdale and, perhaps, to Edward Grey of Chillingham, q. v. ), his 
return was actively sought by Parliament's representatives in Scotland. After 
seizing Carlisle, and handing-it over to Scottish troops, Musgrave went on to 
take Appleby, but in his absence at Edinburghl the enterprise was ruined, and 
upon his return to Westmorland found himself, according to Burton, with 800 
horse and 1200 foot, the last barrier between victory and Lambert. The want of 
resolution on the part of the Scots contributed to Sir Philip's decision to 
abandon the struggle and, obtaining a protection from the enemyg went down to 
London where the protection was confirmed by Cromwell himself. in 16499 he 
fled to France, and his sequestered estates inserted in the first Treason Act of 
1651. His wife petitioned for her maintenance in 1650, her husband already 
exempted from pardon. Burton implies that Sir Philip showed himself favourable 
to the idea of a Scottish alliance yet again, and was certainly one of Charles 
II's representatives in Scotland prior to the Worcester campaign, although his 
removal as an advisor was part of the price imposed on the King by the Presby- 
terians. Not present at Wigan Lane or at Worcester, Musgrave made his way to 
the Isle of Man where the Countess of Derby offered him the governorship of the 
islands although Burton says this was an appointment made prior to the Worcester 
fight. A rising in the Isle obliged him to defend himself in Peel Castle, 
which he finally yielded to Colonel Duckenfield, who already had the Countess 
and her children in custody. Despite his exemption from pardon, Musgrave 
secured a pass to go to Englandg and Burton states that he actually went to 
London and there met Cromwell for what seems to have been a second time. The 
terms of his protection, which Cromwell again confirmedg gave Musgrave three 
months in which to make his peace with Parliament or, after the period had 
elapsedl to go overseas again. The terms of this protection, like the penalty 
that went with his exemption from pardon, seem to have been poorly observed if 
at all, and this had not a little to do with his influential friends in high 
places, notably Lord Wharton. This friendship revealed itself particularly 
in a not unusual way, when Sir Thomas Wharton raised the sum of Z3300, apparen- 
tly without security, to permit Musgrave's son and heir Richard, to purchase 
back the estates, or such of them "as by virtue of an intaile was to descend to 
him after ye death of his father". By 1653, the purchase was completed, and 
Sir Philip returned to Edenhall where he was almost at once arrested and sent 
down to London, suspected of having a hand in the various conspiracies that 
marked the years 1653/4/5. Burton gives the impression, however, that Sir 
Philip was innocent, whereas his son Christopher was almost certainly involved 
in the projected attack on York which came to nothing on Marston Moor. Arre? - 
sted again late in 1655 and immured at Carlisleg he was released on E2000 bail 
in time to pay over Z10 in the decimation tax, "upon his own offer and consent, 
no visible estate appearing". On each occasion of Musgrave's confinements, 
as Burton went to trouble to stress, he was spoken for by Lord Wharton. After 
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leaving Edenhall on the $advice' of the Protector's commanders in the area, he 
resided for a time at Oxford (perhaps to be near his youngest son, Thomas), 
returning home in mid 1657. Henceforth troubled now and again by the forays 
of government agents and informers, and probably uninvolved in the 1659 rising, 
at the restoration Sir Philip came into his own. He was reinstated as a JP, 
given the colonelcy of a Trainband regiment, and became Governor and Captain of 
Carlisle and its castle. He was returned as Knight of the Shire for Westmor- 
land in the Cavalier Parliament, and became Mayor of Carlisle in 1666. "Not", 
as Burton insisted, "by his own seeking, but because he would refuse no oppor- 
tunity of serving his King and Country when finely offered to him". He died 




Hutchenson: Cited in the Listq the identity of this man should 
be related to that of the major and lt. colonel of 
Pennyman's Horse (q. v. ). This may be a 1648 rank 
held by Edward Hutchinsonbf Wykham. Abbey, Yorkshire, whose son, also called 
Edward, married Musgrave's daughterF2 
Captain Robert Hilton: Claimed in the List from Westmorlandq he was the eld- 
est of the three sons of Thomas Hilton of Hilton 
Beacon who died in 1645. Born in 1619, Robert, 
styled in later life as of Murton near Appleby, Esquireq was taken prisoner at 
Appleby in 1648. After the restoration he became a JP9 and sat on the comm- 
ission enquiring into the disturbances in the north in 1663. Rated for E20 
in the decimation tax of 1656F3 
Captain William Musgrave: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, but it is hard 
to distinguish between this man and Colonel William, 
Musgrave (q. v. ). All the possible identificationsl 




Calgarth and of Melsonby in 
Philipson, of Melsonby. He 
1644, and served during the 
defender of Belle Isle, Win, 
Cited in the List, promoted to major in the second 
war, when he served under Colonel Sir Thomas 
Strickland (q. v. ). He was Robert Philipson of 
Yorkshireq second of the five sons of Robert 
accompanied Glemham, from York to Carlisle in July 
siege. In the 1648 rising he was probably the 
lermere ý04 
Captain Thomas Sandford: Cited in the List, probably eldest Of the three sons' 
of Thomas Sandford of Askhaml Esquire. In 1662 
1i 
appointed ensign of the foot company raised by 
Musgrave for the garrison of CarlisleF5 
Lieutenant Lancelot Hilton: Claimed in the List from Westmorland in Captain 
Hilton's troop, but not traceable in the West- 
morland family. There is, however, record of a 
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Lancelot Hilton of Durham, son and heir of Lancelot Hilton who had died in 1636 
Lancelot II being born in 1608. He signed the 1641/2 Protestation as from 
St. Mary le Bow, and died in 1685 
ý06 
Lieutenant George Wilkinson: Claimed in the List from Cumberland in Captain 
Sandford's troop. The only man of this name 
possibly suitable, would be George Wilkinson Of 
Broughton in Lancashire, a compounding Recusant in 1632 and sequestered as such 
in 1653/4- It seems a slim possibilitY507 
Cornet Anthony Garnet: Claimed in the List from Westmorlandl Captain Hiltonvsý 
troop. Probably Anthony Garret who compounded in 
1653 as of Kendal, his lands having been inserted in 
11 
iý the 1652 Treason Act (but see alsol William Widdrington's Foot). Anthony 
Garret of Crosby Ravensworth signed the 1641/2 Protestation and may be the 
sameý 
08 
Quartermaster John Sleigh: Claimed in the List from Cumberland in Captain 
Sandford's troop. Such a man, John Slee of Askham 
in West Wardq signed the 1641/2 Protestation? 
09 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Robert Oglethorp, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Cornet Nicholas Dawson, claimed in the List from Northumberland in Captain 
Musgrave's troop. 
Cornet George Jackson, claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain Sand- 
ford's troop. 
Cornet Anthony Musgravet claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Cornet Thomas Ullathornes, claimed in the List from Durham. 
Quartermaster Hugh Atkinsong claimed in the List from Westmorland, Captain 
Hiltonts troop. 
Quartermaster John Middletong, claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain 
Philipson's troop. 
Quartermaster John Reed, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Hutchenson's troop. 
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Colonel William MUSGRAVE'S Regiment of Horse. 
The existence of this regiment is conjectural, and is based upon the very 
definite citing of a lt. colonel in the List under Musgrave as field commander. 
This implies an intended regimental structure. No major, is, however, known. 
Of the activities of the force we appear to know nothing at all, and the 
identification of the officers is, on the wholeg difficult. 
Colonel William Musgrave: Probably Sir William Musgrave, appointed to the 
Commission of Array in 1642, and styled of Croke- 
dale in Cumberland. In 1646 the local Parlia- 
mentary committee wanted to know why he had not been sequestered, pointing out 
that he had been a Commissioner and extremely activel which implies recruiting. 
However in 1651 Sir William stated that he was then 71 years of age, and he was 
dead by mid 1654. This would make him about 62 in 1642, which age$ although 
not conclusively an argument against active service (see in this context 
Colonels Sir Thomas Metham and Sir William Lambton), might suggest either 
another identification for the colonelg or a titular rank. His. -son appears to 
have been William Musgrave of Fairbank and Penrith, who yielded in October 1644 
and who probably recovered his father's lands, inserted in the third Treason Actýý ýj 
of 1652. William II was taxed at Z11.8s. in 1656, and had compounded for 1430 
in 1648/9. (This evidence has to be related to Captain William Musgrave of 
Sir Philip Musgrave's Horse. It may be that Sir William is the colonel, and 
! ýj 
his son the captaing perhaps serving in the 1648 war under Philipq after serving: Ii 510 in 1642/4 under Sir William. The key to the puzzle cannot be found). 
Lt. Colonel Henry Musgrave: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
perhaps a younger son of Sir William. He might 
have been the Major Musgraveg a Reformado from 
York with Glemham in 1644, but a Captain Henry Musgrave was captured at Appleby 
in 1648ý11 1 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Richard Nusgrave, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Captain Michael Robinson, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Colonel William Cavendish earl of NEWCASTLE'S Regiment of Horse. 
Raised in Durham and Northumberlandq initially, in 1642, and in Yorkshire !H 
in 1643, and probably constantly added to up until the Scottish invasion in 
1644. A troop of horse, which probably never formed a part of this regiment, 111, 
was sent by Newcastle to Edgehill where it fought under the command of his 
brother, Charles Cavendish., This is probably the troop noted at Newcastle upon 
Tyne in August 1642? 12 It seems likely that Newcastle retained personal 
control of the regiment, unlike his Foot (q. v. ). but the lt. colonel who would 
ordinarily have commanded it in the fieldq is not known. There may have been 
M 
one, since we have no way of knowing that in this instance, the earl followed 
the European and Parliamentary pattern of field command structure. For so 
important a regiment, in terms of its colonel's status, there are surprisingly 
few officers as compared, for exampleg with that of Marmaduke Langdale or 
William Saville. The answer may be that officers transferred from this regi- 
ment after the Marquess', went abroad in July 1644, and merely registered a claim 
under their subsequent commander, or were cited under a subsequent commander by 1'ý! 
other claimants. The regiment undoubtedly accompanied Newcastle on his cam- 
ýtj 
paigns throughout 1642/4, but is indistinguishable (as are so many) from the 
general body of the northern cavalry even in single instances. 
Colonel the earl (Marquess)-of Newcastle: His career as commander in the 
1! 
i 
north has been dealt with (see Vol. ý,, l 
1). "A Lord so much beloved in 
his country ... no man was aý greater prince than he in all that northerne 
quarter". Thus the mature judgement of Lucy Hutdhinsont wife of the Parlia- 
mentarian governor of Nottingham. He was born in 1593, surviving son and heir 
of Sir Charles Cavendish of Welbeck Abbey in Nottinghamshire. in 1620 created 
Baron Ogle and Viscount Man field, and governor of Prince Charles, he was made 
in 1628 Baron Cavendish of Bolsover and earl of Newcastle. In 1639 he led a 
troop of horse in the Scots'war, and on June 19th 1642 was appointed governor 
and captain for the town and county of Newcastle upon Tyne. At the outbreak of 
war, he was appointed General of the Ordnance to the earl of Cumberland, and it 
remains a mystery-as to why Cumberland was favoured before Newcastle, for the 
latter very quickly replaced him (see Vol. 1). At the height of his powers in 
1643, he was GeneraI of the six northern counties, and of Nottingham, Lincoln, 
Rutland, Derbys Staiford, Leicesterg Warwickshire, Northampton, Huntingdon, 
Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk,, Essex and Hertford, an ambitious title that had, 
very little relation to the realities of the military situation in the auti3mn 
of that year. - 
No mean general and certainly personally courageous, he well 
merited his elevation to Marquess in October 1643: "he who defends the Borders, 
should be created by Us Governour, or Marquis of the Borderers". He commanded 
in person at his. greatest field victory, Adwalton Moor, on June 30th 1643, 
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fighting on foot with his infantry, (see Vol. 1). After a dogged resistance ;I 
to the Scots in Durham in February and March 1644, he was obliged to fall back 
on York by the disaster in his rear at Selby in April. It seems unlikely that 
he tried to interfere with plans for the battle on Marston Moor (see Vol. 1), 
but after the defeat chose exile, going from Scarborough to Hamburg, and so 
remaining abroad until the restorationg although it was rumoured that he would 
return to the north in 1645. Privy Councillor to Charles II in exile, but not 
always apparently in the King's confidence, he was sent in June 1650 as ambass- 
ador to Denmark, causing one opponent to note "Newcastle upon a drinking voyage jj 
to Denmark". He had been exempted from pardon by the general consent of both d, 
houses of Parliament in 1648, but a subsequent attempt by the Lords to have his 
name removed from the list was prevented by the Commons. Created General of 
the north in the 1650 invasion plan 9 he did virtually nothing with his command, '! 
having lost the taste for military involvements. He may well have opposed the 
0 
Presbyterian alliance anyway. His property was inserted in the first Treason 
Act$ which concerned him greatly, and in 1654 he wrote to Secretary Nicholas t 
have him remind the King of, his promise to renew all the. offices held by New- 
castle under Charles I; Lord Lieutenant of Nottinghamshireq Lord Lieutenant of 
Sherwood Forest, Custos rotulorum of Nottinghamshire and Custos rotulorum of 
Northumberland. In 1656 he was in Brussells, and in 1657 concerned about the 
publication of his book on horsemanship, "the printing will cost me Z130011, the 
money to come from friends. Feelingswere mixed towards him. Thomas Ross toldJ, 
Nicholas on one occasiong appropos some additional plans for action in England, 
"My friend wonders that anyone who knows Newcastle would trust him with so 
important a secret, for it might as well be proclaimed at the cross". Another 
said of him that Ifthe King having real kindness for him, rathering pitying his 
weakness" treated him cordially. On the subject of the restoration, in 
February 1660 Newcastle wrote to Nicholas "That the King will be called in 
probable, but on what conditions the Lord knows. I am not of the opinion to 
come in on any terms, and be trammelled and made a Duke of Venice, which is but 
Lord Mayor, during his life, and God knows how they may use him when they have 
him, for you know what this Parliament did heretofore". Something of a die- 
hard attitudeq for Newcastle himself did well out of the restoration, and was 
full restored to his old honours. Created duke of Newcastle in 1664, and earl 
of Ogle, he died in 16703 
Major Francis Danbl: This is a tentative designations'since he is not so 
cited in the List. He was, according to family trad- 
ition, perhaps originally to something more substantive,,, 
a major of horse under the earl of Newcastle, and this would as well mean in 
Newcastle's own regiment, as in another. He was the son of Thomas Danby of 
South Cave9who was killed on Marston Moor "that poore gentleman was shot to 
death with a cannon bullett and cutt off by the midst of his body, he being 
locked in his sadle that very day ... Francis was the son of a Recusant 
mother, but a conformable father. He came in at the fall of Yorkt having also 
fought on Marston Moor, and was fined S320 in 1646. In his composition he 
stated that he had been major for a year only, and was "heartily sorrowful for 
his error", as he doubtless was in view of the fine. Who preceded him as major'l' 
514 
supposing thiscbsignation correct, is not known. 
Captain 
_7 
Benson: Cited in the List, 
Home. 
see the same man (? ) in Savillelsýý, 
Cal2tain 
_7 
BrandlinS: Cited in the List, probably Roger, second son of 
the second marriage of Robert Brandling of Felling 
Co. Durham, and thus brother of Colonel Robert 
Brandling (q. v, ). We know nothing of him save that he was killed as a captain 
of horse in the civil war on the King's party? 
15 
!I 
Captain John Claxton: Claimed in the List from London/Westminstarl the son 
and heir of Sir John Claxton of Nettlesworth Co. Durham,, 
born between 1596 and 1600. Listed as a Recusant in 
1627 and in 1637, he nevertheless signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Chester 
le Street. His tenants at West Morton were to appear before the sequestration 
committee for the county in September 1644. An alternative designation, but a 
man about whom little is knownj is John Claxton, second of the two sons of 
Lancelot Claxton, Sir John's younger brother 
ý16 
Captain Edward Copley: As in the case of Denby, this is a rigid interpreta- 
tion of statements made during Copley's composition. 
Styled Esquire, he petitioned in 1646 that "your 
peticonr was a capt of a troupe of horse under the Earle of Newcastle from the 
first of January 1643 until the 27 of July" (1644? ). He made his composition 
at London and was fined Z320. In 1648 he was in arms again, re-sequestered 
and fined Z600, at which he protested that his presence in Pontefract garrison, 
for which he was fined, had been pu3ýe chance* Edward was third of the five 
sons of Alvery Copley of Batley who died in 1623, but eventually heir to his 
fatherg since his brother John was killed in arms (see Saville's Horse) and his 




mozin: Cited in the List, also spelt Mazin, Mazine or Mustin. 1 
Not to be confused with Captain Anthony Mozine of 
Sir John Harpur's Horse (a regiment with which we are ýj 
not concerned). This was John Mozine of Carburtont Nottinghamshire, who came 
ý18 back to England in 164.5 after going into exile with the Marquess 
Captain William Unthanke: Cited in the List, almost certainly the same man 
claimingg same ranki under the earl of Crawford, 
evidently a transfer. However, two such men 
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signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Houghton le Spring and Durham St. Nicholas 
Co. Durham, Crawford's claimant coming from that county, 
5.19 
Lieutenant William Cooke: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was of 
Beestong yeomang yielding in 1644 and compounding 
on a fine of F20 in 1646FO 
Lieutenant John West: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Turner's 
troop. Not an overly common name: such a man of 
Scarborough died c. 1673 
ý21 
Cornet Henry Paston: This designation is based upon a reference in the comp- 
osition papers of Henry Paston of Blackheddon. In his 
claim, made in 1647/8, he stated that he had held this 
rank under Newcastle, but had deserted prior to Marston Moor. Yet he was 
sequestered in May 1645- A fine of 984 was imposed, for in 1648 he had come 
into hos father Christopher's property. The fine was not paid and the land 
re-sequestered. Henry claimed that his mother was trying to disinherit him, 
which accounted for his failure to pay his fine. Apprenticed to a boothman in 
? 22 Newcastle in 1627/8, he died in 1669 
Quartermaster John Chilton: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Unthanks', 
troop. Chilton is a not uncommon name, and 
eight such signed the 1641/2 Protestation with 
the same forename. Such a manvas legatee in the will of Anthony Robinson of 
Houghton le Spring who died in 1616, but this may be too earlY523 
Quartermaster Edward Hudson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Benson's troop. Such a man of Northowram had 
his will granted probate in 1679ý24 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain 
_7 
Towne, cited in the List. 
Captain 
_7 
Turner, cited in the List perhaps the same as 'Towne'. 
Lieutenant William Adderley, claimed in the List from Staffordshire. 
Lieutenant Rowland Heaven, claimed in the List from Herefordshirej Captain 
Towne's troop. 
Lieutenant Christopher Newton, claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Brandling's-troop. 
Cornet Robert Atkins, claimed in the List_from Yorkshire$ Captain Mozin's 
troop. 
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ýColonel) Sir Edward OSBORNE'S Horse. 
Young accepted the existence of such a regiment, but the evidence is 
altogether too slenderý 
25 For the most part, it consists of the list of 
k526 officers given in Peacoc and , 
has been, in consequence, subject to critical 
study. It may hold for August/September 1642, but can bear no relation to the 
realities of regimental structure after that time. In the List Osborne has 
only one officer claiming under him, an identified captaing which tends to make 
this look like a troop of horse at best, although in the interests of caution, 
and acknowledgement of our want of records, the officers given by Peacock have 
been allowed to stand. The activities of this 'troop' or $regiment' will best 
be : judged from the career of the one identified officerg Captain Sir John 
Gibson (see below). A point of. caution, however. It is not clear from Pea- 
cock whether in the 1642 list we are dealing with horse or foot, whilst in the 
List and from additional evidence it appears to have been a cavalry force. 
(Colonel) Sir Edward Osborne: The second son of Sir Hewett Osborne of Essex, 
who died in 1599, Sir Edward was knighted in 
1620 and became a baronet in the same year. 
Ordinarily resident at Kiveton near Leeds, he had large mineral interests, 
including Alum mines, but was primarily a politician with a career to follow, 
closely allied to Strafford. It is possible that he faded from prominence 
after 1642 because of his attitude towards Catholics, although he was one of 
the gentry responsible for bringing Newcastle into Yorkshire. He had very 
little in the way of scruples where Recusants or suspected Catholics were con- 
cerned, as is evidenced by a letter to Strafford, written in 1633: "Sir William 
Ellis is soe over legall and, full of Scruples ... in this & in all other Services 
thatt concerne ye Kings profett as I wish we were rid of him". Vice President 
of the Council of the North under Strafford, he was in 1639 made the earl's 
lieutenant-general with absolute military power in his absence. An enemy of 
Sir John Hotham, and apparently at odds with the future colonel Sir William 
Saville, he was defeated in the elections of 1640 when he stood for the city of 
York. Commissioner of Array in 1642, thereafter we lose sight of him more or 
less, which calls in question his military standing during the war. When he 
petitioned to compound in 1646, he denied_ever having been in arms, and said 
that he was heavily in debt. His fine was set at F, 1649 in March 1647, but in 
the same year he died from over-eating some cold melons during the summer. He 
was 50 when he diedF7 
Lt. Colonel 
_7 
Savage: Cited in Peacock, not traced. 
Major Z- 
_7 
O'Neill: Cited in Peacock, possibly identified as Sir Bryan 
O'Neill of Dublint Bart., who fought at Edgehill, or 
as Daniel O'Neiiij although the latter was Rupert's 
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lt. colonel at Edgehill, but apparently a captain at the storm of Marlborough 




Butler: Cited in Peacock, perhaps alluded to as commanding a 
troop of horse on its way to Newcastle on August 3rd 
1642 ? 29 
Captain Z- 7 Fidler: Cited in Peacock, such a man, an ensigng was a 
Scottish officer at Amsterdam expected to come to 




Forster: Cited in Peacock. Possibly (Sir) Richard Forster 
of Stokesleyq son of William Forster of the same. 
A Recusant in 1636, when styled Gentleman, he had 
been in correspondence with Osborne in 1632 on the same matter, and excused 
himself as having been abroad on Royal business. Knightedt probably in Oxford, 
he became Treasurer to the Queen and to Charles 119 was created a Baronet in 
exile and died before the restoration. As an alternative, we have Stephen 
. 
Forster of Escrick, Gentlemang deputy muster master, who came in at the fall of 
OxforOl 
Captain Sir John Gibson: Claimed in the List. ', He was born in 1606, first of 
the (conjectured) three sons of Sir John Gibson of 
Welborne, High Sheriff of Yorkshire, who died in 
1638. Sir John II took a lease of substantial alum mines from the King, fora 
21 year period, which gave him something approaching a monopoly: or so the 
Parliament claimed when it called in the lease in 1648. The mines were at 
Mulgrave. A Commissioner of Array in 1642, on September 1st his troop of 
horse was to go into York garrison. Probably the 'Coll Gibson capturod near 
Beverley on September 12th. Thereafter we lose sight of himg but he took the 
required oaths in 1646 and in 1648 was fined Z843.16.7d. An extra Z156.11s. 
was added in 1649 when estates in Durham, which he had concealed from the 
committee, were discovered. He died in 1665. His 'autobiography' was a four : 
ýI 
line stanza which is worth quoting: 
A Captaine once I was of Horse 
Under King Charles the Martyr 
The honor is of much more force 
Than Lordes of the New Charter. 
Gibson spoke not only for himself, but for othersq who felt their loyalty had 
532 been by-passed at the restoration. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Holyday: Cited by Peacock, and untraced. 
Captain 
_7 
Hussey: Cited by Peacock, such a man was killed in arms at 
Gain8borough in July 1643ý33 
Eaptain 
_7 
Jones: Cited by Peacockq and untraced. 
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Captain 
_7Vaux: 
Cited by-Peacock, and as in the case of Fidler (see 
above), such a man, an ensign and a Scot, was at 
Amsterdam'in 1642ý34 , 
LieIltenant Matthew Wentworth: Cited neither in Peacock nor in the List, but 
according to the pedigrees, he was given this 
rank by the earl of Cumberland in Captain 
Gibson's troop, which places Wentworth under Osborne. He was fourth of the 
five sons of Michael Wentworth of Woolleyl and a brother to Colonel George 
Wentworth (q. v. ). Styled of Woolley, Gentlemang he made his will in 1646 and 
died in the following yearý35 (Not to'bo'confused with the Major of Saville's 
Horse, q. v. ). 
quartermaster Edmund Simpson: Claimed in the List from Buckinghamshire, in 
Captain Gibson's troopq but citing Gibson as 
a field commandert which seems strange. 
Although unidentified, the'Buckinghamshire link with Vaux of this regiment may 
hold good (supposing that we reject the"Scottish link for Vaux) since it is a 
not uncommon name in Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshir06 
I 
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Colonel Sir William PENNYMANIS Regiment of Horse. 
Pennyman is chiefly remembered in the history of the civil war for his 
Foot (q. v. ), and is dealt with as colonel under that formation. This is due to 
the fact that he may well have died before his troop of horse had developed into 
a full regiment. The troop fought at Edgehill in Prince Rupert's regiment, 
which formation it was still in on December 25th 1642ý37 The commission for a 
full regiment was issued at oxford on January 2nd 1643, where Pennyman was 
stationed with his infantryý38 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Frankland: Cited_. in the List, the eldest son by his second 
marriage, of Sir Henry Frankland of Aldwark. 
The regiment is cited in the pedigrees. 
Thomas, styled of Haltongilll Arnecliffq died before 1657 when his will was 
proved? 
39 
It. Colonel Edward Hutchinson: Cited in the List by this rank, and by the 
rank of-major. He may have succeeded Frank- 
land, but. we do not know precimly when it was 
that Frankland died or left the, regiment. Hutchinson has already been noted 
under Sir Philip Musgrave's Horse (q. v. ), in which he may have served in 1648. 
Edward Hutchinson of Wykham, Abbey$ Yorkshire, was the son and heir of a 
Parliamentarian sympathis-er-and was disinherited by him. The father died in 
1648, when Edward petitioned to compound and was fined Z140. However,, he did 
deny being in arms in 1648, although that may have been a deception. A Lt. 
Colonel Edward Hutchinson was certainly captured at Appleby in 1648, so unless 
we are dealing with another individualg Edward of Wykham. was evidently out. 
He died in 1653 ? 
40 
Lieutenant John Huthwayte: 
Quarter Sessions in 1624? 
41 
Claimed in the List from Northamptonshire in 
Major Hutchinson's troop. Possibly the John 
Husthwate of Sowerby, yeoman, a juror at Thirsk 
The following officers have not been'identified. 
Captain Edward Warder, cited in the List* 
Lieutenant James Dixon, 
_claimed 
in the List from Kent, Lt. Colonel 
Hutchinson's troop. 
Quartermaster William-Hullock, claime d in the List from Lincolnshire, 
Captain Warder's troop, 
Quartermgster John Skurrayt claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel: 3 
Frankland's troop. 
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Colonel (Sir) John PRESTON'S Regiment of Horse. 
A Lancashire and Yorkshire regiment officered, on the whole, by Catholics, 
and raised probably in Lancashire during the period when the earl of Derby had 
control in the western and northern parts of that county. From the officer 
details, it is evident that this force fought in the Derbyshire campaigns 
launched by the Marquess of Newcastle in the autumn of 1643, and was also in 
action in Yorkshire early in 1644 when attached to Lord Belasyse's command (see 
Vol. 1). It almost certainly fought on Marston Moor, and thereafter formed 
part of Colonel Sir John Mayney's brigade operating in Preston's home area of 
Furnessq before going south to join, -, the main Oxford army. If any of the 
regiment survived thus fars they were swallowed up in the main army. One 
John Huddleston of Hutton; John-in, Cumberland served in the regiment until the 
summer of 1644, when-Preston was wounded (see below, and Vol. 1), whereupon 
Ruddleston went into Newark garrison and joined Anthony Byrets Horse 
ý42 
Colonel (Sir) John Preston: The son and heir of Patrick Preston of The Manor, 
Dalton in Furness, Lancashire, John succeeded his 
father in 1642. A Recusant family, the Prestons 
had large iron interests in Furnessq and, John, who was born in 1617, had no 
difficulty in raising men and paying them. He was knightedl presumably by the 
Marquess of Newcastle, in January 1644 and a baronetcy bestowed on him at the 
same time. During the fighting in-Furness in 1644 he was badly wounded. 
Sir Henry Slingsby (q. v. )'who was with himg noted: "his horse kill1d, and it 
may seem yt being down some of_ye foot... gave him a knock on yO head ... He lay 
in a swoon ... many days ... his. perfect sense., -and 
understanding he recovered not 
for half a year after". This last remark implies that Preston did recover, 
which is in dispute, with. another source which claimed that he was "wounded at 
Furnace of which he died a lingering, death". Certainly, he was dead by the 
end of 1645, and had been wounded inAugust 1644. It is just possible that he 
recovered and was killed at Naseby or elsewhere in the Oxford theatre. He was 
sequestered as a Catholic delinquent, and his estates partially sold to settle 
the debts of John Pym, who had made his name in the 1620's as a fierce enemy of 
Catholics. Even after his death, his name was listed amongst those exempt 
543 from pardon. 
Lt. Colonel Z- 
-7 
Eure: Cited in the List, possibly an early reference to 
'Colonel-William Eure (q. v. ), but that is a slim 
possibility. Alternatively, William second of 
the three sons of Sir William Eure of Bradley, Co. Durham, born in 1608 and 
544 living in 1666., 
Lt. Colonel George Preston:. 
_Almost 
certainly the man cited in the List 
, 
by 
rank'and surname. only. He probably replaced 
Eure. George was son and heir, by his father's 
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first marriage, of George Preston of Holkerl Lancashirej who died in 1640. 
George II, styled of Nateby and. of Brafferton in Yorkshireq was a Recusant like 
his father, and was categorised as a Papist in his sequestration records. He 
and his son Thomas were Commissioners of Array in Lancashire. George was 
killed in action at Bradford in early March 1644, and was buried at Brafferton 
on March 6th? 
4.5 
Major Peter Pudsey: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was of Sand Hutton 
Gentleman, styled at his death as of York, Esquire (in 
1676). He does not appear in the main pedigree of the 
Pudseys of Castle Boltong but is almost certainly the Catholic cited in 1642. 
In 1644 he fought on Marston Moor, his troop bearing a, colour showing "a hand 
and sword smiting off a Hydra's head (by which he metaphorld the Sectaries of 
these times)". with the motto 'Tradentur In Manus Gladiif. He may well have 
been the Captain Pudsey at Darlington in November 1642 who fell foul of John 
Hotham's raiders (see Vol. 1). He escaped from Newark in 1646 and went over 
to the Scots, again described as a Papist. In 1663 he and Marmaduke Lord 
546 
Langdale were charged with assault on one John Millington, 
Captain John Knight: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, probably the 
Captain Knight captured at Wakefield on May 21st 1643 
(but if so, then this regiment was not with the main 
Lancashire army at that time. There is no reason why it should have been, 
particularly in view of its Yorkshire officers )ý47 
Captain John Salvin: Cited in the List twice, one in the errata. Two 
possibles present themselves. Least likely may be the 
fifth of the five sons of William Salvin of Newbiggen 
who died in 1672, John dying in 1700- More feasible may be John Salvin of 
Hurworth, Co. Durham, son and heir of Thomas Salvin of the same, John listed 
as a Recusant in 1637, having been born c. 1597. He refused the oath of 
abjuration in 1652 and his lands were sequesteredý48 
Lieutenant Gerard Merryman: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Preston's troop. In August 1663 he, Major 
Pudsey and Lord'Langdale were indicted for an 
ý49 
assault on John Millington (see Pudsey, above) 
Quartermaste_r_Laurence Copeland: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, but 
certainly a Lancashire man. He was probably 
youngest of the three sons of John Copeland, 
Skinnerg listed with his father in the Foreign Burgesses of Preston in 1642. 
Howeverg alternatively, Laurence Copeland of Dolphin Leighq yeoman and Recusant, 
dead by 1651, had a son Laurence who survived into the restoration. Two other 
Laurence Copelands appear. One, of Walton near Sandal in Yorkshire, had his 
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will granted probate in 1678. Anothert of Bollandl was listed as a Recusant 
in 1670, although this latter may be the son of Laurence of Dolphin Leighý50 
Quartermaster Thomas Singleton: Claimed in the List from Lancashires the 
namet like that of Copeland, not uncommon at 
this Period. However, in view of the 
regiment, it must be Thomas Singleton of Dendrum and Dalton in Furness, yeoman, 
Recusant and delinquent, still undischarged from sequestration in 1655 
ý51 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet Christopher How, claimed in the List from Northumberland, Major 
Pudsey's troop. 
Cornet John How, claimed in the List from Northumberland in Lt. Colonel 
Eure's troop. L 
Quartermaster George Bodingtont claimed in the List from London/Westmin- 
ster. 
Quartermaster Richard Paul, claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Major 
Pudsey's troop. 
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The QUEEN'S Regiment Of Horse (The Life&uard). 
This regiment, rooted in the Catholic heartland of Lancashire, served with 
the Oxford army, although some of its officers saw service initially in the 
north whilst awaiting the Queen's arrival from, Holland. It is one of the best 
documented regiments raised in the northq largely because the eyes of friendly 
and hostile propagandists alikel tended to follow its campaigns carefully. 
The regiment produced one of the finest Royalist cavalry commanders of the war, 
John Mansfield (see below) and mus 
,t 
have beeng from its inception, an elite 
formation rivalled only by the King's Lifeguard and Prince Rupert's own. 
Whilst the Lancashire background to this regiment cannot be overlooked, 
two other aspects are striking. ' The point has been made elsewhere that certain 
regiments almost seem, insofar as their officers are concerned, to have attrac- 
ted nothing but Catholics and Recusants. ' This was particularly true of the 
Queen's Horse and, to a lesser degreel of her Foot (q. v. ). Perhaps there was 
an element of defiance in the Queen's choice of officers, for she can have had 
no shortage of young men willing to wear her colours. The other feature of 
the regiment is what friend and foe alike saw as a Gallic content. Walter 
Slingsby (q. v. 9 Strickland's Foot)t'now of Mohunts, regiment, said that it was 
552 "most Frencht' at Chariton, whilst Samuel'Luke on July 18th 1643 referred to 
the regiment lying near Chichester to assist Prince Maurice, "most of them 
either Walloones or Frenchmenl, 
ý53 '. This was certainly not strictly trueg alth- 
ough there were, as will'become apparent, several French soldiers of fortune in 
its rank , as officers, -, and there may have been more as troopers. In Holland 
as early as December 1642,, it was-said that a thousand old soldiers had gathered; 
around the Queen to serve her in, her own'regiments, and though this may be too 
high a figure, typical rounding'off and upwards, -there was some truth in it. 
The real recruiting began in-1643, 'after the'Queen's arrival in Yorkshire. On 
April 4th her horse and foot were reckoned at 2000 strong, which if trueg shows 
not only a foot regiment up to strength, but a horse regiment twice over? 
54 
Symonds, on the other hand, gave her regiment the total prescribed strength of 
500 "raised when the Queene landed at Burlington Bayl,? 
5,5 On July 20th, Luke 
noticed the regiment-quartered in and'around Oxfordq "3 troopes at Reddington 
and 3 troopes att twoe townes-called Cowleyes and one troope att Islipp". On 
the 22nd "there is'2 troope of horse'of the Queen's forces which lye at Iffley 
an d3 troopes at the two Cowleyes and'2 at Heddington, 1 at Barton of the 
Queenesl, 556 The regiment was, at Burford on August 21st and at Oxford the next 
day, and a troop of the'regiment had been engaged at the siege of Bristol under 
557 Lord Grandison. On September 3rd Luke noted five, columns leaving Oxford for 
the Gloucester siege,,, and Mercurius Aulicus noted on the 8th that three troops 
of the regiment, commanded by Lord Wilmot, routed seven enemy troops in a 
skirmish, killing 80 and taking up to 40 prisonersý58 On September 19th, the 
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regiment formed a reserve to Rupert in the battle at Aldbourne Chase, where the 
colonel, Lord Jermyn, was wounde09 Engaged at the first battle of Newbury, 
on November 2nd Luke reported the "Queenes regiment is expected" at Towcester, 
having been busy plundering Winslow in Buckinghamshireý60 At the end of the 
month, troops were stopping cattle en route for London, in bodies of 200 or 80 
men. It was rumoured at the start of December that 
* 
the regiment, then quart- 
ered at Thame, might go north to assist Newcastle (one wonders if the northern 
officers were at all restiveg as weretheir counterparts in the Northern Horse 
in 1645), but the Queen's own troop, 60 strong, was quartered at Wheatley on 
January 3rd 1644 and on February 4th was to be quartered in Oxford? 
61 
On March, 
17th, leading up to the battle of Cheriton, Sir Edward Walker wrote to tell Lord 
Forth that the chief officers of the regiment, with Jermynj would hasten to him 
with all speed562 The regiment 
, 
itself had 
After the fight at Cheritong the Committee 
that indicated that the Royalist cavalry w, 
the Queen's Regimentt, 564 ., but on March 23/4 
been on the move on March 8thý63 
of Both Kingdoms received reports 
ere "mainly shaken, and especially 
the regiment was marching from Oxford 
toward Bristol ? 
65 
In August the regiment had marched with the King into the 
West Country, and near Bocconock "when the King came up we saw most of their 
body of horse on the hill neare Brodocke, upon that downe: ymmediately the 
Earle of Cleveland's brigade and the Queen's regiment followed them ahd charged 
their rear566 The regiment was. engaged at the second battle of Newbury, having 
567 been stationed at Kingscleere'shortly before. The regiment was nowq however, 
in declinel probably failing to come, up, to full strength and losing officers. 
In heavy fighting near Donnington'on November 9th, as Symonds noted, "the 
Queen's regiment of horse was drawne within danger of some musqueteers which 
/the enemy 
.7 
drew down below Mr. /5, olmanl-s7 howse... and a body of the enemyes 
horse drew boldly out, the Prince, Rupert commanded the Queents regiment.. oto 
charge themt, 568 Badly beaten. up, a 
,t Blandford in the previous October where 
they lost "two colours and much Popish trumpery, 1569 and losing nearly a 100 men 
570 
and horses near Weymouth soon afterl they entered upon the lean year of 
1645. Resentment against so favoure'd a regiment showed itself in high circles. 
On January 30th 1645 Rupert was the recipient of an angry letter from Colonel 
Howard at Campden House, alluding to the Queen's regiment qxartering in Risgate 
Hundred: "Shall the Queen's seventy horse have Westmester Hundred, Tewkesbury 
hundred, and God knows what other hundreds, yet share half with me in Rissgate". 
(571) Nonethelessq the regiments presence near Woodstock put a stop to a 
572 - proposed Parliamentarian attack on a nearby'manor, in late February. on April 
25th Cromwell reported'that he'had fallen on the regiment near Oxford, and of 
400 horsel taken about 200 "whereof many Officers and Gentlemen of quality, and 
the Queen's own colours' That, "at - least, 1ý is how Whitelock heard itý73 In 
skirmishing near Leicester'on-June 7th, the queen's trumpeter and several others 
were killed outrightý74- and the regiment was 1 150 strong on the eve of the 
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storm of Leicester and the battle of Naseby075 Some surrendered with the 
Leicester garrison after the battleg others clung to the dwindling cavalry 
forces still with the King, being noted at Hereford on July 1st576 and on August 
25th they were part of the brigade of Colonel Sir William Vaughan at Hunting- 
577 ton. When the King marched to Newark, the regiment, or what was left of it, 
received another blow when it was cornered near Shelford and all but a few put 
to the sword for refusing quarterý78 Other incidents in the regimentis career 
will be found in the officer biographiesl as and where they centre upon the 
doings of any single officer. 
Colonel Henry (Lord) Jermynl: The first colonel of the regiment, he was also 
colonel of the Foot, which implies that the two 
regiments together formed the Queen's Lifeguard. 
He is cited in the List under his title of earl of St. Albans, to which honour 
he was elevated at the restoration. The younger son of Sir Thomas Jermyn of 
Rushbrook, Suffolk, who had been Comptroller of the Royal Household and who died 
in 1645, Henry came from a thor I oughly Royalist courtier family. "Butcherly 
Jermyn, contemptible Harry" has come down, through history largely as the Queen's 
lover and future husband, but he was not lacking in the qualities that go to- 
w ards making a field commander, and he took his regimental rank seriously. 
In 1642 Commissioner of Array in his native county, he rode at the head of the 
cavalry regiment at least until badly wounded at Aldbourne Chase in late 1643. 
Barred from pardon in 1648, by which time he had been almost four years in exile 
in France with the Queen, he became closely identified with the Louvre group of 
exiles, favouring a Presbyterian alliance to bring about the overthrow of the 
Republic. His barony dated to 1643, the patent being issued in September, 
whereas the first clear allusion to him as'colonel comes in May of that year, 
from the Queen herself. He had been, in the years before the war, MP for 
Liverpool, Corfe Castle and, in'1640, Bury St. Edmunds, but his implication in 
the Army Plot obliged him to flee for safety to France, where he remained until 
returning with the queen to Yorkshire in 1643. His career has been suffici- I 
ently dealt with elsewhere to require no further elaboration. He died in 
16809 
Colonel (Sir) John C(l)ansfield: Also spelt 'Campsfield', he was the second 
colonel of the regiment, having begun his 
career as, major under Jermyn, rising to be 
lt. colonel and then colonel when Jermyn went into France with the Queen. The 
exact date of his birth, like that of hi8, death, is uncertain, but he succeeded 
his father,, also called John, in_the estate centro on Robert Hall in northern 
Lancashire, in 1613- Styled Esquire, he compounded as a Recusant in 1629, and 
the records of the sequestration committee are replete with references to him 
as a papist and delinquent. His brother Charles was a seminary priest in 
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London from 1645 onwards. of little prominence outside his immediate locality, 
in 1642 he suddenly came to' the, attention of the Parliament Is sympathisers in 
London when it was reported that "Mr. Cansfield and Mr. Dalton are nowe raising 
ZeTacg a troop, and .... Mr. Cansfield hath already raised ffifty fyve and that 
they papists doe all ryse and Joyne with'them'19 (see also Vol. 1., and for 
Dalton, Colonel Thomas Dalton). - In September, he had appended his signature 
to the petition of the Lancashire Catholics, to the King, seeking permission to 
arm themselves in his cause. Having raised his troop, he was called across 
the Pennines to serve in Yorkshire, for in January 1643 he was captured and his 
men broken by Sir Hugh Cholmeley raiding out of Scarborough to Malton (see Vol. 
1). Released when Cholmeley changed sides, or exchanged before that date, 
he seems to have ventured into Lancashirel'for he fought at Lancaster and at 
the storm of Preston in March. - He was probably recruiting his troop anew, and 
gathering additional supportt for the Queen was now recruiting her Lifeguard and 
he was almost certainly commissioned, at this point. He was probably major 
under Jermyn and Lt. Colonel Crofts (see below). Thomas Lord Saville, the 
time-serving peer who aroused the^suspicions of both parties, on making his 
composition in 1646, endeavoured to show that he, too, had been a victim of 
papist Royalists, by singling out'Cansfield for especial mention: 'gone Coll 
Cansfield, a papist" and-Sir Thomas Glemham, with 200 men, had been sent by 
Newcastle to arrest'Saville-in early 1643 when it was believed that he was 
conspiring with the enemy. -'Cansfield, was not a colonel at that date, of 
course, but it is interesting to note-that in citing him in 1646, Saville knew 
that the committee men would"know precisely whom he meant. In November 1643 
Cansfield first came to the notice of'Mercurius Aulicus, for on the 6th of that 
month it recorded an attack on Olney-Bridge-on the 5th: "Sergeant Major Camps- 
. ueenes 
Regiment) shot'through the arm, who, as his manner field (Major of the 0 
is, behaved himself very manfully". There is some doubt as to whether he was 
knighted at this point, near Olneyl. or in October 1644 somewhere near Newport 
Pagnell. The Queen certainly thought highly of him, and in July 1644 wrote to 
the King: "please to give the commission of, Cansfield's brother-in-law to that 
Colonel Tilsley; Can field cannot ask it on-Account of his religion, and the 
other is the nearest relation the young man has, and one against whom there can 
be no objection; and Cansfield has served you so well, and will do so yet, that, 
you should not refuse so small a thing11.,,,..,, Evidentlyq the Queen looked to her 
officers in much the same way-as'a good, 
'colonel 
after his men. In September 
1644, Cansfield was in action at, Lostwilthiell and afterwards drew the regiment 
near Plymouth to overawe. the raiding cavalry there. He was by now colonel of 
the regiment, and at the second battle of Newbury on October 27th he distingui- 
shed himself. "Sir John Campsfield's regiment ... stood ... most gallantly" 
against a rebel charge, observed one-, writer, at, the time, but another added "if 
Sir John Campsfield had not. e. given ... that, brisk charge by which other troops 
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were ready to charge them in the flanks the King himself had been in very great 
danger". Cansfields leading the charge and again wounded, "had the execution 
of them near half a mile"* In August 1645, Cansfield's name went forward for 
the governorship of Oxfordl his only rival being Sir Thomas Glemhamg both "able 
stout and worthy men's as Edward Walsingham told Digby. The post went to 
Glemham, partly because of his experience of siege warfare, but also, one 
suspects, because Can field was a Catholics and it was no time in the affairs 
of the Kings to put a papist in such a position. He had already carried him- 
self well at Naseby, commanding what was left of the Queen's regiments about 
150 horse in all (see above). He was on the Oxford Council of War in November, 
however, and in December was reportedly marching toward Chester with the Oxford 
cavalry, although he had turned back by Christmas Day. His last known fight, 
his last triumph, was in January 1646 when Mercurius Academicus for January 
22nd reported a foray by the Oxford garrison cavalry into Wiltshire, supported 
by 200 men from Farringdon garrison. Quartered at Ogbornj Cansfield command- 
ingg they were informed that three troops of horse and 500 foot were in Harl- 
borough. At eight in the evenings Cansfield took his men in, his main body 
following upon his forlorn hope* The enemy were scatteredt seven being 
capturedl and the rest fleeing into the parish churcht from which they emerged 
some hours after Cansfield had left the town. Nowg quite suddenly, he appears 
to drop from contemporary record. In the sequestration papers relating to 
his estate, as early as 1648 he was reportedly dead, a delinquent papist. 
In 1651 his tithes from Irby in Tunstall were sequestered and in 1652 his lands 
placed in the third of the Treason Acts. Two years later the guardian of 
his infant son, also called Johns petitioned on the child's behalf, and in doing 
so referred to the father as deceased. The sequestration was still not lifted 
in 1655, so clearly the funds were waiting to clear it. As for Colonel Sir 
580 John Cansfieldq he had disappeared -Completely it would seem. 
Lut. Colonel 
_7 
Crofts: Symonds alludes to him as It. colonel under 
, 
Jermyn when the regiment was raised, and he seems 
either to have left the regiment in 1644 or to 
have been killedt probably the former. Identification is a problem. However 
on the strength of the available evidence, I suspec t that this was Sir William 
Crofte of Croft Castle, eldest son of 'Sir Herbert Croft of Croftj and a Catholic 
like hie father, who died in 1622 as-a lay brother of the Benedictines at 
Douay. Sir William was MP for Malm'e8bury in 1623/5, so evidently he concealed 
his religion effectively. 
_, 
Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to Charles Is he was i 
dismissed for falling foul of the duke of Buckingham. in may 1641, Lady 
Earley Of Brampton Bryan reported Sir William as busy influencing his fellow 
JPs against the Protestation. in Holland with the Queen in June 1642 (1 take 
this as an evidence favouring the identification), he was back in Herefordshire rc 
in July and busy about the raising of troops. Lady Earley kept close watch 
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on her neighbours doings,, and noted that "I never heard of a man so changed as 
they say Sr William Croft is. , He gave me a slight visit". On July 5th Croft 
was commissioned to call out the local Trainband in the King's name, and Lady 
Harley wrote that "they are-to put out all the old captains. They have 
summoned the Trainbands to be at Hereford on Saturday. I fear they will 
attempt to seize upon the arms which I-havell. -_ Croft's commission to recruit a 
troop of horse "for the King's special service" was noted on the day previous, 
and Lady Harley told her husband that she believed she would find Croft "a most 
violent mant'. A warrant for his arrest as a delinquent came from Parliament 
to no avail. Sir William next appears as a prisoner of war near Hereford in 
April 1643, but for how long he'was detained cannot be ascertained. If he was 
a prisoner for some time, however, then the implication may be that he did not 
actually take up his command in the regiment for some time. Symonds, already 
quoted on the matter, seems to-imply that Croft was lt. colonel to Cansfield in 
1644, which sounds strange and may-be a mere ambiguity on Symonds' part. Ile 
was killeds at the age of 51, near Hopton or Stokesay Castle in Shropshireý81 
Lt. Colonel Sir Thomas Smith* Cited twice in the List, and on the second 
occasion by this rank, he presumably served as 
such-under Cansfield. Probably promoted from 
captain Lt some stage, perhaps when'Cansfield became lt. colonel of the regiment, 
Smith May be the captain of the same name signing for pistols at Oxford on 
November 24th 1643. He vas-born in 1598, the son of Lawrence Smith of Hather- 
tong Cheshire, and of Hough, who died in 1641. Thomas, admitted to Lincolns 
Inn in 16142 and was knighted in the'following year, was a lawyer. Of a 
prominent mercantile family in Che'ster itselfs he was Mayor in 1622/3-and an 
Alderman thereafter. Like several Royalist field officers, he was opposed to 
the Ship Money levy, and was returned as MP for Chester, in 1640. Given leave 
to absent himself from the 11ouse'in 
June 1641, "he'did not return there, claiming 
subsequently to have been pre vented'by the m, ilitary situation. He compounded 
in 1646 on a fine of &3, '350 redu'ced'fr I om R6,1 700 and died in 1668ý 
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(Major Sir) Edward Bret(t): Cited in the List merely as Sir Edward Bretl the 
'rank 
is conjectural but highly probable in view 
-of 
his eminence in. the regimentt and Symonds 
alludes to him apparently as major in_September 1645, although from another 
source this rank appears to have been bestowed in 1644 under unusual circum- 
stances. The exact pedigree oftýhe"family`is'not cleart but he seems to have 
been Sir Edward Brett of Blendenhall'near Bexley in Kentt sergeant porter to 
Charles 119 who died in St. Margaret's'Parish Westminster in 1684. It may be 
unlikelyt but such a man matriculated from Clare College in 1631t was awarded 
his BA in 1633/4 and his MA'in 1637. Perhaps a relation of Major Arthur Brett 
listed in Surrey in 1628 as a Catholic suspect. The first likely allusion to 
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Edward comes in December 1642, when a Captain Brett was listed at Rotterdam 
awaiting transport for Newcastle with other officers. His activities are not, 
however, noted in England until 1644, and in July of that year the Queen wrote 
to the King, "if you would give Brett a pension of two hundred pieces, you would 
oblige me extremely". Upon the Queen's departure from England, Brettq who had 
apparentlyý'commanded her personal troop, was attached with one hundred of the 
regiment to Grenville in the west countryg and in August 1644 mo-Wed into the 
King's Guard, whereupon Brett became major. This need not mean that Brett was 
major in the Kingts regiment, but at his attachment to it, assumed the rank in 
the Queen's. on August 17th "His Majestie attended with his owne troope, 
Queenes troope, commanded by Captain Brettq and sixty commanded troopers, went 
to Cliffe ... 'It but this reference by Symonds, who took such care to be accurate, 
specifies Brett as captain, so that the promotion to major may in fact date to 
his knighthood after Lostwithiel. To quote Symonds again: "about 11 of the 
clocke Zo-n August 31817 Captain Brett led up the Queenes troope, and most 
gallantly in view of the King charged their foot and beat them from their hedge 
killing many of them, notwithstanding their musquets made abundance of shott at 
his men; he received a shott in the left arme in the first field, and one of 
his men, La Pliinne, a Frenchman killedg yet most gallantly went on and brought 
his men off; his cornett's horse shottg with 2 other horsesq and 2 more 
wounded: he retreated to be dresstt and the King called him and tooke his 
sword which was drawne in his hand and knighted Sir Edward Brett on his horsets 
back". Symonds' allusion to Brett as major came in September 16459 as has 
been said, but his promotion at Lostwithiell if not earlierl seems likely. In 
February 1646, Brett was wounded in action near Burrington, according to John 
Rushworth reporting the House of Lords. Whitelock noted I'M. Bret" injured in 
the same engagement, and his style of reference implies that Whitelock thought 
Brett was a Frenchman, a fact unlikely but, in view of the uncertainty as to 
his origin, not to be absolutely discounted. The skirmish took place near 
Torrington. In May 1655, Brett was a Royalist agent at the Hague and in 
September Secretary Nicholas alluded to him in a letter to Langdale as being in 
Holland. Langdale, who had had dealings with Brettt had mistakenly called him 
"Pitt". He was in Cologne in February 1656. In October 1660, as a Gentleman 
Pensioners he petitioned Charles II for favour, and the office he held at his 
death in 1684 may have been-that granted him then583 
Captain Thomas Brockholes: Claimed. in the List from Middlesex, and most 
probably the Captain Thomas Brockhills who claim- 
ed in the List, under Sir William Bradshaw (q. v. ). 
However, double claims, although occasionally identifiedi are unusual, and two 
Thomas Brockholes or Brockhills present themselves as Lancashire. 
L 
delinquents 
at this time. It ist of course, impossible to know which of them was- 
I an", 
officer, and whether they were both serving officers in separate regim, ent's'e 
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Thomas Brockholes of Claughton or Clayton was born in 1593 and died in 1668, 
the eldest of the sons of John Brockholes of the same who died in 1642. Alt- 
ernatively, John's brother Thomasj styled of Heaton, was a Catholic delinquent 
undischarged in 1655. Both men had their property inserted in the third 
Treason Act of 1652 as Catholics and delinquentst and both appear to have 
survived into the restoration, although the age factor may rule out Thomas of 
Heatoný84 
(Captain) Sir Charles Charbo: Cited in the List, evidently a French officer. 
Roy misidentified him in the Royalist Ordnance 
Papers, rendering as 'Sherbornel or 'Sherburn' 
this man signing on November 24th 1643 as lieutenant to Captain (Sir Thomas) 
Smith ? 
85 
Captain Gervase Clifton: Named by Symonds as from Lancashireq with a troop of 
60 men when the regiment was raised. Such a man, 
of the same rank, claimed under Tyldealey's Horse 
(q. v. ). This does look, in this case, as if we have a man claiming for service 
and rank in the 1648 or 16.51 wars, who had originally served the queen's Horse 
in 1643/6. He must be Gervase Clifton of Westby, sequestered as a Catholic 
delinquent. When he petitioneds he denied his Catholicism. He may also be 
the Jervas Clifton styled as of Latham who was in Shelford Manor at its capture 
(see above* regimental notation). Gervase Clifton of Westby compounded as a 
Catholic Recusant in 1629ý86 
Captain Lawrence Clifton: Cited in the Lists eldest son of Sir Cuthbert 
Clifton's second marriage, and hence a half brother 
of Colonel Cuthbert Clifton 
(q. v. ). A Foreign L- 
Burgess of Preston in 16429 Lawrence is listed as a major in the 
list of 
Catholics killed in the civil wars and he was certainly slain at 
Shelford House 
in October 1645. A Passing reference to Clifton can be found in the papers of 
V587 Lieutenant George Livesay, this regiment, q. . 
Captain Thomas Cooke: Cited in the List, such a man of Speke, yeoman and 
Catholic delinquent was undischarged from sequestration 
in 1655, and had compounded as a Recusant in 1632V8 
Captain Raoul FleurZ: No reference in the List or in Symondsq but quite 
reasonab3, y and tentatively suggested in this rank by 
Adair. Fleury commanded the regiment at Chariton on 
March 29th 1644, where "doing his duty like a very worthy person" he had his leg 
blown off by a cannonball and died shortly afterwards. Adair implied that 
Fleury was a Frenchman, and styled him Monsieur, but there is a Rafe Floyer of 
Staffordshire, third of the five sons of Francis Floyer or London, merchants 
589 born a. 1623 who may be the man in questione 
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Captain Gotie Franc: Cited by Symonds, but particular attention should be 
paid to the remarks concerning the officer immediately 
following. 
Captain Sherbo Fkanc: Symonds listed this man, as well as Gotie Franc (see 
above), and added in connection with Sherbo "Queen's 
page" of "Captain Sir John Smith's troop" of which 
Sherbo had assumed command. Nowl as already pointed out, Captain Sir Charles 
Charbo (we do not know when he was knighted) was probably lieutenant in Sir 
Thomas Smith's troop, supposing that Symonds made an error in writing 'John' 
for 'Thomas'. It may be that we are here dealing with a reference by Symonds 
to nationality, using the word Franc, so properly rendered, the allusion would 
be to Captain Sherbo or Charbo, the Franc (Frenchman)l and the same would then 
apply to Captain Gotie. This means that Gotie and Sherbo would be surnames 





Markham: Cited in the List, according to Symonds, Captain 
George Markham of Nottinghamshire raised 70 men 
when the regiment was recruited. If this ident- 
ification is right, he was the second of the six sons of George Markham of 
Ollerton, and brother to Lt. Colonel Thomas Markham (see the duke of York's 
Horse). Styled of Worksop, he was born in 1616 and died in 1670. In October 
1644, Mercurius Aulicus noted him in command of a troop in a raid on outlying 
enemy quarters near Basing House, and operating from KingscleerPl 
Captain Z_ 
_7 
Meade: Cited in the List under Cansfield. Probably the 
Captain Robert Meade in Stockholm, April 1650, acting 
as representative from Charles IIý92 
Captain 
_7 
Norton: Cited in the List, possibly Simon Norton of North- 
ampton, killed in arms, according to the petition of 
a man pillaged when he refused to join the King593 
Lieutenant George Livesay: This regimental designation is an interpretation 
of evidence, since there is no direct link , 
with 
the regiment. Son and heir of Lawrence Livesay 
of Sutton, Lancashirel whom he had succeeded by 1642, his sequestration was the 
subject of much speculation as to what had become of him* One Gervase Clifton 
(unidentified, but apparently a trooper in this regiment) deposed that the 
troop he rode in was commanded by "Law: Clifton fas. 7 captaine and George 
Livesay was Lef. tnt, ye said troope together with ye rest of ye forces then in 
ye field were put to route by some of ye Parliamt forces, and in pursuit-this 
examinant saw George Livesay, of Sutton .... lying upon ye ground dead as this. ýý,, 
examinant verily beleeveth, and hee is the rather induced to beleeve he was 
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then dead in regard Z-he_7 heard by divers of ye souldiers who were taken pris- 
oners by the pliamt souldiers and afterwards released, say that they saw Geo: 
Livesay dead, and afterwards cut open by the surgeons ... ". In the papers it 
was further stated that Livesay had left Lancashire in 1643. These clues, 
particularly the reference to Captain Cliftont make the regimental designation 
feasible ? 94 
Lieutenant Richard Powell: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Meade's troop* Perhaps the Lieutenant 
Power captured at Rowton Heath in 1645P5 
Cornet William Leyburn: For this man, see Ferdinando Leigh's Horse. 
Q Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Cansfield's . uartermaster Roger Crofts: 
troop. Unlikely but possibly the son of Edward 
Crofts of Knaresborough and of East Appleton, 
the father dying in 166.5 aged 61. Edward was Governor of Knaresborough prior 
to the war, but even the rank of Quartermaster in the Queen's Lifeguard cannot 
596 
be looked on as too humble for the younger son of a gentleman. 
Quartermaster Miles Dodson: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterg and 
styled as Quartermaster General in Oxford. Such 
a man was son and heir of Richard Dodson, Rector 
of Kirkby Overblows in Yorkshire, was born in 1590 and apparently died in 1657 
which may rule him outý97 
Quartermaster Thomas Lancaster: 
John, in Derby's Foot) ? 98 
Claimed in the List from Derbyshirej probably 
second of the three sons of Thomas Lancaster 
of Rainhill in Lancashire (see his brother, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant David Woodfieldl claimed in the List from Oxford, Lt. Colonel 
Smith's troop. 
Cornet George Dixon, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Markhams 
troop, 
Quartermaster Lionel Butchard, claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captair 
Clifton's troop. 
Quartermaster John Deale, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, Sir 
Edward Brett's troop, 
quartermaster John Grafton, claimed in the List from Northamptonshire, 
Captain Charles Charbots troop. 
Quartermaster Arthur Hutchinson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, 
Captain Norton's troop. 
quartermaster Francis Reveg claimed in the List from Warwickshire, Sir 
Thomas Smith's troop. 
quartermaster William Sergeant, claimed in the List from Lancashire, 
Captain Cansfield's troop. 
Quartermaster William Wilkinsong claimed in the List from Lancashirej 
Captain Brockholes'8 troop. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas RIDDELLI'S Horse. 
No more than a troop at least, it formed the mounted arm, of the garrison 
of Tynemouth Castle in Northumberland. Colonel Riddell is dealt with as 
colonel of foot (q. v. ). Only two officers claimed for this force in the List 
and one of these, Captain Thomas Paul who petitioned from Durham, cannot be 
identified. 
Captain Gascoi&ne Eden: Cited in the Listq see this man in Sir William 
Blakiston's Horse. 
Lieutenant Ralph Eden: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Eden's troop. 
Probably third of the three sons of John Eden of 
West Auckland who died in 1625, and a copyholder in 
East Combe township, styled Gentleman, in 164099 
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Colonel Edward ROSTERNIS Horse. 
Probably never much more than a troop ancillary to his regiment of foot 
raised for the defence of Lathom House in 1644, after Rupert's relief in May, 
Rostern is dealt with as colonel of foot (q. v. ). He appears on two distinct 
occasions in the Listj however. One as Edward Rawston, cited by claimants of 
6oo 
Horse and Foot, and then again as Rosthorne, cited by infantry claimants. 
The name has also been rendered as 'Rosethorn' or 'Rosethornetg but Rostern 
seems to be the most proper usage. Details concerning the exploits of some of 
Rostern's officers have been given in Vol. 1, in the chapter concerned with 
the second siege of Lathom. 
Major Z- 
_7 
Munday: Probably a joint command to include the Foot, that is 
to say, a garrison command specifically. He is 
fleetingly referred to in the contemporary sources as 
a professional (see Vol. 1) and may have been from the Mundy family of Mark- 
6 01 
eaton in Derbyshire. 
Ca2tain William Kay: Also spelt Key, he claimed in the List under Rostern as 
a cavalry captain, although like Mundy, he may well have 
combined with an infantry role too. Also described as 
a professional, he was tentatively identified as of Cobhouse near Lathom. A 
lieutenant in the first sieget he was promoted after Rupert's relief of the 
house, and in March 1644 we have a conclusive reference to him seizing malt 
from one William Hodges, then a prisoner in Lathom 
ý02 
Lieutenant-Ralph Fletcher: Claimed in the List merely as lieutenant of horse, 
from Lancashireq but cited Captain Kay. Probablý 
Fletcher of Whitefield, Pilkingtong who when 
compounding protested that he had only been a trooperý03 
Quartermaster Thomas Heapes: Claimed only as a quartermaster in the List, 
from Lancashirej but cited Captain Kay. Per- 
haps the same man of Pilkington whog in his 
composition, admitted serving under the earl of Derby, but, like Lieutenant 
Fletcher, protested that he had only been a common trooper. He was probably 
not believed, for a fine of X101 was levied 
ý04 
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Colonel Sir William SAVTTI IS Regiment of Horse. 
Almost certainly one of the earliest cavalry formations raised in Yorkshir( 
in the King's serviceg and that by a man hitherto identified closely with the 
Parliamentary opposition to Royal policy. It is a regiment to which some 
uncertainty also attaches, insofar as we do not seem to know what became of it 
following the death of its colonel in January 1644. There seem to be two 
solutions, one somewhat conjectural, and these will be discussed under the 
officers concerned. 
I 
The first cavalry were raised by Saville in late August 1642, as part of 
his agreement to contribute to a body of 250 horse which he entered into in mid 
julyý05 On Friday August 26th Saville came with 24 light horse to York, where 
he placed them at the King's disposal under the command of Captain Sir Thomas 
Dallison, a sbuthern officer who took the troop into the Oxford army 
ý06 
These 
troopers did not reappear in the north, and Saville was left to recruit his 
regiment virtually from_'scratchg under the auspices of the earl of Cumberland. 
The regiment, or what had by then been raised, fought at Bradford on October 
24th and again on December 12th (see Vol. 1). Thereafter it followed the 
campaigns of the main army under its colonell reappearing at Winceby in October 
1643 when its flight was given as a cause of the Royalist defeat, although the 
story was later retracted by Mercurius Aulicusý07 Saville*himself may have 
been wounded in this actiong for the regiment was quartered near York on Nov- 
ember 15th being re-equipped, and by this time Saville had become. governor of 
the city-in the absence of Sir Thomas Glemham. There he remained until his 
death, but his regiment'was in the field again in Lincolnshire and the Isle of 
Axholm in. December, January and early February of 1643/4, according to the 
memoir of its brigade commanders Colonel Sir John Mayney (q. v. )ý08 Driven 
from the Isle,, Mayney apparently joined Newcastle in Durham in mid February and 
so, I suggest, did this-'regiment under its acting colonel, Sir Philip Monckton 
(see below). Some troop or troops appear to have been at Selby in April 1644, 
however, and certainly fought on Marston Moor, thereafter being swallowed up in 
the Northern Horse. 
Colonel Sir William Saville: William was born in 1612, second son of Sir 
George Saville, Ist Bart., of Thornhill in 
Yorkshire and Rufford Abbey in Nottinghamshireq 
who died in 1614. He matriculated at University College, Oxford, in 1626 and 
was admitted to Gray's Inn in 1628, succeeding to the baronetcy on his brother'] 
death. 
, 
The_son'-in law of Thomas Lord Coventry, and a nephew of the earl of 
Straffordq who'apparently helped him to offices in Yorkshire and Nottingham- 
shire, 
-where 
he was Keeper of Sherwood Forest, he was not, however, either a 
creature of Strafford's nor a tool of the court as might, not unreasonably, havi 
been expected. It is more likely that as a young man he came under the influ- 
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ence of his uncle and future Parliamentarian commander, Sir John Saville of 
Lupset. He was made a Trainband colonel in 1633, a JP in 1638 for the West 
Riding and for Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire and mayq Keeler suggests, have 
been a member of the Royal Household in the latter year. Be that as it may, 
in 1638 he also refused to contribute to a levy of horse in the Riding, and by 
1640 was a prominent opponent of the government on the issue of Ship Money. 
His personal antagonism toward Strafford particularly worried Laud, and it was 
observed: "If Sir William Saville may always prevail in his accustomed ways of 
opposition ... both Lord President, Councill Deputy Lieutenants and Justices of 
the Peace may soon sit down and let him govern". Defeated in the 1640 election 
when he stood for York, in 1641 he was elected for Old Sarum in Wiltshire. He 
underwent a radical change in his attitudes once he was in the House, a not 
uncommon thing, and was committed to the Tower for reporting on debates to the 
Privy Council. By the outbreak of war, he had already committed himself to 
the Royalist partyg and was perhaps one of the leading Royalists in Yorkshire, 
with an estateg as Cliffe has shown, of 50,000 acres both there and in Notting- 
hamshire, and an annual income of some Z7000. During the course of the wars, 
Thornhill was destroyed after it had been garrisoned in 16489 but his estates 
were entailed and thus avoided the rigours of sequestration. He was appointed 
to the Commission of Array for Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire, and was one of 
the group of gentry who sought the replacement of the earl of Cumberland by the 
earl of Newcastle. He had by then been in action at least twice in the West 
Riding (see Vol. 19 and regimental notation above). Certainly on the Council 
of War of the northern army, he was at the battle of Leeds in January 1643 (see' 
Vol. 1) and in May was appointed Governor of Sheffield Castlet which gave him 
command in the town and over all forces sent there for a garrison. In fact 
Saville was a man of actiong and he delegated his command to Major Thomas Beau- 
mont of his foot regiment (q. v. ). On September 9th he was engaged before HuD. "- 
I' 
and in October was a divisional commander at the battle of Winceby (see Vol. 1) 
Appointed Governor of York at least by the middle part of November, he was 
responsible for the issue of equipment from the magazine there. He also had 
power to sign orders sequestrating property from Parliamentarian supporters. 
Saville died, quite suddenly, in York on or around January 22nd 1644, and the 
11arquess of Newcastle wrote to Major Beaumont in Sheffield: "I cannot expresse 
ye sorrow I have for the losse of your noble Colonell; both in respect of his 
Maties service, and my owne particular ... It. His widow made her way to 
Sheffield where she held out with Beaumont for some months 
ý09 
(colonel Sir) Philip Monckton: In identifying Monckton as the second colone 
of this regiment, rather than as a colonel 
his own right, as Young has done, I am inter 
preting somewhat unsatisfactory evidence. Howeverl certain points need to be 
made clear before explaining Monckton's career and the process by which I havle 
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supposed, that he came to this command. He does not appear anywhere in the 
Listq and although this is not in itself sufficient reason for dismissing him 
altogether as a colonel in his own right, with his own regiment, it does most 
strongly argue against the idea of a Monckton Horse unit at any time between 
1642/6 and even in 1648, when he was most certainly a colonel with an active 
command. In Monckton's case, we have his own memoir to work from, from which 
some of what follows is drawng although it has to be said that it is extremely 
cursory and concerns Monckton the man rather than than Monckton the officer. 
Thus it casts no light upon the question of when he became a colonel, or why. 
Saville's regiment is almost unique in the north in the sense that we do not 
have a specific reference to Saville's successor as colonel. It could be 
argued that no colonel was appointed, and that the regiment's lt. colonel may 
have acted as field commandert but although this might be true for Saville's 
period as Governor of York, his death in January 1644 would strongly suggest 
that a colonel would be appointed in his place, since at that time, the northern 
Royalist army, was still intact and still following forms and principles of 
command. In opting for Monckton as the missing successor, I have sought to 
explain how Monckton came to be a colonel (as he undoubtedly was in 1644, and 
had not been earlier, so far as can be ascertained), and what became of this 
regiment. Admittedlyl the absence of reference to Monckton in the List is 
something of an obstaclel but far from insurmountable, if his actual period of 
command extended for a brief three or four months at most, whereupon the regi- 
men was swallowed up in the Northern Horse and command systems ceased to have 
much relevance. 
Philip was first of the two sons of Sir Francis Monckton of Cavillj York- 
shire, also a Royalist, who served on various York committees. He matriculated 
at University College in 1638 at the age of 16, and was in 1642 appointed a 
Commissioner of Array in his county. He was at that time, as he stated in his 
autobiographyl the "eldest captain" of Colonel Sir Thomas Metham's Trainband 
Foot (q. v. ), and saw service at the siegeof Hull whereg as he wroteg "I had the 
fortune to command the party that gave ZfFirsI7 fire in that war". Again 
according to his memoir, he fought at Adwalton Moor on June 30th 1643, by which 
time he was with the cavalry arm, although in which regiment, and Saville's is 
as good as any, we do not know. For the crucial periods for my argument, of 
January to March 1644 we are entirely reliant upon his own memoir, and he does 
not mention service in the Isle of Axholmt although that omission does not 
disqualify him for the colonelcy of this regiments since he may equally well 
have been in the Isle, or assumed command after the regiment left there. 
Monckton alluded somewhat mysteriously, to his being in action at "Courtray" 
against the Scots, which seems to be a poor rendering of Corbridge, fought on- 
February 19th 1644 (see Vol. 1), and the problem is whether the regiment 
some part of it, could have reached Corbridge from the Isle of Axholm in the 
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space of, say, a week, which seems not improbable. He was knighted for his 
part in the action. At Bowden Hill in March (see Vol. 1), he fought as 
commander of 400 horse, which looks like the merging of two or more cavalry 
forces (perhaps with Brandling's, q. v. 9 which we know was lacking its colonel 
taken at Corbridge), and by now he was fairly certainly a colonel. He further 
stated that he was sent to Rupert at Shrewsbury to urge him to hasten to the 
relief of York, and that he fought on Marston Moor (see Vol* 1), which is fairly 
straightforward but tells us extremely little. In the Northern Horse in 1645, 
he took part in the relief of Pontefractq and was at the fight at "Paylay" (? ) 
whilst the King was in Leicester in 16459 which may be an obscure reference-to 
Naseby, where he had three horses killed under him in the action. He claimed 
to have commanded the brigade at Rowton Heath in September, and according to 
his composition proceedings yielded on April loth 1646, the joint fine (with 
his father) being set at L828. On May 6th, Philip took pleasure (one suspects) 
in stating that he had been a colonell although in July the local committee 
alluded to him as major of Langdale18 brigade, although the two ranks, being 
regimental and brigade, are not mutually incompatible. A draft'ordinance to 
clear his sequestration was passed by the Lords in March 1648, by which time he 
was already plotting for the rising of that year. Again according to his 
memoir, he was the Yorkshire commander, certainly a colonel, but sharing 
authority with Lord Byron and Colonel Robert Portington (q. v. 9 Glemham's Horse). 
He sat on a Council of War in Pontefract after its seizure, and fought at 
Willoughby where he was taken. He noted in his memoir that at Willoughby he 
fought with his reins in his teeth, having been severely wounded at Rowton in 
1645, which must mean that his left arm was useless. He fled abroad after 
escaping, but in 1653 returned to England as an agent for the exiles, claiming 
that he could, or wouldq bring over Thomas Lord Fairfax. Noted for his oppo- 
sition to murder plots against Cromwell, he did, however, favour the hiring of 
a Spanish army. Thurloe knew of his part in the 1654/5 plotting, and in 1656 
he seems to have passedon information under questioningt if he is the man 
alluded to by Robert Lilburne: "Sir Phillip Mountaine (as he is called) hath 
made some further discoveries concerning the late plott". Imprisoned in Hull 
in 1658 on suspicion, he was apparently involved in the 1659 rising. At the 
restoration, he became Comptroller of Customs at Dunkirk, and was to become 
noted for his hostility, to the earl of Clarendon. High Sheriff of Yorkshire 
in 1669, by 1671 he was in severe financial trouble, owing the Bishop of Durham 
C27 which he simply could or would not pay. An attempt to distrain on his 
goods was postponed, and a six month extension allowed him to find the money. 
He was by then MP for Scarborough, which seat he held until his death in 1679- 
A soured and embittered man, he was gaoled in 1676 for defaming Royal ministers 
and h is belief that the old Royalists had been badly treated was deep rooted. 
Modern scholarship discounts this view, but in many cases it was true§lo 
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Lt. Colonel Rorer Portington: Cited by name in the List as a captain, and 
without forname as lto colonel, a rank to which 
he may have risen under Monckton, if not be- 
fore. The point has already been madeq in connection with his younger brother 
Robert (q. v. t Glemllam's Horse) that the prolific allusions to both brothers in 
arms now and in 1648 makes distinguishing between them difficult. In Roger's 
case, howeverl we have a clear allusion to his forename in this regiment. He 
was the first of the two sons of Robert Portington of Barnby super Dun and was 
born in 1609, the pedigrees tending to style him as captain of horse. Although 
the family was financially crippled by sequestrations and fines, Roger inherited 
the property of Sir Roger Portington of Leedst not a direct relation, and was 
subsequently styled of Tudwortht Esquire. In 1639/42 he was Treasurer for 
Lamed Soldiers in the West Ridingg and in the latter year a pensioned soldier 
was indicted for an assault on him. In March 1642 he was suspected of being 
involved in plots against Hull, and the next reference to him belongs to 1644 
when it was stated (in 1646) that he had surrendered himself at the fall of 
Yorkt but had returned to his arms, since he came in again in August 1645t from 
Sandal garrison, having been before then, perhaps, in Pontefract. Nonetheless, 
he was in Newark in 1646, and was named on April 23rd by the inhabitants Of 
Rocliffe, Snaithe and other towns as one of "divers officers and soldiers 
formerly employed for the King pretending they are under the command of Major 
General Vandruske in the Scotch armyg and commit great violences and oppress all 
by grievous assessments still declare themselves disaffected to the Parliament". 
Roger was in arms in 1648t styled colonel, in the garrison of Pontefractt where 
he still was in October of that yeart and in March 1649. Having been fined 
C350 for his part-in the first war, a fine of V, 365 was levied for his part in 
1648. In 166ol when a prisoner in King's Bench, he petitione dfor his release, 
stating that in 1649 he had been condemned in heavy damages for carrying off 
cattle in 1648 for the Pontefract garrison. He stated that witnesses in his 
defence had not dared to attend the tribunal to refute the allegations against 
him, because having been Royalists, they were restricted by the five mile limit 
and could not travel to Pontefract. ' Roger stated that the man on whose evid- 
ence he had been convictedl had since been found guilty of perjury and had 
disappeared. Having spent nine years in gaolt Roger concluded, he had lost 
V2000 in all, and begged release. The old Judgement was set aside. He must 
have been arrested in 1651, for in 1650 he was found in London in contravention 
of the travellimits imposed upon delinquents, and sent back home. His con- 
finement for so long cannot have been unconnected with suspicions concerning 
his sympathies. Appointed a JP in 1663/4, in 1669 he was enquiring into 
violence surrounding the drainage of Hatfield Levelt violence in which he and 
his family (See Robert Portingtont Glemham's Horse) had often been implicated. 
In 1674 appointed as a commissioner to enquire into Inquisitions Post Mortem, 
he died in 1683 
ý11 
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(Lt. Colonel Thomas Wheatley): Conjectural, see this man as colonel of foot 
in his own right. 
Major John Beversham: Claimed in the List from LondonAiestminster, he also 
claimed under John Frescheveille's Horse, a regiment 
not here dealt with, but attached to the northern army 
This double claim raises several problemaq not least that of the regiment with 
which he primarily served. He may have moved to Frescheveille's after the 
death of Savillel at the time that I have suggested that Monckton probably took 
over the regiment, or alternatively, have been drafted to serve under monckton 
when the man I take to have been the original regimental majorl Wentworth (see 
below) was moved or resigned his commission. It may be possible to argue, 
this without supporting evidence of any kindq that Frescheville assumed the 
control of Saville's Horse, but I doubt it. It has been pointed out to me tha 
the printer of the List may have mistaken Saville and Frescheville, and have 
given Beversham a double claim where none was intended. Of Beversham, we know 
the following. in November 1650 the Goldsmith's Hall committee was asked to 
report as to whether "Mr. Beversham" had compounded, since he had murdered a 
corporal named Crisp. Such a pan served under the duke of York at the battle 
of the Dunes. In September 1650 Major Beversham, in England without licence, 
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was apprehended by two men who claimed a gratuity for their work. 
Major 
_7Wentworth: 
Cited in thelist, and not the easiest of names to 
identify, lacking a forename. A process Of elimin- 
ation must be followed. A Major Wentworth was 
captured at Selby (see Vol. 1). and a Lt. Colonel Wentworth at Sherburn in 
Elmet in 1645. We must discount Sir William Wentworth of Ashby Puerorum, 
Lincolnshire, killed_on Marston Moor, who was Strafford's brothert since he 
rode as a Gentleman Volunteer. Our major was probably (Sir) Mathew Wentworth 
of Bretton, born in 16129 third of the six sons of George Wentworth of Bretton 
who died in 1638. 'Mathew succeeded as heir in 1675 and died in 1677 
ý13 
Captain John Benson: Cited in the List, I have considered him to be one and 
the same as the captain in Newcastle's Horse (q. v. ), 
for since the surname is not uncommon, the possibilitiei 
are however limited to one man only. John Benson of Wakefield, at his 
composition, claimed to have been a captain of horse for upwards of a year, and 
surrendered in August 1644., A fine of Z96 was imposed on him. He was in 
arms again in 1648, when he was a standing officer of the then Pontefract 
garrison dissenting from a plan', to ransom a Parliamentarian sympathiser who had 
been seized for. that precise purpose. Benson was a younger brother of Robert 
Benson of Red Hallg, near, Wakefield, and uncle of Robert Benson, Lord Bingley 
ý14 
Captain John Copley: Cited in the List, the eldest of the five sons of 
Alvery Copley of Batley who died in 1623, and styled 
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Esquire. The son in law of the rich Royalist aldermaný Bryan Cooke of Don- 
caster, John was wounded, probably at Adwalton Moort on June 30th 1643, and was 
buried at Batley on August 19th. His will was-dated to within seven days of 
his death, but probate was not granted until 1661. His troop was handsomely 
supplied with horses and men by the Cooke familyý15 
Ca2tain Sir John Goodricke: Cited in the List, he was either the seventh or 
the eighth of' the nine sons of Sir Henry Goodricl 
of Ribston and Hunsingore, on the edge of Marstor 
Moor (the house at Hunsingore was destroyed during the civil war). Born in 
1617, he succeeded his fatherg who died in 1641 and had been a depury lieutenant 
and Vice President of the Council of the North. Cliffe described John as a 
rack-renter, and as a Parliament man until the eve of the fighting. Educated, 
somewhat unconventionallys at Aberdeen, he toured France in 1636/8, and was a 
Trainband captain of infantry in 1639. Ile was made a Commissioner of Array 
for Yorkshire in 1642, at which time he was also a JP, and took 20 horse to the 
siege of Hull. On August 3rd it was reported in London that "on Friday last 
Sr John Goodricke ... Bart ... brought in his horse and men being 36 in number, ver3ý 
bravely accoutred". Lord Fairfax cited him as the captor of Sir John Saville 
of Lupset, the. uncle of Goodricke's future colonel. His signature appeared on 
the articles to bring Newcastle'into Yorkshire, but his military career was 
remarkably brief. He was captured in arms at Bradford in October (see Vol. 1), 
which quite incidentally proves the existence of Saville's Horse at this date. 
Gaoled first in Manchester and then moved to London, he was unsuccessful in his 
attempts to be exchanged. on May 18th 1644 he was still in the Tower, where 
he complained of hard usage. ' He informed the Commons and the Lords that on 
first entry to this prison, he had been charged F, 50 for the various officers of 
the Tower, together with Z1.10s a week to cover his food. He and his fellow 
prisoners had no income from their sequestered estates, nor were they permitted 
to speak together (these restrictions seem unsually harsh and somewhat point- 
less). The House of Lords recommended the matter to the Commons immediate 
consideration, for fear of reciprocal treatment of Parliamentarian officers. 
It is still a mystery. however, as to why Goodricke had not been exchanged. 
Although not a markedly rich mang he had been an eager contrbutorto the Royal 
cause in 16429 and Savillel for example, might have wanted him back. Either 
the Parliamentl for some reason, refused to make any bargain concerning him, or 
someone in the Royalist army did not"want him back. In 1645 the question of 
his composition came up, when'the Commons referred his case to Goldsmith's Hall 
and alluded to his four years in gaol and his taking of the National Covenant. 
Amongst the particular charges levelled against him was one that he and his 
troopers had seized the cattle of Thomas Stockdale, no insignificant figure in 
the Fairfax circle in Yorkshire (see Vol. 1). Sir John denied this, and said 
that when he' had learned of it, his wife had arranged for the return of the 
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livestock. A fine of F, 1,508.14.8d. was reduced to Z1,200, allýof which was to 
be handed over to Stockdale in reparation. (One cannot but observe here that 
Stockdale's compensation can only have been the result of influence by him or 
ozrýhis behalf). Some attempt to escape from the Tower in this year was made 
and foiled. Released sometime during 1646, he made his way to Rome in 1647 
but was back in England by 1650, when he made voluntary discovery of other 
assets to the compounding. committee and was. fined an additional F, 143-108. A 
Knight of the Shire in 1661, he was appointed to the 1664 Commission for the 
Regulation of Corporations and died in 1ý69/70ý1 
6 
Captain Christopher Grimston: Claimed, in the List from Yorkshirej and cited 
-as well. He does not appear in the pedigree 
of Grimston of Grimston Garth, a Royalist 
family. Such a mang a prisoner in-the Fleet in 1641, petitioned for discharge 
so that he might pursue a suit against one Priscilla Holt. Probably taken at 
Selby in 1644 (see Vol., 1)9 heýwas in the Pontefract garrisong perhaps leaving 
with Langdale after the relief in March 1645. He was a standing officer in 
Pontefract in 1648, and may be the man of the same name, styled of Yorkq, whose 
will was passed. for probate in 1675 
ý17 
_7 
Hor8fald: Also spelt Horsefall or Hrsfal, he does not appear Captain 
in the, Listg but Saville made a distinct reference 
to him in letters to Thomas Beaumont in Sheffield. 
On September 22nd, 16439 Saville acknowledged receipt of a muster list for 
Horsfald's troop, -and-told Beaumont that he was to go direct to Lincolnshire, 
since the regiment war. short of, -captains. A Captain Richard Horsefield was 
taken at Selby in April 1644'(see Vol. 1) and such a mang in Pontefract garrisor 
in 1645, left for Sandal. on August 8th, where he surrendered when the castle 
fell. Two possible identifications can be made, either father or son, but the 
son seems more likely* , Richard Horsfald of Storthes Hall, Yorkshire, was the 
son of Richard Horsfa, ld. of the same who died in 1644, and was styled Esquire. 
Richard II, born in 1613, and dying in 1666, admitted in his composition that 
he was at the surrender of Sandal Castle, and compounded on a fine of Z340 in 
respect of property in, S 
-t' 
orthes Hall, Thurstland, Neals Ing in Giggleswick, and 
elsewhere, in 1646. He admitted captaincy of horse under the Marquess of 
Newcastle, but claimed he had deserted, implying that he could have continued 
to fight, under the terms for the surrender of Sandal. His delinquency was 
cleared in 1647 when he was styled Gentleman. He has been wrongly identified 
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as a captain in Ramsdents foot by his biographer. 
Captain Philip Markham: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, his exact 
-identity is a mysteryg although a Philip Markham of 
Boulderstone in Bradfield, Gentleman, was presented 
at Pontefract quarter Sessions in April 1642 for erecting a cottage without 
assigning four acres of land according to statute. Sir William Saville refer- 
red to him in a letter of June 3rd 1643, written to Beaumont at Sheffield: "For 
Capt. Markham he is not to have any pay, nor his dragoons (sic). I wonder muchý 
he should expect any. I make no question but he will behave himself well and 
carefully, and if he does so, he may easily believe I will be careful of him". 
This*may be a reference to a charge, to be laid against Markham in 1644 by John 
Haigh of Middop, that he had seized upon Haigh's goods. The charge was made 
to Lord Fairfax, but Saville may have, penalised Markham for plunderingý19 
Captain Roger Neville: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq third of the five 
sons of Henry Neville of Chevet, and brother of 
Quartermaster General Gervase Neville. Possibly 
alluded to at Bradford in December 1642 (see Vol. 1). On June 13th Sir William 
Saville at York wrote to. Mr. Holland, the innkeeper of the 'George$ at North- 
ampton. In the letterg he stated that Mr. Neville, the writer's friend and a 
servant of the King, had a horse stayed at Northampton and wished to recover it 
but had no leisure to press, theýbusiness. Saville asked Holland'to find two 
honest attornies and two sureties for bail for the horse, and then to send it 
to Captain Neville at the 'Talbott in York. This must concern Roger 
ý20 
Captain Henry Portington: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he was third of 
the four sons, but first of the second marriage, of 
Robert Portington of Barnby super Dun and styled of 
Stainforth. Born in 1619, by his marriage he also acquired Fishlake, of which 
place he later'came to be styled. He was presented at Pontefract quarter 
Sessions in April 16429 with others, for riotous assembly and for entering a 
house. He served in'Po-ntefract garrison in 1644/5 and in 1648. At his 
composition in 1646, he admitted to having been in arms, and seems to have come 
in with the garrison of oxford. He claimed to no personal estate, holding 
everything in right of his wife, but his fine was fixed at Z96-13.4d 
ý21 
, 
(Captain) Gervase Rockley: 
' _, 
This. designation rests entirely upon the Rockloy 
pedigree. Gervase, son of Robert Rockley of 
Rockley, Esquire$ who died in 1644, and had been 
a contributor to the coffers of the Royalist army, is styled both as lieutenant 
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and as captain in this regiment. 
Captain John-Saville: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret but under no speci- 
file regiment. However, in his composition proceedings 
he admited. to-his rank, by commission from his kinsman 
Sir William, which implies this regiment is the missing one. Styled of 
Slingsby, in the North Ridingj Gentleman, he was fined Z80. Probably the 
fourth of the six sons of Henry Saville of Copley, who died in 164o. John was 
born in 1604ý23 -ý ý_ 
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Captain Abraham Vernatt: Cited in the List on two occasions, and clearly a 
connection of the Vernatti family, of Italian stock., 
settled at Nortofts near Hatfield Level. This man 
aroused enormous hostilityl for in August 1643 John van Haesdonck appealed to 
the earl of Newcastle on behalf of himself and others, against Vernatt's 
arbitrary activities in the Hatfield area. Sir Philip or Sir Filibert Vernatti 
petitioned in 1641 for release, having been imprisoned on the strength of 
illegally obtained bondsq he had financially over-reached himself in the cause 
of draining the Level. In 1642 Abraham Vernatti petitioned the House of Lords 
for a protection whilst he acted as a surety to Sir Philip in the proceedings 
then in hand. Clearly, Captain Vernatt(i) saw the civil war as a chance to 
get his own back 
ý24 
Lieutenant Richard Harland,: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Goodricke's troopq he was born in 1592, and was 
styled of Sutton on the Forest, where his mural 
tablet remains, erected by his grandson in 1722# In his composition proceed- 
ings he was referred to as a cornet9 which led Clay to suppose this to have been 
his final rank, whereas both the List and the monument prove him to have become 
a lieutenant. "He was counted a great plunderer in the country" it was said of 
him, and a fine of L34 imposed in 1646. In 1657 he was brought before the 
magistrates for stopping up a highway, and his son was said, at New Halton 
Quarter Sessions in July of the same year, to owe Z40 to Oliver Cromwell. in 
1660 he petitioned for the office of keeper of the Manor of York with the Park, 
hitherto held by Robert_Lilburng which was granted. He showed himself active 
in hunting down seditious elements in the post-restoration years. He also 
petitioned in 1660 that one Luke Robinson be-exempted from the act of indemnity 
for having unlawfully seized and imprisoned Harland in York gaol during the 
Interregnum. li- In 1665 he fought a duel and slew Sir Thomas Carnaby, probably 
the former major^'of-Carnaby's Horse (q. v. ), in a house in Blake Street, York. 
No proceedings seem to have been taken against him, nor is the cause of the 
duel known. He died in 1689 at the age of 97, and his grandson, who raised 
the monument in All Saints Church at Sutton on Forest, had inscribed: "He first 
engaged himself in the troop of noblemen and gentlemen associated to guard their 
sovereign's person at York, and had the honour to serve as Lieutenaht to that 
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troop". Can this really be a reference to Goodricke's? 
Lieutenant Michael Keighley: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
Vernatt's troop. A prisoner at Selby in April 
1644 (see Vol. 1). In view of the troop, 
ý26 
certainly the man of Hatfield Level, whose will was granted probate in 1665 
Lieutenant Richard Sherburn: Claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire in 
Captain Markham's troop. "One Sherborne, a 
Cavalier, now in the Ouarter-master-Generalls 
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Lieutenant Thomas Spurgeon: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Portington's troop. Clearly of Thorne near 
Doncaster, probate granted 1681. The same man, 
significantlyt was a witness at Pontefract Quarter Sessions in 1641 in a case of! 
theft concerning the Vernatti family 
ý28 
Lieutenant Michael Wentworth: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Wentworth's troop. The Wentworth pedigree is 
thick with possibilities, but in view of age 
and for other factors which debar most possibles, he is probably third of the 
five sons of William Wentworth of South Kirby, styled as of South Elmsall. 
The father died in 1635- Probably the same man pardoned for his part in the 
murder of one Robert Mynne, in c. 1642/3 
ý29 
Cornet John Taylor: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Henry 
Portington's troop. Probably the same of Sandal, yeoma 
who had been in arms and claimed to have deserted in 
1644. A fine of . 435 was'ýleviedj despite subsequent service with the forces of 
Parliamentý30 
Quartermaster John Carrington: 
- 1ý ,"ý, ' 
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Gentleman, 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, perhaps 
second of the four sons of William Carrington 
of Spawnton. Born in 1593, died in 1674, 
Quartermaster Eman Justice: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain 
Goodricke's troop. Such a man, fully named as 
Emmanuel, was listed as a pensioned soldier in 
Pontefract Quarter Sessions, April 164o, 1641 and 1642ý32 
Quartermaster Thomas Loft: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Went- 
worth's troop, such a man of Batley had his will 
granted probate in 1675 
ý33 
quartermaster John Milner: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Benson's troop, but the name relatively common. 
perhaps the John Milner, fifth of the five sons 
of William Milner of Oundle, born in 1615 and the victim of an assault case at 
Halifax Quarter Sessions in 1638 
ý34 
Quartermaster Thomas Rawson: 
was dead by August 1662ý35 
_Quartermaster 
William Settle: 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, fourth of 
the four sons of Lawrence Rawson of Shipley, 
and born c. 1622. Styled of Tong, yeoman, he 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, such of 
Peakefield in Nidderdale apparently died in 
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1661, no date of probateý36 
Quartermaster William Stone: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Roger Portington's troop. Such a man was a 
juror at Doncaster Quarter Sessions in October 
1637, and was so again at Barnsley in 1639. The victim of an assault in 
1641ý37 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Oliver Fleetwoodq cited in the List. 
Captain Z" 2 Ord, cited in_the ListI. 
CaLxtain William So: later, claimed in the List from Warwickshire. 
Lieutenant Richard 
, 
Bishopl. claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Henry Portingtonts troop. 
Lieutenant Stephen Brearecliffel claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant William Chapmaný claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Grimstonts, troop. 
Lieutenant Robert Nunne claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Went- 
worth's troop. 
_(See 
Cornet, Nunne, Pontefract siege, Vol. 1). 
Cornet William Brightt claimed in the List from Essext Captain Vernatt's 
troop. 
Cornet James Chambers, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Captain 
Fleetwood's troopS. " 
Cornet Thomas Goodyearl claimed in the List from Derbyshire. 
Cornet John Mainwaring, claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, Captain 
Fleetwood's troop. 
Quartermaster Robert. Cloughq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster John Dunk-in, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Captain 
Grimston's troop. 
Quartermaster Cuthbert'Halelyq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Ord's troop. 
Quartermaster William Reddish, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Copley's troop. 
1ý 
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Colonel Thomas SLINGSBY'S Regiment of Horse. 
Whilst we can be fairly sure of this regimental structure, we know very 
little of its activities. It fought'at 11unslett in March 1644 (see vol. 1), 
and was probably part of the Northern Horse. It may have grown from a troop 
of volunteers raised by Colonel Henry Slingsby (q. v. ), the clue to this being 
in the person of the regimental major, Andrew Grey (q. v., below). 
Colonel Thomas Slingsby: He was third of the three sons of Sir Henry Slingsby 
of Scriven near Knaresborough, who died in 1634, 
and consequently a brother of Colonel Sir Henry 
Slingsby. Awarded his MA at oxford in 1642, he next appears in York at its 
surrender, at least according to'his composition proceedings. He was fined 
F, 340, a large sum suggestive that he wad in business in some way in Yorkq of 
which town he was ordinarily, styledg Esquire. He admitted his rank. . 
it is 
not impossible that he was the Mr. Slingsby captured at Sherburn in Elmet in 
October 1645, although his, composition records do not support this. In-1648 
the ordinance to clear his delinquency was drafted. In October 1650 he was 
bound in 91000 to appear when required, and to be of good behaviour, and was 
subsequently granted a pass to sojourn in York for six weeks, so evidently the 
authorities had their eye on him. He died in 1670ý38 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Metcalfe: Cited in the List, he was third of the four sons! 
of Sir Thomas Metcalfe of Nappa Hall who died 
in 1655- Thomas was married to the sister of 
Cornet Burdet, also of this regiment (see below). From a classic case of a 
declining gentry family, he succeeded his brother James as lord of Nappa and 
died in 1684 aged 70- As a JP at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 1776 a man was 
presented for saying of himl "if a dog or a cat went to Mr. Metcalfe for a 
639 
warrant they might have it granted"o 
Major Andrew Grey,: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, see the same 
man, Sir Henry Slingsbyls Foot. He was, according to 
Sir Henry, governor of Cawood Castle when it surrendered 
to the Hothams in October 1642, described as a "Scotsman, one Captain Gray, wch 
afterwards was maior in my Regiment of Voluntiers". Grey is cited, without 
forename, under Henry Slingsby, and for it not to be the same man would be too 
coincidental. He may have transferred to an active service unit when Henry 
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Slingsby's Foot became permanently on garrison duty in York. 
_7 
Wharton: Cited in the Li t possibly Michael Wharton of Captain Z- st 
Beverley, eldest son of Captain Michael Wharton of 
Cholmeley's Horse (q. v. ). He was in arms, yielde 
in 1644, and was fined C1600 in respect of his own and his father's delinquency, 
his father being dead. Howevert the possibility cannot be ruled out th 
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man in Cholmeley's and this man were one and the same, the move to Cholmeley's 
641 
a consequence of the surrender of York. 
Lieutenant William Blanchard: Claimed in the List, from Yorkshire, Captain 
Wharton's troop, Such a man, of York, Gentle- 
man, died in 1663 
ý42 
Cornet Amery Burdet: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel Met- 
calfels troop, his brother in law. He was second of 
the sons of Francis Burdet(t) of Birthwayt, JP, who 
died in 1637/8, by the father's 
" 
second marriage. Himself styled of Swawell, 
he was born in 1624 and was'at oxford in 1640. Possibly the Emor Burdett of 
Denby in Pennistone, probate, granted 1678 
ý43 
Cornet Thomas Vavasour: Claimed, in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Metcalfe's troop. Possibly Thomas of Weston, 
-Gentleman, son of 
William Vavasour of Weston, Esquire 
who, an aged delinquent, - resided,, -. in York during the siege. His son Thomas was 
in arms in 1648 as well, and ý, was fined in November 16,50 the heavy sum of 
Z593-19.2d 
ý44 
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Colonel John SMITH'S Regiment of Horse. 
Young assumed that this was a regimental structure, and the evidence, slim 
as it is*, tends to support the view. Of the regiment's doings we know next to 
nothing, although from details concerning its colonel, it wýLs probably recruited 
in 1642/3. A regiment for which lt. colonel and major are lacking, it probably 
never approached full strength. 
Colonel John Smith: The son of George Smith of Eshe in Co. Durhaml and 
related to the Lambtons and Methams by marriagel George 
and his son John were staunch Catholics. Father and son 
compounded in 1630 as Recusants, and John compounded in the same year for his 
wife. In 1642 he was listed as a Papist commissioned in Newcastle's army, and 
his property at Elmedont. Barmeton and Sedgefield was sequestered in 1644, 
Elmedon alone returning rents of Z100 a year by 1650/1- He signed the 1645 
petition of the Northern Horse, and died, in exile in Paris, in 1649. His son 
and heir John II, died in 1651 and it was the fourth son, Edward, who succeeded 
to the Eshe estate. 'It does not appear, however, that Colonel John ever hold 
the Eshe lands, but Was, until his death, heir to his elder brother. This is 
not altogether clear. '' In 1660 a patent to make Edward Smith of Eshe a Baronet 
was granted in acknowledgement of the fatherts services as a colonel of horse 
to Charles I 
ý45- 
-- 
Captain Ralph Booth: Claimed in the List from Durham (see also, Grey's 
Dragoons). Such a man refused the 1641/2 Protestation 
of Durham St. Oswald, and there is identified as the 
son of Richard Booth of Hurworth, and son in law of the Colonel Thomas Howard 
646 (q. v. ) killed at Piercebridge in 1642. 
Cornet William Bulmer: Claimed. in the List from Yorkshire, second son of 
William Bulmer of Merrickg Esquires also a delinquent.!, 
William II was styled in 1650 as of Silksworth, Co. 
Durham, a sequestered Recusant 
ý47 
Cornet Thomas Singleton: Claimed in the List'from Yorkshire, such a man of 
Mitton cum Bashall was listed as a Recusant in 
1669 
ý48 
Quartermaster William Greenwell: Claimed in the List from Durham, probably- 
William Greenwell of Stonilee, and of 
Greenwell Ford, Co. Durham, son ofIthe 
William who died in 1624, cited as a Catholic delinquent. Alternatively in 
the will of Nicholas Greenwell of Fenhall in Lanchester Co. Durhaml yeoman who 
died in, 1640, are references to his son William principal legatee, and his 
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nephew, also called Williamq son'of John Greenwell. 
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(Colonel Sir) Thomas STRICKLANDS (Regiment of) Horse. 
The existence of this 'regiment' is hedged with problems, hence the above 
qualifications of status. ' Similarly, we cannot be sure that Thomas Strickland 
was ever a colonel, at least not until 1648, if even then, but whilst this is 
to emphasise the doubts, there is no conclusive evidence against such a rank in, 
for example, 1644 when he was captured at the battle of Selby. This force of 
cavalry cannot be seen in isolation from the Foot of Colonel Sir Robert Strick- 
land (q. v. ), since it may have been an ancillary troop raised by Robert and 
handed over to his son to command., For a fuller discussion of the possibili- 
ties, we must turn to Thomas himselft with reference to the father's career and 
infantry. 
(Colonel Sir) Thomas Strickland: Cited as a field commander in the List, he 
was first of the four sons of Colonel Sir 
Robert Strickland of Thornton Bridge, York- 
shire, and was himself styled of there and, later, of Kilnwick. Born in 1621, 
he matriculated at St. Alban Hall in 1638 and entered Gray's Inn, In May 1642 
the King commissioned him to be captain of a company of Trainband footq presum- 
ably in his father's regiment, with a prescribed company strength of 114 men. 
He apparently, fought at Edgehill in command of his father's Foot, where he was 
knighted. So far, the point is fairly clear, and his early military career not 
beset with problems. To turn briefly to the father, it will be seen that in 
early 1643 the earl of Newcastle commissioned Sir Robert as Captain of the 
'North Riding; troop of Horseq perhaps a body intended to wait upon the Queen, 
hence the strange name given to it. It is not unlikely, since Robert remained 
as a colonel of foot, that Thomas assumed command of this troop as its captain 
and may also have become, lt. colonel of the foot regiment (q. v., the matter 
is discussed at length). There is, therefore, every reason to suppose that 
the troop might have acquired, or attempted to acquire, regimental status by 
the time of Selby in 16449 after which it almost certainly broke up. Thomas 
may already have been an open Catholic, as his father was a covert one, and 
after his capture at Selby where he was alluded to as a lt. colonel (see Vol. 1,, 
the matter is not clear, and the wording ambiguous), he was confined in London 
after a spell in Hull. He was then evidently exchanged, for in 1645 he was 
named by Lord Digby to the commission to govern Skipton garrison during the 
illness of Mallory, but he apparently came out of the garrison on DecemberAst 
1645, before it finally yielded. When he petitioned in 1646, he claimed only 
that he had been a captain of cavalry. In arms in 1648, he is probably the 
lt. colonel Strickland captured at Appleby in September. He remained quiet 
during the Interregnum, and was apparently purchasing forfeited property, 
although he has been described as extravagant and wasteful, particularly after 
the restoration wheng farming the tax on Scottish salt, he became heavily in 
debt. During the reign of Charles II he was openly a Catholic, even though 
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Knight of the Shire for Westmorland in 1661. In 1664 appointed to the 
Commission for regulating corporationsq in 1676 he was expelled from the House 
for his Catholicismq having 
-been presented as a 
Recusant at Thirsk Quarter 
Sessions in 1674. He was one of the few who stood by James II in 1688, and 
went with him into exile, dying in France in 1694ý50 
Major 
_7Philipson: 
Cited in the List, almost certainly a second war 
rank. See Captain Robert Philipson, Sir Philip 
Musgrave's Horse. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant John Threlkeld, claimed in the List from Westmorland. 
Cornet John Beck, claimedin'the List 
' 
from Westmorland. 
Cornet Richard Grahamq claimed in the List 
' 
from Yorkshire, Major 
PhiliPsones troop (therefore,, presumably a 1648 rank). 
Colonel Richard TEMPEST'S Regiment of Horse. 
To be distinguished 
, 
from that of Colonel Sir Richard Tempest (q. v. ). A 
doubt has arisen as to whether this 'regiment' ever existed, and the 19th 
century writers tended to dismiss it as a fiction in the family pedigrees. 
However, he appears too clearly in the List and enough of the officers can be 
identified to make the regimental structure a reality, if never up to full 
strength or properly approaching it. 
Colonel Richard Tempest: Born in 1620/1, son and heir of Sir Richard Tempest 
of Bowling Hall and Bracewell who died in 1639. 
Richard 119 ordinarily resident at Bracewell, had 
t 
an unhappy military career. A Commissioner of Array for Yorkshire, he was 
taken in arms in 1642 and sent to Manchester. It has been assumed that he no 
longer participated in the war, but he must have been exchanged, for in January 
1644 there is a clear allusion to "Tempest of Bowling" being ordered to raise 
forces to assist Newcastle. Howeverv the regiment may, by this timeq have 
disbanded, and officers moved to other regiments (see, for example, Major Salvini 
below). In 1646 Tempest petitioned to compound on a fine of . 0056, but was 
apparently out in 1648, for a second fine was levied in 1649 of F, 1748. These 
fines apparently ruined himl for after a brief spell abroad in 1654 on business 
for which he obtained a permit, he found himself in King's Bench for debt and 
died in 1657 ý51 
Major 
_7 
Salvin: Cited in the List, but see the same man (2) as Lt. 
Colonel in Sir Richard Tempest's Horse. 
Captain Samuel Banks: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, of Meareboth, 
Conisby in Lincolnshire, he died in 1685. See most 
pertinently, the next officerý52 
Ca2tain Tempest Brighouse: Claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, he was 
son and heir of Richard Brighouse of Bradford, 
Gentleman, who was assessor for raising monies. 
He is mentioned in his father's will of 1650 as to have the remainder of the 
pýroperty in Bradford and Horton, provided that he pay L150 to his sister within 
two years of their father's death. in 1663 Tempest was 45 years old. He did 
, 51ý53 not compound, but his father was fined F 
Captain Richard Monk,: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, but 
almost certainly Richard Mounkes or Monke of Gisburnq 
Gentleman, fined L210 in 1649ý54 
Captain John Roe: Claimed in the List from'Yorkshire, such a man of Norton 
Priory did not appear at Dugdale's visitationý55 
Lieutenant John Manknowles: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Roe's troop. Possibly a relation of Henry 
ý1 
, \. / I 
Mancknowles, of Marsdeng Papist,, deceased 
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Quartermaster William Sadler: Claimed in the List from Durhams Major Salvin's 
troop. Such a man signed the 1641/2 
657 
Protestation as of Trimdon. 
The following officer has not been identified. 
Quartermaster Thomas Holtq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Richard TEMPEST'S Regiment of Horse. 
Colonel Tempest came to prominence largely in the 1648 war, but his regi- 
ment certainly existed between 1642 and 1645. There is a specific reference 
to it in the composition of Thomas. Shalford of Eppleton who admitted to sending 
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a man called Robinson as a trooper under Tempest. With this regiment, how- 
ever, we come up against the problem of determining between first and second 
war ranks, which is, as has been said, quite often insurmountable, for even a 
composition in 1649 does not mean delinquency only in 1648. However, in this 
regiment there are specific officers for whom we can with a degree of certainty 
ascribe a 1648 role, but it is not conclusive and caution requires their 
insertion in the analysis, with such qualifying remarks as may seem necessary. 
From details concerning certain officers, it is clear that this regiment was 
probably in Northumberland with Glemham from the start of 1644, and later foughl 
on Marston Moor, which means that it must have served in the Durham campaigns 
in March and April. No doubt it became part of the Northern Horse. 
Colonel Sir Richard Tempest: Of Stella, Co. Durham, born in 1620, first of 
the five sons of Sir Thomas Tempest, Bart., 
whom Richard succeeded in 1641. His father 
had been a convicted Recusant in 1630, and Richard, who matriculated at queen's 
College in 1636 and entered Lincoln's Inn in that year, was repeatedly alluded 
to as a Papist during the civil war. He was appointed to the Commission of 
Array for Durham in 16429 and next appears with certainty, in 1644 at Alnwick 
where, in January, Glemham was in talks with his subordinates as to the methods 
to be adopted against the Scots (see Vol. 1). At the end of the year he was 
signing letters in Newcastle during the latter stages of the siege. in 1648 
he was captured either at Coquet Water as commander of the Durham forcest or 
at Cartington Castle when it fell, but e8cap6d custody and went abroad. In 
1651 he was listed as a Catholic delinquent, and his property inserted in the 
first Treason Act, of that year. He seems to have been back in England by 
1650, for in that year orders went out to prevent him from leaving London for 
the north. in 1656 he was noted as a reliable Royalist in northern Englandl 
but if he was involved in conspiracy he kept it very covert. In 1660 listed 
to provide a horse and man for the Lord Lieutenant's muster, he died in 1662 
and was buried in St. Giles, Durhamý59 
(Colonel Sir William Blakiston): Cited in the List, this is a brigade rank 
dating to 1648. See Colonel Blakiston in 
his own right. 
(Lt. Colonel) Sir Nicholas Cole: Cited in the List as a field commander in 
his own rights his designation in this 
regiment is somewhat arbitrary. it isq 
however, based upon the evidence for (Major) Sir Francis Liddell, (q. v., below), 
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\-1 
Sir Nicholas was the son and heir of Ralph Cole of Newcastles "considered by 
his contemporaries to be one of the richest men in the North", as Howell put 
it. Ralph gave his son the Brancepeth estate. Nicholasj created a Baronet in 
1640, had been Sheriff of'Newcastle in 1633 and Mayor in 1640, his election to 
that post seen by Howell as a sign of a heavy swing against the Puritan and 
Parliamentarian interest in the city. Imprisoned by the Soots in 1640 for his 
obstructiveness, in 1642 he was appointed to the Commission for Array for the 
county, and was declared a delinquent in the same year. At the outbreak of 
war, styled ordinarily as of Gateshead, from which place he could keep an eye 
on his commercial, ventures (he was Governor of the Hostmen in 1641), he gave 
money to the cause. Of his activities we know very little, but he was in the 
city during the siege, and had signed the letters of defiance in February 1644 
(see Vol. 1). With the surrender of the citys he escaped custody and was able 
to get to London, where he went into hiding (clearly with merchant friends) 
until he could safely compound, which he did in 165011 having been fined 
Z312.10s. This fine lends some support to the view that certain persons were 
leniently treated, but, it must be pointed out that his father was then alive 
and also fined as a delinquent. The newl ruling Parliamentarian oligarchy in 
Newcastle did not, however, anticipate his return to the city with any enthus- 
iasmg and tried to have him kept in London whilst they prepared charges against 
him. He was notj however, long delayed, and seems to have re-established his 
position at least by 1656/7. With the restorationg Cole underwent a change in 
his attitude, encouraging sectariesl particularly Quakers, and it was said that 
he never entered the city "except to make disturbance". He died in 1669. 
(It is unlikely, that this rank represents a 1648 position in view of Cole's 
being then in London) 
ý60 
(Major) Sir Francis Liddell: Cited three times in the List, as field officer 
in his own right, as such under Cole, and as 
such under Tempest. It is upon this link that 
Cole is inserted in the regiment, and by a process of elimination the rank of 
major advanced for Liddell. A Catholic Recusant, he was born in 1607, second 
of the seven sons of Thomas Liddell of Redheugh, Co. Durham. Mayor of 
Newcastle in 1625, Thomas was created a Baronet in 1636, and Francis succeeded 
him, but wheii is not clear. In 1636, by which time a brother in law of (Lt. 
Colonel) GeorgeýTong of Anderson's Horse (q. v. )q he was giving evidence against 
the future regicide John Blakiston. Then aged 28, it was said that he had 
lived away from the city and had not been resident there since he was 16, which 
might have had something to do with his Catholicism. Elected Sheriff in 164o, 
on the same platform as'Cole, he formed part of the Royalist, pro-court swing 
in Newcastle politics already alluded to. He was not, however, so thorough- 
going as most, and was in 1645 described as a "moderate enemy", whatever that 
may mean. Styled of Bamburgh and Redheughq he was fined 4342.16s in 1649, 
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which included activity in 1648. Governor of the Hostmen in 1665 and Mayor of 




clavering: Cited in the List, perhaps the same as Thomas 
Clavering of Clavering's Horse (q. v. ) but alsot 
perhaps, John, fourth of the seven sons of Sir 
John Clavering of Callaly, and a brother of Colonel Robert Clavering (q. v. ). 
John II, who matriculated at Queen's College in 1638, petitioned to compound in 
1650 and was living in 1687 
ý62 
Captain Richard Cole: 
Captain Richard Morpeth: 
Cited in the List under Cole, perhaps a relation, but 
see also Anderson's Horse and James King's Horse. 
Claimed in the List from Durham, he was of Stilling- 
tons Gentleman, sequestered in 1644, a Catholic. 
The son of Christopher Morpeth of the same who died 
in 164o, Richard died in 1670. He refused the Protestation of 1641/2 when he 
was at Redmarshal, and on the outbreak of war, according to his composition 
papers, went into Cumberland and took up arms. His debts amounted at the time 




Tempest: Cited in the List, the matter is wide open to 
speculation, but the name is not altogether common 
and in view of the regiment, the pedigree may be 
trusted when it alludes to Robertq sixth of the nine sons of Sir Stephen 
Tempest of Broughton (who died in 1626) killed in arms as a captain of horse 
ý64 
Lieutenant Henry Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, under Cole, 
Captain Fenwick's troop. Probably of Askrige, 
yeoman, presented with his wife as a Recusant at 
Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 1634ý65 
Lieutenant William Ord: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, but the 
Ords are as thick on the ground as the Fenwicks and 
Errington8. Such a man of Thistlerigg and probably 
of Berwickj Catholic delinquent in arms9 was sequestered, but the nuipber of 
possible identifications is in excess of six and lacking additional information, 
precludes accuracyý66 
Lieutenant Edmund Sober: Claimed in the List from Durham in Captain Smith's 
troop, such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation as 
of Darlington 
ý67 
Cornet Thomas Carmigal (Carmichael): Claimed in the List from Durham, Capta 
Cole's troop. Such a man signed the 
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1641/2 Protestation from Sunderland. 
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Cornet Thomas Douglasse: Claimed in the List from Northumberland under__ 
(Major) Liddell, such of Berwick signed the 1641/2 
Protestation 
ý69 
Cornet Ambrose Fenwick: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Colonel 
Blakiston's (brigade) troop; such of Matfing Gentle- 
man, listed as a Recusant between 1677 and 1682, died 
in 1714. The rank of cornet in 1642/5 or in 1648 might fit his ageý70 
Cornet George Humel: Claimed in the List from Durhamq such a man signed the 
1641/2 Protestation at Morpeth, Northumberlandý71 
Cornet Ralph Ord: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, Liddell's troop. 
Perhaps Seventh of the seven sons of William Ord of East 
Ord, High Sheriff in 1638/9, Ralph born in 1623 
672 
Cornet Thomas Parker: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej such a man of 
Grafton Leigh had his lands inserted in the third 
Treason Act, and sold to Cuthbert Tyldesleyý73 
Quartermaster Ralph Hedworth: Claimed in the List from Durham, Blakiston's 
(brigade) trooP. Of Chester le Street, an 
undischarged delinquent in 1651, hehad refused 
the 1641/2 Protestation, and was styled Gentlemaný74 
Quartermaster Thomas Stobbs: Claimed in the List from Durham, (Lt. Colonel) 
Cole's troop. Presented in 1633 for a cland- 
estine marriage, his mother was presented for 
scandalous words; that Protestants were "lost people" and "they did God good 
service who did kill one of them". She equated the Anglican catechism with 
two dozen Robin Hood stories in terms of value. The case was dropped 
ý75 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Edward Duncombe, claimed in the List from Durham. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Fenwick, cited in the List under Cole. 
Captain C 
_7 
Smith, cited in the List. 
Captain James Watson, claimed in the List from Northumberland under 
Liddell. 
Lieutenant Thomas Iley, claimed in the List from London/Westminsterv 
Captain Clavering*s troop. 
Lieutenant William Wilkinson, claimed in the List from Durham under 
Liddell. 
Quartermaster Edward Hodgsonq claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Tempest's troop. 
Quartermaster Henry Manger, claimed in the List from Durham under Cole, 
quartermaster William Wilson, claimed in the List from Durham, Liddell's 
troop, under Cole. 
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Colonel Francis TRAFFORD'S Regiment of Horse. 
Going by the List, this was almost totally a Yorkshire horse unit, and its 
origins can be traced to 1643 with certainty. However, it is shrouded in a 
mantle of mystery, in that neither the colonel nor the major can be positively 
identified, and the lt. colonel only tentatively. Young, in his examination 
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of the northern cavalry, which was almost entirely based upon a direct readingl 
of the List, ignored Trafford. Yet on November 14th 1643 the regiment was at 
Scarborough, and was being issued with 232 pistols from the York magazineý77 
Indeed, together with 100 swords, this sounds like a newly raised regiment or 
a newly equipped one. It may possibly be the time at which a force from 
Ireland, under a Colonel Trafford, which had landed in North Wales, was 
strengthened. This is, however, conjecturalý78 For furtherg slender clues 
to this regiment's whereabouts, see Colonel Traffordq below. 
Colonel Francis Trafford: Cited in the Listlas a field commander, he also 
claimed himself from London/Westminster as a colo- 
nel of horse under Newcastle. Two other colonels 
claimed under Newcastle, but it cannot be ignored that this may be the missing 
field commander of Newcastle's own cavalry regiment (q. v. ). Want of proof 
necessitates caution, and thus we must take the claim under Trafford in the 
List as indicating a distinctive regimental structure. Trafford may well be 
the Catholic major dismissed from the army in 1640 on religious grounds. He 
does not appear in the pedigree of the Traffords of Trafford, a Royalist family 
on the whole, but that may merely mean that he came from a cadet or collateral 
branch. He was in York on October 30th 1643 receiving weapons, and we have 
already noted the issue in November. It seems probable he was equipping for 
a move north, and may have served with the main army against the. Scots. In 
October 1644 we next hear his regiment is in North Wales. Sir Thomas Middleto 
reported to the Committee of Both Kingdoms on the 29th of that month that 'Sir' 
Francis Trafford, "a professed papist" was in defence of Ruthin Castle with 
120 horse and 200 foot, sharing command with Colonel Marcus Trevor. "Colonell 
Trevor and Collonell, Trafford with about four hundred horse and foot whoe with- 
stoode our entrancd into the towne but after some exchange of shotte were beate 
uppon them, and beate them out of the towne". What became of Trafford cannot 
presently be saidý79 
Morley: Cited in the List, but even lacking the forename, Lt. Colonel Z_ 7 
the possibilities are few supposing that the 
field officers would reflect the general north- 
ern appearance of the regiment. He was probably Francis Morley of Wennington 
in Lancashire, Gentleman, third of the three sons of Francis Morley who died in 
1649. Francis III born in 1609 and compounding as a Recusant. in 1629, 
"hazarded his life in the service of Charles I" and fled to Europe, returning, 
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according to the pedigree, to find his wife had supposed him dead and had re- 
married, whereupon he went back to France. It seems romantic, but not for that' 
reason improbable. His fatherl who dwelt in Thurland Castle during the siege, 
returned to Wennington and gave men to the Parliamentarian cause. The heir to 
the family, Thomas, was, like his father, a leaseholder of Lord Morley (q. v. ), 
and was listed as a Catholic delinquent, although he apparently managed to 
compound by taking the requisite oaths, with a fine V6.5 though he protested he 
68o 
was a "poore gent". 
Major GodfreX Dennis: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, a Major I'Dinnist' 
was a standing officer in Pontefract garrison in 1645. 
There is a reference in September 1642 to "two 




Hillyard: Cited in the List, probably Christopher$ first of 
three sons of Richard Hi7yard of Ottringham, and son 
in law of (Colonel) Sir Francis Cobbe(q. v. ). 
Christopher, born in 1614, was styled of Routh, Gentleman, and in his composi- 
tion admitted to laying down his arms in 1644 at the fall of York, but was 
afterwards seized by Cholmeley's raiders as a deserter and detained for 10 days. 
He admitted to having been an officer. A fine of Z130 was imposed 
ý82 
Captain Richard Hunter: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, such a man of 
Frodingham had his lands in the third Treason Act of 
1652, and such a man of Bishop Burton was dead by 
1677. Bishop Burton and Frodingham are both in the East Riding and not far 
apartý83 
Captain George Thimbleby: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, but in a 
document of November 17th 1643 referred to as 
receiving weapons for Trafford's 'Dragoons'. He 
may be George Thimbleby of Snydall Gentleman, who died in 1664, the son of 
Charles Thimbleby of the same who was a convicted Recusant in 1629 and was fined 
F, 2083-13.9d. as a Catholic delinquent 
ý84 
1 
Ca2tain Edward Wyvall: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, this is very 
probably Edmund Wyvallj fourth (or second) of the 
four sons of Sir Marmaduke Wyvell of Burton Constable, 
and married into the Lowthers of Cumberland. Perhaps the Captain "Winell" 
cited as a prisoner of war on February 10th 1644 (see Vol. 1)ý85 
Lieutenant John Errington: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain WYVell's troop. Possibly he of Wood 
Appleton and Whitby Strand, Gentleman, who surr- 
endered in November 1645, and took the Covenant. His fine of Z75 was reduced 
to x45ý86 
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Cornet Thomas Lowther: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain Wyvell's 
troop, the link seeming to confirm the identification 
made for Wyvell. Perhaps third of the four sons of 
,C on (Colonel) Sir Richard Lowther (q. v., Vol. 1, and Appendix IV)ýwf 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Cornet John Halls claimed in the List from London/Westminster, Major 
Dennis's troop. 
Quartermaster Philip Herbert, 
Hillyard's troop. 
Quartermaster Charles Jackson, 
Colonel Morley's troop. 
claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. 
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Colonel (Sir) Thomas TYLDESLEYIS Regiment of Horse. 
Here again, we are concerned with a regimental structure that emerged in 
1642/6, again in 1648, and finally in 1651. The usual problems attend a survey 
of its officers. It was raised in Lancashire early in 1643, though it may have 
had some initial troop(s) operating as early as September 1642 (see Vol. 1). 
Drafted away from Lancashire, it was at Hawarden on March 20th where it sustai- 
ned an attack without appreciable loss 
ý88 
Going back into Lancashire in April, 
the regiment served at Whalley (see Vol. 1) and in the last campaigns of the 
earl of Derby, before being summoned back south to join the Oxford army. 
Receiving equipment at'Oxford on November 17th 1643 
689 
the regiment was sent 
away north again in the same month to help consolidate Lord Byron's foothold 
in the Cheshire/Lancashire area (see Molyneux's Horse). It remained in the 
area until the arrival of Rupert on his way to relieve York, and was reported 
beating up siege lines around Lathom in April 1644 (see Vol. 1). Engaged on 
Marston Moor, it would seem from the officer details that it suffered badly. 
Returning south with Rupert, it was temporarily engaged in Lancashire in August, 
probably involved at Ormskirk (see Vol. 1) in that month. Thereafter, its 
manpower declining, it disappeared into the general cavalry forces of the 
Oxford army, only Tyldesley himself emerging as a recognisable figure at certain 
critical moments. This is another regiment in which the officer cadre was 
almost entirely Catholic or Recusant, which suggests a deliberate policy on 
Tyldesley's part. Comparison can be made, for example, with the cavalry units 
of Robert Clavering, George Middleton, Viscount Molyneux and, among others, 
Walter Vavasour. 
Colonel (Sir) Thomas Tyldesley: He was born in 1596, son and heir of Edward 
Tyldesley of Morley's Hall in Leigh, Lanca- 
shire, and cousin by marriage of the Viscount 
Molyneux (q. v. ). The question of his religious persuasion remains far from 
certain, for although looked upon by his Lancashire contemporaries as a Catholic 
he was not a Recusant. Styled ordinarily as of Myerscough, Esquire. He was 
early active for the King: "In Amundernesse among the Papists there were 
severall Companies raysed under the leading of Mr. Thomas Tildesley of Merskoe 
as Colonell, a man much esteemed in the Country, most were willing to comply 
with him". That is a telling remark from a Parliamentarian writer, not only 
in that it implies Tyldesley was a Catholic without saying as much, but in that 
it shows he was a man of no small significance. This may account for the 
campaign of vilification directed at him over the years. William Pilkingtont 
a compounding Royalist, deposed during his proceedings that Tyldesley, busy 
raising men in Wigang had boasted that the mayor of Preston planned to arrest 
him (this seems hardly likely in view of Mayor Mortts politics, see Vol. 1)9 
and that had he done so, his gaol would have been fired. "Truly", remarked one 
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Parliamentarian, "it were well if the Parliament would send for this Tilsley, 
for he is a Captaine, one of the Commission of Array, and doth more harme than 
any man I know .... 
Zh-is7 lieutenant and one of his sergeants are Papists". 
Here againg the implication is unavoidable, although the problem of his exact 
rank in 1642 remains in doubt. It is likely that'he began as a captain, and 
may even have held a Trainband rank. A iýan of experience in the European wars, 
and a covert Catholic (as we must consider him), this would account for his 
ease in ralsing men. Present in June at the riot in Manchester (see Vol. 1), 
he was later accused of killing the first man in the civil wars Richard Perceval 
a linen weaver, but as has been shown, this was scurrilous propaganda. Present 
at Preston Moor Array in the same month, he was closely associated with the 
command of Derby's army at least until October, when he may have marched away 
south with Molyneux. Although his regiment was apparently at Hawarden in mid- 
March 1643, Tyldesley was himself said to have been at the burning of Lancaster 
and, in consequence, at the storm of Preston afterwards. That is not unlikely. 
On March 15th he was described by Mercurius Aulicus as a lt. colonel, and this 
raises the problem of his precise rankg for according to the monument raised 
to him by Cornet Alexander Rigby (who served under him in 1651) at Wigan Lane, 
he was also a lt. colonel-at Edgehill. The regimental designation is a 
mysteryg unless Tyldesley was Derby's lt. colonel and fought with Derbyts Horse 
(a poorly documented regiment, q. v. ) as its field commander. He fought at 
Whalley in April, after which he is recorded as retreating to Wigan with nine 
troops of horse and 700 foot, although it is unlikely that these represented 
his own regiments, rather than a homogeneous Royalist force. Joining the 
Queen at York, and probably by now a colonel in his own rightj he was knighted 
for his part in the storming of Burton on Trent as the Queen's forces made their 
way south to Oxford, (see in this context, Darcy's Foot). on November 22nd 
at Evesham, by the 29th he was marching north with Molyneux to assist Byron 
and to prepare for the arrival of 'Irish# regiments in Cheshire. In that 
county throughout January, February and March 1644, he was raiding into Lanca- 
shire in Aprilq and marched with Rupert to Marston Moor in June. On September 
18th, he was captured in action near Montgomery Castle, and sent to Stafford as 
a prisoner. On October 2nd Meldrum wrote to the Committee of Both Kingdoms 
concerning plans for Tyldesley's exchange, and noting that the local people in 
Lancashire (or part of Lancashire) were strongly against such a scheme in view 
of his record. It did not much matter, for he contrived his own escape. 
Various secondary sources seem to imply that he was commanding in Liverpool 
when that port surrendered in November, but that seems unlikely (see Vol. 1). 
Apprehended a second time, apparently, and on this occasion exchanged, he ended 
the first civil war in Lichfield garrison, having a narrow escape whilst raiding 
from there toward Cannockq 11be. ing unhorst Z-he_7 gott into some house and could 
not bee found". though he lost both "horse cloake and hatt". Deputy governor 
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to Lord Aston, he refused a summons from Brereton for the surrender of the 
town. On June 6th 1646 the King wrote to him from Newcastle: "The greatest 
of my misfortunes is that I cannot reward so gallant and loyal a subject as you 
are as I ought and would: for the present I must deal freely with you, and give 
you my conditions, which is that I can give you no relief but desire you to hold 
out until Oxford be rendred, which will be ranked amongst the rest of the good 
services done by you to your most assured friend ... 11. Unable to rest, 
Tyldesley was plotting in early 1647 for the rescue of the Kingq although he 
had been barred by name from the court and from holding any office. Taken 
again whilst plotting, he escaped and made his way probably into Scotland. On 
September 18th 1648 he was near Berwick "with about fifteen hundred... not 
suffered to come in", Making his way west, he joined the forces which were 
broken at Appleby, where he was captured and given six months to settle his 
affairs and then to gooverseas. Returning with the army of Charles II in 
16.51, he was at Warrington on the Council of War on August 19th, and was killed 
in action soon after at Wigan Lane, where his monument stands 
ý90 
(Lt. Colonel) Hugh Anderton: This rank may represent 1648 activity, although 
that is by no means certain. However, in the 
sequestration proceedings concerning this most 
thorough-going Royalist, he was referred to as a major. Here again, it is not 
impossible that Tyldesley, like James King (q. v. ), may have opted for a major 
as second in command of a cavalry regiment, rather than a it. colonel. 
Anderton is cited twice in the List. Born in 1600, the son of William Anderton 
of Euxton, Esquire, who died in 1618, Hugh and his mother compounded as Recus- 
ants in 1630, and Hugh was a Catholic throughout his life. In 1642 Derby's 
Commissary for Amound 
, 
erness Hundred, he was described as a "dangerous Papist". 
In 1643 he was serving with Derby's army in the Lancashire campaigns (see Vol. 
1) and although captured at the fall of Preston, was present at its recapture. 
In his composition, Anderton admitted to his Catholicism, and stated that at 
this date he was a major, a rank which he never deviated from in his deposition, 
even though there is a clear reference to him by rank in Liverpool in November 
1644 as it. colonel. In Oxford in August 1643, he was styled major. He 
appears again in 1647 refusing the neat; ative oath, and in 1649 his wife 
petitioned to be allowed one fifth of her husband's sequestered estates for her 
maintenance, and in the proceedings it was stated that Anderton had been in arms 
in Irelandq probably in 1648/9. In arms in 1651, after being released from 
captivity in the castle at Lancaster by the Royalist forces, Mercurius Politicus 
spoke of him as. 11a bloody Papist, and one that when Prince Rupert was at Bolton, 
boasted much of being-to the elbows in blood at that cruell massacre". After 
the collapse of the rising, and the death of Tyldesley, Anderton was almost 
certainly a marked man, and appears to have kept himself hidden. In 1652 his 
property was inserted in the Treason Act, and the authorities at last managed to 
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lay their hands on him in 1656. Major General Worsley wrote to Thurloe in 
February: "I light of one Hugh Anderton in Lancashire, one noted by all your 
friends to be one of the most wicked, dangerouse men in this commone welth. I 
intend to send him to the castle of Chester to the rest. Hee hath bene sought 
for often, but could never be found before. Hee was deepe in the blood of 
Boulton". Clearly one of the most notorious of the northern Royalists, he 




Anderton: Cited in the List, without a forename the problem 
is insurmountable. It may be a reference to Lt. 
Colonel Anderton as a troop commander, or in an 
earlier rank, but, more likely, to one of the many Andertons, all of them 
Catholics or Recusants, who were in arms during the war. Particular mention 
should here be made of Hugh's younger brother, James, and of Hugh's son, also 
called James. However, James Anderton of Burchleyl Esquire, born in 1617, heii 
of Roger Anderton of the same, seems a more likely identification. He 
succeeded his father in 1640, and came in in 1646 on Ludlow articles, but was 





Bailden: Cited in the Listq the name is not common and two 
possibilities present themselves. If thi6 is a 
1642/6 rankl then he is probably William Baylton of 
Barneker, Yeoman, a delinquent. More likely, perhaps, but in that case a 1651 
rank, is Francis Bailden of Bailden Yorkshire, in arms as a minor. Francis 
was born in 1626/7 at the earliest. He was list ed for the Royal Oak knight- 
hoods in 1660 when his estate, drawn mainly from colliery-interests, was 
reckoned at &600 yearly. He had been a ward of Colonel Francis Malham of 
Elslack (q. v. )ý93 
Captain John Bamber: Cited in the List, referred to by a contemporary as of 
the Lower Moor, Catholic. He died in the Isle of Man, 
according to the proceedings in his son's attempt to 
compound for sequestered property. John was the second son of Richard Bamber 
of Moor House in Carleton, Gentleman, who died in 1631 
ý94 
Cal2tain Rowland Beckingham: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
styled of Hornby, Gentlemang fined 916 for being 
in arms between 1642/6, though he did not 
petition until 1651. In the papers of Richard Horton is a reference to this 
officer, Captain Beckingham, in action in 1648 in the Hornby Castle area, and 
Horton deposed that Beckingham told him to raise a troop of horsel. otherwise he 
would "drive his grounds"., Evidently a servant of Lord Morley (q. v. ), he had 
the responsibility of managing the Hornby estateý95 
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Ca2tain Edward Bradley: Cited in this rank and regiment by a contemporary 
observerg and singled out as a Protestant in an 
otherwise Catholic officer cadre. Possibly, but 
not necessarily, the same as Captain Bradley of Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh's 
Foot (q. v. ). He was the son and heir of James Bradley of Bryning in Lanca- 
shire who died in 1627- Born in 16o2 or 1604, Bradley was killed in action 
on Marston Moor 
ý96 
Captain John Brooks: Claimed in the List from'l Lancashireg possibly twice, 
see Vere's Horse. 
Captain John Butler: Cited in the List, confirming the rank given in the 
pedigrees. Son and heir of John Butler of Kirkland, 
Lancashire, who died in 1659, John was in arms at 
Ormskirk where he was killed in actions August 1644. His father was a 





CaRtain Gervase Clifton: 
Uptain Cuthbert Hesketh: 
Cited in the List, but see Ifiddletonla Horse. 
Claimed in the List from Lancashirej probably for 
1648 or 1651. See the same man (? ), Queen's Horse 
Claimed in the List from Lancashire, he was first 
of, the-six sons of Gabriel Hasketh or Heskith of 
ý -I , White Hill, born in 1624 and still alive in 1664. 
A Foreign Burgess of Preston Guild in 1642, he was examined in the proceedings 
in 1652 in the case of William Winckley of Billington. Listed in 1680 as a 
Recusant, of Goosenargh. Not sequestered probably because his father was stil: 
living ý98 
Captain Francis Holden: Claimed in the List from Middlesex, and cited, the 
son of John Holden of Chaigley, Gentlemang and a 
convic I ted Recusant in 163299 
Captain John Swinglehurst: Cited in the, List, j possibly the Captain Swingle- 
hurst cited under Tyldesley's Foot (q. v. ). Such 
a man 
. 
was killed in action as a Catholic 
? 00 
Captain Edmund Twaddell: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, he was of 
Myerscough and died c. 1666? 
01 
Captain Charles Westby: ý -tClaimed in the List from Lancashire, fourth of the 
five sons of Thomas Westby of Burne and Molbreckq 
Esquire, the pedigree gives him as an officer in 
Charles II's Lifeguard, (post-restoration). The father was a convicted RecusanI 
in 1629 ? 02 
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Captain George Westby: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, also 
cited. The eldest son of Thomas of Burne and Hol- 
breck (see Charles Westby, above). Styled of Upper 
Rawcliffe, a Catholic andq in 16809 a Recusant. The pedigree insists that he 
was a major? 
03 
Captain Robert Whitfield: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, such a man of 
Randlpholm, Cumberland, had his lands inserted in 
the 1652 Treason Act. In 1660 he denounced 
former Parliamentarian committee mang Cuthbert Studholme, who was "not to be 
allowed to come near the King". Robert compounded as a Recusant in October 
1632? 04 
Captain Thomas WincklX: Cited in the List, eldest of the sons of John 
Winckl(e)y of Billington. Thomas compounded as a 
Recusant in 1632, having been listed as such in 
1629/30, and his fine was in arrears in 1634. Foreign Burgess of Preston in 
1642, he was killed in arms near Liverpool in 1644 (probably at Ormskirk)? 
05 
Lieutenant Richard Butler: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Butler's troopq eldest son of Henry Butler of 
Rawcliffe. Styled in the pedigree as captain, 
he was taken at Liverpool in 1644 and imprisoned in Manchester. He and his 
father were foreign burgesses of Preston in 1642, and Richard predeceased his 
father who died in 1664. Richard Butler of Liscoe is the Recusant of 1680? 
06 
Lieutenant William Gerard: Claimed in-the List from Lancashire, he was of 
Pinningtong yeomant petitioning for his delinq- 
uency in the 1642/6 war, and fined Z2.1.607 
Lieutenant Richard Tempest: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Bailden's troop (see Bailden, above). Tempest 
may have served in 1648 rather than in 1642/6. 
Of Bolton Hillj Yorkshire, fourth of the sons of Sir Stephen Tempest of Brough- 
ton, and connected with Lancashire through his wife, a Grimshaw from Clayton 
de la Mores. Listed as a Recusant in 1664? 
08 
Lieutenant Richard Waring: Claimed in the List from Lancashiret listed as a 
Catholic delinquent of Whittingham, yeoman, he 
tried to compound in 1649 for service in 1642/6? 
0ý 
Cornet Christopher Anderton: Claimed in the List from Lancashire in Captain 
Anderton's troop. In view of the suggested 
identification of the captain, this may well be 
the second son of Roger Anderton of Burchley. However, the forename is as 
common to the Andertons in all branches, as is that of James 
? 10 
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Cornet: William Dickinson: Claimed in the List from Middlesex, Captain 
Winckly's troop. Probably. second of the four sons 
oflWillian Dickinson who died in 1652, referred to 
in the pedigree as "of Gray's Inn" which implies the right age 
Cornet-Hugh Dickinson: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain Georee 
Westby's troop. A man of the same name claimed as a 
quartermaster in Dalton's Horse (q. v. ). Hugh Dickin- 
son of. Wraisholme or Wrasom, styled variously as gentleman or yeoman (1) was 
the son. of. Sir William Dickinson of the same who died in 1652- Hugh, born in 
1621, compounded in 1649 for service in arms and a fine of Z124.10s. levied. 
However, -he appears in 1655 as an undischarged Catholic delinquent. He died 
in 1664/5. ' (A Rugh, Dickinsont son of William Dickinson of Ecclestong Gentle-- 
man, was'a Foreign'Burg , ess of Preston in 1642 and may be the quartermaster of 
Daltones Horse, although either identification might suit either rank) 
? 12 
Cornet John Gardiner: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej Lt. Colonel 
Anderton's troop. Possibly John Gardiner of Cocker- 
holme, Gentleman$ who petitioned in 1649 and was fined 
105-10s. Alternatively, John Gardiner of Little Farrington, Gentleman, Foreign 
Burgess of the Pre'ston Guild in 1642? 13 
Quart , ermaster Robert Adamson: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, styled of 
Brough(ton)t yeoman, undischarged Catholic 
delinquent in 1655- Son of Thomas of the 
same place 
? 14 
Quartermaster Henry Banister: Claimed in the List, from Lancashire, Captain 
Winckly's troop. Probably third of the three 
sons of Thomas Ban(n)ister of Preston who died 
in 1630. Henry is styled as a citizen of London in the pedigrees, and must be 
the Henricus Bannester listed in 1642 as a Foreign Burgess of Preston, his 
elder brother William also referred to 
? 15 
Quartermaster John Hoole: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain George 
Westby's troop. There was a John Hoole, Captain 
of Clubmen to the earl of Derby in March 1643; 
and a John Hoole, first of the four sons of Robert Hoole of Attercliffe 
? 16 
Quartermaster Edward Oddy: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, has such of 
A(u)ghton, yeoman, will dated October 1663- No 
probate? 
17 
quartermaster Edward Rogerson: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Holden's troop. There were Rogersonsl 
Catholic Recusants, at Fullwood in 1639, 
yeomeng'and two more suchl of Manchester and Coppullq'Gentleman and Websterg 
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were listed as delinquents. Not one of these four is named Edward, but a 
718 
connection with one at least of them may be possible to sustain eventually. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Daniel Dale, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
Lieutenant William Sharpe, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
Cornet John Bradwood, claimed in the List from Cumberland in Captain 
Whitefield's troop. 
Cornet Robert Ingletonj claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Carus's troop. 
Quartermaster John Maughan, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Quartermaster James Pearson$ claimed in the List from Lancashire in 
Captain Banister's troop. 
Quartermaster Edward Waring, claimed in the List from Middlesex, Captain 
Swinglehurst's troop. 
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Colonel Sir Walter VAVASOURIS Regiment of Horse. 
Next to Clavering's, probably the most Catholic regiment raised east of the 
Pennines. It is hard to trace its history as a unit, but it was evidently 
raised early in 1643 when Newcastle began to commission Catholic field officers. 
Certainly engaged with the main army, since from its officer lists it was 
clearly of substantial size, perhaps as near to full strength as any, the 
regiment was devastated at Selby in April 1644, which indicates that it did not 
go north with Newcastle against the Scots, (see Vol. 1). It had also been in 
action in the East Riding in March of the same year? 
19 What was left of it 
joined the Northern Horse. 
Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour: Colonel Vavasour was first of the five sons of 
Sir Thomas Vavasour of Hazlewood, Bart., who 
died in 1632. Sir Walter, born in 1613, was 
the brother-in-law of Lord Belasyse (q. v. ). in January 1643 Lord Fairfax 
listed him as a commissioned papist. According to his petition to compound in 
1650 (his lands were nonetheless inserted in the second Treason Act of 1652), 
he surrendered with York in July 1644 and was given a pass by Lord Fairfax to 
go abroad. He went from Hull to Rotterdam, and remained there until 1650 when 
he returned home. He may be the Sir W. Vavasour sent, in 1649, to Oldenburg 
with news of Charles Its death, to borrow 22000 dollars or a larger sum, or 
10000 if more was not to be had. He lived in retirement during the Interreg- 
num, but in July 1659 there is a warrant for his release from detention, so he 
must have been arrested 6n suspicion, or as a precaution, perhaps in the same 
year. He died in 16799 and within a few weeks was named as having been 
implicated in a spurious Catholic conspiracy against the crown 
? 20 
Colonel Francis Hungate: Second colonel of the regiment, taking over what 
was left at the fall of York, originally lt. colonel 
from the time of raising the regiment. The son 
and heir of Sir Philip Hungate of Saxtonj Yorkshire, whog with his mother, had 
compounded as a Recusant in 1630. According to the pedigrees, Francis assumed 
the active role in the war intended for his father. He signed the 1645 
petition of the Northern Horse, and was killed in action at Rowton Heath in 
September of that year. There is a mural tablet in his memory at Saxton 
parish church. He is missing from his father's composition papers which 
chiefly concern Francis's son, also named Francis. His will was granted 
probate in 1650. His daughter Maryq married to John Fairfax of the Catholic 
branch of that family, was gaoled in 1684/5 for refusing the oath of allegiance 
then prescribed 
? 21 
(Lt. Colonel) Sir William Blakiston: Cited in the Listq the rank is conject- 
ural. Not to be confused with Colonel 
Sir William Blakiston (q. v. ) nor with 
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William Blakiston of Cholmeley's Foot (q. v. ). This was very probably "Sir. 
Will. Blakeston, late of Old Byland Knightq otherwise Rob. Roberts of Royston 
in the County of Cambridge, Gentn. otherwise Will. Blakeston of Gibsett in the 
County of Durham Esq. ", who, on August 26th 1657 "with force of arms att Old 
Byland, in and upon the Constable there in the publique peace an assault and 
affray did make, and the said Constable then and there did beat, wound and 
evilly intreate to his great damage". He was son and heir of Sir Ralph 
Blakiston of Gibside, Co. Durham, second baronet, who died in 1650/1, and 
grandson of Sir William of Gibside who died in 1641. This has to be stressed 
since the pedigree is occasionally confused by later writers. A Catholic, he 
was admitted to compound for his delinquency in arms in both wars, and paid his 
fine of F, 800 at Newcastle in 1652. The committee there complained that he had 
paid a fine assessed on his estates prior to his submission and that he had 
not taken the oath of abjuration. From his aliases, we might assume an active 
conspirator 
? 22 
Lt. Colonel John Vavasour: Thus cited under Hungate in the List, and he 
probably replaced Blakiston in the rank. He was 
fourth of the five sons of Sir Thomas Vavasour, 
and a younger brother of Colonel Vavasour. In 1652 he was drawing an annuity 
from the Hazlewood estate, and he is presumably the 'John Vaglorl signing the 
1645 petition of the Northern Horse. A Mr. John Vavasourq on May 19th 1679, 
brought before the magistrates for seditious words, denied any Papist plot and 




Bland: Cited in the List, he is Adam, second of the two sons 
of Sir Thomas Bland of Kippax, and brother of Lt. 
Colonel Thomas Bland (q. v., Wentworth's Foot). Styled 
of South Cave, he was born in 1618 and died in 1657 having married the widow of 
Colonel Sir John Gerlington (q. v. ). He signed the 1645 petition of the 
Northern Horse, and his propertyq being his wife's dower, was inserted in the 
third Treason Act of 1652. Named by Thurloe's agents as a leader in the 1654/, c 
rising, no action seems to have been taken. His will was proved in 1657 when 
he was styled as of South Cave, Esquire 
? 24 
Major William Vavasour: Cited in the List,, he probably preceded Bland in the 
rank, since his younger brother rose to a higher ranl 
under Hungate. Second of the five sons of Sir 
Thomas Vavasour, and brother of the colonel, rank and regiment were given by 
Dugdale in the pedigree. Clay suggests that he was killed, unmarried, at 
Tewskesbury, but suggests no date, and this is, I think not likely. Raising 
forces for Newcastle in January 1644, he was captured at Hunslett in March, 
released, and fought at Selby in April, going into exile with his brother af, ter 
the fall of York, in his case because he was convalescing from a wound (see V01- 
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1). He came back to England, perhaps in 1650, and in 1652 was drawing an 
annuity from the Hazlewood estate. He may be the William Vavasour of Yarm 
listed for knighthood in the Order of the Royal Oak, 1660, when his estate was 
estimated at MOO yearly. Almost certainly a Catholic, though unconvicted? 
25 
Captain William Dol(e)man: Cited under Vavasour and Hungate in the List, he 
is dealt with under Eure's Horse (q. v. ). 
Captai LI- _7 
messenger: Cited in the List, see Clavering's Horse. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Thwing: Cited in the List, identified as George Thwing. In 
march 1685 Catherine Lassells, widow of Lieutenant 
Edward Lassells (see this regiment), petitioned that 
she was confined in York gaol as a Recusant for refusing the oath of allegiance, 
and referred to her father George who had raised a troop of horse for the King. 
Of Kilton and Heyworth, Gentleman, he was presented as a Recusant in 1624,1631, 
1632 and 1639. There may be a reference to him, as a servant of Sir George 
Palmes of Naburn, presented in 1619. He contributed to the 250 Horse allotted 
in July 1642, and was cited by Lord Fairfax as a Catholic commissioned in 
January 1643. He took the oath and the covenant in 1645/7 to save his land, 
and was fined Z906. He was in debt to the sum of F, 620, and his wife had to 
petition in 1646 for subsistence. Dead by 1660, his son petitioned for favour 
in respect of his own and his father's services 
? 26 
Captain John Thorpe: Cited in the List under Hungate and Vavasour, he was of 
Danthorpe, Yorkshire, son and heir of William Thorpe of 
the same by Elizabeth Vavasour of Willitoft and was born 
in 1614. His father died in 1620. He may be the same indicted as a Recusant 




vavasour: Cited in the List under Vavasour, probably the 
Lt. Colonel John Vavasour already dealt with. 
This is not conclusive, however. See a Captain 
Robert Vavasour in Appendix IV. A Captain Vavasour, probably the future Lt. 
Colonel Vavasour, was captured on February 10th 1644 on the Yorkshire Wolds 
(see Vol. 1)? 28 
Lieutenant William Flesher: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain 
Vavasour's troop, such a man was churchwarden 
at Sutton on the Forest in 1630 (in this connec- 
tion, see Richard Harland in Saville's Horse). 
Lieutenant John Giffard: 
Lieutenant Nicholas Gifford: 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Vavasourle 
troop. Such a man born in 1604, was heir of Simon 
729 Giffard of Darlington, 
Claimed in the List from Staffordshire, Captain 
Thorpe's troop. The positive identification 
21 
of this man may call in doubt that tentatively put forward for John Giffard (see 
above). Nicholas was probably one of the younger sons of Walter Giffard of 
Chillinghaml Staffordshire, who died in 1632 and whose eldest son, and heir, 
Peter, was an active Royalist. His mother was a convicted Recusant? 
30 
Lieutenant Edward Lassells: Inserted in this regiment on the strength of the 
evidence concerning his father in lawq Captain 
George Thwing (q. v. ). He died before 1684.1 
Lieutenant James Mennel: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Thwing's 
troop, sixth of the six sons of Anthony Maynell 
Esquire of North Kilvineton, he was born in 1621 
and was living in 1665, the father dying in 1669. A Catholic family, James 
was indicted as a Recusaný in 1674? 
31 
Cornet Richard Calvert: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, under Hungate. ý 
Probably Richardt son of Richard Calvert of Cocker- 
holme who died in 1650. The pedigree is hard to 
interpret satisfactorily, for want of dates. John Calvert of Cockerholme, a', 
Recusant, had two sons, Richard the elder and John II. John II's son and heiA 
Richard, was 13 in 1650. Richard the elder son had a son Richardl his eldestýj 
who was living when he himself died. Richard I, son and heir of John of 
Cockerholme Esquire, was born in 1598, being 18 at his father's inquisition 'Post 
mortem? 
32 
Cornet John Dolman: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire under Hungate, third 
of the four sons of Marmaduke Dol(e)man of Duncoats who 
died in 1670. May be the John Doleman of Awstbers, 
indicted as a Recusant in 1664? 
33 
Cornet Thomas Frank: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, second of the thrie 
sons of George Frank of Knighton, Yorkshirej his elder 
brother a captain. The family had Recusant leanings, 
and Thomas was indicted in 1674? 
34 1ý I 
Corndt Edward Hamerton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, brother of Philiý 
Ham(m)erton of Munkroydq of a Recusant family. Týe 
father, Mathewq compounded in 1629 for himself and 
his eldest son, and had been presented in 1613. The pedigree gives rank, an& 
Edward married a daughter of Colonel Sir Francis Cobbe (q. v. ), two afýhis nieces 
becoming nuns? 
35 
Cornet Bryan Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Messenjers 
troopq such a man had probate granted in 1687? 
36 ;i 
I 
Quartermaster George Crawford: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captaia 
Wilson's troops such a man of North Park kad 
probate granted for his will in 1677? 
37 
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quartermaster William Eratt: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, under Hun- 
gate, Lt. Colonel Vavasour's troop. Such a man 
of York died c. 1685 
? 38 
Quartermaster Thomas Eyves: Claimed in the List from Lancashire under Hun- 
gate. The name is extremely common at this 
period in Lancashire, both forename and surname 
in juxtaposition. Four such were listed as Foreign Burgesses of Preston in 
1642. Two such, both of Fishwickel distinguished as yeoman and as husbandmang 
were Catholic delinquents according to the composition and sequestration records 
extant? 
39 
Quartermaster William Richmond: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire$ Captain 
Messenger's troop. Such of North Cave, 
yeoman, probate granted 1678. He may well 
be the victim of a sheep theft in 1637, and witness to another such theft in 
1638? 
40 
Quartermaster Ralph Seaton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Thwing's troop, of Brottong yeomang fined C126 
in 1649. Juror at Thirsk Quarter Sessions in 
1639, styled Gentleman, and at Special Sessions in 1630 at Gisbrough. Brotton 
may be Broughton near Stokesley in the North Riding 
? 41 
Quartermaster Richard Tempest: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colo- 
nel Hungate's troop. Perhaps second of the 
four sons of Richard Tempest of Bowling 
? 42 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Wilson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet John Garnett, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Thorpe's 
troop. 
Corn6t, 0hriatopher Hutchinson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Wilson's troop. 
Quartermaster William Atkinson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Sir 
William Blakiston's troop. 
Quartermaster Henry Jackson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain- 
Thwing's troop. 
Quartermaster Francis Ketling, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Dolman's troop. 
Quartermaster John Prince, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Bland's troop, 
Quartermaster James Steude, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major 
Vavasourls-troop. 
Quartermaster Peter Thomson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Robert Watsong' claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
under Hungatel Captain Dolman's troop. I 
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Colonel Edward VEREIS Regiment of Horse. 
Despite references to Vere in the first war, it is likely that here we 
have officers claiming for 1651 as well, as will be seen in the details which 
follow. It is not a well documented force, and the lt. colonel is unknown. 
Perhaps attached to Lathom garrison in 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Colonel Edward Vere: It has not proved possible to identify this man. On 
January 21st 1644 he was raiding the Parliamentts siege 
lines around Lathom and at Knowsley House, and was 
actually in Lathom after Ormskirk, threatening raids on Liverpool siege lines 
in October. Raising horse around Preston in 1651, he sat on the Warrington 
Council of War and was taken, badly wounded, either at Warrington or Wigan 
Lane ? 
43 
Major John Bermingham: Claimed in the List from LondonAlestminster, perhaps 
the Captain Bermingham to be permitted, according to 
an order of June 9th 1641 from the King to the Lords 
Justices and Privy Council in Ireland, to raise 100 volunteers to go to any 
foreign state at Peace with the King. There is a reference to him again in 
August 1641 as a colonel. He was in Chester on March 23rd 1644, but beyond 
that, is unidentified 
? 44 
Captain John Brooks: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, probably a double 
claim (see TyIdesley's Horse). Such of Elston died in 
Ormskirk? 
4.5 
1670, and such a man was probably a prisoner after 
_ 
Captain Richard Eltenhead: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, either 
Richard I of Suttong Gentleman, petitioned in 
1649, or his song Richard III inserted in the 
third Treason Act of 1652. The son was born in 1611 and was living in 1664, 
as was the father, but the age would suggest the son. The latter paid a 
Z92.2s. fine ? 
46 
Captain John Shaw,: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, possibly second of 
the four sons of Lawrence Shaw of High Bullhaighe, styled 
of Balerieg and Layton, died c. 1670? 
47 
Lieutenant John Barton,: Claimed in the List from Lancashire in Captain 
1 
Bryers' troopq such of Claughton or Clayton, yeomang 
Catholic delinquent undischarged in 1655. Barton 
is alluded to in connection with Lathom garrison748 
Lieutenant James Williams: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. In 16.51 
such a man of Carleton, observing troops marching 
toward Scotland, said to one "Thou prittie facet 
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hast thou noe better fortune than to fight against the King? " He also added 




Cornet Jeremy Crosston: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, he was fifth of 
the five sOnsj but eventually heir, of John Croston 
of Berry and Heath Charnock. John died in 1643 and 
Jeremylborn in 1621, was living at Thirsk in 1665. He married a French waiting 
lady of the Countess of Derby. A man of the same name was executed at Chester 
for treason in 1651 ? 50 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Bryers, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain John Hamilton, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain John Wardq claimed in the List from London/Wostminster. 
Lieutenant William Healdq claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
Lieutenant Francis Masham, claimed in the List from Lancashiret Major 
Bermingham's troop. 
Lieutenant Thomas Middleton, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
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Colonel Sir Edward WIDDRINGTONIS Regiment of Horse. 
Another regiment with a pronounced Catholic quota in its officer rank , it 
was raised in Durham and Northumberland in 1642/3 under the aegis of the earl 
of Newcastle. Its period of service was probably from then until it broke 
up after Marston Moors some of the officers going into the Northern Horses 
others dispersing, as will be seen, elsewhere. None of its specific actions 
can be traced, except to say that it almost certainly fought on Marston Moor 
and in the campaign against the Scots in the earlier part of 1644. 
Colonel Sir Edward Widdrington: The eldest son, by the father's first marr- 
iage, of Roger Widdrington of Cartington 
Castleg Northumberlandl he was born in 1614 
and was a Catholic from his childhood. Created a baronet of Novia Scotia in 
16359 he was listed as a Catholic commissioned in 1642 by Rushworthl and given 
as a commander under Newcastle in October. He seems to appear in Liverpool 
with Rupert in June 1644, which suggests that he waa riding with Newcastle's 
cavalry sent away from York before the siege got properly under way. His' 
property was inserted in the third Treason Act of 1652, and he himself was 
granted a pass to go into Flanders for his health in 1654. Arrested in London 
in February 1657, he was released in August to go back to Holland. In London 
in March 1658, he was licensed to remain there, in June going to the "Spav" by 
permissiong which suSgests both weak health and a continuing Royalist commit- 
ment (or a suapected one). In October 1660 he delivered a petition which is 
worth noting in full: He desired reparation for his losses from the estates of 
Parliamentarians whose property was forfeited; in obedience to Charles I'm 
proclamation, he had raised forces against the Scots in 1639/40 and had been 
despoiled by them to the sum of 91,900. In 1642, he and his kinsman, Lord 
Widdrington. (q. v. ), raised 3000 foot and horse to serve the King, and he had 
been sequestered and banished the realm. His wife had been fined 9400 for 
giving intelligence to Royalist conspirators in the Interregnum, and Cartington 
Castle had been destroyeds worth some 98000. He died and was buried in Bruges 
date unknown? 
51 
Lt. Colonel _7 
Constable: Cited in the List, but since there are very 
few possibilitiest and since the claimant 
citing him claimed from Yorkshire, this was 
probably Henry Constableg Viscount Dunbar. He certainly was in arms, fighting 
on Marston Moor under a colour bearing the motto "In Hoc Signo + Vinces", and 
in the defence of Scarborough. Sir Henry Constable was born in the latter 
years of the reign of Elizabeth 1. son and heir to Sir Henry Constable of 
Burton Constable who died in 1608. Henry, himself knighted in 1615, was 
created Viscount 1620, the first of the Yorkshire gentry to be so ennobled. 
He was in many wayaq or appears now to have beeng the'archetypal caialier', - a 
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Catholic Recusant and a great gambler who wasted a good deal of the estates 
whichýhe inherited. A friend of the duke of Buckingham and a rival of the 
future Parliamentarian familyg the Boyntonal he was passed over for office in 
Yorkshire when Strafford took overg although. the King in 1630 instructed Straf- 
ford (or Wentworth as he then was) to reduce Constable's fine for Recusancy 
from Z300 to Z250, He was under arrest in November 1642l but escaped to add 
his weight to the King's party in the East Ridingg where he had already shown 
he could raise men in 1639. In November 1643 he was receiving equipment for 
troopers at York, which looks like a conclusive reference to his military 
activitiesl although his sequestration papers alluded to nothing than can 
is 
construed as evidence for it. He was killed in action in the defence of 
Scarborough in 1645, and his property inserted in the second Treason Act of 
16529 his wife petitioning for relief in 1654 and referring to her husband's 
wasted estates 
? 52 
Lt. Colonel William Langley: Cited in the List, the son of Sir William 
Langley of High Gobiont Bedfordshirej and of 
Lumley Castle, Coo Durhaml Bart. In the 
father's composition papers is a direct reference to William's rank and regi- 
ment. On June 20th, 1644, Sir William Armyne told Sir Henry Vans that the 
father wished to make his peace with Parliament, so perhaps William 11 came in 
at this time as well. Constable may have replaced himq which seems feasible? -9.0 
Captain James A(y)scough: Cited in the List without a forenameq but the 
identification is conclusive. He was referred to 
by rank, by his brother Francis (q. v. 9 this 
regiment). The first of the five sons of Allan Aiscough of Skewsby in York- 
shireq who died in 16669 he was born in 1613 and entered Gray's Inn in 1633. 
Styled also of Middleton One Row in Co. Durhamq his lands there were sequestered 
in 1644 when he was described as a papistg and his goods were putup for sale 
in September of that year. His estates were in the third Treason Act of 1652 
and were sold in the following year 
? 54 
Captain (Sir) Edward Charlton: Cited twice in the Listj he may have become 
regimental major though there is nothing to 
suggest it. He was the oldest of the four 
sons of William Charlton of H6816YBide in Forthumberlandl and like his father, 
a Catholic and, & Ree, usant. Listed in 1638/9 as a Freeholder in Anton Hillt 
and styled Gentleman, he was commissioned in 1642. The commission survivest 
but badly damaged. It was issued by Newcastle and alludes to Charlton an 
captain of-"Earkabushires" in "Widrington's regiment"t which suggests a some- 
what amorphous dragoon/horse force at first. The commission-appearsl-to be' 
dated January 7th 1643. Of his military activities we know nothing'; 'mostLof 
the'ppapers concerning him which have survived dealing with his career after 
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166o. in 1658 he petitioned the Protector and Council for leave to stay in 
London, where he had gone to try to settle debts. Permission was given. All 
of his property had been inserted in the Treason Act in November 1652. Married 
to one of the co-heiresses of his colonell he became in 1660 Captain of Berwick 
but was barred from the Governaship of Hartlepool because of his religion. 
]From his paperaq he appears to have beeng in turn, Captain in the duke of York's 
regiment, and then major in ritzGerald's root in 1672- He died in 1674. His 
baronetcy appears to date to 1645/6? 55 
Captain Thomas Pearson: Claimed in the List from Newcastles such a man Of 
Myerscought Lancashire, Gentlemant but a leaseholder 
of Thomas TyIdesley in Newcastlet was fined X5 in 
1653. In his petition he said he had not been resident in Lancashire since 
1643? 56 
Captain Henry Widdringtonl: Claimed in the List, from Northumberlandl not to 
be confused with a man of the same names major in 
Lord Widdrington's Foot (q. ve). This man, of 
Buteland, Geutlemant Catholic delinquent in 1644 when sequesteredl and also 
styled of Riton, probably first of the sons of Benjamin Widdrington of Little 
Swinburn, was born in 1603. He died before 1668. In March 1655 he was 
named in a plot to seize Newcastleg and was listed as a Recusaut in the same 
year. His property was in the third Treason Act of 1652? 
57 
Lieutenant Francis A(y)scoughl: He does not appear in the List, and should be 
related to Captain James Ascough of this 
regiment (above). Fourth of the five sons 
of Allan Aiscough of Skewsby, he was gaoled in York 
' 
in 1684/5 for refusing the 
oath of allegiance. He petitioned that he was lieutenant in the troop of 
his brother James, was wounded and gaoled during the war. Listed as a 
Reousant in 1665/6t he was similarly confined in 1679/80- in 1676 he had been 
presented at Thirsk quarter Sessions as a party to disputes over a bridle-way 
from Skewsby to New Malton. There appears to be a reference to him as a 
standing officer in Pontefract garrison in 1648? 
58 
Lieutenant Lepr; Z Brigham: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
Ascough's troopq the son of Ralph Brigham of 
Witton. The family was Recusant, the father a 
church papist to 1627l but presented in 1629 with his wifes who had also been 
presented in 1619. Henry was listed as a Recusant in 1670? 
59 
Lieutenant William Conyers: Claimed in the List from Durhamt Lt. Colonel 
Langleyls troop. Probably the second son of. 
Sir George Conyers of Sockburn who appears, tU 
have been listed as a Recusant in 1637 
? 60 
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Cornet John Daniel,: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel Const- 
able's troopq and in view of the identification of 
Constableg possibly he of Beverley who died c. 1673, 
but whether a son'of Sir Ingleby Daniel or not cannot be said? 
61 
Cornet Ralph Emerson: Claimed in the List from London/Westminaterg Captain 
Charlton's troop. Such a man was presented in 1631 
for a clandestine marriages and he submitted to pay 
costs. and,. to undergo an unspecified punishment. Such a man is also mentioned 
in the will of George Emerson of Stanhope in Weardale who died in 1627, as 
762 
a supervisor. - 
Cornet'Ralph Fenwick: - Claimed in the List from Northumberlandt Captain 
Widdrington's troop. Perhaps fifth of the five sons 
of Major Tristram Fenwick (q. v., Carnabyls Horse) of 
763 Kenton,, living 1698/9; but the name is extremely common* 
Cornet Thomas Simpson: The rank and regiment are given in his composition 
papers, and it is further stated there that he 
deserted and became a Parliamentary captain. Sir 
Edward Widdrington arrested him as a deserter in January 16449 but he seems to 
have escaped. He added that he had been a captain under a Colonel Wrent who 
in his turn deposed that Simpson had served under his brother, Captain Henry 
Simpson. The editor obscured the facts by implying that Henry was a captain 
under Widdrington but this is hard to read into the sourc e? 
64 
Quartermaster Miles Newton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Ascough'S troop. Such a man of Little Thorp 
near Ripon was sequestered as a delinquent. 
763 His property was inserted in the third Treason Act, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Edward French, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
*Lieutenant Stephen Kirk, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Ascough's troop. 
Quartermaster Henry Fenwick, claimed in the List from NorthumbezLIand, 
Captain Charlton's troop. 
quartermaster James Hobsons claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain French's troop. 
Q 
, uartermaster 
Richard Whitfieldl claimed in the List from Northumberland 
Captain Charlton's troop. 
*The fact that three lieutenants appear under Captain Ascough cannot be taken 
as calling in question Francis Ascough's presence in this regiment, since the 
acknowledgement that he was captured would provide opportunity for him. to, be, 
replaced. 
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Colonel Sir William (Lord) WIDDRINGTONIS Regiment of Horse. 
Widdrington was one of the most prominent commanders in the north in the 
late part of 16429 associated with Newcastle in recruiting in Northumberland 
(see below). This regiment probably came, into being before Newcastle entered 
Yorkshire in December, but was certainly fully equipped and in the field in 
early 1643. Unfortunately, for this regiment as for so many, there is hardly 
any independent reference to its activitiest and it must be supposed that it 
followed the normal career of a northern cavalry regiment, often explained. 
It is truel however, that hereq as with Tyldesleyls and Sir Richard Tempest's 
Horse, we are concerned with a regiment that certainly had some standing in 
1651l but in this case it is virtually impossible to isolate any one officer 
as belonging, more properly to that year. 
Thomas Leaker, "a souldier under Sir William Witherington" was buried in 
Leeds on july 29th 1643 
? 66 
died of his woundal but wheý 
root (q. v. ) is debateable. 
was rarely, if ever, made. 
formed part of the Northern 
exile. 
He was probably a casualty of Adwalton Moor and 
ther he properly belongs here, or in Widdrington's 
The distinction between 'trooper' and 'soldier' 
Almost certainly at Marston Moor, the regiment- 
Horse thereafter, when its colonel had gone into 
Colonel Sir William (Lord) Widdrington: Sir William was born in 1610, the 
son and heir of Sir Henry Widdringtol 
of Widdringtong although through the 
need to escape relentless Recusant persecutions, Sir William came to be resideul 
ordinarily at Great Swinburn. The family was closely identified with the old 
faith, as evidence Colonel Sir Edward Widdrington. William's son and heir, 
William II, was a Recusant, and his second son, Edwardq was killed in arms for 
James II at the Boyne Water. Williaml, created a baronet in 1642 was., in 1643, 
elevated to the peerage as Lord 
- 
Widdrington of Blankney in Lincolnshire, but he 
had been knighted as early as 1631- A JPq in 1636 Sheriff of Northumberland, 
he was apparently an assiduous collector of ship moneyl and in 1640, when 
deputy lieutenant, was elected to Parliament as MP for the county. Identified 
strongly with the Straffordian faction, in 1641 he was committed to the Tower 
and was expelled from the House in 1642. Whether Sir William was a Catholic, 
albeit a covert one, it now seems impossible to say, but the evidence, such as 
'it 
is, strongly suggests a church papist. Clarendon described him as 11one of 
the most goodly persons of that age... higher than most tall son ... of the beat 
and most ancient extraction ... one of the first who raised both Horse an d Foot 
at his own charge .... a man of great courage and choler". on July ist 164it"it 
was reported in the Lords that his steward was bringing in the Widdrington 
tenants in armss although at this date Sir William himself was still., in the,,,, 
Commons. Absenting himself, he was in Newcastle by the 14th of the month. ', 
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Appointed to the Commission of Array and of Oyer and Terminer in Northumberland 
by the Kingg he was also a Commissioner of Array for Durham and Lincolnshire. 
On November 9th Sir Marmaduke Langdale told Sir William Saville that Widdrington' 
was experiencing difficulties in raising men on the estates of the earl of 
Northumberlands a Parliamentarian. Even sog he had equipped horse and dragoons!; 
and had two cannon on the way to him. Appointed President of the Council of 
War by the earl of Newcastle (see Vol. 1)9 he was busy in Durham in March 1643, 
but was in action at Wakefield in May. Given command in Lincolnshire in the 
late summer (see Vol. 1), he was defeated in action at Winceby on October 12th, 
whereupon he seems to have tried to consolidate his position a little with no 
success (see Vol. 1). Raised to the peerage in November, he was in Newcastle 
upon Tyne to face the Scots in February 1644, and fought with the army on its 
retreat to York where he hold a command. In action on Marston Moor as a 
brigade commander, he opted for exile with the earl of Newcastle after the 
battle, and left from Scarborough. What became of his regiments is unknown, 
but the cavalry that remained certainly joined the Northern Horse. Exempted 
from pardon in 1646, on March 14th 1649 he was proclaimed an enemy and a 
traitor. His estates were sequestered, and appeared in the 1651 Treason Act, 
his wife petitioning in 1650 for a fifth for her maintenance and that of his 
children. One of the advisors dismissed from attendance on Charles II by the 
Scottish Presbyteriansl he marched into England in August 1651 and was killed 
alongside Thomas Tyldesley at the battle of Wigan Lane 
? 67 
(Lt. Colonel) Sir William Riddell: Cited in the List by names the rank is 
conjectural. He was perhaps first, lt. 
colonel of the regiment or, as is remotely 
possibleg served in 1651- He was misnamed 'Liddell' in the Listq butýcan only 
be identified as Sir William Riddell, eldest son of Sir Thomas Riddell of Gates- 
head, and listed as a Catholic commissioned in 1642. His military career was 
briefs being captured in arms at Sherburn in Elmet in December 1642 and 
imprisoned in London at the Tower. He apparently abjured his faith and so 
compounded for 43009 being discharged in 1652? 
68 
Lt. Colonel John Ogle: The identification is based solely upon a letter 
written from Calais by Ogle to the earl of Newcastle 
on March 16th 1644, but from the content it looks as 
if Ogle had been appointedt in absentia, to replace Riddell. In the letter 
Ogle was RPOlogising to Newcastle for the delay in his return to England, and 
reported that he had about Z700 worth of arms. The letterg which fell into 
Parliamentarian hands, was endorsed: "This is a priest as I hear, a lieutenant- 
colonel of the Marquis of Newcastle, and a great engineorg he is lieutenant- 
colonel, to my Lord Widdrington". He'must be the John Oglet Esquire, ''prisoner 
in Winchester Houseq January 20th 1645, petitioning that he is in want'4ecauise 
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all his friends are in the Low Countries. He requested leave to go to Holland 
in return for sufficient bail. The House required him to provide the names 
of those willing to provide sureties, and an order for his release on 91000 
bail was passed on February 18th. In April, it was revoked, probably because 
the sureties had not been forthoomingg and he petitioned again on July 8th. 
Still confined in March 1646, ogle again requested leave to go to the Low 
Countries, and this time he was styled as Colonel John Ogle. He cannot be 
identified as a seminary priest, but here priest may merely mean an Anglican 
cleric. If sog however, no such man appears as a sufferer during the time of 
769 
rebellion. 
Lt. Colonel John Thornton: Cited in the Listq a brigade rank, see the same 
man in Blakiston's Horse. 
(Colonel) Sir William Mason: Cited in the List, brigade attachment (perhaps 
in 1651, see Mason's Horse and in particular 
Lt. Colonel John Galliard)e 
Colonel Sir Edward Widdrington: Cited in the Listq brigade status, age his 
own Horse regimeut. 
Major Roger Carleton: Cited in the List, but very little known of him, 
except that he was styled as of Wolsinghamt Gentleman, 
and compounded in 1645 on 940. Nonetheless, his 
property was inserted in the third Treason Act? 70 
Major Gilbert Errington: Cited in the List, probably of West Dentong North- 
umberland. Fined Z66-3.4d. in 1649, he was active 
in the 1654/5 conspiracies, and was captured off the! 
j 
Northumbrian coast. A Catholic at the time of his composition. He had been 
forbidden to attend the King in 1646. Probably the heir of Mark Errington of 
West Denton who died in 1654? 
71 
Captain David Errington: Cited in the List, probably the Catholic given a 
commission in 1642. Probably of Byfron or Beau- 
front, and a major in the 1648 warl he had colliery 
d salt interests. Listed as a Catholic in 1649, he was fined L15 as being 
in reduced circumstances (the result of plundering? )? 
72 
Captain Ralph Errington: Cited in the List, possibly a brigade referencel 
see Dacre's Horse. A Captain Errington buried in 
York Minster on August 21st 1643 has been identif- 
ied, conjecturally, as the second son of Anthony Errington of Denton Northum- 
berland, named Ralph? 
73 
Pa2tain John Errington: Claimed in the List from Northumberlando and what 
followa may apply equally well to Cornet 
'John Errington (q. v., below). The captain may well be a 
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brother of Captain David Errington, but the eldost son of their fatherg Henry 
Errington of Byfrong also a delinquent, who died c. 1664. However, to illua- 
trate the problem of coping with Erringtonst the following are also possibili- 
ties, both for this captain and for the cornet. John Errington of the Hurst, 
born in 1605, oldest son of Thomas Errington of the same, was buried in 1645. 
John Errington of Alnwick, living in 1678, younger brother of Edward Errington 
of the same who died in 1676. John Erringtong perhaps the most likely man, 
younger brother of Major Gilbert Errington (q. v. g this regiment). There are 
additional references to such a person as Whittingtong Hexham and Seaham who 




Cited in the Listq and with such. a. surname, even 
tentativeidentification is impossible. However, 
in July 1642 when the earl of Newcas tle came to 
Tynemouth, he found the castle ruinous "and none in it but one Captain Penvick 
and his familie, who was willing that the castle should be at my Lord's 
command". This man is identified in a footnote to the source as Captain Henry 
Fenvick, noted in 1634 and 1636 as Captain of Tynemouthq killed in Yorkshire 
during the warsq his widow living in 1656. This suggests that Fenwick did tot 
remain in the castle with Sir Thomas Riddell (q. v, ), but beyond the chance that 
h648 this captain we cannot got unless the link through Thomas Riddell with 
(Lt. Colonel) Sir William Riddell (q. vej above) has any merit? 
75 
CUtain Peter Forcer: Cited in the ListI, probably brigadet see Clavering's 
Horse. 
(Captain) Sir Ingram Hopton: This designation is based not upon the ListIl 
where he does not appearl but upon interpreta- 
tion of a letter written by Hoptan on August 
26th 1643, and sent to Major Thomas Beaumont (q. v. 9 Saville's Foot) in Sheffield 
Castle. The letter was written from Leathley. He observed that "by my 
Colonell's appointment", he was to send a prisoner to Sheffieldq and was then to 
go an into Lincolnshire, but hoped to meet Beaumont first. Nowl Hopton was 
killed in action at Winceby in October, in which battle only two northern 
regiments are known to have been presentg the cavalry forces of Sir William 
Saville and, , Sir William Widdrington. Beaumont was Savillets major of foot, 
and if Hopton had served under Saville as wellq would surely have alluded to 
"our Colonell's appointment". The allusion clearly impliesq though it does 
not prove, that Hopton served under Widdrington. Ingram was born in 161VI5, 
the son of Ralphý. Hopton. of., Armley Hall, Esquire. Knighted in iune, ý,, 1,6429 when,, 
he was a JP in the West RidinggIngram was related through his mother, to , 
theý 
Catholic Nowells of Read Hall$ Lancashire, and his wife, Lleanor or Ellinort 
was to marry as her second husband Colonel Robert Brandling (q. T. ).., 
_-A 
Commissioner-of Array for Yorkshire, Ingram commanded forces at Bradford on..,, 
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December 17th 1642 (see Vol. 1). He had been part of the group pressurising 
Newcastle to come to Yorkshirel and no doubt fought at Adwalton Moor. A 
soldier of his, "John Wilkinson" was buried in Leeds on July 26th, perhaps 
dead of wounds. Hopton was cut down at Winceby after, it was saidl wounding 
Cromvell? 76 
Captain William Lambton: Claimed in the List from Durhaml, he is not to be 
confused with the Captain Lambton of Blakiston's 
Horse (q. v. ). 'Williams may here be. an errors-and. 
should perhaps read 'Thomas Lambtont whog according to the pedigreesl was 
second son of Colonel Sir William Lambton (q. v. ) and was given as "Captain of 
the horse in the co. pal., of Durham for King Charles I'll dying in 1662? 
77 
Captain John Mallory-. Claimed in the List from Yorkshires such a man of Ripon 
styled Gentlemang died before 1673 when his will was 
'7A 
granted probate? #_ 
Captain Anthony Senhouse: Glaimed in the List from Cumberlandq probably a 
1648 rank. He was second of the five sons of John 
Senhouse of Seascales, Esquire, who died in 1638. 




Swinburne: Cited in the Lists possibly John Swinburn of Cap- 
heatong heir of William Swinburn who was Sheriff 
of Northumberland in 1639- John was murdered, 
or-so it seems, in 1643 by a fellow Royalist officer, John Salkeld of Rock (q. v. 
Grey's Horse), which may account for the single claimant naming him in the List. 
John Swinburn was listed as a Recusant in 1637. Howeverl, alternativelyg we. 
have William Swinburne of Naffertonj Esquires his lands inserted in the third, 
Treason Act of 1652. William did, though a Catholic delinquents claim he. had 
780 been too old for active service. 
Lieutenant Marmaduke Blakeston: Claimed in the List from Durham. A problem 
attaches to his identification. Such a man 
was Rector of Sedgefield at the start of the 
war, and his son (apbarently also his heir) Ralph became in 1660 Rector of 
Ryton. Perhaps another son was the lieutenant. Alternativelyg Marmaduke 
Blakeston of Monk Frystoul Yorkshireq styled in 1629 as the younger, implies a 
father of the same name. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Durham 
at Bishop Middleh"? 
81 
Lieutenant Edward Errington: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, such a 
man was, in 1636/7, Collector for, the earl. of 
Northumberland's lands in Tynedale, andýmust be 
the same of Wallick Grange, Tynedale, listed in 1638/9 as a freeholder. We 
'0 - 1XI . -. ]lave two other possibilities, of Alnwick (dead c. 1672) and of Netherwittong 
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yeomang listed as a Catholic in 1682? 
82 
Lieutenant Mark Errington: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Captain 
John ErringtonIs troop. The allusions to Mark 
Erringtons are several, and none of them convey a 
clue to attempt even a tentative identification. In view of the rank and the 
claim after the restoration, he may be Mark, one of the nine sons of Mark 
Errington of Woolsington who died in 1637 
? 83 
Lieutenant Mathew Gayle: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire under Sir William, 
Mason, a brigade referenceg but possibly Gayle may 
properly belong in Masonts Horse (qov. ). There is 
a Mathew Gayle claiming in the List under Godfrey Floyd's Foot (q. v. ) but it is 
unlikely to be the same man. Such &-man$ of Bulmor, was presented as a Recu- 
sent at Thirsk quarter Sessions in May 1641. Perhaps a brother, or other 
784 
relationg of Captain Robert Gale. (q. v. 9 Belasyse's Foot)* 
Lieutenant George Herbert: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Forcer's 
troop. Such a man of Cheater le Street signed' 
785 the 1641/2 Protestations 
Lieutenant Gowen Snawden: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq Major 
Errington's troop. The Snawden family was estab- 
lished at Bickerton. In March 1655 Captain Gowen 
Snawden brought 50 "blue caps" with horses, to the proposed attempt, to seize 
Newcastle. The family was apparently of Recusant and yeoman status? 
86 
Cornet John Beckwith: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Fenwick's 
troop. In view of the northern aspect of the regiment 
- 
he might be either of New Malton or of Ripong persons 
of this name dying in 1682 and 1685 respectively. John Beckwith of Acktong 
Protestant and Gentleman, claimed that he was well affected to the Parliament 
when seeking removal of the sequestration from the land of his brotherl Thomas, 
a deceased Catholic delinquent? 
87 
Cornet John Ogle,: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain David Erringtonts 
troop. Such a man, of Alnwickt Gentleman, was aged 26 in 
1633 when he gave evidence in a case of adultery as servant 
to Robert Brandling of that place, the father of Colonel Robert Brandling*88 
Cornet Henry Pawsoi: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl Captain Ralph 
Errington's troop. The Pawsons wore a Yorkshire 
family, and according to the pedigree they eventually 
established themselves in-Northumberland in the 18th century. The link is 
sufficient, howevert to make this Henry, second of the five sons of'Philip 
Pawson of Leeds who died in 1631, Henry dying in 166ý789 
Cornet Roger Read: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Major, ErringtonIs, -trOoP9, 
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Such a-man of South Shields was fined E210 in 1649 for delinquency in the 1648 
war, but that seems a large sum of money for a rank normally associated with 
younger sons or brothers. If the same man, the cornetcy might date to 1642/6 
and he have been a volunteer in 1648? 
90 
Cornet Thomas Shaftoe: Claimed in the List from Newcastlej fourth of the 
seven sons of James Shaftoe of Tanfield Leigh and born 
in 1610, dying 1676- Listed as an undischarged 
791 delinquent in 1651. Signed the 1641/2 Protestation4p 
Cornet Charles Tempest: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain John Erring- 
ton's troop. Probably second of the two sons of 
George Tempest of Winlaton, the cadet line of the 
Stella family. George was born in 1591 and Charles in 1621? 
92 
Cornet William Widdrington: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq eldest 
of the seven sons of Major Henry Widdrington 
(q. v., Lord Widdrington's Foot)9 he was admitted 
to Gray's Innt belatedly, in 1651 and succeeded his father in 1665, dying in 
1681? 93 
Cornet George Winter: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Forcer's 
troop. Such a man refused the 1641/2 Protestation at 
Kelloe, seat of the Forcers 
? 94 
Quartermaster Francis Hodgeson: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Sir William Riddellfs troop. Such a man 
was of Collierlyl compounding as a Recusant, 
in 1636/7, but the name must be considered commouplace? 
95 
Quartermaster Nicholas Lodge: Claimed in the List from Durhams Major 
Carleton's troop. Such a man signed the 
1641/2 Protestation as of Cockfield, and wit- 
nessed the will in 1642/3 of John Pemberton of Aislaby 
? 96 
quartermaster Cuthbert Weightman: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl 
he signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of 
Gateshead? 97 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Thomasl cited in the List. 
Lieutenant John Fenwick, claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. Colonel 
Thornton's troop. 
Lieutenant William Nicholson, claimed in the List from Nqrthumberlandl 
Captain Swinburne's troop. 
Cornet John Erringtonj claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Cornet Johnathan. Rutchinsong claimed in the List from London/Westminstart, 
Captain Thomas's troop. 
Cornet William Lambtonj claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 'William 
Lambton's troop. 
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Cornet Ralph Mackow, claimed in the List from Northumberlandq Lt. Colonel 
Thornton's troop. 
Cornet Robert Smithson, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Lt. Colonel 
Thornton's troop. 
Cornet John Mason, claimed in the List from Durham, Major Carleton's troop. i 
i Quartermaster William Glennell claimed in the List from Northumberland 
under Sir Edward Widdrington (perhaps belongiiý-gproperly in that regiment).! 
Quartermaster John Hildrethq claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Lt. 
Colonel Thornton's troop. 
Quartermaster George Ray, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Ralph Errington's troop. 
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Colonel Sir Francis WORTLEY'S (Regiment of) Horse. 
Wortley was one of the first Yorkshire gentry to raise men for the King, 
and he appears also as a commander of foot and dragoons. It is unlikely, how- 
ever, that the cavalry remained intact in any formal regimental structure for 
more than a few months if, indeedq such a structure was ever aimed at. Wortley, 
himself appears to have faded from the forefront of political and military 
activity towards, the end of 1642, curiously, with the appearance of Newcastle 
in command in Yorkshire, though that may be mere coincidence, 
colonel Sir Francis WortleZ: Cited as a field commander in the List, he was 
tho'heir of Sir Richard Wortley who died in 
1603. Francis, created a baronet in 1611, was 
a JP9 having matriculated from Magdalen College in 1608/9. He sat as MP for 
East Retford in 1624/5 and was a Gentleman of the Privy Chamber to James 1. 
Appointed a Commissioner of Array in Yorkshire in 1642. (see also Vol. 1), he 
was actively raising men and inquiring into the. sympathies of his neighbours 
in the summer of that. year and adopting an uncompromising attitude towards the 
Parliament. His literary activities marked him out for particular condemnation 
by the Parliamentarianal but by the end of the year he had faded into the back- 
ground, He was still active in arms in November 1643, for he received on the 
25th of that month an order from the Marquess of Newcastle to disarm and to 
arrestq if need be, Sir, Edward Wortleyq and to occupy hie property in Notting- 
hamshire. Edward was his brother, and this may be a hint to some doubt 
attaching, 'to Francis himself at this time, with the advent of the Scottish 
invasion and the failure of the Royalist party to capitalise on its initial 
successese Captured in the defence of Walton Hall in June 1644, he was 
conveyed to London and imprisoned there for two years, petitioning in June 1646 
for leave to compound and to go to Tunbridge Wells for his health. He was 
fined Z500, and died in 1652? 
98 
Lt. Colonel William Henderson: There is a precise reference to this man in a 
document dated at Oxfordq January 1643. He 
was there giving evidence concerning a dis- 
pute between Scottish and English officers in the Royal army. No other 
evidence for his rank and regiment, or to his identity, has been found. 
Conceivably, this may be an error for John Henderson (q. v., as colone19 Vol. 1) 
but there is no proof that John Henderson ever served under Wortley? 
99 
Captain Bilby: Cited in the List, see also Mansfield's Horse and 
Cavendish's Horse, but note that this reference may 
imply Wortley was a field officer under Mansfield* 
Ca2tain Marmaduke Holtby: Cited in the List, where he also appears cited-as 
a field commander and where he also claimed in hiB 
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final rank of colonell although he did not rise to that rank in this regiment. 
Commissioned in 1642 and noted as a Catholic, he was of Skackletonq Yorkshire, 
Esquire. In 1634 two of his servants were presented at Thirsk Quarter Sessions 
as Recusantel and he for harbouring them$ appearing himself in 1641. He seems 
to have compounded on a conviction in 1629, and there are references to his 
Catholicism back in 1624. Holtby's movements are confusing and interesting. 
In 1643 he was still in the north, apparently as a major, but on October 28th 
Colonel ITuke Haldby' was alluded to at the second battle of Newbury, 1644. 
He is listed as lt. colonel under Sir Robert Howard in the List, whilst the 
Oxford Ordnance Papers for November 1643 show that he was then lt. colonel to 
Henry Percy (qev. ), His property was inserted in the third Treason Act of 
1652 and sold, but what became of him thereafter is not clear 
po 
Quartermaster Thomas Garnett: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain 
Holtby's troops Such a man, yeomanj of Skewsby 
was dead by 1664. The place-name connection 
with Holtby seems strong. Such a man. wass however, also Constable of Wake- 
field in 1640, which gives a link with Wortley 
pi 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Walter Naylor, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Lieutenant Robert Oglethorpe,. claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Bilby's troop. 
Cornet Richard Ruckly, claimed in the List from Gloucestershire. 
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Colonel George WRAY'S Regiment of Horse. 
A Durham and Northumberland regiment evidently raised 
the agents of the earl of Newcastle late in 1642, early in 
it hardly surfaces above the level of general allusions to 
a recognisable unit in itself, but the officer evidence is 
and it can be assumed to have been involved in most of the 
cavalryq eventually going on to become part of the Northerý 
in those counties by 
1643. once again, 
Newcastle's army aa 
good on the whole, 
actions of Newcastlea 
a Horse. 
Colonel George Wr! Z: George Wray of Lemonden or Lemingtong Northumberland, 
was a staunch Catholic Recusant, and his commission was 
noted in late 1642. He was the fourth son of Sir 
William Wray of Beamish who died in 16299 and brother of Thomas Wray of Beamish 
who, like George, was a convicted Recusant. George was listed as such in 16379 
when he was styled as of Ambel. He was the defendant in 1638 in a case of 
distress levied by the Sheriff of Northumberland on lands at Ambel belonging to 
Thomas Lewen, and so was evidently in some financial difficulty. Listed as 
a Gentleman and a freeholder in 1638/99 he was in Scotland in 1648 and Parlia- 
ment was making overtures to secure his person. His property was inserted in 
the Treason Act of 1652 as a Catholic delinquents and his property at Lemington 
clearly came from his wife, since there is a note that he did not enter his 
estate in full until 1650. He was in London trying to secure leave to com- 
pound in 1651/29 and his wife petitioned that "she hais scarce good room in the 
manor house of her husband's estate to live in, and that Cuth. Thomson, living 
in part of the house through which she must leave her room, is very troublesome, 
and his wife a brawler and a scold. Begs his dismissal, as-the tenants 
threaten to , pull down the house if he is continued tenant". Thomsons permitteý 
to plunderat will by the laws which seized and then disposed of Wray's 
property , -was-cutting down timber and selling it on a large scale, whereas' 
evidence was lodged that Wray had been improving his property and had opened a 
colliery 
ý02 
Lt. Colonel (Ralph) Millet: Cited in the List as 'Robert'. Roberts styled 
of Whittle or White Hill in Chester Ward Co. 
Durham, was a relation by marriage of the Wrays 
of Beamish. Styled Esquire, he wasdead by 1653.1 believe that the name 
'Robert' was-given in error for that of 'Ralph's since Robert was probably too 
old for. military. service andall the evidence indicates that his. -Sons. Ralph 
Millet or Millotq also styled, of, Whitehill, is this officer. Ralph is listed 
as a field commander in his own, right, and Young accepted that., he was a colonel 
but, that is hard to substantiate, at least for the 1642/6 war (t he case. of., 
'Colonel' Francis Malham is. similar).. Ralph was a Recusant and convicted as 
such in, 16321, and. his property inserted in-the 1652. Treason Act as-a Catholic, 
delinquent, -although he was then in London, trying to. obtain, leave. to compound*, 
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He had refused the 1641/2 Protestation when he was styled of Edmonsley, Co. 
Durham. Styled ordinarily as of Xaylandt his house there was, by 1653, in 
decay and valuable only for the materials of which it was built. He appeared 
at Alnwick in January 1644, fought at Marston Moor, and, signed the 1645 
petition of the Northern Horse. In action in 1648, he was captured as It. 
colonel at the Coquet Water. in action again in 1654/5, he was named as a 
leader in the northern conspiracies, and in 1656 Ralph Millet was finally 
commissioned as a colonel in his own right by Charles IIt and ", i) was to have a 
regiment which included two Lambtons as captains. He was listed in 1660 for 
knighthood in the Royal Oak when his property was assessed as worth Z600 yearly. 
It may be noted that in 1650/1 his sequestered estate was returning a not 
yearly rental of &133 
803 
Major John DanbZ: Cited in the List, almost certainly a transfer and a 
promotion from Clavering's Horse (q. v*). He was John' 
Danby of Leakel Esquire, born in 1616 and living in 1665, 
first of the three sons of Thomas Danby of Braworth. Thomas died young, and 
John succeeded his grandfathert Thomas of Leake, in about 1632. John of Leake 
is not to be confused with his father's brother, also a Catholict styled John 
and seated at Borrowby. The uncle compounded as a Recusant in 1629, and John 
of Leake refused the 1641/2 Protestation. He also sat on a committee in 
London formed by Catholics to represent their case to Cromwell for toleration 
in 1654. In 1637, when he was distinguished from his uncle by the style 
tJunior. t., he was presented for failing to pay assessments towards the repair of 
Leake church. His property had been sequestered and inserted in the Treason 
Act of 1652, when it was bought (perhaps on his behalf) by Colonel Anthony 
Byerley (q. v. ) 
ý04 
Captain George Danby: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret he does not appear 
in the Danby of Leake pedigreag but such a man of 
Bartong Gentleman, was a juror at Richmond quarter 
Sessions in 1625P5 
Captain William Edsforth: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he, his wife 
and daughter, himself styled as yeoman, of Brough 
in Hang Eaats were presented as Recusants at 
Thirsk Quarter Sessions in May 1641 
ý06 
Captain Marmaduke Frank: Cited in the Liett he was of Low Worsall and Kneedol 
in Yorkshirej first of the three sons of George 
Frank of Knighton (Kneedon) who died in 1607. 
Marmaduke, born in 1597g died in 1666. Styled Esquiret he was presented as a 
Recusant at Richmond in 1630 and at Thirsk in 1637f and his property was , 
inserted in the third Treason Act as a Catholic delinquent's. This was not- 
done without opposition, however, one George Metcalfe arguing that he had a. ' 
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claim on the property through Frank's wife. There is perhaps a reference to 
him in a letter dated September loth 1643 from Colonel Sir William Saville 
(q. v. ) to Major BeaumonO07 
Lieutenant Edmund Danby: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Major Danby's 
troop, he vas his major's brotherl sixth of the 
six sons of Thomas Danby of Leake, but styled as of 
Bqrrovby near Northallerton. He may be the man presented as a Recusant in 
1625 and 1629. He vas fined V86 in 1652 and his property withdravu from the 
Treason Actl vhich implies that he had conformed 
P8 
Cornet Robert Fenwick: Claimed in the List from Durham under Millot, he was 
probably the same an refused the 1641/2 Protestation 
with Millot (see above). 
Quartermaster George Chicken: Claimed in the List from Durham in Lt, Colonel 
Millotts troopq such a man of Medomaley signed 
the 1641/2 Protestation, but so did another of 
Bishopton 
pq 
Quartermaster Lancelot Katherick: Claimed in the List 
, 
from Durham, and 
probably a relation of Anthony Cathricke 
Esquire of Carleton who compounded for 
Recusancy in 1632 ý10 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Henry Sympson, claimed in the List from Northumberland, and perhapg 
a spurious claim (see Simpsons Sir Edward Widdrington's Horse). 
Cornet Richard Whartong claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Franklz 
troop. 
Quartermaster Christopher Lazenbys claimed in the List from Yorkshire, 
Major Danby's troop, 
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p 
James duke of YORK'S Regiment of Horse. 
This regiment, which had its origins in a troop under the titular command 
of the young duke, but commanded at Edgehill by the Lord D'Aubigny (who was 
killed there) grew to full regimental structure in the north under the earls of 
Cumberland and Newcastle, and remained with the Northern army throughout the 
war, eventually merging with the Northern Horseý" Under its successive 
colonels, it served in all the major campaigns, most notably in Derbyshire in 
the autumn of 1643 where it appears to have been badly mauleds if the denial by 
Mercuriua Aulicus on January 13th 1644 that Gell had captured three colours, 
is anything to go by. The regiment served at Marston Moorg and in the Northeri 
Horse took part in the relief of Pontefract (see Vol. 1). On September 15th 
the regiment was in Newark, as Luke noted on the 26thq and served in the rear- 
guard at Naseby where it lost its colours 
ý12 
Colonel Sir Charles Cavendish: Second son of William earl of Devonshire, and 
a troop commander in the horse at Edgehillj 
styled of Wellingore, Lincolnshire. A 
Commissioner of Array for that county, he was the first colonel of the regiment 
appointed after D'Aubigny's deatht but his career was out short, He commanded 
a force of 2000 foot and 20 troops of horse in the escort of the queen when she 
left York for Oxford in June 16439 his intention being to establish himself in 
Lincolnshire, althoughl as the Queen noteds he "desired extremely" to continue 
his journey with her. Nonetheless, commanding in Lincolnshire in Julyt where 
this regiment may well have been, he was either killed in action by "a thrust 
under the short ribs" which "killed him", or murdered on the field of Gains- 
borough. His body was apparently buried at Grantham, and his property 
sequestered in 1651, for it seems he was overlooked in earlier surveyA13 
Colonel (Sir) Samuel Tuke: Tuke took over from Cavendish, having been his 
major previously. A Catholics styled of 
Creasing Temples Essexq the son and heir of Samueý 
Tukeq Esquiret and perhaps connected distantly with the Tukos of Kelham, 
Nottinghamshire. Created a baronet in 16639 he may have been knighted during 
the war,. in view of the prestige attached to this regiment. He did not, how- 
ever, serve in the Northern Horse at the relief of Pontefractt since Mercurius 
Aulicus refuted a rumour that he had been killed at Melton Mowbray (see Vol. 
1) and stated that he had been at that time in Somerset. His activities befor 
this date are hard-to establishq but he evidently fought with the regiment at 
Marston Moor. Nor did the regiment remain within the Northern Horse very long 
apparently, for in 1645, between Naseby and second Newburys when he was 
described as the "eldest Collonel of Horse" in the western army, he was, given 
the task of reorganising Lord Capella cavalry, to which he had added his-, own 
"broken regiment"* A commander in Colchester in 1648, he is apparentlythe 
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man who arrived in Holland in 1659 to be greeted with a frosty reception and the! 
opinion that he should return to Suffolk, "as he is obnoxious to prejudice". 
What he had done to merit such treatment is hard to say. In 1660 a Gentleman 
I-! 
of'the Privy Chamber to Charles 119 and a baronet in 1663, he died in 1674. 
His son was killed in arms for James II in Ireland 
ý14 
Lt. Colonel Z- 
_7 
Gamull: Cited in the List under Tuke as field commander, 
he evidently replaced Lt. Colonel Markham (qv. l 
below). He may be Sir Francis Gamull of 
Chester, MP for the city in 1640, but that is pure conjecture and there is want 
of evidence to link that aamull with this regiment8.15 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Markham: Cited in the List, first of the six sons of 
George Markham of Ollertong Esquire, in Notting- 
hamshire. A Catholic familyl the religious 
decision having been taken by-Thomas's father and uncles Thomas was himself 
considered to be a Catholic and is referred to as such in contemporary papers. 
He. owned property at Skelton in Yorkshire (although which of the six Skeltons 
is not-clear), and was killed in actions with Colonel Cavendish, at Gainaborough, 
in 1643 ý16 
Major Z_ 
_7 
Cromwell: Cited in the List is a James Cromwell, which might I 
seem a link with the reference which alludes to a 
Major Cromwell of the duke of York's Horses taken at 
Malpas in 1644 (see Vol. 1). James Cromwell cannot be traced in the Cromwell 
of Hinchingbroke family, but according to the List James must have been a 
colonel, ab a lt. colonel claimed under Um, so he must be tentatively set 
aside. Alternatively, we have Thomas Cromwell of Staughton Magna, Hants., 
styled an major in his sequestration and composition proceedingag who was fined 
X40 after lying under "surgeons' hands" at Nantwich. This link with the 
officer captured at Malpas is good enough to make Thomas our man. He may have 
been second son of Oliver Cromwell of Hinchingbroke, and part of a thoroughly 
Royalist family. The father was a Knight of the Bath and MP for Huntingdon- 
shires and Thomas a cousin of Protector CromwelII17 
Captain Sir Robert Browne: Claimed in the List, from Northamptonshirel he was 
the second son of Sir Robert Browne, 1st Bart. 9 
of Warcot or Walcot near Peterb ' 
prough and succee- 
ded his elder brother as baronet in 1635. A Catholic family with little or no 
offices in their native county, Sir Robert was su3pected of Catholicism in 
818 
1656. He died in 1662. 
CUtain Newdigate PoZntz: Cited by rank and regiment in 
, 
his sequestration 
papersq he was killed in action at Gainsborough 
in 1643. 
.A relative of 
the Parliamentarian 
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commander Sydenham Poyntz (perhaps a brother? see Vol. 1)9 his son petitioned 
81g in 1660 and alluded to his father's death in action. 
Lieutenant Robert Shipman: Claimed in the List from Lincolushires Lt. Colonall, 
Gamull's troop., under Tuke, He was of South 
Witham-, Lincolnshirej and compounded on a fine of 
226-13.4d 
ý20 
Lieutenant George Wat: His insertion here is conjecturall and based upon 
ýQ the interpretation of a later allusion. In 1684/5 
"Mrs. Mary Wayt 9 widdow to George Waytj gent. 9 whose 
brother was mortally wounded at Ressay, Moor, and dyed presontly after his wound; 
' 
whose said husband George Wayt was lieftennant to Major Markham of a troop of 
A 
horse; she being of a loyall family of the Lanctons in Lancashire, whose 
estate, was sould from them for their loyalty; her estate sequestered, by which 
she is a great sufferer". The poor woman had been gaoled for refusing the 
oath of allegiance. The choice ofMarkhams is sufficiently limited to make 
this a very strong probability that we are concerned with Thomas Markham of 
this regiment, particularly since Wayt and Markham were both Catholics, and we 
have already noticed the tendency on the part of Catholics to gravitate into 
each others' units. George was second of the two sons of George Wayt of 
Leyburn who died in 1664. George II, born in 1624, married the petitioner 
already quoted, although it would seem to have been his wife's brother killed 
at Hessay (Marston Moor) rather than, Georgels. George was presented as a 
Recusant in 1674 as his father had been before him. In 1658 we have two clear 
references to George Wayt in Brussells with the courts most probably George II. 
821 
The father refused knighthood at the coronation of Charles 1. 
Cornet Leonard ReresU: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire under Tukej third 
of the five, sons of Sir Thomas Reresby of Thribergh 
who died in 16199 and a, brother of Sir George, 
Leonard fought at Marston Moor and was, in 1648, an officer in Pontefract 
822 
garr sons 
Quartermaster John Julian: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire in Captain 
Barker's troops under Tuke. He must be John 
julian'alias Gilian of Thornholm, yeoman, son of 
823 
Robert Julian selling lands in 1658 at Barmstone 
The following officers, have not been identified. 
Captain 
-7 Barkerýýcited`in 
the'List under Tuke. 
Captain Henry Lemming, claimed, in the List from Essex under Tuke. 
Lieutenant Edward Bktson, 'claimed, in the List from Northamptonshire, Tuke's 
troop. 
Quartermaster William. Smithg, claimed in, the List, from Nottinghamshireq 
Lt4P-' Colonel Markham's troop. 
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Rushworth 111,119 p. 50. Welfordq Royalist -1636/7, PP- 1529 173/4. 
Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp. xxxiij 18/19,208/9. HHC 
MssO' in-Various Collectionss Harford Mao., P. 353. CSPD 16591609 pp. 
989,, 106, ý Hunter Blairg Durham Armorials, p. 178. A 135. 'List ,, cola- 27, . 50. . 
Avelingt Northern Catholicag Pp- 95,1179 310- 
Baildong-W. P., ad: Compositions for not taking Knighthood at the Coro- 
nation of Charles 19 YASRS, Vol. LXI9, Miseellansag It P- 103- Atkinson, 
North Riding quarter Sessions, IV, p. ý82. 
Talbott Northern Book of k COmPOsitionst P. 317. Warburtong III, P. 71- Raineg Depositions from 
York,, Castle, p. 120, Ridge, Canterbury Prerogative Administrations 
1655: -60,,. 111, p. 27. 
136. Listq'col. ý22.,,, History of NorthumberlandjýXj pp. ' 
402/3,408. Brockett), 
Northumberland, Freeholders, P. 323- ccc,, p, _10l2, Welford, Royalist Composition"in Durham and Northumberlandg p. "14,9 f. n. Rushworth IJJj 
IIJ,, P-, ý2716- T. T. E 88 (19) for Leads 23.1-439,806 Vol- 1- Foster, Northumberland Heralds' Visitation* '-Warburtong 1119 P- 71- 
137. ' List$ cola. 279 50, - Catalogue. - Clay,, DWgdale's Yorkshire Visitation, It. p. ý300. Clayt Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong III, PP- 176/99 198. ! 1! 
P. R. O. SP-16/475, ff--52/3--, Lumb,, G. D., ad:, Mss. Written or Possessed 
by Ralph Thoresby, Thoresby Sooiety, MiscellaneaýVol. XXVIII9 pp. 433/6. 
Phillips't'ýCivil War in Wales and the-Marches, v 119 p. 200. Aveling, Northern Catholics, pp, 2639 73-5. Baildon,, Compositions for refusing 
Knighthood,, p, 103- Talbotg Northern Book of, Compositionst PP. 3199 
099T 367f. 'n'. 98. Atkinson,,, Noith Riding Quarter'Sessions, 'IV9 pp. 2069 2 
238e, , Rushworth 1119 JI, P- 746. vicars,. iii, pp. 169 299. 138. ý List, --col. _49. Welfordq Royaliet'*Composition"in 
Durham and Northumber- 
land, p. 't. xxxiii., Longetaffe. - Drakels, Siege of,,, Pontefractl p. 46. 
139,, Listl, cols. '27,50- History of-Northumberlandt XIV,, P. 537. Burks, 
Commoners, I. po 239- Welfordq Royalist Compositionýin Durham and 
Northumberland, Pp- xxxiii, 79t 157. 'Hadley, Northumberland Families, 
ýI, -Pp. 167/8,181. Anstruther, -The Seminary Priests, 119 p. 60. 140., Listj col, 27. li, 141. List, col, 27. Welfordq Royalist,, Composýtionýin Durham and Northumber- 
land, -pp, 3=iii9. V, 205- ,, History of Northumberland, V9 pp, 96/8. Raineg Depositions from York Caatleq; ýp., 226. ý, Rushworthl 1119 119 p. 50 
noted him as a Catholic. 
List; 'col, 22, Welford, Royalist, Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
landlipp., xxxiii, 201/2. -Peacock, jadex of Royalists,.. p. 46. HistorZ 
of 'Northumberland', - XII 9P 375; , 
XIII 9- -P - 361 CSPD 165,5/6 9 p. z63 Martin Northumberland Entries'lndexq, ýp. ýr. 88, 143- Listl"col.. 50. Foster, Durham Visitation Pedigreeag 123- Surtees, P WistoE7 of Durham (Hartlepool), p.,, -148. Forsterg Durham Recusants' J'! Roll, 1636/79, --- 152. Woodg Durham Protestationsl p. 12. P" Catalogue. 
Rushworthý', Jjj, III, p. 50 noted'him as"a'Catholic. 
144. List, - cola. 26,, 50,1.50. Atkinson,; North Riding quarter Sessions, III F--185; IVj p, 212, 
145 List, col- 50. Atkinson, North Riding Quarter Sessions, IV, pp. 122l ITO-. Fosters Yorkshire- County Pedigrees. 
146. Lists, col-, 50. ' Clayt, Yorkshire,, Royalist Compositions III, PP-179/80- 04'i Raine, Depositions from York Castle, pp. 1379 271. Atkinsong North 
Riding quarter Sessionss, VI9, PP-,, l39,, l96. Talbott Northern Book of 
COMPOsitionst, P- 312-' 
147- List, -cola. 22,27- , ýHistory of Northumberlandq VII* P- 360; XIV9 p. 2,52. 
W 
148. Listjýcol-- 50- Welfords Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, pp, 15/16. -, -Clay, 
Abstracts, of Wills, p. 46'. 
149., Lists,, col. 49. Atkinsong North Riding Quarter, Sessionst,. IIIi P. 210; 1ý!,: 
IV, P Talbot- t Northern Book of Compositions, P. 3130 Avelingt ýP Northern Catholics, pp. 1829 269,356.,, 
ý0- Listl-, col, -, 27, Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Composition,, 1119 pp. 1489 Clayl Dugdale's Yorkshire-VisitatiOng Jig p. 110. Talbott 
Northern Bo of Compositions, P., 345- Lj1 V9 pp. 83/6t log. 
151. List, " Col. 50. Brackett$ Northumberland Freeholders, pp- 322/3. 
152o List, ý Col. 27. - 
Clayq Yorkshire Royalist Compositions II, P. 191. 
Talbot, Northern Book of Compositionst p. 345. 
153. ki--stt Col- 50. Rainal Depositions from York Castle, p. 137- 
154. List, Col. 50. History of Northumberlandq VIII9 P. 360. 
155. List, Col. 27. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compo8itionq III, pe 80. 
Pegcock, Index of Royalists, p- 50- 
156. L18tj Col. 27. Forster, Durham Recusants' Roll 1636/?, P- 197. ri- r 157. t, L Col. 27. Anstruther, The Seminary Priestaq 119 pe 217. 
158. Li8tq'col-50- Clayq Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong Ing p. 41. 




50. Talbot, Northern Book of Compositions,, p- 345- 
Atkin'soal, North Riding Quarter-Sessions, III, p. 245; IV, p. 192. 
Avelingt'Northern Catholics, P, 270. Aveling, Hot Catholic Recusancy 
in the City of York, ERS, nograph 29 p. 244. 
160. List, Col- 150. Aveling, Northern Catholics* PP- 259/60- Longstaffe, 
Durham Court Of High Commission$ p. -76. 
161* List, Col- 50. Woodl Durham ProtestatiOn8j P. 117- Brackett, North- 
umberland Freeholders, P. 324. 
162. List, Col. 50. Foster, Durham Visitation Pedigrees, P. 173- Surtees, 
H18tory-of Durham (Gateshia-d-)7P. 30. Longstaffe, Durham Court of High 
Commission, po 1167. Woodt Durham Protestations, pe 12o 
163. List, Co. 50. Welford, Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, pp. 61,253-' tries Reg star,, p. 125. Martin, Northumberland En 
164. List, Col- 50. Wood, Durham Protestations, p. 189. 
165. List, Col. 22. Hadley# Northumberland Familiesqj, p. 66. History of 
ý'- Northumberland, XII, p. '1-76., 
-166., Listj Col. 50. Welford, R., Newcastle Householders in 1665; Assess- 
ment of'Hearth or Chimney Tax, Arch. Ael, ý 3rd Series, Vol- VII9 p- 59. ý1 
167. List, cal. 22. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, p. 10. 
168. List, Col- 50. Foster, Durham Visitation Pedigrees, p. 123. 
169. `L8t, Col- 50. Brockettq Northumberlanr-Fresholders, p. 524. 
170- L18t, -COJ. ý 27. Atkinsong North Riding quarter Sessions, III, P- 325. 
Crossley, York Registry Wills 1681-89 p. 41o 
171. Listj Col- 50o Longstaffe, Durham Court of High Commission, P, 193. 
172. YOUngj_Mar8tOn Moorl P- 57- 
0 Clay, Yorkshire Gentry, ',, pp. 
355/6- Poulsons Got 173. List, cols. 28, 
Ilt p. 426. The History and Antiquities-of the Saiiniory'of HolderneS81 
Clay, -PuEdaleve Yorkshire Visitation, II, p.,. 54.5o- Toynbee, 
M. 9 Young, 
P, Strangers in Oxfordq p, 259. -Metcalfe , Book of Knightsq p. 199. 
Finch Hatton Ms. 133. Bailden, Compositions for Refýing7Knighthood, 
P', 105. Leads City Library, Vyner Mae.,. -5815 T/32/42. Vnderdown, 
csPD 1657/8, P-553- Holiday, Composition 
lk'4aeli8t 
Conspiracy, p- 306- 
and Land Sales-in Yorkshireq p., 390,, - CSPD lbbU/-I, p., 290, Young, 
Edgehillq p, 152. Park, G. Rot Parliaie--ntarX Representation of Yorkshire 
p, 297 Crosslayl York Registry Wills lb75-Ous P- 153- 
174. Liett Col. 28. Crosslay, 'York Registry Wills 1673-80t P. 90. 
175o Liatt Col. 111. Crossley, York Registry-Wills 1673-80, p. 12. Davies, 
Rol ad: Dugdale's Visitation, of the, Counte of York, Surtees Society, Vol.,; 
XXXVI"p. xx. 
176. List, Col. 111. Clay, Yorkshire Gentry' Po-378o- Davies, Dugdale's 
Yorkshire Visitation, P. 369. Clayg", Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, III 
P- 345. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositiont-II, p. 
61. Crossle 9 
-York Registry Wills 1673-80, p. 124. Li, X, p. 94. 
177o Usti Col- 34. Clay, Yorkshire Gentry7p- 357. ', Clay, Dugdale's 
Yorkshire Visitation,, I, P. 185-, Metcalfel Book of Knights, p,, 199. r. po 91/. 5. Peacock, StanUingt Lancashire Royalist Compositiong Vol. fp 
ýIndex of Royalists, p. 42. ccc, p. ' 1695- Clayl Yorkshire Royalist 
Composition, II, p, 1989 Firths Cholmeley's Siege of Scarboroughq p. 
587. cspD 1655, p. 215- Undardown, Royalist Conspiracy, p. 141. 





























p*, 191. ' HMC Eighth Reports Corp* of Pontefract Msa. 9 p. 275- Avelingg Northern Catholics, P- 343. Gentg, Tos The Antient and Modern History 
of the Loyal Town of Ripong p. 124. CSPD 1645/79 p. 456, apparently in 
Worcester when it fell in 1646* 
Lists col. 34. CCC, P. 1592- 
List, col. -34. HMC, Report on"Mas. in Various Collectionag Wombwell Mae., p. 116. 
Lists col. 34. Raines, Dugdale's Lancashire Visitations II, P- 178. 
Faradayl, M. A., od: The Westmorland Protestations Returns, CWAS, Tract 
Seriess No. XVII9 pp.,, 37,41. 
Bell, Fairfax Correspondencog, Ig pa 122., 
List, col- 35. Foster, Cumberland and Westmorland Visitation Pedigrees, 
P-'19- HHC 10th Reports Muncaster Mss. j P. 2ý4. CCC9 PP- 29309 3155. 
Thurloo State Papers'q-IV, P. 562. 
Lists'col- 35- Foster, Cumberland and Westmorland Visitation Pedigrees, 7.798, , gcc, -- p. 17.54., Thurloe State Papers, IV, p. 562 
See Vol. -I for th# incident., Wenhami. L. P., The Great and Close Siege of York, p. 178. 
Childj_H, q ed: Memoirs of the Li of colonel Hutchinson 
by Mrs. 
Hutchinson, -pp. 19.5/7. Vicarsjýjjj, p., '104f., Fergusong 
R. S. ed: 
John Dan+n"Ia A" Annnmn+ nf tha mant-considarable, EBtates and Families 
r*Z, 
List, col- 35. Welford Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, P. -147- Spalding*, Memorials, of'the'Trubleal 119 P., 
317. 
Rushworth, III, II, p. 268. Vyner Mos-, 5815-73-2/42- LJI VIIII P. 
349., CSPD 1660/1, p. 236. 
11 
-St 9, cols. 
3 -46. CCC, p. -1142. -: -LJj, -Xq P. 
78. HMG Seventh Report 
House of Lords Mss9j pe 2; w , Young, Ma7rston-Moorg pp., 
1499 171. 
List I --'col- 35. History of Northumberlandl IV9 P. 227; XII, P. 
464. 
List, col- 35- Clays Yorkshire Royalist OmPositiont 1119 Pp. 139/40. 
Lists col- 35. Fosters Pedigrees of the County Families of Englandq I, 
Lancashire,, p. 95. 
, Listl, col--35. Foster, Durham, Visitation Pedigreesq p., 
283.. Surtees, 
''Hotcry 
of Durham (Gateshead), p. A71.,,,, Forsterq Durham Recusants Roll 
ý1636 , P- 175. Wood, Durham Protestations-1-P. 
39-, ý Burke and Burke, 
Extinct and Dormant Baronetciesq,, p. A78. Raines Depositions from York 
Castles pe 207.1 1 ý'-, Lists col- 35- Fosters Durham Visitati - 
on Pedigrees, p. 287. Surtees. 
HiStory of Durham (Gateshead)q p. 107-ý, Talbot,, Northern Book of- 
Compositions, P--338. -, Woods Durham Protestationag p. 
45. Stephens, 
Seven Civil'War Tractsq, p. 22. -,. ý Listvýcol- 35- Linter, J., ed: W'sst`R-id-in, g Sessions Records, Vol, 11, 
Orders 1611-429 Indictments-1637-429 YASRS,, Vol. LIIIq pp. 259 33t 252. 
'List - 
35 list dompositiontI9 PP. 15/17- 9 col - Clay$, Yorkshire Roya7 Morant, A. W. ed: Whitaker's History and, Antiquitiesýof the Deanery of 
., 
Cravenj P- 574. 
01- 35. Woodg, Durham Protestations, P- 53. 
Listt-col, 35- Raines Depositions from. York Castles pp. 206/7. 
Listo'col- 35. Bell, Fairfax Corres2ondence,, I, 'p. 254. Vicars, III, 
pe 299. Clay, Dugdale's Yorkshire, Visitation,,. Is PP- 59/60. 
List, Col. 35- Crossleyq, -York Registry Wills, 1673-80, Pý 99. l-i-sto col- 35. Longstaffel-, Drakels, Siege, of;. Pontefractq passim. 
-Welfords Royalist-Composition-in Durham and Northumberlandl P. 332. 
List, -Pol- 35. Faraday, Westmorland'Protestationst p. 16. 
M. A., 29.7-43, p. 405" 
, 
CCC9 PP-, 1726/7* , 
N4; 10th Reports pe-274. Finch Hatton Mos- 133. 
Musgrave Mos. - Jefferson,, Tullis's Carlisle, ýpassim. 
- Nanson, 
-We'l- 
, Carlisle During the Siege 
6f, 1644-5j-, CWASj 18841ý'pp. -58/9. Hall, 
, Kalbon's Memorials, pp. 182/. 5. ý, . 
T. T. -,, E303 
. 
08) The King's Forces 
Totally RoUted. CSPD 1660/1, P., 171-- Thurloe State Papers, IV9 
Metcalfe, Book of Knightsj%pe 193. 
List, col- 34. ' 2-CC9 P. 3T2Y-- Peacock$ Index of Royalists, P- 39- 
-"'250 
205. List, Col. 35. Jefferson, Tullie's Carlislet p, 40. 
206. Fetherstong J, j Richard St. George's Visitation Of the County of Cumber- land, Harleian Society, Vol. 7s P- Clay, - Yorkshire Gentry, P. 358. Walker, J, W,, Yorkshire Pedigreesq Harleian, Society, Volse XCIV-XCVIj 
pp. 256/8. Foster, Cumberland and Westmorland Pedigrees, P- 35- 
Keeler% Long Parliament, p. 152.,,, -, FinCh, HattOn Ms. 133- Musgrave Mos. Metcalfet_Book of Knights$ po 189.,,,, -CCC, pp. 960/1. Haswellt F., The Family of Dalston, CWAS Transactions, N. S. Vol., Xq p. 224. ý Hmc 
13th Report, Portland Has-, Is p. 185. Nanson, Carlisle and the Siege 
1644-5, pp. 5rg-. Jefferson, Tullie's Carlislet, P. 39. Brunton, D., 
Penningtont D, H, l Members of the Long Pa liamentq p. 201* Burke and Burkel Extinct and Dormant Baronetcies, j po. -, 149. Wotton, Baronets$ 1, 
P- 360. 
207. 'LiSti Col- 36. Nanson, Carlisle'and'the. Siege 1644-5, pp. 58/9. 
- Jefferson, Tullie's Carlislel p. 40. -: 
- - ccc, p., 1671- HMC Sixth Report, 
House of, Lords Mos., pe 212e. LJ, IXj`p. 544. 
208. Liall Col- 36. Musgrave Has. , -,,, Youngs P.,,, Embertonj W. 9 The CavaliSr Army, p. 168. 
209. List, col- 37. Burkel Commoners,, I,, p, 523. Raines, Dugdale's Lanca- 
shrr`ý Visitation, I, p. -q4. -,, Harlandq-j. j, ed: Lancashire Lieutenancy 
ýUnder the Tudors and Stuarts, Chetham Society,, Vol. L9 P- 312. Beamont, 
Discourse of, the Warr. in Lancashire, p., 19., -,, Talbot, Northern Book of 
Compositions, P. 349. Ford and Fuller Maitlands Lucas's History of 
Wharton,, pp. 92,425. . Burke, B. t-Genealokical and 
Heraldic History of 
ed Gentry, 1937, edn., P-, 554. CCC, P. 25.59. BrownbilIq 
Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vole 95t, P. 16. Peacock, Index of 
Royalists,. p. 42. 
2100 Lists col- 37- Rainess. Dugdale's Laneashire., Visitationg IIs P- 155. 
_Catalogue. 
Stanning, Lancashire, Royalist, Composition, Vol. 29t pp. 
286/79 30315. 
211. Phillips, -Civil War in Wales and theýMarches,, II9,, ppo 
11/12. 
212. ' HMC Fifth Report, Sutherland mss., -p., 1,42. -,,,, 213- Ormerod, Lancashire Tractst p. 86. 
? -14. Stannings Lancashire Royalist Compositions 
Vol. 29, p. 244f. 
, 
215- See Vol. 1 for a fuller discussion. - Stanley, papersq-p. 8. Ormerod, 
Lancashire Tracts, P. 63 and passim. ccc,,, pp. 1100/18. DNB. 
216. List, Cols- 38,102 (for Caernarvons).,, 77Raine'sl Dugdale's Lancashire 
-- 
Visitation, III, p. --292. rosters'Lancashire Pedigrees. Burke, 
, Commoners, II, p. 66. Walker, Historical Discourses, p. - 61. Gibson* 
- 
T. E. W74illiam Blundell -A Ca7va-lier's Notebook, p. 
'166. Hmc 13th 
Report, Portland Mos., Is p. b14&-Young,., Edgehill, pe 153- 
217- CCC, p. 2786. Stanningg Laneashire, Royalist, Compositiong Vol. 24, pp. 139/42. 
218. Stannings Lancashire Royalist composition,,, Vol. 24, p. 60f. Harland, 
'Lancashire 
Lieutenancyq p. 279, HMG Fourth Regort, Beamont Has., p. 
368. 
., ýBeamontj Discourse of the Warrl-pp., 
341,., 124 fn*. 70. 
219. Youngs Marston Moor, P- 57- 
220. RCHM, Newark: Civil War Siege Works, P- 56. 
221. Brown, W. 9 Royalist Clergy in Yorkshire 1642-51 YASRS9 
Vol. LXIj Misc- 
- -ellanea -19 p. 
156. 
222. -CCC, pp. 1844, '2864., FirthsýNewcastle Life, p. 196. L---CSPD 1644, pp. T273. Parsons, Sli b DiEZ 111. Warburtong' 1119 p. 71. M. A. 9 ., 
Pe 
8-3-45t pp. 1401 7- VII 296. -,,, Bell' Fairfax Correspondence, I -, PAD I II, P- 33. The error as to identity is in Pennington, -, D'. H. 9-and Roots, 
-I., -The Committee at Stafford 1643-5s, -P, 14, 
223.. Lis , Col. 40. Raines, Dugdale's Lancashire'Visitationj III, p. 
264. 
Morantl' Whitaker's Cravenj p. - 24., 'ý Ackerley -F A'History , of the I10 09 Parish of mitton in the West Riding of, Yorkshirej'pp. 29,, 55- Brown- Ti-11, Lancashire Royalig-t Composition, Vol. 95, pp. 69/78. Talbot, 
Northern'Book of Compositions,, Pp. -350,398. Brownbill, Lancashire 
Royalist-Composition, Vol. 96, pp. '376/7. ',. CoatesqýW. H. ed: The Journal 
of Sir Simond DIEwes, pp. 157,163-, --,,, Catalogue. Finch Hatton Ms. 133. 
shows 'Richard I was'a Commissioner of Array in 1b42. 
- 251 - 
224; List; colý 409 Rainel Depositions from York Castle P. 95. 
225. CAM9-P-1338-` CCCq p. 28049 
226. Welfordg"Royalisýt-Cýmpositi6n in-Durham and Northumberlandq P- 3. T. T. 
E 108-(40), A Speedy Post with more news from Hullq York and Beverley. 
Metcalfe, ,, 1, Book of Knights$ po 199. : Royq I., The Royalist Army in the First'civil war, oxford D'. ýPhil Thesis; P--32, -ýIJt V9 P- 21. Finch HattOntý'Ms- 133. T. T. 669 (6) 52 Truth from'Yoik Hull and other places. 
CSPD 1641/3, p., 415. Ainsworthq Canterbury Prerogative Administrations, 
, 16ZF9-549 p.. 124. 2-27* Zistj' col., 40o' Lj, IV, pp. 195,, 4182,4259.441,620. Rushworth III, 
III, p. 268f. *, J 
2289 Listg-col-0 40. ' Crossley, York Registry Wills 16737809 p. 189. 
229. `Lstq, col'o-'41. Clay,, DugdalelsýYorkshire Visitationt II, p. 40o Clay, 
Yorkshire Royalist Compositiont -III9, p. 93., HolidWy -Yorkshire Fines 
and Land-Sales, P. 383. Peacockq Index, of Royalistal p.. 49. He may 
belihe Captain Vincent po0ows , -, Selby'April 1,6449- see Vol. 10 
230 List, ý col. -41. Wood, 'Durham-Protestations"'po 129. 
231: =Lst: col. 41. Crossleyl'York-Registry, Wilolai-166o-659 po 142. 9, 232. List, col. 41. Crosaley'"York Registry. Wills 166045, POý129. 
Crossley, 'York Registry Willa,, 1681-89 "PO A120 
233o Listq' col., 42. - Clay I -Dugdalelsjorkshire Vieitationj III, Po 339. Wood, Durham Protestations, ýp, -61.,,.., -Wood,, Durbam, 
Wilis and Inventories, 
P. 24go-, 
234. Liit,, col. 42 Welford,, Royalist'Compositiou"inýDurham and Northumber- 
land, pp. ý114: 283. ' CAM, ' P-'1234. ý`-ý- 
235. Welfords Royalist Composition, in Durham and Northumberland, p. 227o 
236o Tibbuttl Luke Latter-Bookýl', pp, ý-165, '166, f.. n. ý-, ' 
237 Listl"col. 5. For Atkinsq see'AppendixIV, ''un'designated officers. 
238: Ul-ays Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong III, PP. 153/4- Peacock, Index 
of Royalists, P- 39- "Welford, -Royalist--Composition in Durham and 
Northumberland, pP. 39"229-35, - 57, -66,96. , 
Atkinsong North Riding 
Quarter sessions, IV9 P*ý, 61. --', 'Forsteri'Durham'Recusants Roll 1636/7, 
P Talbot, Northern'Book-bf, Compositions, ýP-'ý343* Raine, 
Depositions from York Castle, ', p, -120., 1-"-- 239- List, ' col- `43 --- Welford, Royalist, Compos'ition in . Durham'and Northumber- 
land, PP- xxxiii, 35,66; 225, -229. `, ýýPeacockj'Index of Royalists, p. 
39. 
_Wood' 
Durham, Protestations, p'-`163-` 
2ý0. List, col. 
'43. 
Atkinsoat'North Ri; ing, 
ýuarter 
, 
Sessions, IV, P- 193- 
Talbot- Northern Book'of Compositions;, pý--32 9 Oý 241. ' List 
- 
col. '43. Clayg Dugdale's Yorkshire'Visitatioul'It'P. . 99. 242*' List: col. 
' 
44. Woodl Durham Protestations, P- 83- 
243ý -, List, col " 44. ' Atkinsonj North'Riding-Quarter I Sessional V9 Pp. 53/4* 
244* -- 4 -81 list : 'col: 43. Crossleyl' York, Regintry,, Wills-1681 p. 68. 
24,9. List,, col. "44. 'Welford Royalist'Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
landq PP; -XXXiiii, 579.66 -, 185/6e, -. Peacock, Index of Royalistsý P-1 39. 
0 -185'', ''Longetaffe, Durham, Foratert Durham Recusants' 'Roll'1636/7, p'- COurt'Of High Commission, 'pP 70/1-" 
246. Listscol. 44. Atkinson, North I Riding Quart or Session8j*Vq pe 149. 
247. Warburtong II, p, 254. 
? -48. Parsons, Slingsby Diary -123-'ý7 249. ClaYS JeWel The Extinct'and Dormant Poerages, of-the-Northern, Countieslof 
EngTands pp. 59/60. Hutchins History ofýDurham', III, p. 167- 
Talbot, 'Northern Book of. Compositions,, -, p. --421. - -Forster, Durham Recusants Roll 1636/7, p. 1143. ' Atkinson "North Riding, quarter Sessions,! 
IV, P. 
, 
103. ' T, T, E 244 (23)'Names oVDIvers Commanders under the Earl 
of Newcastle, T. T. E-88 A Relation of, the taking of'Leeds and (23 
Wakefield.... 'Rushworth, 1119 IIt p. -50., - Catalogue. Skaifei York 
Minster Burials, pp. ". 10/11. Young, P. 9 Toynbee, Hog Cropredl Br=get P., Me 
- CSPD 1660/1, p. - 447. 250* Clay, Dugdalols York hire'Visitati6n, 'iII Clayl Yorkshire 
Gentryq P-377- Aveling, Northe; n Catholics', P- 308. Talbot, 
Northern Book of Compositions*, P- 343- 
252, 
251- List,. col. 44. ccc, p. 1981. Thurloe State Paperst III, p. 186. 
1 HMC-Seventh Reports House of Lords,, Mss. q'pq 0 
252o Lists col. 44. Hedley, Northumberland Familiesq, I, pe 190* History 
of Northumberlandq Vj p. '243. Fosters Durham Visitation Pedigrees, p. 
115. Rushworthl III, II, Po 50-'ý ' Hutchinsong History of Durhamq III, 
po 167. Rays Ordnance Paperss p. 111, 'Catalogue 
2.53. List, cola. 44,74. Foster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees. CCCq pp. 
174VV50. . HMC Seventh Report, Houseof Lords Mas. 9 po 156- 
2.54. Lists cols., 44,151. --Talbotq Northern'Book of Compositions, p. 356. 
Longstaffeq Durham Court of High Commissions''p. 194. Atkinson, North 
Riding quirter sessions, 'iv, - p. 61.,, '. "Welfordq Royalist Composition in 
Durham'and Northumberlandt pp. 69 79 24j'22V9q*passim. ATeling, 
Northern Catholicsq P- 308- . Holiday,. Yorkshire 
Fines and Land Sales, 
P* 358o ý Rushworth, IIIs. II9 P. '127- 
'-Cliffe, Thii Yorkshire Gentryq 
Pe 212 and passim. 
255. List, col. 44. Clay9jorkahire'Royalist Composition,. II19 p. 192. 
Talbotj Northern Book of I Compositions; 'P-"344. ' '' 
256. Liatl-col, 44. Cliffeg The Yorkshire GentrZj Pp- 2039 365. Longstaffe 
Drakels Siege'of Pontefracts passim., - ,, 
Clayl lorkshiro, Royalist Composi- 
tiontý 1119 pp* 166/8. - Clay, DuRdile 'a' Yorkshire Visitation, q 119 p. 
88. 
Foster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees., -_. - ,_1_, 1ý - 257. List' col-. -47T. -, Surtees, History-of DurluLm (Gateshead), P- 172- 
258- =Ibd: 
2.59. List I col*, 44. - 'Atkinson, North Riding Quarter, Sessions, VI, p., 212. 260. Vrj3_t9. col. '. 44, Foster, Yorkshire County Ndigreei'3'* Talbotj Northern 
Book of'Compositional P- 3129 f. n. -29. Austrutherl-The, Seminary Priests 
II, P. 86. Peacock,. Index of'Royalists,, p., -49., ',, 
-Cla7y,, Yorkshire 
Royalist Compositions III. -p_,, -183-'_-- Welfordg, Royalist Composition in 
Durham'and Northumberland, -, p., 340 
261. CSPD'1644, p. -42f.,, 'See Vol. le 262. Parson;, pp. '1029-114. - 
263- Hodgson, J. C., ed: Correspondence of Miles Stapletong'Northumbrian 
Documents of the 17th and 18th Centuriesl Surtees-SocietZ, j Vol. Cxxxj, 
p0 168. History-of Northumberlandl III, FP--236/53; XII9 P- 352. 
Foster, Northumberland Visitation Pedigreesq Pe-55-' Welfords Royalist 
Composition in Durham., and Northumberland, PP--203 f-n-9`36d- Keeler, 
The Long Parliaments pp, 174/5--_'BroCkettq Northumberland Freeholders 
P- 323. - 264. List, col, 46. Foster, Yorkshire'County Pediorees. - Welfordl Royalist 
Composition in Durham and Northumberlandl pp. 449,65,115- Woodl 
Durham Protestations, . P. . 134., 265. ClaYt, Yorkshire Royalist Composition's nq pp. `6/7,, '. _ 266. List,, col. 46. Clay, Dugdalels, Yorkshire Visitation, itpe-182. 
Clays Yorkshire Gentry, -p. 357. 
267. List, col, 46. History of Northumberlandl XIIItýpe 97- Brockett, 
Northumberland Freeholderaq P-. 322-, -, _Talbotq Northern Book of Composi- tiOnss P- 358. Martins Northumberland'Entrie-o'ludex, P- 83. Fenwick 
of Wallsend was probably, the same as George Fenwick iývolved in 1647 in 
a dispute among brothers of, the Guild of Merchant Adventurers-at Now- 
castle, viz. Dendy, F. N,, "Extricts', from-theRecords of the Merchant 
Adventurers of Newcastle upon Tyne,. §urtees'So6ietyl, Vol&, XCIIIO pp, 
144/. 5. 
268. List, col. 46. History-of N6rthumberladq IV9 pp., 91/2. 
269e Listl, col. 46 Clays Hunter's-Minorum Gentiuml Pt. II- P. 651- 
270 =Lats col. -46: History of-Northumberlind; 'Xj'pe 176. 
' 
271: Listj'col. 46, Atkinson, NortJ2ýRiding Quarter, Sessions, IIIs P. 311- 
Crossleys York Registry wills ý 1660-51,. p. 66. - Clay,,,,, Hunter, ' a,, Minorum 
Gentium, Pt. -II, p. 633' 
272. Lists col. 46. Histor; of Northumberlaný, VIq p. 96. ' 
273 0 Lists col. 46. Woods Durham Protestations,. p., 83- - 274* CAMs Pe 1237. CCC9 pp. 1698/9., 
275.2L-_A- 9 1.2044, P. 813. 276. Parsonal Slingsby DiarZ '123 
., P. 0 
253 
277- Wood, Nottinghamshire in the civil wars. p. 88. Tibbuttv Luke Letter 
Books, pp. 166/go .1 . 11,1 ý 
2-78. Brownbill, Lancashire Royalist Compositiont-Vol- 959 P. 215. 
279. Rainesq Dugdalevs Lancashire, Vititation I -JII pe 119. Abram, Preston 
Guild Burgesses, p. 112. Beamontt Discourzeý. of. the Warrs p, 280 f, n. 
23*, Metcalfe, Book of Knightsl p. 198.., ý. Ormerodg. Lancashire Tracts, 
pp.. 149 679 849 106. roxaps., Civil War1n Lancashireq pp, 299 95. 
Curwen, J. F Castles and Towers of Cumberland and Westmorland, p. 465. 
Lis V9 pe 19L Brownbill, Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 95, p. 
1ý- , Vicars, II, p. -169. , 
RCHMNewark'CivilýWar Siege Works, pp. 219 
77.. He was debarred from office-in 1646 and fro court, although 
dead. 
280. Lists Col. 56. Nicolson and Burnt Historyof Cumberland and Westmorland 
Is P. 
' 
254. Burke and Burkeq-Extinct and Dormant Bar; netcieal p* 90, 
281. List, Col- 56. LJ9 VIII, 'P- -347- 
282. List 
, 9'col-', 
56ý Longstaffa,,, Drako, ls,, Siege'ofPontafractI p. ý27. 
M, 
VIII94- -349. 283. List? Col; 56& Lis VIII, PO 30 
284. List, Col- 56. Ninningg Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 24, p. 
119T Vol- 36, p. 51. He heldbarely, three acres* I 
285. Lists Col. 56. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist. Compositionq 1119 p. 26. 
286o Long I Symondst Diary, pp. 225l 242. ',, 
287. Parsonal Slinjaby Diaryl p, 123. 
288. 'roaterl'Alumni Oxoniensesq It P- 571- . 
', Bruce, J. ' ed:, Verney Papers. 
Notes of Proceedings in the Long Parliament, Camden Societyq p. 92. 
LJ9 VI, p. 401. ' York Public Library, City-of York House Books B 36, 
1ý37-509 f. ý82b. -. -HMC9 Mon. in, Vari ous Collectionss' , 
Buxton, Mss. 9 P- 256. 
Coatesq, jotrnal of Simond D'Ewesq p., 11O. --parsons. Slingsby Diaryl pp. 
78,83,123. , CSPD 16449 p. 422..: Walker, Historical Discourses, p. 134. -. Hari ms. 
-TW-. f. 28. -- Whitelockl,,, memoirs, ýppe-224/59 299 
Bruce, J., ed: Charles I in 1646, -Camden Soo et P-ý78- . 
HMC 13; h 
Reports Portland Mzgs., -I, p, 451..,, -Carteg Sollection of 
original Letterij 
It PP. 25,1639 179- 
289. List, Col. 56. Foaterg-Yorkshire. County Pcdigreesý', --Clayq, DBgda1e1s 
Yorkshire Visitations Ijq p. 423. - Masonq,, JtýThe History anUd Antiqui- T_iesof Thorne, p. . 164. - LJj- VIII, 
'p. 349., --- 
290. Clayl-Yorkshire Gentryl p. 355- Terryq Scottish Campaigns in Durham 
and Northumberland, p, 168 (see Vol. 1). Foster, Yorkshire County 
Pedigrees. 
291. Lists Col, 56. Clay, -Dugdale's Yorkshire. Visitation'qýIII, p. 
420. 
Clayt-Yorkshire Gentry, 'p. -357. ciayg, 
Yorkshire Royalist Composition, 
Iijýp., 191. Ross. ' F., ýContributions towards a History of Driffield, 
pe, 129. _LJj X, p., 29. Armitage andýRylandsq Kkng's Staffordshire 
Visitation7ý. 66. 
292, Lists Col. ' 56; Linters, West Riding Quarter, Sessions$_ p. 510' 
2939 Lists Col- 56. Welford,. Royalist,. Composition in , 
Durham and Northumber- 
land, pp. 61,291. 
294. Clays, Du Clay, Yorkshire tgdale's Yorkshire Visitationg, -: 19 p- 330. Gentry, P Young, -Marston Moors, - 372. P., ý1524ý` 295. histv Col- 56. Wood,, Durham Protestationsqpassim. Toynbee and Young, 
Strangers in Oxford,, p. -29. , Stephens,, Seven Civil'War'Tractat p, 22. 
296. List, Col. -56. -1888. _CCC, p. 297. &I-12-tv Col. 56. CSPD, 166o, P---187; ý1661/2ý-P--305- HMC9 Mes. of 
I P. 39-- 
____179'355/6-` 
_HMG 
Sevent5 eyborne-Popham CSPD 16551--PP, 33 
Reports House of Lords Mss7.9 P. 97. 
298. ýistt ý01- 56. Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitationjtjqýpp. 96/7. 
Lister, West Riding Quarter Sessionst P. ýVus Holidays Yorkshire Pines 
wad Land-Sales, P. -382. : Baildonq Compositions-for refusing Knighthood, 
P. ý 94. 
299. Listl,, col. 56. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions 119 P- 39. 
300. Li13ts-COl- 56. -, Wood, Durham Registry Willsq p. 260. 
301- Lists Col- 56. Clay, ýYorkshire Royalist Compositionýi IIj pp. 
21/2. 
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302. List, Col. 58. Clay, Dugdaless Yorkshire Visitation, II, p. 409. 
393. Lists -Col. . 
58. Talbot, Northern Book of Compositionst P- 346. 
Atkinson;. North Riding Quarter Sessionst, III9 pp. 2079 3259 330- 
304. List 
,I 
Cal, 59. Musgrave Has. Clay, Yorkshire Gentryq P. 361. 
Fosterg-Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visita- 
tions III, Pe 17. Blacks W. H. ed: " Docquets ofýLetters Patentt pp. 
3n7ý. - Clays Yorkshire Royalist Composition, Is pp. 128/307 Buchant 
J. 9-Montrose, p. 143. Nanson, Siege of Carlisleg P- 58 and passim, 
Spalding, Memorials of the Trubles Jefferson, Tulliess Carlisle, p- 39- 3A, Graham Mass passimo Murdoch and II9'P-'130. HMC Sixth R; -po I 
Simpsonj Wishartfs Montroseq pps: 459 51., Clays Abstracts of Yorkshire 
Willst. p. 61. See also Vol. 
305* Harl. Ms. -6852, f, 1b. 306- Welford, Royalist Composition in Durham, and Northumberland, p. 211. 
307. Ibidj-pp. xxxi, 215/7- History of Northumberlands XII, pp. 534/5; XIV, 
p- 328. -Fostert Northumberland Visitation Pedigreesq, p. 
62. Watts, 
S. J. 9 & Watts, S. J., From Border to Middle, swxel Northumberland 
1586- 
16251-p., '260... Raines History_of, North Durhaml P- 331,, - Rushwortho 
IIItýII9-, pp. 82/3'9 Royg. Ordnance, Paperat PP. 166/7,463- M. A., 10. 
. 
10*44. ý`, Longstaffej Drake's Siege-of*, Pontafractl pasalý* Stephenas 
Seven'Civil War Tractss p. 22. Firth, NewcastleLifet P. 7- EMC 13th 
Reports Portland Mass, p. 476. , 
Add., -Mss. 196789, f- 52b. Underdowng Royalist Conspira-eyq passim. Carlisle, Gentlemen of His Majesty's 
Pri! Z Chamber, p. 165.,, -, -HHC, ýMse., Jn,, Various, Collectionst Harford Mass 
p- 353. 
308- Listq--col. 60 and errata,,, in which, he-ýappears to have claimed belatedly. 
309* List, col., 60. Temple-Newsam Mos. t 2 AI/20-, 'Musgrave Mass CCCt p, 14-0-, ''Clayg-Yorkshire Royalist. CompositiongýIll:, 'p. '208. 
310- Lists cola. 19 60. i- Warburtong-II19, P--71. -, CCC,, -P.. 
1976. HMC13th 
Reportg, Portland Mos., III, p. 334; -;. Thurloe 6tate Papers, IV9 p. 24o. 
311- List, col., 
-60. 
, Burket Commonerssý II, ýp. _40. _. _HistoEZ 
of Northumber- 
lands XIIIt P'-_351-,, -ýý_, VIII, -P., 349-, " StephensqSeven 
Civil War 
Tracts, p,,, 22: 
312, Lists, col. 60. - . Welford , ., Royalist, _Composition 
in'Durham and Northumber- 
lands, pp. ý79, -149. History of Northumberland, l 
V9', p- 313; XI9 P- 391. 
313- Listqýcol. 6o. 
- 
Welfords-Royalist-Composition, in'Durbam and Northumber- 
land- p. 199. Ljq IX9, - pp. o 41,200. Wood ,. Durham: Registry Wills 
P -295- 3.14. Llýat j. Col. 60. 
" Wo6A, "'Durham Registry Wills, P. 215. Raines History 
ofýNorth Durham, P. 326.. ý Welford, -Royalist Composition in Durham and 
Northumberland, pp. xxxiii, -, 66. Pea ockt-, Index of Royalistat P-, 39. ac 
History'of Northumberlandt' VII9j. 36o. -- 
. 
315-' Lists col.,. 60. ýWelfordq-. Royalist, Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land,,, p, 171., Hedleys Northumberland-Familiest Is pp. 111/2. Brock- 
atttNorthumberland, Freeholderst. P-- 325.. ., History of,, Northumberlandi Is PP-'1309 148. Underdownt-RoyalistýConapiracyj pe 142. Jamest 
M-E* ed: Estate Accounts of the earls of Northumberland, 1562-16379 
SurteeS Society, Vol* CLXIII, "p. 200-z--, ' 
3161. List, -cal. 60. Welford, Royalist ConjosItion', in Durham ajmd Northumber- 
lan7t PP*- X=iit 87s 322. Peacock, "Index of-Royalists, p. 46. _ - Hedleyj W. P., The Ridleys of Ridley and Williemoteswickt Argh*, Ael., 4th, 
Seriest Vol, 3=II, p. 169., . : Rainet Depositions from York Castle, p. 188. Long; taffej Durham'Court of High COmmi8siOn. -P, 135.. 
317. List, Col. 60 CCC9 P. -3126. , 
Peacockt', Index of Royalists, p. 48. 
318. =at, Col. 60: Longstaffe, Draketa'Siege-: of Pontefracts p, 4, Fickinsont W. t HistorZ andýkntiquitieq of'Mewark. -p., 
112. CSPD . 1660/11, 
P- 
319- JA-Btt Col. 60. -, Woods Durham Registry Willal pp. 298t 301- Kirby, 
Durham Parliamentary, Surveys. -Is p, 91. ", Talbott Northern Book of 
C"908itio, uss P- 319-' 
320- List', cola, -23,61. 
321., List, 'col. 60. - Raines History of_North Durham, ' P. 326. , Clays York- `arý Royalist Composition t .. III t po, 15Z. 
322- Listl*col. 60. Atkinson, North Riding Quarter Sessiousq III* P- 303; 
VI, p. 201. Talbot, Northern Book of Compositions, P. 319. 
323. List col' 60. Wood, Durham Protestational p. 83. 
_324. 
List, col: 60. Longstaffe, Durham Court of High Commission, p. 129. 
Forsterl Durham Recusants' Roll 1636/7, p., 192. 
323- List, col. 61. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
, landl P- 315 f. n. 
326. Lists cols. ' 52,61. 
327. Hari. ma., 6852, f. 1b. 
328. Lists col. 67. Hedley, Northumberland Familiesq 119 P- 57. History 
of Northumberland, IV, jj_. _3_3_9_t_3371- RHO Fif th Report .- Sutherland Mas. 
P- 191* . CSPD 
_1'644/59 P,, 97, Firthl Newcastle 
Me, p. 216 Fair- 
fax, Memorials, P- 213- Heron was buried, Skaife, York Hins; er Burials 
P. 7, in York Minster on July 3rde' His elder brotl; erg Cuthbert, was 
created a baronet in 1662, 
329- Burke 9' Commonersq, I, p. 693. Foster, Durham 
Visitation Pedigrees, po 
133. Welford, Royalist Composition-in Durham and Northumberlandl pp, 
27,65,212 and fono Woods Durham Registry Wills, Pe 301o Apparently 
listed for a Knight of the Royal Oak* 
330- Lists cols. 13,67,151/2. Anstrutherl The Seminary_Priests, g 119 p, 
150. 
331- Listl' col. 67. History of Northumberlandl, Us pe 1,71o Thurloe State 
Papersý. Ijjs p. 216. 
332., Listq_col. _ 67- Crossleyl York Registry Willal 1681-8, p. 80. 
333. riot, COJOL67. ' Atkinson, 'North Riding Quarter Sessions, VII P. 209. 
- 
Foster, Durham Visitation Pedigreesj po 258. Talbotj Northern Book of 
COmPOsitionst Po 315- Kirby, Durham Parliamentary Surveys, Is p. 105. 
Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durha]m and Northumberland, P. - 309. 
334. Lists col. 73. Burkel Commoners, I, p. 196. '., Surtees, History of 
Durham'(Hartlepool), p. Fosters Yorkshire County Pedigrees,. 
Posters Cuisberland and Westmorland Visitation Pedigrees, po b3. T. *T. 
E 244 (3). catalogue* Skaifel, Burials in York Minsterg Po 7e. 
335- Surteess History of Durham-(Hartlepool-j-9p. 166. Posters Cumberland 
and Westmorland Visitation Pedigreest-p. 63- Welfords Roia-list Composi. 
tion in Durham and Northumberland, pp. 6,134,57, '251- Peacocks Index 
of Royalists, p. 2, Farguson,, R. S. 9 The Siege of Carlisle 
in 1644-5, 
P- 107. ' ,, Jeffersong Tullie I a' Carl isle's P-' 39- Vicaral IIIs P- 
334. 
Walkers Historical Discoursesq p. 10o ccc,, pp. 2588/9. ' Thurloe 
336o 
State Papersj. IV, p. 562. - Raines History of 7013- ý29 73- Burke, Commonersq II, p, 287-ý 
North Durham, p, 222. , Young, P. 9, The Northern 
Horse at Nasebys Journal 
rf the Society for Army Historical Rsearch, Volý 34, p. 58 (this latter 
paper ist in effect, no more than a list of regiments). Catalogue. 
LJ, VI19 p. 434. Warburton, 1119 P. 71. 
337- i8ti col- 73. Longstaffe, Durham Court of High Commission, pp, 99 18. `HstorZ of Northumberland, VIII9 P- 321- 
338, Lists col, 72 
339-, histi col- 73: Surtees, History ofLDurham (Hartlepool), po 101, Woods 
Durham Registry Wills, p. 270- Welfordl Royalist Composition in Durham 
and Northumberland, pp. -66,44,56,201. - 
Woods Durham Protestations, 
PP* 102/3. CSPD 1660/1, p. 238. Stephenst Seven Civil War Tracts, 
Po 22. 'Kirb-y-, Durham, parliamentary Surveysj 1, p. 161. 
340, Lists col- 73- Longstaffe. -Drake's Siege. of Pontefract, passim. 
341. ' List, col, 73- Brownbill, Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 96, 
P'708. Peacock, Index of Royalistr.,, p., 41. 
342. Listt col. 73, Raines Depositions from York Castle, p. 124. 
343 Lists C01- 73- Crossleyq York Registry Wills 1881-8t p. 115. 
344o Temple-Newsam Mss, s 2 A1/201 22. ' 
345- EMC Seventh Reports Lowndes Ms8-9' P- 5699 and see Vol. 1. 
., 
p. . 
104 346ý Persons, Slingsby Diary 
347. MetCalfej Book of Knightel pe 196., Wotton, Baronetes Is pp*' 487/8. 
'_ý' 
Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, It P. 77. ---Carlisleg Gentlemen 

























P- 390. - Finch Hatton Ms. 
133-. ., 
Vvner Mas., 5809 T/32/50. CCC I P. 
879. 
- 
ý, `2094- 745- -Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions If, -p. 1. 
Clays Yorkshire Gentry, p- 365-. _Holiday, 
Yorkshire Fines and Land 
Salesi P-7378* Thurloe State Papersq'III9 P-'3294, EMC Seventh Report 
House of Lords Mss., P. 117. LJ, VII, -p., 40; IX, p. 12; VII9 p. 405. 




Clay, Dugdalets Yorkshire Visitation, 
It-'P- 155/6; 11, P- 52. ' Foster,, Yorkshire County Pedigrees Clay$ 
Yorkshire'Royalist Compositionj', fiqýpp* l17/9. CSPD 1661/29 pe 26. 
Lists colo 77.. 
_Clays 
Dugda els'Yorkshire Visitat =qnj III pp. 103/4. 
Fosters Yorkshire County Pedigrees* Clay, Hunterts Minorum Gentiumq 
Pt-, IV91'P- 1213. Empsall, T. T., Local Royalistsj The Bradford Antiquary 
0 S. s'Pt. Vq'p,, 245--, Baildong Compositions for refusing. Knigthoods p, 
990 
Listjýcol-'77*, Davies, Dugdalets*., Yorkshire, Vi. sitationg p. xvi 
Lists col- 77. * Foster, Yorkshire'County'pedigress. "-'Crossloy: York 
Registry Wills 1681-8, p. _1_T7_ister,:,, West Riding . Sessions, P. 237- 
Lists col- 77-' Crossleyq York Registry Wills 1673-80 1 P- 51- 




Listq, col- 781''both from London and Westminster. ý 
Lists col. 23- Welfordq Royalist'CompositiOn in Durham and Northumber- 
lands' pp, 148/9. 'Hiistory'of'Northumberland, xi,, pp.. 
454/6* 
DNB. Vol. 11*passim. Greens Letters of Henrietta Maria. &, pp. 149/509 
233. 'M. A., 2.1o. 44, p., iI86. -, CsPD 1650,, p. _52. , 
Gardiner, S,, Rol 
ed: Letters, and Papers Illustrating the-Relations', betvesn'Charles II and 
Scotland in 1650, PP- 3619- Lis VII, p-, _95---, -, 
Firthj, Nevcastle Life, 
passim. 
Lists col. 78. Clayt Yorkshire'Gentryl'p. -361. 
'Armitage, Rylandl 
King's Staffordshire Pedigreesq p., 109. Clay,, Yorkshire Royalist 
Composition, ii, pp.,, 181,203. '-,, Lumb,, Thoresby Heis., p. 
435- Mercurius 
Politicus, 30-8-51t P '1039. - -Atkinson, North Riding Quarter Sessions, 
VI. ) P. 
379. - Crossleyq YorkýRegistry-Wills 1ý7340, ýp` 
45. 
LiSts-ýcol--78. CSP Irelandj"po 53; ' Woods, Durham Protestations, p. 20. 
Welford, Royalist Composition-in Durham, anUNorthumberland, pp. 449 669 
231. Ainsworth,, Cantorbury Administrations 1649/549 p. 161. 
li-1-3tt'col- 78. Clay, Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitations IIIt pe 297- 
Fosters Yorkshire Count-yPedigrees.,, Clayl-, Yorkshire Gentryt P- 354. 
Marshal, G. W., ed: Le Navels Pedigrees of the Knightog-Harleian Societyt 
- 72. Clay; Yorkshire-. Royalist 
Compositions Is PP- -15. Vol- 89 P 
-772 
Rushworths III, III p. -, 268f. '- 
List? --col--78. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
-Newcastle by-the Scots in land, PP-'158/9'-", -C. S. Terryl., The. Siege of 66, Deady, 16449 Arch* Azl. s' Vol. XXot'p., 2389 
575 
MerchaRt Adventwers Records,, p*'195., 
Lists col-' 7§1 Foster, Alumni7-Oxoniensest It P-ýý571- Metcalfeq Book 
Of Knightiq p.,, 202. CS0- 165.5,, p--368. _ThurlOe State Papersq 
IV9 
p. 427. , Farrows, M. A., Bartonq-T. r., 'Indexof Wills Proved in the 
Consistory Court of Norwich. *. 1604-86, Norfolk Record Societys 
Vol, 
XXVIII9 P. 89. CCC I' P 1579. List* col-' 78. Clay, Dugdalets'Visitatiou'of Yorkshirel', II9 p. 165. 
Clay: Yorkshire-Royalist, Compoi3ition, ýII9. PP- 79/80- , 
LJ, VIII, P. 349. 
Listl-col- 78. History'of'Northumberland,, VIll P-360. 
=LStt, col- 78**, Wood, -Durham Protestations, p. 101. _ List, -'Col-- 78-ý CSPD 1660/1i, 
'p--'378.,, Atkinsons'North Riding Quarter 
Sessions 'VI, 'pp., 44 9 5., List, Col. 78. Atkinsons-North Riding quarter, Sessionsl, IV, p. 37- 
, 
gCC, p.. _2102. 
list I col's 78. Listl'col. 78. Crossley, York'Registry'Wills'1681; -B, P- 130- 
11 1 -5t Col. 78. LJ VIII tp- 349., List Colo-78- Ur_ossleyj, York, Registry wills', 1681-89-p. '107. 
Crossley, E, W,, ed: 'Index of'the, original Documents in'the'Consistory 
Court'of York 1427-165--&--t- and also of the Probate and-Administration Acts 
in- -the court of the Dean of York, _, 























Listg,, -Col. 78. 
, 
Atkinson, North Riding Quarter Sessions, IIIs P- 293 
and passim; VI ppo 2129 219. 
Lists Co2: - 78o Davies, Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, p, xvi. Listi, col-, '78- , 
Woodg, Durham Registry. Wills, "p. 286. 
Welford, Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, P- 334. 
List'- 
, 
col'. 81. Jeffersonl, Tulliels'Carlisle, " p. 40. U-13ES Col. 81. Fosters Cumberland and Westmorland Pedigrees, p. 73. 
Lists Col. 81. CCC, pp. 2435/7. Peacook,,: 1ndez of Royalistaq P- 39. 
Thurloe'State PaReraq IV9 P.. 562. 
Parsonsq, Slingsby DiarZ, P- 93- 
lbidýq'po,. 102. M. A. 9 16.9.439 P- 517- Peacockq'Index of Royalistalpp., 1/2. Sunderlandq F. H. 9 Marmaduke Lord 
Langdale3'1926, passim. Burkel . Landed Gentr; Eq p. 1326. Brynzor Jones 
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Crossley", 'Yor Passimo -''Lumb9' Thoresby'Mssog'p., 437'"- 9 'k 
Registry Willa 
1673-809 p. 47' 
618. 'Gattyl. Runtert; Hallamshire, p. 139-"' Longstaffe-9 Drake's Siege of 
Pontefractt. -P- 36. . 
Wagerg Wakefieldg'. II9 p., 439-., Clay, Yorkshire 
Gezxtryg, P. 363. Clay Dugdale's Y; rkshire"'Visitationg 119 p, 203. 
Clayq Yorkshire. Royalist7C-ompositiOnt Js -ý PP- -, 16315- 'Pe 
459. 
Brayshaw and Robinson' History of'Gigg esvický-p-76. ", 
619., Lists"col. 116. '' Gatty, ffu-nter's Hallamshire, p. 138- Listerg West 
Fiding'-ses BrothextDn Library$ Leeds, Wilson Mae. L III sions, Pe 3651.1 
"62b. ` 




lIt. p. 393- qlayq Dugdalets 
Yorkshire Visitation; II, P. --158,, -ýýFosterjjorkshire Cou tX Pedigrees. 
HMC Fifth Report, House of - Lords, Mss. ', ' p. "29* 
- 2671-1 
62-1. Listqýýcol, 116. Foster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Olay, Dugdale's 
Yorkshire Visitation, II, P. '423. Listerl West Riding Sessions, P- 366-ý; 
Longetaffeg. Drakets, Siege, of Pontefracts, p. 4., Lumb, Thoresby Mss., pe 434., Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions III p. 104. 622. Clay, -Yorkshire Gentry,, P. ' 372. -- Foster, -Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Wilkinson, J., Worsborough, its Historical Associationag p, 62. 623. List, Col. - 149. Clay, Yorkshire, Royalist Composition, II, p. 199. 
Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitations It P. 233. 624. List, cols. -116,117, CSPD-1641ZI-9-pp. 481/2. EMC Fourth R, eport, 
House of Lords Mss. j PP. 399 509 71- HMC Fifth Report, p. . 
59. 
625. Lists: col. 116'and errata. Clays, Yorkshire Royalist Composition, III p, ý 100--'-Clayj, Yorkshire Gentry, P*ý362. Atkinsong North Riding Quarter 
Sessions, Vs PP. 2381-243. CSPD 1660/1, P. 340. HMC Seventh Report 
House'of Lord6.. Mss., p. 96o Raineq Depositions from York Castles p. 188ý 626. List, Col. 116. CrossleyqýYork Registry Wills 1660-659 p, 126. 
627. Lists col--116. -,, -Lj, VIII, ' P. 349. 628. List': col: 116. , "dFrossleys-York Registry Wills 1681-8, P. 130. Lister,, 
West Riding Sessions, - p. 275*- 629. Lists Col. 116. Foster, Yorkshire County PedigreesI. - Blackq Docquets 
of Letters Patent, pp. 60/l. -,,,, 630- Lists Col. 11 Clays Yorkshire Royalist Composition, II, pp. 106/7. 
631- Lists Col- 117. Clay, DugdalelsýYork8hire Visitations III, pp. 426/7. 
Crossleyjý'York Registry-Wills 1673-809-P. 20. 
632. Listl, col-'-, 116', Listerl We I st, Riding Sessions, pp. 2099 290t 386. 633. Listq, col: 116:,,, Crossleyg'YorkRegistry Wills 1673-809 p- 178- 
634.,, Listi'col- 117. Foster 9 'Yorkshire CountZ Pedigrees. , 
Lister, West 
Riding Sessions, p. 92. 635-- Lists col--117. -- Foster, Yorkshire Count Du d1 is 9Z Pedigrees. Clay ga0 Yorkshire Visitations I, p. -242., - Crossleyq York Registry Wills 1660--65 
p. 72.. 
636. 
ý Listq,, col. 117. Crossley, York Registry Wills 166o-659 P- 78. 379 1109 296. 637. - List$ Col- 117. Lister, West Riding Sessions, ppe 638. Listg, col, 120. Clayl Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, II, p. 69. 
Foster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees. -,, _ýFosterq Alumni 
'&oniensesl II, p. 
1365-----Clay kshire Royalist Composition, J9 pp. 123/6. Ljq IX, P. 628. CSPD-1650, PP., -5229 562., --Kaye, J. W " , Records of Harrogateg P-74. ý 639-, Listj Col. 121. ý Morant, Whitaker's Cravenq'p. 514. Clay, DuSdale's Yorkshire Visitation, II, P-', 123-, Cliffeq, The Yorkshire Gentry, p. 137.:! i 
Atkinsong North Riding Quarter-Sessions, -, VI9-p-. 
-260-. - 
64o. - List--col-- 120. -. Parsons' Slingsby DiarZ 'P. 79- Vicars, II,, p, 160* 
ý See als o ý01.1.1 ý 641. - Lists Col. 120. Clay, Dugdalets, Yorkshire V18itati=jýlq P. 138- 
Clay, -Yorkshire Royali8t. Compositionj Ilt P--93- 
642. Listj'col, 12o, -' -CrOB81GY9 York Reg18try-Wills, 160-651 p. lo., 643. - 
=i8tl-COJO 121: Clay, Dugdal6ls Yorkshire visitationo-It P- 348. 
Hunter I Southjorkhire,. II9-p-ý376. Crossleyq-7ork Kegistry Wills, 1673-80,, p. 14 .--,, ý ý, ý -I II: 644 Lists Col. 121. Clay'qýYorkshire Royalist, Compositiong, II9 Pp. 31/2. 
645: List, Col. 121. "i Talbotg, Northern Book of Compositions, Pp- 338,354. 
Rusliworth, III, III pp, 28,, 50. ', '. Welfordt Royalist Composition in 
Durham andýNorthumberland, pp. 109-57,344/5. Warburton, III, p. 71. 
CSPD 16 
646 List col-_121. ý,,, Wood, Durham Protestations, p. 147. 647: =Lst: Col. 121. 'Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions III, P. 79. V Welfords, Royalist Composition, iuýDurham and Northumberland, pp,, 65,138. 
Peacock, 'Index of Royalists, p., 49. -,: 
648. Lists Col, 121. ' -, Raine,, Depositionslfrom-York Castle, p. 168. 649. ristq-col. 121 Burkeq Commonersq'Il p -Woodl Durham Registry 71M 
9 pp, 28iý4. 650., List, Col. 125. roster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Bellasis$ E., 
E rtMkland of Sizergh,: RjAsj 18899-passim. , Burke, Commoners, It P& 58* 1 Clays Yorkshire Gentry, P. Foster 'Alumni Oxonienses, II, p. 
ý, 1436. : 'EHG FifthýRej2ort, ýýStrickland', -Mos'oq P--331. Nicolson and Burns 
History of Cumberland and Westmorlandq Is p. 101. Vyner Ms. 5815 T/32/ 
42. CSPD 1Tý Rushworthq 1119 11, P. 619. Hornyold, H., t P- 125- Genealogical Memoirs of the'ramily of'Strickland of Sizergh, pp. 123/4. 
Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions I, -pp. 160/3. CCC9 Pe 1130. 
od$ýLancashire Tracts,, p.. 275. ' ormer' Holidays Yorkshi; e knes and Land 
Sales, ' - 36o HMC Eighth Re2ortq Corp. of Pontefract Mas., p. 'PP t 381. 275. ' 'Atkinson, North Riding quarter Sessional VI9 p. 210. 
b, 5 Clays' Abstracts of Yorkshire Willst p., 105. Clayl Yorkshire Gentry, p. 
376- Fosters Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Finch Hatton Ma. 133. 
Vyjm; r Ma- 5809 T/32/5 Clays Yorkshire Royalist Composition, II, pp. 
163 '204. CSPD 1654, P. 305- Empsallq Local Royalists, V, pp, 238/9. 
RO left his property to John Rushworth. 
652. Lists Col. 128. Ridge, Canterbury Prerogative Wills 1676-83, p. 19. 
- Crossleyt York Registry Wills 1681-89 P. 78. . 
, 
653. Lists Col. 128. Clay, Yorkshire-Royalist'Compositions 119 pp. 113/4. 
EmPsalIg-Local-Royalistsg IV9 P. 175. Trains K. S. S. 9 ed: Nottingham Visitation 1662-4, Thoroton Societys' Record Series Vol. XIII9 Pe 17. 
654ý List 9' Col. 128* Clays YorkBhire Royalist Composition, 119 p. 220. 655. ri-st col. ý9, - 
1280 Davies, Dugdalels Yorkshire Visitation, p. xvi, 
6.56. Listg-col. 128. Stanning. -Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol- 36, 
PP. 113/7. 
657. Liat* Col. 128. Wood, Durham Protestationst P- 152. 
658. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, P. 334. 
659- Slurtees, History of-Durham-(Gateshead)l po 166., *''Wottong Baronets, Is 
PP-'252/ý. Burke and Burket Extinct Baronateiest, P- 521. Talbot, 
Northern'Book of Compositional p. 356. rosterq'ilumni Oxonienses, II, 
p. ': 1465., Finch Hatton Ms. 133. Mickleton and, Spearman Mss., Vol, 9, 
f-'259. ' Add, Ms. 19678, f. 18. ' Terryg, Scottish Campaigns in North- ý; berlan'd and Durham, P-_154. "Terry,, Siege of Newcastlel p. 238. 
Stephenal Seven Civil War Tracts, po'"22. EMC 13th Re I ports Portland 
Mas-9 is p. 476. ' HistorZ of Northumberlandl, Ig P-ý131- C -SP-D- 7 63 0 TP- 430t 565. ' HMCt Mas. in, Various Collec: Eions,, Harford Masot Po 353. 
Ibid. g Wombwell Mss. j p. . 
116. 
660. Lists-cole, 29. 
- 
Howell, Newcastle and the Puritan'Revolution, pp, 15/16 1 
and passim., Burke. and Burke, Extinct Baronetcies pe U4. Hunter 
Blair, Mayors and Sherriffs of Newcastle, p. 57. CSPD 164p/is p. 157o 
Finch Hatton Ma- 133. ' -CJt III Pý 778. -, Dendyq Merchant Advonturers Records, "p, 135. -Rushworths 1119 IIt p. 613. Terry, Siege of New- 
castle, pp. 204, '2384o Welfordq Ro alist Composition in Durham and y 
Northumberland, pp. '64, '162/3. " Longstaffell. *Memoir of Ambrose Barnes, 
pp. 397s 400. 
661. Lists, cola. 29,8,5, '-128. --' Martinv,, Northumberland Entries Index, p. 145. i 
Surtees, 
-History of 
Durham-(Gateshead)s Po 98* Hunter Blairg Mayors 
and Sherlifs of Newcastleg-pp*' 72;,, 66. - 'Longstaffe' Durham Court of High', 
Commission, pp. -158/9. ---Howell, -Newcastle'and the'. 'Puritan Revolution, p.,, 124. --'Welfords Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp, 
7 '268/g. -- CSPD 1645/7, p. 124. -' 9, 662. List--col. 12=Historý'of Northumberland, -XIV9 P. 537. ' 
. 
663- =istl Col. 128, Welfordg, Royalist Composition, in Durham and Northumber_ýi!; 
land SP, 16/ý95,, List of Recusants. PP- 13t 689 296/7. 
- 
P*RoO. Wood, 
Durham Protestations, ' p. 179-', ' 
664. Lists Col. 128, Clay Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation Is p. 123. 
Burke, Commoners, Is P. 476 665. Lists Col. 29. Atkinsong'North Riding Quarter Sessions, IVt P, 234o 666. ' lists c'ol,, ''128. Welfordg. Royalist Composition inl'Durham and Northumb- 
erlandq PP. 30516.. Se"e also, ` , 
Burkei"Commoners,, It P; 562, pedigree of 
Ord'of East Ord(e). ' History of Northumberland t V, ýp**2479 Ord of Prudhoe. Raine, Depositions from York Castle`s'p, -206,, Talbot, 




128,. Wood, Durham'Protestationst P-'83-` 
668. ri -st 
, 
Col. 29. Wood, Durham Protestations, P--150- 
669o =1819 Col. 85. Wood, Durham Protestations, p. 189. 
670. 
- 
List Col. 128. Raines Depositions from York'Castlet p. 228. Martin, 
Northumberland Entries Indexq p. 82o 671. &istq Col. 12&_ Wood, Durham Protestationst. p. 194. - 672o List "Col- 85. - History of Northumberland$ XIV9 p* 252. See also ibid. 
ýVIIs'P- 
360. Rainet-History of North Durhaml p, 253. 673. List, Col. 128., Peacocks Index: of Royalists's p. 44. Brownbill, 
I Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol- 729 p. 11. 674. List 
'9 
Col. 128. Welfordl,. Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, p. 66., Woods Durham Protestationst j. 8. 
675. Listj Col. 29, Longstaffes. Durham, 'Court of High Commission, PP- . 
52/39 
71/2. 
676. Youngs Marston Moor, PP. 56/7- 677- Temple Newsam, Mss., 2 AI/20* 
678- Carte, Original Lettersl I9, p. 48o 679- List, cols. 100,130- P. R. O. sp 16/745 ff-, 52/3., Raines Dugdale's 
Lancashire Visitations III, -pp. 315/8. ', -Temple Newsam Mss. 9 2 AT/13; 2 AI/17- CSPD 1644/5, po 81. ', --HMC, 13th Report,, Portland Mss. 9 Is p. 191 680. Listq Col. 131. Raines Dugdale's, Lancashireý-Visi7tationg II, p. 210o 
Fostersl Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Talbotj Northern Book of Composi- 
- tions, 97- 32 Stanningg Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 369 ppo 175/7 193/4. 
68,1. List, Colo 130., Longstaffes'. Drake's Siege of, Pontefractq p. 4. Gattyq 
Hunterls Hallamshire, p'-'134.. 682. ! 
_isti Colo 
13T_- Foste; q Yorkshire County Pedigreeso Clays Yorkshire Royalist Compositions, II pp., -. 
11/12. 
683o List, Colo 131., Peacockl, Index of', Royalistaq p., 48. Crossleyq-York 
Registry, WillsA673-80, p., 61. 684. 'Lists Colo 131. Temple, Newsam,, Ms. t-2-Ai/24.,,, 'Crosislevt York Registry 
, -Wills 
166o-5, p. 90., ý. Talbotj-Northern Book, of Compositions, Po 310. Clayt-Yorkshire RoyalistýComposition,, ITIv, P- 59- , Holiday, Yorkshire 
Fines and Land Sales, 'p. 75. '- 685o' Listt Col- 131. Burkeg Commoners, lVt, po-468.,, The, latter source 
states third son, but the , 'following, give, him-as the second: Foster, Yorkshire County Pedigrees. 1)'Clay, "Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, III 
p. 43 -, HMC Seventh Rel2ort',,, Lowndes Msso,. p. ý. 569. _, 686o ýýListj Col- 1317. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions I Pp- 134/7. 687. Usti Col- 131. Foi3ter,, Yorkshire-County, Pedigreas.,, 
688. ' M. A. 9 20-3-439-po 890. ý 689o Royq' Ordnance Papers, P. 312. 690. Baines, History of Lancaster, IIt P. 2010 DNBo Catalogue, Broxap 
iscou e of the Warr, p. 19. -Civil War in Lancashirel, passim., ;, Beamont, 
15' 
Brownbillj Lancashire: Royalist, Composition,, Vol. 729-'P- 56f. ; Vol- 95, 
P. 16. Ormerodt LancashirerTracts, passim. 'ý-Toynbee, M. 9 ed: The Papers, of, Captain Henry. Stevens ý, Waggon-ýMaster General-to, King Chal-les 
Is Oxfordshire Record-Societ 9, p. -23-ýý-, Philips, Civil War in Wales and the Marches, II, pp. -103,, 2 /7, ý-_CSPD, 1644/ Harl. Ms. 66529 39, p. 45. f- 277 '-T04 -13th, Report, Portland Mss. 1-Ij P. 344. Day, W. A, ed: The Pythouse Papers. -p., 21. -, HMC, Fourth 
Report, 'Bagot,. Mas. 9 Po 340. HMC 10th Reportj. Stewart, Mss. v'ýp. 779 _Thurloe State Papers, 19 p. 
81. o Whitelockq Memoirs, pp., ýý238, - 332. 6910 - List, cols. 72-9,1ý0. 'Burkeq Landed Gentry Fosters Lanca- _j 
P- 326o 
, shire County Pedigrees. ý. Rainet, Dugdalels Lancashire Visitation, 1, ýp. I j", 
Talbot, Northern Book, of Compositions, P- 326. Stanningg Lanca- 
shire Royalist Composition, Vol' 24,, -poý54f- - ",;, Brownbill, ibid. 9 Vol. 96 pp. 359/60. -Vicarss '6L-- Roy, Or; nance Papers, p. 275- 
Mercurius politicus, 19-8-519'P- 1009o';, Thurloe-State Papersq IV9 P-534.; 
l 
692. List. Col. 129. - Raine, Dugdale's Lancashire; Visitation, Is pp. 5/6. 
- Foster$-Lancashire-County Pedigrees. ý, - Stanningg-Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol 24,1 ''1 '. 1 -PP., 
75/dlo -1 11 ,In, ý, - ,"-,, ". ý _ý- -_ , 693- List, Col. 129. -'. Stanning, Lancashireý Royalist'Compositions Vol. 24, 
-pp., 155/7. Clayqý, Yorkshire Royalist, Composition, --, II, p. 208. Burke, Commoners, ý, J, p. 693. -Cliffel The,, YorkshireýGentryj-_P- 58. CCC, pp. 1748/go-7, 
694. List, col., 129. Beamontl Discourse of the 
- 
Warr, p. 19. Stanning, 
Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 24, pp. 120/4. 
695. Liits'col. 129. Stanning, Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 24, 
PP-,,, 157/9; Brownbillq ibid. 10 Vol. 959 PP- 171A. Ormerodq Lancashire Tracts,, -p. 276, possibly the p. o. if. Appleby 1648. 
696. Beamontq Discourse of the Warrs p.. 19. Raines$ Dugdale's Lancashire 
Visitation,, I, p. 49. Rylands, Lancashire Inquisitionsq III PP- 79/80. 
697. List; Col. 129. Catalogue. 
' 
Raineaq Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, 
Is P. ý63- Beamont, Discourse-of the, Warr, p. 19* Ford and Fuller- 
Maitland " Lucas's HistorZ of Whartonlj p. 90. Talbotq Northern Book of 
COMPositiýn-st P. 326. 
698. List, Col. 129, Rainesq Dugdalevs Lancashire Visitations III P- 137- 
Abram, Preston Guild Burgessess'p-%113- Brovnbill, Lancashire Royalist 
Composition, Vol. 96, P. 324. Gibson,, Blundell Note Book ,Ip. 
167. 
699* List, cola'. 129,130- Talbot, Nor thern Book of Compositions, P. 348. 
700- List, Cols-, 1299 130. , 
Catalogue., Killed, on Marston Moor, 
701- =38t, Col. 129. Fishwi-ck, Richmond'Lancashire Wills, p. 290. 
702. List, -, col.,, 129.,, Raines, Dugdalels Lancashire Visitation, III, P- 332. 
Foster, Lancashire County Pedigrees.  Talbot, Northern Book of Composi- 
tions, '. P- 323- 
703. List, cola. 129,152. Raines, Dugdalels, Lancashire Visitation, III, p. 373r2_-- I Foster , Lancashire Countl Pedigrees. - Brownbillq 
Lancashire 
Royalist, Composition, Vole qbj pp. -, 296/7. Gibsong 
Blundell Note Book, 
p. 167., 
7Ck; ' List,, COL''129. '_ Peacock, Indix, o'f Royalists, p., 39. CSPD 1660/19 p. 
37., Ford and ruller-Maitland, Lucas"s History of Wharton, p. 92. - 
Talbotsý Northern Book of Compositions, p.,. 3 
705- Lists'col. 129. Brownbillg Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 96, 
P- 323. Talbot, 
_Northern 
Book of Compositions, PP. 326,390. Ford 
- Abrams and FUller-Maitland, Lucas's HistorZ of Whartong pp, 89,93 
Preston Guild Burgesses, p. ý118. , _, 
Cataloguee 
706-' List's Col. 129. Raines, Dugdale"s Lancashire Visitations It Pip 64. 
Sta"ning, Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol, 24, p. 260f. Abram, 
Preston Guild Burgesses' p. 108 . 'ýGibsonq Blundell Note Book, P. 
166. 
707- List* Col. 129. Stanningg Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 29, p,, 
71. -,,, 
708-- List, Col, 129. Clay, Dugdalets-Yorkshire Visitations Is p. 123. 
Burke, Commoners, It P. 475. -_Raines Depositions from York Castle P-138.1 
709- Listg-co3... 129. Brownbilll, Laneashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 95, 
710- List I Col. 129. Rainesq'Dugdalels Lancashire Visitations 
: 19 P- 5. 
711- Listq, col. 129. Rainesq Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, Is P* 98* 
712. lo'col. 129. Stanningg Lancashire Royalist Compositions 
Vol. 26, List 
Po 253; Brownbill, ibid. t Vol. 969 p. 
409. -ý - -Raineal Dugdale's Lanca- 
shire Visitation, Is p. 98. Fishvick, Richmond Lancashire Willa, p. 91. 
713. Lists Col. " 
129. Stanningt Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 29, p. 
1. Abrams Preston Guild Burgesses, p. 143.,,, 
. 714*' 
List's Col- 130. Stanning, Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 24, !1 
PP- 10/11; Brovibill, ibid. 9 Vol. 96, p. 
ý06. 
715- Lidto'col. 129. Raines9 Dugdale's Lancashire. Visitation, Is p. 25. 
Abram, 
'Preston 
Guild Burgesseal, p. 95. 
716. List, Col. 152. Beamont, ýDisco 
- 
urse of the. Warrg p. 28. Clays Hunteretil' 
-Minorum Gentium, IV, p. 1203. 
LiBtt, colý 130--, Crossleyq York'Registry Wills 1660-59 p. 65. 717- 
718., riet, Col- 130- P. R. O. sP 16/059, List, of Recusants. Brovnbill, 
Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 729 - p. 157. 
719- Parso-nal, Slingsby Diary, p. 104. See also, _Vol. 
1. 
720. Clays Yorkshire Gentry, P. *. 378.,. -Clay, 'Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitations 
III P. 228. CCC, pp. 2228/30. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositions 
III P. 109; If1-sjp. 116/7. 'Rushworthl 1119 111 p. 127. Peacock, 
Index of Royalists, -P. 30- Gardiner, Charles-II and Scotland, p. 124. 
csPD 1 5260, P. 35.,. Burke and Burkeg Extinct'Baronetcies, P- 544- 
Rain Depositions from York Castle, p. 243. 
- 271 - 
21. List, cols. 134 (as it. colonel)t 74 (as colonel). Clays Yorkshire 
1 Gentryg pP. 363/4. Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation, II, p. 49. 
Talbott, Northern Book of Compositionst P., 319. Wheater, W., The 
History of Sherburn and Cawoodt. p. 49. Clay, Yorkshire Royali7s-t 
Composition, III, pp. 145/6. Ainsworth, Canterbury Prerogative Wills 
1649-54t p. 191. Catalogue. Raines Depositions from York Castle, pp. 
269/70. Warburtong 1119 P. 71. 
722. List, Colo 134. Surteeag History of Durham, (Gateshead) p, 146. Burke, 
Commoners, Is p. 689. Atkinson, North Riding Quarter Sessions, V, pe 
251. - Welfordl Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp. 659ý119,122. 
723o Lists col- 74. Clay, Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation. 9 11, po 229o 
orkshire Royalist Composition, III, Pe 117o Warburtong 1119 p. Clay, Y 
Raines Depositions from York Castle, p., 237- , 71o 
724o , colo 134, Clays Yorkshire Gentry$ po 352. Burkeg Commoners, List 9 , Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitations III p. 198. CCC, , 1119 P--327. 
, P-1097o Warburtong 1119 P. 71. Peacocks Index of Royalists, p. 77. 
Holidays Yorkshire Fines and Land Saless Po, 354. -Blaggg Canterbury 
Prerogative Wills 1657-60, po 68. CSPD 1655, Po 215o 
725o List, 
-col, 
134, Clays Yorkshire Gentryq po 378- ý Clays Dugdale's 
YorEshire"Visitationg 119 po 228. Clayg, Yorkshire Royalist Composition 
Mao 1 5809 T/32/`, 50, . 
Wotton, Baronets III P- 109 ; IIIs po 117- Vyner 
, 19ýP- 336. Burke, Commoners, Is p. 693- _CSPD 
1644/3, PP- 197/ 
726o Raine' Depositions from York Castleg'p. 270, Lists Colo 134o Atkin- 
song North Riding Quarter-Sessions, III, pp. 20; 6.9 317 ; IV, P- 121o 
ot, Northern Book of, Composition8l P. 345o Avelingg Hog Catholic Talb 
Recusancy, in the City of York,. po 234o',, ToTo, 'E 107 (30) Advertisements - 
from York and Beverleyo Rushworth,, III9, IIs-P. 127-, I-Ts V9 P- 580o- 
Clay, Yorkshire Royalist. Composition, 'II, ppo_184/5o CSPD_1660/19 p. 
188., 
727. Lists Cole, 74,134o Clays Dugdale's Yorkshire Visitation's III, P, 
- 2. Raines Depositions-from York Castle, p. 121. 475 
728. Lists Col. 134. ' EMC Seventh Report, Po. 569o, See also Vicars, II, P. 
viz. Longstaffe, 160. -There was a Captain Vavasour in Pontefract, 
Drake's Siege'of Pontefract,, p. at a_. time, when John was already 
a'lto colonel. 
729. Colo 134. Fosters Durham Visitation Pe digress, p. 137. 
730- Col. 134, Burkeg, Commonerag It P., 207o Talbott Northern Book 
- gCC,, p. 2711- of Cpmpositions, -, po, 424 ' 731- 
: s York- Lists Colo 134. Burke Commoners,, I, p. 404o Clay, Dugdale 
shire Visitation, 1,, Po 3_17-. ' AtZinson, North Riding quarter Sessions, 
VI, po 210, 
732o Lists colo-, 74. ccc, pp 2131/2o Stanning, Lancashire Royalist ' 2/40 Ford and Fuller-Maitlandg Lucas's Compositions Vol. _216. pp: - isters, History of Wharton, p. 88. -,,, Shaw, Committee for Plundered 
Frin 
P, 27o Rylands, tancashire'Inquisitions, III pp. 131/2- 
733o County Pedigreeso Raines Depositionj, ' Lists col- 74o -Foster, Yorkshire 
, 1rom York Castle, p. 122 
' 0 734. Catholics, P. 312 Clhyj Dugdale'sY List, col- 134. Aveling Northern 
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-THE FOOT' 
COlonelýJohn (Lord)i-BELASYSE'S Regiment of Foot. 
_To-speak of a single regiment may seem somewhat misleading, for, as will be IJý 
gathered from the officer analysis belowg, the force underwent distinctive 
changes inýits field command in 1643/4. There is no doubts however, that the 
3ýegiment which emerged late in, 1643 had its roots in the recruiting by John 
Belasyse at the end of 1642. By the time that the regiment was finally 
destroyed, at Naseby in 164.5, Belasyse was back in its ranks, serving as a 
volunteei'under Colonel Gilby! 
ý. Moonel-Belasys . els. biographer, noted that the regiment was first raised by 
his master in the late summer of 1642 with money provided by Thomas Lord raucon_ýý,,; 
bergl, Belasysels father:. "His being-one of the first regiments that came into 
His Majesties service which was soon-after armed and recruited to the number of 
1000-men from Nottinghamllý_ That statement. is_misleadingg in that, from the 
List: at,. Ieast, it would seem that the regiment had, a high Yorkshire element in 
its. officer, cadre. It, may be. that company commanders swelled their units 
whilst., in Nottinghamshire. From Nottinghaml, the regiment marched to Shrewsbury- 
and then to Edgehill where it fought after being present at the muster on 
3 October-12th at Norton and Sutton. Marching south with the royal army, the 
reiiment'was engaged-at Brentford, where according to'Moone, it showed courage: 
"towards the end, his regiment coming in fresh, 'he'advanced and bet them through 
the town and pursued almost as far as Hammersmith"'in which action the regiment 
took six colours and a field officer. ' On November 24th the sum of 9182.11s. 
4 
was'set aside for pay for the men, who-had drawn 150 lbs. of powder on the 5thtý'_! ý 
and by Christmas it was quartered at Banbury5"'Going into garrison at Reading 
in the late winter'of 1642/39 where'Belasyse was apparently in command, it was 
present until the town surrenderedý, At Culham Camp in May the regiment was 
technical3, y at full strength insofar as companies were'concerned, but whether 
it was more than at half its potential in men isdoubtful? At the storm of 
Bristol, -the regiment was one of fourzin the'third Tertia of infantry which was 
commanded overall by Belasyse! and was temporarilyput into garrison when the 
city was-captured. By the end of 1644--' regimental'command had changed hands, t" 
according to Mooneg' Belasyse"giving the colonelcy to Theophilus Gilby (q. v. 
below). ý From the records-of the battle of Selby in April 1644, however, it 
would appear that whilst Gilby was mustering his new regiment, 355 strong, near 
ýOxfordj'some at least of the o fficers that'had joined Belasyse in'16429 were 
with him, in Yorkshire (see Vol. 1)e" --Whether'there was any real break in con- 
o tinuity at this point., in the changeover'of command, however, 'is not altogether 
clear and it may merely be that Belasyse took withýhim into Yorkshire in january; ý,, ' 
, 
1644 sele-oted officers, of company command rank to assist him in recruiting anew. 
This does raise-the question of whether in the List, we are not dealing with 
threejýrather than with two, regimental structures unified by name and origin. 
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It, would be difficult to distinguish them one from anotherl but theoretically 
the regiment would consist of officers and men raised in 1642 by Belasyse: 
officers and men brought in by Gilby when he assumed command, to replace those 
who went north with Belasyse: and officers and men raised under Belasyse in 
Yorkshire in January and February 1644, who would have had no link at all with 
Gilby. This problem is, of course, insoluble, and all one can do is to state 
it., I 
At Gilbyls muster in April 1644 there were nine captainsl 10 lieutenants, 
11, ensigns, 11 gentlemen of armsj 22 sergeantst 30 corporals, 14 drummers and 
268'rank and file? 
o Whilst very few Royalist regimentsq except for the elite, 
wereýat full'strength at this dateg or at any other, this figure does argue for 
some depletion of the rank when Belasyse went north. In Oxford on June 19th 
when it was noticed by a Parliamentarian as I'Colonel Gilby's regiment'19 it 
cannoti, as Young opined, have fought on Marston Moor 
12 
or have served in York 
garrison, although clearly, elements which had been present at Selby must have 
done so. Gilby's regiment fought at Naseby in 1645 where it was more or less 
wiped, 
', 
out, Belasyse, as has been saidq serving in its ranks13 
Colonel 4ohn (Lord) Belasyse: Dealt with as colonel of Horse, see Appendix 1. 
Colonel (Sir) Theophilus Gilby: Cited in the, List as a field commander, he 
was fourth of the seven sons of Sir George 
lby of Staintong Lincolnshiret and was 
shire. Major of the regi- himself styled ordinarily as of Everton, Nottingham 
ment at Edgehill, he quickly replaced the first lt. colonel (see bolowt Danby) 
lt. colonel signed the articles for surrendering Reading in April 1643. as and 
l I Receiving equipment for the regiment at Culham. Camp in May 1643, he was still 
lt. colonel in August when he was requiring equipment for 450 men under his 
command newly arrived from Bristol. His advance in rank came at the end of 
the, year, when Belasyse handed him the regiment before leaving for Yorkshire 
to take up command there (see above, and also Vol. 1). Styled as a colonel 
in his own right in April 1644, to this period or soon after must belong the 
undated petition signed by himself and other infantry commanders, urging the 
King and the Council of War to look to pay and to supplies, and to see to the 
recruitment of the old regiments back to strength, rather than issuing new 
commissions. His signature also appeared on the 'Protestant' letter to the 
earl of Essex urging peace talks, in August of the same year. Taken prisoner 
at Nasebyq and then exchangedý he went to Newark with what was left of his 
forces, and was knighted there on'October 27th-, Of his doings between 1646 
and the, restoration we catch only glimpses. '- He-was in Scotland in March 16519 
apparently narrowly escaping arrest, and was on-the Council of War at Warrington, -, 
in August of the same year,, implying-that-he, =8t have fought at Wigan Lane orl 
latert at '$orcester. He'had clearly been actively engaged in the secret 
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preparations for the rising, since in 1649 he -was paid the sum of '2000 guilders 
for expenses. In a petition which he presented in 1660, Gilby set forth in 
brief'his-own activities which serves to fill the gaps. After the 1646 defeat, 
he-had entered the service of the Dutch, joining Charles II when summoned and, 
after Worcester fight, went into the service. of, the duke of Tuscany. In 1657 
he had returned to the King's service in Flanderal and in 1659 was arrested in 
England as an agent. This all suggests a man of experience in the European 
wars prior to 1642. Short of money in 1660/1, he was petitioned against by 
his old commander who wanted to pre-empt Gilby! s claim on. certain fen drainage 
rights. Apparently balked by Belasyset Gilby petitioned for favour and was 
authorised to survey Scarborough Castle and to report on-the requirements for 
a garrison there. In 1667 he appears again as major in the earl of Chester- 
,. 11 14' field's Foot. 
i Lt. Colonel (Sir) Thomas Denby: Cited by rank and regiment in A Most True 
Relation of the, Present State of His Majestys 1 
ýI 
LrnZl he probably hold this command for but L 
a brief period, centering upon Edgehill, and may appear elsewhere in the List 
as a field commander in his own, right. He was born in 16109 the son of Chris- 
topher Danby of Fernley and Thorp and PerroW, and-was raised as a Protestant 
contrary to the wishes of the maternal side'of the-''family., He matriculated at 
St. JohnIsq Cambridge, in 1627, was knighteý'at Dublin*in 16339 and became by 
1636*JP and'deputy lieutenant under the authority of Strafford, with whom he was 
closely associated. As High Sheriff-of Yorkshire*in 1637/89 he was an unequi- 
vocal collector of Ship Money. Returnedas'MP for Richmond in 16409 he voted 
-in every way a model Royalist. against Strafford's attainder and was Cliffe 
has given his income on the outbreak of war as some'Z29300 per annumq but he 
was in debt to the tune of X5000 borrowed in 16389 and still owing at the time 
of1his composition. He appears to have been*a prisoner of war in Manchester 
in 16439 and if this is so, it implies that lie . we nt back north after Edgehill 
for unknown reasonsq although in hi ,s composition in 1646 he'admitted to having 
recruited in Ripon and Kirby Malzeard, which'suggests that he was fulfilling 
the . commission implied in the : List Fined'the enormous sum of F, 49780-16a. 9 he 
kept', his headýdown during-the-: Enterrognumg emerging, as MP for Richmond again in 
1660, the year of his death'. 
5-,, 
Lt. Colonel Henry DarU: Cited'in'the List, 'his rank may belong to the period". 
of Belasysels, Yorkshirecommand of 1644. Third of 
the six sons of ConyerslLord Darcy (q. v. ), he was 
styled as of A pleton, Esquire, and'had been born-in 1610* He established his p 
own, branch of the family at Colbornel but in 1642'w'as"'not seated there. in 
his compositiong he adm , itte'd',, to having assisted forces against the Parliamentq 
and it was'deposed that he had'surrendered in November 1645. A fine of 4176 
, was 
imposed. He would appear to have avoided trouble during the Interregnumq 
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but his son and heir, Henry, born in 1632/39 was in arms in 1654/5, for on 
March 11th 1656 a pass was issued to him to journey abroad despite his having 
been engaged "in the last insurrection'19 and he was arrested again in March 
, 
1657. ' Henry the father died in 1668 and was buried at Haddealey 
16 
Lt., Colonel Francis GodfreZ: Although he does not appear in the List,, young 
deduced from the evidence that Godfrey, a Nor- 
folk Catholicl rose in the rank of this regi- 
ment. ' Discharged as a Catholic in 1640, when he was an ensign, he served as a 
GVtain at Edgehillq became major of the regiment when Gilby was It. colonel, 
replaced Pell, (q. v., below) as It. colonel by the time of Nasebyq and was there 
taken. His name also appeared in the August-1644 appeal to the earl of Essex 
for. peace negotiations, which seems odd in view of his religion, but which is 
remarkable also in that this regiment seems to have had a major part in the 
forum which drew up the letter. The matter of identity may be confused by the 
Captain Francis Godfrey killed at Sherburn in Elmet in 164517 
Lt. Colonel Z_ 
_7 
Murra The name and rank are given by Peacock, but q: 
- 18 Murray cannot be traced with certainty 
LtO Colonel (Sir) Bartholomew Pell: Claimed in the List from London/West- 
minster under Gilbyq probably of Lincolul' 
origin, and born in 1598.. Curiously, 1ý' 
his knighthoodl which came in the spring of'1643, preceded that of his superior 1". 
Gilby, which suggests that whereas Giliy was the professional. 9 Pell was of some 
locai"emineac'e in Lincolushireo He signed'for powder on November 5th 16421 
and was equipping his'company at Culham in May of the following year. By July, 
when with the regiment at Bristol, he was already alluded to as a knightq and 
mayýhave been honoured for some action in the storm of the city, His SigrlatUre; ' 
also appeared on the August 1644 letter-to Easexq when'he was certainly It. 
colonel of the regiment, in which-rank he was. replaced before Naseby. in 
October 1645 he commanded in Langford garrison against Cromwell himselfl 
receiving-an escort to Oxford. upon. the surrender of the house. Nothing more 
seems to be known of him. He died in-1671 
19 
Major John Beverley: Cited in the List. under'Gilby as, field commander, he 
was born, in 1618, -eldest son of"Vincent Beverley of 
Gt. Smeaton, -Yorkshire, whom he succeeded in 1634. 
Captured'at Naseby, atýhis composition it was stbted that he had been exchanged.: " 
A fine'of 9247 was levied. Beverley continued his association with Gilby 
-after t, he. restoration, for in_1662 he was instructed, to gather money on Gilby's 
behalf for Trainband uses. Styled at this date as of Jervaulxl Gentleman, 
he appears to have retained his major's rank. Intended for the knighthood of 
. the 
Royal Oak, he died in 168o 
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Major William Booth: Cited in the Liatt probably the original major of the 
regiment after it was reorganised in the wake of Edge- 
hill. of Killingholmeg Lincolnshire, Esquire, his 
company was at the Culham muster'in Hay 1643 and he later transferredg as lt. 
colonel, to Pelham's Horse, a regiment with which we are not concerned. Fined 
21 Z415 at'his-composition, Booth seems to have died in or around 1660. 
Major John Hilliard: Cited in the List under Belasyse, he may have risen to 
the rank during the service in Yorkshire in 1644. He 
was second of the three sons of Richard Hildyard of 
Ottringham, who died in 1628, and"was himself born in 1619. He was a captain 
at Culham in-May 1643, and would'appear to have died overseas by 1653/4. We 
have'no record of sequestration or of composition in his case. John was a 
cousin, of Lt. Colonel (Sir) Robert Hildyard (q. v. v Langdale's Horse)p 
Major 
_7 
Eo2e: Given by Peacockq and unidentified. 
Major Thomas Whitmore: This designation rests entirely upon a reference to 
the man killed near Newark in 1646 when Belasyse was 
in command there. He, 
_is 
not included in the survey 
-23' for, want of corroborative evidence., 
Captain Humphre; Z Baine: He does not appear in the List, but his company was 
at Culham Camp in May 1643 and he himself was buried 
at Radleyq Berkshires in July. The pedigree of the 
Baynes of Woodale has several Humphries, none of whom seem to fit this person. 
Howeverg Humphrey Baine of Over-Ashead who-'died in'16019 and who was succeeded 
24 by a son John, had a grandson Humphreyl a Catholicq of whom little is known. 
Captain-Henry Bellingham: ' This man was mortally wounded at Edgehill, probably 
second of the'three sons of Alan Bellingham of 
Westmorlandq born c. 1623ýand a nephew of Levensl 
Colonel Sir Henry Bellingham (q. v. )P 
Captain Thomas Booth: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshirev but probably 
fifth of the seven`sonsýof'Nicholas Booth of Ponte- 
fract. At the restorationg, he petitioned that in 
164.5 he had been captured on k raid from Newarkl"and improperly detained con- 
trary'to the''articles for the-surrender of the garrison. He claimed that his 
captor, Francis Fiennesýaliaz'Clintonj-, should be excluded from the act of 
lndemnityý6 
Captain Martin Frobisher: Claimed in the-List from Lincolnshire under Gilby. 
Such a mans . of Kingston I upon Hull, had his will 
27 
granted probate'in 1679. 
Captain Robert Gale: Cited in the Lists one of the few identified Catholics 
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j 
iU the regiment. Styled of Akeham (Acomb) Grange near York, Esquire, he was I 
the son of Robert Ga(y)le of the same place who died early in the century, or 
conceivably the son of Francis Gale of Akeham whog in 1630, compounded for the 
Recusancy of himself, his wife and children. Robert found the burden of 
sequestration financially cripplingg and by 1660 was heavily in debt. This may, 
be why he failed to appear at Dugdale's visitationg when he was noted as of 
Rufforthg-near YorO8 
Captain Doyly Gower: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq which conclusively 
disproves the claim of the genealogist Frederick Barlow 
that Doyly. was colonel of his brother's dragoon regi- 
ment (see Sir Thomas Gower's Dragoons)* Cited also as Captain Gore in this 
regiment by a claimant in the List. A younger brother of Sir Thomas Gower of 
Sti'ttenham, he was styled of the same place whiýh implies dependence upon his 
elder brother. Styled Gentleman, he came in at the fall of York and petitioned, 
in 1647, being fined Z36. He died in 1672 
Captain 
_7 
Hodges: Given by Peacockq but possibly Captain William Hoog 
or Hogg who served in Newcastle's army$ and whose son 
was apparently a lieutenant. The information came 
from Hoog's grand-daughter, gaoled in 1684/. 5 for refusing the oath of allegiance, k 
30 
to Charles II, 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Homer: Given by Peacock, but such a man was captured at 
Appleby in 1648P 
Captain Thomas Monck: Claimed, in the List from London/Vestminster, such a 
man was in Carlisle garrison in 16402 
Captain John Pollock: Cited in the List. -his company was at Culham in May 
1643, receiving equipmentý3 
Captain Alphonso Thwing: Cited in the List, of Heworth near York. He died r 
between 1674/80, for in 1674 his wife was presented 
as a Recusant at Thirsk Quarter Sessions. In 1684 
his niece was gaoled for refusing the oath, of allegianceg and in her petition 
for release alluded to her uncle's military service on the King's behalf. one ji 
of Alphonso's nephews had been executed as a Catholic priestg and it is safe to III*, 34- 
assume that he was himself a Catholic. - 
Captain William Trueman: Cited in the Listq and appearing as a sequestered 
delinquent in the composition papers. However, 
Clay was uncertain as to whether William Trueman of 
Marderby and Captain Trueman of Kilvington were one and the same. The problem 
beset the local committee men in, 1652 as well. Two such men did concern 
in 1665, for he noted that William Trueman, of Marderby and William 
Trueman of Felixkirk near Ripon, failed to appear at his visitation. MarderbY 
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lies 2J miles from Thirsk; Kilvington'is also in that area, so Captain Trueman 
of the'proceedings, and William Truemang have to be one and the same. Felix- 
kirk, Feliskirk or Felliskirk lies three miles from Thirsk, and it looks as if 
Dugdale may himself have made an errorg unless we are dealing with a father and 
soný5, 
Captain'(Edmund) Uvedale: Listed at Culhaml without a forenameq in Ma .y 
1643, 
undoubtedly Edmund Uvedale of Dorsetq petitioning 
to compound in 1646 for holding a garrison. On 
October, 17th 16459 Major Edmund Uvedale (he had probably left the regiment) 
was one ofýthe commanders in Langford Houseq in which connectiong see Lt. 
oveý6 Colonel Pell, ab 
Captain John Woolverston: Claimed in the List, from London/Vestminater, but 
unidentified. He was at Culham Camp in May 1643, 
when a captain, and seems to have been a lieutenant! 
at-Edgehill. Such a man was taken at Selby in April 1644 (see Vol. 1) which 
supports the contention that Belasyse took officers north with himý7 
Lieutenant Stephen Forster: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Captain 
Frobisher's companyl under Gilby. Such a man, 
of Escrick, YOrkshirel Gentlemang surrendered at 
Oxford and was described as a Deputy Musterman (see also, Captain Forster, 
Osbornels, Horse, above)P 
Lieutenant John Milner: Claimed in the List-from' Yorkshire in Lt. Colonel 
Darcyls troop. Such a man was fifth of the five 
sons of William Milner of Oundle who died in 1654. 
John, 'born in 1614, may be the same as of Skipton who died in 1664P 
Lieutenant John Nodding: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Gore's 
(Doyly Gowerts? ) company. Suchl'a man of Cambe, in 
Kilburng died c. 13 
4o 
Lieutenant John Orr'ey: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain Gale's 
company, possibly the John Orry of Barton, yeoman, 
juror at Richmond Quarter Sessions in 1634ý1 
Lieutenant James Rythe: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshirej Captain 
Francis's companye Such a mang of St. Martins in 
the Fields, petitioned in 1647 that he and his father! 
in law went to Bristol and there, adhered to the Royal forces. Surrendering 
with the town, James was fined 9100 and re-sequestered in 1652 for failing to 
pay. The link with Bristol is extremely valuable (see regimental notation, 
42 
above) and renders the identification secure* 
Ensign Thomas Swale: Claimed in the List ftom London/Westminsters Major 
Hilliard's company. The only identified Thomas Swale 
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was second, of the 13 sons of Francis Swale of South Stainleyq Yorkshirel who 
died unmarried. However, ensign seems too low a rank for a man whose younger 
43 
brothers were company and troop commanders. 




Barret, given by Peacock. 




Holloway, given by Peacock. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Legge, given by Peacock., 
Captain William Marsh, claimed in the List from Sussexg under Gilby. 
Capta, in, f 
_7 
Metoo, given by Peacock. 
Captain-f 
_7 
Withers, given by Peacock. 
Lieutenant Charles Askewq claimed in the. List from Yorkshirel Major 
Beverley's companyý 
Lieutenant James Fosse, claimed in the'List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Thwing Is -company. - 
-Ensign John Chambers, claimed in the--List, from Yorkshire, Major Booth's 
company, 
, 
Ensign Robert Dickenson, claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Thwing's. company. 
Ensign William Geldart, claimed'in'the List from, Yorkshirs, Captain 
Pollock's company. 
Ensign Michael Harrisong claimed in the, List_from Yorkshire, Lte Colonel 
Darcy's company. 
Ensign William FityI'claimed'in'the'List from Yorkshire under Gilby. 
Ensign'Richard Sawkins, claimed'in'the List from Essex* 
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Colonel Sir Henry BELLINGHAM'S Regiment of Foot. 
This Cumbrian regiment, though it may have been in the field in 1648, most 
certainly existedq or was at least commissionedl in 1643. Scholars, most 
recently C. B. Phillips, have tended to believe that Bellingham was more or less 
enjoying neutrality in the years 1642/69 whilst Phillips has contended that he 
did not become actively Royalist until 1644, which would seem a curious time at 
which to make such a move, when most Ineutrals' were shifting toward Parliament 
44 
and when, in Cumbrial Royalism was crumbling. Whilst a discussion of Sir 
Henry's sympathies would be better dealt with below, it is crucial to the claim 
that this regiment existed in the first war. The evidence is slenderl confined, 
really to one contemporary referenceq but it is one positive source in a sea of 
negatives. In the Musgrave Ilss. there is a list of commissioned colonels, 
dated to the spring of 1643, and Bellingham's name appears on it. Whether he 
bothered to do much with the commission is another matterl and one discussed 
elsewhere in general (see Vol. 1). Certainly, whilst with, this regiment we 
are beset by the problem of 'which war' on a grand scale, the force had roots 
in 1643. 
Colonel Sir Henry Bellingham: Born in or around 15951 second of the three 
sons of Sir James Bellingham of Helsington 
whom he succeeded in 1641. A fellow commoner 
of Gueen'sq Cambridge, in 1609t he entered the Middle Temple in 1611 and was 
created a baronet in 1620, Knight of the shire for Westmorland in 1625/69 and 
a JP in his native county, he was returned to Parliament in 1640 and: does not 
appear to have been expelled. There is no doubt that Sir Henry played an 
entirely ambiguous role during the first civil warg being at one and the same 
time, commissioned by Newcastle and allowed to move freely about in the north- 
west, -whilst having been appointed by Parliament to raise assessments for the 
Parliamentary army and to seize upon delinquents estates. The fact of the 
matter isl that he did very little, virtually nothing, for either side, but if 
he was active at all, it was in the royal interest which predominated in West- 
morland until late 1644. His son James, who was certainly in arms for the 
Kingg was by October 1644 named as JP for the Parliamentary party, and this 
clearly illustrates the chronic lack of communication between the extreme 
north-west and the rest of the country, a point stressed elsewhere (see Vol. 1). 
Sir Henry was in arms for the King in 1648, which implies Presbyterian leanings 
on his part, and his Durham property was sequestered. Since he died in 1650, j 
we have no way of knowing how he was viewed at the restorationj or whether he 
was likely to have been implicated in Interregnum conspiraciesý5 
Major Thomas Glaster: Cited in the List, such a man of Lea in Backford 
parishg, Cheshireg surrendered in 1645. Major Glaster 
was in Carlisle in October 1644, and was captured at 
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Appleby_in 1648. However, a Thomas Glaster of Stanley (or Stainley) in York- 
shire had his will granted probate in 167N- 
Captain Humphrey Bagaley: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, such 
a man was taken at Appleby 
I 
in 1648ý7 
Captain J-Giles: Cited in the Listo see such a man, possibly the 
sameq in Newcastle's or Timothy Featherstonshaughts 
Captain John Orbell: 
before-Appleby fight. 
Foot regiments. 
Cited in the Listq possibly an error for Nicholas Orbell 
who petitioned-to-, compound as of Capleside, Westmorland,: 
admitting rank, but claiming, he 4d laid down his arms 
Possibly a second war rank only. Fined f, 68ý8 
Lieutenant'Giles Bailey: Claimed in'the List from Westmorland, such a man 
was captured in 1648 at Appleby. 
Lieutenant Bryan TaZior: Claimed in the List, from Westmorland, such a man 
was taxed at F20 in January 16500 
Ensign John Sharp: Cla I imed in the List from Westmorlandl Major Glaster's 
company, Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation at 
Orton. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain William Guy, claimed in the List from'Westmorland. 
Captain Richard Prisso, claimed in the List from Westmorland* 
Captain Peter Shepherd, cited in the'List. 
. ..,.. '_-,,, -Captain 
Ramon Thurstang claimed in the List from Norfolk. 
Lieutenant Peregrine Anderson, claimed, in, the List from London/westminster,,! ý 
Captain Giles's company. 
Lieutenant Simon Bagaley,, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Bagaley's company. - 
Lieutenant Francis Churnell claimed in'ýthe List from Cumberland. 
"Lieutenant Anthony Prestonj claimed in the List'from Westmorlandq Captain 
Orbell's company. - 
., _Ensign John Back, claimed in the List'. from Westmorland, Captain Shepherd's 
company, 
Ensign Edward Briggs, claimed in the List from Westmorlandq Captain Orbellal 
company, 
Ensign Francis Hunter, claimed in the List from Westmorland. 
Ensign Gerard Rose, claimed in-the List, from Westmorland, Captain Prisso's 
company, 
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Colonel Charles BUNDLING'S Regiment of Foot. 
If this regiment saw any active service at all, then it was probably in 
1644 during the defence of Newcastleg even though interpretation of the officer 
cadre implies its existence as early as the spring of 1643. There is no 
clue as, to its whereabouts at any other time. 
Colonel Charles BrandliM: Styled of Alnwick Abbeyt Esquiret son and heir of 
Sir Francis Brandling who died in 1641. Sir 
Franciag as Sheriff of Northumberland in 1625 and 
as MP, in 16249 had been a fierce persecutor of Recusantsq but Charles wasq none-1, 
theless; a Catholic. Born in 1620, Charles matriculated at queents, Oxfordl 
in 16379 and in his composition proceedings said that he had only assumed arms 
when the Scots invaded the countryl and that he had surrendered with Newcastle. 
The claim may wellbe dubious, however, and in this context see below, Lt. 
Colonel Brandling. Listed as a Catholic in 1649, Charles was fined X898 and i 
died in 1665F 
Lt. Colonel Robert Brandling: Cited in the List. see him as a colonel in 
his own right, Appendix 11 Horse* 
Captain Robert Brandling: Cited in thelist, third or fourth son of Sir 
Francis and hence a brother of his colonel. He 
was styled as of Whitehouset Alnwick, and died in 
1664. Listed as a gentleman volunteer in 1660, he may have been a Catholic, 
if it is his son Robert who is listed as a Recusant in 1677/84? 
3 
Captain JohA Collingwood: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, it is a 
common name thereq particularly to be noted in 
Recusant lists. He must not be confused with 
Cornet John Collingwood of Clavering's Horse (q. v. ). Possibly second of the 
five sons of Cuthbert Collingwood of Daldens Esquire, who died in 1666. This 
was a strong Catholic family, Johnts brothers Thomas and Roger being priests 
in Europe and another brotherl Benedictv was killed at Waseby in arms for the 
King, However, Cuthbertfs elder brother was named Johng and was styled as of 
Eppleton to which estate he succeeded in 1644/. 5 on their fatherts death. A 
John Collingwood, reformado, was taken at Coquet Water in 1648? 
4 
Lieutenant Ralph Carre: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, the name 
being extremely common. Perhaps Ralph Carre of 
Lesbury who died in 1703, but see also Grayte Foot 
regimentg below? 5 
Lieutenant Thomas Rutherford: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, rank 
confirmed in his composition papers. The 
eldest of the 19 (1) sons of Gawen Rutherford 
II of Rutchester, Northumberland. The father was still living in 1653, by 
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which time, -according to the pedigreess his sons had been virtually wiped out 
in the King's service. Thomasq sequestered in 1644 as a Catholic delinquentg 
had been convicted as a Recusant in 1629 and was so listed in 1647, although a 
man of similar name signed the 1641/2 Protestation as from Willington in Branco- 
pethq Co. Durham, though this may have been politicking on Thomas's part. 
His property was inserted in the 1652 Treason Act and in 1668 he had to sell 
56 the, family home. 
Quartermaster Philip Goodrick: Claimed in the List from Durham, regimental 
staff rank. He was Charles Brandling's 
stewards and was styled as of Fellingg Co. 
57'ý Durham. 
,.,,,,. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant George Davisong claimed in the List from Durham in Lt. Colonel 
Brandling's company. 
Lieutenant William Fenwick, claimed in the List from Northumberland (a 
. 'difficult name to positively pin down, see Clavering! s Horse). 
Ensign-Ralph Errington, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Quartermaster John Harwood, claimed in the List from Northumberland (he 
..,. 
must have preceded or followed Goodrick in The-rank, see above). 
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_, 
Colonel Anthony BURLEY'S Regiment of Foot. 
The period of existence for this regiment cannot have lasted more than 
three orjour months in the field, for it was commissioned specifically in 
early 1644 by Colonel Sir Thomas Glemham (qov. ), acting on Newcastle's behalf, 
in the face of the Scottish invasionP 
Colonel Ahthony ByerleY: First of the four sons of Christopher Byerley of 
Midridge Grange, Co. Durhaml he came from a markedly 
Recusant family and it would seem that the decision 
to conform came from Christopherl since Anthony's uncle Thomas continued the 
family, tradition. Born in 1620, Anthony was in Sidney College in 1636, and 
entered Gray's Inn in 1638/9. He signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Co. Durham, 
when he was residing at Heighington. His war service is hedged with problems, 
since at composition, largely concerning the father, Anthony was said to have 
been in arms in 1642, and he certainly went into hiding late in 1644, when 
attempts were made to seize him. He failed to take the Negative Oatht which 
hints that he may have retained some Catholic views. His father denied the 
charges and stressed that his son had been commission by Glemham in 1644, and 
that he had not helped to equip the regiment which his son raised. Eventually 
yielding in 1644/5, Anthony took the Covenant, and a fine of F, 49261 was. cut by 
1649 to F29261 which suggests no participation in the 1648 rising. Even so, 
in 1655 Anthony was deep in conspiracyl for information was passed to Major 
General Worseley from Newcastle that "Mr. Byareley, a rich gentleman his father 
is reputed to bee, hath disbursed 200 1. for horses, and hee with some others 
should have mett the lord Willoby at Yorke with 500 horse". No actions were 
taken against him. The family money was invested in forfeit Royalist lands 
during the Interregnum, in some cases to assist the owners, and Anthony went on i 
to marry the daughter of that stern Protestantv Colonel Sir Richard Hutton 
(q. v. ). Listed for the Royal Oak in 1660 when his estate was assessed as wortla 
X600 yearlys Anthony was a JP in 1663 and in 1665 was appointed to a committee 
to arrange for the inventory of the lands and goods of the regicide, Henry Vane 
Jnr. He died in 1677 
MaJor Thomas Hall: Cited in the List, two possibilities present themselves 
for consideration. Thomas Hall I was second song but 
heir, of John Hall of Consett and Birtley, born in 1602. 
No delinquency, however, seems to have attached to him. He is more likely to 
have been Thomas Hall of Hornby in Clevelandt fourth of the six sons of Francis 
Hall of Newsam who died in 1605. At his composition, Thomas Hall II of Hornby 
claimed he had attended the King at York in 16429 but had performed no other 
services, which may have been skilful concealment, for he was fined X253 in 
1651. He is alludedlo in passing, in the papers of his brotherl Christopher 
Hall of Hartburn. Thomas failed to appear at Dugdale's visitation. He may 
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'be the'Thomas Hall of Shittleheu I gh listed in January 1661 as a gentleman volun- 
teer under the Lord Widdrington 
ýO 
Lieutenant R_alph Grange: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret such a man of 
Bedale was listed as a Recusant in 1669,1670,1674 
and, apparently, in 1664ý1 
Ensign'Richard Oswald: Claimed in the List from Durhamq such a man signed 
the 1641/2 Protestation from Coniscliffeg and in 1650 
was evading payment of money due to the Committee for 
the Advance of Money 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Hercules Bouche, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Captain Francis Gainest claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Quartermaster Marmaduke Blackwell, claimed in the List from Durham. 
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Colonel Henry CHAYTORIS (Regiment of) Foot. 
This regimental structure is extremelv problematicals although Young 
63 
assumed its existence and presence as a regiment at Marston Moor. However, 
from. the evidence in the List, it seems that this force may have had close 
links with the regiment of Colonel Sir Henry Fletcher (q. v, ), and Chaytor may 
just possibly have been lt. colonel to Fletcher before promotion. Of the 
regiment's activities we know very little, nor can we be absolutely sure that 
it fought on Marston Moor as a regimentl although Chaytor held a command there. 
Itýia, most likely that the claimants given below, served under Chaytor in the 
defence of Bolton Castle (q. v., Vol. 1). 
Colonel Henry Chaltor: Styled of Croftj'Yorkshirej second of four sons of 
Sir William Chaytorl he was born in 1617 and had 
early military experience in Ireland where he soldi- 
ered with George Monck. His father died in 1640, and Henry was probably 
actively in arms in England towards the end of 1642., He compounded in 1649 
for activities in both wars, having been, in 1645, Governor of Bolton Castle. 
A. fine of Z100 was levied, and he was then styled Gentleman. Active in the 
1654/5 conspiracies, he died in 1664 "tooke a sicknesse this last Saterday 
nightqýbeeing well and hunting all day, but he departed yesterdayl and was 
buried... .,, 
ý4 
Captain John Pawlet: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterg he was in 
the defence of Carlisle in 1644ý5 
Captain Lancelot--Walker: Claimed in the List from Cumberlandq see the same 
man (apparently),, Fletcher's Foot. 
Captain Ralph Willy: Claimed in the List from Durhaml such a man of Croft 
Bridgel, aentlemang was fined V-13.4d. in 1650/1 on a 
personal estate worth-F, 10. He was captured at Rowton 
66 
Heath in 1645, and at Appleby, so it seemag in 1648. 
The following officer has not been identified. 
Captain William Wharton, claimed in the List from London/Westminster (for 
problems of identification% see Langdale's Horse, above, Appendix 1). 
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Colonel Edward CHISENALLIS Regiment of Foot. 
The regiment was almost certainly recruitedq in Lancashire, in May and 
June-16449 during Rupertfs triumphant progress through the earl of Derby's old 
recruiting grounds. However, although the regiment does seem to have fought at 
Marston, Moor in July, it cannot by definition have attained even half strength 
in 80 short a period. Young described it as a regiment of "raw levies, 167 but 
this view does not seem to be valid-even though the regiment was rapidly 
recruited. On the contraryq Rupert's reappearance awoke the Royalism of many 
men in Lancashire who had seen service with Derby in 1642/3 and who may have 
carried into the officer ranks of the regiments some expertise. What became 
of. the regiment after Marston Moor is conjecturalq although there is slim evi- 
dence for, its having been involved in the defeat at Ormskirk in August 1644ý8 
Colondl Edward Chisenall: (See'alsol Chisenall's Horse). Styled of Chise- 
nall, Lancashireq Esquire, son and heir of Edward 
Chisenall who had succeeded to the property of 
Thomas Chisenall and Chisenall although only the fifth son. His mother a 
Recusantq Edward II had leanings that way, and was the author of Catholike 
History, but outwardly was a firm Anglican. According to his memorial tablet 
in Standish Church, he was a Trainband colonel in 16319 which is at variance 
with the pedigrees which are unanimousýin-giving, him as 35 when he died in 1653. 
The problem is further complicated by Baines in his history of Lancashire, who 
alluded to a Colonel Chisenall livifig,, in, exiles., in_1655 but whom it has proved 
th impossible to identify. The, probability, is, that Chisenall's age at his dea 
is an error, but that would not-account for the'mysterious person alluded to by 
Baines. In action with the earl of Derby in 1642/3, probably as a captain, 
he took part in the attack on Lancaster and led the first section which stormed 
the defences of'Prestonýimmediately afterwards* In his composition, when he 
paid a fine of Z8009 he was described as a servant of Prince Rupert, and it was 
further said of him that "being newly called to the'bar at Graye's Innj he 
adhered to and assisted the forces raised against the'Parliament". It was 
stated that he had never taken his barristerts oath, even though called in 1642, '!: 
and had not been in residence in the Commons since September 1641. In his 
ission to'reoccupy his rooms there. In arms composition he requested perm 
69 
again in 1648 and captured at Applebyg"he died, in 1652/3- 
Major William Farmer: Cited in the List.. described by Secomb as a profess- 
ionallsoldier and a Scott he was killed in action on 
Marston Moor7o, 
Captain Henry Ashton: Claimed in the-List from Lancashire. Probably second 
of the four sons. of, Richard Ashton of Croston, from a 
notably Royalist family., _ 
Born in-1615 and styled of 
Blackrods Gentlemang he was still sequestered, in 1655 as a Catholic delinquent, 
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his lands. inserted in the Treason Act of 1652. Another Henry Ashtong of, 
Preston,, was fined as a Recusant in -1629 but cannot be the same man in view of 
the age, -, problem. Henry Ashton of Blackrod was captured in arms at Appleby in 
16 44 68 ?0 
Captain Robert Hesketh: Cited in the List and extremely difficult to identify 
properly& The name is very common, five being noted 
as,. Preston Guild Burgesses in 1642, but only one of 
these,, Robert Heaketh of Ruffordq appears to fit the evidence. He was styled 
ordinarily of Furness, the bastard son of Robert Hesketh of Ruffordq Esquire. 
A Catholic delinquent, his wife petitioned for a fifth for her maintenance in 
165291'and, his brother Cuthbert (or half-brother), having been a Parliamentarian 
officer, was. noted as guardian., of, the children.. -, It would seem that Robert 
was able to compound in 1649 before his Catholicism was discovered, but he died 
in 1651 before his father. He is clearly the Hesketh in Lathom garrison in 
1644 and may be the Major Robert Hesketh bound on two sureties for leave to 
depart from home in Furness contrary to the limits imposed on delinquentat 
travel. If so, he may have become major after Farmer's death (q. v. t above)? 
2 
Captain Thomas Rigbj: Cited in the List, second of the three sons of Alex- 
ander Rigby of the Burgh and of Layton who died in 
1650. Thomas was styled of Dublin in 1664? 
3 
Lieutenant John Ashton: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain Ashtonls, ý 
company. Probably his captain's younger brother, 
fourth of the four sons of Richard Ashton of Croston,,, 
j 
Alternatively, Richard Ashton of Middletong Esquires who died in 1616, left ýj 
four sons, the second of whom was John. This was also a Royalist family? 
4 
Lieutenant Thomas Goodwin: Claimed in the List from Lancashirej Captain 
Rigby's company. A very complicated case. it ; 1, 
was deposed during composition proceedings, that 
Thomas Goodwin of Eccles had served under Rupert at Ormskirk, and had been seen 
in Lathom in the company of Captain Hesketh (presumably of this regiment). it I" 
was further deposed that Goodwin had been taken prisoner on Marston Moor servin 
under Chisenall. Goodwin of Eccles denied this, and it was deposed that he 
had told one John Briddock that another Thomas Goodwin had served in Lathomq 
although Briddock, who knew such another mang Thomas Goodwin of Little Boltont 
a Recusant, said that he had personally no knowledge that the latter was in the 
house. No real conclusion seems to have been reached, and the problem is 
rendered the more difficult by the allusion to Goodwin at Ormskirk which would 
seem unlikely if he had been taken at Marston Moor? 
5 
Lieut6nant John MaýudBlZ: Claimed in the List from Lancashire in Major 
Farmer's companyl third of the four sons of William 
Maudisley of Maudisley who died in 1628. Taken 
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prisoner , at the fall of Preston in 1643, he may be the same styled of Lytham 
whose-, will was granted probate in 1676? 
6 
Ensign Thomas Hblme: Claimed in the List from Lancashiret Captain Ashton's 
company. Such a man was fourth of the four sons of 
Thomas Holme of Goosenarghg father and sons listed as 
]Foreign Burgesses of Preston in 1642. He may be the Recusant sequestered at 
Downholland as a yeoman in 1650, and such a man, styled of Lindall or Lyndale, 
wrote'his will in 1669? 
7 
The following officers have not been identified* 
yEnsign Thomas Hunter, claimed from Lancashire in Captain Hesketh's 
ýcompany. 
Quartermaster Laurence Twisse, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
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Colonel Sir Hugh CHOLMELEY'S Regiment of Foot (Scarborough Garrison). 
Like Cholmeley's Horse (q. v*)j this regiment had its roots in the men 
recruited by Cholmeley in the Parliament's service in 1642/3. Cholmeley him- 
self reckoned it as 600 strong in March 1643 when he went over to the King, but 
Mercurius Aulicus gave it as 400 strong? 
8 
During the difficulties which con- 
fronted Cholmeley at Scarborough when his return to his allegiance became known, 
the regiment was virtually disbandedl but the men apparently returned to their 
colours when his authority was re-established? 
9 
On November 14th 1643, the 
regiment drew 338 muskets, 20 bundles of match and 20 barrels of powder from 
the York magazinAO Reduced to barely 300 man by desertion after Marston 
Moor! 
1 it served in the defence of Scarborough to the surrender in 1645 (see 
Vol. 1). As with the Horse regiment, certain sections of this force may have 
fought with the field army during the campaigns of 1643/4 in Yorkshire. 
Colonel Sir Hugh Cholmeley: Dealt with as colonel of Hors6v Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel William Blakeston: Cited twice in the List, he was the son of 
William Blakeston of Old Malton, and was born 
in 1611. Admitted to Peterhouse in 1639, he 
entered Gray's Inn in 1641. Styled Gentleman, he claimed to have yielded in 
August 1644 and compounded on a fine of 960 in 1646, though he did not appear 
before the committee due to an accident. In 1666 residing at Pidding Hall 
Garthl Co, Durham, he was MP for Durham in 1679/81, Mayor of the city in 1678 
and die 
82 d in 1685 
Major Henry Jenkyn: Brother to Lt. Colonel Toby Jenkins (q. v. 9 Cholmeley's 
Horse), the pedigre, es agree in assigning Henry this 
rank, but the choice of regiment is conjectural. Little 
is known of himq beyond the fact that he entered Grayfs Inn in 1639 and so must 
have been born c. 1620/1ý3 
Captain Richard Legard: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, the Bon 
of John Legard of Gantong a Parliamentary officer. 
Second of his father's five'sons, descended from the 
Legards of Anlabyl Richard was described as an Utter Barrister of the Middle 
Templeg and was born in 1607. At his composition he stated that he "was 
drawne into his Majesty's service when he for some months continued", which was 
a little less than the truthl and a fine of S100 -; 
imposed in March 1646.. He 
may, well be the Legard captured at Wakefield in May, 1643. In 1661 he was 
granted, the Keepership of York Castle and gaol for 31 years in reversion, and 
died in 1681/2. " 
Captain James Cholmeley: Claimed in the List, from Durham# but probably of 
Cramlingtong Northumberland and of. Whitby in York- 
shire. He petitioned'in 1647,, admitted having 
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been in arms, and stated that he had been taken prisoner at Sherburn in Elmet 
in 1645 (see Vol. 1). Severely wounded, he had been imprisoned at Pontefract, 
and was unable to travel to London. A fine of F, 73 was imposed. Although he 
was to petition in 1660 that he had been deputy governor of Scarborough and 
had had his health ruined by wounds during the war, he was apparently very 
active in 1651. The Council of State was informed in May of that year that 
Captain James Cholmeley 'land some Frenchmen now at Whitby... go armed, and under 
pretencesq may gather disaffected people together, and produce some ill effectsllý 
which'sounded ominous. The Council of State replied on June 10th, that 
Cholmeley was returning to "dwell at Whitby, and is ill affected; it is con- 
ceived that his being there, having an interest in the workmen and sevrants 
about the alum works, being persons generally of a mean and mercenary condition, ý 
may bring danger to the peace and quiet of those parts. Send for and examine 
him as to his intention of coming thitherg and if you conceive his being there 
will-occasion dangerg take his recognizance with two sureties not to come with- 
in 20 miles of Whitby, without special leave of Parliament or Council, and 
signify to us what you shall do herein"* 
Captain Leonard Conyers: In this contextg see also Edmund Conyersq Cholmeleys, " 
Horse* Leonard was fifth of the six sons of 
Nicholas Conyers of Bowlbyg Yorkshireq and was 
mortally wounded in Newark by a cannon ba3.19'164,5. He seems to have served 
there'under Lt. Colonel Toby Jenkins (q. v. l Cholmeley's Horse), but as an 
infantry officer. This designation seems not unreasonable. Born in 1620, 
his, father had interests in Whitby and this-provides a link with his colonelý6 
Captain James Denton: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, his claim and 
that of Captain James Cholmeley (see above) tend to !P 
suggest that Cholmeleyts regiment recruited from sea- 
going men plying the coastal trade, 'and'this is supported by the only evidence 
applying-to Denton. In 1651 he and some others'were at New Malton where they 
proclaimed Charles II King, and it was given in-ev, idence to the justices that 
Denton was a pirate preying on ships friendly to the Parliament, and had served 
under Cholmeley in 1642/3. There isq however, some uncettainty as to whether 
the forename should be James or John87- 
Captain John Garrett: Cited in the List, quite possibly one and the same as 
Captain John Garnett'of Heron's Horse (q. v, ) but$ 
alternatively, 4ohn Garrett of North Dalton, yeoman, 
who died c. 1680. A Catholic Lieutenant Garrett was captured at Leeds in 
January 1643 which looks a bit early for this regiment unless Garret transferred! 
to itý8 
i 
Captain-lohn Patrickson: This is a conjectured rank and regiment, based upon 
strict interpretation of the family pedigree in 
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A ji. 
which John, second of the four sons of William Patrickson of Stockhowq is said 
to have-died in arms as captain in the defence of Scarborough. Probably the 
same as'of Calder Abbey, Cumberlandl whose will was granted administration in 
89 
1652* - 
Captain'Robert Thomas: Cited in the List, probably he of Nortong probate 
granted 1664, and perhaps the same man taken at Wake- 
field in May 1643? 0 
Captain 
_7 
Whickham: Referred to by Cholmeley himselfl but not given 
in the List. 
-Undoubtedly 
William Wickham,, young- 
eat of the twolsons of Henry Wickhamq Archdeacon 
of, York,, -and, related 
to his,. colonel by marriage. More importantlyg William's 
sister, married Lt. Colonel Toby Jenkins of Cholmeley's Horse (q. v. ). William 
was born in 1624 and died in 1667 when he was styled as of Rowseby 
Lieutenant John Banks: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Sheafe's 
-a man-of Settrington, Gentleman, who company: such 
had been in actual arms, yielded in 1645 and at his 
- comp 'ion was fined F, 200 in 1647 
92 
osit reduced from X240. 
Lieutenant John Collinson: Claimed_in the List from Yorkshires Captain 
Legard's company. Such a man of Danby died c. 
168o,, bu t thou'gh'the name is not overly common, 
the various Danbys in Yorkshire, lie in the North Riding, whilst some link with 
93 Legard at Ganton would be expected. 
Lieutenant William Farside: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirev Lt. Colonel 
Blakestonts-companylrhe was born c. 16219 eldest 
-son of 
John Farside-of-Hutton Bushell, of which 
place he was styled when he compounded. on a fineýof ful against a personal estateti 
of, L6. Succeeding his fatherýultimatelyq he came to-be seated at Fillingdale 
011L 1, 
and at-his death in, 1670 wa8ýcaptain in the Trainband. 7ý 
,,,, -,, 
The following officers have not, been identified. 
Captain Z_ 
_7Sheaf eq 
cited, in the ý List. 
Captain Cholmeley Wright, -claimed-in"the List-from Durham. 
"Lieutenant Thomas Reynolds, claimed'. iný. the List, from Cambridgeshire in 
Lt* Colonel Blakeston's companyo 
Ensign Daniel Cliffeg claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Garrett's company. 
Quartermaster Arthur Graham, claimed in'the List from Yorkshire. 
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ý16olonelýSir'Robert CLAVERINGIS Regiment of Foot* 
Attention has been drawn to the remarkable Catholic representation among 
the officers of Clavering's cavalry regiment (q. v*), and the same will be found 
to be true of the infantry, although to a lesser degree. For the existence of 
this-regiment, quite apart from the evidence of the List, we have the direct 
statement of Sir Marmaduke Langdale in 1660 which has already been given (see 
Colonel Clavering's biographyl Appendix 1). Unfortunatelyq the List is super- 
ficially unhelpful in enabling us to determine how this regiment was organised 
abo, ve the rank of captain, for no field officer is named. Even supposing that 
Clavering 'retained personal control as colonelg we are left to assume that 
For'cerg his - lt. colonel of Horse, served the same rank in the Foot, and so on. 
With'Clavering's death in 16449 his regimental structure broke up to the extent 
that the Horse under Forcer probably followed their own course, whilst the Foot 
either disappeared entirely, or, what was left of themg regroupedg as I suggest 
below,, under former company commanders. of the regiment. 
Colonel Sir Robert Clavering: 'Dealt with as colonel of Horsel Appendix 1. 
Colonel James Swinhoe: This rank is based upon'the evidence of the List and 
its interpretation. ' Swinhoe is cited in the first 
instance as a captain of the regiment under Clavering: ý, 
in'the*seco-ndg however, he is listed as a field commander in his own right with 
a lt. colonel subordinate to himl a Lt. Colonel Ord (q. v., below). The link 
of the two names with Clavering's Foot seems to be strong as a clue to what 
became of this regimentg whilst there is' some evidence that Svinhoe may have 
been lt. colonel under Clavering, -so far as the Foot were concerned, in 1643. 
He-, was. James Swinhoe of Chattong son and heir of Colonel Gilbert Swinhoe (q. v. ) 
and as in arms in both wars, being fined 9393-13.4d. In 1672 James and his 
brother Gilbert became involved in an argument with one James Carre at Chilling. 
ham, and in the brawl that folloveds James was mortally wounded by Carre 
Lt. ' Colonel (Thomas) Ord: Cited as a, captain under Clavering in the Ls ist 
presumably the lt. colonel cited under Swinhoe. 
Thomas Ord(e) of Longridge Co, Durham, Gentlemang 
was fined Z73-13.4d. in 1649 for his delinquency, which may represent a punish- 
ment for being in arms in 1648, since in his papers he was said to have yielded 
in 1644 and to have taken the Covenant_ in, 16459 whereupon a fine of C50 was 
levied. He had not paid his fine by, 1_65.11 but was discharged in 1653. 
Welford identified him as the son of George Orde of Longridge who acquired the 
?6 
property-prior to 1633 
(Major) William Reed: Cited in the List under Clavering, but without any 
rankg which has been conjectured for want of rivals t( 
the pos'ition; o He was William Reed of Kelloe, the seatj 
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of the Forceraq and son of William Reed Snr. 9 who died c. 1656. Fined F20-178. 
in 1650, at which time he was styled as of Fenhamq he does not appear to have 
been a Catholic, although his association with the rorcers at Kelloe and the 
Riddells at Fenham might suggest otherwise. He may be the William Reed of 
Titlingtong Northumberland, listed in 1661 as a gentleman volunteer under Lord 
Widdrington, but the link is tenuous? 7 
Captain John Carre: Cited in the List, but almost defying identification 
since the name is so common. Two such men appear else- 
where as infantry captains (see Fletcher's Foot and Lord 
Widdrington's Foot). Possibly John$ second son of Thomas Carro of Lesburyl 
listed, as a freeholder on the eve of the war, and dying in 1662 
?8 
Captain Richard Curtis: Claimed in the List from Durhamq possibly he of 
Durham cityl stationerl selling property in 1630 to 
a future Royalist delinquent? 
9 
Captain Robert Davison: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, perhaps the 
same mang Gentlemang of Thropton Spittlet listed as 
a Recusant in 1655- Robert Davison of Southwark, 
London, compounded, or attempted to do so, and petitioned that he had yielded 
in November 1645 at Morpeth, Northumberland. Here we may be dealing with a 
man who endeavoured to compound at London to avoid the strictures against 
Catholic delinquents 100 
Captain Thomas Gayre: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl such a man 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation from Morpeth (see the 
possible link with Davison, above)I01 
Captain Robert Heighington: Claimed in the List from Durham, and perhaps a 
brother of Cornet John Heighington of Byron's 
Horse (q. v. ), in which case Robert would be 
either the oldest son of Richard Heighington of Greystoneaq Co. Durham, or a 
son of John Heighington Mayor of Durham. Robert Heighington signed the 164172 
Protestation as of Auckland St. Helen, and may have been a leaseholder in the 
Old Park, Evenwood. A Captain Robert Heighington was captured at Appleby in 
16 481 02 
Captain Richard Lawson: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, and prob- 
ably the same as signed the 1641/2 Protestation from 
Morpeth (again this linkl see above)103 
Captain Robert Matthews: Cited in the List, such a man of Sadberge signed 
the 1641/2 Protestation 104 
Captain John Scott: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. In October 
1650 such a man, a prisoner in York gaol, was to be 
released upon taking the engagement and providing E500 
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r. ecur3. ty and two sureties to appear when summoned and to be of good behaviour? 
05 
Captain John Whitfield: Claimed in the List from Westmorland, he signed the 
106 1641/2 Protestation from Boulton. 
EnsignýJohn Lyddal: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterl but perhaps 
the apprentice whol in 1649, was before the court of the 
Merchant Adventurers Company at Newcastle who observed 
that the. length of his hair was then, "reformed", but who had to have it cut in 
jopen court in February 1650. Such a man of Plawsworth refused the 1641/2 
Protestationj07 
Ensign Richard Satterthwaite: 
f ie . ld 
-in 
Hay 13 108 
Ensign Humphrey Stephenson: 
Claimed in the List-from Northumberland, 
Captain Matthews' company. Perhaps the 
Ensign ISmathweight' taken prisoner at Wake- 
Claimed in'the List from Durhamt Captain Heigh- 
ington's company., Such a man signed the 1641/2 
109 
Protestation from Durham St. Mary. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Daniel Dabbs, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Captain Robert Moore, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Lieutenant Henry Crome, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant Eleazar Potts, claimed in the List from Newcastle. 
Lieutenant Thomas Rowntree, claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain 
Carrels company. 
Lieutnenant William Swinhoe, claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain James Swinhoels company. 
Ensign Edward Maine, claimed in the List from Northumberlandq Captain 
Thomas Ord Is company. 
)Ensign 
Lancelot Read, claimed, in the List from Northumberlandq (Major) 
William Reed's company (a relation? ). 
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_7 i 
Colonel Cuthbert CLIFTON'S Regiment of Foot. 
A regiment with a notably brief lif e-spanj since it was raised in May or 
June, of 1644, and disappeared in November of that year. Raised in the Fylde 
area of Lancashire for the purpose of providing a garrison for Liverpooll a 




all of Liverpool in November, the conditions allowed for Clifton and 
his officers, but not for his men, to march away with horses, personal weapons 
and a proportion of equipment enough to be carried by horses, and to go to any 
garrisong were dishonoured. 
Colonel Cuthbert Clifton: The problem of the genealogy of the Cliftons, as 
Dugdale gave itl was carefully solved by Stanning. 
Cuthbert was the eldest son of Thomas Clifton Esq, 9 
Thomas being heir to Sir Cuthbert Clifton of Westbyg Lancashire. Thomas was 
seated at Lytham. The family was wholly Catholic, and Sir Cuthbert was noted 
as a convicted Recusant in 1630. Colonel Cliftong commissioned by Rupert. saw 
little active service until the defence of Liverpool, after which, and contrary 
to articlesl he was arrested and gaoledg dying in prison of hard usage. His 
sequestration papers allude copiously to his Catholicismt and his mother 
petitioned for maintenance as a Recusant 
MaJor William Westby: Cited in the List, he was the eldest son by the second 
marriageg of Thomas Westby of Howbreck, Lancashire, 
and was himself styled of Rawciiffe, Esquire. A 
Catholic, although not apparently a Recusant like his fatherl he was a Foreign 
Burgess of Preston in 1642, and his brother, Dr. Thomas Westbyl was killed in 
113 the defence of that town in 1643, (see Vol* 1) 
Ensign John Boardman: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Major Westby's 
company, probably a son of Robert Boardman of Orford 
114 in Warringtong a Recusant in 1630- 
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Colonel Cuthbert CONYERS'S Regiment of Foot. 
-A regiment raised originally in Durhamt of its history we know littlet 
lost as it is, amongst the forces of the earl of Newcastle. However, from the 
officer details given belowg it will be clear that it must have been engaged 
with 
' 
the main army from 1643t and was virtually destroyed at Malpas in August 
1644, if the presence of senior officers at that battle is an indication of the 
115 survival of part of the regiment after Marston Moor. 
Colonel Cuthbert Conyers: A Catholic Recusantj born in 1611, eldest of the 
two sons of Sir Ralph Conyers of Layton Co. Durham 
who died in 1643. Heavily in debt in 1642, 
Cuthbert's property was sequestered in August 1644. He was killed in action 
at Malpas, and the local committee in Durham found him possessed of goods to 
, the value-of 996.10s., L38 worth of which were sold to his widow. She was 
stilll, endeavouring to have the sequestration lifted in 1651 
116 
LtO'ýColonel Rowland Place: Not given in the List, but according to informa- 
tion laid before the sequestration committee in 
Co. Durham in the case of Christopher Hall of 
Hartburn. Rowland was born in 1616, eldest of the three sons of Christopher 
Place-of Dinsdalel Esquire, whom he had apparently succeeded by 1641/2 when he 
signed the Protestation. In 1656 he and many others petitioned the Lord 
Protector concerning their claims to their sequestered propertyl since they 
found that the Treasury Commissioners had ordered the local committees to sto. 0 
the hearing of claims. -Listed in 1660 as of Stockton Wardt to provide a horse 
117 
and man at the Lord Lieutnenant's musterg Place died in September 1676. 
Major Michael Pemberton: Againg for this3ank and regiment we are reliant 
upon a reference in the case of Christopher Hall of 
Hartburn. Michael was first of the four sons of 
John Pemberton of Aislaby, and was born in 16149 dying in 1652. He succeeded 
his father, and was sole executor of the will, in 1643, and in the following 
year his property in Egglescliffq Norton and Elton was sequesteredt although he 
appears to have compoundedl having admitted his delinquency for in 1646 he 
appears as a leaseholder in Sadberg. He died of wounds, or was killed in 
actions during the 1651 rising according to the composition proceedings, which 
calls in question the later date of the pedigrees! 
18 
Captain Abraham Clarke: Cited in the Li8tj such a man signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as Of Greatham, Co. Durham, and was 
apparently buried in October 1644, which suggests 
death in action (in Newcastle? ) 
119 
Captain_John Killinghall: Claimed in the List from Durham, eldest son of 
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fil'j 
William'Killinghall of Middleton St. George whom he succeeded in 1644, at which 
time his property' was sequestered. Surrendering in 1644, he hurried to make 
his composition with the local committee and paid a fine of z6o, but in 1646 he 
was obliged to pay a further E48. The brother-in-law of Lt. Colonel Nicholas 
Chaytor (q. v. 9 Eden's Foot)s Killinghall's mother was a Recusant. He died c. 
165119 20 - according to the pedigrees but the claim suggests otherwise. 
Captain William Sheraton: Cited in the List, he was of Elwick Co, Durham, 
Gentleman, a delinquent Catholic whose lands were 
inserted in the third Treason Act of 1652. He 
121 
eventually compounded in 1653 on a fine of vo. 18.6d, 
Captain John Woodhouse: Claimed in the List from Durham, probably the son of 
John Woodhouse of Corneforthq and an undischarged 
delinquent in 16ý1,. Either the father or the son 
may. have signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Bishop Middlehaml but the John 
Woodhouse "chirurgion" whose will was granted probate in 1681 may be the son 
with whom we are concerned 
Ensign John Hett: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Sheraton's com- 
pany. Two sucht probably father and son, signed the 
1641/2-Protestation from Hart 
? 23 
The following officer8 have not"been identified. 
Lieutenant John Pearse, claimed in the List from Durhamt Captain Clarke's 
company. (Lieutenant Pearse's name is remarkably common at this time). 
, "Lieutenant Christopher Smith. 'claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain 
, 
Killinghall's company. 
Ensign Cuthbert Harrison, claimed in the List from Durhamt Captain Wood- 
house's company (and not to be confused with a captain'of the same name 
in Sir Henry Slingsby's Foot, qovo). 
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-(The earl of. 
Cumberland's Foot). 
ItA8, necessary to deal briefly with the forces, such as they were, raised 
or intended to be raised personally by the earl between his appointment as 
Commander in Chief in Yorkshire and his retirement from the scene in December 
1642,1 (see Vol. 1). Not a particularly old man, he had been born in 1591, 
Henry. Clifford, last of the earls of Cumberlandl whatever else he may have been, 
was not a military man, nor did he have any aptitude for inspiring others, hencet 
his swift replacement, by a coterie of the Yorkshire gentry, with the earl of 
Newcastle. (Cumberland's activities and personality have been discussed in 
Vol. 1). 
The List makes only a single allusion to him, in the person of one Captain 
Joseph: Ward who claimed to have held commissioned rank in Cumberland's Foot. 
Ward may. be the same, of Durham Gentlemang undischarged ia, 16519 but beyond that 
it. has. not, proved possible to go 
124 
, Cumberland himself enjoyed a purely 
titular, colonelcy of what Moone, Belasysets'biographer, referred to as "a regi- 
ment-of guards for rthe King's7 person", but nothing came of this, and he does 
125 
not aPpear, to have held, this regiment together. Something akin to a troop 
of. horse. appears to have existed as late as December 12th 1642, attached to 
126 the. earl's name I but hardly sufficient evidence, remains to justify its 
inclusion as a separate-cavalry forceg whereas the List at the leaStq supports 
the, probability of a tentative move towards an infantry body. The paucity of 
evidence to show Cumberland as an, energetic Royalist recruiter can be taken as 
proof$-negative though it may be, that, he-really, did, very little during his 
command except to dip into his pocket for, the general, funds. That would be a 
superficial judgement. It is not, surprising that hardly anything remains to 
indicate the efforts-made, to recruit meng by a man, who had himself so short a 
inilitary, careerl and who was to-live in retirement until his death in late 
1643 
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Colonel Sir-Patricius CURWENIS Reiziment of Foot. 
Like most of the regiments raised ih Cumbria, it saw little or no active 
service$ unless detachments served in the defence of Carlisle in 1644/5. 
Commissioned late in 1642, or early 164319 
27 this regiment does, at least, 
appear. to have attained some strengthl to judge from the officer lists. 
Colonel Sir Patricius Curwen: (See also Curwen's Horse). Born in 1601 or 
16029 he was the son and heir of Sir Henry 
Curwen of Workington, succeeding his father in 
1625t having matriculated at Queen's, Cambridge, five years earlier. Created 
al'Ibaronet, in 16279 apparently through the influence of the duke of Buckingham, 
Curwen-was always associated strongly with the court. Knight of the Shire for 
Cumberland in 1625,1628 and 164o, he voted against the impeachment of Strafford 
and, can, be considered of the court party. A JP and a deputy lieutenant in 
Cumberland, he raised forces as a Trainband colonel in 1640l and in 1642 was 
appointed to the Commission of Arrayq in which he was active. Sheriff in 
1636/7, he was probably the only man capable of rivalling Musgrave for control 
of. the counties, but does not appear to have thrust himself forwardl and spent 
much of 1643 in Oxford. Back in Cumberland in 1644, he contributed 920 there 
to the'defence of Carlisle, but had taken the Covenant by October 8th of that 
same year, In his petition to compound in 1645, he protested that he had been 
coerced into taking up arms for the King, but that he had actively hindered the 
movement of troops and had been twice gaoled for ito The records concerning 
Royalist affairs in Cumbria are sparse, so that we cannot be sure Curwen was 
telling the truthq although he may have been placed under house arrest by 
Musgrave during one of the numerous disputes which sabotaged Royalist organisa- 
tion in*the area (see Vol. 1). Fined Z2000 and stripped of all rights to 
present clergy to livings in 1647, Curwen remained quiet during the Interregnum,, 
paying over &0 in 1656 under the decimation levy with complainto Restored in 
officesýand power in 1660, and appointed a lt. colonel'in the Trainband, he 
died in 1664128 
(Lt., Colonel Wilfred Lawson): Not cited in the Listj but rank and regiment 
according to Lawson's composition proceedings 
and so probably accurate. Created a baronet 
in 16409 Lawson's career during the civil war wasl to say the least, curiously 
colourful. Apparently a, Presbyteriang somewhat like Sir Henry Bellingham 
(q. v. ), Lawson was appointed to the-Commission-of, Array in 1642 and, presumably. ' 
was commissioned soon afterwards. Nonethelesss so dilatory a Royalist was heq f 
that it was no obstacle to his being appointed a deputy li6utenant in Cumber- 
land in 1645 by the Parliament. This was after he had been the object of 
bitter complaints from the Scottish commanders. who saw him as an unreformed 
malignant. They stated that he was a "knowne, malignant... actually in Rebellion 
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under the Earle of Newcastle against the Parliamentg and continued in Armes till 
those, 'Countyes were reduced to... Obedience". Even so, he was now commander in 
chief of ýthe Parliamentary forces in the areag had recently been appointed High 
Sheriff of Cumberland, and a committee man. He was actively protecting 
Catholics and delinquents, and employing in his forces, former members of 
Montrose's "Black Band". He was also accused of plotting against Scottish 
control of Keswick. Whilst we must be wary of accepting the Scottish charges 
on. their face value, and not only because the Parliament clearly did not con- 
sider them justifieds since Lawson was neither removed nor cautioned, they 
reveal a perplexity felt then and still felt now, concerning Lawson and men like 
him. , Charitably, he might be seen as a Royalist fitting 
in as well as he could 
for his own good, and the good of others, with the new power in the land. 
Conversely, he must be seen as a coat-turner rather like Colonel Robert Brand- 
ling (q. v. ). C. B. Phillips does not seem to have resolved the problem. 
Lawson died in 1689 129 
(Captain) Anthony Bouche: He does not appear in the List, but served in this 
regiment according to his composition papers, 
From his social status, the rank has been assumed, 
but is tentative. Styled of Cockermouthg son and heir of Michael Bouch(e) of 
the same place, he was born in 1600. He gave Z2 to Carlisle defences in 1644, 
and was fined Z20 at his composition. In the 1656 decimation tax he was 
assessed for E22 in respect of his personal estate, and was styled Gentleman! 
30 
Captain Robert Highmore: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, he was the 
eldest of the three sons of Robert Highmore who died 
in 1616. The youngest song Richard, is said by the 
pedigree to have been a colonel of horse to Charles II and to have died at 
Breda. Robert, styled of Armathwayti Esquireg was born in 1597 and died some- 
time after 1665. He contributed Z2 to the Carlisle defencesq and in his 
composition admitted his rank but stated that he had not left the county, which 
was probably true131 
Captain John Whelpdale: Cited in the List, but see also possibly the same 
man, Fletcherts Foot. Such a man of Penrith was 
taxed at 913-13a., in the 1656 levy, and may be the 
man captured in 1648 at Appleby132 
Lieutenant Richard Patrickson: Claimed in the List from Cumberlands third of 
the four sons of William Patrickson of Stock- 
t how who died in 1645. The family was almos 
totally Royalist, see also Curven's HorseJ33 
Ensign Anthony Sibson: Claimed in the List from Cumberland. He may be 
connected with the Major Suibson mentioned by Tullie 
as a Reformado from York in 1644134 
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The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Tickell, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
'Lieutenant Edward Southgate, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant William Troutbeckj claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain 
,,, Whelpdale's company. 
_, Quartermaster Henry Rawlingi claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
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Colonel Sir William DALSTONIS Regiment of Foot. 
The I regiment was cI ommissioned on June 15th 1643, the commission still 
--135 surviving. It was apparently part of the reorganisation which the earl of 
Newcastle found necessary when the queen began her preparations to leave York- 
shire with substantial forces from the northern army. The commission is also 
alluded to in the Musgrave Mss. A guard of 60 men from the regiment went into 
Carlisle Castle on November 15thq which was probably a routine procedure in 
which various regiments took periods of duty 
136 Although Dalston was actively 
Royalist, unlike most of his fellow commanders in Cumbria, of the regiment's 
history we know virtually nothing. 
Colonel Sir William Dalston: Dealt with as colonel of horsel Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel George Denton: Cited twice in the. List, j under Dalston and as a 
field officer in his own right. The Bon of Henry 
Denton of Cardew who died in 16229 Georgeq styled 
Esquire, was born in 1621. He was in Carlisle garrison in 1644/5, and gave Z2 
towards the defence funds, later claiming he had yielded in September 1644. 
Fined Z60.10s., which he paid by 16509 he was taxed for VO in 1656. He seems 
to have been in arms in 1648 too. Appointed a JP in 16639 the exact date of 
his death is not clear, although he was in 1666 lieutenant to the then deputy 
governor of CarlisleI37 
Captain Henry Gent: Cited in the List. Henry Gent of Moyns, Essex, married 
into the Dalstons in 15899 and died in 1639. Very 
probably this officer was a son or grandsonj38 
Lieutenant George Lowther: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, Lt. Colonel 
Denton's company. The name is common at this 
period, and one George Lowther was brother to 
Colonel Richard Lowthwr (q. v. t Vol. 1 and Appendix IV) was an officerj39 
Lieutenant Thomas Wilson: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain Gentls,!, 
company. Perhaps second of the four sons of 
Thomas Wilson of Underlay, Westmorland* who died in 
140 1646. The eldest son was born in 1622/3 
Ensign John Egglesfield: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, under Denton. 
Probably sixth of the six sons of George Eagles- 
field of Alwarby, Cumberland. The oldest son died 
in 1652. A Gawen Eglesfield fought in Sir John Byron's regiment and in 1647 
was installed as minister of Plumblandq Cumberland. Thomas and Richard Eagles- 
141 field of Alwarby, father and son, were in arms for the King. 
Ensign William Hindmer: Claimed in the List from Westmorland under Denton. 
Such a man of Kirby Stephen signed the 1641/2 
Protestation 142 
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T. he'f ollowing off icers have not been identif ied. 
Captain Laurence Walkerg cited in the List under Denton. 
, 
Lieutenant Thomas Addinson, claimed in the List from Cumberlandq Captain 
-""'Walker's company. 
Lieutenant Alexander Hodgsonq claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Quartermaster Robert Blaymyreq claimed in the List, from Cumberland. 
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Colonel Conyers Lord DARCY & CONYERS'S Regiment of Foot. 
" ;, ý- ý_ III. 
The regiment is split into two in the List due, apparentlyg to the vagu- 
eries'of claimants who failed to give more than the name 'Darcy' for their field 
commander. Rooted in a pre-war Trainband foot regiment, under the command of 
Lord Darcy, this is one of the very few such regiments which can be identified, 
and our, knowledge is due entirely to a reference in Slingsby's diary 
143 The 
queen noticed the regiment on May 10th 1643 and referred to it as newly come 
144 into the field, and not fully armed. Even sol it fought at Wakefield later in 
the Im, onth, and was in Pontefract soon after! 
45 
It formed part of the queen's 
escort to Oxford, and was engaged in the storm of Burton on Trent where it 
car ried itself with outstanding courage (see the officerag below). By August 
, ", -_ . "i I it was at Gloucester forming part of the forlorn hopeg and was being provided 
146 
with ammunition. Engaged at the first battle of Newbury, where its second 
(perhaps first) colonel was seriously wounded. It ultimately fought at Naseby 
and ended its career in Newark garrison where Belasyse was governor., 
(Colonel) Conyers Lord Darcy:, Probably, a titular rank, although he was most 
probably the original Trainband commander. 
The active command and the rank in fact went 
tolhis-eldest son (see below) when the, regiment left Yorkshire in 1643. Lord 
Darcy7was. the eldest son and heir of Thomas Darcy Esquire of Hornby Castle, 
Yorkshire, who died in 1605. Born, in. 1570, Conyers was elevated to the peerage 
as, Lord Darcy in 1641 and, given a patent for the barony of Conyers in 1644. 
Previous to this advancement, he had. been. created a baronet. Something of a 
Puritanfigure, he, had been involved in, disputes with Strafford concerning abuse 
of his position as a JP in, the North Riding. His name appeared on the letters 
to t, he earl of Newcastle in September 1642, and his decision to stand by the 
King may have had something to'do with his legal dispute with the Parliamenta- 
rian Savilles of Lupset. He spent most of the war in Oxfordq and died in 
1654147 
Colonel Sir Conyers Darcy: Eldest of-the seven sons of Lord Darcy, he was 
born in 1599 and seems to have been styled of 
Ainderby,. Yorkshiret at the outbreak of war. 
-The-, 
family was split, his son and heir Conyers, serving on the, Parliamentary 
committee for the West Riding in 16451. A Commissioner of Array in Yorkshire 
in 1642, Conyers assumed command of the'regime I nt'in'1643 and led it in the storm 
of Burton on Trent when the regiment appar I ently formed the van of the Royal 
forces. On July 24th he was receiving powder and shot for the regiment in 
Oxfordq but in September was severely wounded'at Newbury and disabled from 
active command. petitioning in 164.59 he admitted that he had been in arms, 
but stated that he was too lame to travel to compound personally. A fine of 
C2327-10s. was leviedt which was reduced in 1652 to L1287-108. It was paid, 
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and Conyers was discharged. on the fringe of'the 1654 rebellions, he was 
created earl of Holderness in 1682 and died in 1689 
148 
Colonel Marmaduke Darcy: The 'Darcy' in the List, major of the regiment when 
it left Yorkshireq lt. colonel after the storm of 
Burton onýTrentq and colonel when his elder brother 
was invalided out. Fifth of the sons of Lord Darcyt he was born in 1616 and in 
later life was to be seated at Knaith in Lincolnshire. Of Lincolns Inn in 1633t 
he did not apparently achieve his M. A. until 1663- The most thorough-going of 
the Royalist Darcysq Marmaduke proved himself a competent field commander and an 
inveterate conspirator. He commanded the regiment from September 1643, and 
took what was left of it into Newark where Belasyse gave him 100 men as part of 
the defence reorganisation there. He was a commissioner for the surrender of 
the garrison in 1646. He made no attempt to compoundt apparently, and went 
into exile, but was in England in 1654/5 when, so Thurloe was told, he raised 
60 men for the Marston Moor rendezvous that was to lead to the capture of York. 
in the-King's interest. An informant in Holland wrote to Thurloe in January 
16,56 "Collonell Marmaduke Darcy is uppon'his raturne to CCologne7 from Ingland, 
where he hath prepared the waye for his mastert whoe hath made choyse of him 
for his'guide, when he goes thither". Darcy was close to the Kingt and from 
personal loyaltys not as part of'any recognisable political grouping in the 
exiled court. "Mr. M. D., brother to the lord Darcey, is a person much trusted 
and valued" Thurloe had been told in April'1655. By December 1657 a Gentleman 
of the Privy Chamber to Charles II, after the restoration he became Gentleman 
Usher to the King in 1665, and, in the same year, MP for Richmondt Yorkshire. 
His honorary rank of colonel survived the Wart and he seems to have been known 
as. Colonel Darcy in Yorkshire. He died in 1687t unmarried 
149 
Lt. Colonel (John) Dalton: Cited in the List without forename, he was John 
Dalton of Hawkeswell and Sleningford in Yorkshire, 
the, son of Attorney General Sir William Dalton. 
He was born in 1603, and was the son-in-law of Lord Darcyq although the Daltons 
were, closely allied to leading Catholic families. in Yorkshire, and the Daltons 
of Swine were notably Recusant. Lt, Colonel Dalton was mortally wounded at 
the storm of Burton on Trentq and would seem to have lingered on at Newark until 
1.646 when helfinally died,. and was conveyed to York Minster for buria, 
150 
Major John BeverleZ: Cited in the List, perhaps the same as Major John 
Beverley of-Belasysels Foot (q. v. ), to which latter 
regiment heýmay have transferredq unless this is a 
specifically Newark grouping. "Alternativelyg he may be John Beverley of Selby, '!, l 
uncle-of Belasyse's major, and second of the seven sons of Thomas Beverley who 
died" in 1613t the younger brother of Vincent Beverley of Smeaton. A John 
Beverley of York was presented as a Recusant in 1624151 
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Maj or Z--, 1 
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Darcy: Cited in the List, almost certainly a reference to 
Colonel Marmaduke Darcy before. promotion. 
Captain Ralph Atkinson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such a man of 
Garristonel Gentleman, adhered to the Royal cause 
and was fined E147.6.8d. in 1652 after sequestration 
the, previous year 
Caj2tain Christopher Crofts: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, probably the 
'Crofts"taken at Wakefield in May 1643. He 
was styled of Cotescue in Coverham, Gentleman, 
when ho'compounded in 1646 as a Trainband captaing and was fined C56. He 
petitioned that he had been sent into-, action "by command of the gentry". Such 
a man was a juror at Richmond-Quarter Sessions in 1625, and Christopher Crofts 
of Coverham refused knighthood-, at the coronation of Charles I. Crofts's wife 
was a,, Recusants and he himself was presented in 1641153 
Captain'Thomas Darcy: Cited in the List, fourth of the six sons of Lord Darcy 
and,, stvled-ordinarily as of Winkburn in Nottinghamshire, 
perhaps not in 1642. ý He was but born in 1613- His 
rank in comparison with that of his younger brother Marmaduke may seem strange, 
but that', is in itself insufficient argument against the identification. As an 
alternativet however, we have Thomas Darcy, second son by the second marriage, 
of Lord Darcy's father. This Thomas died in 1653 and might well have been 
1054 of reasonable age to have served in 1642ý6. 
Captain Thomas Metcalfe: Cited in the Listq but consider also Captain Thomas 
Metcalfeq Lord Widdrington's Foot. 
Lieutenant Thomas Conyers: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Darcyts 
company. He may be the third son of Robert 
Conyers of Bowlby (1601-40), himself the son and 
heir of Nicholas Conyers of Whitby. Thomas may be the Thomas Conyers of New- 
holme Beckq Whitbyl who died in 1679 
155 
Lieutenant Francis Jaques: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Major Darcy's 
company, second of the three Bons of John Jaques 
of Catterick. He signed in Oxford in August 
1643 for shovels and picks, for his major's company, a fact which tends to call 
in question my interpretation of the progression of Marmaduke Darcy to the rank 
of lt. colonel before this time. It mayt however, imply that there is an 
error in the Ordnance recordsl or an allusion to a promotion for Captain Thomas 
Darcy (q. v., above) for which there is no other record. Jaques was apparently il 
a nephew of Sir Roger Jaques of York and Elvington, in York garrison during the 
? 56 
sieg I 
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Lieutenant John Robinson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Beverleys 
company, probably the same of Thornton in Pickering 
Gentlemang fined Z150 for being in arms, upon 
information laid by himself. Possibly John Robinson of Deighton in the East 
Ridingg, Esquire, in later lifeI57 
Ensign William Bearperk: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Met- 
calfe's company. A William Bearperk of Wensley- 
dale, labourerg was presented as a Recusant at 
Richmond His son Henry was styled a yeoman at the 
, 
uarter Sessions in 1624. 
same time', and so Ensign Bearperk may be another sont or a son of Henry 
158 
Ensign Christopher Pybus: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Very probably 
a son of Mathew Pybus of Fencotts in the Wapentake 
of Hang West who refused knighthood at the coro- 
nation of Charles I. Hang West is the Wapentake in which the Darcy seat was 
situatedI59 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Ensign Luke Thompson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire in Captain Darcy's 
company, 
_-Ensign 
John Wright, claimed in the, List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Dalton's company. 
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ý'James_Stanley earl of DERBY'S Regiment of Foot. 
The officers noted for this force are based upon the List, and upon the 
very-scant surviving contemporary references to officers who do seem to have 
served directly under Derbyq as opposed to having served in units under his 
overall authority. It has not proved possible to identify a lt. colonel or a 
major for this regiment, but it is not impossible that the early allusion to 
Colonel Sir Thomas Tyldesley (q. v Appendix 1) as a lt. colonel, may provide a 
clue. According to one source, Derby raised 3000 Foot in 1642, which techni- 
cally would mean three regiments9 and so we must suppose that this alludes to 
assi 
. 
stance given to two other colonels, as well as to his own efforts 
16 0 
Almost 
certainly, the regiment was-at full strength on December 30th 1642 when, this 
from a contemporary documentt four companies lay at Warrington being equipped 
there (two of which, interestingly, were said to be Welsh); three companies 
lay"in Wigan; two at Preston; and one at Brindle under a captain who cannot be 
identified. The lists of arms and of weapons were to be given to the major, 
who was not named 
161 
The regiment almost: -certainly fought under the earl until 
June 1643, when it of necessity disbanded, and one would suppose that certain 
officers transferred to other field formations, or simply went home. The 
Lancashire composition records are replete with allusions to individuals who 
may well have served in this regiment in the ranksl or as non-commissioned 
officers. Thomas Walls of Prescot, a shearman, served as a "Trayned soldier" 
from Warrington Hundred, for three weeks (or so he said) under the earl. John 
Rascoweq yeoman, of Aspullt claimed that he was forced to serve in the fight on 
Houghton Common (q. v., Vol. 1), although in his case he seems to have remained 
in. arms until 1645 which suggests he needed very little coercion. Similar 
stories apply to William Pilkington and 
I Thomas Heape (s)162 
Colonel the Lord Derby: Dealt with as colonel of Horse, Appendix 1. 
Captain Z7 
_7 
Ashton: Cited as a company commander in Warringtons December 
30th 1642. Ashton is a common name, but a tentative 
identification can be arrived at by a process of 
eliminating other commissioned Ashtons serving under other commanders. This 
is, of course, tentative in the sense that we may bedealing with a transfer 
after Derby's regiment collapsed. Possibly Richard Ashton of Croston, a 
Catholic delinquentg Esquire, the son of Thomas Ashton of the same who was also 
a convicted Recusant in 1632., According to Richardl, s composition papers - he 
was later farming his own sequestered estate'- he was actively assisting Rupert 
in 1644, at a time when many Royalists who had gone to ground, re-emerged to 
join the colours. A large number of charges were levelled against Ashton by 
William Hodges$ who had sat on the committee which had sequestered Ashtonts 
property in 1643, so it would seem firstlyl that Ashton had been active in 
1642/3, and secondly that he had used his opportunity in 1644 to take his 
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Barrow: Cited with his company in Wigan at the end of 1642. 
Peter Brook of Bolton stated (in the composition 
proceedings of Christopher Anderton of Lostock) that 
he had served under Barrow in the fight on Houghton Common. Barrow may be John 
Barrow,, of, Weetong compounding as a Catholic Recusant in 1629, or William Barrow 
of Wigan, nine years old at, the time of his fatherts, inquisition post mortem in 
1620. However, the possibility of error somewhere cannot be overlookedg since 
in the proceedings against Isaac Allen of Preston is a reference to Richard 
Barlow, tenant of the earl of Derbyl raising men in 1642. That Barlow may be 
a mistake for Barrow seems possible, but in view of the other evidence, hardly 





Bayard: An extremely tentative designation insofar as the 
regiment is concerned. Bayard, "a fierce man and a 
greai plunderer" was recruiting in Leyland Hundred 
in 1642165 
Captain William Bower: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, of Lathomq yeoman 
who petitioned to compound in 1649 for his first war 
activities. He was fined F, 25- Possibly the sameas 
Captain Barrow, see above, but if so, leaving Richard Barlow in the airI66 
Captain 
_7 
Charnock: Cited with his company at Wigan in December 1642. 
Roger, first-or second of the sons of Thomas 
Charnock of Astleyq Foreign Burgess of Preston 
Guild. From his composition papers, Roger of Astleyl styled Esquire, would 
seem to have been his father's heir., -Probably the master 'Chernock' at the 
siege, of,, Manchester in September 1642 
167 
Captain Edward Chisenall: ý'Compqny commander at Wigan, December 16429 but see 
him'as colonel of Foot in his own right. 
Captain Z- Company cc _7 
Ffarrington: 'mmander at Prestong December 1642. 
William Ffarington of Werdeng Gentleman, was 
son and heir of Colonel William Fafarington of 
the same who died in 1657. William II died in 1670. The family was closely 
connected with the Stanleys, and'deeply, involved in local government, Colonel 
,, 
Ffarington (the rank appears to have been a pre-war Trainband commission) being 
High Sheriff in 1636 and a Knight, of the Shire in 1640. Captain William, born 
in, 1612, was associated with, his father in the Commission of Array in 1642, was 
present at the siege of Manchester, and assumed command of his father's company 
when, it was ordered to'Wigan on November 25th of that year., He was captured 
when"Preston fell in 1643, and compounded on a fine of Z117.13.4d., his father 
being fined Z511. Captain Ffarington was intended for the Order of the Royal 
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Oak at the restoration 
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Captain Ll- _7Houghton: 
Cited with his company in Prestong December 1642. 
He may be either Radcliffe Houghton, younger 
brother of Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton (q. v., 
Appendix 31 Dragoons), who was killed at the fall of Preston in 1643 and was 
said to have been a Catholic; or, but less likely, Henry, sixth of the six sons 
of Colonel Houghton who was, according to the pedigree, a captain of cav&ry. 
Both'Radcliffe and Henry were Foreign Burgesses of Preston 
169 
Ca2tain John Lancaster: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, under Edward 
Norris as field commander (q. v. 9 below). The 
regimental designation is based upon the problem of 
Norris. John was born in 1610, son and heir of Thomas Lancaster of Rainhill, 
and was sequestered as John Lancasterg Esquire. His property at Prescott was 
inserted in the third Treason Act and sold in 1653 
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Captain James Molyneux: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, probably fifth 
of the seven sons of Richard Molyneux of Hawkly who 
died in 1664. However, such a man of Ince-Blundell 
Gantleman, had his property inserted in the third Treason Act of 1652171 
Captain Edward Norris: This rank-. is, the-only-, one to which Norris would appear 
to be entitled by the evidence, although the claim of 
Captain Lancaster (see above) does imply promotion for 
Norris. - It is conceivable, though it. cannot be proved, that as well as being 
a company commander at Warrington in December 1642, he was also the unnamed 
regimental major alluded to at the same time (see regimental notation, above). 
He was the grandson of Sir William Norris of Speke, 
_who 
died in 1626, and the 
son of William Norris of the same who died in 1651. Edwardl his father's heir, 
appears to have died in 1644. The family had a history of Recusancyl the 
grandfather compounding as such in his life time, and Edward's father as 
recently as 1630, so that some suspicion must attach to Edward also. Norris 
was listed as a Trainband captain in January 16439'but soon afterwards became 
Governor of Warrington, and there would appear to'be'an allusion to him as a 
colonel at that stage, which seems unlikely. In March he was raising men for 
the garrison (see Vol. 1) and he was in comMand'in May when the town fell. 
The cause and circumstances of his death are'not known, and his property was 
ins erted in the third-Treason'Act of 1652172: 
Caj2tain Cuthbert ogle: Rank and regiment drawn from his composition papers. 
The son and heir of Henry Ogle of Whistong Lancashire, 
who died in 1647, Cuthbert was born in 1614 and was* 
alive-in 1664. He claimed that he had resiýned-his commission at the peak of 
Derby's successes, but be that as it may 
173 
, he was fined, 9120. Gentleman. 
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Captain William Pilkington: The following evidence is all drawn from his 
sequestration and composition records, and is 
noteworthy for the extreme detail which I have 
had'Ito abbreviate. Pilkington was seen as a leading Royalist activist. Noted 
as a captain in Wigan commissioned by the'earl9 described as a "grand malignant" 
it--was alleged that William and his brother Thomas had incited the earl to 
garrison the town - although Derby probably needed no such persuasion - and that 
William had been the chief engineer for the defences. That remark is in itself 
interesting, since although we know of professionals who assisted Parliament 
we know next to nothing of their Royalist counterparts: Pilkington may have 
seen some European or Irish service. He led his company at Wigan, at Bolton 
where, he led three assaults, and at Houghton Common. When Wigan fell, he was 
reported to have 11tould the Townsmen that he that laid moneys for the Parlamt 
was a Treytor and he that Collect any was a Treytor and he that paid for the use 
of the Parlamt was a Treytour". in 16449 when Rupert appeareds Pilkington came 
to a muster at Ormskirk and offered to go to Wigan to raise men for the march to 
York. He failed in this, but went himself with Rupert and fought on Marston 
Moor as a volunteer in the company of one William Yeereland. Pilkington was 
styled Gentleman, and was apparently a Pewtererj74 
Captain William Smith: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, in July 
1642 quite probably the "Captn. Smith, being in the 
front, /who, 7 gave a fierce ... firing against the Inhab- 
itants of Manchester". He was also the earl of Derby's Commissary for West 
Derby Hundredq but his identity remains undiscoveredI75 
Captain Thomas Standish: Tentative designationg Thomas was the son of the 
#neutral# MP9 Thomas Standish of Duxbury, and was 
killed in arms at Manchester in 1642. He had 
earlier been ordered to confiscate the Catholic weapons in the Chorley magazine 
by the ear, 
176 
Captain James Zouch(e): Claimed in the List from Lancashirel a somewhat 
mysterious figure. The only traceable Royalist 
delinquent of this name was dead by 1653 when his 
estate was the subject of an inquiry. This James Zouche's place of residence 
is not given, but if the same as Derby's officerl there must be a fraudulent 
claim here. However, it would probably have been easily detectable in the 
1660's. A James Zouche of Surreyl Esquirel was listed for the Royal Oak at 
the restoration with an estate worth E2000 a year and he is the only other 
possibilityg albeit unlikelYI77 
Lieutenant John Haughton: Claimed in the List from Lancashires probably the 
son and heir-of Lt. Colonel William Haughton of 
Dalton's Horse (q. v. ), born in 1619 and living in 
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1664. However, according to his father's sequestration recordat John, styled 
of Park Hall Esquire, although a Catholic, professed that he had not been a 
delinquent. Whilst this may be a cause of successful concealment it may also 
be true. In which case, we may be seeking a John Houghton, and such a man was 
nephew of Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton but the father was a Parliamentarian 
officer. John Haughton was a Burgess of Preston Guild in 1642178 
Lieutenant 
_7 
Wood: The, only reference to him is on December 30th 1642 
when he was promoted to Provost Marshal179 
The following officers haie'not been identified. 
Captain Henry Brockden, claimed in the List, from London/Westminster. 
Captain Nicholas Stephensong claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
r 
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Colonel John EDEN'S Regiment of_Foot. 
Although the history of this regiment is almost completely lost to us, the 
officer class is particularly well documented. Raised in the Toes valley and 
the North Riding, unless it was permanently based in that strategic area, it 
must. have served with the infantry of Newcastle's army until Marston Moor, and 
have. thereafter disbanded. 
Colonel John Eden: This can only be the eldest of the two sons of Robert Eden 
of Windlestone, Co,, Durhamg who was still living in 1661. 
Johnt born in 16159 probably a little earlier, has been 
confused. with another John Eden who died in 1625. John of Windle'stone was 
involved in a High Commission case concerning adultery in 16339 when one Mary 
Daniel was accused of co-habiting with him. The e, ditor of the account related 
this, ca8e to another in 1630, and supposed, that the man concerned on both 
occasions, was the John Eden who had, in factt died in 1625. At his father's 
Inquisition Post Mortem in 1663, John was styled of West Auckland, Esquire 
180 
Lt. Colonel Nicholas Chaytor: Cited in the List, first of the five sons of 
Thomas Chaytor. of Butterby who died in 1614. 
Nicholast born in 1608, was himself styled of 
Butterby and Haughton le Field. His mother had compounded as a Recusant in 
1630.., He signed the 1641/2 Protestationg and seems to have been a conforming 
Anglican. Captured at Sherburn in Elmet in October 1645, he was apparently in 
arms again in 1648, perhaps as a colonel in his own right. His property at 
Butterby was sequestered in 1644, and he sought to compound in 1646, when he wasi 
designated as of Red House, and his rank confirmed during the course of the 
proceedings. He was fined X60. Listed in 1660 to provide a horse and a man 
at the Lord Lieutenantfs mustert he seems to have died in 1665 
181 
MaJor James Bolt: Cited in the List, but he completely defies identification. 
Captain John Allinson: Claimed in the List, from Durham, of Bishop Auckland, 
yeomarx., He and his, father signed the 1641/2 Protes- 
tation from Auckland St. Andrew. His fathermay be 
the John Allinsong tannerl of Bishop Auckland, laying evidence before the court 
of High Commission in 1635 when he was himself 33. Captain Allinson was a 
copyholder in Newton Cap township-in 1646 by surrender of his brother Ralph, 
182 
who was also a Royalist officer (see John Tempest's Foot). 
Captain Cuthbert Appleby: Claimed in the List from Durhamt of Hurvorth and 
Langleydale in that county. ý He signed the 1641/2 
Protestation. Although in arms in both wars, and 
his estates at Hurworth sequestered in 1644, he avoided compounding until 1649t 
by which time it seems that the Hurworth property had been disposed of. In 
1649 he paid Z60 as his composition fine, but in 1651 some of his property was 
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still sequestered and bringing in an annual rent of F, 21.6.8dI83 
Lieutenant William Armstrong: Claimed in the List from Durham in Major Bolt's 
company. A strong possibility in view of the 
regiment's recruitment area must be William 
Armstrong of Whinfield House, in Stainton in Cleveland, who died c. 1681. 
There was also a William Armstrong of Park House near Rexham, the son of John 
Armstrong of that place, and this William was living in 1663. However, as 
perhaps -a third William Armstrong pointed out in 1637 when presented for adult- 
ery before the High Commission, the name was very common, particularly near 
184 Haltwhistle and the Tyne valley area. 
Lieutenant John Batmanson: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Appleby's 
company. Probably the son of Martin Batmanson of 
Eshe, a compounding Recusant, whose wife was also 
a Catholic, in 1637/8. In view of the rankt he is unlikely to be Johng son and 
heir, of William Batmanson of Ushaw, Martin's brother, since this John succeeded 
his father in 1605185 
Lieutenant John Morley: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Lt. Colonel Chaytors 
companys Two such men figure in contemporary 
sources, and it is not impossible that they are the 
samee One, of Darlington, signed the 1641/2 Protestation. The other was 
presented at Thirsk quarter Sessions for extortion in 1626, in his capacity as 
Seneschal of all Courts Baron and'Leýt in Langbargh Liberty. He was styled as 
of Who'rlton, Gentleman 
186 
Lieutenant Thomas Pilkington: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Park- 
in's company. Probably third of the three 
sons of Sir Arthur Pilkington of Nether Bradley 
who died in 1650. Such a man of Middleton in Auckland St. Andrew signed the 
1641/2 Protestation 187 
Ensign Alexander Green: Claimed in, the List from Durham, Captain Appleby's 
companys Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
at Barnard Castle 
188 
The following officers have not been, identified. 
Captain Timothy Parkin, claimed in the, List. from Durham. 
Captain John Stevenson, cited in the List. --. 
Lieutenant George Bowbank, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Stevenson's company. 
Ensign Christopher Wards claime'd' in' I the I List from Durham, Captain Steven- 
son's company. 
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,: IColonel William EUREIS Regiment of Foot. 
Evidently a Yorkshire regimentq raised in 1643, it accompanied the Queen 
south in the summer and seems to have served with the Oxford army. Young and 
189 Toynbee were doubtful as to its presence at Cropredy Bridge in 1644 , although 
it does seem to have been engaged there. On August 21st the regiment was cer- 
tainly with the Oxford army and in want of ammunition, being lidestitutet'190 
The force disappeared in 1644, and from the offic'er details, it would appear 
possible that that it formed a part of Rupert's forces on Marston Moor, perhaps 
some companies returning to end their careers in their native county. There 
doesl however, seem to be evidence that it was part of Colonel George Lisle's 
Tertia of the Oxford army at the end of the year, but the possibility of 
confusion at this date with the regiment of Ralph Eure (with which we are not 
concerned) is strong 
191 
Colonel William Eure: Dealt with as colonel of Horse, Appendix 1. 
Major Emmanuel Gilby: Cited in the Listj fifth of the seven sons of Sir 
George Gilby of Staintong Lincolnshireq and brother of 
Colonel Theophilus' Gilby (q. v. 9 Belasyse's Foot)q he 
himself styled of Wakefield, Yorkshiret at his death in 1660. Recipiezit of 
a royal pardon for his part in what may have been the murder of a Parliamentar- 
ian sympathiser in 1643, he was commanding the garrison of Greenland House in 
February 1644. The force was substantialq consisting of 100 foot, 50 horse, 
and two cannon. He compound. ed in 1646 as of Pontefract, Gentle'mang on a fine 
of Z3.5s., in respect of his only possessions, a horse and clothes valued at 
192 
JS13.6*8d* 
Captain William Metcalfe: Claimed in'the List from Yorkshirel of Yarm, yeoman 
and presented as a Recusant with his wife at Thirsk 
in 1641, and apparently also in 1632. He was 
later, indicted in 1674. He had property in Bishopton which was sequestered in 
september 1644. During the Interregnum he seems to have outwardly changed his 
religious persuasion! 
93 ", 
Captain John Plimpton: Cited in the Listj the name more properly rendered as 
Plumpton. He was born in 1604/59 fourth of the 11 
sons of Sir Edward Plumptong and heir. The family 
was thoroughly Recusant, father and son compounding in 1629/30, and John having 
married into the Lancashire Towneley family. John pre-deceaBed his father 
(who died in 1658) being killed in arms at Marston Moor: "Johannes Plumpton 
arm. lethaliter vulneratus in proeli de Marston Moore, adversus rebelles fort- 
isime dimicans, obijt a* 164411. In fact, John lay dying at Knaresborough 
until the'end of July. His property in Yorkshire, and at Knockton Abbey in 
Lincolnshire, was inserted in the third Treason Act194 
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Lieuteýant Thomas Ayscough: 
totally Catholic and Royalist. 
,-I 
as aI Recusant in 1674195 
Lieutenant Christopher Harris: 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Gilbylsý 
i company. Fifth of the five sons of Allan I 
Ayscough of Skewsbyq and from a family almost 
Styled as of Dinsdale in 16669 he was presented 
"Mr. Christopher Harrys, Lieftenant to Captyn 
Plumton" was captured at Hunslett in March 
1644. The location of Harris in this regi- 
ment is based upon the Plumpton linkq but for the fuller problem and its 
ramifications, see George Middleton's Horse, Appendix 1, If this designation 
is accurate, it suggests that at least some of Eure's Foot came up with Belasyse 
to Yorkshire in January 1644196 
Ensign Robert Benson: Claimed in the List, from Yorkshirej Captain Pl(u)mptons 
company (but see also, Lambton's Foot). Such a man 
was captured at Leeds in January 1643, which may give 
an early. date for the recruitment of the regiment197 
Ensign William Lightfoot: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Barner's company. In view of the recruiting area, 
possibly the same of Melsonbyj yeoman, Juror at 
Richmond'-Quarter Sessions in 1626, or aýson (in view of the rank) 
198 
Ensign Robert Pullen: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. A yeoman of 
Hawkswick had his willgranted probate in 167.5. Hawks- 
wick is, however, in the West Riding and close to 
Ket tlewellq which may be a territorial hindrance to this tentative identifica- 
-- on tion? WW 
The following officers have not been identified. 
-Captain Thomas Barner, cited 
- 
in the List. 
'Captain 
Henry Pullen, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Ensign John ýlichardsonj claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Francis FANEIS Regiment of Foot. 
From the known officers of this regiment, it would seem that Fane's Foot 
could only claim a tenuous link with the six northern counties with which I am 
concerned, Even so, and quite apart from its colonelfs territorial interests in 
Yorkshire as well as in Lincolnshireq as' the garrison of Doncaster it must have 
drawn, fairly heavily upon Royalists in south Yorkshire$ in the non-commissioned 
officer and rank and file levels. From the officer analysis it will be seen 
that Part of this regiment must have fought at Selby in April 1644, and perhaps 
a-detachment at Marston Moor, although Fane himself appears to have preferred 
the, sedentary occupation of a garrison commander, taking command in Lincoln 
until it was stormed by the earl of Manchester. 
Colonel Sir Francis Fane: He was. born sometime before 1618, third son of 
Francis Fane 1st earl of Westmorland. Styled of 
Fulneck, Lincolnshireq and of Ashton in Yorkshire, 
KBat Charles I's coronation, he had poetic leanings (see also, the earl of 
Newcastle'andl in passing, Sir William. Davenantq Vol. 1). In 1642 he was app- 
ointed to the Commission of Array in Lincolnshire and in Yorkshirej and subscri-' 
bed to-Ilevy horse for the King's service. Fane must have become governor in 
Doncaster by the early summer of 1643, and held it until March of the following 
year. Going into Lincoln, he commanded there until it fell to storm on May 
6th, and he himself was taken prisoner with 800 men. It is unlikely that such 
a-number is an indication of a fairly substantial regimental structure at so 
late a date, for there were apparently three other colonels in the town when it 
fell. He compounded in 1646 for z19444 and therafter kept himself to himself. 
He was issued in 1656 with a pass to'Journey into Europeg but does not appear to 
hI ave been implicated in any conspiracies*' Appointed a JP in 1664 and a 
commissioner. for regulating corporations in Yorkshire, he died in 1681, the 
fI ounder 
I 
of his branch of the family 
ý00 
Lt. Colonel Alexander Forbes: Cited in the'List, for what must be the same 
man, see Marley's Footj below. 
Major'Redmain Burrell: Cited in the List, 'styled of Dowlby in Lincolnshire, 
Esquire, apparently a Catholic. A Commissioner of 
Array in his native county, he was taken prisoner 
when Lincoln fell, and compounded in 1645. He Was discharged from sequestra- 
201 
tion in 1647. Very little can be traced concerning him. 
Major George___Rogers,: Cited in the Listj probably Burrell's predecessor in 
the rank since he was captured at Selby in April 1644. 
Of Hablethorp and Cockington, Lincolnshire, he compoun- 
ded in, 1647 on a fine of Z105. -10s., 'and died in Europe before 1659, although 
202 
not in exile so far as-is known. Styled Esquire. 
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Captain Z7 Cited in the List. The Balguys or Balgys we H _7 
Balgy: re seatedil, 
primarily in Derbyshire, but the pedigree affords no 
feasible identification of this officer. A 'Sence i 
Balguy"-of Stamford, Lincolnshire, died before 1658 and may be the officer, 
whilst- 1ý an 'Edward Balgyq yeoman, of Pontefractq had his will proved in 168d03 
Captain John Kirk: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, probably the son of 
Nicholas Kirk of South Austing yeoman. John "assisted 
the King". A John Kirk of Wakefieldq yeomang died c. ril, 
T 
1674"*', 
Captain William Purday: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. William Purdie, 
Gentlemang of Frickley, on December 20th 1637, not 
having lands in fee or offices of the yearly value 
of 9100olcarried a handgun loaded for action "and walked or rode with the same, 
not being in service of war, against the peace"P5 
Captain Robert Sandford: Cited in the List. If not a connection of the 
Westmorland Sandfordsq two possibilities present 
themselves. Robert Sandford of Sandford in Shrop- 
shire was the eldest of the four. sons of Francis Sandfordq engineer to Colonel 
the'Lord Capel. Another Robert, the second son of Arthur Sandford of Sandford, 
was captured in arms near Shrewsbury in 1645ý 
06 
Lieutenant John Wainwright: Claimed in the List from Derbyshire, Major 
Rogers's companyt apparently providing a possible 
link with Captain Balgy9 above. A John Wain- 
wright of Ormskirkq described as a husbandmang was a sequestered delinquent in 
1650 and was undischarged in 1655t but the identification is tenuousý07 
Ensign Richard Barracloug Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire in Captain 
Halton's troop. Such a man, although perhaps 
this Ensign's fathers refused knighthood at the 
coronation of Charles Is and was styled as of Halifax 
ý08 
Quartermaster Thomas Spencer: Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, and 
probably a prisoner at Selby in April 1644 (see 
Vol, 1). Such a man was second of the three 
sons of Thomas Spencer of Hooton on the Hillq Yorkshire, and a grandson of 
Henry Spencer of Bramley Grange. These places lie near Tickbill in south 
Yorkshire and seem territorially feasible. Thomas Spencer of Retford died 
in 1685 or thereabouts pq 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Richard Briggsl cited in the List (see Selby, Vol. 1). 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Halton, cited in the, List. 
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Lieutenant John Eliot, claimed in the List from London/Westminster in Major Ifl, 
Burrell's company. 
Lieutenant Thomas Moore, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, Lt. 
Colonel Forbests company. (See Selbyq Vol. 1. and the garrison of 
''Pontefract, ibid. ) 
Lieutenant William Shaw, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Balgy's company. 
Ensign James Naylor, claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Captain Sand- 
ford's company, 
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Colonel John FEATHERSTONEIS Regiment of Foot. 
A regiment for which there is no evidence outside of the List, and what can 
be gained from attempts to trace the various officers given there. Almost 
certainly rooted in a regiment raised in 1639/40t if it served anywhere, it 
probably remained on a war footing in the Tees valley area, as several Durham 
formations appear to have done, and doubtless dispersed in the summer of 1644. 
Colonel John Featherstone: Born in 1598, son and heir of Ralph Featherstone 
of Stanhope in Weardale, Coo Durham. Little is 
known of his personal life, except that he was the 
last heir male of the family and seems to have died (one source suggests that he 
was killed) before the restoration. In April 1639 he was commanding a company 
of soldiers raised from his tenantry by border tenure, but none of the names of 
these meng admittedly rank and file$ correspond with the officers of the List. 
A fine of C547-10s. was levied against him in 1650, and he was undischarged in 
16.51 by which time he may have been dead 
ý10 
Lt. Colonel Anthony Maxton: Cited in the List, and something of a mystery. 
The name is uncommong and this must be the Pro- 
bendary of Durham who died a delinquent in or 
around 1646/7 according to the Durham sequestration committee, Maxton was a 
Scot, a Deacon in 1608 and a priest in 1609, but the details concerning him are 
so slender that several writers have supposed., him to have died in 1641. He 
had been Rector of Wolsingham and of Middleton in Teesdale and was accused of 
concealing Durham Cathedral plate from the Parliament by burying it in his 
211 
garden. 
Major Charles West: Cited in the List, but defies identification unless he be 
Charles West of Stainford near Settle in Yorkshires dead 
by 1653/4ý 12 
Captain John Martindall: Cited in the List, of Old Park, Durhamq Gentlemang 
brother in law of Colonel William Eure (q. v. ). A 
leaseholder in Bishop Auckland in 1625/6, which 
lease he transferred to (Lt. Colonel) Lyndley Wren (q. v. 9 Hilton's Foot), his 
estate worthl according to the sequestrators, 9100 a year. He compounded for 
his delinquency in 1644 but the sum is unknow013 
Lieutenant John Gaynes: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Major West's company, 
such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Durhav 
St. Margaret's 
ý14 
Lieutenant Oswald Johnson: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Martin- 
dall's company. He signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
215 tion at Brancepeth. 
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The following officers have, not, been identified. 
Lieutenant William Buston, claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. Colonel 
Maxton's company. 
Ensign. Robert Foster, claimed in the List from Newcastleq Major West's 
company, 
Colonel Sir Timothy FEATHERSTONEHAUGHIS Regiment of Foot. 
At his trial in 1651 , Colonel Featherstonehaugh admitted that he had been a 
colonel of foot, although he said that he had raised 300 man at his own expense, 
which is nowhere near regimental strengtO. 
16 He was certainly in command of 
some f orces on January 17th 1643, when Colonel Sir Henry Fletcher (q. v. ) com- 
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plained of their activities. At his trial already referred tog Featherstone- 
haugh stated that he had held no field command since Marston Moor, where he had 
fought, so clearly what was left of his regiment was dispersed there. Evident- 
ly it-had not remained long in Cumbria where it was raised, as can be seen from 
the, officer list, and must be one of the very few that actually left the north 
West to serve with the main army in Yorkshire* 
Colonel Sir Timothy Featherstonehaugh: Of Kirkoswaldl he was born in 1601, 
the son of Henry Featherstonehaugh, 
High Sheriff of Cumberland who died in 
1626. Timothy matriculated at Oxford in 1617, secured his B. A. in 1619/20, and 
entered Gray's Inn in the latter year. He was knighted at Whitehall in April 
16281: and at the outbreak of hostilities was appointed a Commissioner of Array 
in Cumberland. He left there with 3000 foot in early 1643 for the main army 
at Yorkl with which he served continuously. He was in the garrison of York and 
on Marston Moors after which he retired to Cumbria, contributing money to the 
Carlisle defences. He compounded in 1647 for 9128, but was in arms in the 
next year and in the enterprise of 165011- Captured, heg like the earl of 
Derby, was selected to be made an example of, and although he protested at his 
trial that he had held no command since 1644, which was probably true, his vol- 
unteer status was equally as offensive to his judges and he was executed. The 
result of this trial, like that of Derby's, must be seen as preý-ordained. His 
son Henry was a major in Sir Richard Dacres Horse (q. v., Appendix 1) 
ý18 
Captain Cuthbert Best: Cited in the List, second of the four sons of Cuthbert 
Best of Appleton upon Wiske, Gentleman. The family 
was solidly Recusant from about 1628, and Captain 
Best was named in 1640 at Thirsk Quarter Sessions to act as arbitrator in a 
, 219 dispute. He died before 1660, and probate was granted in 1661. 
Captain Edward_Bradley: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. See also the 
same (? ) man, Sir Thomas Tyldesley's Horse. If not, 
another Lancashire mant Edward Bradley of Chipping, 
yeoman, was sequestered in 1648 and undischarged in 1655, ostensibly a Recusant 
220 
only. 
Captain Lawrence Giles: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, unidentified, 
possibly the same officer as cited under Colonel Sir 
Henry Bellingham's and the earl of Newcastle's Foot. 
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Captain Thomas Hesketh: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. The name is 
relatively common in composition proceedings, but in 
view of the claimg we must dismiss Thomas Hesketh of 
Ruffordl Lancashireq who died c. 1646. This may be Thomas Hesketh of North 
Meolesl 'Esquire, fined as a delinquent and who survived into the Restoration. 
A'third Thomas'Hesketh, second son of ýThomas Hesketh of Mains Hallq Lancashire, 
(the'father died 1652), was apparently killed as a cavalry captain during the 
221 
wars. - 
Ensign George Hally: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Gilests 
company. A George Hally of Bubwithj yeoman, had his 
222 
will granted probate in 1686. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Francis Banksq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Giles's company. 
Ensign Edward Anderson, claimed in'the List from Durham, Captain Best's 
-company. 
Hutchinson, claimed in the, List from Cumberland. 
Ensign Ralph Potter, claimed in the List from. Yorkshirej Captain Beat's 
company. 
quartermaster Thomas Lancakeg claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
-Th 
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Colonel Sir Henry FLETCHERIS Regiment of Foot* 
Compared with the normal run of Cumbrian regiments, Fletcher's was well 
organised and apparently well maintainedl to judge from the available evidence. 
Fletch er himself, however, was not averse to hindering Colonel Sir Philip Mus- 
grave in the routine administration of the north-west. Fletcher was raising 
forces, in January 1643, and Mercurius Aulicus in July has a passing reference to 
6 223 further recruitment. Fletcher and his lt- colonel were in Cumberland in 
December 1643 and, according to Musgravet were thwarting proposals for a muster 
at . Penrith , (see Vol. 1) 
ý24 Whether the regiment left the north-west is very 
doubtful', "and Fletcher also had a formation of cavalry at his disposal with the 
remnants of which he may have left Cumberland in 164.5. 
Colonel Sir Henry Fletcher: Commissioned in 1643, and according to Musgrave, 
one of the leading personages in Cumberland. He 
was second son of Sir Richard Fletcher of Hutton 
on Forest, whom he succeeded in 1630, and was created a baronet in 1640. A 
deputy lieutenant in 1640, he was named to the Commission of Array in 1642. in 
the summer of 1643 only he and Musgrave remained in the north-west, disputing 
the authority between themselvesl but by the time of the investment of Carlisle, 
Fletcher-was in the garrison and contributing to the funds with plate and money. 
Upon the surrender of the city, he rode south in a troop commanded by Musgrave, 
and was killed in action at Rowton Heath in September 164,5. His widow peti- 
tioned'in 1647 on behalf of her son, George, against a fine of 22,2009 having 
secured control of her son's wardship from the Court of Wards in 1645. Upon 
reviews the fine was cut to F, 714.178. Sir Henry had been one of those barred 
by name from attendance upon the King in, 1646, a few months too late for it to 
mean anything. At the Restoration, George Fletcher was supported by his 
father's old rival, Musgrave, in an attempt to secure the rents of the forfeited 
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property of the Parliamentarian, Cuthbert Musgraves 
Lt. Colonel William Carleton: Cited in the List under Fletchers and as a 
field commander in his own right. He was of 
Carleton Hallj Esquireq but little is known of 
him. He contributed to Carlisle's defences in 1644 and was in arms in 1648, 
but no details of his composition proceedings have survived. Tax&d in 1656 for 
910.1 Os 
ý26 
Major William Flemming: Flemming is distinguished from the majority of north- 
ern officers by the extremely detailed account of his 
recruitment of meng, given by Burn and Nicolson, 
apparently verbatim, from a document now-nolonger extant. He was commissioned 
in 1642 ýby the earl of Newcastle and raised the following men: 
Ainstable 12 
Croglin and Newby 6 











Accepting the accuracy of thisq Flemming raised a full company of foot. He was 
the heir of John Flemming of Skirwith, Cumberlandq and was styled as of Rydal. 
Like his father, a convicted Recusant, lie was a Catholic, but did not emerge in 
public life as had his father l who was High Sheriff in 1611. William gave to 
Carlisle defence funds, and petitioned to compound in 1647, but was dead by 
1649 and 
. his property in the third Treason Act 
ý27 
Captain Lancelot Walker: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, probably the 
officer of Chaytor's Foot (q. v. )l and if so, claim- 
ing twice. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
tion from Lowther, Westmorland, and may be the Lancelot Walker of Torpenhow, 
whose property was in the third Treason Act. Perhaps also the captive at 
Appleby in 164d28 
(Captain) Thomas Whelpdale: Cited in the List, the rank conjectured. He may 
be Mr. Whelpdale of Penrith who gave Z5 to 
Carlisle defences, but see also the Whelydales in 
Curwen's Horse and Foot 
? 29 
Lieutenant Richard Brisby: Claimed in the List 
, 
from Cumberland, Lt. Colonel 
Carleton's company* Son and heir of Thomas 
Bresby or Brisby of Penrith who died in 1652, 
230 
Richard was, born in 1603 and living in 1665 at the visitation. 
Lieutenant Thomas Rowntree: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Carrels 
companys Possibly Thomas Ronetree of Appleton 
on Wiske presented as a Recusant at Thirsk in 
231 1624, styled yeoman. A William Rowntree of Durham city was also in arms. 
Ensign John Staveley: Claimed in the List from Cumberlandq Major Flemming's 
company. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
232 from Milburne. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Carre, claimed in the List from Durham. 
(Captain) William Chamberlaing claimed in the List, rank conjectural. 
Captain John Stephenson, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant George Hetherington% claimed in the List from London/Westminster 
William Chamberlain's company. 
Lieutenant Robert Howthwaite, claimed in the List from Cumberland, major 
Flemming's company. 
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Ensign Thomas Rumny, claimed in the List from Cumberland, Thomas Whelp- 
dale's company. 
ý. Quartermaster Nicholas Carleton, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Clearly, a link with Lt. Colonel Carleton is highly probable, but he 
cannot be traced. 
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Colonel Godfrey FLOYD'S Regiment of Foot. 
The most mysterious regiment in the northern army9 not least in that it 
was commanded by a decidedly non-northern colonel with a decidedly northern 
field, and -company commander cadre. Elsewhere 
I have suggested (see Mansfield's 
Foot) that Floyd may have been the (professional) field commander of a regiment 
raised or titularly commanded by a more eminent personage$ but that is conject- 
uralýand, there is no basis in the evidence to support it. In view9 also, of 
the presence of two 'Welsh' companies in the earl of Derby's Foot (q. v. ) in 
December.. 1642, it is not impossible that Floyd moved east of the Pennines in 
1643 and was promoted. The Lancashire link will be apparent below. 
Colonel Godfrey Floyd: He has absolutely defied identification. Cited in 
the List by several identified claimants, he must be 
the 'Coronall (sic) Flood whose son was baptised in 
York on June 19th 1644. ThereAs a reference to a 'Major' Flood going over to 
233 the Scots prior to the fall of Newark* 
Lt. Colonel 
_7 
Dewhurst: The want of a forename is particularly irksome 
here, but there may be a link with a Lancashire 
origin. Robert Dewhurst of Aston in that 
county,., second of the three sons of Robert Dewhurst of the same, was killed in 
arms on Marston Moor. This seems a not improbable designation, but there are 
other Dewhurstss somewhat less likely, that must be mentioned. Robert Dewhurst 
of Bayley, Lancashire, yeoman, a deceased delinquent when his son James peti- 
tioned concerning the sequestration of the property. This Robert died in 1654. 
William Dewhurst, Gentleman, of Dewhurstj laid down his arms in June 1644 and 
petitioned to compound in 1645. Robert Dewhurst of Cumberhallj Lancashire, 
delinquent, the son of John of the same place, who died in 1649, is another 
possibility. However, the Dewhurst of Aston Royalist is the most probableý34 
Lt. Colonel L*r' _7 
Jackson: Cited in the List, but the want of forename 
would seem to render the identification quite 
impossible. However, a Royalist officer not 
placed in any regiment is John, Jackson of Harratong Co. Durhamq knighted for 
his services in 1660. His father, Thomasq died in 1632, and he himself in 
1673. On August 1st he was captain of the Prince of Wales's Troop of Horse, 
signing for jC62 in pay for the troopersq which may seem to rule against him 
being lt, colonel of a foot regiment under a colonel who, if not of humble 
prigin, may have been a mare professional. He seems, however, to be the same 
as Lt. Colonel John Jackson of Rickleden who was in Durham in 1644 supplying 
butter for the Newcastle garrison, and if so, this suggests that his 1642 rank 
(if it is indeed the same man) was temporaryý35 
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Captain Thomas Best: 
had been a captain under Newcastle, "a great plunderer" 
who "forced rents from the well affected in those parts where he was". Best 
went to London with a forged certificate to clear his delinquency which was 
discoveredl and the local committee was warned against this "notorious delin- 
quent", Best was something of a turbulent spirit. His father was probably 
the-JP. at'Helmsley Quarter Sessions .1 in 1624. '" The son was in arrears in 1634 
for assessments due to the constables of Craitliornev and a Thomas Best of East 
Harlsey (close to Foxton) was presented as a Recusant in 1628 with his wife 
ý36 
Captain Seth Mort: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, a stronger support 
for a possible Lancashire origin of the regiment. Seth 
was eldest of the'six sons of Adam Mort, the Royalist 
Mayor of-Preston killed defending that town in 1643 (see Vol. 1). Seth was 
sequestered in 1648 when he wasstyled of Preston, and does not seem to have 
237'' 
attempted, _to compound. 
A Catholic? 
Lieutenant John Calvert: Claimed in the-List from Yorkshirej Captain Crow's 
company..., -Interestingly, John Calvert of Cocker- 
holme in Lancashire, Gentleman, was a delinquent, 
apparently present when Lancaster was stormed in March 1643- Information was 
laid in 1656 that he and two others had concealed the manor of Cockerholme to 
238 
avoid. sequestration. His property was in the third Treason Act. 
Lieutenant Mathew Gayle: Claimed in-the List, from Yorkshire, such a man, of 
st. Olave's, York, was listed as a Recusant in 1640., 
But see " also 
Lieutenant, Mathew Gayle, Lord 
239 Widdrington's Horse (Appendix 1)*, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Paptain Z 
_7 
Crow, cited in the, List-ý 
Captain Christopher Wettinghall, claimed, in-the List from Yorkshire. 
Ensign Francis Cloughl claimed in, the-List. from. Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Jackson's company. 
Qua d in the List from Yorkshire. ýrtermaster Edward Turner, claime, 
Claimed in the. List from Yorkshire. He was of Foxton, 
Gentleman, and according to his composition proceedings, 
Z «Z IL 
.. o-'-T 
Colonel. Thomas FORSTER'S Regiment of Foot. 
This regiment is a singular example of what might be called a family 
I '' -, -11 . concerns since all of the officers in the List, save one, were Forsters and 
must-have, been related in one way or another, to the colonel. Nothing at all 
is known of the date of commissiong of its activities, or of its eventual 
dispersal. 
Colonel Thomas Forster: Problematical. Thomas Forster of Adderstone and of 
Bamburgh, Northumberland, eldest of the two sons of 
Mathew Forster of the formerl was born in 1604 and 
An alternative pedigree suggests that he was the eldest of is a'possibility. 
the four sons of Thomas Forster who died in 1637, and it is not possible to 
resolveýthis contradiction, except insofar as the evidence for Thomas's pro- 
war activities and that for his lt, colonel seem to support the second pedigree. 
Thomas was presented in 1635 for laying violent hands on Robert Stephenson, 
clerkl-as they sat at wine together after a wedding. Thomas's brother John 
below) was similarly presentedg and the case against him was still going 
on, An 1639. Of Colonel Forster's war service we know next to nothing, except 
for a definite allusion in his composition papers to his rank as colonel. He 
was fined X273 in 16499 and died in 1673. His wife was a Recusant in 1629, but 
240 he himself appears to have conformed. 
(It has to be stressed that the whole question of the Forster pedigree 
raises several questionss most particularly that which links Thomas Forster of 
the composition papers with Mathew Forsterg holding the same propertyl presum- 
ably son succeeding father. Watts and Watts have argued that the heirs of 
Mathew Forster were Recusantsq possibly Church Papists, whilst the same cannot 
be said of the heirs of Thomas, and the composition papers convey no inkling 
241 
Of suspected Catholicism)., 
Lt. Colonel-John Forster: Cited in the List, according to one pedigree, 
brother to his colonel, being second of the four 
sons of Thomas Forster of Adderstone who. died in 
1637. Styled of Crookletch, he Must be the John Forster of Adderstone who was 
presented as a Catholic Recusant in 1649, and styled in his composition as of 
Adderstone, Gentlemang when fined X32. The curious thing here is that if these 
links are valid, his Catholicism seems to have been no bar to his compoundingg 
which suggests either that he concealed his military service successfully, -as 
part of a family conspiracy, or that there is something wrong with the identi- 
fication. He was a Gentleman Volunteer in 1661, and died in 1681, to be buried, 
242 
at Bamburghq $'a very worthy and upright Gen ". 
Captain John Forster: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, conceivably 
the John Forster Junior of Adderstone who compounded 
as a delinquent on a fine of 983-19.4d., implying that 
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He does-not appear at all in the pedigree he was. Lt-D-Colonel Forster's son. 
which links the colonel and lt. colonel as brothers. Probably he of Cornhill 
listed as'a Gentleman Volunteer in 1661 
ý43 
J 
Captain John Orde: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq perhaps John Orde 
of Weetwood, fined ZN4 in 1649. If sog he was first of 
the sons of William Ord(e) of Weetwood, High Sheriff in 
1638/9,: by,, the father's second marriage. -According to the pedigreel however, 
he, died before 1661 and sol perhaps, had not-time to file a claim. Also 
against.,, this identification is the lack ofý. prestige attaching to Forster's, 
regiment, vhereas the son of William Orde might be expected to appeart at the 
244 leastl, in aýcavalry force. 
Ensign Mathew Forster: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. Here again, 
identification appears insurmountable. the problem'Of 
Mathew'-Forster"of Cornhill, son Of Mathew Forster of 
the'same, "gives us a possible territorial link with Captain John Forster but 
not much'else. Alternativelyt Mathew,. seventli of the seven sons of Mathew 
Forster-6f'Fleetham (the'eldest son, was born in, 1591) would. seem equally as 
propitious, and he of Fleetham was listed as a Gentleman Volunteer in 1661 
ý45 
Ensign Thomas Forster: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, such a man 
was sixth of the seven sons of Hathew Forster of 
Fleetham, which makes for some link with the ensign 
aboves were it not for the fact that the I Forsters were conservative in their 
use of Christian names 
ý46 
The following officers have. not been identified. 
Lieutenant George Forsterg claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Ensign Thomas Forsterl claimed in thelList from Newcastle, Lt. Colonel 
Forster's company (conceivably the same as'Ensign Thomas Forster already 
cited; if notj additional evidence, of the difficulty of resolving the 
_Forster 
pedigree in relation to war service). 
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C61onel Sir Gilbert GERARD'S Regiment of Foot. 
,,.,, -, 
A relAtively well documented regimentl as is often the case with regiments 
which-left the north to serve much of -the war with the oxford army. Raised in 
Lancashire in the summer of 1642, it saw service against Manchester in September 
(see-Vol. 1) 247 before going to join the main army prior to Edgehill. Young 
248 has, written a brief summary of the regiment's history showing that the regi- 
ment., went on to take part in the fighting at Brentford before going success- 
fully into garrison at Brill on the Hill where Gerard was appointed governor in 
December. Sergeant Richard Evans and Captain Edward P4Ynton signed for supp- 
249 lies of powderg shot and match on November 4th 1642, and on December 9th 
large quantities of ammunition were ordered to be sent with Gerard to Brillý50 
The. regiment held Brill against a storm on January 27th 1643 and was still in 
I. I I- It 251 garrison there in March when Gerard signed for further supplies. In camp at 
Abingdon in June, the regiment returned a quantity of pikes and muskets to the 
252 
main stores when men fell too sick to use them. - It also seems to have been 
present in the May muster at Culham Campý53 one of six regiments in the first 
254 Tertia of Foot in the storm of Bristolq it appears again with Lord Byron at 
Winchenden near Aylesbury in October 1643ý55 Thereafter its career becomes 
less certain, and more will be gleaned from the officer lists below. it 
certainly fought at Nasebyj though hardly up to half strength (Young gave it as 
onlyý560 strong at Edgehill). One of the problems attached to distinguishing 
this regiment from others, is its proneness, to býing mistaken for that of 
Colonel Charles (Lord) Gerardq whilst at least two, perhaps threel other Sir 
Gilbert Gerard's were active-at the same timeg one of them a Parliamentarian. 
Thisl'of course, is more serious when considering Colonel Gerard's own career. 
Colonel Sir Gilbert Gerard: As has been said, there is a problem in always 
distinguishing this man from others of the same 
nameo our colonel was the fourth (or third? ) 
son of Radcliffe Gerard of Halsall, Lancashireq and consequently the uncle of 
Colonel Sir Charles Gerard (later Lord Gerard of Brandong see Sir Thomas Glemham, 
Appendix 1)o The Gerards had a Recusant strain in the family, but there is no 
evidence, to support a contention that Gilbert was a Catholico Governor of 
Brill (see above), by December 25th 1643 he had replaced Sir William Russell 
of Strensham as Governor of Worcester. in that capacity he took Stone Castle, 
, Staffordshire, in March 1644o Although according to one source, he handed the 
regiment over to his brother (see below) in January 1645l he was apparently 
commanding it still in a Tertia'at Nasebyl-and'the date may be an error for 
1646o At Naseby, Gerard lost nine officersl and 100 men killed, which must 
mean'that his regiment suffered relatively heavily, Apparently a prisoner in 
WarwickýCastle from 1646 to'16489ý I he'died obscurely before the restorationý56. 
Colonel Ratcliffe Gerard: Cited as a field commander in the List, curiously, 
by Welsh claimants only. He began his career as 
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lt. colonel of the regiment, which seems strange in view of the pedigrees which 
make him his colonel's elder brother. A Foreign Burgess of Preston in 16429 
suspected as a Catholic, he secured command of the regiment in 1646, the year 
in which he laid down his arms. Styled of Barton in Lancashire, his family 
was. heavily committed to the Royalist cause; his son John was killed in arms, 
and his son Ratcliffe, born in 16239 was a prisoner in Wigan in 1649. He was 
in arms in 1650/1 when his property was re-sequesteredg and was captured at 
Wigan Lane. (Symonds, in a curiously uncharacteristic mental lapse, forgot 
Gerard's name when compiling a list of off icers in Worcester in June 1640ý57 
Lt. Colonel Richard Bisho2: Major at Edgehilll and until Ratcliffe assumed 
the colonelcy, whereupon Bishop was promoted. 
Not a Lancashire man, but probably of Cholsey in 
Berkshire, Sergeant at Arms to Charles I. - He was at Culham Camp in May 1643, 
and in June was acting Tertia Major to Lord Grandison. Captured at Naseby, 
he, petitioned to compound in 1646 and his'delinquency was cleared two years 
later. He is not to be confused with (Sir) Richard Bishop of Alveston, 
Wakwic'kshire)ý58 
Major Gilbert-Houghton: Originally a captain in the regiment, he was made 
major, on January 7th 1646 under "Ratlpeh Gerard", 
his commission signed by Prince Maurice. Fourth of 
the five sons of Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton of Houghton (q. v., Appendix 3) 
and was himself styled as of Brinscolls in Wheeltong Lancashire, Gentleman. 
Probably the Captain Halton putting muskets in store at Oxford in January 1643 
from the regiment, and the same man at Culham Camp in May receiving equipment 
for his company. He petitioned to-compound in 1649, and a fine of C45 was 
reduced to Z19.14.2d. but he does not appear to have settled it. Probably 
implicated in the 1650/1 rising, 'his property was inserted in the third Treason 
Actlof,. 1652, and after it had-been surveyed in January 1653, he had to pay Z104 
t0 clear the sequestration. Captain-lieutenant of the, earl of Derby's troop of 
, 
Horse in 1660, he was appointed Carver Extraordinary in the following year, 
and died not long afterwardsý59 
Captain 
_7 
Assheton: -, Noticed by. Young, izi the claim of a soldier called 
-John Bikerdykel Assheton's position in this regi- 
ment confirmed by, the * support given 
to his state- 
ments by John Bryon, easily-identifiable'as JohnýByrom of this regiment (q. v. ). 
A8sheton's forename appears,, variously, as Edward or Edmund, and he is clearly 
Edmund Assheton of Chaterton, Lancashirelson of Edmund Assheton of thesame, 
who was dismissed as a JP in 1642.,, Second of five sonsq all were Foreign 
Burgesses of Preston, and Edmund (or his father) seems to have been in arms in 
Lancashire well into the spring of 16439 but that does not make his position 
in this regiment invalid. The father was a Commissioner of Array and died in 
1649, Captain Edmund finishing the war in Oxford garrison? 
60 
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Captain William Booth: Mentioned by rank and regiment at Culham Camp, May 
1643, and probably taken at Naseby in 1645. Such a 
man of Reditch in Manchester died before 1658 when 
his will was administered, but' that is probably too tenuous a link with what is 
261 
a relatively common name. 
Captain John Byrom: Cited in the Listj and Bee also, Captain Assheton, above. 
Of Salford, Gentleman, he admitted having been captain 
of a foot company in Worcester garrison, and appears to 
have been promoted since a witness stated that he had been a lieutenant. The 
third son and ultimate heir of Adam Byrom of Salford, he was born in 1620 and in 
1664. was a major in the Lancashire Militia 
ý62 
Captain John Gerard: Cited by rank and regiment at Culhams May 1643t he was 
the second son of Colonel Ratcliffe Gerardq probably 
aged about 18 in-1642. young suggests he fought at 
Edgehill. He died a mysterious, death during the Interregnum, for in 1660 his 
father petitioned that John had been done to deathl "tyrannically murdered" for 
his, loyalty and "obedience to His Maty", and-asked that the persons concerned 
should be exempted from indemnity. 
_Such 
requests were usually unsuccessfull, 
which in view of the Parliamentarian record, in Lancashire, was probably just 
263 
as we 
Captain, Ratcliffe Gerard: Confused by Young as 'Patrick' Gerardv but clearly 
Ratcliffe, first of the sons of Colonel Ratcliffe 
Gerardt with his company at Culham in 1643, and 
captured, at Na8eby in 1645. Styled of Halsallt Gentlemant he was born c. 
1622/3-and had matriculated at Brasenose College in 1639l acquiring his M. A. in 
, 264 1642.,. ', '. -,, In 1649 he was a prisoner-in Wigan. 
Captain Edward Paynton: The only reference to'him is in November 1642 when 
he counter7signed for supplies at Oxford. He can 
not be traced 
ý65-' 
Captain William Stan1j: Claimed'iý the'List from Middlesex, but clearly a 
Lancashire man, perhaps--the brother of Sir Edward 
Stanley of Bickerstaffe. , William Stanley of Wood- 
hall, Gentleman, in arms against Parliament petitioned in 1647/8 and was fined 
. e'46.13.4d. He was apparently-a leaseholder. Heýwas re-sequestered in 1650 
for failure to pay the first half of his fine 
ý66 
Captain William Warberton: Claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, almost 
certainly eldest of the three Bons of William 
Warburton of Rolles in that county who died in 
1653. Captain Warberton was born in 1623 and living at the visitation of 
1663 267 
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Captain Gabriel Young: Claimed in the List from Surrey, styled of Cobham in 
that county, Gentleman. He 'discovered' himself in 
1649, fearing sequestration for something "said or 
done" in'the first war. Fined V4ý68 
Captain William Young: Cited in the List, and setting aside the possibility 
that this is an error for Gabriel, William ought to 
be a connection of his. A William Young petitioned 
in_1641 that although promised L120 from the King for a 'service' he had been 
given only C80 in light gold, for which he had had to pay a fee. He sought 
redresst but the Lords dismissed the complaint 
ý69 
Lieutenant William Waldron: Claimed. in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain, Pottersts company. A Royalist of this 
name, resident in Somerset, paid a X630 fine. 
Ensign Bland: Cited as a prisoner at Naseby, possibly Tertia rather 
than regimental rank. (This also applies to an Ensign 
Perrin) 270" 
Ensign Francis Dormer: Claimed in the List from Warwickshire, Captain 
Stanly's company. Probably a song or a younger 
brothers of-Robert Dormer of Grove Parks Buckingham- 
shire, and of Norton Curlew Warwickshire. Robert" son of Anthony Dormer of 
the sameg was never in armsg but was, like his father, a sequestered Recusantý71 
The following officers have not been. identified. 
Captain Hugh Floyd, claimed in the List from Carmathen under Ratcliffe 
Gerard as colonel. 
Captain John Mozey, claimed in the List from Worcestershire. 
Captain John Potter(s), cited in the'List. 
Lieutenant Rowland Floyd, claimed in the List from Carmartheng Captain 
Floyd's company., 
Lieutenant Thomas Pilkington, claimed in the List from Worcestershire, 
Captain Byromts company. 
, _Lieutenant 
William Powell, claimed in,, the List from Lancashire*, 
Lieutenant Henry Whittinghamg, claimed in the List from Wiltshire. 
Ensign Maurice Floyd, claimed in the List from Carmartheng Captain Floyd's 
company, 
Ensign Robert Holt, claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain William 
Young's company (see above, possibly Gabriel Young). 
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Colonel Sir John GERLINGTONIS Foot. 
This probably never approached the status of a full regiment, and we may be 
dealing merely with forces levied by Gerlington (who is dealt with elsewhere as 
a colonel of horse) to garrison Thurland Castle. The siege of Thurland in 
October 1643 (see Vol. 1) was hard, pressedl and the officers claiming in the 
List can only be a handful of a larger, number 
ý72 Young maintained that this 
wast-in fact, a regiment, and thatýas such it fought on Marston Moorý73 His 
LI 
assertion was based upon a misreading-of Slingsby's Diary, Slingsby referring I 
ý74 to. one colour of Gerlington's leaving York at the rendition However, this 
observation of Sir Henry's has to be-related to what preceded itj where he 
clearly alluded to "those Troops of our Guard". In otherwords, we are here 
dealing not with foot, but with Gerlington's cavalry-(q. v., Appendix 1). The 
only suggestion that there was, in factl-a regiment of foot under Gerlington, 
comes in Mercurius Aulicus for March"28thg 1643, but the allusion is vague and 
cannot be taken to contradict the impression of the List. 
Captain, Thomas Danson: Claimed'in-the List from Lancashire, but without 
7', 
specifying regiment. He wasl in 1642, under-Sheriff 
to Gerlington and by definition I have placed him in 
this force. He may even have commanded in Thurland. Styled of Russcoat, 
Gentleman, and a Commissioner of Arrayl. he, petitioned to compound in 1649 and 
admitted having served in garrisonsý75 
Captain Thomas Greene: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. Such a man of 
Newton-died, -before-1669 when his will was provedý76 
Ensign Bryan Burton: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. In December 1642 
this man'. an vagent"of Gerlington'sq was busy seizing 
the property of Parliamentarians on orders from his 
colonel. In the composition papers of Colonel the Lord Morley (q*v*j Appendix 
1) Thomas Baines deposed that iný,, September 1645 Bryan Burton, acting as agent 
for Morley, demanded 950 from Baines to procure the latter's release from 
Skipton where he had been confined. But where Burton lived, or whom it was 
277 that he ordinarily served, is unknown., 
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, ýColonel 
Sir Thomas GLEMHAMIS Regiment of Foot. 
As with the Foot of John Belasyse (q. v. )9 we are dealing here with at least! 
two and, perhaps three, separate periods of recruiting by Glemham, and we have 
the, problem of assigning periods of service to the various officers identified. 
The regiment was first raised in Yorkshire in 1642, and companies fought at 
278 Leeds"in October of that year. Attached chiefly to York as a garrison force, 
since Glemham was governor until late 16439 it nonetheless appears to have seen 
field action during that year to judge from certain officers. It is doubtful 
that, it marched to Newcastle with Glemham in the winter of 1643/4, for itXin 
279 
garrison in York still during the siege and whilst Marston Moor was fought, 
Part. at least accompanied Glemham to Carlisle after York fell, but the regiment 
must have been depleted and undergoing changes in personnel as Reformado 
officers were incorporated during the defence of Carlisle. When that city 
was surrendered in 1645, Glemham went down to oxford. His regiment was called 
on August 6th, the "King's Lifeguardq who had marched zf-roma7 Carlisle to 
Cardiff" and then "Sir Thomas Glemham's Foot were made Dragoons in Brecknock- 
shirell'ý80-' The regiment ended up in oxford where Glemhamq as governorg showed 
again his capacity for last ditch stands, and here again the regiment must have 
undergone changes, finally disbanding when the city capitulated in 1646. 
Colonel Sir Thomas Glemham: Dealt with as colonel of Horaeg Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel, L1 _7 
Vaughan: Cited by Peacockj who suggests that this was 
Sir George Vaughan of Pembreyq Carmarthenshire, 
who compounded as. a delinquent in 1649 on a fine 
of. 22,857. 'Coll. Vawhant was in Pontefract garrison in 1644, and a George 
Vaughanof Whitby, not the same as he of Pembrey, died before 1685/6- All of 





Waite: A tentative suggestion, for a fuller discussion or 
which see (Colonel) Henry Waite's (Regiment of) 
'Foot. 
Major Lewis Lewins: Rank and regiment-are given'in the composition papers. 
Lewis, of Eske and Heslington, was born in 1616, first of 
the two sons of Thomas'Lewins of Rusholme who died in 
1626. ý, 'He transferred to G16mham's Foot regiment in 1642 from that of Colonel 
Sir Thomas Metham (q. v. ). Lewins surrendered in November 1644, and compounded 
in 1646, on a fine of E316.13.4d. 9 which he had paid by April 1647- He died, 
styledýof Esk9j Gentleman, 'in 1671 
ý82 
Major 7Wagstaffe: Cited by Peacock, perhaps the same as appears in 
the List cited as a field commander vith a major 
and others belov him. Vnidentified. 
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ý, Captain Jacob Blenkinsop: Claimed in the List from Newcastle. He was 
brought to Thurloe's attention in 1655 in informa- 
tion from Tynemouthl when he was cited by rank 




Cited by Peacock, and accurately identified by him so 
far as can be judged. He was William Coney of Stoak, t' 
Lincolnshire, the son of Sir Sutton Coney of the same 
who was himself a Commissioner of Array in 1642. William styled Esquire, and 
a JP in 1641/29 ended his career as a major in the defence of Newark, and no 
doubt did not long remain with Glemham. In 1651 the Council of State notified 
the Lincolnshire sequestrators that Coney "has held correspondence with the 
enemies., O. we desire you forthwith to seize and secure his real and personal 
estate,, in'order to sequestration, and to use all possible diligence that the 
commonwealth have the utmost benefit of their estates who endeavour to raise 
disturbance amongst us,,. His property was inserted in the Treason Act of 1652, 
but'William himself was safely in Europe, for in June 1654 he petitioned the 
Protector and Council that although he had resided at Utrecht for some years, 
he had neither seen nor corresponded with Charles Stuart or his party. He 
desired to return to live quietly at home, and was willing to give securityý84 
Captain Lewis Darcy: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq third of the six 
sons of Thomas Darcy of York, Gentlemant who was him- i 
self the. second son by his father's second marriage, of 
Thomas Darcy of Hornby Esquire, the father of Conyers Lord Darcy (q. v. ). 
Thomas the father was either a Parliamentarian, or extremely cautious. On 
February 12th-1645 he wrote to tell Lord Fairfax that he had heard from a 
malignant, who had had the news from three strangers, that his son Lewis was in 
Carlisle garrison "in great account there, at'which I did not much rejoice". 
In 1660, Lewis was informing against York city councillors and officers who had 
1.285 been. in-arms against the King. He died in the city in 1664. 
Captain Robert Gosnold: Cited in the List, and conceivably a rank enjoyed 
between the fall of York and the regiment's arrival 
in the. south after Carlisle fell. He wasl however, 
of-Otley in Suffolk and may haveý, had earlier, -associations with Glemham. Cited 
as, 'a Reformado at Carlisle by Tullie, he may have risen to the rank of major; 
and. by December 18th 164.5, when Charles. I-appointed him as commander of a 
position in Oxford garrisong, he was a colonel in his own right. He petitioned 
to. compound in 1646 as of Otleyq Esquireq and was fined X600, a fine which he 
had paid by 1648. He was taxed at ZIO in the decimation levy in 1656, and 
ý86 died sometime before 1658 
Captain William Hodgeson:,, Claimed in the List from Northumberland. He was 
probably the second or third son of Robert Hodge- 
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son of Hebburn, Esquirej and the son in law of Colonel Sir Thomas Haggerston 
(q. v. ), dying in 1662. He was, according to Rushworth, a Catholic and the 





Jackson: Cited by Peacock, possibly George Jackson of York, 
Gentlemang in arms in the first war. The York lin 
may be significant (see Captain Darcy) 
ý88 
Z: Cited by Peacock, probably Robert Long of Gualtres CaEtain Z_ _7 
jen 
or Galtresj his estate sold in 1651 for his delinq- 
uency. He petitioned in 1660 for its recovery in vie 
of the exemption from pardon of the new owner. Listed in 1664 as a commiss- 
289 ioner for the Regulating of Corporations. 
Ca tain George Loup(e): Claimed in the List from LondonAlestminster, but 
appears to claim under Colonel Sir Francis Mackwortb 
with whom we are not concerned. Evidently a trans- 
fer, and probably from Mackworth to Glamham, since in his petition to compound b 
referred to having been shot "into the reins of his back" whilst in Oxford 
garrison. -Of Boroughbridges Gentleman 
po 
Cal! tain Darly Mackeriz: Cited in the, LiBt,, probably an Irish professional. 
He may well be the Captain Macarte mentioned by 
Tullie in Carlisle 
pi 
Captain William Stokeld: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, perhaps a 
promotion, since an. Ensign Stockhald was taken at 
Wakefield in May 1643. Two such of this name 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation from Gainford and HaM8terley in Co. Durham 
ý92 
Captain Thomas Swinburn: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. In viev 
of Glemham's connection with Newcastle in 1643/4, 
(see Vol. 1) almost certainly the same as Captain 
Thomas Swinburn cited in Marley's Foot (q, v. ). He was Thomas Swinburn of 
Barmston and Butterby, Esquires the son of John Swinburn of Wylam who died in 
1604. The family was an illegitimate bnanch of the main Chopwell familyl and 
Thomas was born in 1597, the sixth son but eventual heir. His property, was 
sequestered at Butterby in September 1644 when he was viewed as a "leading 
delinquent" in Co. Durham. He compounded on a fine of Z320, when he had 
claimed that the earl of Newcastle had forced him to loan the King Z30 and to 
act as a Commissioner of Array. He'was still alive in 166093 
Captain William Thornton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, probably a 
second transfer to the regiment from Metham's Fool 
Apparently at Adwalton Moor on June 30th 1643, 
where a soldier of his company, Daniel France', was buriedý94 
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Lieutenant Hugh Hutchinson: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in 
-Captain Mackerly's company. Born in 1622, the 
eldest of the three sons of Hugh Hutchinson of 
Framwelgatel Cc* Durham, who died. in 1635- Hugh became a mercer in later 
lif eý95 
Lieutenant John Pickering: Claimed inýthe List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Loupe's company. We have probate granted! 
for the wills of two such men, of Cramb in York- 
shire in 1677, and of Thorp Arch (close to York) in 1682. The John Pickering 
ý96 
of Cramb, however, appears to have been a pretty extreme Puritan 
Ensi n Tholas Rudd: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such a man of 
Stainforth near Thorne in south Yorkshire was listed as 
a Recusant in 16669 and may be the Thomas Rudd of Hessle 
near Pontefract whose will was granted probate in 1683 
ý97 
Ens . ign Robert Taylor: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Hodgeson's 
company. Robert Taylor of Raretonj yeomans was an 
undischarged delinquent in 1651, although he had been 
fined Z25 in 1649 for delinquency which appears to have dated to 1648, though 
298 that does not debar his service in this regiment. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain f2 Smartq cited by Peacock. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Starkeleys cited by Peacock. 
Lieutenant Francis Chaddertoul claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Gosnold's company. 
Lieutenant Thomas Parrq claimed in the List from Middlesex, Captain 
Blenkinsop's company. 
Lieutenant James Wilson, claimed in the List from Yorkshires Captain 
Darcy's company. 
Ensign George Barlow, claimed in the List from London/Westminstert Major 
Lewin's company. 
Ensign Christopher Girdlerl claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Captain 
Darcy's company. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas GOWER'S Foot. 
The only clue to the existence of what cannot have been more than a company, ý 
or less, of infantry under a colonel, with his own Dragoon regiment (q. v., 
Appendix 3) comes in the List. There are two claimants, an Ensign Thomas 
ýtockdale and a Quartermaster John Sympsong both from Yorkshirej neither of whomz 
can be trac6d. 
11 
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Colonel Edward GREY'S root. 
jX 
Despite the presence of a major -claiming under 
Grey's Foot in the List, 
this-cannot have been a field regiment, as will be apparent. Grey was first 
and foremost a cavalry commander, both in . 
1643/5 and in 1648. Whilst it is 
possible that he recruited some infantry in 1648, this force with which we are 
dealing must bear some relation to Grey's Division in the defence of Pontefract 
from December to March 1644/5 (see Vol. 1 for an analysis of the garrison). 
The problem here is that the names of the officers as given by the List do not 
correspond with the officers as cited by Drake in his compilation of the 
Pontefract . 'personnel. -' Further, the decidedly Northmbrian character of the 
claimants indicates that if we are not dealing with infantry raised by Grey in 
1642/39 there is a strong likelihood that these are indeed, 1648 commissions, 
at least in specific instanc'es"if not overall. 
Colonel Edward Grey: Dealt with as colonel of Horseq see Appendix le 
MaJor. -'Edward Huddlestone: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. No 
doubt'the same officer as he cited under Colonel 
William Huddlestone's Foot (q. v. ) and consequently 
we are'dealing with a transfer. ý Major Huddlestone is discussed in the context 
of his original regiment, - since the Pontefract association with Grey, given by 
299 Drakel was not regimental. 
Captain Ralph Carre: Cited in the Listq perhaps Ralph Carre of Cocken, 
deceased de linquent who was in arms in the 1642/6 war 
and whose younger brother Francis petitioned for the 
sequestration to be raised in 1650300 
Captain George Craister: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, he was of 
Little Houghtong fourth of the four sons of John 
Craister of Craster, and a brother of Lt. Colonel 
William Craister (q. v., Sir William Widdrington's Foot) 
pi 
- The following officers have not been identified. 
-Lieutenant Thomas Thompson, claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Ensign William Fenwick, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
'Captain 
Carrels company. 
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Colonel Sir Henry GRIFFITHS'S Regiment-of Foot. 
Almost certainly a Trainband regiment which had all but disappeared by the 
end of 1642 (in thisl it can be compared with that of Colonel Sir Thomas Metham 
q. v. ). - 
It is, however, more likely to have existed as a force than Griffiths's; 
302 Horse (q, v. 9 Appendix 1). Roy has suggested that the regiment was commandedý 
in the summer of 1642 by Sir Marmaduke Langdale (q. v. ) but consideration of the 
303 main source for this statement shows that Langdale was merely acting on 
Griffiths's behalf in receiving pay9 and not in any official rank. 
Colonel Sir Henry Griffiths: Of_Burton Agnesq the son of Sir Henry Griffiths 
of the same, and second baronet. The father 
was a deputy lieutenant but the son does not 
appear to have been active in public office. Appointed to the Commission of 
Array injorkshire in the summer of 16429 Colonel Griffiths as a Trainband 
commander must have raised his men early (see also Metham's and Robert Strick- 
land's Foot regiments). He was not in Yorkshire in July 1642, but signed 
personally for the regiment's pay'at the'end of that month and again in August 
of that year. His signature was on-the'letters sent to induce the earl of 
Newcastle to come into the county'in September, and according to Slingsby, 
Griffiths app rently missed a kidnap attempt made against him by Captain John 
Hotham from Hull. His'disappearance from active service by the end of 1642 
is hard to explain', unless he was ill. -, A fall from favour might, conceivably, 
have been understandable if Griffiths was'closely associated with the earl of 
Cumberland, but there is no comparison withq for instance, Sir Francis Wortley 
(q. v. ). H-e was viewed by the Parliament as a dangerous man, and was debarred 
from, office and from court. In his. petLtion to compound and the subsequent 
proceedings, he admitted his colonelcy but claimed that he was "enforced by the 
prevailing enemy in the parts where his whole estate. lay .... by their threats 
and'menaces constrained to join himself with, them". That was an untruth and 
Parliament, in levying the enormous fine of,, 979457 in 1646 (later reduced to 
E5,877-13.9d) clearly thought as much. He had not paid the fine by January 
1648, "Sir Henry Griffith doth not to Effect prosecute the said Composition". 
and it was determined that from the settlement, C1500 was to go to the widow 
of Colonel Sir William Fairfax andt until then, she was to appoint trustees to 
receive Griffiths's rents. (The size of Griffiths's fine may reflect a 
deliberate decision by the government to reward Fairfaxts,, public service with- 
out actually touching public funds. In other words, he was being milked for 
the benefit of one man's widow). The business with the Committee at Goldsmiths'ý 
Hall dragged on until 1651, when Sir Henry sought leave to remain in London 
for a further time, and he appears to have been temporarily restrained, since 
-304 he was seeking bail in October. He died in 1656. 
Captain Robert Ellis: Cited in the List, and in view of the East Riding 
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association of the regiment, almost certainlyýnot of the Royalist Ellis family 
of Kiddall. This is Captain Robert, Ellis of Rudstone near Bridlington, whose 
property at Gt. Stainton and West Hartburn. in Co. Durham was sequestered in 
September 1644. Robert Ellis, Senior, of, Towthorp and Rudstonet was killed in 
the defence of Scarborough in 1645, and his son, 
'Robert 
119 petitioned to com- 
pound for his father's property. He stated that he had himself been a minor 
in 1644, and that his father had died in debt to the sum of Z1060. A fine of 
E2168, was. levied, but had not been, paid by 1652 when the property was inserted in; 
the Trea I son ActF5 
Having dismissed the Kiddall familyl with its West Riding seat, it has to 
be said that Ellis of Rudstone may have been -f if th of the ten sons of John Ellis 
of Kiddallj Recusant, who died in 1636. The family was heavily committed to 
the Royalist party. Robertfs elder brother (? ) John, born in 1583 or sol and 
heir to the Kiddall property, was killed during the waral as were two of his 




c ited as a captain in this regiment in July and August 
1642, and receiving money for the company which he 
commanded. He was third of the three sons, by the 
father's second marriage, of Sir William Gee of Bishop Burton who was Secretary 
to the Council of. the North and who died, in 1611. Thomas Gee of Killingrave, 
Gentlemant petitioned in 1650 as having been in arms, stating that he had debts 
of F, 250 and no personal estate. ,Af ine of C90 was subsequently reduced to 
Z70- 108. He had fought at Beverley-in 1643, in the defence of Yorkt and in 




Ensign John Anderson: 
Cited in the regiment in July and August 1642, 
receiving pay for his company on August 8thý08 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Ellis's 
companyq the only officer to claim for this regiment. 
He has not been identified. 
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Colonel (Sir) Thomas HAGGERSTONIS ReRiment of Foot. 
The evidence for this regiment rests solely upon the Listq in apparent 
contradiction of two other sources which imply-that Haggerston commanded horse 
or dragoon units. Firth alluded to a commission dated to April 1643 for Sir 
Thomas to raise 500 "Harquebusiers", and it may have been this commission which 
led Haggerston's captor, in May following, to refer to his "raising a regiment 
of horse' for the Popish armyl, 
309, It would''seem that* Haggerston had already w 
raised some infantry, and was working on a regimental structure, when he recei- 
ved the commission for dragoons that he w as unable to fulfil, being apprehended 
immediately afterwards. However, his captor-also added that when conveying 
Haggerston to his ship lying off the Northumbrian coast, he was pursued by some 
cavalry from seven troops lying nearby. These do not seem to have been 
Haggerston's own$ but probably belonged, to another regiment which was given the 
alarm. 
Colonel (Sir Thomas Raggerston: Born in 1594, son and heir of William 
7 Haggerston of Haggerston Castle, Northumber- 
land, who died in 1595 (or 1606? ). Colonel 
Haggerston and his wife compounded as Recusants in 1632, and the family was 
single-mindedly Catholic throught, the, century. Haggerston did not figure in 
public office because of this, although-his annual income was an asset to the 
royal army in 1642/3 and probably-led to, the baronetcy conferred in the latter 
year and coinciding witli his dragoon commission. In May, he was seized in his 
home territory by Parliamentarian coastal raiders. His castle was attacked at 
night by 100 men, and Haggerston, taken off guard, attempted to escape through 
a postern door "but being espied by the soldiers, they fired four muskets at 
him, and his man dead on the place, shot his man through the boot top, but 
killed neither of them". He and his son (q. v. 9 below) were said to be newly 
come from the earl of Newcastle with commissions. Carried eventually to 
Londonj Haggerston was gaoled and never exchanged. In his attempts to compound: 
in which his religion proved an insurmountable obstacle, he claimed in 1651 
that an attempt was being made by Captain and Mrs. Shaftoe of Holy Island to It, 
seize his property. They hads he claimed, fraudulently handled the income 
from his estates which had been intended by the Parliament to finance the Holy 
Island garrisong and was able to prove his point under examination at Durham. 
He Petitioned for financial assistance for witnesses to what he said to come 
to Durhamq since they lived "threescore long northern miles away" at Haggerston 
and in its environs. Sir Thomas was living at the 1666 visitationýlo 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Haggerston: Cited in the 
' 
List, third son but heir of his 
father Colonel Haggerston, he was born in 
1623/4 (not in 1627/8 as some pedigrees have 
it). Like his father, a Foreign Burgess of Preston in Lancashire, in 1642, 
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he was commissioned in 1643 and captured when his father was captured in May. 
The (future) son in law of Colonel Sir Francis Howard of Corby (q. v. 9 Appendix 
1) he ýwaz a very active Catholic politician, implicated in the 1679 plots, so 
it was said, and appointed by James II to be Governor of Berwick. He was all 
but ruined by a fire which destroyed his house in 1687, and died in 1710, to be 
succeeded by his grandsoný" 
Captain Ralph Haggerston: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, but he 
cannot be traced in the family genealogy. Ralph 
Haggerston of Fallowfield was buried at St. John 
Lee near Hexham in 1679, and suchý'a'man'witnessed the will of Henry Gray of 
Kelloe, Coo Durham, in 1636. The Haggerstons had links with Kelloe, the seat 
of the Catholic Forcers (see 'Clavering's Horseq Appendix 1) 
ý12 
Ensign Robe_rt Beadnell: Claimed'in the List from Northumberland, Lt. Colonel 
Haggerston's company. Robertj styled in 1674 as a 
Recusant of, Lemingtonj Norhumberlandl Gentlemang was 
the son of George Beadnell of the same and was born in 1603. His father was 
Still living in 1654, and had been-a convicted Recusant between 1604 and 1615. 
Robert died in 1683 without a'male' heirý13_ 
The following officers have not, been identified. 
Captain Henry Fenwick, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Ensign John Smith, claimedin the List from Northumberlandq Captain 
Haggerston's company. 
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Colonel Ralph HEBBURNIS Regiment of Foot. 
Little is known of this regiment, save that it must have been commissionedi, 
in 1643 after Hebburn had left his former commander Edward Grey (q. v., Appendixil 
1). Hebburn was quite resolutely loyall and so we must suppose that unless he 
had orders to the contrary, this regiment fought alongside the main army in the 
northern campaigns. 
Colonel Ralph Hebburn: First of the four sons of Arthur Hebburn of Hebburnq 
Co. Durham who died in 1636/7- Ralph was born in 
1616, and was commissioned in 1642 as major of Colonel 
Greyts Regiment of Dragoons (q. v., Appendix 3). When this regiment was ruined 
at some time in December of that year, Hebburn clearly returned north (for the 
dragoons had been with the Oxford army) and recruited afresh. His signature 
had appeared on the articles for the surrender of Winchester Castle. He seems 
to be remarkable in that he never sought to compound, although he entered a 
bond at Goldsmith's Hall on behalf of his former colonel in 1646/7. In arms 
in the 1648 risingg he disappears from view in the Interregnum, re-emerging in 
1660/1 as a JP and as Captain of the Barbadoes Dragoons in 1672; becoming in 
1678 Lt. Colonel in Rupert's Dragoons. According to one pedigree he was a 
Trainband Foot colonel in 1662/4. His exact date of death is not known. 
Styled Esquire ý14 
Lt. Colonel Z- 
_7 
Roddam: Cited in the List. Probably John Roddam of 
Little Houghton, Northumberlandq second of the 
five sons, but eventually heir, of Edmund Roddami 
of the same who died in 1631- John was an infant in 1615 and died himself in 
1658. Styled Esquire and a freeholder in 1638/9, his sequestered property was 
inserted in the Treason Act of 1*652 even though his fine had been paid. The 
reason for the re-sequestration is not clearl but would seem to have a link 
with the 1650/1 rising. He had certainly been inarms in 1648P5 
Captain Martin Errington: Cited in the List. Such a man, of this rank, wasf. 
noted as implicated in the 1655 plots against 
Newcastle, and may be the Martin Errington of 
ý16 Hexham whose will was granted probate in 1687 
Captain Richard Forster: Claimed in the List from Newcastle. Like Erringtozi 
already mentioned, Forster was listed as a plotter 
in 1655. Probably the same donating V in Januaryý, 
1643 to the assessment levied on the Company of Merchant Adventurers in the 
city. In March 1663 a Richard Forster discovered an Anabaptist plot in the 
town, when he was described as captain and postmasterý17 
Lieutenant George Dryden: Claimed in the List from Northumberland in Captaint, 
, iý; Richardson's company. Such a man of Morpeth 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation-318 
Lieutenant William Shaftoe: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Lt. Colonel 
Roddam's company. The name is relatively 
commonplace in Durham at this period. Two such 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Washington and Wickham respectively and one 
such refused at Tanfield. A William Shaftoe of Barmeston was sequestered in 
1644ý19 
w Ensign Robert Smith: Claimed in the List, from Northumberland, Captain 
Richardson's company. Such a man of Foxtong a Catholic 
delinquentt had his farm sequestered and rented out in 
164020 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Richardsons cited in the List. 
Lieutenant George Nicholson, claimed in the List from Newcastleg Captain 
Errington's company. 
Ensign Thomas Nicholson, claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain 
Forster's company. ' 
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Colonel John HILTON'S Regiment of Foot. 
i 
Raised at least before March 1643321 probably late in 1642 for there exists! 
a letter written by Colonel Hilton to Isaac Basire, Rector of Egglescliff over- 
Y322 looking the Tees valley, dating to Februar . In this letter, Hilton told the 
Royalist clergyman that he had been ordered to take his regiment to Hartlepool, 
but he wished Basire to ensure that the drawbridge over the Tees at Yarm would 
be raised every night "which will conduce very much to the countreyes and your 
safety". Hilton was to leave scouts at specific points between there and 
Hartlepool, so that any enemy movements could be notified to him rapidly. His 
movement to Hartlepool may have had to do with the fortifications being dug 
there in AprilF3 Incidental clues to the regiment and its whereabouts occur 
in various composition proceedings. Christopher Hall of Hartburn, a Royalist 
supporter whose name has cropped up time and again in relation to providing men 
and money9 sent a man called Henry Lawson into Hiltonis Foot with a pikeý24 
Sergeant Robert Turpin and soldier William Robinson of Sedgewick, Co. Durham, 
were buried in York on June 27th and July 1st 1644 respectively, which shows 
that the regiment was in garrison and mustq consequently, have fought its way 
across Durham in April and May (see Vol. 1)ý25 A clear reference to the 
regiment being on Marston Moor occurs in the papers of George Lilburný26 
Thereafter it most probably disappeared* 
Colonel John Hilton: The sixth son$ but ultimate heir, of Thomas Hilton of 
Hilton Castle, Co, Durham, the father dying c. 1606. 
John succeeded his eccentric elder brother in 1641/2 to 
find the estate in a perilous financial condition. The brother had granted the,, 
estate away, by will, to the Lord Mayor and four Aldermen of London in return 
for payments to 38 parishes in Durham. The will also provided for a 950 
annuity for John. He fought the will in the courts, hampered by the widows of 
his brothers, who stood to benefit financially as welll and the matter was not 
settled by 1650, when Sir Arthur Haslerigg was accused of aiding and abetting 
Hilton in trying to deprive the poor of the very generous benefits of the 
original will. John was a Trainband major on the eve of the war, and seems to 
have delayed compounding in order to try to settle the problem of his estates. 
(It might be argued that he saw his Royalism as a means to secure his personal 
ends and, with his later association with Haslerigg, sought to use the winning 
side for the same Purpose. Who could blame him? ). In 1647 he was given a 
pass to go to Hartlepool having promised to do no mischief on the way to any 
Parliamentarian supporters. Trying to come to terms with the local committee 
in 1649, his fine was fixed at F, 484.12s. which he had not paid by 1652 when his 
property was inserted in the Treason Act. This implies either that he had won 
his case, or that the property sequestered was purely personal. He died in 
1656ý27 
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Lt. Colonel Lyndly Wren: Cited in the List. He was of Binchester, Co. 
Durhamt eldest of the six sons of Sir Charles Wren 
who died in 1618. Lyndly was born in 1600 and died 
himself in 1655- His cousin was a Parliamentary colonel. Deputy Prize Haster 
he was plaintiff in a case in 1636 concerning the import of wine into Newcastle 
by persons not licensed to-do sot who were unwilling to pay the prescribed 
t1prizage". In, the same year, he was, also giving evidence in a case brought 
against, John Blakiston (the future Regicide) concerning abuse of an Anglican 
cleric. He petitioned to compound in 1645, claiming that he had only taken up 
arms because his estate - which included Binchester, held of the Bishopric of 
Durham for Z8 a year had been surrounded by Royalist activists. He also said] 
that he had yielded in 1643, which seems improbableg and had thereafter sent 
horses and men to the Parliamentt which seems less so. A fine of 2400 was cut 
when debts amounting to Z1500 were provedq and a fine of F, 300 fixed. A 
signatory of the 1641/2 Protestationt as from Auckland St. Andrew328 
Major Robert Eden: Cited in the List, second of the two sons of Robert Eden 
of Windelstone, and brother of Colonel John Eden (q. v., 
Appendix 1). He was born c. 1616 or thereabouts, and was 
styled as of Brancepeth, - Gentleman. ' His fatherg a Trainband colonel before the 
war, was sequestered as a Royalist sympathiserl-' 
Captain Robert Follensby: Claimed in the List from Durham, second of the six 
sons of, Thomas Follensby of Hamsterley,, Gentleman, 
and mentioned in his father's will in 1630 when he 
received X3.6.8d. He signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Hamsterley, but such 
a man (perhaps the-same? ) signed at Brancepeth, which makes a link with Major 
'ý30 
Eden. (I see nothing against one man signing the Protestation twicel if 
he were perambulating and happened totind himself 
in a parish where the paper's 
were being signed). 
Captain John Hilton: Cited in the List, first of the three sons of his colo-r,, 'l 
nelq born in . 1619 and 
living in 1666. Styled as of 
Hilton, Gentlemant he was in Pontefract garrison and in 
arms at Appleby in 1648ý31_ 
Captain John Richardson: Claimed in the List from Durham, of Harraton and 
71- 
Barmeston. His property was sequestered there in 
1644, and at Sunderland where he owned a windmill. 
Fined Z, 00ý32 
Lieutenant John Cuthbert: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Carrels 
s in Wentworth's division in company. He appear 
Pontefract garriso033 
Ensign Cuthbert Garret: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Follensby's 
company. Two such, father and son (? ), signed the 1641/2 Protestation from 
Monk Wearmouthý34 
Ensign Francis Gascoigne: Claimed in the List from Durhams Captain Carrels 
company. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
tion at Birtley, and he is possibly fourth of the 
four sons of Sir John Gascoigne of Lasingcroft who died in 1637 
ý35 1 
Ensign James Hackworth: Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Forster's 
company. Two such, father and son (? ), signed the 
336 1641/2 Protestation at Houghton le Spring. 
Ensign Roger Harper: Claimed in the List from Durham. Such a man signed the 
337 1641/2 Protestation at Washington. 
Ensign William Leaver: Claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. Colonel Wren's 
company. Such a man signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
,, 
338 from Auckland St. Andre . 
Ensian John Stobart: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Hilton's comp- 
any. Such of St. Oswald signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
tion, and a John Stobart of the Westwood near Hexham, 
had probate granted his will in 1681ý39 
Ensign Thomas Todd: Claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. Colonel Wren's com- 
pany. Todd is an extremely common name in Durham at 
this period. Lancelot Todd of Bishopton was a Recusant 
in 1630, and a Thomas Todd, conceivably his son, a Papist as well, was released 
from Durham gaol by a sympathetic Parliamentarian JP and sequestrator, Thomas 
Shadfort hý40 
Quartermaster Arthur Crispe: Claimed in the List from Durham, almost certain- 
ly, in view of Hilton's proximity to Sunderland, 
341 
he who signed the 1641/2 Protestation there. 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Robert Carre, cited in the List. 
Captain Martin Forster, cited in the List 
Lieutenant John Grigson, claimed in the List from Durhaml Major Eden's 
Company* 
Lieutenant Thomas Pearson, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Hilton's company. 
Ensign Thomas Chipchase, claimed in the List from Durhamg Major Eden's 
company. 
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Colonel (Sir) William MMDLESTONEIS Regiment of Foot. 
One of the few regiments, raised initially in Cumbria, which took an active 
and an honourable part in the fighting in thr north from 1642 to the fall of 
York. This was no doubt partly due to the family interest of the Huddlestones 
(see also, Huddlestone's Horse, Appendix 1). Operating initially in the north 
west (see Lyndale Close, Vol. 1) by October 17th 1643 the regiment was near to 
Halifax342 and in March was fighting with the earl of Newcastle against the 
Scots, in which campaigns it was noticed by Sir Philip Monckton playing a 
significant role at Bowden Hill (see Vol. 1). The regiment was probably on 
Marston Moor, and dispersed with the fall of York. 
Colonel (Sir) William Huddlestone: Son and heir of Ferdinando of Millom 
Castle, Cumberland, and styled of the same. 
When he was appointed to the Commission of 
Array in 1642 he was styled Esquire, and the date of his knighthood is obscure. 
He marched to York with some foot companies in 1643, apparently sent by Colonel 
Musgrave, and doubtless including his own regiment. He is credited by certain 
writers with retrieving the royal standard at Edgehill which seems to fly in 
the face of tradition, and there is no evidence he was present. Captured in 
the fight at Lyndale Close in October 1643, he was on his way, a prisoner, to 
London soon afterwards and was not with his regiment in 1644. Exchanged in 
October of this year for Dr. Bastwick, he returned to the north-west where he 
did not cease his activities. He contributed to the successful manouevres by 
which the wreck of the Northern Horse evaded actions in Cumbria in October 1645 
after the Sherburn in Elmet disaster (see Vol. 1); and was in exile on the Isle 
of Man in the same year. in arms in 1648, he laid siege to Cockermouth Castle 
and was later accused of plundering the estates of two of the inhabitants of 
Cockermouth to the sum of, 91,965. Captured at Applebyt he was at first given 
six months to go overseas, but the provision lapsed and he compounded on a fine 
of Z2,212. Taxed for L55 in the 1656 decimation levy, in 1660 he was a 
prisoner in the Fleet, petitioning for release and for redress against a 
verdict obtained against him by one John Dale in respect of the estates left by 
Williamls fatherg Ferdinando. His petition survives, and seems to have been 
upheld. He was a JP in 1661, but the date of his death is not clearý43 
'Lt. Colonel Henry Clayton: Cited in the List as a field commander and not 
noted under Huddlestone. Although cited as a 
colonel in the lists of officers taken at Sher- 
burn in Elmet in 1645, the link with this regiment is tentatively established 
through Captain Thomas Bedborough or Bedborrow. Such an officer (unidentified 
at present) claimed under Huddlestone's Horse Neve)q whereas he was also cited 
under Clayton in the List. The link is, admittedly, extremely conjectural, 
but cases of officers serving both as horse and as foot commanders are not 
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unusual. As for Clayton himself, he may have been the fifth of the six sons 
of William Clayton of Okenshaws, Esquires who died in 1627; or he may be the 
Henry Clayton of Fullwood, Lancashire, dead before 1660344 
((Major) Ralph Huddlestone): Conjectured. Ralphs fifth of the eight sons 
of Ferdinando Huddlestone, and brother of our 
colonel, was killed, in the defence of York, in 
1644 and buried in York Minster on June 7thý45 
Major Edward Huddlestone: Cited in the List but probably a rank prior t 
service in Grey's Foot (q. vo). Edward may h: ve 
succeeded Ralph in this rank. He was sixth of 
the sons of Ferdinando Huddlestone, and is possibly the Edward Huddlestone of 
Thwaites who abjured his Catholicism to compound. He had been dismissed from 
the army as a Catholic in 164o. In 1660 he petitioned for the office of Bow 
Bearer and Keeper of Teesdale Forest, statLng that he had served in Ireland, an 
had lost an arm in the King's service 
ý46 
Ca2tain Christopher Hanby: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. At Richmon 
quarter Sessionsl January 1668, Christopher Hanb' 
Gentleman, expelled forcibly from a colliery 
claimed by Lord Wharton, surrendered his interests to Wharton. This was no 
doubt for money, for in July 1676 Hanby was awarded Z10 as a gratuity at the 
Sessions, even though he was presented for a misdemeanour. He had gone above 
the JPs with a petitibn to the Lord Treasurer, hoping to obtain aiI n improvement, 
in his financial condition. The JPs9 whilst admonishing him, in view of his 
indigence and /for his good service done in his late Majestyfs wars, and also 
for his great losses and sufferings he then sustained'# gave him the VO and 
referred his case to the next Sessions 
ý47 
Captain Ingoldsby Huddlestone: Cited in the List, he sought to compound in'), J 
1647 for having been in arms. Styled of i 
348, 
Whitbeck, Cumberland. No order was made. 
, 
Captain Jose2h Huddlestone: Cited in the List. Joseph, of Hutton John, 
Esquirel compounded as a Recusant in 1632ý49 
Captain Robert Huddlestone: Conjectural. This rank according to the pedi-ý 
greesq being seventh of the sons of Ferdinando 
of Millompo 
Captain Anthony Hunter: Claimed in the List from Cumberland. Such a man ot, 
Keswick deposed in July 1664 that a Durham man 
drinking at his house, said that "he valued none otl- 
the King's officers". The remark probably upset Hunter if he is our captaiziý. 
ý 
Captain Roger Irton: Claimed in the List from Cumberland. Two such can be 
traced, although neither with a forename. Mr. Irton 
--3581.7 
Irton and another of Threlkeld had given Z2 each to Carlisle defences 
ý52 
Captain John Lewthwaite: Rank and regiment according to family tradition, 
which also gives him as killed at Edgehilli Eldest 
of the two sons of Thomas Lewthwaite of Broad Gateg 
Cumberland, who died in 1667 
ý53 
Captain William Punchion: Cited in the List by Durham claimants. Such a man 
of Walrush, Chester Ward, signed the 1641/2 Protes- 
tation, and one of Pelton refused to do so. He 
may be William Punchion of Herrington, living c. 1615 
ý54 
Lieutenant William Latus: ý Claimed in the List from Cumberland. Ca-ntain Tn- 
father of our man. 
goldsby Huddlestone's company. Mr. Latus of 
Millom gave L2 to Carlisle defences, perhaps the 
William Latus of Catterall was claiming on the estate of 
the Recusant Anne Holineux during the Interregnum. Anthony Latus of Beck, 
Cumberland, delinquent in armsj petitioned to compound in 1651ý55 
Lieutenant Edward Metcalfe: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire under Clayton, 
perhaps third of the five sons of Francis Met- 
calfe of Bellerbyý56 
Lieutenant Roger Rames: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, Captain 
'John' Punchion's company. Of the family of Rames 
of Shortflatt, but the extant pedigrees terminate in 
-357 1605. 
Ensign Ambrose Bincks: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain William 
Punchion's company. He signed the 1641/2 Protesta- 
tion at Barnard Castleý58 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Bedborough, cited in the List (see Huddlestonets Horse). 
Captain John Punchiong cited in the List (an error for William? ). 
Captain Richard Studdurt, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant Hugh Ayscoughq claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant John Bow, claimed in the List from Cumberland, Captain Studdurts 
company., 
Ensign Christopher Bland, claimed in the List from Durhaml Major Huddle- 
stone's company. 
Ensign Hillary Bradley, claimed in the List from Westmorlandl Captain 
Joseph Huddlestonets company, 
Ensign Jeffrey Foxg claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Ensign John Steelel claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Bedboroughs 
company& 
quartermaster William Leech, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
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Colonel Sir Richard HUTTON'S Regiment of Foot. 
The regiment was raised in Yorkshire prior to September 30th 1643, at which 
date, when 800 strong, it was put in as garrison at Knaresboroughý59 According 
to Slingsby, this was a Trainband regiment at that time, but whether it under- 
went any changes during the ensuing years is hard to say. Like most, it no 
doubt did. The regiment evacuated Knaresborough when the Royalists lost the 
fight for Bradford on October 24th 1642 (see Vol. 1). In March 1644 it was 
apparently in service in Co. Durhamq for Lambert alluded to a rumour which he 
had heard that "the reports goes by divers... that Sir Richard Hutton's Regiment 
ý60 is cut off" As has been explained (see Vol. 1), this is probably an error 
for Huddlestone's Foot. In the defence of York, the regiment may well have 
finished its career on Marston Moor. 
Colonel Sir Richard Hutton: Of Goldsborough near Kanresborough, of which town 
he was MP in 1624. The son of Sir Richard 
Hutton, Justice of Common Pleas, Colonel Hutton 
was active in county administration. Steward of Knaresborough to Charles Il 
a post for which his son petitioned in 1660, he was High Sheriff at the outbreak 
of war and a Commissioner of Array. Something of a puritan, he had been 
knighted in 1625, but he does not seem to have leaned towards Parliament; his 
defeat in the 1640 electionss howeverl prevents Us from knowing how he might 
have voted. He was father-in-law of Colonel Anthony Byerley (q. v. ). Governor 
of Knaresborough Castle in late 1642, he signed the propositions put to the earl 
of Newcastle to bring the latter into Yorkshire. He seems to have gone with 
Glemham to Newcastle late in 1643, since he was at Alnwick in January following. 
He fought with the army on the retreat from Durham in the spring, and was a 
commander in the York garrison and on Marston Moor. A divisional commander in 
Pontefract in 1644/5, he was killed in action at Sherburn in Elmet in October 
of the latter year. He left his estates entailed on his death. One has the 
impression of a stern, unyielding man. In 1643 he was ordered to send out 
warrants for the arrest of Lord Fairfax and other Parliamentarians, and had 
them proclaimed traitors: tIA thing so much resented by the House of Commons, 
that some would presently have him sent for, others that order should be given 
to the Lord Fairfax to seize his person and estate; and some that an impeach- 
ment of high treason be drawn against him". When York fell, as he was riding 
north-west with the garrison, a Lieutenant Whalley, quartered at Goldaborought 
attempted to persuade Hutton to relinquish his arms and to return home. Sir 
Richard, Slingsby noted, would have nothing to do with him 
ý61 
Major (Sir) Richard Tancred: Cited in the List, apparently knighted in York 
in May 1642. The son of Charles Tancred of 
Whixleyj Yorkshire, he was born in 1608 and 
succeeded his father in 1644. A Catholicl according to his composition he-mus-t 
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have abjured, for he was fined 9346 
minister at Whixley church, and the 
York at its fall, and had taken as 
his home, but had chosen to go into 
regulating corporations in 1664, he 
died two years later 
ý62 
as well as providing 940 yearly for a 
fine was paid by 1647- He had been in 
elf-conduct from Lord Fairfax to return to 
Skipton garrison. A Commissioner for 
was a colonel in the Trainband in 1666 and 
Captain Thomas Dearelove: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, of Knares- 
borough, his sequestration records show that he was 
F, 700 in debt and had no personal estate of his own. 
A fine of C-487 was arrived att reduced to two moietYs of F, 195 and Z130- He 
paid the first, but was re-sequestered for failing to pay the second in 1652 
ý63 
Captain Peter Massie: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, styled as of Leedsq 
Gentleman, with an estate of less than 9200. He was 
probably in Pontefract garrison in 1644 as a volunteer, 
and acted as a commissioner for the garrison in the exchange of prisoners. He 
surrendered at Newark. Peter Hassie of York, Gentlemang was buried in Monk- 
gate before April 1680 when his will was granted probate 
ý64 
Captain John Skeldain: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. Captair 
Skeldon was captured at Selby in April 1644 (see Vol. 
1), but this link would question the whereabouts of 
Hutton's regiment at that time (see above, regimental notation) 
ý65 
Ensign Robert Cowling: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain SkeldainIE 
company andl interestingly, apparently taken at Selby 
too. He was of Hemblethorp (properly, Hambleton) 
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near Selby and was fined 240 at his composition, 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Ralph Bannister, claimed in the List from Yorkshire.. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Harrison, cited in the List. 
Ensign Thomas Dickenson, claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain 
Harrison's company. 
Ensign Edward Sheldon, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Major Tancred's 
company, 
Ensign Nicholas Staining, claimed in the'Li8t from Yorkshirel Captain 
Bannister's company. 
Quartermaster William Hare, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Quartermaster Thomas Robinson. 'claimed in the List from Yorkshireo 
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Colonel James KING'S (Lord EXthin) Regiment of Foot. 
Raised probably at the same time as Kingts Horse (q. v. 9 Appendix 1) it does,, 
not appear as a distinguishable force in the history of the Royalist campaigns, 
but was evidently a prestigious field regiment. It may have seen its first 
action at Yarm Bridge in February 1643 (see Vol. 1), and evidently dispersed 
when King went into exile after Marston Moor. 
Colonel James King: Dealt with as colonel of Horse, see Appendix 1. 
Major James Gordon: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, but see 
the same man (7), claiming again, as lt. colonel in 
Newcastle's Dragoons (Appendix 3)- 
Ca tain Thomas Cliberone: Cited in the List. Despite the unusual name, 
there are perhaps two possible identifications. 
Thomas Clyburne of London, merchant, who died in 
1686, may be the Thomas Cliborne of Newcastle, merchant, assessed for Z2 in the 
E500 contributed by the Merchant Adventurers to the royal army in 1643. This 
Cliberone was mentioned in the will of Henry Maddison in 1634 who was in stock 
with him for Z300. Alternativelyl Thomas Cliberone of Hayclose in Cumberland, 
brother in law of the Catholic Royalist John Thwates of Long Marston near York, 
seems to have a link with the King's cause. Thirdly, less likely, we have 
Thomas Clibborne of Stepneyq Middlesex, widower, whose will was administered in 
1653/4ý67 
Captain William Freisal: Claimed in the List from Durham. William Frizell 
of Durham, Gentleman, a Catholic delinquent, was an 
undischarged delinquent in 1651 but eventually 
settled on a fine of Z40. Born c. 1606, he was a leaseholder at Cornforth in 
1632/3, gave evidence in a case of blasphemy in 1635, and signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as of Durham St. Margaret's. A King's Messenger in 1637, he may 
have been a relation of Francis Frissell of Marske, yeoman, a juror at Helmsley 
Quarter Sessions in January 1633- Wenham, in his study of the siegeof York, 
came upon this officer in the Constables' account book for Holy Trinity, Good- 
ramgate, in which Captain Fressell is described as "Commander and overseare of 
the mill" responsible for grinding corn for a regiment that can only be Kingta. 
Wenham suggested Fressell was Colonel John Frescheville, an officer who was not, ' 
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anyway, in the garrison of York at any time. Freisal seems to be the man. il 
Cap ain Thomas Redman: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. A Thomas Read- 
man of Hutton le Hole died c. 1663- Such a man of 
1681 ý69 
Sinington, yeomang had his will granted probate in 
Lieutenant Francis Anderson: Claimed in the List from Newcastlel Captain 
Cliberone's company (a claim which strengthens 
the view that the captain under whom he served 
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was a Newcastle merchants see above). This may be Francis, eldest of the four 
sons of Henry Anderson of Bradley, born in 1615 and a cousin of Colonel Sir 
Francis Anderson (q. v., Appendix 1). Such a man was listed in 1642 as a 
Merchant Adventurer in connection with his apprentice's service under Monck, 
and was listed in the Hearth Tax returns of 1665 as of Stank Tower Wardý70 
Lieutenant Charles Phillips: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Such a man refused the 1641/2 Protestation as of 
Darlington. In 1661 Lieutenant Charles Philips, 
petitioned that he had served under Charles I and had "spent or pawned all he 
had" in that service, his petition certified by the Marquess of Newcastle and 
371 Sir William Throckmorton. 
Ensign William Davison: Claimed in the List from Durhams Captain Freisal's 
company. Such a man was taken at Wakefield in May 
1643 ý72 
Quartermaster Thomas Hinchaliffe: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, the 
probate records provide two such, of 
Hanwell (died c. 1676) and of Woolley 
(died c. 1663 )ý73 
Quartermaster John Machell: Claimed in the List from Westmorland. Second of 
the five sons of Hugh Machell of Crackenthorpe. 
The eldest song Henry, was apparently killed in 
arms for the King in 1646 and had served in Ireland, as John was to do in 1664. 
However, the 1641/2 Protestation returns show three John Machellsq one signing 
in Appleby St. Lawrence, and two in Appleby St. MichaeA74 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain William Brown, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
King, cited in the List. 
Captain f 
_7 
Peters, cited in the List. 
Captain William Smith, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant George Hoginson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
King's company. 
Lieutenant Robert Wilson, claimed in the List from Nottinghamshire, Captain 
Peter's company. 
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Colonel Richard KIRIKBRIDEIS Resziment of Foot. 
Young suggested that this regiment may have fought on Marston Moor-375 but 
there is very little evidence to support this or, indeed, any other active 
service. Scantily documented, markedly so where the officers in the List are 
concerned, we must nevertheless accept the commission. 
Colonel Richard Kirkbride: Of Ellertong Cumberland, son and heir of Bernard 
Kirkbride of the same who died in 1622, Richard 
himself dying in 1659. Styled Esquire. He was 
in Carlisle in September 1644, noted by rank, and gave Z2 towards the defences. 
Still in the city on October 15th, he claimed that he had yielded in that month, 
whereas a document of May 13th 1645 indicates that he was in the city still. 
He petitioned to compound in 1647 and was fined 966 but was in arms again in 
1648. in 1656 he was taxed at L10 in the decimation leVY376' 
Lt. Colonel George Salkeld: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, but 
he defies identification. Such an officer, 
wanting a forename in the sources, was taken at 
Rowton Heath in September 1645f and was apparently at Coquet Water in 1648 (in 
this context seel however, Captain John Salkeld, Edward Grey's Horse, Appendix 
1). A George Salkeld was presented as a Recusant at Richmond in 167077 
Major Z- 
_7 
Milford: Cited in the List, this officer defies identification. 
Captain William Huddlestone: Claimed in the List from Cumberland, such a man 
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was taken at Appleby in 1648. 
Captain Henry White: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, such a man 
was captured at Rowton Heath in 1645. The link with 
Lt. Colonel Salkeld is, in all respects, strongý79 
Ensign Thomas Edwards: Claimed in the List from Wiltshire. , Beat documented 
of the officers. Young gives a certificate signed 
by Sir"Frahcis Mackworth and Colonel Sir William 
Mason (q. v. 9 Appendix 1), from the Wiltshire Record Office. Edwards stated 
that he had served in Ireland, under Ormondq and then in Kirkbride's regimenti 
losing the use of his left arm as a consequence of Marston Moor 
ý80 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain f 
_7 
Uriallq cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Edward Brisby, claimed in the List (twice? ) from Leicestershire 
and Cumberland, Major Milfordts company (ýZ -printer's error? ). 
Lieutenant Edmund Rylyq claimed in the List from London/Westminsters Lt. 
Colonel Salkeld's company, 
Ensign Edward Humphrystone, claimed in the List from Westmorland, Captain 
Uriallts company. 
Ensign George Keniont claimed in the List from Durham. 
Colonel Sir William LAMBTONIS Regiment of Foot. 
In terms of devotion to duty, this Durham regiment was the finest in the 
northern army. Thanks, however, to the vagaries of contemporary sources, the 
full nature of its loyalty was, until now, unnoticed. Yet there is no reason 
to doubt that, by a simple process of elimination, we must conclude that Lamb- 
tonts Foot were the 'Whitecoats' slaughtered almost to a man in the famous last 
ditch fight on Marston Moor, in 1644. For long supposed to have been Newcas- 
tle's own Foot (q. v. ), the 'Whitecoatstg known also as 'Newcastle's Lambs# were 
the earl's only insofar as he commissioned the regiment. They took their 
nickname of tLambs' from their colonel's surname and from his shield of arms 
Sables a fesse between three lambs argent. The most cursory comparison of 
the earl's infantry officers with those known for this regiment indicates that 
something exceptional befell Lambton's Foot. A Parliamentarian officer who 
fought against the regiment on Marston Moor wrote: "he never in all the fights 
he was in, met with such resolute brave fellowsl, 
381 
0 The regiment was recruited 
in 1642, and George Lilburn, at his compositiong protested that he had been, 
apprehended and offered his release in return for a donation of L150 to this 
unit's funds. Lambton led his men at Piercebridge on December 1st 1642 (see 
Vol. 1) and showed marked determination when all was lost, at Wakefield in May 
1643 (see Vol. 1). Engaged at Selby in April 1644, and probably in the defenceý 
of York, it was destroyed on Marston Moor. -- 
No lt. colonel or major have been identified for this regiment. In the 
circumstances, this supports my view of its fate. 
Colonel Sir William Lambton: He was born in 1580, son and heir of Ralph 
Lambton of Lambton and was, like his father, a 
Catholic. A convicted Recusant in 1630, Sir 
William was listed as a papist by Rushworth in 1642. The date of his knight- 
hood is not clear, but he may have purchased the honour at Charles Its corona- 
tion. He recruited 100 dragoons for the 1639 war, and in 1642 was appointed a 
Commissioner of Array in Durham and Northumberland. , His 
income from Alum works 
was augmented during the war, by rents from the sequestered estates of Lord 
Howard of Escrick, a rebel peer. Sir William was killed at the head of his 
regiment on Marston Moorý 
83 
CaRtain Robert Carre: Not-in the List, but according to the pedigree, Robert 
Carre of Stadkhouse, born in 1605, third of the three 
sons of James Carre of the samel died of wounds at 
Wakefield in May 1643, in this regiment 
ý84 
Captain Samuel Kennet: Family tradition gives the regiment, as likewise his 
fate. Second of the seven sons of William Kennet of 
Coxhow, Co. Durhamv who died in 1663, and brother to 
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Major John Kennet (q. v., Tempest's Foot). A Catholic familyl Samuel was 
probably the Lieutenant Kent taken prisoner at Wakefield in 1643- He was slain 
on Marston Moor ý85 
Captain Talbot Lisle: Claimed in the List from Durham, a printer's error has 
caused him to appear twicel the second time as Talbot 
Lesley. He was of Barmeston, Gentlemang his lands 
sequestered in 1644, a Catholic delinquent undischarged in 1651. He was the 
son of James Lisle of the same who had died in prison in, 1616 as a Catholic, 
and Talbot was fined in 1636. for unlawfully baptising his children according to 
the Catholic rite. He was listed as a Catholic of Cockle Parkq Gentleman, in 
1655 ý86_ 
Captain Thomas Nicholson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, and probably 
the Lieutenant Nicholson taken at Wakefield in May 
1643. Such a man of North Kilvington, in the 
North Riding catchment area'for this regiment, died c. 1683 
ý87 
Captain John Pemberton: Cited in the List, the rank confirmed by his seques- 
tration records. He was the third son of James 
PembexWn of Aislaby and Hilton who died in, 1642/3. 
He is mentioned in his father's will, which he also witnessed, and he signed the 
1641/2 Protestation as of Egglescliff. Captured at Wakefield in May. 1643, he 
was exchanged, only to die in arms on Adwalton Moor on June 30th and was buried 
ý88 in Leeds 
Captain 
-7 
Williamson: Cited in the List. Thomas Williamson, styled 
I'Liefetennant of a company of foote under the 
command of Coll. Sir Wm. La. " made his will on 
May 23rd 1643, and was buried in York Minster on May 30thl probably mortally 
wounded at Wakefield 
ý89- 
Lieutenant Edward Foster: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireg Captain Bensons, ' 
i 
company, Edward Foster, yeomang of East Laitom,,. izxi 
Gilling Westt was presented as a Recusant in May 
1641P0 
Lieutenant John Watson: Claimed in 
company. 
in 1643 (b, 
Watson of Easingwold was presented at 
discharged from keeping an alehouse", 
the List from Durhamt Captain Pemberton's 
Perhaps Ensign Watson taken at Wakefield 
ut see here, Wentworth's Foot). John 
Malton Quarter Sessions in 1652 "to be 
admitting he was a Royalist officer 
pi 
The following officers have not, been identified. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Benson, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Richard Richardson, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain 
Benson's company. 
Ensign Robert Lanbtonj claimed in the List from Durham. 
Ensign Thomas Williamson, claimed in the List from Durham. 
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(Colonel) John LAMPLUGHIS (Regiment of) Foot. 
Lamplugh's activities between 164? -, -, and 1646 are shrouded in uncertainty 
(see Lamplugh's Horse, above, Appendix 1). Young contended that this force 
did exist in a regimental structure and may have fought as such on Marston Moor, 
but other evidences are not forthcoming. 
(Colonel) John Lamplugh: That Lamplugh was a very active Royalist officer 
between 1642 and 1646, and again in 1648, is clear, 
but the precise nature of his role and rank is not 
clear. According to the pedigrees, which play an important part in arriving 
at his rank, he was born in 1619, oldest of the six sons of John Lamplugh of 
La mplugh who died in 1636. He matriculated at Queen's College in the same year 
and entered Gray's Inn in 1642, butcannot have resided there for very long. 
It wass anyway, an unusual step to take for a man with responsibilities for the 
Lamplugh property. The family had a Recusant background, and John's uncle, 
Sir Thomas, compounded in 1632, but neither John nor his father appear to have 
been Catholics. According to the pedigreesq he commanded the "yellow colours" 
on Marston Moor, which cannot be taken as implying a single regiment, let alone 
his own. Nor can it be seen as evidence that he was a colonel either on the 
Moor, or prior to it, or afterwards. The only clear allusion to his colonelcy 
comes in 1648, when he was a cavalry commander. As will be seen from the 
officers claiming under him in the List, even had he possessed an infantry 
regiment it was nowhere near full strength, and no lt. colonel or major can be 
ascribed to it. The inference is that Lamplugh was a lt. colonel in some other 
regiment, but that cannot be substantiated at present. Whilst keeping these 
problems in minds Lamplugh must nonetheless cautiously be put forward as a 
colonel, of infantry, at some time at least between 1642 and the end of the 
first war. He may be a case of promotion of which we know nothing. The 
freedom employed by pamphleteers in dropping the word 'lieutenant' from lt. 
colonel calls in question, but not decisivelyl the allusion to him as a colonel 
captured on Marston Moor. When he petitioned to compound in November 1645 he 
stated that he had "served compulsorily" under Newcastle, and that he had 
marched with Goring to York (which must mean, in Rupert's relief). In 1646 
two men brought actions against him and Sir Christopher Lowther (q. v. ), which 
accused them of procuring their imprisonment illegally and compelling them to 
pay Z100 each for their freedom. After the 1648 rising, Lamplugh and a Mr. 
Skelton were accused of procuring the imprisonment of Charles Hudson of Bowther.., 
beck in Cumberland because Hudson's son, a captain in the Parliamentarian army, 
had given evidences against them to the local committee, concerning their 
malignancy. A fine of F080 had already been levied, but had apparently not 
been paid. In April 1651 he was in London seeking permission to remain a time 
longer, which the Council of State made dependent upon proof that he was active 
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in pursuit of his composition. A licence to remain for 28 days in the city 
was granted to enable him to complete his business. At the restoration he 
petitioned to be Receiver of Rents and Revenues in the North having been "ruined 
by his'loyalty". He had been intended for the Order of the Royal Oak when his 
annual income was reckoned at L1000 a year. Appointed a JP in 1661, in the 
following year he was assiduously hunting Quakers 
ý92 
Captain Thomas Busfield: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, second of the 
three sons of William Busfield of Leeds, merchant, 
born in 1618 and still living in 1694 at Bordley in 
393 Craven. 
Ensign Christopher Wright: Claimed in the, List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Busfield's company. The link is tenuous, 
but in 16.51 one Christopher Wright came into a 
house at Whitby in Yorkshire (a, link_ with Busfield perhaps? ) "and sate down 
att the table and called for drinke; and did declare that hee was a cavaleire, 
and that hee was for King Charlest and that hee would fight hartily for him soe 
long as hee did live, though hee were hanged att the doore cheeke for itt 
ý94 
The following officer has not been identified. 
Captain William Dickenson, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
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Colonel Sir Marmaduke LANGDALEIS Regiment of Foot. 
That this regiment existed at least in early 16439 we have Slingsby's word 
for: 11ZLangdale7 rais'd his regiment of foot by ye Commission of Array in ye 
East riding, & had ym immediately arm'd out of ye shipsl & in readiness to March 
wth ye army to York" with the Quee095 Beyond this we know next to nothing, 
and from the dearth of officers in the List when compared to Langdale's Horse 
(q. v. 9 Appendix 1) or to other prominent infantry formations, I have supposed 
that at some date Langdale passed this regiment over to another colonel. In 
such circumstances, 'questionable' colonels, men like John Lamplugh (q. v. ) 
suggest themselves, but in this case, no obvious successor is to hand 
ý96 
Colonel Sir Marmaduke Langdale: Dealt with as colonel of Horse (see Appendix 
Captain Ll- _7 
Monckton,: Cited in the, List, and possibly an early allusion 
to (Colonel) Sir Philip Monckton (q. v. 9 Saville's 
Horse, Metham's Foot). There are, however, var- 
ious stronger alternatives. John Monckton of Northcliffe, second of the four 
sons of John Monckton of Garton and Burland who died in 1625, compounded in 1648 
as a delinquent in arms on a fine of z54-3.4d. According to the pedigrees, 
John was a major, and may have risen to that rank in this regiment, although he 
does not appear as such in the List. He died c. 1653. A cousin of Sir Philip 
Moncktong'according to Clay he becamel in December 1643, governor in Tickhill 
Castle. Less likely, perhapst is Edmund Monckton of Howden, in arms in both 
wars and fined X8.6.8d. He was an officer in Pontefract garrison in 1648P7 
Captain Z" 
_7 
Skelton: Cited in the List, probably not the same as the 
Captain Skeldain of Richard Hutton's Foot (q. v. ). 
William Skeltong born in 1608 the eldest son of Seth 
Skelton of Osmondthorpe, wasq according to the pedigrees, a captain in the royal 
army, The father died c. 1648, and William died unmarried at an unspecified 
date. Interestingly, a William Skelton of Penrith, Gentlemant was charged in 
98 1668 with the murder of Lancelot Skelton to whom he owed money3 
Captain Robert Squire: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Probably the 
Ensign taken at Wakefield in 1643 (though we must 
acknowledge that this might be William Squire of 
Foulbey in arms in the first war). Robert Squire of Great Harwood was a 
Catholic Recusant, compounding as such in 1632 with some property in the county 
of Lancashir099 
Lieutenant Richard Wright: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, perhaps fourth 
of the six sons of the Reverend Francis Wright of 
Bolton in Swaledale 
ý00 
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The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z" 
_7 
Rogers, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant James Banks, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Monckton's company. 
Ensign Henry Thornborrowl claimed in the List from Lincolnshire, Captain 
Rogers's company. 
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Colonel Sir Christopher LOWTHER'S Foot. 
Apart from his commission, the evidence for the regiment is scant. in 
November 1643 he was able to put 60 men into Carlisle garrison for a tour of 
duty that was probably a regular procedurej but beyond that we cannot go. Sir 
Christopher was the second of, the sons of Sir John Lowther who died in 1635, 
and a younger brother of Colonel Sir John Lowther of Workington (q. v. ). Styled 
of Whitehaven, a baronet in 1642, he was appointed to the Commission of Array 
and given a colonelcy. He contributed financially to the Carlisle garrisonj 
but died in 1644 or 1645- His widow, 
(Colonel) John Lamplugh (q. v. ) 
ý01 
who petitioned to compound, married 
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BE IN I 
Colonel Sir John LOWTHER'S Foot. 
Very much the same remarks apply to this force as to that of his brother, 
Sir Christopher Lowther (q. v. ), except for a specific allusion by Sir John 
in a letter in the Musgrave Mss. 9 to the Brougham area where "yor Petitioners 
Regiment is raysed". Lowther was complaining about Colonel Sir Philip Musgravi 
(see Vol. 1 and Appendix 1)9 which was aperennial pastime of the majority of 
Royalist commanders in Cumberland and Westmorland. Lowther's regiment must 
not have reached anything like half strengthq let alone full strength$ despite 
his allusion to his regiment's recruiting area. He was born in 1605 and 
succeeded his father at Workington in 1635. Knight of the Shire in 1628, he 
was created a baronet of Nova Scotia in 1641. A Commissioner of Array, in May 
1643 he pointedly refused to assist in finding money for the Royal cause, and 
at his composition denied that he had ever been in arms at all despite his 
commission. He had taken the Covenant as early as October 1644, having 8hortl: 
before given Z29 a miserable sum in his case, to the Carlisle defences, and was 
being mooted as a JP by the Parliamentarians in the same year. His delinquenc, 
was cleared in 1647 on a fine of Z1500- One of the most #reluctant' Royalists 
in the northq he died in 1675 
ý02 
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Colonel Sir John MALLORY'S Foot (Skipton Garrison). 
The point has been made that garrison forces tended to blur the normal 
distinctions between horseq foot and dragoons. For Mallory's infantry we have 
various evidences. -On May 7th-1642 Sir John was ordered to-raise 800 of the 
Trainband, 200 in the Wapentake 'of Claro and 600 in that of Stainecliffe and 
Ewecrosse. These forces were ordered, on the following day, by Sir Thomas 
Glemham, to go to Knaresborough provided that the earl of Cumberland was agree- 
ablet which suggests that Mallory was even then connected with Skipton and its 
owner: unless Glemham wasýpurely clearing his actions with his nominal 
superior. Whether these 800 men were ever intended to be a part of this 
garrison is, however, doubtful ,- though some may have become so. On January 
29th 1644 the Skipton Foot were 128 strong, but the named officers - Hardcastle, 
Dawson and Lister - appear in. -Hallory's Horse (qv., Appendix 1). The only 
officer claiming in the List for the Foot is Captain Thomas Stavely, who cannot 
be clearly identified. Thomas Stavely of Seaton Roseq yeoman, died before May 
1673 when his will was granted probate. In terms of recruitment, Thomas 
Staveley of Thormanby and Ripon, 
_Gentleman, 
would seem more likely, except 
that his will was dated to May 1660 and though it is not evident when he died, 
it may have been before claims entered in the List could be made. Colonel 
4o37 
Mallory is dealt with as a colonel of horse. 
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Colonel Charles Cavendish Viscount MANSFIELD'S Foot. 
Very much the same remarks apply to Mansfield's Foot as to his Horse (q. v. 
Appendix 1). That is to say, -in view of Mansfield's youth and the strong im- 
probability of his actually commanding in the field, real command must have lain 
with the lt. colonel or major. Here again, we do not know either of these 
officers, and the picture given by the List is extremely inadequate, perhaps 
reflecting the lack of a truly regimental structure. In cases such as this 
(see also Langdale's Foot)l the temptation is to look for a colonel whose rank 
and actual service are in doubt, in hopes of ascribing him to a regiment lacking 
a recognisable field officer. In the case of Mansfield's Foot, the actual 
control may have lain withq for examplel Colonel Godfrey Floyd (q*v*9) or per- 
haps with John Lamplugh (q. v. ). Such suggestions are, of course, merely 
possible guides in the event ofýsubsequent evidential development and have no 
present bearing on the analysis. 
I 
Captain Thomas Craw: Cited in the'Li8t, the similarity between this man and 
Captain Crow of Floyd's Foot is pronounced. Such a 
man of St. Helen Aucklandl and another of Lamesley, 
4o4 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Co. Durham. 
Captain George Greaves: Claimed in the List from Derbyshire, probably second 
of the eight sons of John Greaves of Greaves in that 
county, a branch of the Greaves of Irlam, Lancashire, 
living c. 1634ý05 
Captain William Theobalds: Claimed in the List from Durham. Sucha man, 
Officer of the Excise, Surveyorl Messenger and 
Guagel took the oaths of supremacy and allegiance 
at Thirsk quarter Sessions in October 1668ý06 
Lieutenant John Withes: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Crawls 
company* Possibly a mistake for, or a connection 
of, Francis Withes of Skewsbyl Gentleman, fined . 08 
for first war activities and discharged in 1651 
ý07 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Hall, claimed in the List from Shropshire. 
Ensign John Holme, claimed in the List from Derbyshirel Captain Greaves's 
company, 
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Colonel Sir John MARLEY'S Regiment of Foot (Newcastle Garrison). 
The history of this regiment is bound up with that of Newcastle as a 
Royalist garrison town from 1642 to its fall in October 1644. The incidents 
of this latter year have been dealt with extensively (see Vol. 1). There seems 
to be no point in repetition. The regiment is not cited as a unit distinct 
from other forces which combined to hold the city, which included volunteer 
bodies and the remnants of other regiments. Such incidental references to the 
regiment as there are, will be found below, in the study of the career of its 
colonel. 
Colonel Sir John Marley: "Hated and abhorred of all" was the judgement of the 
Parliamentarians in considering the military career 
of Marley. The reason for their intense and, 
frankly, irrational bitterness toward him, have been fully examined (see Vol. 
1). He was born in 1590, the son and heir of John Marley a Newcastle merchant, 
and became, in 1637, Sheriff of Newcastle and Governor of the Hostmen, being a 
large colliery owner. Mayor in the same year, and from 1641 to 1644, he headed 
what must properly be called, at least from 1639, the Royalist majority within 
the town council. Howell has shown him to have been an enemy of the Puritan- 
Presbyterian faction within the town, passing intelligence to Secretary Winde- 
bank, and was knighted by the King on the eve of the Bishops' War. He fled the 
town in 1640 when it fell to the Scots, but in 1642 was back as Mayor in a 
strongly Royalist council chamber, and as a deputy lieutenant with responsibi- 
lity for the training of the Trainband forces in the city. In other words, at 
the critical moment for the King in the summer of 1642, no northern town of 
such importance was so solidly held by the Royalists. The port facilities and 
the coal supplies thrust Marley into prominence whether he willed it or no. In 
November, according to Marley, he summoned all from 20 to 60 from the town and 
suburbs and raised 1500 men, as well as 800 obliged to do duty under the Train- 
band system. If this is true, as it probably is, it indicates remarkably well 
just how powerful Marley and his fellows were. As Deputy Governor of the 
Merchant Adventurers in 1643, he instigated a substantihl loan to which he 
gave Z3, but it does seem that he was financially committed to the pay of the 
soldiers. The critical months of February to October 1644 saw him at his most 
defiant and resolute, which occasioned some of the hatred of him which mani- 
fested itself particularly in Scottish and London circles. Deputy Governor ofl 
the town briefly in the presence of Colonel Sir Thomas Glemham, he signed the 
refusal to yield in February, and became supreme by the end of the month, when 
Glemham departed for York with the main army. At the storm and capture of 
the town, a petition was: presented to the Speaker of the Commons calling for 
Marley's detention until the measure of his wickedness had been taken by the 
Parliament. Sir Johng however, escaped from custody. Barred from pardon, 
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disenfranchised in his native, town and stripped of all his offices, his colli- 
eries seized and let outj he made his way to Scotland, and appeared in October 
1648 at Rotterdam after the failure of the rising of that year. His property 
was in the third Treason Act, but his experiences in exile were far from agree- 
able. Excluded from most of, the plots contrived there, and regarded by Hyde 
with suspicion am sure I shall not desyre ... youmanage any designe with 
him" - he eventually returned home. His son, Robert, had been apprehended off 
the Northumbrian coast in 1655 suspected of involvement in conspiracies, but 
to no purpose. Sir John himself, returned to England in 1658, where it was 
said that he passed on information to Thurloe, but as in many such cases, if 
this was true, it was probably spurious and used by him as a means to seek 
favour. He compounded, but in 1659 was in gaol and petitioning for bail. 
In-1660 he-came back into eminence, becoming Mayor of Newcastle again in 1664, 
and HP for the town from 1661 to his'death in 1673 
ý08 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Davison: This is conjecturedl based upon an interpretatioi 
of the evidence. In the sequestration and 
composition proceedings, he is referred to by 
rank, and in the List appears as a lt. colonel of Foot cited by a claimant who 
gave no regimental designation. First of the four sons of Sir Alexander 
Davison (who was killed defending the., city as a volunteer) and from a family 
thoroughly Royalist, he was born in 1608 and was styled of Blakeston. He 
admitted his rank, and stated-that he had held it from April 1643 to October 
1644, which clearly coincides with the fall of the town. He compounded in 
London in 1645, taking the oath and covenant in the Gray's Inn Chapel, and in 
the same year was Warden. of the Merchant Adventurers. , 
His fine of V116 was 
relatively steep. Knighted in 1660 at the return of Charles II, he was High 
Sheriff of Durham in that yearl was listed in the 1665 Hearth Tax returns as 
dwelling in Newcastle, and became Governor of the Company and an Alderman, 
11 1ý 409 dying in 1675. 
Lt. Colonel Alexander Forbes: Claimed in the List from Newcastle. He also 
appears under Fane's Foot (q, v, )g to which I 
suspect he transferred in April 1643. The 
, 
only-clue to Forbes, identity comes in a petition from a colonel of this name 
captured at Worcester in 1651, and referred to the Committee for Examinations, 41o 
who declared that his case lay in the prerogative of the Scottish Parl amen . 
Captain John Blackburn: The regiment is conjectured. 'Such a man signed the 
letters of defiance in the garrison in October 1644. 
A John Blackburn of Richmondt captain during the 
first war, is mentioned in the proceedings of the Committee for Advance of 
411 
Money, 
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Captain Cuthbert Carre: This is conjectured from sound evidence. He was 
Sheriff of Newcastle at the start of the siege and in 
his composition proceedings is alluded to as a 
captain of foot in the garrison, where he commanded at the Newgate (see Vol. 1). 
Of Auckland St. Helenj Co. Durham, he was born in 1619, the eldest son of James 
Carre of Newcastle who had been Sheriff in 1630 and had died in 1638. Carre 
signed the letters of defiancev and was a hostage for surrender talks. He 
compounded on a fine of Z130, but was suspected of complicity in subsequent 
plots. In 1656 Colonel Robert Lilburn told Thurloe that he had yet no evidence 
against "that daingerous man mr. Cuth. Carr". A JP and an Alderman after 166o, 
he died, apprently, in 1696 
ý12 
Captain Ralph Davison: The rank is certain from the sources and the evidence 
supports the regiment. Ralph was the second son of 
Sir Alexander Davison and thus a brother of Lt. Colo- 
nel Thomas Davison (q. v., above). Born in 1611, styled in later life as of 
Thornley Co* Durham, he held property at Blakeston which was sequestered in 
1644. He compounded in London with his brother in 1645. A licence was 
issued to him to go to London in 1657/8. After the restoration, he became a 
JP, and investigated the Kaber-Rigg*plot of 1664ý13 
(*The Kaber-Rigg plot was an alleged Quaker conspiracy so named from a meeting 
place). 
Captain Joseph Davison: Fourth of the four sons of Sir Alexander Davison, 
and cited in the List, he was killed with his father 
in the storm of the town. on his father's monument 
is the following inscription: "Josephum Centurion cordatum. (in hujus oppidi 
contra Scotos Rebelles propugnatione strenue Ad mortem usque dimicantum heic 
414 juxtim. defunctum". 
Captain George Errington: Claimed in the List from Newcastle. In his comp- 
osition he admitted to having been a Trainband 
captain in the garrison, something he "dared not 
refuse". He was second of the two sons of Mark Errington of West Denton who 
died in 1654, and in later life was styled as of Darras Hall. A merchantq he 
compounded on a fine of Z45 which does not suggest that he was long established. 
Apprehended again in 1655 for suspected conspiracy, in a ship off the North- 
umbrian coast, he may have been with Marley's son. He was listed for six 
415 
chimneys in the 1665 Hearth Tax returns for West Spital Tower Ward. 
Captain Eleazar Hodgeson: Cited in the List. Such a man, a doctor of physic 
from London in 1632, is mentioned in the composi- 
tion papers of Henry Lilburn. Eleazar Hodgeson 
was a Warden of the Company of Merchant Adventurers in January 1643 and had been 
ousted in May 1645. The doctor may have been a soný16 
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Captain John Lake: Cited in the List. Captain Edward Copley (q. v. 9 earl of 
% Newcastle's Horses Appendix 1)9 signed a certificate in 
1660 that John Lake, sometime Vicar of Leeds, had been in 
arms in several actions for the King and had been wounded. He supported Lake9s 
application to take his BD and to be a Prebendary at Durham. This may, 
possiblyq be a wrong identification, since one John Lake, a merchant, died 
overseas before 1652 and could be our officerý17 
Captain Sir Thomas Liddell: Rank and regiment are easily arrived at from the 
availablejýextremely comprehensive, evidence. 
The puzzling thing is that a man of Liddell's 
eminence, and born in 1578, should have held such a rank. The answer lies in 
the fact that he, a Trainband captain; commissioned in August 1642, was in fact 
holding a military rank that any civilian might hold as an additional honour. 
Tliere'is no doubt that he held on to it until 1644. Of Ravensworth Castle, he 
was Sheriff of Newcastle in 1609 and Mayor in 1625 and 1634, as well as I-UP for 
the town in 1640. The long and detailed composition records reveal his 
activities minutely, andcan be summarised. He was accused of combining with 
Marley for his own private gain: of obstructing the earl of Northumberland 
when the earl was appointed Deputy Lieutenant by Parliament: of levying war 
in conspiracy with the. earl. of Newcastle, Marley and Sir William Widdrington: 
that he delivered the town arms'and am munition to the Royalist party: that he 
raised Z1000 to prosecute the war: that he, as a Commissioner of Array, 
imprisoned named persons in, the town: : that he accepted a commission as a 
Trainband captain: that he declared. the--earl of Essex a rebel and a traitor: 
that he attempted to disenfranchise Parliamentarian sympathisers amongst the 
Aldermen and merchant class: that-he exposed Newcastle to the dangers of a, 
storm. In 1646, a prisoner in London, Liddell petitioned to compounds and was 
fined the relatively enormous sum of S4000. By 1652 the time. allowed for, 
payment had elapsed, and the Committee was not prepared to accept Liddell's 
claim that he had already paid Z1500 of the sum. He was dead before the end 
of the year, to be succeeded. by his grandsons Thomas, and this Thomas was a 
418 
Colonel of Foot for the Parliament in the. 1659 emergency4, 
Captain John MarleX: Cited 'in the List. Possibly a reference to Sir John 
as company commander. 
Captain HenrX Pemberton: This is implied from'the evidence. Henry, fourth 
of thefour sons of John Pemberton of Aislaby, from 
a-thoroughly Royalist family, was killed in arms as 
a captain. Since he was buried in Newcastle on April 25th 1644 the location 
in' this regiment is probably'ývixlid 
ý19 
Captain Metcalfe Rippon: The evidence places him in this regiment. He was 
a Newcastle merchant, donating 94 to the defences 
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in January 1643, and in late 1644 a prisoner in the Peterhouseq London. He was, 
a creditor to several persons, judging from George Lilburn's composition papers, 
and in 1650 his wife stated that one George Grey had offered to repay F, 100 of 
L160 owing Metcalfe. His wife accepted, since otherwise Grey threatened to payý' 
it all to the government. Metcalfe, apparently still gaoled in 1650, died 
420 
before 1654 when his will was administered. 
Captain Ninian Shaftoe: Cited in the List. Fifth of the five sons of Robertf'j 
: iýi Shaftoe of Benwell who died in 1623- Ninian was 
born in 1604, and apprenticed to the Drapers' Companyl: 
in London in 1622. He was in Newcastle in 1636 when he was a witness against 
John Blakiston the regicide, and was then styled Gentleman. He died in 1647 Jýi 
ý21 
and his will was administered in 1651 
Captain Edward Stote: Also given as Stott or Scot(t). First of three sons 
of Richard Stott of Newcastle, he was born in 1597, and'I"! 
his own third son, Robert, was a cavalry lieutenant in 1); 
the King's army (regiment unidentified). Listed in 1638/9 as of Wallsend, 
Gentleman, and a freeholder in Castle Ward, he signed the 1641/2 Protestation il). 
ý 
Co, Durham. In 1643 he contributed to the garrison funds. His signature is 
on the refusal to surrender in October 1644, and after his capture he was gaoled, 
ý22 
in Winchester House, London,. dying in 1648 
Captain Thomas-Swinburn: Cited in the List, but see Glembam's Foot. 
Lieutenant Bertram Anderson: Claimed in the List from Newcastlel Captain 
White's company. Second of the four sons of 
Henry Anderson of Newcastle, and born before 
1622* A Merchant at the time of the siege, he donated Z5 to royal funds in 
1643. In his composition, he admitted that he was "unhappily drawn on to be a 
lieutenant in one of the trained bands of Newcastlet'. He took the covenant, 
to strengthen his denial that he was a Catholic, and was fined L75 in 1646.111ý 
The Parliamentarian Mayor of Newcastle reported that Bertram's I'lossess and 
sufferings have been very great, amounting to ZZ1,6097 and more by F, 500 at the 
least". His sequestration was lifted in 1647t and in 1655 he was Quaymaster. 11ý, 
Listed in the 1665 Hearth Tax returns as of Gunner Tower Ward with six chimneys, ý23 date of death unknown 
Lieutenant Ral2h Heron: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain Marley's 
company* Fifth of the five sons of John Heron of 
Chipchase Castle who died in 1618. On December lOtbIT Ii W 1645 a Ralph Heron, apprentice (which may rule out the initial identification) 
petitioned for his freedom, but it was denied to him because "he was an officer 
424 
in military affairs in this towne before it was reducedtle 
Lieutenant William Robinson: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain 
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Errington's company. Such a man is mentioned as an officer in October 1644, 
and Terry suggested that he was the Parish Clerk dismissed in October of that 
yeart gaoled in London House, and restored in 1660. - Such a man was sequest- 
ered in August 1644ý25 
Lieutenant Edward Surtees: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Wright's 
company. Probably the grandson of Edward Surtees 
of Broad Oakq Gentleman, who died in 1654. Ile 
426 
may be the copyholder listed at Whickham. 
Ensign Robert Archibald: Claimed inýthe List from Newcastle, Captain Shaftoes 
companye Two such, although the name is not un- 
L27 
common, signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Berwicle. " 
Ensign Robert Rutter: Claimed in the List from Newcastlel Captain Joseph 
Davison's company. A Merchant Draper (or perhaps his 
son)i he gaveE3 to funds in January 1643; was dis- 
bursing relief for the benefit of a brother of the Merchant Adventurerst in 
1647; named to supervise foreign trade in the town in the following year; and 
was having apprentice - trouble in 165 
028 
Ensign Thomas Swan: Not in the List, but apparently a commander in the last 
defence in October 1644. In 16.50 Thomas Swan, a brother 
of the Merchant Adventurers, was accused of Ilierying some 
of the apprentices, whose haire was cutt according to the Companye's acte, 
calling them the Companye's coved tupps ... 11. These sound like cavalier senti- 
ments. In 1660, however, a Thomas Swan, possibly this merchant's son, petit- 
ioned for the post of Postmater which his father. had held (and to whom 9674 was 
owing) but now held by. Captain Robert Foster. (Thomas Swan of Beverley, York- 
shire, must also be mentionedg in the defence of Scarborough, but the link is 
ý29 
too tenuous) 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Robert Whiteg cited in the List. 
Captain Thomas Wright, cited in the , 
List. 
Lieutenant Henry Archibald, claimed in the List from Northumberland, Capt- 
ain Shaftoe's company. 
Lieutenant Francis Read, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Hodgson's company. 
Lieutenant Thomas Wright, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Lake's 
company. (Is he one and the same as Captain Thomas Wright? ). 
Ensign John Boult, claimed in the List from Northumberland, Lt. Colonel 
Davisonts company. 
Ensign George Rickaby, claimed in the List from'Newcastle, Captain Swin- 
burn's company. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas METHAMIS Regiment of Foot. 
Although Young suggested that this regiment was engaged at Marston Moor in 
430 
- , 16449 it probably did not survive 
into the spring of 1643, for Metham appears 
nowhere in the List, whilst certain of his officers appear in other regiments. 
We'are dealing, therefore, with a Trainband formation that only just comes into 
the period with which we are concerned. It was reported in London on July 7th 
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1 642 that Metham had been ordered to raise a regiment. Metham's commission 
1'', 432 of array was published fully in the capital as well, 
By vertue of a Warrant from the Right Honourable, the Earl of 
Linsey, Generall of His Majesties forces for the compleating 
of the Regiment of the, Trained Bands now under my command, and 
for that you-have neglected this service, in sending ignorant 
and untrained men, and sparing (without any command or direction) 
such as formerly have been trained and served under me; These 
are thereforelby Vertue of the said warrant, straitly in Hid 
Majesties Name to command you, that upon sight hereof, you 
summon and bring all such persons that be able of body, as well 
private as common, formerly set in my Muster Rollsj now inhab- 
iting and residing in your, several townships; And also such as 
upon the Summons for- 
' 
this Serviceg have either fled or absented 
themselves, and them with their arms that are wanting in your 
severall Constableries, personally upon sight hereof to bring to 
me to Newbury near Cottinghamq where I am with my Regiment, for 
His Maje8ties Special Service; as also some of the ablest men 
of body in your Townships, to be in the places of divers impotentl 
lame and unfit for service. soo 
This document was directed to the constables of Ouse and Derwent, and to tho 
petty constables of Elvington, Dunnington, Grimston, Heslingtong Foulfurth cum 
Foulfurth Nayburn, Stillingfleet and Dighton. This gives a very clear idea of 
the recruitment area, and the document-quoted strongly implies that Metham had 
been a Trianband commander for some time before 1642, an unusual role for a 
Catholic, but by no means unique (see Colonel Robert Strickland's Foot). 
Another London tract alluded to this "broken regiment" going coldly to the 
siege of Hull in the same month,, so evidently Metham's angry circular had little 
effectý33 The lack of cohesion probably led to'the complete dispersal of the 
regiment, for had it survived, it could properly have claimed to be the oldest 
regiment in the King's servicet an honour usually applied to Sir William Penny- 
man's Foot (q. v. ) but perhaps better justified by Robert Strickland's. 
Pay warrants and receipts for the regiment have survived, as well as an 
undated document listing'the lt. colonel, major and four captains, with 681 
44 3 
men. At the date of compilation of this document, the regimental straugth 
included a chaplain, a surgeon and his mate, a provost marshal, a quartermaster 
and a waggon-tpaster, so evidently, it was well organised. Methamts signature 
on pay receipts gives an impression, moreover, that as July wore on, the 
regimental strength did increase, although whether the quality of the rank and 
file improved we cannot know. On July 10th the regiment took C220.8.10d. on 
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the 27thl F, 232.6s. on August-lst-2250-5.6dý35 Precisely when the regiment 
disbanded, we cannot knowt and'the date of Spring 1643 is probably too lateg 
for by then some of theofficers must already have transferred to other forcest 
as will become apparent. 
Colonel Sir Thomas Metham: The, 'son-of Thomas Metham of Metham who died in 
1ý10, Sir Thomas was born in 1575 and was by 
--far the oldest field officer in the northern army. 
From, the reign of James 19 when,. he was. the King's Equerryl into that of Charles 
I, to whom he was a Gentleman of., the, Privy Chamberg Metham was solidly a court 
man, steadily loyal to the King. and, to Strafford. He had been knighted in 
1603. In 1626 he was named, in a petitionof the House of Commons against 
Emmanuel Scrope, Lord Lieutenant of Yorkshireq who was accused of favouring 
Catholics. It was stated that Metham was employed, although a known Catholic, 
in examining the gunpowder at Hull and in impressing soldiery. In 1628 Metham 
was again cited as a Catholicg'but'only suspect, at which time he was a Train- 
band colonel and a deputy lieutenant. Strafford maintained him in the position 
partly, it was felt, because 
- 
"Sir JohnHotham, distasts him". At the outbreak 
of war in 1639, Metham commanded 867 Foot,, the force in which the 1642 regiment 
was rooted. He stood as the court candidate at Beverley in the 1640 elections 
but was beaten. A Commissioner of Array in 1642, it was reported in April that 
', 'Sir, Thomas Mettam is,,, raising Forces for the King in. Yorkeshire, in therarts 
adjoining to Hull, most of them being'Papists thal-come in to him .... Apart 
from the propaganda element in. the report, 'Metham 
was evidently one of those 
early "swordsmen", closely associated with Colonel Sir Francis Wortley (q. v., 
Appendix 1). Cliffe hasl hoii6ver's shown'that Metham was heavily in debt in I 
1642, and this may have been no small factor in his relinquishing of an active 
field command. His nephew George __ was wounded in arms at Winceby in 1643, but 
Sir, Thomas himself. did not-take the-fieldg so far as is knowng until Marston 
Moor when he commanded the Marquess of'Newcastle's Lifeguard. Previous to 
this, he had been associated with Belasyse in the administration in York and 
Yorkshire during Newcastle's absence in the,, north. He was by now 69 years old 
and probably rode to Marston Moor out of a sense of duty. He was killed in 
action there. John Constable.. the son of, Lt. Colonel Henry Viscount Dunbar 
wrote on July 25th from: Amsterdam to his brother Mathew, and added as a post- 
script: "When you writ; 'let me know what is become of Sir Thomas Metham and the 
436-, 
rest of my friends". 
Lt. Colonel Jordan Metham: This, ir- conjecturall and is based upon the scant 
available evidences recording him by rank and 
name as killed at Pontefract in 1644 or 1645. 
He was Sir Thomas's nephewl first of the eight sons of Sir Jordan Metham of 
Terrington, and was born in 1615. Sir Jordan, the father, had been knighted 
, at York in 1642 and died in October 1642, having refused knighthood at the 
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King's coronation. Lt. Colonel Metham was probably a Catholics since his 
437 father and sister had a tradition of Recusancy behind them, 
Lt. Colonel Z- 2 Vaughan: Cited in the summer of 1642, no forename given. 
Probably a transfer to Glemham's Foot (q. v. ), 
but if so, this would have to call in question 
the identification of Glemhamlsýlt. colonel as being of Pembrey in Wales. 
Vaughan's company had 112 mený38 
Major Z- 
_7portington: 
Cited in the summer of 1642, and whilst this may 
conceivably represent a man transferred to Glem- 
hamts Horse (q. v. ), it is more likely to be Michael 
Portington of Estrington. Thomas Wentworthq the guardian of his infant son, 
petitioned in 16,51, the father having died in arms before he had been sequest- 
439 
ered. A fine of Z140 was promptly paid. 
Captain Lewis Lewin: Cited in the summer of 1642 with a company of 95 men. 
He transferred to Glemham's Foot (q. v, ). 
Captain (Sir) Phili2 Monckton: By his own evidence, and listed in the summer 
of 1642 with a company 100 strong. See him, 
conjectured colonel, Saville's Horse (Appendix 
1). 
Captain Ralph Normaville: Cited in a list of regimental officers with 192 
men under him, almost two full companies. He has 
not been identified. 
Captain William Thornton: Listed as a company commander with 82 men in the 
summer of 1642, he is probably the same as of 
Glemham's Foot. 
Captain John Vaughan: Ci - ted under Lt. Colonel Vaughan in the summer of 1642, 
but he has not been identified. 
Lieutenant Nicholas Butler: Listed in Lt. Colonel Vaughants company in the 
summer, of 1642. 
Whilst it would be easy to regard this regiment as the basis upon which 
Glemham built his own, and as providing, a link with the Peacock lists, further 
proof would be necessary before such an assumption could be made. Individual 
officer transfers may be purely coincidentall i. e., Metham's disbanding as 
Glemham's was recruiting. 
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Colonel William MIDDLETON'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
The'evidence for this'rests upon the List, upon the Middleton pedigree and 
family-traditiong as well as upon references to Colonel Middleton. Whether 
it'was ever a regiment in, the true sense is open to doubt. 
Colonel'William Middleton: The eldest of the six sons of Sir Peter Middleton 
of StoCkheld who died in 1644. He is not to be 
confused with the lt. colonel of the same name in 
Gerlington's Horse (q. v. 9 Appendix 1). On October 18th 1645 Colonel William 
Middlýtonls name was in Ia list compiled by Lord Digby for a commission to govern 
Skipton during Colonel'Mallory's illness. He was also, evidently, in arms in 
1648 when captured at Appleby. The son-in-law of Henry Constable Viscount 
Dunbar'(q. v., E. Widdrington's Horseq Appendix 1). William's aunt, the second 
wife of - Colonel Sir Edward Osborne (q. v. 9 Appendix 1), laid claim to the estate 
in William's composition, for an allowance due to her. Other details are 
44o 
scant. Colonel Middleton appears to have died in 1658* 
Major Mathew Middleton: This designation rests solely upon the pedigree. 
Fourth of the sons of Sir Peter of Stockheld, Mathew 
was, apparently, major of the regiment in 1642. No 
further details are known, although he was conceivably one of the sons of Sir 
Peter killed on Marston Moor 
ý41 
Captain Peter Burgoyn: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. First of the 
three sons of George Burgoyn(e), and styled as of 
Addlethorp near Spofforth. Born in 1620, he succ- 
442 
eeded his father in 1657 and died in 1669. 
Lieutenant Thomas Middleton: Claimed in, the List from London/Westminster. 
Such a man was fifth of the sons of Sir Peter 
ofStockheld and seems a strong probability for 
443 
the rank. 
Quartermaster Francis Steele: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. He may be 
the son of Michael Steele of Plumpton, living 
in 1666ýý 
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Colonel Richard Viscount MOLYNEUXIS Regiment of Foot. 
Recruited in Lancashireq but not at full strength by the time of Edgehill 
where it fought, 320 strongý45 on November 5th it was drawing powder, bullets 
and match from stores in Oxfordq and on the 24th a sum of 9116.2s. was handed 
over for regimental pay 
ý46 
It was at Brill on the Hill with Gerard in December, 
I but for how long we do not know., Although the regiment was at Culham in May 1 
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1643, Colonel the Lord Molyneux was by this time in Lancashire to recruit 
further (see him, colonel of Horseq, Appendix 1). At the muster a lt. colonel, 
aýmajor and four captains were listed which indicates that the regiment had 
somewhat increased in strength, since Edgehill. In the first Tertia of foot at 
the storm of Bristo1448 and at Abingdon in June, it fought at the first battle 
of Newburyt after whichl. Young s uggested, it returned to Lancashire. At this 
time its colonel, with Tyldesley and others, went back to assist Lord Byron and 
to attend the Irish forces at Chester (see Vol. 1, and Molyneux's Horse, Appen- 
dix 1). Thereafter it was employ , 
ed with Rupert's army in Lancashire and may 
well have fought on Marston Mooro 
Colonel the Lord Molyneux: Dealt with as colonel of horse, -Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel Roger Nowell: -Born-, in 1605, first of the five sons of Roger Now- 
ell, of, Read Hall in Lancashire. He succeeded his 
father in 1624, but whether he was a Catholic in a 
family with some Recusant tradition is doubtful. A-captain in 1642, prominent 
at the 'siege' of Manchester in Septemberl he was to be a commissioner for the 
truce talks in October, but went south with the regiment before these came to 
anything. Probably lt, colonel from the time of Edgehill, if not before, he 
remained in that rank until 16469 contrary to some family pedigrees which claim 
that he was a colonel in his own right. He was at Culham in May 1643, and was 
a commissioner for the surrender of Lathom in 1645. He petitioned to compound 
in 1649 and a fine of V36.4.6d. was levied. Listed in 1660 for the Order of 
the Royal Oak, in 1664 a Trainband colonel, he died in 1695ý49 
Major Henry Byrom: Cited in the List as Captain 'Byron', but evidently the 
same man killed as major at Edgehill. Son and heir of 
John Byrom of Byrom who died in 1614, he was himself born 
c. 1609. At the siege of Manchester in September 1642, he was apparently 45o briefly held by the Parliamentarianso Little else is known, 
Major ffrancis Saunders: He replaced Byroms perhaps as a promotion from 
below, but more likely, since he was almost cert- 
ainly not a Lancashire man, by commission or trans-, 
fer. Signing for supplies on November 5th 1642 as major, and still in that 
rank at Culham in May 1643 and at the siege of Bristol, what became of him is 
not known. Roy could not identify him, but two possibilities present them- 
selves (unless it be the same man on both occasions). ffrancis Saunders was 
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the second son of William Saunders_of,, Welford in Northamptonshire, in 1615 of 
the Middle Temple. In Henry L iddell"s-composition papers is a reference to a 
i London merchant of this name whol a feofee in 1634 of Liddell's, was dead in 
i 
16 
-designation is correct, if we accept thatýi 
51. It may be the Northamptonshire 
Saunders was promoted after Edgehill, and had not come with it from Lancashire. 
Various northern regiments picked. up field officers from elsewhere (see Edward 
Grey's'Horse, Appendix 1). ' IfSaunders is the man dead by 1651, this would 
explain his anonymity. The, matter is. debateable. Saunders signed an undated 
petition to Charles, I concerning pay and discipline, which looks as if it may 
belong to 1644ý51 
Captain John Ashton: of Penketh (so distinguished at Culham in May 1643) he 
was eldest of the two sons of Thomas Ashton of Penketh, 
and his younger brother Thomas was born in 1616. John 
at least seems to have been with Molyneux in Lancashire in 1643, and was wounded 
at-, Bolton in February. 'Littleýelse is known, and he was probably killed in 
the war. His brother was an officer in arms in an unknown regimentý52 
Captain John Ashton: of Cuerdall, at Culham in May 1643. Son of Radcliffe 
Ashton of Great Leverl who was Collector for Blackburn 
Hundred in 1642: John was born c. 1602/3. Foreign ed 453 Burgess of Preston in 1642, he was'kill/outright at Bristol, July 1643, 
ZC-aptain Robert Hesketg Tentatively suggested by Young, but see Chisenall's 
Foot 
ý54 
Captain Richard Latham: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, but the name 
relatively common. Such a man was killed at Lich- 
field, but cannot be this man. Possibly of Allerton, 
and Parboldt Esquire, born in 1623t son, of Thomas Latham of the same. Richard 
was apparently with the earl of Derby at Lancaster in March 1643, and his land 
was in the 1652 Treason Act. He petitioned in 1653 and was fined F, 1770.4s. 
Livingg styled Esquire, in 1664ý55 
Captain Richard Nowell: The regiment is conjectural but-probable. Fifth of 
the six sons of Roger Nowell of Read, and a brother 
of the lt. colonel. One of 19 killed in a charge 
at Bristol in July 1643 
ý56 
Ensign William Turner: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain Byrom's 
company. Such a man, styled husbandman, of Alston, 
was sequestered in 1647 and an undischarged Recusant 
in 1655 ý57 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Ogle, at Culham Campq May 1643- 
Captain f 
_7 
Prestridge, at Culham Camp May 1643. 
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Colonel Sir George MUSCHAMPIS Regiment of Foot. 
"Sir George Muschampe, 'Knt. 9' who has a'commission from the Earl of New- 
castle'to raise a regiment of foot in the north parts by beating of a drum, 
wishes to beat his drum in this borouSh Lger'wicg which is included in his 
commission. Orders that he shall not have the liber ty,, 
ý58 
This, and a 
reference to his commission in the composition papers, is the only additional 
evidence to support the List. Nonetheless, it is very much to the point and 
indicates that whatever Muschamp was able to do, or inclined to do, a regiment 
was-envisaged. 
Coloýel Sir George-Muschamp Born'-in-1611, son and heir of Sir William Mus- 
c'ýamp of Barmoorg Northumberland, who died in 
1631', the year of his Shrievalty. A Commiss- 
ioner-of Array, Sir George' was ordered in March 1643 by the earl of Newcastle to 
disarm and, if need be, to apprehend'certain Parliamentarian sympathisers in 
Northumberland. His unhappy experience in February of the same year, given 
above, ' cannot have encouraged him. 'At-his composition he denied that he had 
ever been in arms at all, and 'stated that he had never left the county. He 
wasq however, certainly at Aldwark with , Glemham in January 1644. A fine of 
Z1600 was levied at which he bitterly complained. Prevented from going to 
London to compound by ill healthlhe died, in 1648 or the following year. The 
brother in law of Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton (q. v. 9 Appendix 3)9 when he was 
knighted is not altogether clear, since his father was not, apparently, a 
baronet and so did not pass on the titleý59 _ 
(It must be noted that in 1638/9 
when George was noted as a freeholderg., he was styled Esquire. Perhaps Muschamp 
was knighted by Newcastle).,,: 
Captain Robert Muschamp: I -Claimed in the List from Northumberlandq he may be 
'Robert'lluschamp of Burton and Acklington who died in 
1669, "-but any relationship with'his colonel cannot 
be traced. Colonel Muschamp's uncle Robert, fifth of the seven sons of George 
46o 
Muschamp, Sheriff of NorthumVerlan'd in'1597, must be dismissed. 
- 38,7- 
Colonel Sir Edward MUSGRAVES Regiment of Foot. 
The regimental designation is based upon the List, an apparent allusion to 
461 
recruitment in July 1643 and a reference by Colonel Sir Philip Musgrave in 
a, private letter in the Musgrave Mss. In November 1643 he was to put 60 men 
into Carlisle garrison. 
Colonel Sir Edward Musgrave: Something of a mystery surrounds him. He was, 
according to one source, born in 1621, the first 
son of William Musgrave of Hayton or Hatton, 
Cumberland. He matriculated'at Queen's College in 1636 and entered Gray's Inn 
in 1638, the same year that he was made a baronet of Nova Scotia. However, in 
1648 one Isabel Vaux petitioned the House that Sir Edward Musgravo had mis- 
appropriated her property,, being, her cousin and the son of her uncle Sir Edward 
Musgrave and, significantlyl that Sir Edward had been three times in arms 
against the Parliament. Colonel Musgraveg who admitted his rank when he com- 
poundedg contributed to Carlisle garrison funds in 1644 and kept a garrison in 
Scaleby Castle during the siegeg at which time he was the Royalist Sheriff of 
Cumberland, as well as a Commissioner of Array. A Trainband major in 1666, 
Sir Edward was dead by 1679 when probate was granted his will. Styled also of 
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Clayton and Scaleby, 
Lt. Colone_l Z_ 7 Tirwhyt: The unusual nature of the name does not help in 
arriving at an identification. Attention must 
also be directed to a Captain Tirwhytt in the 
Earl of Newcastle's Foot (q*v. ). What follows applies to both of these men, 
although, let it be added, that is not to say that they were one and the same. 
Lt. Colonel Tirwhyt, like Captain Tirwhytt, however, is merely cited in the 
List. Sir Philip Tirwhitt of Stansfield, Lincolnshire, was a prisoner in 
Lincoln in November 1645 having been in arms for the King. He had been 
commissioned in August 1642 to raise 80 horse, however, and this must initially 
rule him out. Robert Terwhit, second of the seven sons of Robert Terwhit who 
died in 1651t was a delinquent who had compounded by 1648. This latter family 
produced several Royalist officers, one of whom, Francis, the fifth son of 
Robert 19 was killed in Ireland in 1643. A William Terwhitt of Laneham in 
Nottinghamshire, papist in arms, was dead by 16489 and may have been killed in 
1643/4. To complicate matters-further, a Lt. Colonel Tirwhitt of Mathew 
Appleyard's Foot was captured at Naseby in 1645. The problem seems beyond 





but that is no guide 
ý64 
Cited in the List. The surname is. extremely 
common in Cumberland at this period. A Mr. 
Chambers gave V to the Carlisle defences in 1644, 
- 38,, 8 - 
I 
Lieutenant Thomas Fisher: - Claimed, 
in the List from Cumberland, he was third 
of th ef our sons of Edward Fisher of Kendall who 
diedýin 1640. His eldest brotherl Robert, 
compounded:. in 1648 as having been. in-. arms for the King in 1642/4, and Thomas was 
an alderman of Kendal. in-:, 1664ý65 
Quartermaster Roger Webster: -, Claimed-ýAn'the'List from Cumberland. Such a 
man; signed the 1641/2 Protestation from Thrimby 
and Little-Stricklandq Westmorlandý66 
The-following officers have'not been identified. 
Captain Francis'-Lyndsey, claimed in the-List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant William'Chambers, 'claimed'izi the List from Cumberland, Captain 
_. -Chamber's company. 
Ensign Martin Gower; -claimed*in the-; List from Lincolnshire in Lt. Colonel 
Tirwhyt's company. 'I. 'I' 
Ensign William Grave, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
7 
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Colonel Sir Philip MUSGRAVE'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
As with Sir Philipts Horse regiment, we cannot be sure whether we are 
asaling'with officers commissioned in 1642/4, or in 1648, or, in certain 4ases 
in both wars. No lt, colonel or major can be identified. 
Captain Sir Richard Musgrave: _ Cited 
in the List, and an unusually humble rank'ffý 
for a knight. Richardq Husgravels eldest son V 
was born in 1625 which would tend to rule him 
out, even apart from the fact that he was not knighted in his father's lifetime. ft 
This may be Sir Richard, son and heir of Christopher Musgrave of Hartley, and a 
Commissioner of Array in 1642. Sir Richard was the son in law of the Parlia- 
mentarian Lord Wharton. A Richard Musgrave of Bottong Cumberlandq yielded in 
September 1644 and was fined R2, but there is no reference to a knighthood in 
the (brief) proceedingsý 
67 
Captain Wilson: Cited in the, List. Thomas Wilson of Haversham Hall,, 
Westmorland, Gentlemang stated in his 1646 petition 
to compound that he was a Trainband captain from 
July 1643 to February 164.5 under Colonel Sir Philip Musgrave, and had held the 
commission for seven years, before that. This same man was raising money for 
the Royalists in 1648 
ý68 
Ensign Thomas Hutchinson: Claimed in-the List from Westmorland. Such a man 
of Crosby Garret signed the 1641/2 Protestation, 
the son (2) of Thomas Hutchinson Sar. of the 
469 
same* 
The following officers have, not been identified. 
Captain Mathew Dowling, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant Richard Barker, claimed in the List from Cumberland. 
, Lieutenant John Baynes, claimed 
in the List, from Cumberland. 
Lieutenant Mathew Robinson, claimed in the List from Westmorland. 
Ensign William Fothergill, claimed in the List from Westmorland. No fewe 
than five such signed the 1641/2 Protestation in that county. 
Ensign Christopher Harling, claimed in the List from Westmorland, -Captain 
Wilson's company. 
Ensign John Smitht claimed in the'List from Westmorlands Captain Sir 




The Earl of NEWCASTLE'S Regiment of Foot. 
Raised originally in Northumberland and Durham in the autumn of 1642, it 
was greatly increased in size in subsequent months and must have been a regimenti! 
of some prestige. Although a list of officers for this regiment given by 
IiF Peacock is given below, clearly, the earl raised two regimentst Peacock's being 
that which was consigned the King to do with as he wished. The second foot 
regimentl over which Newcastle exercised titular authority, since he appointed 
a colonel for field command, is that with which we are concerned. The regi 
1U 470 ment was apparently at full strength in Newcastle upon Tyne in mid 1642 but 
thatý'zeemz unlikely, and this may, be a composite reference to other forces then 
being raised by the earls for not long after he put 500 men into the city 
471 
garriZOn. The regiment was engaged at-Tadcaster fight in December 1642 (see 
Vol. 1) and' particularlyl at, Adwalton Moors where Newcastle fought pike in hand' 
with his man (see Vol.. 1). ' The. regiment has,, been considered to have been the 
famous Whitecoats butchered on Marston Moor, but, even allowing for other factors 
(see Lambton's Foot) the extant officer lists argue against that. Under its 
colonels the regiment served in the, defence of Newcastle upon Tyne in February 
1644, having marched rapidly up from-Yorkshire* It fought its way back to Yorks],! !: 4ý 
where it distinguished itself in the, sieget fighting in ihe defence of King's 
Manorý72 and fought on Marston Moor after which it was disbanded, 
In what follows, I have-included'in the officer lists those who claimed I 
specifically under Bassettt the colonelt although I am conscious that most if 
not all may have served under him in Cornwall in 1645 and never in the north. 
Colonel Sir Arthur Bassett: A'Cornishmang and a professional soldier. He 
was third, of. the, five sons of James Basset(t) of 
Tehidy in that countyl and was styled as of 
Undersleighq Co. Devon, when he compounded on a fine of Z1321.6.6d. Born in 
16029 he achieved his BA at Exeter College in 1615116, entered the Inner Temple 
ý11! ý 
in 1617, and sat as MP for Fowey in 1625/6 and for Bangorl Co, 'Down, in 1634. jjp, ý , 
A Commissioner of Array in Devon in 1642, he had previously been appointed 
colonel of Sir Samuel Rolle's Trainband regiment specifically to supervise 
their disbanding. When he came north is not clear, but he was knighted on the 
outbreak of war and probably when he'assumed command of the regiment. He is 
mentioned particularlyl, and indeed for the onlytime, in January 1644 as enter- 
ing Newcastle upon Tyne with the regiment Just ahead of the appearance of the 
Soots. After the battle of Marston Moor, he accompanied Newcastle into exile, 
but, returned to the West Country where'he'replaced his deceased brother as the 
governor of St. Michael's Mount in'1645, which he held for 15 days under attack , 
before surrendering. He was the the Prince of Wales in the Scilly Islands in 
1646, 'and was in arms again in 1648, captured and'gaoled. He was fully dis- 
charged from sequestration in 1654. "Colonel of'a foot regiment briefly in 
1667t he died in 1673ý73 
I 
Lt. Colonel Z' 
_7Rich: 
Cited by Peacock. The possibilities are limited 
as to identification. Sir Edward Rich of Hartle- 
pool was a convicted Recusant in 1639. Richard 
Rich of the Royd, a younger brother of Aymer Rich, was Constable of Staincross 
in 1624, but his son William was a Parliamentary officer in 1644. A Richard 
474 Rich of Ottringham was dead by 1683 when probate was granted, 
Hajor Z' 7Babthorpe: Cited by Peacock. The Babthorpes were a promi- 
nent Recusant family in Yorkshire. The two sons 
of Sir William Babthorpe of Hemingborough were 
priests. Ralph Babthorpej eldest s on of Richard Babthorpe who died in 1610, D 
died'in 1666 and may be our majorl whilst there was a Bryan Babthorpe married I 
into the Royalist Ellis family of Kiddall. There were branches of the Bab- 
, 47.5, thorpes at Oagodby and Menthorpe 
Captain 
_7 
Andrews: Cited by Peacock. It is remotely possible that 
this is an early'allusion to (Colonel) Eusebius 
Andrews, whose. trial and e xecution for Royalist 
conspiracy in 1650 is worth'remarking upon. Andrews was tried by the High 
Court of Justicet which procedure was condemned by the Leveller pamphleteers 
who compared the court to those of High Commission and of Star Chamber. They 
demanded that the sentence of death, be waived and a now trial, by jury, should ý'T 
take place. Not ilinnaturallyl their criticisms and demands went unheeded. 
4761 Andrews was granted the right to-be beheadedl and was executed on August 22nd. 
Captain Cuthbert Bates: The rank and regiment are deduced from the available 
evidence. Second of the three sons of Cuthbert 
Bateal Esquirel who died in 16029 from Halliwall in 
Northumberland, Cuthbert was killed defending York in 1644ý77 
Captain Ralph Bates: Rank and regiment is conjectured from a simple allusion 
to him as an officer under Newcaatle, which has been 
tentatively take naa literally true. Nephew of the 
above Cuthbert Batent Ralph was born in 1613 the eldest of the two sons of 
Thomas Bates of Halliwelll Northumberland. He succeeded his father in 1638 
and was styled Esquire. At his composition he claimed that he had been coerced 
and had deserted his command in Yorkshire. He was fined E200 in 1646 and his ;I 
sequestration was cleared'two years later* His wife was a Recusant in 1682 
and in 1684ý78 
Captain George Berridge- Cited in the List as a major, which rank most 
probably dates to 1648 or even latert since he was 
captured on Marston Moor as a captain. In March 
1655 intelligence reached Colonel Worseley'from Newcastle that Major 'Birridge, 
had arrived in Northumberland with commissions from Charles 1I and had been 
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entertained at Seaton Delaval Hall'for"over a fortnight. Beyond this, 
identification has proved-impossibleý79,. _, 
Captain Nicholas Errington: ýClaimed in the List from Northumberland. Two 
such enter the composition records, one of 
'Theddlethorp' Gentlemang who compounded on a fine! 
ofý92; 'ýthe other* and'more probablei-of Ponteland who surrendered when New- 
castle'fellg and whose property was in the'1652 Treason Act 
ý80 
Captain Ralph Fenwick: Claimed, -in the List from Northumberland. He may be 
Ralph Fenwick of Gto Babington in Kirkwhelpington, 
noted as a Recusant from 1655 to 1683- in 1650 
information was laid against'him and-his ca8e'referred to the Committee for 
sequestrations 
ý81 
Captain William Gower: Cited in the List, such a man of Hutton upon Derwent 
was fined L36 for delinquency in the first war and 
died-c. - 1679-, ý-: He may be the Major William Gower who 
petitioned in 1660 to be Customer'of Hull'and'stated that he had served as an 
of f icer throughout, the ý war$ being capturedf inally at Wigan in 1651 1 cannot 
tell-if this is (colonel) Sir,, Thomas Gower'-o',, brother: "my brother Wm. Gower was 
but newly returned out'. of France with' my. sons and wishes himself there again", 
this in March 1657- on January 5th 1660 he was present in arms with Thomas 48? - Lord Fairfax in an armed demonstration against Lambert at York. 
Captain William Hedworth: _, ýClaimedln 
theList from Durham, second son of 
Henry Hadworth'. of Ryton Woodside, born in 1596, 
dying c. 1676. -- He signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
483 
as of Lumley in Co. Durham 
Captain Nicholas Lanyon: Cited--'in the List, and identified by Tullie in the 
degence of Carlisle (which forms a link with Basset), 
as a Cornishman., Perhaps the son of Philip Lanyon' ý84 
of Penzances Gentlemang and delinquent 
Captain William Pennyman: -Cited in the List under Basset. Of Gray's Innj 
-, 
Gentleman seclond, son ofýJames Pannyman, of Ormesbyjý 
Yorkshirel, 'but the. eldest son by the father's 
second marriage. Born in,, 1624 he died, in 1659* at his, death styled of Stanton, 
485 
or'. Tanton. 
Cited in the Listj the son and heir of Robert Rutter of Captain John Rutter: 
ho'died in 1622. John, styled Amotherbyll Yorkshire', v 
of New Maltons Gentleman, died in 1690. His uncle, of ;I 
Kingsley Cheshirej, who was, dead by, 1649, was. also, named. John and served in 
Cheater garrison. Two of-Captain Rutter's men were buried, in York on May 26th 
1644. Intorestingly, a John Rutter of New Malton, tanners died sometime aroundi; 
486 1652, his will dated in Jun4 of that Year, 
Captain Ralph Selby: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, and also cited 
under Basset. Possibly second son of the four (but 
heir by his elder brother Williamls death) of Sir Ralph 
Selby of Twissel who died in 1646. Howeverl this Ralphs styled Esquire, died 
apparently in 1660, although he may have had time to insert his claim first. 
There is another possibility in Ralphq third of the three sons of Thomas Selby 
of Biddlestone by the father's second marriage, but this Ralph came of age c. 
-1603/4 which may make him too old 
ý87 
ý 
CUtain Thomas Sharper: Ci6d in the List,. Of Newcastlet he petitioned to 
compound in 1646 having been in Tynemouth Castle 
when it fell in October 1644. A fine of E63 was 
imposedq but Thomas died in 1649 and his son Rowland had to complete the 
payments 
ý88 
Pa Cited in the. List, perhaps the same as I have 
_Rtain 
James Swinhoe: 
designated colonel of Clavering's Foot (q. v. ). 
Captain Z- 
_7Tirwhytt: 
For this man, see Sir Edward Musgrave's Foot. 
Captain Walters: Cited by Peacock. In view of the remarks made 
concerning dispersal of the regiments given by 
this sourcel wemay be dealing here with. Robert 
Walters of Ouseburn Parvat officer in arms 1642/3, and Governor of Wallingford 
for the King. Depositions by Royalist troopers indicate that he rose to the 
rank of major and was taken prisoner in 1644. In Colchester in 1648, he was 
High Sheriff of Yorkshire in 1660 and was styled Esquireý89 
Lieutenant Robert Nalson: 
Ensign William Hedworth: 
Ensign Richard Sewell: 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such of 
Altoftes, yeoman, was buried at Normanton in 
1679 
ý90 
Claimed in, the Listj Captain Selby's companyl under 
Basset. Very probably the son of Captain William 
Redworth, this regimentq and born in 1626 
ý91 
Claimed in, the List 
, 
from Staffordshire. Henry 
Sewell of Corleyq Warwickzhire, had an elder brother 
Richard who, according to Henry, yielded at Truro in 
1644 (1) with his "horse, arms and surgeons tools" and became Cromwell's own 
regimental surgeon. If this is the same mang and the link with Truro could be 
sustained through Basset, and for 1644 we read 1643, it was a remarkable about 
492 
face, 
Ensign Richard Taylor: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq possibly of Bay 
Parkq who "did assist the king", not worth F200 and 403 
discharged. " 
II 
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Ensign Samuel Wiseman: Claimed in, the. List, from London/Westminster, Captain 
Lanyon's company* He may well be the Sergeant Wise- 
man of'Dort, garrison cited on August 12th 1642 in 
A List'of Such English and Scotchcommanders &c., as have left their command, 
under-the'P., of Orangee To this list is added, in a contemporary hand, 494 
"These'are-for the King's service". 
The following officers have not been identified. 
_7 
Actong cited by Peacock., Captain 
Captain Z" 
-7 
Fisher, cited by Peacock., 





Captain Giiesq cited by Pýacock. ' 
Captain 
_7 
Hemminges cited by Peacock. 
Captain Ingram Marshal, claimed in the List from Durham. 
Lieutenant Robert Bakerg claimed in the List under Major Berridgeq which 
may rule out service in 1642/6. 
Lieutenant Nicholas Barnes, claimed in the List from Cornwall under Basset. 
Lieutenant Joseph Bray, claimed in the List from Cornwall under Basset. 
Lieutenant Edward Corpse, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Pennymants company. 
Lieutenant William Snary, claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Rutterle! 
company, 
Ensign Henry BuIlt claimed in the List from Hertfordshire, Captain 
Sharper's company. 
Ensign John Ripley, claimed in the List from Northumberlandl Captain 
Gower's company, 
Enaign Robert Thomsýnq claimed in the List from Northumberlands Captain 
Swinhoe's company. 
Quartermaster David Whitfields claimed in the List from Devon under 
Basset. 
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Colonel William PENNINGTON'S ReRiment of Foot. 
Another of the Cumberland/Westmorland paper regimentst although this 
officer with, presumablyt. his foot or what existed of themt was in battle at 
Lyndale Close in October 1643 (see Vol. I). Pennington's name on a list of 
commissions has survived inIthe Musgrave Has. He was of Muncasterl Esquire, 
son and heir of Joseph Pennington of the same. who died in 1640. William was 
a Trainband captainýin that year, and a deputy lieutenant. A Commissioner of 
Array in 1642, he contributed S10 to a, fund for the defence of Cumberland. His 
composition papers are fragmentary*,, - He. died c. 1652/3.1 suspect his 
'regiment# was raised of raw recruits specifically for the relief attempt on 
LL95 Thurland Castle which led to Lyndale Closeland the regiment's dispersal. 
0 
Colonel Sir William PFMYMANIS Reximent of Foot. 
: Claimed by Youngg on a'free interpretation of Symonds# diary, to be the 
oldest regiment in the-royal army 
496 
, It is possible that so far as the Oxford 
army is concernedl with which Pennyman's fought throughout the war, this may be 
accurate. . For the whole of Englandq however, the honour must go either to the 
F00t, regiment of Sir ThomaslMetham in the East Riding of Yorkshire (q. v. ), or, 
more probably, to that of Sir Robert Strickland, (q. v. ) raised in the North 
Ridings The sources for Pennyman's root are-fairly extensivaq and additional 
information can be gleaned, by inference from, the officer list. 
"The regiment-fought'at Edgehill, being 685 strong, in the Tertia of root IP 
commanded by, John'Belasyse an& had, been quartered on the eve of the battle at 497 
Wicken, In November the regiment is*noticad at Oxford drawing ammunition on 
the 4tho -and, on the'24th, z246.9s. for pay with z4.4s. ý for recruitsý98 From 
this Point on, it formied-part 'of-the Oxford garrisons when its colonel was 
appol ited governor there in December 1642ý99 It does seems however, to have 
seen action at Marlboroug h, i'n'Docamber (5th'and 6th) where Sir William Pennyman 
commandedPO The Ordnance Papers", are'replets with allusions to the regiment, 
receiving equipment from December, to, June 1642/3, for action at Cirencester in 
01 February and further afield in March?., -. -1-The regiment 
fought at the first 
battle pf Newbury, ý and was, in garrison briefly, at Reading when it was 479 strong 
502 a marked drop. This number included 11-captains, 10 lieutenants, 11 ensignsj; 
11 gentlemen at arms, 23, sergeantat 33-, corporals and 20 drums, The regiment 
was noticed by Lukeýat Stow on the Wold in, February 1644 but was wrongly named 
as Sir-William Panningtonts.:, , Colonel,, Sir William Pennyman wasq anyway, dead 
by this, dateýoý 
, 
Symonds noticed that the, regiment-was at Banbury in June 
. 
1644, where "An ensigne , 
taken at the: fartheat passe, and three prisoners by one 
foot man of Colonel Penniman's regiment,, 
504- For the officer list of the 
regiment we are also, indebted to, Symonds who. had a, detailed description in 
November-16.44 from. Colonel James Pennymans Sir, Williamls successors much of 
0.5 which is incorporated below?, 
., 
Under James Pennymang-and then under its third 
and last colonels Richard, Paget, the regiment fought, at Cropredyg Lostwithiel 
Second Newburyq and was broken up at; Naseby, as will be,, gathered from the 
officer, analysisý06 
. -It-looks as 
if the, regiment-. underwent a crisis of confid- 
ence when Pageýwas appointed colonell'as-will be seen. 
Colonel"Sir William Pennyman: 'The son and; heir of-William Pannymang Clark infi, 
Chanceryq who died in 1628 and who was himself 
ý. the bastard son. of-James Pennyman Esquire of 0 
Ormesby, Yorkshire. Sir Williams styled ordina-rily, of, Marskag was born in, 1 
1607, matriculated at-Christ Church Oxford in 1623 and was admitted, to the t 
Inner Temple, to become a, bencher, of Gray's, Inn in 1ý639 Pennyman's political 
career in the 1630's was somewhat mixed.. ' His, Alum mine interests kept him 
much of -the time in Yorkshire 9 where 
he was a JP until dismissed in 1634 for 
criticising Wentworth. Nonetheless, he was later to be closely identified wiW 
the Strafford and court party. As Sheriff, in 1635/6 he collected Ship Honey 
without protests and became in 1639 a deputy lieutenant. In that same year he 
commanded a Trainband regiment which was sent to Berwick to guard the town 
against -a suspected Scottish attack. His other interests included the Chance- 
llorship of the Diocese of Yorkl which he had secured in 1630/1 , and, until he 
was displaced in 16419 he was a Clerk of Star Chamber. He also shared the 
Treasurership of the Navy with Sir William Russells in reversion. It is 
certainly true that noýother northern colonell'with the exception of the earl of 
Newcastles enjoyed so many offices or was. so prominent in the national and 
local government milieu as Pennyman. -HP for Richmond from 164o to 1642, he 
voted against the attainder of Straffordq and wasl in the latter year, made a 
Commissioner of Array for Yorkshire., With, his regimentg, he fought at Edgehill, 
Harlborough and Cirencester, but ended his life late in 1643 as Governor of 
Oxford, dyings it is suppoigedg of consumption. In view of his origins, his 
story is singularly remarkable. . He was'created a 
baronet in 16207 
I MI Colonel Sir James Pennyman: originally lto colonel in the regiment, he was i 
born in 16089 eldest of the two sons of James 
Pennyman of Ormesby who died in 1655- Sir Jamesiý' 
was knighted in York in 1642' although his father had pointedly refused the 
honour at the coronation of Charles I. In 1642 the father was appointed a 
Commissioner of Array, and actively raised forces for the Kingg perhaps in this 
regiment. . James succeeded to the colonelcy on August 22nd 1643, inheriting not'! 
only the rank of the deceased Sir William, but also his property in Yorkshire, fl 
He is noticed, still as a lt. colonelg quartered with his company in Oxford in 
A pril 1643 Prior to the march to Readingg and again, as colonel, in October of 
that year. His period of command was unremarkable, save that he spent some 
few minutes, talking to Symondsj which has proved invaluable. He laid down his 
arms in July or August 164A and went into self-imposed exile in Europe for 
seven months from August. Upon his return, he compounded on a fine of 4537. 
His knighthood at York was not recognisedg and in his composition he was always 
referred to as Esquire, which may cause some confusion with his father. quiet 
during-the Interregnum, so far as is known, he became a JP in 1660, a deputy 
lieutenant in 1663 and a baronet in 1665. He also served on the commission for 
regulating corporations 7008 in Yorkshire in 16649 and, died in 16r.,. 
Colonel (Sir) Richard Page: Third and last-colonel of the regiment, but who 
he was, or where he came from, is unknown. 
Symonds noticed him as lt. colonel in November Ix 
1644, when Colonel Sir James Pennymarx divulged regimental history to him (and 
this would tend to call in question the-idea that Page was not from Yorkshire), 
having previously been a captain under Sir William., There is a suggestion thaC'j 
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Page ousted Pennyman as colonell for Sir Edward Walker, alluding to Page in 
August 1644, wrote, concerning actions around Foy in the west country, that 
Page with 200 man seized two forts which served to overawe the earl of Essex: 
"since deservedly made Colonell of that Regiment for his singular Vigilance and 
Valour". Page was certainly., colonel by the, end of November, and so the tran- 
sition,, from Pennyman to Page must have been in hand when Pennyman had his talk 
with Symonds, but no hint. comes through. It is possiblel thens to carry the 
matter a little furtherl that Sir James Pennyman threw over his service with 
the King in disgust (see above). Of Page before his promotion, we have few 
glimpses. He was in oxford in April-1643 returning equipment to the stores, 
and was noticed, as has been shown, by Walker and Symonds in 1644. At the 
storm of Leicester which preceded Nasebyg, in May 1645, he commanded the regiment 
on foot, and was knighted for his bravery on that day "at Countess of Devon's 
house near Leicester'#. His disregard for his personal safety had also been 
noted at Newbury in October 1644, when he was wounded in heavy fighting. At 
Nasebyg-commanding the regiment in person, he was finally taken prisoner. 
Eventually exchangedg Page went into exile with the court where he was prominent 
enough. He was at Breda in 1650, and was in debt to Sir Edward Walker for the 
sum of 100 Guilders. on another occasion he received Z200. In December 
1 654 he had disappearedg and Sir - Edward Nicholas in Cologne was writing with 
anxiety to know if anything had been heard of himg and what his wife had to 
say on the matter. One of Thurloele, agents noted him in Holland in the 
following year, and he'died in the Hague before 1656? 
09 
Lt. Colonel Francis Lawson: 
, 
Cited in the List as a captain under Colonel Sir 
William Pennyman, and by Symonds in that rank 
under Page., He was captured at Naseby as lt. 
colonel, to which rank he had risen when Page was promoted, by-passing Major 
Wyvell (q. v. ). Symonds gave. Lawson as from Linc, olnshirs, but he was probably 
" -I -ýý 11 .ý- 510 fourth of the four sons of Henry Lawson of Brough in. Yorkshire. 
Lt. 'Colonel George Symms: -, Cited-by. rank under Colonel Sir James, and noted 
by Symondsq who added that Symms (or Symonds) was 
the original major of. the regiment. He had 
clearly been promoted on Colonel Sir William's deathq and may have been brought 
,. into the regiment by himýsince, Symms came from Marske: in Yorkshire. He claim-' 
ed at his compositiong. howeverg that, heihad yielded in October 1644, which is 
palpably untrue if Symonds is accuratel'but he may have resigned his commission 
when Page was promotedt in which case'l-taken all in all-and with what can be 
said of Major Wyvells it'really does seem that the entire field officer cadre 
left the regiment with Sir James Pennymane Whether this had anything to do 
, with Pagela humble origins is hard to say, but it looks extremely likely. it 
may be that Page was a Catholic. Symms is noted in May 1643 at Oxford. After 
leaving the regiment, he returned to Yorkshireq and gave himself up to the 
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authorities when the, King marched, toward. Doncaster in 1645 looking for recruits. 
He was fined FL22, though he claimed, that he had no estate* real or personal, 
since 1642511 (Symms appears,, to'be a case, of a man undergoing a thorough 
change.. of heart during the. war, as, hisýcomposi tion papers strongly hint. it 
is interesting, to note that included in a list of debtors which he drew up, 
was Colonel Cuthbert Conyers,, q.. v-)-, 
Major (Sir) William Bridges: .. Noted, by Symonds' in November 1644 as a captain 
ý-, -and, called -, a, 
flacrivener in Chancery Lane". 
---_-,,,. 'Some, original link, with Sir William Pennyman is 
argued here. He became major when Page was promotedg replacing Wyvell. 
Knighted for his bravery in the, storm, of Leicasterg he was taken at Naseby. 
A William Bridges of Westong Cambridgeshire -, was 
fined 9148.10s. for his part 
in the wars but whether this is,. the same,, man,, is, questionable. Sir William 
Bridges certainly died abroads probab3, v at 
ý"the I 
exiled court in 1651 
? 12 
Major William Wyvell: Given*by Symonds, in this rank in November 1644, and an 
a Yorkshiremane Colonel Sir James and Lt. Colo- 
nal Symms he left the, regiment at Page's promotion. 
Wyvell"s exact identification is extremely. complex. If this is William Wyvell 
of Osgodbyq eldest son of Roger, of the same who died in 16579 then he claimed 
to have. surrendered in December, 1643 when, compounding, which was either untrue, 
or a clerical error for Decembar 1644 - 
which would fit-with events in the regi- 
ment. This William was fined X300 in 1646. William of Osgodby died in 1662. 
However, one Of ThUrlOolo. agenta'noted. a'William Wyvell in"Cologne in 1655, and 
alluded to him as a It. colonel, which calla in question the initial identifi- 
cations unless Wyvell went into exile'after compounding' which was unusual but 
not'unknoWn. Military"reference to Wyvell, is slims and confined to prior to 
and after the outbreak of. war. -, -,, In, 1642-for. examplet a Captain Wyvells also 
It* colonel in the Trained Band, regiment of-Sir Henry Belasyse, was receivingzý 
pay for his company. on JulylOth he-signedfor', E35; he listed his company, - 
as-116 men strong; he signed as It. colonel subsequently;, and his name app--,, 
ears again on August lot and August 8th. - , In Oxfords WyVell of Pennymania-is- 
noted in May 1643 and, as has been seens byýSymonds in November 1644. Now, 
the possibility that Wyvell'the Trainband lt., colonel and Wyvell of Pennyman's 
as .- majors are one-and the sameq'ia strong. "' The problem. lies in relating what 
we know of William Wyvell of Osgodbyl. to the Wyvell in exile in 1655, and the_ 
matter must remain open. _'A second 
William Wyvell of Sedbergh compounded on a 
fine ofZ8.. 6*Bd for "adhering", and a third (possibly) of Low Burton near Masham 
was'a Recusant in 1623 513 
C! 2tain Francis Bateson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire under James 
Pennyman, and confirmed. by Symonds. Bateson is 
unidentified, but may be the Captain Bemson captured 
at Naseby with Page 
? 14 
tI-- 4oo 
Captain Thomas Beverley: Noticed by Young as being buried in Oxford on June 
24th, 1644. -- We have no details concerning Thomas, 
-second of. _the 
two sons of Vincent Beverley of Great 
Smeaton; ''save that he was living, in 1614. His brother was a Royalist officer 
(see Belasyse's Foot)? 15 
Captain George Blak iston: Cited in the List, he is noticed in April 1643 
handing in a musket for repair, and some tools to 
the stores. Probably of Haytonj Yorkshire, who 
yielded at Bristol and was fined 920. A pass signed by Sir William Brereton 
an016 refers to him by r 
Captain Robert Carrington: aiven by'Symonds as from Yorkshire. He is prob- 
ab ly third of the four sons of William Carrington 
of Spawnton (Spanton? ). The eldest son was born 
in 1585 the second in 1593so the age is feasibleý17 
Captain Humphrej Elmes: Cited in the List, on April 24th 1643 a large stock 
of equipment was put into store by him, and it was 
noted that "The captaine saith that Captain Curson 
tooke away a Sword without his Consent before-it came into the stores". in 
May-he-put five muskets into store which he had seized locally. He may be the 
Gentleman of the Privy Chamber from Bolneyt Oxfordshire (the Oxford garrison 
? 18 
regiment surely must have attractedlocal Royalists) 
Captain George Etherington: 
_ 
Given by Symonds, probably an ensign at Edgehill. 
Such a-man of-Helsingtong yeomang died before 
1683 when his will was granted probate. The 
Captain Edrington captured at Naseby in 1645F9 
Captain Robert Howes: of Sherburng Yorkshire, he was commissioned to raise 
a company of volunteerslin this regiment and "did his 
beat to, complete, it".,, In August 1660 he was seeking 
the post of Thames Water 
- 
'Bailiffs 
and stated that he had been a lieutenant and 
then. a captains and often imprisoned "and yet lately further impoverished him- 
ý20 self by buying arms-and necessaries by royal orders" 
Captain John Jackson: Claimed in the List-from Yorkshire, and confirmed by 
Symonds. 
., 
There is a possible reference to him on 
April 11 1644 returning arms to the magazine at Oxford.,! 
j 
ý: i 
ntý21 There was, however, an officer of this name'in Lord Percy's regime 
Captain (Sir) William Mallory: Cited in the List, he fought at Edgehill and 
was knighted at Oxford on February let 1643 
and was, buried in July of the same year. I 
cannot discover who he waot or from whence he came 
ý22 
-. 4oi 
Xaptain Robert Maude: Noticed in the Ordnance, PýLpersj receiving three re- 
p aired muskets in April 1643, mentioned on June 9th 
and 11thq, and again on, JU3.7,3rd and 4th receiving re- 
paired muskets with, his, serge ant'. _Cotton., 
'' Such, a man of Ripon compounded 
after yielding at Newark,, and was styled Gentleman* He was fined Z320. This 
in notq howeverg, a conclusive identification, since the name is relatively 
common, at this period,. There is Robert Maudeq. son and heir of Anthony Maude 
of Helthwaite Hall near Harewoodq Gentleman: and'there is Robert Maude, second 
of the throe sons of Robert Maude of Helthwaite who was born in 1616 and succ- 
eeded his'fatherjn, 1632ý'the 'eldest son'having'died in 1631. He is probably 
the Robert Maude who. was MP forLInnishage, Irelandl in 1639, and who was later 
a colonel'in 11 Irelandg' - dying in, i6854'ý In topographical termaq either of these 
r5 23 could be the Maude of Ripon alluded to'earlie 
CUtain_Anthony Norton: in the List and cited under Page. Symonds 
gave himlao. a. Yorkshire officer. He signed at 
Oxford stores in April 1643. Probably second of the 
five Sons of Anthony Norton of, xattelthorps, in October 1661 at Thirsk Quarter 
Sessions it, waa agreed he was., to. receive Z10 per year for his wartime sufferings 
and there was a mention of his ranko, _, 
Prisomer at Naseby in 1645 
? 24 
Captain John Simpson: -Claimed in, the-List from Yorkshire, he had been an 
ensign, at Edgehill. He was born in 160.5, fifth son 
but heir of Robert Simpson of Great Edston, Yorkshire, 
who died in 1610" and w' living" in 
r 1665 as Ia Trainband captain, ly well as- He mi 
be the Ensign Simpson noted under, Wyvell in Henry Belasyse's Trainband Foot in 
1642 (see Wyvell, above).,., Captured, at. Xasebyq 'Captain Limsonf-. '--' 
Captain Henry Skipwith: Listed in the Ordnance Papers at Oxford 1642/3, but 
Possibly the son of Sir ,, no further detaile'remain, 
Henry'Skipwithl baronet, 'of Cotes in Leicestershire, 
both of whom compounded for,, their, first, war activities on a fine of Z1,400. 
such a man, a. bachelor, died overseas in 165026 
Lieutenant Z- 
_7 
Ballard: Captured at Naseby under Page 
ý27 
Lieutenant John Eggleston: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Malloryls company. Captured at Nasebjy528 
Ensign Thomas Anderson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such a man of 
Aidwark was a juror at Helmsley quarter Sessions in 
1638, but the name must be common. Such a man was 
licensed to go on a fishing trip from Hull in 1649 
ý29 
Ensign Andrew Lanxo: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Norton's 
company under Page. Captured with Page at Naseby530 
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Quartermaster William Bates: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire$ and probably, 
a printer's error for the Quartermaster William 
Baty mentioned in the Ordnance Papers between 
The name is common as Baty or Bateyq as the December 1642 and June 1643- 
following will show., Such, a man of Almondburyg dated his will in July 1663; 
one of Thorpe near Burusall, yeoman, had probate granted in 1679: two of Ripon 
(or the same twice) probate in 1674: and one from Scarborough in 1680. A 
William Battie of Horburyt yeomanj probate 1665? 
31 
The following officers have not been identified, although let it be noted 
that those officers under Page captured at Naseby (see Lieutenant Ballard, 
above) may';. be from other regiments and nominally listed under him. Yet 
there-is a shortage of-lieutenants for'this regiment. 
Captain Z_ 
-7Henaon, 
listed under Page at Naseby. 
Captain'Z-. 
-7 
xerringtont listed under Page at Naseby. 
Captain Z_ 
_7 
Walker, cited by Young, no source? 
32 
Lieutenant Z_ 7rleynee,, listad under'Page at Naseby. 
Lieutenant Hilkingson (Wilkinson? ) listed under Page at Naseby. 
Lieutenant Thomas Homewoodq cited by Youngj no source. 
Lieutenant f 
_7Roberts, 
listed under Page at Naseby. 
Lieutenant f 
_7Rowndtree, 
listed under Page at Naseby. 
Lieutenant Allen Sartang claimed in the List , 
from London/Wastminater. 
Lieutenant James Storrel'claimed-in the List from Yorkshires Captain 
Blakiaton's company. 
Lieutenant Anthony Tatham, claimed-in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Elmes' company. 
Lieutenant Robert Towers, cited by Youngg no source. 




Edrington, listed under Page at Naseby. 








Colonel Henry (Lord) PERCYIS Regiment, of root. 
An Oxford based forces drawn together from various companies which came to 
that, town., from the earl of 16439 as escorts for an ammunition 
tr rain? 
33 01, L July 8th Percy wrote to__Rupert from Oxford: "I doe humbly desire I 
you. that you will commaund your Secretary to give those officers of mine 
Commissions that have none, that soe they may not be taken out of my regiment 
nor your Brigade by others that perhaps may pretend to them by gift from my Ld 
I-. -__- ý1 '00 ,? 34 - '_ 
`--ý, .Ir-I- 535 Newcastle. The regiment was paid in Oxford in June 1643 and on July 
26th Luke appears to have noticed, its with Percils Horse (with which we are not 
536 
concerned) on its way to Maideiihead. It was receiving repaired equipment on 
July' 537- 28th/29th at Words. 'and was issuedýwith'-ammunition for the Newbury K 
campaign on August 24th? 
38 Young_ý, suggested that the regiment remained as guardýj 
of, the: artillery during, the first battle. of Newburys its colonel being general 
th ereof and t his vou ld seem soundP? ý,,. Theýregiment-was in the muster at Now 
54 Parkas Wadham. Colleges on February 13th 1644,, 
0 
and marched-in the army into 
Cornwall in November, Jong afterLord Percy had himself been disgraced (see 
1 This may tend to below)l when Symonds noticed it 
I 
still, by its old title? 
4 
ý3 
call in: question Youngta-, suggestion that Lord Hoptont who replaced Percy in his 
Officest'also took-OTer, the regiment. But what became of it thereafter is 
not known. 
Colonel HenrZ_ (Lord) Perc; Z: According to Clarendon, Percy was a man who had 
few friends, beyondthe queen, who favoured him* 
He had been made General of the Ordnance "upon 
very Partial and not enough deliberated considerations, 19 for Percy had none "of 
those'f"a'culties f or securing men to him" and was "generally unloved as a proud 
and SýP` ercilious persons, yet he_had'always 3'or'. 4 persons of good credit and 
reputations who were esteemed by him, with whom'he loved very well: and though 
he did not draw the, good fellows, to him by drinking, yet he eat well... 
Virtualljy all of the queen's favouritea, have, attracte4ý. the criticism of writers 
then and now, so that it-is hard to arrive at any fair estimation of them. i 
Henry Jermyn is a case in point (see the queen's Lifeguard of Horses Appendix 
I). Percy was born in 1605, youngest son of the 13th earl of Northumberland 
and sat as MP for Northumberland and then for Portsmouth until expelled for his 
part in the Army Plot in 1641. In 1639 he commanded a regiment against the 
Scots. A noted Straffordian. In February 1643 he was given a cavalry 
commands and Luke noted at the end of the month that Percy was recruiting in 
Lancashire and Cheshire, although his cavalry regimental lists give no indic- 
ation of officers from the former county in any number. In April he was 
conveying ammunition from York to Oxford via Leicester. Appointed Genera3. of ;1 
!I 
the Ordnance in May 16439 he was created a Baron on June 28th. Roy has Poin- 
ted out that he may have left much of the routine administration to Sir John 
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Heydon who had been acting general after the disgrace of the earl of Newport 
in December 1642 (see Newport as a staff officer of Newcastle'st Vol. 1). 
There - was general resentment * against - Percy in Oxf ord 9 and Luke reported a rum- 
our that he heard Mass daily in his lodgings. He gave his opponents ample 
9pportunity to remove him whenq-, ýin, Auguat 1644, he signed the letter to the 
earl'of-Essex seeking some kind of accomodation (see in this contextq Pall and 
Gilby of'Belasyse Is Foot). --- Dismissed as general later in that month, he went 
into'exile in 1645 to join the queent' and' became associated with the 'Louvre$ 
group favouring a Presbyterian'alliancel which group included Jermyn. He died 
9542 on'the", eve of-the restorationýiný, 165 
Lt. Colonel (Sir) Henry Bard: ' See his as a colonel in his own rightt Thomas 
Pinchbeck's Foot. 
Lt. Colonel Anthony Wharton: A captain'in the regiment in June 1643 when he 
signed for ammunition at Oxford, and a major on 
October 21st of the same yeart he was evidently 
promoted when Bard left the regiment. Anthony was second son of Humphrey 
Whart0n, of Epplebyt Yorkshiret-wholdied in, 16359 and was a witness to the will 
in which he was also a legatee. ', 
A Catholic 9 "his 
propert was in the third 
Treason 
- 
Act of 1652, but 
- 
wha .t 
-- became. of, him is. not known? 
ý3 
y C(r)ompton:,,. Cited in. the L and suggested by Young as present! Major Henr List 
ýat Cropredy Bridge, in 1644 which would mean that he 
Ii 
-had-followed: Wharton in the rank. There is not 
ný44 Sufficient evidence upon which to base'.. an, identificatio 
-The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Andrew'Forrestarg cited in the List. 
Captain David Whitfords"claimed in the List from London/Vastminater, 
Lieutenant John Staley, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Forrester's companye. 




Colonel Thomas PINCHBECK'S Regiment'of Foot. 
The origins of this regiment are-identical to those, of Percy's Foot (qov. ) 
and later in its career the, regiment came to be named after its second colonel, 
Henry Bard. Recruited from the, northern forces which escorted ammunition to 
Oxford in May 1643? tý this, must be, theregiment of Yorkshire infantry which 
dý46 
Luke. noticed on June 29th.. as, being. in Oxfor Until Bard assumed commandt 
and there was some, gap,, between,, the,, coloneley f alling vacant and his appointment 
we know little of, the regiment's activitiest although evidently they were 
engaged. at Newbury, in September 1643 where Pinchbeck was killed (sea below), 
Bard commanded the regýiýentiyhen it musteredat, -Wadham College Oxford oný 
February'13th 
. 
16445474and led it into action at Che4riton in Marchl writing be- 
fore the battle oIf his, "Northernmusqueteeirs" and of their prowessý48 it was 
strong at the Aldbourna,, Chase-muster, in Aprilý49 It 
and according to Symondat 
fought in'ý, the Cornish campaign, at,, the and of the ygar, 
550 Its strength had. 
increased-to 300, again, according to Symondst by May 1645 when it was at Eye- 
sham on, the 9th, and on the 10th. suffered loss:, of, its pack c-animals when a. 
stable. was burnedPl, -, Bard himself, had 
been governor of Campdan House for some 
timet-, but had evacuated the place, and. burned it before Joining his regiment 
Y5.52 forý. the storm of Leicester. and the battle of Naaeb The regiment fought 
alongside Pennymanta, (q. v. ), in, the, storm, of Leicestert their section of the 
towni.. being "carryed wth better success as it provedt some wth ladders gets over 
their, ýwork8, others break_ys chain & latta down ys Drawbridge & falls down ye 
works. in 2 or 3 several places yt our horse may enter...,, 
ý53 It fought, 300 
ý, stroxg, at Naseby-where: it was, virtually, destroye04 There exists an undated 
-orderlto. 
Charies Gerard, tol. take, charge oflany infantry Bard may have had which 
ho. had, mounts for., and thisýmay belong, to 1645 when Bard was governor of 
555 Campdene 
Colonel Thomas Pinchbeck: ' Pinchback', remaine a mystery. Roy could not 
identify-, him, 
- 
and suggested that he was a profess- 
ional, soldier from London. Such a man attended 
Eton School and Kinglal, Cambridge. ý-The, first reference to him comes in 1640/16. 
In, September 1640 Sir William Le-Neveq, writing of-the fight-at Newburn, alluded 
to, "Captain Pinchbackell, whog-with, othersg,, "did all very, valiantlyq and retired 
notýuntil retreat soundodl!., into Newcastle. In October 1641 there is a 
reference at Doncaster, quarter Sessions, to "one Master Masong lewetenante to ff F 
Thomas Pinchbacke, captain, of. the-aforesaid band of horsemen". On June 9th 
1643 Pinchbeck received ammunition for his regiment which was on guard at the 
East Gate of Oxfords a role in which it1was employed until August 23rd. on 
the following day it was issued with supplies for the campaign which led to 
Newburyq and Pinchbeck's death in, action. He-was-buried 
in Oxford on January ! Jý 
ý, I ý- -I1 11 23rd 1644, which implies' a lingering deathý56 
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Colonel (Sir) Henry Bard: Born in 1604, second of the two sons of George Bard, 
il 
Vicar of Staines in Middlesex. "A true specimen il' Ij 
of &, stern, profane and rapacious Cavalier" was th. 91 
opinion of one later writer* An example of his way with obstructive officials 
is'. to be found in an undated order issued by him: "Know that unless you bring 
me, on day to my house in Worcester, the monthly contribution for six 4P i, 
months, that you are to expect a'troop of unsanctified horse without mercy amongi, 
you; -from whom, if you hide yourselvess they shall fire your houses, hang up 
your bodies and scare your ghoatatt., Bard's career was really quite exception- 
al., From a professional aoldier-in Ireland in 1642, he rose to become lt. 
colonel to Percy (q. v. ), colonel, -in his own right, a baronet in October 1644, 
Lord of Drombay in Ireland in-1645 and died as Viscount Bellomontq choked to 
death in a sand storm in Arabia in', 1660 whilst acting as an envoy of Charles 
II. He was also the father. of, Prince-Rupert's mistress. On March 2nd 1644 
he was-promised the governorship of Guernsey Castle and the Captaincy of Cornett 
Castlej after the deaths of Peter Osborne and Lord Percy. He commanded his 
regiment at Cheriton at the end of-the mouth where he was wounded and taken 
prisonerg where he "fought'so bravely" but seems to have advanced his forces 
too far without support and to have suffered heavy losses. In February 1645 
he took delivery of 60 snaphaunces in Oxford for his man (or for Campden House 
garrison). In April he'interceded for the life of Colonel Windebankg Governor 
of Bletchingdon Houseq who was'to be shot for dereliction of duty, writing to 
Rupert that he had witnessed Windebank's courage at Cheriton, Nonetheless, 
the'officer was shot on May'3rde' In action at the storm of Leicester in May 
(see regimental notation)l he commanded a Tertia of Foot at Naseby where his 
own regiment was probably ruined. ''On August 11th he was captured by a Parlia- 
mentarian ship whilst sailing for France with a commission to recruit a horse 
regiment therej and was gaoled in Plymouth, eventually released from custody in 
December 1647 whereupon it seems he prompt3, y went abroa07 
Captain John Errington: Cited in the Lists and something of a problem, in 
view of the numerous persons of this name in the 
north at this time (he was cited by a Durham claim- 
ant). This may well be tho., Major, _Brr_iLagton 
listed under Lt. Colonel Atkins in 
the List. Atkins has not been assigned to any known regiment, but it may be. 
that Errington left Atkins' service to go south with the convoy of ammunition 
in 1643 and so found his way into Pinchbeck's regiment, This is, of course, 
extremely conjecturalt since Atkins certainly never left the north himself 
(see Appendix 4)? 58 
Captain John Lawson-. Claimed in the List from Northumberland. Probably of 
St, Anthony'st Byker, Co, Durhams whose lands were 
inserted in the third Treason Act of 1652. The matter 
isl however, open to some doubt. This John was second of the sons of Henry A 
- 4o7 - 
Lawson, of. Bykerj the eldest,, son, of whom j., named Henryj'was killed as a colonel 
in action at Melton Mowbray in February 1644. As a consequence, the son John 
became heir, and was to become a baronets seated at Brough Hallq Yorkshire. 
'he problem is that this JAU9 finding his property so inserted as a Catholic 
delinquent, gave evidence. that lie had'only ridden in a troop when he was 1.5 (1) 
and admitted his Reicusancy. The lands'were then withdrawn from sale. Clay 
in his edition of Dugdale's visitation seems to have-had access to unknown 
sourýces'. or whilst c'on'f Jýrming'the , age of John , Lawson by giving him as born in 
16279'he- nevertheless'said that he was a Royalist captain, which rank would 
have been'incompatible with his, age. The matter is open to dispute, but it 
has to be said that no other John'Lawson, either in, Durham or Northumberland, 
c, an be'ident'ified to makeýantalternative . possibility for this rank and regi- 
59 
ment, Captain'Lawson w as taken at Naseýi5 
'ý-, 
The following officers, have, not been identified. Those noted as captured 
at I Naaeby - under Bard . may'be Tertia'officers', rather than regimental, 
officersO" 
Mijor'Henry-GoodAch, givenýlby Young'at Cropredy Bridge 1644ý60 
'captured'at Naseby5.61 Captitin Z 
_7Devossetf, 
CaPtain*"Thomas'Goodrichl" claimed, - in, the'. List from Suffolk. 
CaptainýZ_ -1 Lesley; ý captured ý at . 
'Naieby, ,J 
Lieutenant,, Z-. -, -. -2ý Fowler, , captured at - Naseby. 
Lieutenant Z_-ý- 2-Twifieldl' captured'at'Naseby. 
-Lieutenant -_7'Windsorl'capturýdlat, Naseby. - 
-Ensign .2 caitured at, Naseby, ' Dolisont' 
--Ensign Z, -,, ýý, 2-Fairebrothergý, 'captxiied'at'Naseby. 
Ensign'Henry, Richardson claimed'in`theýList-from Durham, Captain 
: 
4o8 - 
The QUEEN'S Regiment of Foot (The Lifeguard). 
Virtually identical in"orig'in"to the"Qu'eents Horse (q*v*9 Appendix 1). in 
that 'it was raised primarily in-Laneashire, largely Catholic officered, and 
served throughout the war'with the`Oxford army. Certainly, a regiment to which 
much'prestige was attachedg it was recruited in 1643 and was at full strength 
on'April 24thý62 It came south '' to" , oxford with the Queen in June and July, and 
Luke noticed it in oxford on the 27th of the latter month where it remained, 
in'garrison (with Pennym s"jr - ot 9. q. v,, Y, until the and of the year at least. an 0 
563 Luke noticed the 'Redcoats' in-October and-November. The regiment received 
564 pay at Oxford on the 11th, and-19th of September and must have fought at New- 
65 
bury since it was equipped for the: field in Augustý From November, it was 
Y566 quartered partly at Wheatle . . -and on November 19th was #plundering@ (as Luke 
put -it) -around Aylesbury when it was attacked and lost six or seven prisoners 
as, it reached Thame. The regiment paid a second visit to Thame in December 
some-onemyt " but. found noneý67 The regiment mustered in-"t-ho'hope of surprising 
' 
uary 1644ý68 at Wadham Collegeq Oxfordl'in'. Febr but wags still in quarters at 
. 569 Wheatley in March receiving additional recruits from North Walese On April 
14th Luke learned that. the regiment had, evacuated its quarters in Oxford to 
570 make room for 2000 cavalry which had arrived in the town, On June lat Luke 
learned that the queen's Foot, with some townsman in arms, was the only garrison 
ýi, 10 force in Oxfordq'the Queen's nly'500 strong but reinforced by the 19th? 71 
On the 21st the regiment was'at the rendezvous on Woodstock Plain, noted by 
Symonds, but returned to th Ie city and did not fight at Cropredv? 
72 Hence the 
observation by Sir Edward-Walker to'Lord-Ruthven written at Oxford on June 
26thq "The Lords will by'no means part with the Queen's regiment of foot from 
ot, 
573 hone Nonothele'si3j, 'ýit"was-marching towards Banburyq or was supposed to do 
4 57 
so, on the 28th, when it was to'be issued with broad and cheese. in 
September Colonel Henry Gage'(n'ot dealt with in the an&lysis), commanded 500 of 
the regiment to the relief of Basing House. -and these "gallant Muakeittiera of 
, 
th* queen's Life-guardt' distinguished themselves at the second battle of Now- 
575 bury in October. From'-thisýpoint they-cease to be noticed, but were prob- 
ably back in Oxford garrisou? 
76L 





Richard Gerard: Probably the active commander of the regiment, 
since Jermyn was preoccupied with the Horse. 
Second son'of Sir Thomas Gerard of the Bryn, 
Lancashire, and styled himself of Garswoods Esquirej he was born in 1613 and 
saw military service in Spain from 1638 to 1640. Suspected of Catholic 
Recusancy, it was not: proved, and he eventually compounded on a fine of Z100 
having no personal astate., in 1646. He is noticed in Oxford on July 20/1 
- 4og - 
receiving a "skeane" of - match'-f or- the ", queen's Garde" at Merton College: and 
again,, ýon May 31st, 1644, handing, in nine ýmuskots -and six pikes for repair. 
Gerard had been commander. of ', the --Queen, s -bodyguard on her voyage from the Hague 
to'Bridlington in 1643, and'was also, her cup-bearer. He attended King Charles 
during his imprisonment at'Hurst C aatle;,, and-'died-at Inca in 1686. His career 
implies that -although, Recusancy, could, ý not be proved, against him, he may well 
been a Catholicý77 haveý. 
Major William Blunt: Cited'in the List his'rank a promotion. He was a 
CI aptain on, March20th 1644 when he received 102 muskets 
and'equipment"at Oxford: and he may wall be the ensign 
discharged from the army in 1640 as-a Catholic. --He was third of the seven sons 
of Sir George Blunt of Sodington, 9 Wore a stershire 9 Bart. 9 and the two older sons 
were. -, both-in arms? 
78, 
Major'John'Bughes: "' Claimed -'in^the List from London/Westminster, he ought 
reasonably'to have preceded Blunt in the rank, but if so, 
what'became of him we do not know. It may be that the 
Major. 'Hue, captured- at'Nasebyl is the, same man, in which case Blunt's promotion 
would be extraordinarily late indoedý`-but not impossibly so. Hughes has not 
been identifie09 
Major Rhys Thomas: Alluded'to between December 1642 and June 1643 in Oxford 
garrison receiving'materials from the stores. "Reece 
"Thomastf was receiving spades, and picks in August 1643 as 
well': " Roy identifies him'as the'fifth son of Sir William Thomas of Aber, 
Caernarvonshirs, and'he"was''eventually killedg at Naseby, as a colonel, Rhys 
Thomas appears as`ý: field commander in his own right in the List with two 
Glamorganshire claimants. ', -They are, not,, included in the analysis because there 
yet remains-to be'found wlink'between, Major Thomas, of the Queen's Foot and 
1? 
80 Colonel Thomasl although'Roy assumed. that'he-roplaced Gerard as colone 
Captain John Butter y: 'ý, Claime d in the List from'Durham. He was of Nesbitt, 
ý,. Gentleman, an undischarged delinquent in 1651. He 
_,, petiti, oned, 
to, compound. in 1650 and eventually paid a 
fine of Z165. To. do. this,. -he-had to abjure his Catholiciamt which is evidenced', 
by his mother's* Recuj'ý3ancy--in, 1'63O, and his, own'in", 1624 when he was harboured by 
Thomas Craithorne o 
581'. ' f, Craithornoo 
Captain 
_7. 
Hilliard: ".,, -, He'roceived matchl, powder and,, shot for the regi- 
Mont on ary 18th 1644 when it was quartered at Janu 
Wheatley. There is a specific reference to his 
own'-company5.82_-' i 
CUtain Sydrack Joroy: Claimed'in the Liet'fro'm'Kent, his rank must have 
been-given-him sometim'e''after 1644, since in a peti- 
tion which he presented in 1660 he said that he had 
- -'41 o 
been'clerk to the earl of Cumberland I s'Council of War, and then Commissary to 
the Queen on her march south in theýsummer of 1643. The crucial point is his 
claim that he was captured at Marston, Moorg which must mean either that he was 
not then with the queen's Foot, or, -that 
he (perhaps with a detachment from the 
regiment) marched with Rupert to,. the relief of York in May and June 1644. If 
this is the case, there is no other evidence for any of the Lifeguard on 
Marston Moor: but the case of Colonel Sir John Mayney (q. v., Appendix 1) does 1 
indicate that we know a good, deal less about the composition of the Royalist 
dý83 army at Marston Moor than. Young suppose 
Captain Francis Poore: Claimed in the List from London/Westminaterg perhaps a, 
Frenchman., Walker noted that at the relief of Basingý 
by this regiment when commanded by Colonel Gage in 
September 16449 Poore commanded a, rearguard of 60 to 70 muskets which covered 
, provisioning 
of the house. Of this body, 20 the withdrawal after a successful 
commanded by a sergeant were left behind to make good the retreat of the rest. 




(St. ) Michael:,:,, Clited, in-the List, and conceivably the same as, 
-(but 
not assumed to be) Captain Anthony do St. 
Mark (q9v99 below)e A French Catholic pro- 
fessionall St, Michael, although defying identification, figures notably in two 
sources, He is clearly tho'CaptayneSt. Mesehall receiving two halborts at 
Oxford on November 9th 1643ý- He was captured at Rowton Heath in 164.5 as "Capt- 
_7'troopl-and 
with him a Scarfs takeng which the queen ain of the queen's C own 
took from about her necks and gave him to wears as Colours for her". In Paris 
on January 4th 1647: 
Last Wednesday about three"olclock in the afternoon a bloody 
dual wai fought on horseback ... upon the way of Pont do Nouilly 
in the forest of Boulogne, between four officers who formerly 
followed the King of England's partyl viz. Colonel Sir Thomas 
Sandys, Monsieur do St. Michell Frenchman bornol heretofore 
Captain of'Horses for his Majesty, Colonel Ambrose Jennings 
second to the said Sandyst'and Mr. Wittfieldq a Scotchmang 
gentleman of the: horseýto Prince Rupertt second to the said St. 
Michel. Their quarrel was because St. Michel won some sixty 
pistoles to Sandya, who refused, to payt yea and give him a 
bill in writingl'alleging in derision that he could not write. 
Thereupon the said St. Michel did challenge himt and being come 
to the rendezvous with-,, their secondst having charged their 
pistols, ons before, the other, at the first discharge Colonel 
Sandys received'five. bullets in his armg St. Michel hurt and 
fallen down'by fear of his horse* in raising himself struck 
with his sword theýsame Colonel, in the arm... 




Sturges: "A gallantl daring young man" who served at the 
relief of Boarstall House on June 12th 1644 and 
was killed before Basing in Soptemberý86 
- 411 " 
I Lieutenant Ralph Brown: Claimed, in the List from London/Westminster. in 
view of the Lancashire origin of the regiment, this 
is possibly Ralph Brown of Aspull near Wigan, yeoman, ' 
Iý, -",: ý rjjý87 Constable and Assessment Collector to the earl of Derby, who was fined 
Lieutenant Nicholas Porter: Claimed in the List from Cumberlandl seventh of 
the seven sons of Joseph Porter of Wery-Hall, 
Cumberlandq who died in 1649, and had been pre- 
sented as a Recusant in September 1629. A Nicholas Porter of Shield Row, Co. 
Durham, the son of Nicholas Porter of the same, was married by a Catholic priest!, 
in 1628? 88 
Lieutenant Richard Robinson:. Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Perhaps a Lancashire man. Such a man was the 
eldest son of John Robinson of Croathwaits: or 
the_, second son of Richard Robinson. of Buckshow in Euxton, born in 1614 and 
living in 1665ý89 
Ensign Z- 
_7La 
Route: Evidently a Frenchman, signing on November 9th 1643 
for, two halberts at Oxford for Captain St. Michel's 
companyý90 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain 
_7 
Butler iuttery), '-cited in the List. 
Captain Thomas Cookeg cited in the List. 
Captain James Cromptong cited in the'List. 
Captain Anthony de St. Mark', claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Captain Z- lowcarne'g, cited in the List. 
- _7Tal 
Lieutenant Edmund Garnet, claimedýin the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Poore's company. 
Lieutenant William Hopkinal claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Lieutenant John Livermore, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain St. Michel's companye 
Ensign Christopher Butteryq claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Butler's company (this, implies Butler may well be an error for Buttery, see'! 
above). 
Ensign Henry Earle, claimed in the List from Oxfordahirel Major Blunt's 
company, 
Ensign John FitzJamesq claimed in'the List from Dorset. 
Ensign Thomas Hazard, claimed in the"List from London/Westminsterq 
Captain Tallowcarnets companye 
Ensign John Knight, claimed in the List from London/Westminsterq Captain 
Cooke's company. 
Ensign Robert Mooreq, claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Buttery's 
company, -II 
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Colonel Sir John RAMSDENIS Regiment of root. 5 
Raised in Yorkshire, perhaps from a Trainband force (see Major Wilson, 
below); beyond its presence at Selby in April 1644 where it was very probably 
ruined, we know next to nothing of its activities. One "John Digles of Huther,, 
ý' 
fie'ld a souldier under Sr John Ramsden" was buried in Leads on December 8th 
1643591 
Colonel Sir John Ramsden: Second of the three sonal but heir, of William 
Ramsden of Longley, Esquire, who died in 1623. Sir 
John was born-in 15949 knighted in 1619, served as 
High Sheriff in 1636 and as MP for Pontefract in 1628 and 1640. He was also a 
JP. A landowner with substantial coal interestag he was appointed to the 
Commission of Array in 1642 and was one of those active in bringing the earl of 
Newcastle into Yorkshire6-, . Re'waited'upon the Queen at Bridlington in the 
following year, and in Januar*'1644'was commanded to raise Trainband forces y 
(additional to his own regiment) 'to serve in the campaign against the Scots, 
He remained in Yorkshire-with Belasyseq and was captured at the battle of Selby 
on April 11th. Imprisoned in the Tower until the end of Mayl he was then 
exchanged, and became a divisional commander in Pontefract from 1644 to its 
surrender in 1645. Going thereupon into Newark garrison, he died in March 1646- 
still in arms. His estates being entailedg the family avoided ruinous comp- 
? 92 osition proceedings 
Lt. Colonel Leonard Tyndal: Rank and regiment are conjectured from the 
evidence. Second of the five sons of Francis 
Tyndal(l) of Brotherton near Leedal and was noted 
in 1643 as a Catholic commissioned by Newcastle. He served in Pontefract 
garrison under Ramadeng and was apparently killed in action early in 1645? 
93 
Major Marmaduke Wilson: of monk Fryston and Deightong Yorkshirel and styled 
Gentleman. He admitted to the rank and regiment in 
his composition, and stated that he had been a Train- 
band major which may suggest such an origin for the entire regiment. In York 
at its surrender, Wilson compounded on a fine of 9320 in 1646. in july 1653 
he was fined X1 at Malton Quarter Sessions for (with others) I'makeing scanda- 
llous proclamations, to the disturbance of the publique peace". Thurloe was 
informed in 1656 that Charles II had issued a commission to a 'Major Wilsonjý94 
Captain Henry Grice: Cited in the List, and a prisoner at Selby (see Vol. 1). 
Unless he died of woundal Henry may be an error for 
Francis Grice of Sandall Gentlemang who yielded upon 
the fall of York and compounded in 1648 on a fine of 475. He was dead by 
March 1666? 95 
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Captain 
_7Pilkington: 
Cited in the List. Probably Ric d Pilkington har 
of Longley whose wife, in 1646, petitioned to 
compound on her husband's behalf, he being too 
unwell to do so. She alluded'to his service in Pontefract. He must also be 
the Richard Pilkington of Kirkheaton I and -of Crigglestonag who compounded in 
1649 on a fine of X258.6.8d. 'ý"Pilkington of Longley died in 16539 Pilkington 
of Kirkheaton's will was dated July 1652 and proved in June 1653. Styled 
Esquire ? 96 
Ensign Hugh Ramadan: Claimed in theList from Yorkshireq Captain Grice's 
company. Captured at, Selby (see Vol. 1). Probably 
Hugh Ramadan of Skirehouse mills, Huddersfield, yeoman, 
pr 8? 
97 
obate granted October 
1 
1671, 
The following officers have not-been identified. 
Lieutenant Thomas'Meuxg claimed in the. List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant Henry Snowdales, claimed in the List from Yorkshiref Captain 
Pilkington's company. 
Quartermaster Robert Wrightg'claimed'in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir John REDMAN'S (Rejiment 'of) Foot (Pontefract Garrison). 
-A, force of which we know little, "but,, 
in view of its duties, this is not 
surprising. Like Redmants Dragoons, (q. v. 9 Appendix 3)9 it played little or no 
I Part,, inthe campaignsýof 16439, and byý, that time that Pontefract assumed import- 
ance an a garrisong in December . 
1644,, ReTdman had ceased to command there and hisý 
regiment must have been broken upt its officers dispersed to other units. Fromi 
what details we have concerning Redman himaelfg howeverg it would appear that 
this regiment was either a Parliamentarian force initialljv (in 1642) or also, a 
force serving in Ireland which came across early in 1643 well ahead of the more 
general influx in the autumn and winter of that year. The wording of this 
evidence is ambiguous, as will be seen, 'butýif, this was a Parliamentarian unit 
(or even a wavering Trainband force) then'it probably changed sides in March 
1643 when the Queen arrived from Holland. ' 
Colonel Sir John Redman: Extremely little is known of him. The son of 
William Redman of Thornton in Lonsdale, he was him- 
self styled of Wrayton in Lancashire. According to', 
Burks, writing of Sir John Otwayq who was Redmants brother in law (by Redman's 
first marriage)9 Otway was instrumental in "bringing over" Redman's regiment to 
the King. Saville noticed Redman as governor of Pontefract in a letter in 
September 1643. He relinquished his command there in October or November 1644 
when his consumptive condition became worse, and died in 1645. His daughter 
petitioned to compound in 1646 for the Wrayton propertyl on a fine of F, 40, 
doubtless fixed at one tenth because she was the widow of a Parliamentarian 
commander. In 1649 she alsoýpetitioned to compound for the Thornton lands. 
In 1660 Hugh Redman, one of Sir John's six children by his second marriage, 
petitioned the King for a place in the Royal Life Guard or as Page of the Back 
Stairs, stating that his father's death had left the family destitute 
ý98 
Captain Cartwright: Cited in the List. Robert Cartwright of Hull, 
draperl at his composition, was accused of tak- 
ing a commission as a captain after having been 
Put out of Hull by the Hothams. It was said that he raised a foot company by 
this commission, and that he had served in the siege of Hull (presumably in 
1643). He "did ordinarily ride in the Earl of Newcastle's army being armed 
with sword and pistols". it was said that although he had gone to Holland 
thereafterl he voluntarily came back to Newcastle and assisted with supplies of 
war materials. Cartwright claimed that he had been turned out of Hull and 
gaoled when he tried to return, being freed to depart on pain of death if he 
came back again (how influential or dangerous was he? ). He then went to 
Holland, and upon the return in 1644 after the fall of the Hothams, had been 
obliged to dwell temporarily in Yorkt which fact had occasioned the belief that 
he was a delinquent and his property in Hull so treated that he was now impover- 
ished. 
, The committee seems to 
have accepted Cartwright's pleat and a fine of 
Z479 taking into account that he had goods valued at R20'and 4300 worth of debts 
was assessed. This may have been aýpiece, of successful concealment by Cart- 
wright, and the case is interesting in_thist, ýsensee After all, if he had been 
unable to get into Hull in 1644, he might have 'gone to a West Riding town rather 
than to York if he wished to avoid being thought of as a delinquent. Whether 
he is Redman's captain is conjecturalt but se ems not improbableP9 
Captain William Redman: Regiment is conjecturall but likely. The oldest 
son of Colonel Redmang he was killed in action on 
March 21st'1645 in the defence of Pontefract 
ý00 
Lieutenant Thomas Ogden: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Captain Cart- 
wright's company. Such a man of York died before 
601 
1678 when his, will was granted probate. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas RIDDELLIS Foot (Tynemouth Garrison). 
As has been pointed out in the'case of Riddell's Horse (q. v. 9 Appendix 1), 
this wasprobably never a real regiment as such. We know virtually nothing of 
its activities, for until the siege of, -Newcastle and the change of military 
control in Northumberland in 1644, its task must'have been to guard the mouth 
of the Tyne and to keep watch on craft coming. and going on the coast. Soldiers 
from the garrison were in action in March 1644 (see Vol. 1) but briefly and 
Unspectacularly. 
Colonel Sir Thomas Riddell: "The Riddells of Gateshead and Fenham were the 
most promin ent Catholic family in the immediate 
area" of Newcastle. Styled of Fenham, Sir Thomas 
was second of the five sons'of Sir Thomas Riddell of Fenham and Gateshead who 
died in 1650, and brother of George Riddell, Advocate General to the earl of 
Newcastle's army (see Vol. 1). A Commissioner of Array in Co. Durhaml and of 
Oyer and Terminer, in 1642, he was appointed 'governor in Tynemouth much to the 
disgust of Colonel Sir john Marley in Newcastle (q. v. 9 his Foot). Marley long 
after considered this appointment to have been a major error on Newcastle's 
partt but there remains no evidence to support that view. He seems to have 
been in Newcastle in October 1644 (see Vol. 
-1). 
After surrendering Tynemouth 
in the same month, he went into exile, his property sequesteredt and died in 
602 Antwerp in 1652. -, 
Major 
_7Clarke: 
Cited in the List It would appear that whilst the 
presence of a Charles Clarke, in Newcastle in October 
1644 would lend'support to the contention that Riddell 
Was also, briefly, there, this major, is very probably the Lt. Colonel Robert 
Clarke of Lumley and Sligbornel Co. Durham, whose property and coal and mineral 
interests were sequestered in December 1644. Robert Clarke had a pass from the 
King in 1646 to journey abroadl and in 1649 was bound over on sureties of r, 1000 
to be of good behaviour and to'keep, the peace. " Although inclining to Robert 
Clarke as our major, and in consequence accepting that he may have been promo- 
603 ted to it. colonel by Riddellq the linking evidence is not extant. 
Captain Thomas Paul: Cited-in the List'l and evidently the same as Captain 
Thomas Paul who'clýimed in the List under Riddell's 
Horse (qov., Appendix 1). This is an example of the 
lack of any real distinctions be 
, 
tween the mounted and the foot. Paul may be 
the-Catholic captain that, the Parliamentarian sequestrator, Thomas Shadforth, 
was accused of protecting in 16479ýeven going to the lengths of intimidating 
witnessesý04 I 
Lieutenant Christopher Errington:, , Claimed 
in the List from Newcastle in 
Captain Paul's company. Such a man of 
05 Newcastle was a Recusant in 1665ý 
417 
"--', 'The following officers - have-,, not, been' 
identified. 
Captain George Partridge, claimed in the List from Suffolk. 
Captain 
_7proctor,,, 
cits ,d in the List. 
Ensign Robert Hanworth, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Proctor's 
-company. 
Ensign Robert Marshalt claimfldýin-the List from Durhamq Captain Paul's 
company. 
., ýEnsign 
Robert Pinckard, claimed in the List from Durhamo, Major Clarkson 
company. 
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Colonel Sir William ROBINSON'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
A force which does not seem ever to have arrived at a full regimental 
structural neither lt. colonel. or major being identifiedl or even alluded to in 
the-List. That Robinson had some Foot at Selby in April 1644 seems evident 
(see'Vol, I and below), but beyond thatl particularly in the case of Young's 
suggestion that the 'regiment' may have served at Marston Moor, it does not seem 
possible to go. 
Colonel Sir William, Robinson: According to Dugdale, and to Clay his editor, 
and died in 1658. Sir. William was born in 1580 
roster, howeverg whilst accepting the latter 
datel gave the date of birth as 1601. ý, _ 
He was the son and heir of William 
Robinson of Yorkq merchant, who was-, mayor of the town in 1618, and was himself 
styled of Newby or of Roecliffel although his principle property was in Clifton. 
Knighted at Edinburgh in 16349 ho. wasSheriff of Yorkshire in 1639 and a 
Commissioner of Array in 1642. _He-may-have 
fought at Selby in April 1644, 
and was certainly in York when it, surrendered in July. In his composition 
Sir, William stated thatfrom the fall of. York he had lived quietly at home, and 
had taken the covenant in 164.5., A, fine-. of Z19377 was imposedl reduced from 
f29175- A "Colonel Robinson't was at. Warrington during the 1651 rising, but is 
probably not the same man. ' Sir William mayt at most, have put in a token 
presence 
ýo6 
Captain Thomas Mascall: Cited, in theListl of the family of Mascall of 
Eppletong Co. Durham, Thomas was settled in York. 
Second of the two sons of Richard Ascall of Ricall. 
He died in 1662, and his will was granted a further probate in 1682ý07 
Captain Thomas Scudamore: claimed-. in the List, from Yorkshire. He was born 
in, 1596, fifth of the. seven sons bf Thomas Scuda- 
-more. 
of. 0yorton who died in 1621. He is probably 
the, Thomas Scudamore of Kilnsey in Holderness who died in 1662 
ý08 
Lieutenant Jonas Mascall:, Claimed in the List from York8hireq Captain Mascalls 
company, and perhaps the ]Ensign Maskew captured at 
Wakefield in May 1643. He was born in 16209 the 
609 
son and heir of his, captainl,. and-died in 1676 as a citizen of York. 
The following officers', have'not beýnýidentified. 
ýin- thýeýList from Yorkshire. Captain John Taylors claimed, 
Ensign Henry Scudamore, claimed', in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Edward ROSTERNIS Regiment of Foot (Lathom Garrison)* 
(See also Rostern's Horse). The exploits of this regiment are tied up 
with the events of the siege of Lathomt which are covered in detail elsewhere 
(see Vol. 1). 
Colonel Edward Rostern: A complicated pedigree, in that we are dealing with 
three generations of the name of Edward. Colonel 
Rostern appears to have been the eldest son of Edward 
Rosýernq Esquire, of New Halls Lancashireq and Colonel Rostern's sons also 
called Edwards was in arms at Manchester in September 1642 where he is referred 
to as "Master Rosterne of Newhall_ jnr",, Edward the patriarch died c. 1622, 
but when Colonel Rostern was born is not clears although to have had a son of 
military age in 1642 would mean that our colonel had to be born in or before 
160.5. Colonel Rostern must have begun his military career as a captain under 
the earl of Derby, hence his association with Lathomq for he was promoted to a 
colOnelcy when Rupert relieved the garrison in June 1644. As captains Rostern 
took part in the storm of Lancaster and the recapture'of Preston in March 1643. 
Whilst commanding in Lathom, he led a raid to Ormakirk "expos(ing) himself to 
more hazard and danger than he ought to have done as chief commander". Colonel 
Rostern died c, 1650/1. He had beent on the. -eve of the wars a JP and a 
Foreign Burgess of Preston 
ý10 
Captain Henry No(w)el(l): Referred to by rank in the defence of Lathom. The 
seventh son of Roger Nowell of Rode, Esquire, in 
1664 he was deputy governor of the Isle of Man. 
A Foreign Burgess of Preston in 1642 and 1662 
Captain_Charles Ratcliffe': Cited in the List. Probably son and heir of 
Saville Radcliffe of Todmorden who died in 1652- 
Such a man was styled Esquire when, in 1632, he 
was in arrears for his composition as a Recusant in the North Riding of York- 
shire 
Captain Mol; [neux Ratcliffe: Cited in the List, ýand one of the heroes of the 
defence (his exploits are dealt with extensively 
in Vol. 1). Unfortunately, all attempts to 
identify him have proved fruitless, but there may be a clue in his name. if 
the identification of Captain Charles Ratcliffe is accurate, then in view of 
Charles's father's forename of Savillej Molyneux Ratcliffe may have been this 
Saville's brother. Nolyneux was killed in action. 
Lieutenant Reginald Bennet: Claimed in the List in Molyneux Ratclifle's 
company. Perhaps one of the seven sons of George 
Bennet of Thornton le Moors and Gresby. This 
Reginald was living in 1613'and had a son 'and heir alive then named George§13 
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Lieutenant Edward Dickenson: ý_-`Claimod inAhe. List from Lancashire, Captain 
Charles Ratcliffe's company. Perhaps first of 
-'the seven'soný of William Dickenson of Eccleston 
Gentleman. William and his son were all'Foreign Burgesses of Preston in 
1642 ý14 
Lieutenant Richard Heape: -'- Claimed in'the List from Lancashire, Molyneux 
Ratcliffe's company* This must be Mr. Hoppe, "an 
officer and Tenant to the said Earle of Derbie" 
who was plundered in 1642'of'20 cows'ai his house near Pilkington. Derby's 
bailiff, he was actively rec'ruiting'in'1643 when one James Lewis was given a 
11615 halbert'and said "he would'kill all the'Roundheads--. 
Ensign Thomas Askew: Claimed in, the List from London/Westminster. A 
relatively common name in Lancashire at this time, but 
interestingly such a-man of Ste Dunstan in the Fieldsq 
616 
Distiller, had probate granted'his will in 1683- 
Ensign Thomas Ballard: Claimed. in the List from London/Westminster, Captain 
Peakeath's company* Possibly a son of William 
-Ballard of Spoke$ Gentleman, a Catholic delinquent 617 
dead by 1655, elsewhere alluded'to as a yeoman, 
Ensign James Greenhall: Claimed in, the List from Lancashire, he was the 
seventh of the seven sons of John Greenhalgh (or 
618 
Greenhall) of Brandlesome. 
The following officers have not been identified, 
Captain 7 Peakeatho cited in the List. 
Captain 
_7 
Roby, apparently in the garrison, see Vol. 1. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas SANDFORD'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
Evidenced by Sandford's name on a list Of COMMissional and by the List 
itself, but this regiment is another of those 'paper, Cumbrian formations which, 
if it did anything, did it discreetly. 
Colonel Sir Thomas Sandford: of Howgill Castleg Westmorland, crated a baronet 
in 1641 and returned as MP for Cockermouth in 
a disputed election in 1640. Sandford was 
disabled before the dispute was settledl and is not dealt with by Keeler. 
Commissioned in 1643, at his composition he petitioned that he had never left 
the county and had probably never exercised his rank beyond a company or two. 
In October 1644 he had already conformed and taken the covenant, having yielded 
in September. Taxed in 1656 for L209 he was dead by May 1665 
ý19 
Captain Henry Ward: Claimed in the List from Westmorland. Of Rigmadon, he 
petitioned in_1647 for having assisted the Kingg and 
again in'1650 (does ' 
this mean a 1648 delinquency as well 
as the egrlier one? ). He compounded on a fine of Z105 in 1652 
ý20 
Ensign Christopher Dobson: Claimed in the List from Westmorland. The son 
of Christopher Dobson of Dutton, signingg with 
his fatherg the 1641/2 Protestation. in 1651 
the local sequestration committee delivered evidence against himg but there 
is no trace of any judgement 
ý21 
Captain John Ector, claiming in the List from Westmorlandl has not been 
identified. 
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Colonel Sir William SAVUMEIS Regimentof root. 
Based on a Trainband regiment commanded by Saville before the war. On 
July 20th 1642 the King ordered him to select 20 musketeers from each company 
622 
to go to York by JulY 30th under a chosen captain, perhaps as a Royal body- 
guard. The King probably remembered the regiment, for on May 9th 1639 "Sir 
William Savill's regimentt being Yorke-shire men, beeing 900 very able follows, 
passed through ZN-eweastle upon Tyn_e7q and the King came downe to the court 
gate to see them march,, 
ý23 
The regiment fought at Leads in January 1643 (see 
Vol. 1), but by July part at least had gone into garrison at Sheffield with the 
regimental major, Thomas Beaumont (q, v*t below). on July 8th Saville ordered 
him. Beaumont to send to/rNis own company and that of Captain Maude. These were to 
go to Halifax for further orders, and the dragoons (presumably Saville's owng 
q. v. -g Appendix 3) were to act as escort as to bring in those who had not paid 
their assessments 
ý24 
In action at Winceby in October 1643 (see Vol. 1)9 where 
it may have disgraced itselft the regiment was stationed in the Isle of Axholm 
during the winter of 1642/3 under the nominal control of Colonel Sir John 




What became of it thereafter is hard to say. 
Saville died in January 1644,. and the regiment may either have dispersed or 
gone into Sheffield under Beaumont. See, however, Colonel Thomas Wheatley's 
Foot. 
Colonel Sir William Saville: Dealt with as colonel of horsel Appendix le 
Major Thomas Beaumont: Born in 1605, son and heir of Richard Beaumont of 
Lascelle8 Halls Esquire, who died in 1656, and cousin 
to Sir Richard Beaumont of Whitley. A Trainband 
captain prior to the wars he was commissioned as major by Newcastle in December 
1642. Reported to have drowned in the 
, 
flight of the regiment from Leeds in 
January 1643, he soon after was put into the governorship of Sheffield as Sir 
William's deputy: "Your commission is an mine: which is to do what you have a 
mind. tol for the good service". At what points if at a119 Beaumont ceased to 
serve as regimental major is not apparent. In the extant correspondence 
between him and his colonel, and with other officers, is a badly mutilated 
1 otter written by Saville on January 3rd 1644. In this, Saville alluded to 
his own company of foot, to 
ieaumont'8 and to the majorts company. This may 
mean either that Beaumont had become lt. colonel (who is unidentified for this 
regiment) or that helhad left the regiment when the duties of Sheffield garrison 
made it impossible for him to continue to exercise a field command. But if 
he left or was promotedg-we do not know who replaced him, or who he may have 
replaced. After the surrender of Sheffield, he went into Pontefract garrison 
and petitioned to compound in 164-9 when his wife informed the Goldsmith's Hall 
committee that her husband was too sick to travel by virtue of wounds sustained 
at Sheffield and at Pontefract, which is the only allusion which exists to his 
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having been wounded. He compounded on a fine of F, 700 by 1648, and thereafter 
remained quiet. Knighted at the restorationg he became a lt. colonel in the 
Trainband and died, a very rich mang seated at Whitley, in 1668 
ý26 
Captain John AudsleZ: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, he is not to be 
confused with John Audley of Horburys yeomans who com- 
pounded on a fine of X100 as a cornet. This officer 
was John Audley or Audsley of Bentley in Emley, Gentleman, fined at Wakefield 
Quarter Sessions in 1642 for breaking and entering and for assault. A lieut- 
enant in January 1643 when captured at Leads, he is noted in April 1646 as a 
former captain under the earl of Newcastle serving with the Soots. In July 
1660 he denounced Christopher Alured for seditious and treasonous words. 
Alured was the son of a Parliamentary colonelý27 
CCaptainZ_ 
_7 
Batts: Cited in the List. Probably John Batts, first of the 
four sons of Robert Batts of Okewell who died in 1617. 
John# styled Esquire, is said in the pedigrees to have 
been a captain and to have fought at Adwalton Moor. He signed the articles 
arranged to bring Newcastle in the county in 1642. His company is mentioned at 
Bradford in December 1642, and at his composition he was styled of Birstal, 
Gentleman. It was said that he had surrendered in August 1644, and a fine of 
Z546 was reduced to Z346. On September 26th 1651 an order went out to the ips 
of Middlesex to apprehend Captain John Batts and to bring him before the council 
for unspecified reasons. John Batte of Birstal and Okewell died in 1652ý28 
Captain, 
_7 
Binns: Unidentified, and placed in this regiment because of 
the evidence which tends to imply his having served 
alongside Captain Batts. Binns was accused of 
murdering some Parliamentarian prisoners at Pontefract between October 25th and 
November 1st 1642. He was mortally wounded at Bradford on December 17thq 
and died within two days. (See Vol. 1). 
Captain Charles Jackson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, rank and regi- 
ment also confirmed by the pedigrees. First of the 
two sons of Charles Jackson of Darrington and born 
in 1603. He may be the Charles Jackson of Carlton fined V33.6a. in 1646, who 
admitted having been in Pontefract garrison. Styled gentleman at his composi- 
tion ý29 
Pa2 ain, f _7 
Maud(e): 
buried in York on October 
dad at Winceby where this 
third son of Robert Maude 
died sometime before 1649 
Cited by Saville himself in a letter to Beaumont 
mentioned above (regimental notation). The letter 
is dated July 8th 1643, and a Captain MgUde was 
27th, a date which might suggest a man mortally woun- 
regiment was. He was Henry Maude of Helthwaite Hall, 
of that placeq Esquireq who died in 1632. Henry 
according to the pedigreeA30 
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Captain Z- 
_7 
Waterhouse: Cited by Saville in a letter to Beaumont on May 
30th 1643, he was Robert Waterhouse of Netherton, 
Gentlemant a Catholic who had refused knighthood 
at the coronation of Charles I. He appears as a juror at Wakefield Quarter 
sessions in 1638, and as a Catholic prisoner taken at Leeds in January 1643. 
Perhaps taken again at Selby in April 1644, he was killed in the defence of 
Pontefract in December of the same yearý31 
Lieutenant John Oxley: Claimed in the List from Torkshire, Major Beaumont's 
company. He must be the Cornet Oxley alluded to by 
Saville in a letter of May 29th 1643 as having run 
away (presumably at Wakefield) $this soldiersZa-s a consequence7 would have stayed 
him, and he offered to pistoll them". Perhaps demoted to the Footq he may have 
risen to a leiutenancy by the end of the war. Perhaps a connection of the 
Oxleys of Morpethl who had established a branch of the family at Ripon at this 
632 
time, and who were all Royalistse 
Ensign Matthew Waterhouse: 
returned home when his father 
1646. A fine of Z320 was re, 
accepted, so it would appearl 
Son of the above Captain Waterhouse, styled as of 
Netherton, Gentlemang he petitioned in July 1646 
and alluded to his father's rank and death. He 
was killed, and had lived peaceably to October 
ftuced to JS83 when this was provedt since it was 
that Hatthew had been coerced by his fatherý33 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 
,7 
Woodrow, cited in the List 
Ensign William Dawson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Batts's 
company. 
Ensign Joseph Woodrow, claimed in the Lists Captain Woodrow's company. 
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(Colonel) John SCROPE'S (Regiment of) Foot (Bolton Garrison). 
This force is inserted tentatively into the analysis, since the only 
evidence for Scrope's colonelcy rests upon the List where a claimant cited a 
lt. colonel. Such evidence as there is concerning the siege of Bolton Castle 
has been dealt with (see Vol, 1), and, it concerns also Colonel Henry Chaytor 
(q, v,, Foot). John Scrope was the bastard son of Emmanuel Scrope earl of 
Sunderland, the eldest of four such children by SunderlandIs mistress, Martha 
Janes. Bolton was technically, according to the composition papers, her house, 
and her son was claiming merely to have defended it. He yielded in November 
1645 and came to London where he petitioned: 
He has unhappily fallen within the notion of a delinquent 
for being in his own housel Bolton Castle, when it was 
defended against the Parliamentts forces: but about the 
beginning of November last he surrendered the castle, and 
coming to town to take the benefit of the ordinance in favour 
of delinquents, presented himself before the Committee at 
Goldsmiths Hall, where his case was so far proceeded in that 
his fine had been cast up, and composition ready to be made 
for his estate: but now he hears that upon some misinform- 
ation it is proposed to except him from the benefit of the 
said ordinance; considering that he never stirred from his 
house, and committed no other crime but what, by his youth, 
he was misled into, he casts himself and his estate upon the 
mercy of Parliament, and prays that he may not be excluded 
from the benefit of the ordinance". 
What this new "misinformation" may have been is not too hard to guess. Either 
proof of Scrope's commission had been found, or, even more importantly, some 
evidence that he was a Catholic (his father's Roman leanings had been quite 
notorious). Whatever the truthq a vicious and penal fine of Z7000 was levied 
in May and he was ordered to sell his property to pay it. He died, apparently 
of the plague, in July in Covent Garden. He would seem rather to have been 
the victim of the Parliament as much as of diseaseý34 
Of his officers, none can be identified. Lt. Colonel James is altogether 
too elusive, although a Mr. James of Billingham, Coo Durham, was a sequestered 
delinquentý35 Lieutenant John Walker of Yorkshire who claimed under Lt. 
Colonel James cannot be identified, and neither can Cornet John Smith who 
claimed to have served under Scrope in a troop of horse. If Scrope had any 
real command at all, his officers must have doubled as infantry or cavalry, 
and no separate horse listing has been given for Scrope. 
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Colonel Sir Guilford SLINGSBY'S Regiment of Foot. 
So brief an existence did this regiment have, that what is known of it is 
inextricably bound up with its colonel*s own career. 
Colonel Sir Guilford Slingsby: Born in 1610, the'son of Sir Guilford Slingsbyl 
of Bifronsq Kent, of a junior line of the 
Slingsbys of Scriven in Yorkshire. The old- 
est of his father's eight sons, Guilford rose to some prominence partly due to 
his father's influence (who was Comptroller of the Navy and died in 1620) and 
partly due to his own abilities. Admiral of Munster and Lieutenant of the 
Ordnance to Strafford in Irelandq'he secured his MA at St. Andrewlsq and sat as 
MP for Carysfort in Ireland in 1634. In January 1643 he was secretary to the 
queens although not then with her in Holland, but in Pontefract. On May 17th 
1641, in the w6ke of Strafford's attainderl Slingsby was in some anxiety. He 
petitioned the Lords that in his capacity as Lieutenant of the Ordnancet he had 
to provide a magazine and artillery to be paid for by a tally on the company of 
soapfarmers sat at . 04,000. The tally not being fully paidt nonetheless, 
Slingsby had been obliged to carry the cost of equipment himself and Strafford 
had guaranteed that should-the tally fail, he would recover the outlay. With 
Strafford's impeachment and attainderl Slingsby stood to be ruined for merely 
doing his duty. What came of this we do not know, but he seems to have reco- 
vered and was granted'some of his old masterts forfeited property. Seated at 
Hemlingtont Yorkshireq Guilford was commissioned by Newcastle to raise a Foot 
regiment early in 1643, and an exchange of letters between them has been given 
elsewhere (see Vol* 1). Attacked by Sir Hugh Cholmeley at Guisborough in 
Januarys he was captured mortally wounded and died after surgeryg being sent 
back to York for burial in the Minster. In 1649 his son Robert petitioned to 
compound and was fined 2200. In 16,51 he was able to secure his right to a 
debt of 45,880 owing to his father from pre-war services (the tally? )ý36 
-(Lt. 
Colonel Charles Slingsby): Conjecturedq see him as colonel of foot in 
, his own right. 
Captain John Ogle: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandt but only as underý, 
'Slingsby' which may mean Guilford or (Colonel) Charles 
Slingsby, q. v. Unidentified. 
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(Colonbl) Charles SLINGSBY'S (Regiment of) Foot, 
. Young accepted the existence of this regiment 
637 
but it must be open to 
grave doubts. There are various possibilities. Firstlyq that such a regi- 
ment was commissioned, but did not reach anything like full strength, as the 
List suggests. Secondly, that Charles may have been lt. colonel to Guilford 
Slingsby (q. v, ) and have assumed command on the latter's deathl of a regiment 
broken in its initial recruitment period. Thirdly, that Charles Slingsby was 
lt. colonel in another regiment (perhaps Glamham's root, q. v. ) and had no 
independent command of his own, which is suggested in part by the report of 
638 Slingsby in the defence of Newcastle in February 1644, For want of any 
conclusive evidence, howeverg it has to be said that the matter is open. 
(Colonel) Charles Slingsby: 
a baronet in 1657 in France, but there is no evidence beyond Sir Henry Slingsby 
that Charles was ever so honoured. After distinguishing himself at Newcastle 
in February 1644, "gave ym such a repulse, yt they forbore after to make any 




Marlej: It is upon this officer, whether identified or notj 
that the link with Glemham turns. Cited in the 
Listj the name Marley is sufficiently marked in 
Newcastle at this period to imply that if Slingsby held any real field command, 
it was in that garrison. He was not theres however, prior to February 1644, 
so far as can be ascertained, and of course, he was back in Yorkshire in July 
when he was killed. it is conceivable that he accompanied Glemham into the 
northern county in November and December 1643 (see Glemham, Appendix 1). As 
for Marley's identity, he is possibly Henry Marley of Hilton, yeoman, who served 
in the Newcastle garrison 
ý40 
Ensign Robert Pryor: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, Captain 
Marleyte company. Unidentified. 
First of the two sons of Sir Arthur Slingsby, 
i of Bifrons, Kentv and styled thereof, which 1 
he sold in 1677- The father was created 
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Colonel Sir Henry SLINGSBYS Regiment of root (City of York Regiment). 
Based upon the Trainband regiment commanded by Slingsby before the war, and 
newly commissioned in May 1642 by the King 
ý41 
He was to provide at once 20 men 
to serve as a guard for, the Kingis person whilst he was in the city. Even so, 
Slingsby found in the Trainband "a great backwardness" and "few or none 
appearld" 
642 
He seems to have entertained the idea of seeking a now commission 
for a volunteer regiment, and to have enlisted the held of Lord Crawfordt but 
it was stipulated that he had to arm"and pay such a regiment himself, which he 
could not. His Trainband regiment was fortunate in securing the services of 
two Scottish rofessionals, given to Slingsby by Patrick Ruthven, Lord Forth 
643 
P It 
one of whom was intended to become lt. colonelq but the earl of Cumberland would 
not consent and instead withdrew 200 men from the regiment for his own purposes 
7 made yO regiment little worth'1ý44 "Zwhich On December 5th the earl of New- 
castle issued Slingsby with a commission to raise a regiment of volunteers "by 
beating a drumme within the Northerne or any other parts of this kingdome 
Slingsby received it on the 13th and he wrote, "I caus'd my drum to be beaten 
up in York, & other placeal & those that came to be listed I caus'd to be 
billet'd amongst my Tenantst & when I had gotten them up. to the number of 200, 
646 I had them mustred and afterwards receivId their pay of the treasurer ... I's 
The regiment was temporarily garrisoned in Stamford Bridget and was with the 
army that marched to welcome the Queen ashore at Bridlingten in March 1643. 
Thereafter, with occasional references to officers elsewherej the regiment 
remained in garrison in York$ Slingsby himself referring to it as present in 
the city whilst Marston Moor was fought and lost 
ý47 
Colonel Sir HeniZ SlingsbZ: Born in 1602, second of the three sonsg but 
eventual heir, of Sir Henry Slingsby of Scrivent 
High Sheriff of Yorkshire and Vice President of 
the Council of the North, who died in 1634. Henry was MP for Knaresborough in 
1625 and from 1640 to 1642, being defeated for the seat in 1628. He was also, 
for a time, deputy steward of the town. A Strafford man, created a baronet of 
Nova Scotia in 1638, Sir Henry voted against Strafford's attainder, although in 
1658 someone who had known him alluded to him as "a melancholy mang ends as I 
knew him in Parliament, reserved and inactive ... A Commissioner of Array in 
1642t he signed the letters to the earl of Newcastle which probably resulted in 
his commission, for the earl of Cumberland had not employed him and had, -on the 
contraryg markedly avoided doing., so. This may have been a reflection upon 
Slingsby's Straffordian associations, or can be taken as a hint to suggest that 
the scantily evidenced idea that Slingsby was a Church P. apist may have some 
truth in it. Whilst this view has been strongly criticized, I find two points 
in its favour which can be touched upon here. Firstlyt in a post-restoration 
broadsheet to which reference has frequently been made, the Catalogue, Sir 
I- 
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Henry is named as a Catholic, In the majority of other cases examined, taken 
from the Cataloguel definite evidence to support the contentions has been found, 
Thus, by this process of reasoning, the accuracy of the Catalogue is in itself 
an argument for Slingsby's Catholicism. Moreover, the omission of the earl of 
Derby from its tables of names, he was rumoured to have been converted, must 
support the authenticity argument. Secondly, Slingsby never sought to compound 
and his property was eventually purchased by Parliamentarian relations. Seen 
as a signal example of Royalist defiances it would have made more sense had he 
fled into exileg but he did not. Was he unwilling to publicly abjure a secret 
faith? He fought on Marston Moor, and after the battle, rode with Sir John 
Mayney's brigade, the exploits of which have been fully related (see Vol. 1). 
He ended the war in Newark garrison. Very much a fugitive figure for most of 
the Interregnum, he was arrested on suspicion in 1656 and gaoled in Hull. Upon 
his release he was rumoured to be in Hertfordshire but this was found to be un- 
true. A letter from Charles II to him was intercepted by Thurloe's agents and 
copied before being sent on, a sentence of which is worth quoting: "I cannot 
forbear to let you know, that I shall never forget the care of your sufferings". 
Slingsby was inveigled into a spurious conspiracy in 1658 - "I doubt he has been 
drawn in" wrote the man whose memory of Slingsby was quoted earlier - and he 




Metcalfe: Despite the similarity with the ranks in Colo- 
nel Thomas Slingsby's Bores (q. v*t Appendix 1) 
it can be argued that this is a reference to 
Scroop Metcalfe, second son of Sir Thomas Metcalfe of Nappa who died in 1655. 
Scroop was born in 16089 and ended his career as major in Colonel William 
Legge's Horse at Oxfordl where he was killed near Henley on Thames in September 
1645. Leggets regiment was a Reformado force to judge from the List, and we 
know that Slingsby and some at least of his officers must have reached oxford 
eventually after the end of the northern war. Such a transfer is compatible 





Gray: Cited in the List, q but see Thomas Slingsby's Horse, 
Appendix 1. 
Captain Cuthbert Harrison: Cited in the List, he was of Acaster Malbis, first 
of the three sons of Thomas Harrison of the same 
who died in 1634. Cuthbertj born c. 1625, gave 
himself up to the Parliament in July 1645 and compounded for his estate on a 
fine of X350. Having surrendered, he turned informerl and was shot and wounded 
for his pains by a Royalist marksman during siege operations at High Ercall. 
He died in 1699ý50 
Captain Richard Mason: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej perhaps the man 
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wounded at Adwalton Moor in June 1643. In 1660 a Richard Mason petitioned for 
the Comptrollership at Hull, having been a captain, and before that a merchant, 
losing everything for his loyalty. He presumably secured the post, for in 1668 
when described as "the exciseman" and a rogue, he was giving evidence for the 
prosecution in a case of seditious words. John Lee told Richard and William 
Mason that there was never so ill-favoured a face as the King's. and there had 




Waterton: Cited in the List, probably the Thomas Watertong 
third son of Thomas Waterton of Walton Hallj Esq- 
uire, who died in 1641. Lord Fairfax cited 
Thomas as a Catholic commissioned by Newcastle, and his name was in the third 
Treason Act in respect of property at Carraw in Northumberland. Slingsby's 
brother in law, he was probably a Catholic Recusant as his father and mother 
652 
had been. 
Lieutenant Thomas Pothergill: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Major Greys 
companys In view of the regiment's origin, 
probably Thomas rothergill of York, dyer, 
probate granted December 1680ý53 
Lieutenant Thomas Lutton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Lt. Colonel 
Metcalfe's company. Second of the five sons of 
Ralph Lutton of Osgodby who died in 1623 and whose 
fifth song Williaml was a Parliamentarian officer. Thomas, styled captain in 
the pedigrees, was found murdered in a wood near Thirkleby in the years after 
1660 "his mouth stuffed with moss"* The senior Lutton line at Knapton had a 
654 
Royalist compounder in William Luttono 
Ensign Richard Atkinson: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Water- 
ton's company. Richard Atkinson of Whixley 
admitted the rank when compounding. His father 
had also served as a gentleman volunteer at Adwalton Hoor and in Pontefract. 
In 1650 a Richard Atkinson (father or son? ) was charged thatj in Castle Yard 
York, he had said "that all sequestrators were villainesl and, though he him- 
self was lame, yet if hee was on horsebacke hee could beate five such Round- 
655 heads". 
Ensign George Heseltine: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireq probably of 
Bilton, yeoman, who compounded in 1650 on a fine of 
VO for adhering. Perhaps taken at Selby 
ý56 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Ensign Samuel Bales, claimed in the List from London/Westminster. 
Ensign Walter Holmest claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain Harri- 
son's company* 
quartermaster Henry Wright, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir Robert STRICKLAND'S Regiment of Foot. 
Although not the first regiment called to its colours by the King in the 
north, in that Colonel Sir Henry Slingsby's was raised some days earlier, and 
the same may be true of Metham's Footl Strickland's was, in 1644, certainly the 
oldest regiment of northern foot; perhaps the oldest Royalist regiment in the 
country. Slingsby's underwent a transformation in December 1642, and Metham's 
had all but disappeared, whilst Strickland'sq like Darcy's (q. v. ) kept its 
fundamental Trainband shape. This regiment certainly has a better claim to 
the distinction of senior Foot regiment than has Sir William Pennyman's (q. v. ). 
Much of the detail concerning the regiment0s pre-war history is inextricably 
bound up with its colonel, and will be found below. It should also be seen in 
conjunction with the notes on (Colonel) Thomas Strickland's Horse (q. v., Appen- 
dix 1). 
On May 16th 1642 Lord Howard of Escrick wrote a letter to Lord Keeper 
Littleton 
657 
in which he noted that there was some doubt whether Strickland's 
regiment was to be raised or not, which implies that it had been rumoured some- 
time before, probably about the time that Slingsby's Foot, the City of York 
regiment, was commissioned. Strickland's warrants to t1he Constables of Newton 
and Beningborough, survives: 
I 
By vertue of a warrant from his MatY to moo directedg his 
will and comaund is to give order to all the severall petty 
Constables within this division or hundred to cause all the 
Trayned Band souldiers of Sr Robert Strickland's Regimt with 
their officers and armes to meet att Sutton in the Fforest on- 
Tuesday next the 17th of this instant May by Eight a clocks 
in the mornings where they shall receive further Comaunds and 
directions by the Colonell or Sreant Maior of ye said 
Regiment. (658) 
On May 23rd King Charles' order had been obeyed, and Lord Howard reported: 
/The regimeng being met together, their officers have drawn 
them hither lo this City ZY-ory7l and billeted here, where, by 
Courses divers are called to attend at the Courts as a Guard 
for His Majestyfs person. We do not hear that there is an 
Colonel, or Lieutenant Colonel; but one Captain Duncombe 
2ýe 
iý 
belo, 2wg who was Serjeant Major (and one who was sent for as a 
Delinquent touching the petitioning to stay the Magazine)9 is 
the active man, that both raised them and commands in chief.. (659). 
The regiment was certainly attending the King on Ma 24th 
66o 
Howards uncert- 
ainty as to the colonel of, the regiment suggests-only that Strickland had not 
himself put in an appearance. It is also clear that this regiment, in provid- 
ing a guard for the King, was capable of doing what Slingsbyls was unable to 
do (q. v. ). Records of payment to the regiment survive, from July and Augustj 
661 
as well as the name of its provost marshal, William'Colemane In action at 
the futile 'siege' of Hull, part of it was beaten uplat Anlaby by Meldrum in, 
early August, when it was commanded, by Lt. Colonel Duncombe (a promotion). 
According to family tradition, the regiment fought at Edgehill where it was 
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commanded by Thomas Strickland, whilst Sir Robert is said to have commanded a 
cavalry force (a troop? ). Youngg howeverg did not mention this at all in his 
study of the battle 
ý62 
It must clearly have returned north immediately after- 
wards, for Slingsby noted that it was in garrison at Stamford Bridge in the 
late spring of 1643 
ý63 
On November 3rd 1643 100 muskets and bandoliers were 
issued to it from the York magazine, and on the 14th 62 muskets, whilst the 
regiment was apparentlyq at Scarborough 
ý64 
It would appear to have fought at 
Selby in April 1644, and to have taken part in the defence of York (see Vol. 1). 
whilst Young suggestedt with good reasont that the regiment fought on Marston 
I 
665 moor as well, although he erroneously termed it 'Sir Richard Strickland'st. 
That it dispersed with the fall of York is most probable. 
I 
Colonel Sir Robert Strickland: First of the three sons of Sir Thomas Strick- 
land of Sizerghq KB, who had died before 1619, 
Sir Robert was himself styled of Thornton, 
Bridge and Kilnsea in Yorkshire. Although his wife was listed as a Recusant 
in 1623 and 1629, Sir Robert himself was never indicted, but was viewed by his 
contemporaries as a Church Papistt and his son was a decided Catholic. Knight 
of the Shire for Westmorland in 1624, MP for Aldborough in 1640/2, by the out- 
break of war Sir Robert was bank upt. A Commissioner of Arrayt his military 
experience, at least in the administration and organising sense, was relatively 
wide. The Strickland Hss. contain a good deal of Trainband material which can 
be summarised here. On September 18th 1638 Strafford commissioned him as a 
Trainband colonel (it was Strafford's influence, apparently, which secured him 
the Aldborough seat in 1640); on April 6th 16409 he was appointed a deputy 
lieutenant in the North Riding (which post entailed control of the Trdined 
Bands); and he was ordered to march with his regiment to Newcastle on Tyne 
against the Soots. On August 29th his regiment was to be mustered at North- 
allertong and instructions went out on September 3rd to (Colonel) Sir Edward 
Osborne (q. v. 9 Appendix 1) for the apprehension of deserters from the regiment. 
His appointment as a deputy lieutenant was confirmed in July 1641, 
_and 
on the 
same day the earl of Essex confirmed his Trainband colonelcy. In July and 
August 1642 he received X56 as colonel. There is some evidence to contradict 
the family tradition that Strickland or his regiment served at Edgehill. On 
October 20th the earl of Cumberland ordered Strickland to bring his regiment to 
York there to receive further orders in defending the county against 'marauders, 
acting without royal authority, a nice way of referring to Hotham and his Hull 
raiders. Moreover, a letter survives written by Strickland on October 5th to 
a lady in Cumberland'(Perhaps a Curwen relation of his mother) which, although 
no place of origin is set downg clearly recounts news rather than first-hand 
experience of what the main royal army was doing. In the letter, Strickland 
gave a lot of rumour, gossip and fact, some of which is certainly worth relating 
here. He notedq for example, the general view that Goring had done his best 
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at Portsmouth and would be well received by the King, which tends to contradict 
the view generally held of that episode. Goring would add to the royal army 
which was already 10,000 strong in foot, with 40 troops of horse and no less 
than 3000 dragoons (this is clearly an over-estimate). There then followed a 
lengthy, detailed, almost eye-witness accountq of a cavalry action at Worcester 
in which Prince Rupert and his brother Maurice played an important part, but 
were both wounded. He ended "Thus I have given you an account of all-I know 
and I shall doe hereafter when I meete with anythinge that, I think comes not to 
your knowledge". Clearly, he was still in Yorkshire. Strickland's signature, 
appeared on the letters designed to bring Newcastle into Yorkshire, and in May 
1643 he was Governor of Stamford Bridge. Possibly at Adwalton Moor in June 
1643 (see Vol. 1 for a discussion of this)9 he was certainly in York on July 
16th when it surrendered. A safe conduct for himself and for his family was 
issued to him by the Earl of Leven, who on April 9th 1646 complained that Sir 
Robert had been sequestered contrary to the articles agreed upon for the 
surrender of York, although he had lived, quietly since then. in arms in 1648, 
and captured at Applebyl he seems to have remained well in retirement until 
Monck's march south at the Restorationg in which he played his part. After 
1660 he withdrew from public life, although he was named in 1664 as a commisB- 
ioner for regulating corporations in Yorkshire. He died in 1670- His 
political philosophy is admirably silmmed up, we may supposeq in advice to 
Charles II which he gave to his son, Sir, Thomas. The King, he said, should 




Duncombe: Cited in this rank in this regiment in July 
and August 1642, previously a captain and major 
(see regimental notation)* Strickland's 
original lt. colonel cannot have fallen in with the events of the summer'of 
16429 hence Duncombets promotion. See Colonel Sir Edmund Duncombe, Appendix 1,1 
Major Anthony Frankland: Cited in the List, evidently a pro-war and war time 
officerl rising to become major when Duncombe was 
promoted. Of Ellertong Esquire, the only son of 
Sir Henry Frankland of the Aldwarkq Yorkl who had died in 1624. He refused 
knighthood at Charles Its coronationg and was presented as a Recusant in 16362 
and 1638, his wife in 1626 and 1641, although he may have conformed since his 
composition records make no allusion to any Papist leanings. He signed the 
April 1642 petition of the Yorkshire gentry as a captaing and appears as major 
in July and August, in. the latter month paying over money to, Captain Goo of 
Griffiths's Foot (qve). 
- 
Tined Z198-5s. at his composition, he had petitioned 
in 1649 and may have been, in arms in 1648 as well. A Recusant in 1674 
ý67 
Major Dymock Sadlington: Cited in the Listý His mere presence may mean 
that Frankland succeeded Duncombe as lt. colonel. 
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Yet before that can be anything more than conjectureg attention must be paid to 
the case of Captain Thomas Strickland (see below). Sadlington, was captured at 
Selby in April 16449 and is clearly the 'Demick Saddleton' who signed the 1641/2 
Protestation from Norton and Stockton in Co. Durham. The Norton and Stockton 
origin forms a link with Duncombe, (q. v. ) 
ý68 
Captain Thomas Denton: Conjectured. Vicars reported a Denton Strickland 
killed before Hull in October 1643, and Vicars draw 
his information from a letter from Meldrum in which 
Denton and Strickland are separated by a comma. Evidently, we are dealing with 
some short-hand form of 'Denton of Strickland's Foot'. Thomas Denton, son and 
heir of Henry Denton of Warnell-Denton who died in 1636, was killed as a captain, 




Possibly Lieutenant Rober, 
Belasyse's Trainband root 
ment was digpersed before 
November gth his company was not yet fully equipped 
muskets. He received 62 on November 14th. Cited 
t joneaq cited in Hear. V 
in July 16429 which regi- 
the outbreak of war. On 
(1643) and was to have 100 
in the List 
ý70 
Catain Matthias Nevil: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster. He 
was at the Bradford fight on December 17th 1642, 
which provides an additional clue to the regimentfs 
whereabouts, and was captured at Selby (see Vol. 1). Unidentified. 
Captain Walter Slingsby: Trainband rank in July and August 1642t and on June 
5th 1644 a colonel in his own right at Oxford. 
Probably fourth son of Guilford Slingsby and a 
brother of Colonel Guilford Slingsby (q. v. ). RuPert called'him a #rogue' in 
a letter to Will Legge in March 1645. Styled Esquirej he surrendered on 
Pendennis articles and, petitioned in 1647 
ý71 




Strickland: Cited in the List and whilst possibly an allu- 
sion to Thomas Strickland, quite probably thisis 
Walter Strickland, second of the three sons of 
Colonel Sir Robert. He was commissioned in the regiment in March 1643, and 
came to possess Sizergh after his father's death. He may be the Walter Strický 
land mentioned in the composition papers"alluding to George Preston of Nateby 
(q. v., Prestonts Horset Appendix 1). In thatt Walter is described as of 
Rydale, and of Natebyq Gentleman. Probably the Recusant, of ThorNon"Iridge 
presented in 1623 at Quarter Sessions. Walter was a die-hard Royalist, deeply 
implicated in the plots of the Interregnum years. In 1655 he was present at 
the Marston Moor rendezvous which was intended to lead to the seizure of York$ 
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and was responsible for dispersing the conspirators when success became imposs- 
ible. In 1656 he petitioned Robert Lilburne for more time to make arrangement 
fo= his banishment overseas as the Council of State gave him until April 1657. 
On the 7th of that month a further three weeks was allowed to him. Awarded a 
E200 yearly pension in 1662, he was by then a JP and sat on the commission for 
regulating corporations in Yorkshireý72 
Captain Thomas Thomlinson: Rank and regiment cited in his composition, but 
he apparently laid down. his arms in the summer of 
1643 and was fined L58 in 1646. He was eldest 
of the four sons of George Thomlinson--of Birdforth who died in 1624 and was 
himself born in 1608, dying in 1669ý73 
Lieutenant Richard Dagget: Claimed in the List from Yorkshires Captain 
Clough's company. Captured at Selby. Richard 
Dagget of Rowel yeoman, was a juror at Richmond 
Quarter Sessions and at Thirsk in 1635, styled also of Ainderby Whenhow(e), but 
i these seem to be two distinct men. Such a man was Chief Constable of Hallikeld 
in 166ý. Perhaps a case of father and son, the father being Treasurer for 
Lame Soldiers, noted at Richmond in 1627 
ý74 
The following officers have not been identified, 
Captain Thomas Byrom (Byron? ) listed in July and August 1642. 





Jacksong listed in July and August, 1642. 
Captain Z-, 2 Terwhitt, listed in July and August 1642 (see also New- 
castle's Foot and Edward Musgrave's Foot). 
Captain f7 Wharton, listed as such in July and August 1642. 
Lieutenant Francis Carterg claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Jones's company. 
Lieutenant Arthur Harperl claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Strickland's company (perhaps taken at Selby, see Vol. I). 
Lieutenant William Pitchardq claimed in the List from Yorkshire, 'Major 
Frankland's company. 
Lieutenant John Skipwith, claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Major 
Sadlington's company. 
Ensign Thomas Hopps, claimed in the List from Yorkshirel Captain Clough's 
company. 
Quartermaster Robert Bell, listed in July and August 1642. 
Quartermaster Stephen Slater, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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_(Colonel) 
Gilbert SWINHOVS Foot. 
The-only evidence for any such force rests upon the List, and upon a 
source dated to 1645. There may be some military connection with (Colonel) 
James Swinhoe (q. v. l Clavering's Foot). 
(Colonel) Gilbert Swinhoe: Cited in the List as a field commander. He was 
the son of William Swinhoe of Berwick who died c. 
1603, and was styled as of Chatton, Esquire, in 
1638 when presented before the Court of High Commission for failing to execute 
orders coming from the court. The earl of Northumberland's bailiff for Chatton 
although himself a freeholderl he was also married to a Catholic. She was 
descended from a Spanish mercenary familyg the Guevara, which had settled in 
Berwick in the reign of Mary 1. His wife was the central figure in a witch- 
craft case in 1650- Whether Gilbert was himself a Catholiel for he was not a 
Recusant, in the light of the available evidence, is hard to say. High 
Sheriff of Northumberland at the outbreak of war, he was appointed a Commiss- 
ioner of Array and to the commission of Oyer and Terminer in that county. 
Captured in 1644 or early in 1645, he was released on bond, and used the oppor- 
tunity in September of the latter year to try to reach Montrose in Scotland with 
raiders recruited in Tynedale and Redesdale, "Moss trooper's or thieves" as Sir 
Henry Vane chose to call them. Apprehended on the border, Swinhoe was sent by 
sea from Berwick to London where he died in the Tower in 1646ý75 
Captain Robert Pemberton: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. Such a 
man signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Lumley, Co. 
Durham, and may be the same who witnessed the will 
of Ralph Collingwood of Ditchburn, Northumberland, in March 1648. Robert 
Pemberton was listed as a gentleman volunteer in Alnwick in 1661ý76 
Ensign George Hoodspeth: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. He 
probably signed the 1641/2 Protestation in Berwick, 
but is unidentifiedý77 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z- 7 Muschamp, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Michael Muschampq claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Captain Muschamp's company. 
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(Colonel) John TALBOT'S Foot (Helmsley Garrison). 
The designation as Helmsley Garrison Foot is based upon documentary evi- 
dence concerning Talbot (see below) and upon the lack of a lt. colonel or a 
major. That Talbot was himself a colonel is beyond question, in that he was 
so commissioned, but his position in Helmsley is ambiguous. Of the regiment, 
if such it ever was, we know nothing beyond such officers as can be identified. 
(Colonel) John Talbot: First of the two sons of John Talbot of Thornton le 
Streett Esquireq who died in 1643. John II was born 
in 1598 and died in 1659. His cousing Thomasq was a 
Parliamentarian officer. flOf a now very minimally Catholic family" as Aveling 
wrote, John was a JP in 1624 and a Commissioner of Array in 1642. He appears 
to have replaced his father as active head of the family, the father having 
refused knighthood at the coronation of Charles I. In the composition records 
are references to John II's colonelcy and to his having been deputy governor 
in Helmsley, and there is a note in Dugdale's list of Commissioners of Array 
to the effect that Talbot was commissioned to raise 1200 foot in 1643. John 
compounded in 1646 on a fine of L5749 having been gaoled in York in the prev- 
ious year. The local. committee stated, interestinglyq that Talbot had been 
made deputy governor by Belasyseq which may mean that his forces did not 
actually enter Helmsley until the reorganisation of the county under Belasyse 
in 1644. Perhaps Talbot's regiment was taken away from him and given to some 
other officer, with whom it possibly served against the Scbts in Durhamý78 
Captain Roger Talbot: Conjectured regimental designationg but Roger was the 
eldest son of Colonel, Talbot who was killed in arms 
during the warý79 
Captain John Talbot: Conjectured on much-the same grounds as Rogerl above, 
John was second of the colonel's two sons and was, 
according to Dugdaleq "Capitaneus ex parte Regis (in 
nuperrima Rebellione) jam vivens et ainnuptus a* DIni 1666". Perhaps taken 
at Hunslett in March 1644 (see Vol. 1) 
ý80 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain 
_7 
Blakeston, cited in the List. 
Captain Z_ 
_7 
Taylor, cited-in the List (perhaps a printer's error for 
Talbot? ). 
Lieutenant Robert Crosby, 'claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Blakeston's company. 
Lieutenant Michael Winterscale, claimed in the List from Yorkshiret 
Captain Taylor's (Talbot's? ) company* 
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(Colonel) John TEMPEST'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
The evidence is based upon the List, which$ however, gives neither lt. 
colonel nor major, so that whereas Tempest's own rank is almost certaint the 
existence of a recognisable regimental structure is open to debate. To add to 
the problem, in a way, I have assigned a lt. colonel who seems to defy inser- 
tion anywhere else, and the matter is gone into in more detail below.. As in 
most cases where the existence of a regiment seems probable, but is in some 
doubt, it is the want of evidenceg rather than the ambiguity of what there is, 
that is to be blamed. 
(Colonel) John Tempest: Cited in the List. Of Old Durhams Esquire, the son 
and heir of Sir Thomas Tempest of the Isle, Co. Dur- 
ham, from a Catholic family, John appearing to have 
1 
been a discreet Catholic. He was sequestered in 1644, which is evidence of 
some delinquency at that timeg although the extant composition records refer to 
the 1648 rising. A fine of Z30,9.9s. was imposed, Isut had not been paid in 
1651 when he was listed as undischarged. He had been in the garrison of'Skip- 
ton at its surrender. Thurloe was told that Colonel John Tempest had been 
eminent in the 1654/5 conspiracy$ and he was listed in 1656 as a reliable 
Royalist in the north. Intended for the Order of the Royal Oak in 1660 with 
estate worth Z1000 yearly, he was listed to supply horse and, rider in the Lord 
Lieutenant's muster in November of that year. -Apparently implicated in 
Catholic plots in 1664, when he was a Jý, his exact date of death is unknown 
ý81 
Lt. Colonel Gerard Salvin: According to Foster, using a source which he did 
not quote, Salvin was lt. colonel in John Temp- 
ests Foot. Of Salvin's rank there can be no 
doubt (even though other, arlier writers, record him as a major) and John 
Tempest's is as likely a regiment as any other, territorially speaking. 
Gerard was the son of Gerard Salvin of Croxdalel Co. Durhams who died in 1663. 
Styled Esquire in his own right, his property in Elswick and Croxdale was 
sequestered in the aut=zx of 1644, but whether it is he or his father appointed 
to the Commission of Array in 1642 is hard to say. The family was heavily 
involved with the King's party, but the head may have been less openly so. 
The father was certainly a Recusant, and family tradition ascribes Catholic 
leanings to the son. Lt. Colonel Salvin was killed in a rearguard action 682 
against the Scots near Northallerton in April 1644 on the retreat to York. 
Captain Ralph Allenson: Cited in the List, Such a man signed the 1641/2 
Protestation as from Hurworth, Co. Durham, and may 
be the Durham mercer who died c. 1657. Ralph 
Allenson of Wharringtong Gentleman, was sequestered in September 1644 and was 
also styled as of Durham city. He compounded in 1645 on a fine of L150 but 
was in arms again in 1648, for in 1651 he petitioned Parliament for pardon and 
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received it in November of that year. He compounded directly with the local 
committeeg and not with Goldsmith's Hall. He was named in charges. laid agai 
Thomas Shadforth, a sequestrator accused of favouring papists and certain 
delinquents ý83 
Captain Robert Blakeston: Claimed in the List from Durham. In the will of 
Tobias Blakeston of Newton near Durhamq written in 
April 16429 is a reference to his son Robert aI 
leaseholder in Newton, one of several sons. Tobias wrote "I doe race out All I 
that I did intend my sonne Robert was to have by this my will". Robertj born 
in 1623 and dying in 1688 in the city, was a pensioner at Peterhouseq Cambridge 
in 1638, signing the 1641/2 Protestation with his father as of Durham. it 
looks here as if a Parliamentarian sympathiserl the father, was expressing in 
his will his discontentment with his son's leanings, and the identification 
would seem sound 
ý84 
Captain Henry Conjers: Claimed in the List from Durham, Probably the third 
of the six sons of Nicholas Conyers of Whitby, a 
Royalist family. The Durham connection lay through 
685 
an older son's marriage into the family of Conyers of Layton* 
I 
Lieutenant Mathew Gargrave: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain 
Conyers' company* Such a man of Elemor Hall, 
Pittington, Co, Durham, signed the 1641/2 
Protestationý86 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain John Halsallq claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Captain Thomas Poore, claimed in the List from Durham (see alsov Captain 
Francis Poorej Queen's Foot). 
Ensign John Robinsong claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Blakeston's 
company. 
Ensign George Sheeres, claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Allenson's 
company.. 
Ensign John Smithq claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Conyers' 
company, 
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Colonel Richard TEMPEST'S Foot. 
The only allusion comes in the List, from a single claimant, quartermaster 
William Liddell of Durham. This may be an errort either on the part of the 
printer, or on Liddell's part in making an unclear petition. We cannot be 
sure, but it is likely that Liddell should appear under Colonel Sir Richard 
Tempes*t of Stella, and not under Colonel Richard Tempest of Bracewell (q, v, q 
Appendix 1)ý87 
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Colonel Sir Richard TEMPEST'S Regiment of Foot. 
As with Sir Richard's Horse (qev. 9 Appendix 1) this regiment must contain 
commissioned officers belonging properly to 1648, but they are hard to deter- 
mine. Nothing is known of this force as a distinctive unit. 
Colonel Sir Richard Tempest: Dealt with as colonel of horsel Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel Z_ 7 Lambton: Cited in the List, conceivably, but not cert- 
ainly, a rank from the 1648 war (see Lt. Colone 
Salving below); Henry Lambtonq first of the 
three sons of (Colonel) Sir William Lambton (qov*) by the fatherts first 
marriage, was born in 1612 and was alive at the 1666 visitation. Styled of 
Biddick and Pensher, and'of Chester le Streetq Esquire, he was a leaseholder in 
the latter parish, he was described during the Interregnum as the "last survivor 
of Sir William Lambton". He died c. 1693. He surrendered at Hartlepool on 
July 24th 1644, and at his composition reference was made to his colliery 
interests (inherited from his father? ) and to his Catholicism. A fine of 
Z960 was reduced to Z730 which must mean that he abjured his faith. He 
admitted his rank. In 1663 he was a JP and concerned in the investigation of 
the Kaber-Rigg plot 
ý88 
Lt. Colonel (Francis) Salvin: Almost certainly a rank dating to 1642/5, and 
no doubt the Major Salvin cited in the List 
for this regiment. Of Hurworthq Gentleman, 
a convicted Recusantq he was fourth of the sons of Gerard Salvin of Croxdale 
who died in 1603, and uncle of Lt. Colonel Gerard Salvin of John Tempest's 
Foot (q. v. ). Salving "most notorious" of Durham delinquents, was killed in 
action on Marston Moor. His widow petitioned for maintenance in December 
1644, when her'possessions were valued at Z8.12s 
ý89 
Major Z- j Kennet: Cited in the List. John Kennet of Coxhoe, Co. Durhamt 
was first of the eight sons of William Kennet of the 
same, and was born in 1621. William rode as a 
I' 
gentleman volunteer on Marston Moor. John was sequestered as a Catholic del- 
inquent in 1644, but was admitted to compound in 1645 by abjuring his faith, 
although the fine of L300 (later reduced to E250) was not set until 1649. He 




Captain John Briggnell: 
See Lto Colonel Salvin, above. 
Yorkshirel died c. 1655 
pi 
Cited in the List, two such (father and son? ) signed 
the 1641/2 Protestation in Coo Durham from Lumley 
and Lanchester. A John Briggnell of Ravensworthl 
Captain Henry Wren: Claimed in the List from Durham. Fifth of the six sons 
of Sir Charles Wren of Bishop Auckland. In February 
I 
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1656 he was described by Lilburne as one of the chief conspirators in DHrham 
"very poore, and a great papist ... a seminary priest did first ingage him". 
In April 1655 Wren with three companions had ridden to Durhamf armed, and had 
stayed there overnight 
ý92 
Lieutenant Arthur Phillips: Claimed in the List from Durhams Major Salvin's 
company* Such a man of Durham city, Gentleman, 
was an undischarged delinquent in 1651. Prob- 
ably the bailiff of the manor and borough of Bishop Auckland (a linkqwith Wren) 
in 1642, he signed the 1641/2 Protestation as of Durham St. Mary le Bow and was 
buried in the Cathedral in 1680P3 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant William Potters claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. Colonel 
Lambton's company. 
Ensign Humphrey Holden, claimed in the List from Durham, Major Kennet's 
company, 
0 
- Lf If 3- 
(Colonel) Charles TOWNELEY'S (Regiment of Foot). 
Young accepted that this regiment existed 
694 
but the evidence tends to 
indicate firstly, that Towneley was not a colonel, and secondlyq that he did 
not command a regiment in the field. Young's evidence was little more than 
family tradition, not in itself invalid if supported, however slightly, by 
other sources, but to be treated with caution when lacking corroboration. 
Charles Towneley was third of the seven sons, and eventual heirl of Richard 
Towneley Esquire of Towneley near Burnley, Lancashirej who died in 1628. 
Charles, born in 1600, was, like all the family, a Catholic Recusant. He saw 
action at Manchester in September 1642, but not as an officer, and may have 
been in the defence of Preston in February 1643 where his wife fell into enemy 
hands. He was most certainly killedg and buried, on Marston Moorý95 
According to one contemporary tract, England's Iliad in a Nut-Shell 
696 
he 
was indeed a colonel, but according to the Catalogue merely a gentleman volun- 
teer. Since the one contradicts the other, the evidence would seem to have 
come to an impasse. However, it has to be said that in virtually all other 
cases, the details given by the Cataloguel where verifiable, have been found to 
be accurate, whilst the statements of contemporary pamphleteers working often 
at second or third hand, can often be found to have been wild and unfounded. 
Secondly, there is the negative evidence of the List, for Towneley does not 
appear anywhere in it, and no claimant can be remotely connected with him. 
Thirdly, no record of any commission appears to exist, nor was he a Commission- 
er of Array. Taken on its face value, the evidence is against Young. Whilst 
it has been necessary to allude to the problem, Towneley is not included in 
the officer analysis. 
)h 
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Colonel (Sir) Thomas TYLDESLEYIS Regiment of Foot, 
As with Tyldesley's Horset it must be pointed out that here we are dealing 
with a unit which existed in 1642/6,1648 and in 16.51: and it must be said 
again, that it is not always possible to distinguish officers belonging properly 
to the first civil war, from those commissioned later. It may also be that 
promotions blur the picture somewhat. Of the regiment itself, although a part 
of the Oxford army for much of the time, we know very little. Raised in the 
winter of 1642/3 in Lancashire, it served with the earl of Derby in March, April 
and May of the latter year (see Vol. 1) before going into Yorkshire. Presum- 
ably, it accompanied the Queen south to Oxford. There is a reference to it 
being in need of ammunition on August 21st 1643 "nowe destitute", and it had 
697 been part of a Tertia at the siege of Bristol. It probably vent into 
Cheshire at the end of the year, with Tyldesleyj and was caught up in Rupert's 
army on its way to the relief of York. It fought at Bolton in May 1644 (see 
Vol. 1) and at Marston Moor, what remained of it being involved in the disas- 
trous action at Or, mskirk in August. Beyond this, it has not been possible to 
goo 
Colonel (Sir) Thomas TyIdesley: Dealt with as colonel of horse, Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel Hugh Anderton: Combined his ranks. Dealt with in Tyldesley's 
Horse. 
LtT Colonel Thomas Salvin: Not evidenced by the Lists but by a reference to 
him in the composition proceedings of John 
Brackenbury who alluded to him as major under 
Tyldesley c. August 1644 at the latest (before the death of Colonel Sir John 
Redman$ q. v*). According to the Catalogues Salvin was killed in action as a 
lt. colonel, and he may have come into the rank when Anderton's cavalry duties 
necessitated it. Third of the four sons of Thomas Salvin of Thornton and 
Heworth, who died in 1609. Lt. Colonel Salvin's mother was a Recusantq and 
Thomas himself was'very probably a Catholic in view of the regiment in which he 
served. According to Thomas's brothers Roberts petitioning the House of Lords 
in 1660, Thomas was'g'overnor of Hartlepool in 1644 (see also Lt. Colonel Henry 
Lambton, Sir Richard Tempestfs Foot). If this is true, then Salvin may have 
left the regiment after Marston Moors or have been'cut off and forced to make 
his own way homeward. That is speculativel however, and he may have been 
detached for the dutyl supposing his brother's evidence to have been accurate. 
When and where he was killed is unknown, so it cannot be ruled out that he was 




Harling: Cited in the List. In July 1660 major John Harling 
petitioned for a place for making Strangers Bills in 
the London Customs House. He said that he had 
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served in England, Ireland and Scotland and that he had been taken prisoner in 
1651. He was gaoled in Coventry, and had been out in Booth's rising of 1659. 
If he is the Captain John Harling taken at Appleby in October 1648, then the 
major's rank in this regiment must belong to 1651. On these grounds, although 
noted in case of future evidence, he is not included in the analysis99 
Major Z_ 
_7 
Ord: Cited in the List and probably connected (in view of his 
surname and its geographical distribution) with Lt. Colo- 
nel Salvin (see above), but he is unidentified. 
Captain Nicholas Anderton: Cited in the List, second of the six sons of James 
Anderton of Euxton who died in 1658. Born in 
16139 he was a Foreiga Burgess of Preston, and 




Brabant: Cited in the List. A Thomas Brabin of Whittingham, 
Gentleman, was fined Z122.176- in 1649. Captain 
Henry Brabin was captured at Appleby in 1648. He 




Cited in the List. Cuthbert Bradkirk of Wray, 
'#a man of small account and no good caring" to 
quote a Parliamentary writer, was appointed by 
Rupert to be Governor of Clitheroe Castle in June 1644? 
02 
Captain James Bradley: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. Of Bryning, 
Gentleman, son and heir of Captain Edward Bradley who 
was killed on Marston Moor in Tyldesley's Horse, 




Butler: Cited in the List. William Butler of Myerscough 
a Catholic, third of the ten sons of Henry Butler, 
Esquirel of Raweliffe, by the father's second marr- 
iage. Listed as an undischarged Catholic delinquent in 1655, he had been 
killed in arms at Newbury in 1643704 
Captain James Collier: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. Of Rainfordq 
Gentlemant he petitioned to compound for the first 
war and was fined 936.8s. in July 1649. He was a 
705 tenant of the earl of Derby for property at Newton. 
Captain John Draycott: Claimed in the List from Lancashireq he was taken at 
Appleby in 1648TOT 
Captain Thomas Singleton.: Cited by rank and regiment in contemporary sources. 
Eldest of the sons of Thomas Singleton of Steyning, 
Lancashire, and a Catholic Recusant, he was present 
at the attack on Lancaster in March 1643. Killed at Newbury in the same 
year? 
07 
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Captain Robert Westb; Zl: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. Probably third 
of the five sons of-Thomas Westby of Rawcliffe, and 
styled of Killington in Westmorland. The family was 
solidly Royalist, the father a compounding Recusantq and Robert himself married 
to a Recusant. The composition records are scant, chiefly concerning the 
wife's Recusancy. "Robert was taken at Appleby in 1648? 
08 
Captain Thomas Whittingham: Rank and regiment are according to a contemporary 
source* The son of Richard Whittingham of 
Claughton, Lancashire, who was also a Royalist 
activist. Thomas, styled also of Goosenargh, compounded as a Recusant in 1632, 
and was a Foreign Burgess of Preston in 1642. He was at the taking of Lancas- 
ter town and of Preston in March 16439 and was killed at Newbury in the same 
year? 
09 
Lieutenant Wilfred Carus: Claimed in the List from London/Westminsterl Capt- 
ain Brabant's company. Youngest of the five sons 
of Thomas Carus of Halton who died in 1656, Wilfred 
given as a citizen of London in 1666. He is mentioned in the composition of 
his elder brother, Thomas (see George Middleton's Horses Appendix 1)? 
10 
Lieutenant Edward Cripling: Claimed in the List from Yorkshiret Major Ord's 
company. Such a man of Wilberfosse, Gentleman, 
petitioned in 1645 and admitted assisting the 
King. A fine of . 03 was assessed in 1646, which in 1649 was cut to Z37. If 
Cripling was not in arms in 1648 or 1651, as seems probable, then Major Ord 
enjoyed his rank during the first war? 
" 
Lieutenant John Fletcher: Claimed in the List from Lancashireq Lt. Colonel 
Anderton's company. Of Burscough, yeomang a 
Catholic delinquent undischarged in 1655, his 
property in the 1652 Treason Act? 
12 
Lieutenant Oliver Tootall: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Captain 
Anderton's company. He is listed as a Catholic 
undischarged in 1655, and had been sequestered in 
1648. Styled as of Chorley, yeoman. His father, Williams was a convicted 
Recusant in 1630? 13 
Lieutenant William Werden: Claimed in the List from Lancashiret Captain 
Swinglehurst's company. Of Penwortham, yeomans 
Catholic undischarged in 1655714 
Lieutenant John Whiteside: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. The name 
is relatively common. Such of Marton, Seniors 
dated his will in 1667- Others of Eston, Marton 
Parva and of Norbeck were dated 1671,1671 and 1665 respectively. A Lieutenazt 
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Whiteside was taken at Appleby in 1648? 
15 
Ensign William Aynsworth: A single reference to him dated May lot 1650 when 
the keeper of Newgate was ordered to receive: 
IIWm. Aynsworth, alias Jno. Jenkins, for being a 
Papistq travelling under a false namel and for having served against Parliament 
as an ensign under Sir Thos. Tyldesley". Since Aynsworth did not petition as 
716 
a claimant, perhaps he died in gaol, or before the Restoration, 
Ensign Edward Corney: Claimed in the List from Lancashirel Captain Martin's 
company* Such of Lyth had his will granted probate 
in 1685? 17 
Ensign Henry Harling: Claimed in the List from London/Westminstarg Major. 
Harling's company. Conceivably a son. Taken captive 
at Appleby in 1648, and in view of this, and the case 
of Major Harling (q. v. 9 above) is excluded from the analysis. 
Ensign Thomas Walmaly: Claimed in the List from Lancashire. Sucha man of 
Claughtong yeoman and Catholicq was undischarged in 
1655. He is also described as a husbandman in 1648. 
His social status rules against his being of the_Walmaley family of Dunkenhalgh, 
but he may have been a connection of the Walmsleys of Showley 
? 18 
Ensign Thomas Whittingham: Claimed in the List from Lancashire, Lt. Colonel 
Anderton's company. Probably second of the 
three sons of Captain Thomas Whittingham (q. v., 
above). Listed in 1642 as a Foreign Burgess of Preston 
? 19 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Haughton, claimed in the List from Lancashire. 
Captain 
_7 
Harting cited in the'List. 
Captain 
_7 
Swinglehurstj cited in the List. 
Captain 720 
_7 
Tyldesley, cited in a contemporary source. 
Lieutenant John Dawson, claimed in the List from London/Westminster, 
Captain Bradkirk's company. 
Ensign Thomas Yates, claimed in the List from Lancashirej Captain Butlerts 
company. 
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Colonel Henry WAITE'S (Regiment of) root. 
Not noticed by Young nor, surprisingly, by Wenham. in his study of the siege 
of Yorks the evidence is, nonethelessl incontrovertible. It rests, however, 
and apart from the List, on the identity and career of its somewhat mysterious 
colonel, with whom we deal. 
Colonel Henry Waite: Cited in the List as a field commander, the rank sugg- 
ested by such evidence as there is concerning him. A 
Lt. Colonel Waite is noted in Wentworth's Foot in 1640. 
Early in September 1642, there was a report in London that York was being 
garrisoned by Sir Thomas Glemhamq and "Wayst and Heim (strangers to us)". The 
presence of Wayst or Waite in York is confirmed by the colonel himselfj who in 
1660 petitioned for the post of Muster-master in Yorkshire. In his petition, 
Waite stated that he had held such an office at the outbreak of war, that he had 
seen service under Count Mansfeld in Europe, and had been sub-governor of York 
until its surrender. Taken literally, this mean that Waite served as second 
in command to Glemluunq Saville and Belasyse, and consequently, this regiment, 
if such it wasq was a garrison force. Waite is described as a "stranger" by a 
Parliamentarian writer, but that need not mean that he was completely unknown ul 
the area of the city, even if this was the case with the surrounding country- 
side. It could merely mean that he came from outside the county, and he must 
be the Colonel Henry Waite mentioned in 1647 holding property in Oxfordshire, 
Gloucestershire and Herefordshireq centered upon Westbury and Michel Dean. 
His wife, Frances, was dead by that date, and had been a Recusant. It does 
seem that we have to accept Waite as a colonel in his own right, and as holding 
a command, in York garrisong and this implies we must accept the existence of 
this 'regiment'. Against these conclusions must be placed the difficulties. 
Firstly, that fcolonell may merely represent 11t. colonel'. Secondly, that 
we cannot be sure when precisely Waite was sub-governor, despite the September 
1642 allusion and his undoubted presence in 1644. Lastlyq that he may have 
served as a field commander in another regiment. However, none of his officers 
can be made to link upq however tentatively, with the two strongest possible 
regiments, Glemham's Foot and Sir Henry Slingsby's Foot (q. v*)* Hence he 
F4 is inserted as a colonel in his own right but with reservationjW-9 
fLt. Colonel Samuel Brearey7: Tentatively inserted under Waitev Brearey wasq 
according to the available evidencet lt. colo- 
nel of the York City volunteers composed (it 
is supposed) of citizens. No such regiment is evidenced elsewherej whereas 
the existence of Waite's is highly probable. Perhaps it was formed at the 
start of the siege in 1644, recruiting men who had taken shelter in the city 
as well as citizens. Brearey, Sheriff of York in 1642, was third of the five 
sons of William Breareyt Lord Mayor of York who died in 1637. Samuel was 
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killed'in action during the siege after he "performed many amazing feats as he 
charged all alone into their midst". His will was dated June 21st 1644? 
22 
Captain Thomas Bilborough: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
. 
Such a man 
of Scarborough had his will granted probate in 
1685? 23 
Captain Edmund Craithorne: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Second of 
the three sons of Thomas Craithorne of Craithorne 
who died c. 1637, and styled himself as of Hollen 
in Blakamore. Born sometime after 1604, he was presented as a Recusant at 
724 
Thirsk in 1634 when styled Gentleman, but date of death is unknown. 
Captain 
_7 
Mennel:, Cited in the List. Almost certainly of the Meynels 
of Dalton and North Kilvington, notably Recusant. 
This Mennel was probably Thomas eldest of the six 
sons of Anthony Meynel of North Kilvington who died in 1669. Although Thomas 
was born in 1615, he did not succeed his father, the inheritance going instead 
to Roger, Thomas's son and heir. It would seem that Thomas was therefore 
killed or died during the civil war period. Others of the family were in arms. 
His brother James was serving under Colonel Sir Walter Vavasour (q. v. ) in a 
Horse regiment. We mus suppose that Thomas, like his father, grandfather and 
son, was a Catholic? 
25 
Captain Heary. Storkey: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, but he 
was probably a Lancashire man. Henry Starkey of 
Lancashire was of military age at this time, and this 
may form a tenuous link with Ensign Barton (q. v., below). , Henry Starkey of 
Darley, Cheshire, compounded in 1649 for words supposedly spoken against the 
Parliament, and was fined X617-38. He does not look too promising 
? 26 
Ensign Robert Barton: 
1655- 
Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Mennel's 
company. Conceivably. 'Robert Barton. of Skelmersdale, 
Lancashiret an undischarged Catholic delinquent in 
'7P'7 
The identification is, howeverg extremely tentative. -' I 
Ensign Anthony Teasdale: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Such a man, 
yeomang of Ainderby Steeple was fined L15 in 1651 
for adhering in the first war. He probably appearS' 
as a juror at Richmond in 1636? 
28 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Thomas Merrick, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant John Pasket, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Mennel's company. - 
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Colonel Sir George WENTWORTH'S Regiment of Foot. 
on July 14th 1660 Sir marmaduke Langdale wrote to Colonel Wentworth: 
it were an injustice in us to dispose of the regiment where- 
with you have in the late warres so faithfully served his 
late MatY. 
This tribute clearly suggests that Wentworth's was a Trainband force in 1642, 
otherwise its survival in 1660 would have been improbable. The point is of 
importance, as will appear. Langdale also noted that the regiment was recrui- 
ted in Strafford and Tickhilll and that it was now intended that Thomas Went- 
worth should assume command. To this, Sir George agreed, and added Gagrees 
729 and Osgaldcrosse to the recruiting area. The regiment was in garrison in 
Wakefield in January 16432 which place it evacuated after the fall of Leedsý30 
and a soldier of the regiment was buried in Leeds on July 7th 1643, probably a 
casuixlty of Adwalton (see Vol. 1)? 
31 
Interestingly, the regimental colour 
hung from the wall of Woolley church into the 19th century, when it finally 
deca. ved? 
32 
This appears to be the only regiment, whether of horse or of foot, for 
which a muster roll survives, or rather, survivedl since its whereabouts are 
unknown despite attempts to trace it. The roll, set out below, is given in 
full by a 19th century writer on the family? 
33 The first curious thing to note 
is that the muster roll names are divided into three groupings known as Rankes, 
and such a grouping is correct for a Horse regiment of full strength, although 
in such a regiment would be properly called divisions. We have to do with 
72 names, and since no cavalry command can be traced for Wentworth, we must 
suppose that this is indeed, an infantry roll. The matter, however, is more 
complex. The writer already mentioned, gave no source, nor did he add any 
further details to what would have been a document of primary importance. 
Moreover, with the exception of one or two names, none can be identified with 
certainty, and none were officers so far as thorough analysis can take us where 
the List and composition proceedings are concerned. Consequently, we seem to 
be dealing with non-commissioned officers and rank and file. Here the matter 
takes a curious turn, and it must be admitted that what-next follows is extre- 
mely hypothetical at present. Indeedl may remain sog since evidence for or 
against does not seem to be forthcoming. 
The first name in the first rank is that of John GOODRICKE Esquire. This 
is probably an allusion to Captain (Sir) John Goodrioke (q. v., Sir William 
Saville's Horse, Appendix 1). This identificationj if accurate, raises a 
e number of complex problems. Goodrick was crated a baronet in August 1642, so 
technically any list alluding to him as Esquire must date before then. This 
would mean that the muster roll is a pro-war Trainband or Militia document. 
On the other hand$ if the roll had been compiled by someone who made a mistake 
in styling Goodricke as Esquire, then the document would date to the early 
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summer of 1643, when Goodricke was taken prisoner. As has been saido Sir John 
served in Saville's Horseq and no connection with Wentworth's war-time root can 
be arrived at. We are thus 'obliged to ask whether the roll applies to Went- 
worth's Foot at all, and whether it is not more likely to be connected with 
Saville's regiment. Moreover, that the 71 names apart from Goodrickelsq 
represent the paper strength of Goodrickets own troop. If this is sog the 
question as to how the document came into the Wentworth archives has to be 
answered. The interesting link here lies in the person of (Colonel) Thomas 
Wheatley (q. v., his Foot). Wheatley was of Woolleyq the village where Sir 
George Wentworth was ordinarily resident. Wheatley had beeng in 1642-4. 
captain in the Horse regiment of Colonel Saville. 
Thus far the evidence and reasoning take us, but no further. On the one 
hand we have the historian of the Wentworths accepting the document as pertain- 
ing to Wentworth's civil war regiment (although he gave no date), and on the 
other we have the process of elimination by which doubt is cast upon this idea. 
What we do not possess, apparentlyg is the document, or anything like it. it 
mustq as a consequencel remainý, an insoluble mystery until a key is discovered. 
That it is included here under Wentworthl rather than under Saville, is because 
whilat we can question its right to be here, we cannot assume as much without 
more evidence. None of the following names, with the exception of Goodricke's 
are included in the analysis. 
Ist Ranke 
John Goodricke esq. 
John Hams esq. 
ýJoha Hilton 
Robert Leeke gent. 
Robert Leeke gent. 
John Longley gent. 












John Smith gent. 
Joseph Wadsworth 
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John Totty of Bretton 
Mr. Nicholas Burkley of Barnsley 
Tho. English do eadem 
Joseph Issott de Woolley 




Joseph Shaw of Maplewell, 
Mr, Henry Carrington of Barnsley 
Thomas Roberts do Hickleton 
William Thomley de Woolley 
James Kay 
Robert Oxley of Notton 
Ant. Crawshaw de Woolley 
Wm. Totty de Knotten 
Chr. Roades de Hollingthorpe 
Robert Roo de eadem 
Wm. Clarke de Wakefield 
Mt. Hargreaves de eadem 
John Pearson do Chapelthorpe 
Thomas Cawthorne do Harbury 
Perhaps the persons for whom no place of origin is giveng 
Sir George. 
were tenants of 
Colonel Sir George Wentworth: Born in 1600, third son but heir of Michael 
-, Wentworth of Woolley. The parents were 
Recusants, and the eldest son, Michaell was cut 
out of the inheritance presumably for apostasy. George entered the Inner 
Temple in'1617 and was knighted in 1630. JP in the West Riding, he was MP for 
Pontefract 1640/2 when he voted against Strafford's attainder. His Trainband 
colonelcy may have dated to 1639, and his regiment was certainly on foot in 1640 
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I when he*was also a deputy lieutenant. In 1642 he was appointed Receiver of 
Revenues in Yorkshire with specific instructions to gather in the compositions i 
and fines from Recusants and to convert them to the King's immediate use. He 
was also a Commissioner of Array. At the outbreak of war, he must have been 
early in the field with his regiment. He signed the letters to bring Newcastle 
into Yorkshire, and in January 1643 was with his regiment at Wakefield (see 
Vol. 1). On May 3rd he signed an order for the seizure of weapons in the 
Knottingley area. Probably in the garrison of York during the siege, and 
perhaps on Maiston Moor (it is extremely probable) he was a divisional commander 
in Pontefract 1644/5 (see Vol. 1), *surrendering with that castle in the latter 
year, At his composition it was stated that he was "sometime a member of the 
Honble House of Commons'this present Parliament and deserted the Parliament and 
was in arms, went to Oxford and sat in that assembly, and went from garrison to 
garrison held against the Parliament ... 11. Wentworth's Oxford duties may 
account for the lack of allusion to him, clearly an important figure, in York- 
shire in later 1643. The fine of Z49302 was "the greatest that hath been set 
upon any beyond Trent'19 (but see Colonel John Scropel and Colonel Sir William 
Dalston), and was eventually cut to L391889 although if realisticl it indicates 
Wentworth was comfortably off. Even so, in June 1646 he was offering his 
property at Oustoa for sale to Lord Fairfax who could have it, cheaply if he 
would buy it. In 1648, he was in danger of being sequestered again for failure 
to pay his assessments. He died late in 1660? 
34 
Lt. Colonel Thomas Bland: First baronet (created August 1642) of Kippax, son 
and heir of Sir Thomas Bland Knt., who had died in 
1612. Lt*- Colonel Bland was born in 1607. In 
the war, he served in Wakefield in may 16439 and in the Pontefract garrison. 
At his composition he claimed he had never been in arms, which statement is 
now, and probably was then, contradicted by the evidence. A fine of Mo5.6.8d. 
'2'x C; 
was levied. Bland died in 1657- 
Captain John Bretton: Claimed in the List from Middlesex (note the 'Mr. 
Bretton, in the muster roll, above). John Bretton of 
Bretton, Gentleman, was an ensign in 1640 in this 
same regiment, when he was implicated in an assault involving John Reresby, 
Esquire. He was described as wearing Ila cloth sute mingled culler" which may 
have been a uniform. A Catholiel Lord Fairfax listed him as a commissioned 
officer in 1643, but clearly his religious persuasion could not be verifiedg 
for he compounded in 1647 on a fine of Z200. In his petition he admitted his 
rank and claimed that he had laid down his arms in December 1644, about the 
736 time, therefore, that his colonel went into Pontefract garrison. 
Captain William Empson:. 
- 
Claimed in the List from Lincolnshire. He was in- 
volved in some litigation concerning the Empson 
property in 1647, if the same man. The details are 
intricate, and it is not possible to be sure of the persons concerned. Thomas 
Empson of Goole, Yorkshire, yeomang compounded as an aged Royalist adherent in 
1647, presumably after abjuring his Catholicism. His brother, George or 
Gregory Empson, petitioned as his heir. In 1653, William Empson petitioned 
that Thomas was by then dead, and denied George's right to compound as heir. 
William claimed that although only Thomas's cousin, he was nonetheless his heir 
male, and this kinship is confirmed by an indenture of 1647. However, in 
another sourceg William is alluded to as Thomas's nephew. if this is not an 
error, then it hints that we may be concerned with two Williamsq either of whom 
(or, admittedly, neither), may be this captain. The pedigree is restricted, 
and we can only be sure that George (or Gregory) died c. 1677- Now, a George 
Empson of Sandal, son and heir of Richard Empson of Goole and born in 1620, 
compounded as a delinquent in 1646 on a fine of Z100 which further adds to 
737 the complexities of the problem., 
Captain Marmaduke Monckton: pedigree and family tradition give both rank and 
regiment.. Fourth of the sons of Marmaduke 
Monckton of Hodroyd, nephew of Colonel Sir Philip 
Monckton (q. v., Saville's Horsel Appendix 1). Marmaduke II was born in 1623, 
a year before his father's death, and at his marriage changed his name to that 
of Berrie. He compounded on a fine of V-13.4d., stating that his sole 
possessions were a horse worth Z109 in 1650? 
38 
Captain Nicholas Morris: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Of Empsall, 
Gentleman, he compounded on a fine of C33 in 1649. 
Second of the six sons of Matthias Morris of Emsall 
who died in 1658, and brother to Colonel John Morris, Royalist governor of 
Pontefract who was beheaded in 1649. Nicholas was born in 1621 and died in 
1688? 39 
Captain William Wentworth: Rank and regiment given in the pedigree. First 
of the five sons of Thomas Wentworth of Kirkby 
who died in 1654? 
40 - 
Captain Thomas Wheatley: Not to be confused with Colonel Thomas Wheatley. 
of White Crosst Emley, yeoman, Captain Wheatley 
was the eldest son of Richard of the same, and was 
associated with Captain Bretton in the Reresby assault case of 1640. At that 
date he was a lieutenant in Wentworth's regiment. He still held that rank 
when captured at Wakefield in May 1643. Probably the officer in Pontefract 
1644/-91 he compounded in 1650 on a fine of C45.9.4d. He claimed in the List. 
(In 1640 he was said to have been wearing a red coat, whereas Bretton, see 
above, wore one of mingled colours. Either Wheatley was indulging in luxury 
as an officer, or else Brettonts was specially designed for an ensign, who must 
be instantly recognisable in action. This would mean a redcoat regiment. )741 
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Captain John Wil(d)bore: Rank and regiment given in the pedigree. He was 
first son by the first marriage of Thomas Wil(d)bore 
of Warton, Lincolnshireq and was himself styled of 
Gray's Inn and Knottingley. On May 3rd 1643 Colonel Wentworth ordered all 
weapons in Knottingley to be handed over to this officer. Taken at Wakefield 
in the same month. A 'Wilborel was in custody in 1650? 
42 
Lieutenant Francis Day: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Lt. Colonel 
Blandfs company. Such a man of Upton in the West 
Riding failed to appear at Dugdale's visitation 
? 43 
Ensign Thomas Killingbeck: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. This is a 
mystery. Thomas Killingbeck of Chapel Allerton 
compounded in respect of his father Edward's 
delinquency, Edward having been an ensign. Dugdale in his visitation noticed 
no such Edward, and the matter is further confused by an Edward Killingbeck 
buried in Skipton in September 1644 after being killed near Leeds: whilst 
Drake noticed such a man in Pontefract garrison in May 16451 Thomas Killing- 
beck, the compounder, was also in arms, and compounded in 1649 on a fine of 
z246-13.4d. Either the composition records are at fault9 recording the ensign 
rank for Edward whereas it belonged to Thomasq or else we must look elsewhere. 
It is surely inconceivable that father and son could have hold identical ranks. 
Clay, in his edition of Dugdale's visitation, has helped to solve the problem. 
Thomas Killingbeck, also of Chapel Allertong appears as born in 1615 the son 
and heir of William Killingbeck who died in 1650. This Thomas, distinguished 
as Thomas II, died himself in 1677- It would appear that the two Thomas's 
could be cousins, and Thomas II the ensignt Thomas I perhaps a volunteer or 
only a soldier since his father was an ensign. The fine would be heavy for 
Thomas I since he compounded in respect of his own and his fatherta delinquency, 
and because when he compounded he was head of the family. Thomas II, on the 
other hand, might have avoided composition if his father, William, remained 
quiet during the war. None of this tells us, however. who the Edward Killing- 
beck in Pontefract in 1645 was, nor whom the Edward Killingbeck listed as a 
744 Recusant in 1632 may have been, 
Ensign George Liddell: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. we mustq I 
think, dismiss any direct (or even remote) connection 
with the Durham Liddells, and look nearer to Woolley 
for our man. One George Liddell was the victim of assault in 1640, and appea- 
red as a prosecution witness at Quarter Sessions at Pontefract. Described as 
a labourer. In 1662 'Lieutenant' George Liddell, who had lost a leg in the 
warg petitioned for a sum in lieu of his pension to clear his debts, which 
tarnished "the honour of his commission". He was given Z50- Whether this is 
the same man on both occasions is hard to say, and the incompatibility of the 
745 two ranks argues there may have been a little fraud going on. 
Quartermaster Richard Bullock: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. The 
son of Nicholas Bullock of Nesse in Rydale 
was presented wit ,h 
his parents as a Recusant 
at Helmsley in 1627. That Wentworth should have brought in his regimental 
quartermaster from the North Riding seems improbable, but if sol must be taken 
as suggesting that Ensign George Liddell may have had the Durham origin which 
I have rejected. On the other hand, the role of regimental quartermaster was 
exacting and important,, and it"may well be that Wentworth secured the best man 
for the rank by casting about. We cannot be sure, and little is known of 
Richard Bullock of Nesse 
? 46 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Henry Woolrichq claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
'Lieutenant Thomas Bradbury, claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Woolrich's company. 
Ensign Thomas Jacksong claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Wheatley's company. 
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Colonel Thomas WHEATLEY'S (Regiment of) Foot. 
Almost as mysterious a formation as that alleged for Charles Towneley (q. v. 
above), but one for which there is sufficient evidence, all of it pointing in 
no very definite direction. Wheatley is cited as a field officer in the List 
and since the evidence for. this 'regiments is inextricably bound up with the 
colonel himself, we must turn to him. 
Colonel Thomas Wheatley: Not to be confused with Captain Thomas Wheatley of 
Wentworth's Foot (q. v. ). Colonel Wheatley was of 
Woolleyq and was born in 1610, oldest of the sons of 
Thomas Wheatley of the same who died in 1629. Styled Esquire, he was heavily 
in debt when war broke out and was virtually landless according to Cliffe. In 
October 1641 he had borrowed Z100 from Colonel Sir George Wentworth, X50 of 
which (with 24 interest) was due on the "feast of St. Andrew next coming". 
Wheatleyfs link with Colonel Sir William Saville (in whose Horse regiment he is 
tentatively given as lt. colonel, see Appendix 1) relies upon the identificatiorl 
of Captain Hemsworth of this regiment (see below)* The question is not so , 
much whether Wheatley was indeed in such a rankl since it is probable that he 
was. It is rather one of when he became a colonel, and how he came by his 
Foot $regiment$. Young made the suggestion that he assumed command of SavilleE, 
root and this seems to be possible were it not for the fact that between 
Saville's death in January 1644 and Wheatley's first known appearance as a 
colonel in Newark at the 6nd of 1645 lies a good 12 months and more during 
which time Saville's Foot must have dispersed. Any similarity between 
Wheatley's 'regiment' thereforeq and that of Saville, would be coincidental 
and the result of Reformado officers coming together under him in Newark. 
This would, of courseq technically make Wheatley's a northern Foot regiment 
commissioned and recruited extremely late, but there is also the problem that 
Wheatley was a colonel in 1648 in the defence of Pontefract and some of the 
officers claiming under him in the List may have had no connection with him 
earlier, at least in a military sense. 
Wheatley's military career cang fortunatelyq be pieced together fairly 
accurately. Evidently the captain of that name accused in November of murder- 
ing Parliamentary prisoners in Pontefract. By the time that he next appears, 
in December 1644 in Pontefract garrison, he was a lt. colonel, which promotion 
may be tentatively assigned to Saville's Horse. He was still a lt. colonel 
on July 16th 1645, but appears in Newark as a colonel under Belasyse at the 
end of the years when there is also a reference to his regiment. He did not 
compound until 1649 when he was fined Z20, an indication of his financial prob- 
lems. He had, after all, held a command in Pontefract in 1648. Wheatley 
died in 1673, but whether he was as poorly off as in his earlier years is not 
apparent, Perhaps from pride, he did not claim in the List. 
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In brief, the conclusion is that Wheatley was commissioned as a colonel, 
probably by Belasyse, in the autumn of 1645 in Newark. He commanded there a 
r egiment made up from the remnants of other, older formations, probably northerrx 
in origin. in 1648 as a colonelq he again commanded forces which may have had 
some regimental structure (see below) although he saw no field service in that 
year, and his rank may have been purely titular. in considering all the 
officers below, all these factors have to be remembered 
? 47 
Lt. Colonel Z- 
_7 
Ashton: Cited in the List, and from the evidence almost 
certainly a 1648 rank. He is cited in Ponte- 
fract in that yearl confined to his quarters for 
acting as a second in a duelq and was in action at Willoughby field from which 
fight he escaped. On May 3rd 1650 the Sheriff of London was ordered to deliver 
Lt. Coloxiel R. Ashton, prisoner in the Compter for debt, to the Serjeant at 
Arms to be brought before the council on a charge of high tre4song 'the being 
informed against as a very dangerous person". On September 13th, styled 
Esquire, he was bound over on VOOO in two sureties to appear when required, 
and on December 12th the Keeper of Newgate was ordered by the Council of State 
to set him at liberty if his detention was only on their warrant, so clearly he 
had run into trouble again. Later in the month Ashton petitioned that whilst 
he had been so detainedl a creditor had brought an action against him improperly 
and he sought redress. The question is, who was he? Even a tentative 
suggestion is impossibleg even from amongst the many Royalist Ashtons in 
Lancashire at this time. He is not included in the analysis 
? 48 
Lt. Colonel Collin Monro: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, and 
certainly in this rank in 1645/6. Young gave him 
as of Assintl presumably a Scottish professional. 
He went over to the Scots before Newark yielded. Previously a captain in 





Hemsworth: Cited in thelist'l, and it is upon this officer 
that a tentative Saville-Wheatley link is made. 
On June 7th 1643 Colonel Saville wrote from Ponte 
fract to Major Beaumont in Sheffield and alluded to a Captain Hemsworth as if 
he were his officer. Hemsworth was sent for by Saville to come to him on 
September 27th. The captain was evidently in Sheffield between'those dates, 
and was a commissioner for the surrender talks there in August 1644. This 
was Gabriel Hemaworth of Briggateg Leeds, merchant, son and heir of Gabriel of, 
Garforth. Captain Hemsworth died before 1665; he does not appear to have 
compounded, or to have been sequestered. His rank under Wheatley must indi- 
catet if it is the same mant service in 1645/6 or in 16487.50 
Captain Z- 
-7 
Kitchen: Cited in the List. A Captain John Kitchen of 
Lancashire also claimed as an infantry officer but 
gave no regiment. He may be the officer mentioned 
' 45ý9 -I 
in Pontefract in June 1645. Interestingly, if the Lancashire claimant is the 
same as the captain cited in this regiment by another Lancashire claimant (see 
Carnes, below) we may have in Lt. Colonel Ashtonq a Lancashire man?. 
51 
Captain Edward Wheatley: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, a younger 
brother of his Colonel. Styled of Woolley, Gentlf 
man, he was fined 48.6.8d. in 1649 and was dis- 
752 
charged three years'later. 
Captain Francis WheatleZ: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, possibly his 
colonel's second song the only identifiable man of 
this name? 
53 
Lieutenant William Barton: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Hemsworth's company. Such a man of Scawton, 
yeoman, died c. 1680. He was third of the three 
sons of John Barton of Cawton'who, died in 1657? 
54 
Lieutenant John Favill: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, and such a man 
served under Captain Hemsworth in the Pontefract 
garrison in 1644/5. Probably third of the three 
sons of James Favill of. Kirkby Overblow who died in 1653. A John Favill of 
Tunstall yeoman, was a juror at Richmond Quarter Sessions in 1623 and 1637t but 
755 
may not be the same man.. 
The folloving officers have not been identified. 
Lieutenant Bryan Carnesq claimed-in the List from Lancashireq Captain 
Kitchen's company. 
Lieutenant James Portvorthy, claimed in'the List from London/Westminster, 
Lt. Colonel Ashton's company (excluded from =alysis, see Ashton). 
Quartermaster Nicholas Bradbury, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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Colonel Sir William (Lord) WIDDRINGTONIS Regiment of Foot. 
Recruited, we must suppose, primarily in Northumberland in late 1642 and 
gathering recruits in Durham and Yorkshire in 1643. It was in action at Leeds 
in January 1643 some 750 strong (Bee Vol. 1)9 and was in the Isle of Axholm in 
I 
756 the winter of 1643/4. Conceivably with Widdrington at Winceby in October 
1643 (see Vol, 1) and on Marston Moorg it must have broken up when Widdrington 
went into exile after the battleo 
Colonel Sir William (Lord) Widdrington: Dealt with as Colonel of horse, 
Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colonel William Craster: Rank and regiment according to other sources 
than the List., Third of the four sons of John 
Craster of Cra8ter, Northumberland. His elder 
brother James was killed at Lutzen in Swedish service, and another brother, 
George, was a cavalry captain under Edward Gray (see Appendix 1). The father 
died in 1638, William in 1650- The estates were heavily mortgaged by the 
outbreak of war. On July 31st 1645 one Mungo Moody petitioned that on August 
8th 1643 as guard of Fen Island off the Holy Isle, he had fired upon soldiers 
of the Royalist party who turned out to be men under 'Major Crasterl and the 
latter, having since come over to the Parliament (changed sides? ), proposed to 
bring Moody to trial at the Assizes 
? 57 
Major James, Ogle: A tentative designation based upon interpretation of the 
composition records. Second of the two sons by the 
father's second marriage, of John Ogle of Causey Park who 
died in 1636. James was wounded in the defence of Newcastle upon Tyne in 1644, 
and petitioned in 1646 when he was fined Z324. Listed as a reliable Royalist 
in 1656 by Hyde, he became after the Restoration, a deputy lieutenant for 
Northumberland and a militia captaing dying in 1664? 
58 
1 
Major Henry Widdrington: The period of service specified by Widdrington is 
so precise, that Major Ogle (above) may have hold 
his rank as late as 1650/1- Henry was second of 
the five sons of Lewis Widdrington of Cheeseburn who died in 1630 and was the 
brother of the Parliamentarian Sir Thomas Widdrington. Perhaps a secret 
Catholiel Henry was a Trainband major from 1642 to March 1644, finally surrend- 
ering to Fairfax in August of the latter year. He was fined 9200. He went 
over to the Parliament, and in 1656 was a commissioner "for trial of offenders 
against the State". He was desiring the benefit of Cromwell's favour extended 
to those who had wholly thrownýoff their old views. Nonetheless, as heir to 
his eminent brother, he was knighted in 1661 and died in 1665 
? 59 
Captain Henry Birbeck: Such an officer of this regiment was buried in York 
-1 1 on May 15th 1644. Second of the two sons of Richard 
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Birbeck of Morton Tynemouth and of Hedlam. Co. Durham. The father died in 1622, 
and Henry was born in 1612. He was mentioned in the will of Margaret Rawlin- 
son of Redlam in 1633 and was listed as a Requsant in 1637 
? 60 
1 
Captain John Carre: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, the ward of his 
colonel. Styled of Lesbury and West Ditchburng he 
surrendered in York and was fined 04.6.8d. in 1647. 
Listed as a Catholic Recusant in 1649 
? 61 
Captain Lancelot Errington: Cited in the List. The frequency with which 
this name is met has already been stressed but 
even so, a reasonable sequence of sources can be 
found to fit. This is very probably the eldest of the three sons of Anthony 
Errington of Denton who died in 1631. Lancelotj born in 1600; was apprenticed 
to a merchant in 1616 and entered Lincoln's Inn in 1618/19. Called a Ilt. 
colonel' at his surrender in 1644, he was dead by 1649 and his property was 
inserted in the 1652 Treason Act. He was a Catholic Recusant presented from 
1637 to 1647 (with a break for-the period of hostilities) and was styled Esquire 
of Denton when listed as a Freeholder in 1638/9- From his widowls petition, 
762 in 1651, it would appear that he also had colliery interests, 
Captain Thomas Metcalfe: Cited in the List (see also, Darcy's Foot, an 
officer of the same name). The name is not, of 
courseq all that unusual, although the available 
possibilities are few. Thomas Metcalfe of Bellarby, Yorkshires claimed that' 
he had surrendered in September 1643. He had been a Trainband captain in 1642 
"beyond York". Trainband status would apply equally as well to Darcy's or to 
Widdrington's, whilst '$beyond York's might mean away to the north, or away to 
the south at Oxford where Darcyts regiment was. On the wholes howevert the 
Widdrington designation seems most likely if it must be either. Thomas was 
second of the five sons of Francis Metcalfe of Bellarby, but his heir, and was 
also styled as of Laith in Lincolnshireq Esquire, when he compounded on a fine 
of C266-13.4d. in 1647. The claim to have surrendered in September 1643 looks 
close enough to the Winceby fight in October to suggest Metcalfe was captured 
there or used it as an opportunity to lay down his commission. The other 
identified Thomas Metcalfe, most probably belonging to Darcy's Foot, but here 
again by no means certainly, is the son and heir of Michael Metcalfe of Ottring 
ton in Yorkshireq Gentleman. Thomas of Ottrington was a Catholic, and his 
property was purchased during the Interregnum by Colonel Anthony Byerley (q. v. 9 
above) 
? 63 
Ensign Richard Allgood: 
a Catholic listed in 1649. 
Claimed in the List from Durhaml Captain Lancelot 
Errington's company. A Lancelot Allgood of Hexham 
Gentleman, was fined z7o. 4s. for 'adhering', and was 
Perhaps a son of his? 
64 
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Ensign Henry Challoner: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, Captain 
Cowle's company. Possibly grandson of Sir Thomas 
Challoner of Gisborough, Yorkshireq the poet and 
naturalist who died c. 1615. Sir Thomasts eldest son, Henry, is unlikely to 
have been our ensign? 
65 
Ensign Anthony Errington: Claimed in the List from Newcastle, Captain 
Errington's company. The only clue to who he may 
have been is in the Newcastle origin of his claim. 
Anthony Errington of that town, distinguished from his son as "Senior" was a 
brother of the Merchant Adventurers' company in 1642 and gave Z2 to the defencej 
This Errington, in the 1620'al had been a noted Puritan and opponent of the 
corporationg but he may well have changed his views, and they were no bar to 
his son's activism anyway 
? 66 
1 
Ensign Gregory Grange: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain Carrels 
company.. Of East Harsleyq Gentleman, is such a man 
sequestered as a Catholic delinquent, the son of 
Thomas of the samel a Recusant, although the grandfather had conformed. Lord 
Fairfax noted his commission and religion in 1643. The question is, whether 
this is the Gregory Grange of North Kilvingtong Gentleman, fined the enormous 
sum of Z802.14s. cut to z586.11.9d. If this is our ensign, the fine must mean 
two things. Firstly that he had come into his fatherts inheritancog and 
secondly that he had abjured his faith. He was listed as a'Recusant again in 
1674. On the other handq Ensign Grange may be the son of this delinquent 
? 67 
Ruartermaster John Hudson: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandl such a 
man was listed in 1638/9 as a freeholder at Haux- 
ley in Morpeth, in which ward, Colonel Widdring- 
ton had large interests ? 
68 
Quartermaster Robert Mitford: Claimed in the List from Durham. Perhaps 
second of the four sons of Henry Mit(t)ford of 
Heulamq Durham, but details are lacking. 
Robert Mitford of Durhamq Gentlemans wast in 1633, beaten up whilst trying to 
execute an order of the Court of High Commission on Robert Lumsden. Lumsden 
and his associates pleaded that Mitford had drawn his sword and left them no 
choice. The business concerned an adultery case, and Mitford was a messenger 
of the court. He may be one of the defendants in 1638 against whom a distress 




The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Carnabyq cited in the List. 
Captain Henry Cowles cited in the List. 
Captain Anthony Garnett, cited in the List from Newcastle. 
*read 'claimed' for cited. 
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Lieutenant Richard Erringtont claimed in the List from Essex, Captain 
Erringtones company. 
Lieutenant Frederick Erringtong claimed in the List from Northumberland. 
Lieutenant Ralph Taylert Claimed in the List from Northumberland, Captain 
Carnaby's company. 
- 464, - 
Colonel Sir Francis WORTIXYIS Regiment of Foot. 
Another regiment for which the only real evidence is that given by Peacock. 
There are only three claimants in the List, none of whom can be identified, and 
the officers given by Peacock defy identification. Colonel Wortley has been 
dealt with as colonel of horse (Appendix 1) and the possible reasons for so 
poorly evidenced a regimentl will be found there. 
Lt. Colonel Z- 
_7, 




Waller, cited by Peacock. 
Captain Bryan Newton, claimed in the List771 from London/Westminster. 
Captain Z' 
_7 
Shelton, cited by Peacock. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Staffords cited by Peacock. 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Tukest cited by Peacock (see Sir Samuel Tukeg Duke of 
York's Horseq Appendix 1). 
quartermaster Thomas Barnes* claimed in the List from Staffordshire. 
quartermaster James Rimmingtong claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
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THE DRAGOONS 
Colonel Francis CARNABY'S Dragoons. 
The sole evidence for the existence of what cannot have been more than a 
troop, comes from two claimants in the List. Neither of them is identifiable. 
Captain Albany Bell may be the Captain Abraham Bell whose wife was buried in 
York on June 25th 1644. Cornet Thomas-Fenwick, who claimed like Bell, from 
Northumberland, has too common a name to permit of even a tentative designation. 
I 
Colonel Carnaby has been dealt with as colonel of horse (see Appendix 1). 
--495 -- 
Colonel Sir Robert CLAVERINGIS (Regiment of) Dragoons. 
For Clavering to have raised, in addition to his regiments of Horse and of 
Foot, another of Dragoonsq would have meant an enormous financial outlay. The 
evidence for the existence of a regiment ist however, based solely upon the 
List and the citing there of a field officer under this arm. It may be that 
Clavering intended a regiment to developt but that it did not get much beyond a 
troop or two by the time of the Scottish invasion. 
Major Z_ 
_7 
Armorer: Cited'in the List. The absence of a forename makes 
for problemst for three Armorers, at leastt were 
prominent-Northumbrian Royalists. Curiouslyt how- 
ever, their eminence dates to the period of the Interregnumt whereas clearly, 
this rank under Clavering must have a date prior to the latter's death in the 
summer of 1644. John Armorerl Gentlemant of Norham and Cornhill, was fined 
Z71.6.8d. for his part in the 1648 rising, but was an undischarged delinquent 
in 1652. On the other hand, we have Nicholas Armorer of Belfordt active in 
the 1654/5 plots around Tynemoutht and whot in-1655 or 1656 was responsible for 
the shooting to death of one of Thurloe's agents on the continent. This 
Armorer was a close confidant of Edward Hyde, who used him as a go-between in 
his dealing6 with Ralph Hopton who was "unhappy", however, with Armorer's 
"intrigues". The only Armorer to whom any rank is attached, although it must 
be stressed, with evidence no earlier than 1649, is Major William Armorer, 
Esquerry to Charles II who was with the King in Cologne in May 1655, described 
2 
as "eldest querre, but now waits as master of the horse". 
Lieutenant Anthony Gargrave: Claimed in the List from Northumberlandt Captain 
Wilkinson's troop. Gargrave was listed as a 
Recusant in 1637/8, and refused the Protestation 
of 1641/2 at St. Helen Aucklandý 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain Z' I Wilkinsons cited in the List (but almost certainly the 
same as Captain Wilkinson of Claveringli Horse). 
Quartermaster Thomas Barletson, claimed in the List from Northumberland, 
Major Armorer's troop. 
496 - 
Colonel Sir Gamaliel DUDLEY'S Dragoons* 
There is a single, unidentified claimant in the Listq Captain Jeremy Leechq 
4 
who petitioned from London and Westminster. Thý"c'laimant may have been an 
officer in 1648, when Dudley (q. v., as colonel of horse, Appendix 1) was in the 
garrison of Maidstonel Kent. 
- 497 - 
Colonel (Sir) Edmund DUNCOMBEIS Regiment of Dragoons. 
. Of the existence of this regiment there can be no doubt at all, although 
it disappeared very early in the, Bpring of 1643 and was superseded by a Horse 
regiment, raised by Duncombel,, ýýdpryhých, armýhe is. dealt with as colonel (see 
Appendix 1). The Dragoons were recruited extremely hurriedly, since Duncombe 
was still an officer of Robertý'Stricklandls Trainband Foot (q. v., Appendix 2) 
in August 1642. It may be that the regiment was raised independently and then 
given to Duncombe to command. It fought at Edgehill, and according to A Most 
True Relation of the Present State of His Majesties ArmY5 was exactly 500 
81 trong, at full strength in -01tI her I words. ' "If this was the case (although 
Young 
6 
doubted it without givi ng reaS' on B) it 8 ýgge'sts that a lot of individual 
troop formations may have been brought together to provide one specific regi- 
ment, and part of the break-up of"the force might be attributed to that factors 
That is not, howevert entirely'in, agreement with, the evidence, such as it is. 
It was quartered at Faringdon on December 19th-16429 and went on to fight in 
the storm of Cirencester, February 2nd 1643?,,. There it may well have suffered 
severe losses, and the next glimpse which.. we have, of its as well as the last, 
is of crucial importance. On May 17th 1643 -iuke wrote of "Collonell Duncombe 
whoe lay about Farrington with 500 men which hee had a long tyme maynteyned at 
his owne charge, for want of money to pay them both himselfe, and 40 of his 
officers and 80 of his soldiers are gone quite away, and the rest were eyther 
"8 lostj kild or run away beforett. Firstly, we see from this that the regiment 
was at full strength, probably at the turn of the years which suggests that 
it was kept up to such strength deliberately, bearing in mind the King's want 
of dragoons alluded to elsewhere (see Vol. 1). That aside, however, and 
secondly, it is clear that Duncombe (who was not, apparently, a rich man) was 
expected to maintain the regiment himself and was unable to do sog although 
that ought not to be seen as the real factor in its disappearance over and above` 
the implicit allusion by Luke to losses. The existence of the regiment is 
also evidenced by the List. I 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Alford: Young alludes to this man and places him in this 
regiment without specifying his source. A Major 
Alford was wounded a, t the second battle of Newbury, 
"a courageous good commander ... was shot into the thigh". In view of the 
Yorkshire origin, this is possibly Lancelot Alford of Beverley who died c. 
1681? 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain William Duncomb,, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Lieutenant Humphrey Wharton, cited by Young. 
Cornet Robert Thompson, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
/I 
-, 4§8 
Colonel John ERRINGTONIS Dragoons. 
Againg probably nothing more than a troop, but perhaps a very early one, 
and in action at Bradford in December, 1642 (see Vol. 1). Colonel Errington 
is dealt with as a cavalry colonel (see Appendix 1). 
Captain Craithorne Ashley: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. He was 
of Birdforth, presented as a Recusant at Thirsk 
with his wife in 1641, when he was styled Gentle- 
man. His own and his wife's presentment went back 80MG years. In 1626 and 
1629 they were both cited, and in 1632 he compounded to avoid further fines. 
He was then a tenant of the duke of Buckingham and was styled as of Coldmore 
Cote, near Helmsley. Listed as a Recusant again in 167410 
Quartermaster John Bartram: Claimed in the List from Northumberland. Two 
such men were listed as Recusants in Hexhamshire 
in 1676/81, styled as yeomen! 
' 
The following officer has not been identified. 
Cornet William Garbut, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
-ý 49§ ;.; 
Colonel John FENWICKIS Dragoons. -- 
Evidenced solely by the List, -in which'one claimant cited an unidentified 
troop commander. Lieutenant Robert Watson'of Newcastle claimed to have served 
under a Captain 
_7 
Fenwick. --' Watson'may have been third of the five sons 
of Hugh Watson of Holmes who died in 1674. 'Robert, mentioned in his father's 
will, was in 1660, a Quaker and was confined as such in Hexham gaol. The 
link (Hexham was Colonel renwick's place,, of, residence) is somewhat tenuousq 
since the name is relatively commong and should be regarded as such 
12 
- 5010 
Colonel Sir Thomas GOWER'S Regiment of Dragoons. 
According to True Proceedings from York, on August 22nd 16429 Gower was 
13 
commissioned to raise 1000 dragoonsp virtually two regiments. It may be that 
he did so, retaining one in his own handst and sending the other with Colonel 
14 - Duncombe (q. v., above and Appendix 1). What became of Gowerts own regiment 
we do not know, but see also, his Horse, Appendix 1. 
Colonel Sir Thomas Gower: ', 'Second baronet, of Stittenham, north of York, he 
'-was the'son of Sir Thomas Gower who died in 1635. 
'-'. The'problem'inherent in discussing Colonel Gower's 
career, lies in distinguishing him from his father. He was born in 1605, 
matriculated at Wadham College in 1617/18, and entered Grays Inn in 1621. He 
was knighted in 1630.11 is almost certain that his father had relinquished 
public life by 1640, for his son was, in 1641/2, High Sheriff of Yorkshire with 
a reputation for hounding'Recusants. Appointed a Commissioner of Arrayl there 
survive letters written by him in that year which have a direct bearing upon his 
military service. On August 5th he wrote of his commission for a thousand 
dragoons: and on October 5th stated that he alone was opposing Hothamls raids 
from Hull, "I have a mighty burden upon my shoulders being now to oppose orders 
of Parliament (for oath binds me to maintain the country in peace so far as I 
can) and this without money or means, but the bare assistance of the people 
which I cannot make a foundation upon". He contributed C29250 to the royal 
war chest. It is possible that he joined the Oxford army at some stage in 
1643, for he was certainly in Oxford when it fell, and had been at Rowton Reath 
at the end of 1645. By that time his regiment was gone, and he was described 
as a Reformado. Briefly imprisoned after the battle, he went back to Oxford. 
He compounded on a fine of V30- He conformed admirably to the change in 
government (witness his indecision in 1642)9 and in 1650 was freely giving 
information to the Council of Statel which discharged him from attendance with 
"thanks given him for his intelligence". Nonetheless, he was confined to 
Stittenham in 1657 and had to obtain leave to go to London in the following 
year, A JP in 1660, MP for Malton in 1661, and a commissioner for regulating 
corporations in 1664, he died c. 167215 
Quartermaster Philip Saltmarsh: Claimed in the List 
, 
from Yorkshire. The 
name is not common, but the identification 
is beset with difficulties. Philip, son of 
Robert Saltmarsh of Saltmarsht Esquire, would be entitled to a higher rank than 
that of a mere troop quartermasterl as his father's heir. This Philip was, 
anyway, a Parliamentarian sympathiser. Since he was born in 1587, however, 
it may be that his son Philip, bornin 1619 and who died in 1693, is the man we 
seek. The family had Recusant links with the Saltmarshes of North Kilvingtonj 
and a Philip Saltmarsh of New Malton (close to Stittenham) was presented as a 
-501 - 
Recusant in 1680. Aveling noted 8uch, a mang presumably a Recusant also, in 
16 York in 1671 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain a cited. in the List (presumably not the same as the 
ý7Andrew'. 
officer in Newcastle's Foot' q. v,, -', App7endix'2). 
Captain Edmund Gower, cited in the List. 
Lieutenant Samuel Frickley* claimed in the List from Durhams Captain 
Andrews's troop (see e manýýapparentlyjHiltonls Dragoons). the-sým 9 
-- 
Cornet Thomas Leppingtong-claimed'in the'List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet John Odby, claimed-in, -the List 
from, Yorkshireq Captain Gower's 
troop. 
502, - 
Colonel Edward GREY'S Regiment of Dragoons. 
The regiment which preceded Grey's Horse (q. v. 9 Appendix 1)9 and which, 
like that of Duncombels, was raised early in the war and disappeared after only 
a few months. On July 20th 1642 this regiment was engaged in one of the first 
outbreaks of violence in Yorkshirel when'it burned and plundered the outbuild- 
ings of the Great Houghton house of'the'Parliamentariang Sir Edward RhodeB17 
18 At that time, it was 300 strong. It fought at Edgehill, and Was involved in 
19 the'storm of Marlborough on December 5th/6thl prior to which it had received 
equipment at Oxford: 21 bundles of match, 4 barrels of powder, and so on. 
Heydon, in charge of the stores, noted that, the issue was improperly ordered, 
but that the business was pressing, and Grey "of much respect and worth! '. (see 
Grey's career, dealt wiWas colonel of horse' Appendix 1) Quartered at 
21 
Faringdon in December after the storm of Marlboroughq it was broken beyond 
22 
repair at Winchester on the,, 12th. 
Colonel Edward Grey: See Appendix'l. 
Major Ralph Hebburn: Dealt with as colonel of foots Appendix 2. 
Captain 
_7 
Birkenhead: Captured at Winchester in December 1642, given 
by Young who gave no source. There is a 
reference-to a Major Birkhead in the will of a 
Lieutenant Ralph Cook of Beeston (undated) butno such lieutenant can be 
attributed to this regimenJ3 
Captain Robert Brandling: See him as colonel of horsel Appendix 1. 
Captain John Fenwick: Claimed-in'the List from Northumberland. The name is 
extremely common. - Such a man of Brenkleyq Gentlemang 
was a, Freaholder'. there in 1638/9, as was another of 
Dalton ý4 
Captain Lancelot Holtby: Cited in the List. A Recusant, commissioned in 
1642 and eventually killed, as a lt. colonel (in 
this regiment? ) at Brentford. He was of Hovingham, 
the son of George Holtby of Scackletong Yorkshire. His wife was a Recusant, 
and he himself refused the 1641/2 Protestation when resident at Kelloe (in 
this connection, see Colonel John Forcer, Clavering's Horse, Appendix 1), Co. 
Durham. In 1650 Arthur Frenchq sub-sequestrator of Chester Ward, Co. Durham, 
petitioned that he had been taken captive by a 'Major Holtby, on a warrant 
from the earl of Newcastle, and this may be an early reference to Holtby of 
this regiment, but if sot it indicates that his citation in the List as captain 
may have been purely as troop commander, and that he held field officer rank 
from the regiment's inception. In this context, Major Hebburn (see above) 
may have succeeded him when Holtby was promoted to lt. colonel. However, the 
25 
conjecture lacks source corroboratione 
I 
Captain John Wren: Given by Young as a prisoner at Winchester. Third of 
the six sons of Sir Charles Wren of Binchestert Durham. 
He signed the 1641/2 Protestation from Auckland St. 
Andrew, and was dead before 1660 when administration was granted to his willý6 
Lieutenant Edmund Roddam: Claimed in the List from Northumberland, third of 
the five sons Of Edmund Roddam of Roddam who died 
in 1631- Lieutenant Roddam was under age in 1632. 
Captive at Winchester, 1642. Perhaps a nephew of the Lt. Colonel Roddam (q. v. 
Hebburn's Foot, Appendix 2)ý7 
Cornet Roger Brandling: Cited by Youngt prisoner at Winchester 1642. 
Possibly second of the sons by the father's second 
marriaget of Robert Brandling of Felling, and so 
brother to (Colonel) Robert Brandling (see above). Roger was born in 1620 and 
was, according to the pedigreel killed as a captain of horse, which suggests a 
promotiong either into Grey's Horse or into his brother's. He hadq in 16379 
been apprenticed to a Boothman in Newcastle 
ý8 
Quartermaster Ralph Hutton: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Holtby's 
troop. In the will of Ralph Hutton of Durham, 
dated 9.1-39, there is a reference to his eldest 
son and principal legatee, also named Ralphq who was not then 21 years old. 
The father had been born in 1590 and was an official of the Dean and ChapterP 
The following officers have not 
Captain Z- 
_7 




Lieutenant Ralph Booth, cited bý 
Cornet George Whiteg claimed in 
hall's troop. 
Quartermaster John Bathq signed 
been identified. 
Young, prisoner at Winchester. 
in the List. 
T Youngj prisoner at Winchester. 
the List from Shropshirej Captain Wood- 
for supplies in oxford 23-11.42ý0 
.. 5o4 - 
Colonel (Sir) Thomas HAGGERSTONIS Dragoons. 
That a commission for such'a regiment was'apparently issued, is clear. 
Howeverg for a full representation of the'evidence and my conclusions, see 
Haggerston's Foot, Appendix 2. "" 
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Colonel John HILTON'S Dragoo I ns. 11-4ý1L''. 1'' 
Evidenced solely by the List, Hilton being dealt with as colonel of Foot 
(q. v. q Appendix 2). Captain Z- Jackson, cited in the List, defies 
identification as does Lieutenant Samuel Frickly who claimed in the List from 
Yorkshire in Captain Jackson's troop (but see, in this connection, probably the 
same man claiming under Colonel'Sir' Thomas Gowerls'Dragoons). 
Cornet Arthur Bambrigge: Claimed in the List from Durhamq Captain Jackson's 
ýtroop. ' Two'such, men (father and son? ) signed the 
1641/2 Protestation from Middleton in Teesdale 
- 5o6 - I 
Colonel Sir Gilbert HOUGHTON'S (Regiment of) Dragoons. 
Houghton's colonelcy may not depend upon the existence of a recognisable 
regiment, but may in fact date to a pre-war Trainband authority which he used 
at the outbreak of civil war as well. Dragoons under his command fought at 
Whalley in April 1643 (see Vol. 1) 
ý2 Ralph Shorrocke or Sharrock may have 
served in the dragoons under Houghton as a trooper, and was the son of Richard 
Shorrocke or Sharrock in Walton le Daleý3 
Colonel Sir Gilbert Houghton: of Houghton Tower, Lancashire, eldest of the 
five sons of Sir Richard Houghton who died in 
16309 hý himself born in 1591- Gilbert was 
knighted in 1606/7 and was, at the outbreak of-civil warl a baronet, deputy 
lieutenant and, from December 16421 Gerlington's successor as Sheriff of Lanca- 
shire. The leading Royalist figure in Blackburn Hundred, Houghton's military 
career was unremarkable (see Vol. ' 1). A'court figure somewhat remote from his 
native county (although a JP), he was Carver in Ordinary to the Kingg and on 
April 1st 1639 was ordered to present himself at York with "a Horne and Russet 
Armes with Guilders, Vayles or studdes after the fashion of a Curassier for 
your selfe and white Armes as a Hargobusier for your serveant or servants... 
Beaten at Hinfield Moor and Blackburn, -he was Governor in Preston when it fell 
to the Parliamentarians in. 1643. 
- 
He, fought at Whalley, and then made his way 
to Chester where in December. of that year. he was awaiting the arrival of the 
'Irish'. He had been arrested in September by Sir Richard Byron for apparent- 
ly withholding 9800 of the assessment money raised in Lancashire, and he wrote 
to Rupert to clear himself of the charge. One of Rupert's commissioners in 
Liverpool in 1644 during its occupation, he died (the pedigrees dispute it) 
either in the same year, or in 16,34 47. 
Captain Z- 
_7Kirby: 
Cited in the List, probably John Kirby or Kirkby of 
Kirby, second of the four sons of Roger Kirby of the 
same. John yielded in October 1644 and took the 
Covenant in 1645. There is an interesting case concerning John's nephew, 
Richard Kirby. Richard was sequestered for his presence at the burning of 
Lancaster in 1643, the year of his father Rogerts death, and a fine of X750 was 
imposed. It is likely that Richard was paying for his father's delinquency 
since according to the local committeel he was only 16 
1 
in 1645 which would make 
his presence in arms in 1643 extremely improbableý5 
Lieutenant Joseph Senhouse: Claimed in the List from Cumberlandl Captain 
Kirby's troop. The forename is common in the 
family, but probably this is the fifth of the 
five sons of John Senhouse of Seascale who died c. 1637/8ý6 
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Colonel Thomas HOWARD'S Dragoons. 
Another short-lived formation. - The problem attached to deciphering the 
information in the List where' it'applies to colonels of this name has already 
been dealt with (see this colonel's nephew, also Thomas Howard, Appendix 1). 
What became of this force (we cannot call, it a regiment lacking, as we do, 
any evidence beyond that of the List which, is fragmentary, and contemporary 
allusions to Howard's rank) is impossible to say. No hypothesis presents 
itself. 
Colonel Thomas Howard: Fourth of, the six sons of William Lord Howard of 
Naworth, brother. to Colonel Sir Francis Howard and 
uncle to Colonellhomas Howard (q. v., both of these 
meng Appendix 1). Styled Esquire, of Tursdale, Durham, he was born in 1596 
and was killed'outright at Piercebridge onlDecember 18t 1642, leading his 
dragoons. His memorial is in Wetheral Church, Cumberlandq but he was buried 
at Coniscliffe on the day following his death. A Catholic, like his wife (who 
was a Eure), he was listed as a commissioned officer in 1642 and in 1653 his 
son's guardian petitioned to compound for the lands sequestered as a result of 
Howard's delinquency? 7 
The following officers have not been identified. 
Captain f 
_7 
Danbyg cited in the List- 
Cornet Henry Brown, claimed in the List from Northumberlandq Captain 
Danby's troop. (38) 
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Colonel Sir Francis HOWARD'S Dragoons. 
Evidenced solely by the-Listl-but it is not impossible that Sir Francis 
(who, is dealt with as colonel 'of horse, Appendix 1) took over whatever was left 
of_his brother's force (see Colonel Thomas Howardl above). 
Major Thomas Ewer: Citedýin the Listq and probably the same man as the major 
of Eure's Horse (q. v. g Appendix 1). 
Quart2rmaster Robert Merryman: Claimed in the List from Durhamp Major Ewer's 
troop. Merryman appearst variously, as of 
Featherstonehalgh, Trimdon and Croxdale, 
perhaps also of Bradley. He was presented as a Recusant in 1624/6,1629 and 
1637. The family produced a seminary priest named Michael who was ordained in 
1631 and was active in England in 1641. Another Robert Merryman (if not the 
same) was convicted as a Recusant in 1606 and 1615. Possibly the fatherý9 
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Colonel James KING'S Dragoons. ýý: -, 
Evidenced by a single, claimant in: -the 
List, Captain Robert Hory whose 
petition came from Yorkshire He has, not been identified. Colonel King 
(Lord Eythin) has been dealt with as colonel of horse, see Appendix 1.1 
doubt that a regimental structure ever'existed for this unit. 
-; 
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Colonel Sir Marmaduke LANGDALE'S Dragoons. _,,,. 
41 Evidenced solely by the, List I-, -, -probably, no more. than a troop or two. 
None of the of f icers have been, identif ied. 
CaptainýZ' 
_7 
Gower: Cited, in, the "iist He, may be the same as of Gower s 
Dragoons (qavo), orý'the officer in, Belasysels Foot 
(q. v,, Appendix"2)1. '-''ýA-WilliamýGower of Hutton was in 
42, 
arms in both wars and has not-ýbeený'otherwise-, classified. 
Captain William Moodyl claimed in the List from Berkshire, 
Lieutenant Henry Penser claimed- in" the' List ý from', Yorkshire Captain 
-Moody's troop, 
Lieutenant John Wardroppers claimed in the'List from Yorkshirej Captain 
Gower's troop. 
Cornet George Baker, claimed'in theýList from Yorkshire, Captain Gowerts 
troop. 
Quartermaster William Harrisonqýclaimed in, the-List from Yorkshire, 
Captain Moody's troop. 
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Colonel Sir John MALLORY'S (Regiment of) Dragoons (Skipton Garrison). 
Evidenced by the List, but little is known of the force largely because 
of its garrison status. There is, some indicationg howevers that it may have 
fought on Harston Hoor (see Lt. Colonel Nortonj below) and if so, was picked up 
by Rupert on his march to relieve York 
- 
(see Vol. 1). The point has been made, 
particularly in connection with! Mallory's Footj that . Skipton garrison had no 
settled regimental system. The dragoon I officers-ýhere cited mayq therefore, 
have doubled as officers of foot or of'horse. 
Colonel Sir John Mallory: Dealt with as, colonel of horse, Appendix 1. 
Lt. Colone_l Z_ 7Norton: -Citedý'in the List. ', Lt. Colonel Norton is 
mentioned'in a contemporary document of January 
19th 1644, and-probably somewhat earlierv in 
November 16439 receiving pistols from York magazine. Slingsby alluded to a 
Lt. Colonel Norton involved in a single combat at, Wetherby in 1642, probably in 
Novembers and alluded specifically-to, Norton as a dragoon officer. In view of 
Mallory's very early recruitingg this may well be one and'the same man (see 
Mallory's Horses Appendix 1). In the case'of identifications there are two 
possible persons, William Norton of'Sawley and Edmund Norton of Richmond. 
Norton of Sawley was the eldest of the four s'ons'of William Norton who died in 
1644. William IIl born'in'108, 'died in. 16459' his wife having perished in 
York during the siege which may, 'possiblyg'be a link with some military activity 
on William's part. The link isl howevert tenuousl for a stronger claim can be 
made for Edmund. He was the son, of Hauger Nortonýof Richmondq who was an 
assessor collecting money for the earl of Newcastle. -Edmund surrendered at 
York in February 1645 (? 1646),, having, been in arms, and died in 1646 after 
having been admitted to Grays Inn.. The father died,, in. 1673- A contemporary 
wrote of Edmund as "a religious young man, a faithful subject to his majestie, 
for whom he suffered much".. According to this'Isame source, he commanded a 
troop on Marston Moorý3., 
Captain George Dawson: '''Cit I ed" , in'the Listl' and probably'the officer of the 
same, name in Belasyse's Horse (q. vol Appendix 1), 
which would mean a transfer sometime in 1644. He 
has already been identified as of Azerleyl and was eldest-of the two sons of 
William Dawson of the same place who'died in 164o. was born in 1614 
and died himself in 16539 b, ut according to the pedigree he'was major under 
Mallory. There is no other evidence for that, -but he may have succeeded 
Major Hughes (q. v., Mallory's Horset Appendix 1)ý4 
Captain William Hardcastle: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. Cited on 
January 29th 1644 as a captain of horse and foot 
in Skiptonj even though he claimed as a dragoon. 
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William Hardcastle of - Lavertong Gentleman, surrendered with Skipton and was 
fined Z233 in 1646. He had not settled the fine when, in 1652, he was reseq- 
uestered. What became of-ýim'is'not known*' He'may have been the officer 
taken at Selby in April 1644, and if 809 this would imply'a detachment of 
Mallory's men at the battleý-5 
Captain John Lister: Cited in the List, and probably a second time as Captain 
'Leicester'. Perhaps second of the three sons of 
Samuel Lister of Shibden Hall who died in or around the 
year 1633. Johng styled of Upperbrea Northowram, was born in 16029 refused 
knighthood at the coronation of Charles I and died in 1662. Alternatively, 
and in view of his place of residence (see Mallory's Horse) just as feasible, 
there is John Lister of Kirby Malzeard who yielded in 1644 to Lord Fairfax and 
was fined Z327- Captain Lister was present in the garrison on January 29th 
of that yearý6 
Captain Thomas Staveley: Cited in the List, see, the same mang Mallory's 
Footq Appendix 2. 
Lieutenant Thomas Duffield: claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Lister's troop., ', Probably of Gaugheyt Yorkshire, 
son of Henry Duffield, who was a Catholic 
Recusant in 1630, and styled yeoman. Thomas's rank is referred to in conteMP- 
orary proceedings. Fined Z65-3.4d. 'in 1651 
ý7 
quartermaster Anthony Beck: Claimed in the List from Yorkshire. such a 
mang of Melmerbyq yeomang was a juror at Rich- 
mond Quarter'S'essions in 1639 and 1641ý8 
The following officers have not been identified. ' 
Lieutenant John Storzaker, 'claimed in t. he List from Yorkshirev Lt. Colonel 
Nortonts troop. 
Lieutenant Samuel Waad, claimed in'the. List from Lincolnshire. 
Lieutenant John Wise, claimed in the List from Yorkshire. 
Cornet Thomas Richardsong claimed in the List'from Yorkshire, Captain 
Staveley's troop. 
Cornet William Steelet claimed in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
'Leicester, as troop. 
Quartermaster Robert Cuthbert, claimed in the List from Durham, Lt. 
Colonel Nortonts troopý(possibly taken'at'Sel0y-jsee Vol. 1). 
Quartermaster John Lintong claimed in, the List_from Yorkshiret Captaij2 
Lister's troop. 
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Colonel Sir John MARLEY'S Dragoons (Newcastle 'Garrison). 
In the List, Lieutenant Thomas Randal claimed from Newcastle and cited 
aqdragoon formation. His troop commander was Captain Thomas Jackson. 
Neither of these two officers can be identified. 
. 
- I-" -- --" .-- 
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The Earl of NEWCASTLE'S (Regiment ofYDragoons., 
The 
-existence 
of such a regiment is but one, interpretation of the evidence 
of the List. Colonel Stuart (see below) claimed under the earl, but Lt. 
Colonel Gordon (see below) claimed under Stuart. In dealing with an officer 
of Stuart's eminence claiming under the earll we have to consider whether such 
a claim means that Stuart actually commanded the earl's regiment or whether, 
as is equally plausible, Stuart was commissioned by Newcastle to raise a 
regiment of his own. In view of Newcastle's military and social standingg and 
for want of strong evidence concerning either Stuart or Gordon, it has been 
decided to assume the existence of a dragoon force (intended to be a full 
regiment) which, like Newcastle's Foott was commanded in the field by a 
commissioned colonel. Ultimately it may prove necessary to revise this view, 
but it is presently most tenable. 
Colonel William Stuart: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster, and 
cited elsewhere as a field commander of dragoons. 
He clearly cannot be the Colonel Stewarýd who was 
buried on July 2nd 1644 in York, presumably a victim of Marston Moor: but 
which of them was the Colonel Stewart receiving 100 swords on November 26th 
1643 for his 'regiment' is impossible to say. The most certain aspect of the 
problem is that we are dealing with a Scot, probably a professional like James 
King, but such persons are notirously hard to trace, A Captain William Stuart 
was implicated in the 'Incidentf in 1641, the attempt against the Marquis of 
Hamilton and the earl of Argyle. A William Stuart, settled at Littlebornes 
Northumberland, Esquire, was a Scottish (or Parliamentary officer) until the 
1648 rising, which would seem to rule him out completely (although Newcastle 
had a military command in 1648 and in'1651 as well-, which he did not exercise). 
A Colonel William Stuart was taken at Worcester in 1651, but he might easily 
be the same as of Littleborn, or quite another officer altogether (bearing in 
mind the Scottish presence at Worcester)9 
Lt. Colonel James Gordon: Claimed in the List from London/Westminster under 
Stuart. clearlyg the same man'as claimed under 
James King's Foot as major (q*v. 9 Appendix 2). 
That fact alone provokes problemsl not only because a dual claim was forbidden. 
If Goidon was major under Kingi then his reappearanceýas a dragoon lt. colonel 
implies a transfer. The question is whether such'a transfer occurred in 
1643 or 1644 before Marston Moorg or whether Gordpn was a It. colonel in 1648 
or 1651. The identification is made extremely, difficult by conflicting 
evidence. A Lt. Colonel Gordon was captured in arms at Sherburn in Elmet in 
October 1645, whereas a Lt. Colonel Gordon was seeking arrears for service 
under the earl of Manchester in''1644 and 1645., In 1654 a Lt. Colonel Gordon 
was released on bail, having been arrested and, imprisoned in Hull for his part 
in the escape of Sir Robert Montgomery from custody. A James Gordon signed 
the 1641/2 Protestation as of Whickham, Co., Durham., Although both Gordon and 
his superior, Stuart, are included in the analysis, they, must remain unident- 
ified. - '- Gordon is included only as a lt. colonel, ' his claim as major being 
disregarded? o 
Colonel Sir Thomas RIDDELL'S Dragoons (Tynemouth Garrison), 
Evidenced only by the List, in which two claimants petitioned as dragoons. 
The'usual lack of distinction within garrisons as to arm of service must be 
assumed. 
Captain Gascoigne Eden: Cited in the Listi see the same man in Riddell's 
Horse and Colonel Sir William Blakiston's Horse 
(both, Appendix 1). 
Cornet Robert Allen: Claimed in the List from Durham, Captain Eden's troop. 
Several men of this name signed the 1641/2 Protestation 
in that county, ' but none from Sadberge, although a 
yeoman of this name from that parish was'listed as a delinquent in 1651- in 
the will of Katherine Fortune of Gateshead, dated January 2nd 1632, is a refer- 
ence to her son, Robert Allenj the. chief legatee 
ý1 
Quartermaster Edward Urwin: Claimed in the List from Durham. Such a man 
signed the 1641/2 Protestation at Grintong and 
another was listed in 1639 as a freeholder at 
Morpe th? 2 
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Colonel Sir William SAVILLE'S Dragoons. 
Evidenced by the List, and by, a specific allusion in a document dated 
November 14th 1643, when 100 swords for Saville's dragoons were issued at 
yorký3 However, the date may mean that' Saville* who was by now governor of 
'York, had merely assumed command'of a troop attached to that garrison, so that 
we, cannot press the point too far. . -Saville, himself is dealt with as colonel 
of horse, see Appendix 1. 
Cal2tain Henry Attey: on November 19th 1643, Saville requested that the maga- 
zine at York hand over twelve swords and as much powder 
and shot for musketsl as Captain Attey would ask forý4 
Captain Z_ 
_7Bromhead: 
Cited in the List. Possibly Henry Bromhead of 
Fullwoodt Sheffieldt yeoman, who died c. 1673 
Lieutenant James Child: Claimed in, the List from Yorkshire, Captain Brom- 
head's troop. -,, Such a man was witness to an assault 
appearing at Wakefield Quarter Sessions in January 
1638. Jacobus Child of Nottingham had probate granted his will in 1683 
ý6 
Lieutenant John Fayrbank:, Claimed in the List from Yorkshire, Captain 
Dixon's troop. In October 1639 three Bradford 
husbandmen, all named, Jowett, attacked and robbed 
one John Fairebank, whilst Fairebankt yeoman, and some others, were accused of 
assaulting the Jowetts. In April 1646 'ref ýre_='e'was made' to "One Fairbanck, 
late inhabitant of Wakefeild, and formerly with the Enemy" now serving with 
, the Scots. The case involving assault was heard at Wakefield quarter 57 Sessions. 
The following officer has not been identified. 
Captain f 
_7 
Dixon, cited in the List. 
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Colonel Sir Thomas TYLDESLEYIS Dragoons., 
The sole evidence, but for. all that,. irrefutable, for the existence of 
any such force, comes from the memoir, of the, only; identified officer to hold 
rank by commission as a dragoon, under Tyldesley, Captain William Blundell of 
Crosby, a Recusant, and son and heir of Nicholas, Blundell, who was also a 
, convicted 
Recusant, was born in 1620..,,,, He., was commissioned on December 22nd 
1642 to raise a troop of dragoons (or, to be more precise, one hundred, or a 
fifth-of a regiment), by Tyldesley himself. Thý'commission has survived. 
By virtue of his Mats commission under his signe manuall to 
me directedl I doe' hereby-constitute, and appointe you ... to 
bee Captaine of. one. companie of Dragoones in my Regiment. 
And Idoe hereby'give'you full p, ower and autlioritie for his 
Matie in his name to raisejýimpr'esse andietaine the said 
companie, raised or to bee raised by sound of Drumme or anie 
other waie (and in'anie of his Mati6s, Dominions) for the 
defence of his Mats-royall person,., , 
the 2 houses of Parliamentl 
the Protestant Religiong the lawe of the land, the libertie 
and propertie of the, subject: and Priveledge of Parliament, 
and when soe raised. to bringe together. and employ in his Mats 
service as you shall from tyme to tyme receive'directions for. 
And I doe hereby require alI-the'. inferiour officers and 
souldiers of ye companie you, to obey_as, their Capitaneq you 
likewise obeying your,, superiour officers according to the 
discipline -of ýwarre. ' 
Considering that the commissionýwas issued by a Catholic, to a Recusant, the 
wording is a clear indication, not only that Tyldesley was covering himself, 
but that officially, at least. at that-date,, Catholic-participation was still 
unacknowledged. As Blundell, later, told,, a-friend, (in 1687) he was disabled 
ore I had mustered ye 100 dragoons wch I was by commission raising ... to. 
Wounded at the storm of Lancaster in March 1643, and nick-named 'Halt-Will' 
58, 
as a consequence, Blundell died in'1698. 
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Colonel Sir William (Lord) WIDDRINGTONIS Dragoons. 
Here again we have to consider that this force contained officers who were 
commissioned in 1648 or 16.51, although they are often impossible to distinguish 
from those of 1642/4. It is unlikely that a full regiment ever existed, the 
evidence being based almost entirely upon the List which provides no field 
officers. Colonel Widdrington is dealt with as colonel of horsel Appendix 1. 
Captain Anthony Bulmer: Cited in. the List. Of Ketton, Co. Durham, Catholic 
delinquent. . Commissioned in 1642, he was second of 
the'eight sons of Sir Bertram Bulmer of Tursdale 
(see Colonel Thomas Howardg-Dragoons)-' Styled of High h'mbletonq and later of 
Kettonl, which he acquired by marriage, Anthony may have risen to be lt. colonel 
in. another regiment, to judge from his son's statement in 1684/. 5 who was 
59 imprisoned for refusing 'the"" oath of'Allegiance. 
Captain 
_7Chester: 
Cited in-the I List, the name is relatively common. 
Two Thomas Chesters (or one and, the same) of Hutton 
Bushelll Yorkshirel yeoman, and of Huston# yeoman, 
had probate granted their wills in 1675 and 1679 respectively. A Major Chester 
was captured at Wigan Lane in 1651 (where Widdrington was killed) 
ý0 
Captain Henry Millborne: Claimed in the List from Durham. Probably of 
Bedlingtong Gentleman% whose property was inserted 
in the Treason Act of 1652. He had been fined 
E27-19.8d. in 1649 for adhering to the, King in 1648, but that does not rule out 
61 
earlier service. 
Captain Sir Nicholas Thornton: Tentatively placed here$ the List providing 
no support. First of the five sons of 
Nicholas Thornton of Netherwitton, a Catholio 
Recusant who died in 1633. Also a Recusant, Captain Thornton was listed as 
a freeholderl Esquire, in 1638/9, and as a commissioned officer in 1642. 
According to the pedigree, he was commissioned to raise 100 "Hargobduzierall on 
October 20th 1643, whereas another source speaks of a troop of horse which he 
handed over to his brother John (q. v., Blakiston's Horsel Appendix 1). The 
dragoon commission may well have been late, and Thornton himself may have been 
mortally wounded before 1645. His widow petitioned for a third of her hus- 
band's estate for maintenance, in 1650, and his property was inserted in the 
third Treason Act of 1652. Sir Nicholas was almost certainly one of those 
knighted by the earl of Newcastle for the Parliament refused to recognise the 
title 
Cornet Rowland_Reevely: Claimed in the List from Yorkshirej Captain Chester's 
troops Another apparently insoluble problem of 
identification. Rowland Revell of Stannington in 
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Bradfield, yeoman, dated. his will April, 12th'1644, and it was proved in 1646/7. 
There is no way of knowing whether. he was a civil war casualty, although the 
will was written on the day after the fight at Selby (see Vol. 1)0 when a 
wounded man might well attend to 'such matters. This Revell was a Recusantq 
compounding in 1632, and was"presented again in" 1641 q but he cannot be the 
claimant. Either we have to do with an unknown son of the Revell who died 
in between 1644 and 1647, or we must seek another. A slender chance lies in 
Rowland Revel of Shiffnals Shropshiret second of the four sons of Thomas Revel 
of that place, a Yorkshire connection'(indeedg a Recusant connection) being 
established through this Rowland'sýauntl-a*1orkshire Vavasour. -Perhaps a 
third Rowland Revell was made Clerk of'the market for, all'Ireland at a fee 
63 
of'. 0"a year, in 1633* 
Quartermaster William Hildreth: Claimed'in the List from Yorkshireq Captain 
Bulmer's troop. A William Hildred was 
c oaf ine d' iný, York castle', in 1684/5 for 
refusing the Oath of Allegiance. Styled Gentleman, it was said that he had 
been'a "soldier sequester'ed'Z-foi- loyalty"and service to his late Majestie 
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Colonel Sir Francib WORTLEY'S Regiment of Dragoons. 
We. must tentatively accept a, regimental structure was intended here, for 
a, field"officer is cited in the List. The-only other evidence lies in an 
undated document, without'source, given in a later workl in which reference is 
made to': assessments to finance 'a garrison, 
of 150 Dragoons with officers 
garrisoned at Tankersle. Vý5 Sir Francis is dealt with as colonel of horse, see 
Appendiý' 1. 
Major Dudley Dudley: Cited in the Listj but he probably did not hold this 
rank for long, perhaps not beyond the first months of 
1643 at, the latest. He was the bastardýson of Edward 
Lord Dudley by Elizabeth, Tomlinson of Dudley: ' he also used the alias of Sutton, 
and was styled as of Tiptonj Staffordshireq, and as of Greenlodgel with some 
additional property -in Wiltshire.  At Worcester when it, fell in 1646, he was 
in arms again in 1648 but, was ca I ptured near Boscobel House. He escaped, was 
recaptured, and sentenced'to be shot to death on August 26th. He broke gaol 
again, and reached Bristol despite a leg wound. By 1650 he felt able to 
petition to compound, but was refused. _His'property 
was for sale in 1652, 
but he eventually compounded on a finelof L27 after his property was sold. 
In June 1660 he petitioned-for restoration to his (pre-war) place as Serjeant 
at Arms,, and sought the Mastership, of-Charterhousel Smithfield. In his peti- 
tion, he stated that he had, been Lieutenant of the Artillery I to Lord Astley, 
which is further evidence that he must have left the north fairly early: in 
his art 
, 
illery rank, he "furnished artillery" at Coventryq Worcester and 
Stafford. Dudley went on'tolexperiment in iron smelting processesq dying in 
1684 
ý6 
The following officers have not been identified. They are excluded 
from'the analysis, however, since the probability is that they served 
under Dudley elsewhere rather than in-the north. However, he may 
have brought them north with him in 16ý21 so they cannot be entirely 
omitted from consideration. ',, 
Cornet Jeffrey Dudleyl-claimed-in the List'from-Staffordshiieg Major 
Dudleyes troop., 
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As, would be expected,. in compiling, or in, attempting. to compile, a regi- 
mental, history of the northern Royalist, army, '., certain officers must of neces- 
sity be omitted. They. arej, for the most,, part, briefly alluded to in contemp- 
es Drake's narrative of the siege of Ponte- orary documents: in, for exampl 
f rac t or in Tullie Is account of events in Carlisle., In most cases, the 
strong probability is that these officers properly belong in the regiments wit 
which I have dealt, but in their case even''the most ten'uous, of links is lacking 
To ignore themt howevert would be to ignore the strong -possibility that aub- 
sequent"re-s'e'arch may p ermit of,, classification-by-ýregimentt-, or at least, by arm 
of'service. The composition ýproceedings'for the, northern -counties throw up, 
now-and'againt officers in arms asýwell: `-although, ýin these-cases it must 
always be, lemembered that such men, - could, well'have'belonged'to I 
regiments raised 
outside, the -north. There. werol,, for examplet: northern officers in the regi- 
ments of Prince Rupert, Charles Gerardt,, Lord Byron', and various others who had 
the'' 'prestige to draw volunteersýfrom far off.,,, -,,, -, Such officers. have-to be left 
Out Of the, consideration, in the`analysisýsinceq were they-to be'includedg they 
would, necessarily upset the strictly, 'northern I an I alysis which I have been 
primarily concerned with. southe I rn officers in northern regiments can be 
allowed for' however, sincethey by their: presence indicate prestige, area of 
services and other factors important in the study of any', given regiment. 
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The officers that follow are' de'alt"', with. by ranks alphabetically, with no 
distinction between arms of service. -, ý Of tens that distinction, is, not possible 
, to arrive atq but where evidence'is availablet"it'has been included in the 
survey., 
_ýl 
have dispensed, with footnotes, and includedý. _the sources after 
the 
statements of evidence, -, 'for in most cases there-, is merely'a single allusion. 
Careful'scrutiny of the, unclassified officersq and a comparison with those 
placed in definite regimental structures, may lead to some connection in certair 
, cases. For the most part.., howeverl,, those-. officers. that remain unclassified 
are those who defy even a'tentati've link'with a, regiment. It will have been 
noted that in some e'ases, -, references-, to, officers,, ing-for' example 9, -prisoner of 
war'. l is ts', that might conceivably-be'refere. nc, es to'known"officers-in-given 
regiments, have been acknowledged. in the regimental" analysis.,, , 
Such- persons do 
nott therefore, appear'in this'section. Nor is this section comprehensive. 
Every officer named, in the -north, between. 1642/6 has, not been, included. ý The 
, problem 
is that after the'lall'of York'and th'e, dispersal of northern'regimenta, 
there,, were forces operating on-the fringes of the north which quite clearly, 
had-no northern origin whatsoever. ,,,., An, excellent example-is that of the battle 
of Ormskirk in August 1644-(see, Vol. 1), where, prisoner lists include not only 
officers from northern regimentst but' officers who must, be definitions have 
come north in Rupert's army to the relief, of York and have no place in any 
northern analysis, For the most parts it is possible to distinguish this 
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arbitrary'9' and whilst 
one or two may be f ound to have crept in to this section, by the 'name termal 
one or two properly entitled to be. included, herel will have been omittod. For 
this reason, it has to be stressed, that the officers in this section have not 
been subject to analysis in any way. ' and are intended to be only a'guide and an 
aid to any, further research. into-the subject. It is, not impossible-that they 
may, alll, in time, be classified* 
_THE'OFFICERS 
Colonel'Richard Lowther: Lowtherts case, has, already,, been dealt with in 
relation'to the siege of Pontefract (see Vol. 1. ). 
He has not been included in the overall analysis 
since whilst his rank and position ý are, fairly well documented, he cannot be 
assigned to any specific arm of the service, nor can any officEcr be attached to 
him. He does not appear, in the' List. '---, Lowther was the eighth son of Sir 
Richard Lowthert High'Sheriff of UU-Mberland, and-died of TB ill Newark in 1645. 
(roster, " Yorkshire County Pedigrees. Vol., l). -, 
Major Z_ 
-7 
Birbeck: Cited by Tullie as a'Reformado from York in 1644, he 
_may 
haveýbeen Thomas Birbeck of Morton Tynemouth in 
Northumberland,, Gentleman, who compounded with the 
, local committee in 1644 for 930. '(Tulliets Carlisleg pa8sim. Welford, 
Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberlandl p. 60). 
Major Nicholas Burton: Unide'ntified. His son was baptised in York on July 
4th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege of York, p. 137). 




Cited by Tull 
from York in 1644. 
Major Richar_d Hartburn: promoted from 'capt - aing he was killed at Malpas and 
buried at Kendal (which implies that he was dying 
from wounds). possibly an error for Robert Hartburn 
a papist and delinquent, although Richard Hartburn of Stillingtong Gentleman, 
Catholic"delinquent, was deadýin_1644 'and his wife petitioning in 1651. 
(Catalogue. ) Welford, Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp. 
139 234/5* CCC9 P. 2797). 
Major Roger Kir-(k)by: Cited in the List as a field commander of foot, and 
'alluded to as a 1t. colonel in a contemporary source 
which may indicate a promotion. Of Kirby Lonsdale, 
Commissioner of Array and Collector for the earl of Derby, in Lonsdaleý Hundred. 
Present'at the attack on'Lancaster March'1643, 'and at the battle of Lyndale 
Close (for theseq see Vol. 1). ' A'JP and (pre-war? ) governo ,r 
or, captain of 
Cockermouth Castle. (Listj col. 86. Broxap, Civil War in Lancashirej, P- 30. 
ormerod 9 'Lancashire Tra7ct-s, p. 60. Musgrave Mss. Rainel, Dugdale's Tancashire 
Visitation, II, p. 169). 
Major William Lutton: of Horse, Styled o'f Knapton near York, his entire 
possessions in 1649Lwere valued at Z12 and a horse. 




Cited by Tullie as a'Reformado from York in 1644. 
(Tullie's Carlisleg P, 9). 
--5? 7 
Bjaor George Mountain: Of Westowq Yorkshire, nephew of the Archbishop of 
York, and first of three sons of Isaak Mountain who 
died in 1648. Isaak (or Isaac) sent horses to the 
royal army. Thomas Fairfax wrote an open letter for George: "I am informed 
this gent. carried himself verie civillie and unchargeable to the Countrie in 
the late war and his wife is one to whom I am nr alyed and could wish that for 
her sake all lawful favour and respect be afforded to him". In Wentworth's 
division in the defence of Pontefract 1644/5. (Clayq Yorkshire Royalist 
Compositionj II, P. 79. Longstaffe, Drake's Siege of Pontefractq passim). 
Major Z- 2 Newnham: -- 
Major, 7Powley: 
Or Newman. Governor of Bridlington on February 10th 
1644, see Vol. 1. (Vicars, 119 P. 154). 
Cited by Tullie as a Reformado from York, 1644. 
(Tulliels Carlislel p. 9). 11 
Major Daniel Purvey: such a man reported killed defending Prestong February 
1643- A man of the same name was buried at York, June 
19th 1644. (Ormerod, Lancashire Tractaq P. 73. 
Wenham, 'Siege of York, P. 139). 
Major Z- 
"_7 
Suibson: Cited by Tullie as a Reformado from York, 1644. 
Possibly 'Gibson',. (Tulliets Carlisle, p. 9). 
Major Z- 
_7 
Wardl: Cited in Ramsden's divisiong defence of Pontefract 
1644/5. (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefractl P- 5)- 
Captain John Ambrose: of Plumptons Lancashire. Captain of the 'Clubment 
1642/3 (does this mean a regular commission? See 
Captain Holt, -below). (Beamontt Discourse of the 
Warr, p. 28). 
Captain John Atherton: , Possibly a commissioner of array in Lancashire, 1642. 
Prisoner of war at Ormskirk in 16449 d ead by 1646. 
(Ormerodl Lancashire Tracts, p, 204. Raine, 
Dugdale's Lancashire Visitationg, 19 p. 21. ''Harlandq Lancashire Lieutenancy, 
p. 280 f. n. 23)- 
Captain, Z-, - _7 
Alker,: Cited, in Westmorland, in the Musgrave Mss,, on March 
26th 1644. 
Captain Aglionby: Contributed to the defence of Carli sle in May 164s. 
Edward Aglionby sat on the council of war there izj 
1644. A Julian Aglionby was also a delinquent. 
(Nansonq, ýSiege, of Carlisle , p. 
63. Tulliets Carlislev p. 40. ccc, p. 1668). 




Britton: or Bretton (see Wentworth's Foots Appendix 2). 
Buried in York April 22nd 1644. (Youngs Marston 
moor, P. 180). 
Captain 
_7 
Browne: Killed in defence of Carlisle, January 21st 1645. 
(Tullie's Carlisle, p., 9). ' 
C22tain Richard Butler: - Captured in Liverpool, November 1644. Died at 
Manchester of ill usage. Catholic. Eldest son 
of Henry Butlerýof Rawcliff, Lancashire. (Stanning, ý 
Lancashire Royalist Compositions Vol. 249 p. 26o). 
Captain John Brockholes:, Claimed'in, the List (col 149), of horse, Gentle- 
man. (Stanning, LancasLre Royalist Compositions 
Vol. 24, pp. 245/6). 
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Captain Christopher Bacon: Claimed in the List from Yorkshireg cavalry, 
Perhaps the same as (or a relative of) Charles 
Bacon of Feresby, Gentleman, delinquent. (List 
col. 149. Clays Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong III, p. 14). 
Captain Sir John Cary: Alluded to in the composition papers of his cornet 
John Audsleyg a Yorkshireman. (Clayt Yorkshire 
Royalist Composition, IIt p. 148). 
Captain Chadwick: Cited in Pontefract defence 1644/5, Wentworth's 
division. (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefract, p. 
5). 
Captain Robert Charnock:, Of Astleyq Lancashire, in the defence of Lathom 
1644/5. Present at Manchester, September 1642. 
(Stanning, Lancashire Royalist Compositiong Vol. 
26, P- 25). 
Cal2tain John Clifton: Killed in the defence of Shelford House in October 
1645- (Raine, Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, 1, 
P. 56. Burke, Commoners, IIt P- 56). 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Corsfield: Prisoner at Hunslett March 1644 (nee Vol. 1). 
'Such a man of Strickland Rogarl Westmorlandq took 
the Covenant in 1644. (Vicarn, II, p. 160. 
CCC, p. 1658). 
Captain John Ca2e: in the defence of Pontefract, and claimed in the List as 
of foot. Unclassified. Such a man is mentione=n 
Carlisle in September 1644 but cannot be the name. 
(Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefract, passim. List, col- 154. Musgrave Mss, 
Nansong Siege of Carlislej P. 58)- 
Ca2tain Thomas Charnock: Killed in action. Catholic Rocusantj of Leyland 
Lancashire, Gentleman. He was with the army in 
oxford (possibly Molyneux's or Tyldasley'a Borso) 
and was in Lancashire in the spring of 1643 to recruit. He was in Ireland in 
1650/1 and may have been killed there. (Catalogue. Stanningg Lancashire 
Royalist Compositiong'Vol. 26, pp, 29/33. ). 
Captain Z_ 
_7 
Dent: Wounded in the defence of Pontefract on May lot 1645. 
Perhaps Robert Dent of Bikerl delinquentg dead by 
1652 when his property was inserted in the third 
Treason Act. Cited in the Musgrave Mss. on March 26th 1644. (Longstaffe, 
Drake's Pontefract, P- 33. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and North- 
umberland, pp. xxxiii, 182/3). 
CaRtain George Dykes: Briefly referred to in the Musgrave Mos., in an un- 
dated document probably of 1643, as having been 
arrested and to stand trial. 
Captain Henry Errington: Catholicq cavalry officerl of Byfronq Northumber- 
land, Gentleman. It was charged in 1646 that he 
"rode armed in the enemy's quarters in Hexhamshire 
and was to have been a captain; that he entertained two gentlemen from beyond 
seas to ride in his Troop". Out in the 1648 war with Montrose. Ilia property 
in the third, Treason Act of 1652- (Rushworth, 1119 119 P- 50. Welford, 
Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp. xxxii, 190/2). 
Captain Francis Errington: "" Of Denton, Northumberlandq killed in arms near 
Rotherham (in 16437)- (Catalogue). 
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Captain Robert Frank: Of Spennj Yorkshireq gentleman. Commissioned by 
Newcastle in 1643 to raise a company of foot, but he 
laid down his arms in 1644. Not worth Z200. (Clayl 
Yorkshire Royalist Composition, 1119 p. 94). 
Captain Richard Fox: Infantryl claimed in the List from Lancashire (col. 
Captain Anthony Gerlington: Killed at Lancaster, 1643, a Catholic. (Bea- 
montq Discourse of the Warrj p. 91 f. n. 8. 
Catalogue). 
Captain Thomas Gerlington: Killed in arms at Lancaster 1643, a Catholic. 
(Catalogue). 
Captain George Gilpin: of Kentmere, cited at Kendal on May 20th 1644. 
(Musgrave Mss. Clay, Hunter's Minorum Gentiumq 1119 
P. 1099). 
Captain John Hothersal: ' Killed in the defence of Greonhalgh Castle, Lanca- 
ishires c. 1644/5. (catalogue). 
Captain Richard Holt: Styled as captain of the (irregular) Lancashire 
Freeholders'. band in 1642/39 precursors of the Clubmen 
employed by Derby. Of Ashworth, Gentlemang in the 
defence of Lathom from which he returned home in 1645 dangerously ill* Preoent 
at Manchester September 1642. The son of Richard Holt of tho same. (List, 
col- 152. Stanning, Lancashire Royalist Composition, Vol. 299 p, 255- - 
Ormerod, Lancashire Tracts, P. 51- Raineq Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, 11, 
pe 148). 
Captain Anthony Hammerton: Killed at Manchester, 16429 a Catholic. 
kcatalogue). 
Captain William Ireland: Cavalry, the son of Sir Francis Ireland of Nostoll 
Prioryq himself styled of Ripon and Cropton. 
(Clayl Yorkshire Gentryq P- 364. Hunterg South 
Yorkshire, II, p, 215). 
Captain Ll- _7 
Johnson: In the defence of Carlisle May 13th 1645, perhaps 
a Scot. (Nansong Siege of Carlislev p. 62). 
Captain 
_7-Lonsdale: 
Governor of Cawood 1644, but probably the Captain 
Lumsdall in the defence of Pontefract, Grey's 
division. A Captain Lumbodaine escaped from 
Newark and joined the Scots in 1646, perhaps a Scot himself. (Lit VIIII P. 
349. Longstaffel Drake's Pontefractq P. 5)- 
Captain Gerard Lowther: Cavalry, he is dealt with in Vol. 1. Perhaps our 
only clue to his father'sl Colonel Richard Lowther, 
arm of service. Came in at Newark, he claimed he 
had acted out of filial duty. Styled a field commander in the List which must 
imply a promotiong in Newark. (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefractl-Fassim. 
List, col. 88. Clayl Yorkshire Royalist Composition, 119 PP- 156/7). 
Captain Abraham Laughton: Killed at Ormskirk, probably a Lancashire man. 
(Ormerod, Lancashire Tracts, p. 204). 
Captain Nicholas Lyme: Cavalryq claimed in the List (col. 149) from Lancashire 
where the name is rare. 
Captain Hugh Mat(t)hews: Infantryq cited in the List (col. 153) by a 
Lancashire claimant. 
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Captain John Nuttall: Captured at Wakefield in May 1643, where he was 
wounded. Probably of Rockliffeg Gentleman (if so, 
perhaps connected with the Foot regiment of Colonel 
Sir John Ramsdenj q. v., Appendix 2). A fine of Z320 was levied in 1646. 
(Rushworth 1119 11, p. 271. Clayg Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong II, pp. 27/9" 10 
Captain Z- 
_7 
NeW8tead: Prisoner at Hun8let, March 1644. (ViCar8q II, 
p. 160). 
Captain owsman: Possibly Houseman, one of his soldiers was buried izx 
York on June 28th 1644. (Wenham, Siege of YorkI, p. 
134). 
Captain William Paulden: Officer in Sandal Castle in 1645, he appears in the 
List claiming as a cavalry officer. Of Wakefield, 
Chapman, he was in arms in 1648 as well with his 







Clayl Yorkshire Royalist 
Captain Rich: 
Captain Z-- 2 Snell: 
Given by Drake in his study of Pontefract, 
Wentworth's division. 
Prisoner at Wakefield, May 1643- Possibly 
William Rudston of Swanlandq near Hull, Gentleman, 
fined C4.5 in 1649. (Rushworthq IIIi III P- 271- 
composition, III pe 201). 
Buried in York on February 23rd 1644. (Skaifeq York 
Minster Burialsl p. 8). 
Killed in the attack on Manchosterg September 27th 
1642. Noted for two expensive rings he was thou 
wearing. (Broxapq Civil War in Lancashire, p. 47). 
Captain Francis Spatchurst: Infantry, of Hamon Headq Yorkshirej he "incon- 
siderately raised a Coy. of men which he kept 
and commanded under him for about 3 months and 
then disbanded them, dyed nowe about a yeere and a half sithence". (clay, 
Yorkshire Royalist Composition, Is Pp. 38/42). 
Captain Thomas Stanhope: Killed on Marston Moor and buried in York on July 
3rd. Probably fifth son of Sir Edward Stanhope 
of Grimston, Yorkshirej and a brother in law of 
Lt. Colonel Henry Constable, Viscount Dunbar (q. v. 9 E. Widdrington's Horae, 
Appendix 1). - (Skaife, York Minster Burials, p. 10. Davies, Dugdaleto 
Yorkshire Visitation, p. 294Y. 
Captain Zachary Stewart: Governor of yulgrave Castle which he surrendered tc) 
the Scots on June 17th 1644. Born in 1608, styled 
of Lofthouseq Gentleman. (Clay, Yorkshire Royal- 
ist Compositiong III, pp. 182/3. -Kendall, H. P., The History of the Old 
Castle of Mulgravel PP- 93/4). 
Captain Z_ 7 StaiilZ: Captured at Selbyq AprilI644 (see Vol. 1). 
Captain Seaton: Cited in Pontefract garrison 1644/5, probably the 
Seathum-in Grey's Division, although described there 
as a Scot. A Zachary Seaton of Skinningrove, 
aentleMan, delinquent, died in 1647- (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefractq p. 3. 
Clayl Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong III p. 224Y. 
Captain Stephen Tempest: Catholic. Rank given in the pedigree, a younger 
son of Sir Stephen Tempest of Roundhayq who was 
himself a delinquent. (Fosterg Yorkshire Cou4tZ 
Pedigrees. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong 1119 pp. 133M. -- 
Captain Z- 
_7 
Tulley: In Pontefract garrisong he left for Newark with 140 
Horse on Januarv 8th 1645. (Longstaffeg Drake's 
Pontefractj P- 7). 
Captain 
_7 
Thurvell: Captured at Leeds, January 23rd (see Vol. 1). 
Possibly George Thirlwall of Rothbury whose 
property was inserted in the 1652 Treason Act. 
(Welford, Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberlandl PP- xxxiii, 358)- 
Captain Robert Vavasour: Cavalryq claimed in the List, under Garard Lowther 
(q. v., above). (List, c'ol. 88). 
Captain Cuthbert Wade: 
his action by the earl o 
1651 for failing to pay, 
Yorkshire Visitation, p. 
15213). 
Cavalry, eldest son of Christopher Wade of Kilnsay 
who died in 1665. Cuthbert laid down his arms in 
November 1645 and claimed that he had been led into 
f Cumberland. Fined E222. He was re-sequestered in 
but was discharged in 1652. (Daviesq Dugdale's 
32. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositionj II, pp. 
Captain Francis Ward: Buried in York February 16th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege 
of York, p. 136). 
Captain James Washington: Died' in the defence of Pontefract, son and heir 
of Darcy Washington of Ardwickq Yorkshire, Esquire. 
Wentworth's division. 'Possibly a prisoner at 
Selby April 1644 (see Vol. 1). (Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositiont III, 
p. 181). 
Captain Darcy Washington: Brother of the above, died in defence of Ponte- 
fract in 1645. (Daviesl Dugdalels Yorkshire 
Visitation, p. 273). 
EaTtain Christopher Wray: Catholic, killed at Bradford in December 1642. 
(Rushworthl III, II, p. 50. Catalogue). 
Captain 
_7 
Winters: in September 1642 he led three troops of horse and 
500 foot from Northumberland to Yorkshire. (T. T. 
E 240 (11) A Perfect Diurnall No. 15), 
Lieutenant Alan Austwick: Cavalryl styled of, pontefractq in arms both wars. 








Lieutenant John Beronye: 
Cited in Hutton's divisiont defence of Ponte- i 
fract 1644/5. (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontofract,! 
P. 5). 1 
Of Braithwaite, in Carlisle defence 1644/. 5. 
(Tullie's Carlisle, p. 22). 
Buried in Yorkq June 9th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege of 
York, P-138). 
Lieutenant Thomas Babot: Infantryt claimed in the List 
' 
(col- 153) from 
Lancashire, under Capt Hugh Mathew (above). 
Lieutenant Walter. Chamberlain: Prisoner at Ormakirk, possibly from Cumberland 
or Westmorland. (Ormerodl Lancashire Tracts 
p. 204). 
Lieutenant George Collingwoods, Catholic, commissioned 1642. Killed at 
Newbury 1643. Tinder-Sheriff of Durham in 
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1642. (Rushworth, 1119 11, P. 50. Youngg Marston Moor', p. 171. Welford, 
Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, pp. 169 35). 
Lieutenant George Carter: Captured at Selbyq April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant Anthony Collinson: Of Wistowq Gentleman, he surrendered in Ponte- 
fract in 1645 and had been in York garrison. 




Cape: in the defence of Pontefract 1644/5. (Long8taffe, 
Drake's Pontefractj p. 4). 
Lieutenant Nicholas Craw: Captured at Selbyq April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant Thomas Clarkson: Claimed in the List from Lancashireg as of horse. 
Probably of Heyshamt in arms in 1648 also. 
(List, col. 150. Stanningg Lancashire Royalist 
Composition, Vol. 26, pp. 42/3). ' 
Lieutenant John Clayton: 
Lieutenant John de Hunt: 
Claimed in the List (col. 158) as officer of 
Pioneers, from Uncashire. 
Taken at Ormskirk, 1644. -(Ormerod, Lancashire 
Tracts, p. 204). 
Lieutenant Randolph Evans: Cavalryq captured at Selby April 1644 (see Vol. 
1). Perhaps the Evens of Kesteveng Gentleman, 
undischarged delinquent in 1652. (Welford, 
Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumberland, p. 66). 
Lieutenant Michael Fitley: Captured at Selby April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant William Fowler: Captured at Selby April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant 
_7 
Gibson: Captured at Wakefield, May 1643. Possibly also 
in Pontefract garrison. (Rushworth 111,119 p. 
271. Longstaffeg Drake's Pontefract, p. 4). 
Lieutenant Ferdinand Greenwood: Sixth of the six sons of Robert Greenwood of 
West Ardsley, killed at Newark. (Davies, 
Dugdalelsý Yorkshire Visitation, p. 246). 
Lieutenant William Gerlington: Catholieg killed in arms. (Catalogue). 
Lieutenant Francis Grice: 
Lieutenant Patrick Grey: 
Lieutenant Stephen Geere: 




Lieutenant Edward Hal sall: 
Taken at Selby April 1644. Of Sandal, Gentleman, 
in arms until October 1644 and then gaoled in Hul3.. 
(Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Composition, II, p. 105). 
Captured at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Captured at Selby, April 1644, (see Vol. 1). 
Catholic, killed defending Liverpool 1644. 
(Catalogue). 
In Pontefract garrison 1644/5. (Longstaffeg 
Drake's Pontafract, p. 4). 





Mollet,: Killed in the defence of Pontefract on February 
26th 1645. Perhaps the Morrit captured at Selby 
April 1644. A David Morrit is cited in Ramsden's 
division. (Longstaffel Drake's Pontefract, PP. 3,59 6,13). 










Perr; Z. -- 
Drake's Pontefract, pp. 59 
Buried in York June 18th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege of 
York, p. 139)- 
Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Infantryl claimed in the List (Col. 153) from 
Lancashire. 
Cited in Pontefract garrison 1644/5. (Long- 
staffe, Drake's Pontefractl p. 4). 
Cited in Pontefract garrison 1644/5. Ile I'dis- 
mounted one of their scouts on Baghill runne him 
twice into the body, but his comrad failed him and 
so he lost both horse and man". (Longstaffe, 
22,24). 
Lieutenant Roger Rawe: Buried in Yorkq June 16th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege of 
York, P- 139)- 
Lieutenant Henry Redman: Taken at Selbyq April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant William Singleton: Lancashire Catholic, killed on Marston Moor. 
(Catalogue). 
Lieutenant Skadlocke: Buried in York June 29th 1644. (Wenham, 
Siege of Yorkt p. 138). 
Lieutenant William Stables: Eldest son of Richard Stables of Tanshelf, York- 
shire. Born in 1621. Styled of Pontefract, 
Gentleman, in arms both wars. Fined S12. 
(Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Composition, 1119 p. 20. Davies, Dugdale's York- 
shire Visitation, p. 11). 
Lieutenant 
_7 
Sturbane: Captured at Ormskirk, 1644. (Ormerod, Lanca- 
shire Tracts, p. 204). 
Lieutenant George Thwaites: Of Long Marston near Yorkq gaoled in 1684/5 for 
refusing the Oath of Allegiance as a Catholic. 
He served with the infantry. (Raineq Deposi- 
tions from York Castle, p. 270). 
Lieutenant John Vincent: Taken at Selby, April 1644, (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant Z' 7 Ward: Cited in Pontefract garrisong May 1645. (Long- 
, _ staffeg Drake's Pontefractq p. 40). 
Lieutenant Z- 
-7 
Wray: Cited in Carlisle defence, termed a "blockhead" by 
Tullie. (Tullies Carlisle, P. 34). 
Lieutenant 
_7 
wainman: Taken at Selby, April 1644t (see Vol. 1). 
Lieutenant Robert Wright: Taken at Selbyt April 1644 (see Vol, 1). 
Cornet Z- 
_7 
Andesay: Anderson? Cited in Pontefract defence 1644/5. 
Longstaffe t Drake's Pontefract, p. 6). 
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Cornet Z- 
_7 
Adcherman: Cited in Hutton's division, Pontefract garrison 
1644/. 5. (Longptaffel Drake's Pontefract, p- 4). 
Cornet 
_7 
Bamford: Cited in Hutton's divisiong siege of Pontefract, 
1644/5. Possibly Lionel Bamford of Pule Hill in 
Yorkshire, Centleman. (Longstaffel Drake's Ponte- 
fract, P- 5. Clay, Yorkshire Royalist Compositiong 119 PP- 70/1)o 
Cornet Z- 
_7 
Blockley: Killed in defence of Pontefract on May 18th 1645, 
(Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefract, p. 40). 
Cornet 
_7 
Dickers: Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Cornet Arthur Dyke,: Taken at Selby, April 1644 (same as Cornet Dickers? ). 
Cornet Henry Gillibrand: Taken at Ormskirk, August 1644. probably of the 
Gillibrands of Chorleyl Lancashire, and perhaps an 
error for Thomas, son of Peter9who died in 1644. 
(Ormerod, Lancashire Tracts, p. 204. Raine, Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, 
119 pp. 120/2). 
Cornet Charles Greenwood: 
Visitation, p. 246). 




Cornet William Johnson: 
Fourth of the six sons of Robert Greenwood of West 
i Ardlseyj brother to Lieutenant Ferdinand Greenwood, ý 
q. v., above. (Daviesg Dugdale's Yorkshire 
Taken at Ribble Bridge, August 1644. (ormerodl 
Lancashire Tracts, pp. 204/. 5). 
Grey's divisiong defence of Pontefract 1644/5. 
(Longstaffe, Drake's Siege of Pontefract, p. 5). 
Taken at Ormakirk, 1644. (Ormerodl Lancashire 
Tracts, p. 204). 
Cornet Cornelius Lee: Died in 17019 the son of Robert Lee of Hatfield. 
(Clay, Yorkshire Gentry, P. 365). 
Cornet John Leafe: Captured at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Cornet George_Lynne: Claimed in the List (col, 151) from Northumberland. 
Cornet 
_7 
Mathewman: Cited in Pontefract garrison, Hutton's division. 
(Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefracts P- 5). 
Cornet 
_7 
Speight: Cited in Pontefract garrison. (Longstaffe, Drake's i 
Pontefract, p. 25). 
I 
Cornet Edward'Stanl(e)y: Taken at Ormskirk, 1644. Possibly eldest of the 
three sons of Peter Stanley of Moor Hallj Lanca- 
shire. (Ormerodl Lancashire Tracts, p. 204. 
Rainev Dugdale's Lancashire Visitation, 1119 p. 227)- 
Cornet Thomas Smith: Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Cornet 
_7 
Spurrier: Taken at Selby April 1644, see Vol. 1. 
Cornet John Usher: Buried in York, March 4th 1644. (Wenhaml Siege of 
Yorks P. 136). 
Ensign 
_7 
Baldwinson: Taken at Wakefield, May 1643. (Rushworth, III, 
II, P. 271). 
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Ensign William Bacon: Taken at Selbyl April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensi gn John Bell: Taken at Selbyj April 1644 (see Vol. I). 
Ensi gn Thomas Cony ers: Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensign Paul Errington: Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensign Z- 
_7 
Halliburton: Taken at Wakefield, May 1643- (Rushworth, 
II, P. 271)- 
Ensign f 
_7Hewith: 
Ensign John Jackson: 
Ensign Bareth Middleton: 
Taken at Selbys April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Taken at Selbyq April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Taken at Selby, April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensign f 
_7 
North: Taken at Selbyj April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensign Z- 
_7 
Ottoway: In Pontefract garrison May 164.5. (Longstaffog 
Drake's Pontefractj P- 39)- 
Ensign John Parker: Buried in York June 2nd 1644. (Wenham, Siege of York, 
P. 139). 
Ensign Robert Pollard: Taken at Selbyj April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Ensign-Thomas Rudd: Claimed in the List (col. 154) from Cumberlandl under 
Captain Cape (ý-e-eabove). 
Ensign 
_7 
Smelt: Taken at Wakefield. Possibly one of the sons of 
Leonard Smelt of Kirby Fleetham who died in 1627. A 
Thomas Smelt of Etherley, died in 1643 after having 
laid down his arms. (Rushworth 111,119 P- 271- Davies, Dugdale's Yorkshire 
Visitation, p. 104. Welfordq Royalist Composition in Durham and Northumber- 
land, PP- 343/4). 
Ensign William Wilkinson: Taken at Selbyj April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Quartermaster JameV Brown: 




Quartermaster Thomas Ramsey,: 
Quartermaster Thomas Swanne: 
Taken at Ormskirk, 1644. 
Tractsl p. 204). 
(Ormerodg Lancashire 
Taken at Selbyq April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
Killed in action defending Pontefract, Easter 
Day 1645. (Longstaffe, Drake's Pontefract, 
p. 22). 
Buried in York June 13th 1644. 
of York, p. 136). 
Buried in York, June 17th 1644. 





wadmouth: Taken at Selby April 1644 (see Vol. 1). 
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BXI: Lt-i-sh -Library Add. Ms. 33590 
Names of Indigent Royal Military Officers in 
England and Wales as they were certified in 
the Star Chamber before their printing of 
their names or inspection. 
My thesis was virtually completed when this manuscript was brought to my 
attention. As can be seen from the titleg it is a draft of the printed List 
wh: Lch came into the possession of Peter Le Neveq Rouge Croixj in 169.5, and 
passed in time into the hands of -the Constable family at Burton Constable in 
Yorkshire who sold it at the close of the 19th century. It adds very little 
to the information in the List and has not caused me to revise any of my 
v: Lews. The only significant distinction between the two is that the manu- 
script is compiled alphabetically, by county, rather than by field officer aa 





11sted simply by name without their field commanders. Folios 75B to 89 are 
entitled 'The Names of the Persons Inspected, As Farr as Lfondon and WostminsteZ7 
and Part thereof'. Folios 89B following consist of tRespective Warrants for 
. Payment Of officers', but contain nothing of direct relevance to regimental 
121story or officer biography. I am of opinionthat this manuscript is an 
Incomplete copy of a lengthier (lost? )' original, for the number of names seema, 
on a simple calculation, to fall. far 'short of those included, in the published 
List. There is also a noticeable failure to clearly denote rank, and it can 
be said that had the published List not existedg and had this manuscript been 
the sole remaining source concerning indigent officers, it would not have been 
possible to write a regimental study of any part of the Northern army, or, 
: Lndeedl Of the Royalist army as a whole* 
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